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Numismatic Notes and Novelties (Ancient and Mediaeval India).—By 

Vincent A. Smith, I. C. S. 

(With Plate I.) 

L 

IXDO-BACTRIAlSh 

Theophilus, 

L Club type. 

Square, copper, thick ; diameter *75. Wt. 117 grains. [Rawlins.] 

Obv. Bust of king to r., apparently bare-headed, in high relief. BASIAERS 

AIKAloY OEo[0IAoY] 
Rev. In field, upright club (as in Menander’s coin, B. M. Cat., p. 50, PI. XII, 

6), and a small square. KharosthI legend, Maharajasa ,[dhramiJcasa] 2'heuphilasa. 

Some of the letters are peculiar in form. 

This coin is a novelty, and at present unique. The only specimens 

of the coinage of Theophilus hitherto known are the two described in 

B. M. Cat., p. 167 (Supplement), PI. XXXI, 3* 4, which were in 

Cunningham’s cabinet. Of these, the silver coin, which is circular, has 

a bust resembling that of the coin now described, and on the reverse, 

Herakles crowning himself. The copper coin, like the new discovery, 

is square, but has on obverse the bust of bearded Herakles with club on 

shoulder, and for reverse device a cornucopiae. 

The specimen of the cornucopiae type in the Lahore Museum 

(CatPart III, 21), is “ not genuine.” 

J, i. 1 
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Azfls. 

II. Horseman and Pallas type. 

Copper, narrow, oblong, ’85 long, '45 broad. Wfc. 47 gr. [Rawlins.} 
* 1* 

Remarkable for its shape, which makes the coin look at first siglit 

like a fragment, and for the distinct Brahmi, or old Nagari, legend on 

the obverse. The legend appears to be intended for mahardjdtiraja. 

The ma (at r. lower corner), and ti raja are plainly legible. 

Gardner (B. M. Cat., p. 90), when describing the corrupt semi- 

barbarous, billon coins of Azes, with horseman obverse, and tnrreted 

personification of city reverse, has the note :—“ On most of these is 

an appearance of various Indian [scil. Brahmi] letters in the obverse 

field which are not here inserted, it being doubtful whether they are 

not mere blunders,” 

On the coin now described the Brahmi legend runs round the 

margin, and is intended as the equivalent of the Kharosthi legend on 

the reverse, which includes rajasa Ayasa. I cannot read the word preced¬ 

ing rajasa. 

A rudely executed coin. The metal seems to be copper, without 

admixture of silver. 

II. 

IMPERIAL KUSAN. 

III. Kaniska. 

Large, thick, copper, diameter '95. Wt. 246 gr. [Rawlins.] 

This coin resembles that depicted in B. M. Cat., PI. XXVII, 5, 

but here only three characters are visible, and they look like Semitic 

characters. Probably, like the partly similar characters on the B. M. 

specimen, they are to be read from outside as [N]ANA. But the 

characters on this coin have lost all resemblance to Greek letters, and it 

is therefore worth while to reproduce them. 

IV. Huvjska. 

Gold dinar. Diameter '8. Wt. 110 gr. [Rawlins.] 

Obv. The ordinary B form, that is to say, bust of king to 1. with jewelled 

helmet, of pointed shape. (See Num. Cliron. for 1892, p. 98.) 

Rev. Throned goddess (Ardokhso). 

This coin is remarkable only by reason of its reverse. The 

goddesses on the reverse of Huviska’s coins are ordinarily standing. The 

only instance of a seated goddess reverse yet published is that of Nano 

seated on a lion (Num. Chron. for 1892, PI. 
XII 

XXII 

The coin now published presents, I think, the earliest example of 

the throned goddess device, which continued to be used by Samudra 

Gupta and by Candra Gupta II, in his early issues. 
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The throne, or state chair, was a foreigu innovation. A cross- 

legged attitude is that natural to a native of India. 

Y. HUVI!SKA. 

Copper, diameter *8. Wt. 51 gr. [Rawlins.] 

Obv. King squatted cross-legged (G- obverse of Cunningliam, Num. Chron. for 

1892, PI. _LX_ \ as in B. M. Cat., PI. XXIX, 6. Legend lost. 
XIX, / 

iRev. Goddess (Laksmi or Ardokhso), pa lotus .seat, with remains of Sanskrit 

legend in Brahml (Nagari) characters round margin. The syllables yapra are 

legible on right margin. 

The coin is interesting both for the device and legend of the reverse, 

which have not been met with before in connection with any of the 

obverse devices used by Huviska. The B. M. coins with similar obverse 

have a standing deity on the reverse. No coin of Huviska with a 

legend in Brahml letters has previously been discovered. 
# 

VI.1 Huviska. 

Large copper, diameter 11. Wt. 195 gr. [Rawlins.] 

Obv. Elephant rider. Legend lost. 

Rev. A tall male figure (? Hercules) to r, resting with r. hand ,on (?) club, and 

grasping with 1. hand the tip of a bow, standing on end with the string turned 

inwards. 

Behind figure a trident, and outside bow on r. margin an imperfect legend in 

Nagarl (Brahmi) characters, which look like ganaga, or gataga. 

A very curious coin, the reverse device being quite unknown in the 

Huviska series. It became a favourite obverse devipe in the Gupta 

coinage. The unread legend is also remarkable. 

III. 

LATER GREAT KTJSANS. 

In the Numismatic Chronicle for 1893, Cunningham discusses the 

coinage of the Later Great Kusans, as if it were an exclusively gold 

coinage. 

1 [Another specimen of this coin exists in the Indian Museum Collection in 

Calcutta. See Ind. Mas. Cat., Yol. IY, p. 47, No. 13339, and plate 1Y. Unfortu¬ 

nately the photographs of both coins are nearly unrecognizable. The Calcutta 

specimen is the better one. The obverse very closely resembles that of No. 2 on 

Plate XXIX of the British Museum Catalogue. It shows the letters NOPA (of the 

legend Tcenorano) in exactly the same position as on the B. M. C. specimen The 

letters on the reverse are distinct enough, and are either garahha or gadakha. Mr. 

Rodgers’ reading is quite wrong; there are only three letters. The figure on the 

reverse seems to be three-headed, and to represent Qiva. I can see no “ trident 

behind figure,” but there is a monogram in the field, above the proper right arm 

of the figure, not clearly recognizable, but may be Huviska’s four-pronged emblem, 

Ed..] 
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The coins of Class A, which claim to be issued in the names of 

Kaniska and Yasu [Deva] (op. cit., p. 120) are certainly ordinarily in 

gold, but I have seen a fine brass example, nearly identical with 

Cunningham’s No. 16, which Mr. Rawlins procured from Chitral. 

Concerning Class B, Cunningham observes that “ the coins of this 

class are chiefly of gold. Some of the copper specimens are undoubtedly 

ancient forgeries, from which the gilding has worn off.” 

In reality the brass coinage of this class was extensive, aud numer¬ 

ous specimens have recently passed through my hands. The only 

copper specimens which I have seen are two. Of these one is in the pos¬ 

session of Mr. D. Ernst of Bombay, which is probably an example of 

Cunningham’s No. 2 (Sita, Bha, Sdka); and the second, a good specimen 

of Cunningham’s No. 5 (Saya, Bha, Sdka) is in my collection, 

I either possess or have seen brass examples of the following types 

out of the 13 enumerated by Cunningham. 

2 Sita Bha Sdka. 

9 

10 

Peraya 

Kirada. 

Kapan Gadahara, $a. 

12 Bhadra Pakalhdlii. 

13 Bashan Nu Pakallidhi. 

With regard to the above names I may note that the name under 

the king’s arm on No. 9, presumably the name of the local ruler, which 

Cunningham reads as Peraya, is really either Peyasa, or Perayasa. 

Good specimens show the final sa very distinctly. 

My brass specimen of No. 10 has Kirada or Kerada under the king’s 

arm, but has Kasa [na] and Si or $e in the right and left positions 

respectively, instead of Cunningham’s Gadahara and Kapan. The 

reverse character on my coin is peculiar, and is not either the Ghasa or 

Yasa of Cunningham. (See J. A. S. B., Yol. LXIII, Part I, p. 182.) 

The reading of the r. legend on No. 12, as Pakallidlii is really very 

uncertain, but the monogram is open to various readings, and 

Cunningham’s is as good as any. On No. 13, the king’s name seems to 

me to be Basana, or Bdsana, and not as read by Cunningham, 

The coinage in question also occurs in silver. 

Mr. Rawlins has a thin specimen of Cunningham’s No. 9, (Bhu, 

Saha), in silver, with (?) Vi in 1. position instead of Te. He also has 

an unmistakably silver specimen, of thick, dumpy fabric, of No. 13 
(Basana, Nu, Pakallidhi). 

Mr. L. White King, I. C.S., possesses an unmistakeable silver example 

of No. 12 (Bhadra, Pakallidhi), and a second which is mainly of silver, 

but is slightly yellowish in colour, and may possibly be intended for 
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very base gold. The Bodleian coins, Nos. 741-746 (Bhadra, etc.), also 

appear to he of silver. 

It thus appears that at present Cunningham’s 13 types are known 

to occur in the following metals : — 

Gold. Silver. Brass. Copper. 

Nos. 1-13. Nos. 9, 12, Nos. 2, 9, 10, 12, Nos. 2 

and 13. and 13. and 5. 

The gold coins of the Later Great Kusans, Class B, described and 

figured by Cunningham are all of the full dinar size. 

VII. This is a beautiful specimen, in Mr. Rawlins’ possession, of a 

minute gold coin of Pa Saha, apparently one-fourth of a dinar 

(diameter *55, wt. 16 gr.), which corresponds to Cunningham’s No. 8 

of Pra Saha, except that in*the new coin the sign for r is wanting. 

Mr. L. White King found Cherat in the Peshawar District a very 

good hunting ground for the Later Kusan coins, and Mr. Rawlins 

seems able to obtain them readily in the Jhelam District. 

The most interesting discovery of Mr. Rawlins in this department 

is the coin now to be described. 

VIII. Brass, medium thickness, well executed, diameter *8. Wt. 62 gr. 

[Rawlins.] 

IX 
Obv. Basana, Hu, Palcalhdlii, exactly as No. 13 of Plate in Num. Chron. 

for 1893. 
XIII 

Rev. Flaming altar, without attendants, as in No. 89 of Plate > ibid. 

When I first saw a drawing of this coin combining a common 

Kus^n obverse with a rare Sassanian reverse, I thought it must be a 

dealer’s forgery. But Mr. Rawlins informs me that he obtained it 

thickly covered with dirt, under circumstances which preclude all sus¬ 

picion. It is certainly not, as I at first suspected, a dealer’s forgery. 

It is possible, as a friend suggests, that the fire-altar reverse may have 

been double-struck over the ordinary throned goddess reverse, and he 

fancied that he could see traces of the original impression, but I 

am not able to verify the conjecture, though it is probably correct. 

The coin, as we now have it, is certainly ancient and genuine, and 

forms an interesting link between the Kusan and Sassanian coinages. 

It seems to be the numismatic memorial of the fact that King 

Hormazd II of Persia (A. D. 301-310), who called himself “ King 

of the Kusans,” married a daughter of the Kusan king of Kabul, who 

was sent to his court with costly presents and a splendid escort. 

Probably, as Cunningham suggests, the matrimonial alliance was the 
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result of a defeat of the Knsaris by the Persians, and was accompanied 

by cession of territory along the Oxus.1 

Our coin, therefore, cannot be earlier than the reign of Hormazd II, 

and inasmuch as the altar on the reverse is nearly identical with 

that on a coin of Hormazd’s successor, Shahpur (Sapor)II, and also 

closely resembles that on a coin of Hormazd himself (Num. Chron. for 

1893, PL 
XIII 

IY ’ 
8, 9) ; the conclusion seems justifiable that the date 

of this curious piece cannot be very far from A. D. 310. 

In this manner the date of the Kusan king Basana is approximately 

fixed, and a definite starting point is obtained for the calculation of the 

chronology of the Later Great Kusan coinage. 

The 13 types enumerated by Cunningham (op. cit., p, 124) do not 

I think, range over a very long period. The coins of King Sita, which 

he ranks as No. 2, certainly come early in the series, because they are 

well executed, and occasionally show traces of Greek letters. They may 

be dated about A. D. 250. Cunningham places the Basana coins last 

in the series, and he is probably right. Several of the princes whose 

names are preserved were probably contemporary in neighbouring pro¬ 

vinces, the names of which may possibly, as Cunningham suggests, be 

recorded in the right hand legends of the coins, namely Saka, or Saka 

(both forms occur), (?) Gadahara, or (?) Gadakhara, and (?) Pakalhdhi 

or ( ?) Pakandhi. 

IY. 

KAfMIR, AND WHITE HUN. 

IX. Tu[njIna ?] 

Copper, diameter '85. Wt. 96 gr. [Rawlins ] 

Obv. King standing to L, sacrificing, dressed in Kusan style in long-tailed 

coat and leggings, grasping in 1. hand a trident with bent prongs. Near 1. margin 

the legend $ Qri Tu [njma.~\ 

Rev. Goddess seated on lotus, delinenated in a peculiar way. In r. field 

far 
jaya. On extreme 1. margin Kidara. 

This is a perfect specimen in brilliant condition of the very rare 

coin figured in Coins of Med. India, Ple/te III, 1. Cunningham read the 

name as Turyamana, and treated it as a variant of Toramana. But Dr. 

Stein demurs, and rightly, to this reading. It seems impossible to 

1 The fact of the marriage is taken from Cunningham (Num. Chron. for 1893, 

pp. 169, 170, 177), who cites Khondemir, Rehatsek’s translation, 11, 340. I have not 

been-able to verify the reference. 
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get Cunningham’s reading out of the letters. Dr. Stein suggests 

Tunjlna, which was another name of Ranaditya, to whom Cunningham 

(Cows of Med. India, p. 39) assigns the approximate date A. D. 580. 

I cannot read the conjunct character with certainty. 

These coins differ widely from the coins of Toramana (Coins of Med. 

India, PL III, 2), on which the king is depicted as wearing frilled 

breeches, and the reverse differs considerably in detail. The general 

appearance of the Toramana coins is quite different. The contrast is 

much more conspicuous, when the original coins are examined than 

it is in the plate. 

X. Narendra. 

Wheel type. 

Copper, thin, diameter ‘92. Wt. 50’5 gr. [Rawlins.] 

Obv. Sassanian bust to r., with legend in front of face, 

jayatu <frl Narendra (imperfect in this specimen). 

Rev. Ornamental wheel or sun with border occupying whole surface. 

The commoner type of Narendra’s coins has a Sassanian fire-altar 

with attendants on reverse (Cunningham, Num. Chron. for 1894, p. 286, 

PI 
IX 

XI 
,12). Cunningham had 9 specimens of that type, and Mr. 

Rawlins has a fine one. Cunningham notes that “ a poor specimen 

with the king’s head has an ornamental wheel on reverse,” but he does 

not figure this wheel type. The reverse of the specimen now figured, 

the best of four belonging to Mr. Rawlins, is in good condition. Mr. 

Rawlins has a fifth specimen in poor condition, with the king’s bust to 1. 

XI. Mihirakula. 

Copper, moderately thick, diameter *95. Wt. 104 gr. [Rawlins.] 

Obv. King standing to front, dressed in Kusan style, and holding trident in 

r. hand. Legend on 1. margin, Sahi; on r. margin Mihircikulay 

the first two characters of the name being indistinct. 

Rev. Blurred and indistinct representation of horseman to r. with his r. arm 

raised. Probably double-struck on a * seated Laksmi5 device. 

The -hula form of the name is here, as in many other instances, 

associated with the prefix Sahi. Fleet and Cunningham were mistaken 

in supposing that the -gula form of the name is always associated with 

the prefix Sahi, and the -hula form with the prefix Cri. 

This coin now published differs both in obv. and rev. from any coin 

previously known. The style of the obverse recalls that of the large 

Yaudheya coins. 
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V. 

COINS OF PATHANKOT (ODUMBARA.) 

XII. Thin copper, circular ; diameter '65. Wt. 27 gr. [Rawlins.] 

1. ObV. Building, with railing at foot, and high roof with projecting eaves, 

apparently of thatch, supported on four pillars. Legend to 1. in large early charac¬ 

ters in relief, purusa, but the third character is doubtful, as there is no cross- 

bar. 
Rev. Tree with horizontal branches ( ? deodar) in railing, with snake below. 

XIII. Weight 34 gr. [Rawlins.] 

2. Obv. Building similar to that of No. 1, but with six pillars, and the coin 

being in somewhat more perfect condition, the long spike on the top of the roof is 

visible. The legend differs. It looks like [ ? ] ?jrf^TT. q [bha] yu ta jd. pa. 

The pictures of buildings on these coins obviously connect them 

with the rare coins from Patliankot bearing the legend Odumbara, 

which have been described by Cunningham. Two silver coins of the 

series are known, and are hemidrachms related to and associated with 

the hemidrachms of Zoilus. The one figured in Coins of Ancient India, 

PI. IV, I, has the Kharostln legend Mahadevasa rajha Dhara Ghosasa 

Odumbarisa, and across field Visvamitra. 

Cunningham’s specimen was found in the Patliankot District; the 

other specimen (said by him to be in the Lahore Museum), was found 

near Juala Mukhi, in company with 3 silver pieces of the Kunindas, 

and 28 Philopator hemidrachms of Apollodotus II. The date is thus 

indicated as being approximately B. C. 100—A. D. 100. 

The seven copper pieces known to Cunningham were all found at 

Patliankot. Their legend is also in Kharostln, and includes the word 

OdumbaraI 

Rodgers describes seven similar coins from Patliankot as in his collec- 

tion, which is now in the Lahore Museum ( Catal. of Lahore Museum Coins, 

Part III, p. 151,) and notes that “ there are many other coins from 

Patliankot in the collection, but they are mostly fragmentary and illegi¬ 

ble.” 

He does not give readings of the imperfect legends on the coins 

catalogued. I presume they are in Kharostln characters. All these coins, 

like Cunningham’s, are square or oblong. The weights range from 20 

to 32 grains. 

1 Cunningham variously states the number of these coins as 5 (Coins of Ancient 

India, p. 67); as 6 (Reports, Yol. v, p. 154); and as 7 (Coins of Ancient India, loc. 

cit. and Reports, Yol. xiv, p. 136). They were found along with coins of Zoilus, 

Yonones, Gondophares, Kaui?ka, and Huviska. 
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Mr. Rodgers once showed me a thin circular brass coin, diameter 

•65, which had on obverse a two-storied building (? temple), and a worn 

legend, perhaps in B rah mi (Nagarl) characters, and, on reverse, tree in 

railing, with Kharosthi legend, which I did not read. 

Prinsep (Thomas, PI. XIX, 7) gives a drawing of a large circular 

copper coin from Behat near Sabaranpur, which exhibits the character¬ 

istic high-roofed building, and traces of letters, probably in the Brahmi 

alphabet, like those now described. The buildings shown on the coins 

have a considerable resemblance to the store-houses, or granaries, 

depicted on the Sohgaura copper-plate from the Gorakhpur District 

(Proc.j A. S. B. for 1894, p. 84, Plate I), though the Sohgaura struc¬ 

tures have double roofs. 

The coins now published may be safely ascribed to the Odumbara 

tribe of Karjgra, and dated somewhere about the beginning of the 

Christian era. 

VI. 

XIY. SAURASTRA (? ARJUNA). 

Silver hemidrachm, thick ; diameter *55. Wt. 45*5 gr. [Rawlins.] 

Obv. Bust to r., much defaced. 

Rev. Svastika in centre. Legend round margin in characters similar to those 

of the eai'lier Saurastran coins, but difficult to read. It looks like ipc['R]^I5T 

The legend seems to include the name of Arjuna, and the 

word putrasa, the genitive of putra, * a son.’ 

The coin certainly seems to belong to the Saurashtran series, but 

no other example of the svastika reverse device is known, and the legend 

seems to be different from that on any published coin. No Raja Arjuna 

appears to be known. 

VII. 

XV. A NORTHERN SATRAP. 

Circular, thick, copper ; diameter ‘65. Wt. 78’5 gr. [Rawlins.] 

Obv. Horse to r. grazing. Marginal Kharosthi legend, read from outside 

... mahachatrapasa. 

Rev. Female to front, with r. hand raised, and 1. on hip, standing in a rectan¬ 

gular frame, of which the right post springs from a railing. A crenellated ornament 

on top of frame. 

The horse connects this unpublished coin with the coins of the 

Satraps Hagana and Hagamasa. (Coins of Anc. India, p. 87). But 

the horse on those coins is to 1., and the legend is in Brahmi characters. 

J. i. 2 
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VIIL 

XVI. UNCERTAIN. 

Thin copper coin ; diameter *65. Wt 30 5 gr. [Rawlins.] 

Obv. Elephant charging to 1. marginal legend ... ... rujpava apparently, 

which is unintelligible. I oannot read the characters preceding rfipa. 

Rev. Goddess seated, perhaps on lion. Remains of legend on r. margin. 

Like all Mr. Rawlins’ coins, this was collected in the Jhelam Dis¬ 

trict I cannot guess to whom it should be assigned. The characters 

seem to be of early date, probably not later than A. D. 500, and possibly 

much earlier. 
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Meghegvara Inscription of Svapnegvara JDeva of Orissa.—By 

NagSndua Natha Vasu, Editor of Vi^ako^a. 

(With Plate II). 

[Read January 1897.] 

The inscription of which I give an account to the Society this night, 

is engraved on a large slab in the western wall of the court-yard of the 

famous temple of Anauta-Vasudeva in Bhuvane9vara. Just on the right 

side of this slab is another, bearing inscriptions in eulogy of Bhatta 

Bhavadeva. Dr. Rajendra Lala writes about these two slabs as follows :— 

‘ There are existing two large slabs stuck on the western wall of 

the court-yard (of Anauta-Vasudeva), bearing Sanskrit inscriptions. 

One of these was originally intended for the temple of Brahme9vara, 

and the other for that of Atlanta and Vasudeva. Both of them had 

been removed from their proper places by General Stewart, and 

deposited in the Museum of the Asiatic Society of Bengal at about the 

early part of this century. When Major (then Lieutenant) Kittoe 

visited Bhuvan^vara in 1838, the priests complained bitterly of the 

sacrilege, and he suggested the restitution of the stones. The Society 

readily permitted this, but in replacing them, through some mistake or 

other, the Major selected the outer wall of this temple for both of them, 

instead of their respective places. Before making the restitution, James 

Prinsep published transcripts and translations of both the records in the 

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.’1 

I went personally to inspect these two slabs, and made rubbings of 

both. Both the slabs now lie at the identical spot where Dr. Rajendra 

Lala saw them. I was assured by the old Pandas of the temple that 

they remained at that very spot from before the time of the Doctor’s in¬ 

spection, without suffering a change of place or alteration of any kind. 

It is, indeed, surprising that there is no conformity at all of the 

Brahme9vara inscription described by the learned Doctor with the 

inscription I inspected. In fact, there is no Brahm^vara inscription at 

1 Dr. Mitra’s Antiquities of Orissa, Yol. II, p. 84. 
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all in the temple. I am quite at a loss to determine liow he identified 

this with the Brahm©9vara slab. 

As far as I am aware nobody has yet deciphered the inscription 

under notice. 

This inscription was made under the older of Svapnegvara Deva, 

the founder of the temple of Meghegvara. The following occurs to¬ 

wards the end of the inscription :— 

1 The poet Udatana has by his ( Svapne9VAba’s) command composed 

hymns, ever delightful to the learned in consequence of their sweet 

collocation of words and plentiful figures of speech (Y, 33.) Can- 

dradhavala, the son of Dhavala YIra, wrote this eulogy in letters 

resembling gems upon this slab on the door of Meghegvara (Y, 35.) 

Qivakara, a Sutradhara, engraved these letters like unto a garland of 

gems on this stone-slab (Y, 36)/ 

It appears, General Stewart had taken away this slab from its 

proper place in the temple of Meghegvara. Subsequently Major Kittoe, 

yielding to the entreaties of the Pandas, placed it in its present posi¬ 

tion along with the inscribed slab of Ananta-Vasudeva. As to the 

Brahmcgvara inscription noted above, I made a most searching enquiry 

for it about the temples of Ananla-Yasudeva and Brahmegvara, with¬ 

out being able lo find out any trace of it anywhere. 

This Meghegvara slab measuring 3' 8f " by 1' 9", is incised with 

great neatness and care, and the letters are in a state of almost perfect 

preservation. The size of the letters is § ". 

The characters may be described as Bangali of the Kutila type of 

the 12th century, similar to the inscription of Ananta-Yasudeva, and 

very near to the characters of the copper-plate grant of Nrsimha Deva II 

with a somewhat archaic look. As in most other inscriptions of Bengal, 

Behar and Orissa, of that period, we find here no distinction between 

the letters b and v ; besides it may be noted that the superscript sign 

of r is invariably placed on the doubled consonants gg, nn, e.g., in 

margga line 22, sampurnna, line 23; and ll is sometimes used for Z, 

in llalata and llaksml, line 2. Instead of the anusvara, we have the 

dental nasal in Vansottansa, line 3, and the nasal rj in varjge, line 6 ; and 

the dental sibilant is used for the palatal sibilant in vansa, line 3 ; 

and the palatal for the dental, in grotah, line 1. 
The language of the inscription is high-flown Sanskrit. Excepting 

the introductory blessing, the whole of the inscription is in verse. 

The inscription opens with an invocation of the god £'iva, Candra 

(the moon), and of the sage Gautama. It then relates :— 

‘ In that family of Gautama was born a prince (named) Dvaradeva, 

worthy of respect by the learned, the ornament of the world, possessed 
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of prosperity and great virtue, stable, like the goddess Laksmi in the 

midst of the churning of the sea, in belabouring the enemy, whose good 

deeds like a creeper surrounded the earth, under whoso influence the 

renown of the enemy was obscured as beneath the rays of the sun the 

petals of the lily close (V, 3). From this Dvaradeva, descended 

Muladeva, the crown of his family, holding the foremost place among 

the learned, putting an end to the prosperity of the enemy, smiling 

as the moon, and blooming on the creeper of renown (Y, 4). From 

him was descended Ahirama, a mass of virtue, the object of 

adoration, the resting place of kindness and justice of whom un¬ 

measured fame has sprung up in the same way as the moon rises 

on the udayacata (Y, 5). His descendants were many in number, 

among whom was a son Svapneqvara and a daughter Surama, the 

former resembling the moon, and the latter the goddess of prosperity. 

Of them one became the ornament of the world and the stay of 

all people, and the other the alleviator of the heat of poverty, 

as Laksmi is (in cooling the mind) of Cintamaui (Yisnu) (Y, 6). 

There was a celebrated king named Codagai^ga, the flower of the lunar 

dynasty, adorned with the several faculties beginning with anima. 

(Y, 6). After* that king of kings had adorned the abode of Indra his 

bountiful son, the illustrious Rajaraja, began to rule the world (Y, 10). 

That best of men married Surama dev! (Y, J3). That king who was the 

ornament of royal families, after a happy career, had his younger brother 

AniyajjkabhIma installed on the throne (Y, 14). When the king of 

the Gaqga family set about the conquest of the different quarters, 

Svapne^vara deva himself did more service than a host of Cahirayga, 

He dealt such mighty blows on his enemies with his sharpened weapons, 

that from the blood gushing out of their wounds eight oceans were 

formed (Y, 18). He built this temple of Meghe^vara, the Lord of 

Kailapa, high as a mountain, with materials at great cost (Y, 22). 

The stone-built wall of (that) conqueror is so lofty that it appears to 

be ready to check the movements of the clouds (Y, 24). (Ladies) with 

eyes like those of the deer, the effulgence of the diamonds on whose 

bracelets brightens everything at the time of their dancing, were en¬ 

gaged for the service of the conqueror of Tripura (Qiva) (Y, 25). He 

has laid out a beautiful park in the abode of Meghe^vara (Y, 26). The 

friend of that Lord of men had a beautiful tank, full of sweet water, 

excavated at the abode of Megbe^vara. This tank, when looked at, 

appears to be a brother of the ocean (Y, 28). That conqueror, celebrated 

for his many achievements, had a beautiful mandapa erected by the side 

of the tank. Here people sought refuge from the inclemency of the 

hot weather (Y, 29). Having built the temple of 19a, he set up the 
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god Visnu along with the Sudarqana-cakra (the beautiful looking 

discus), in it (Y, 32)/ 

From the inscription on this slab, we get traces of two royal 

dynasties, viz.: — 

In the Gautama-gotra. 

Rajaputra Dvaradeva 

i 
Muladeva 

.i 
Aliirama 

In the Lunar dynasty. 

Maharaja Codagaqga. 

I 
rzT~*-;— 

Rajaraja Aniyaijkabhima. 

f--'N 

Svapnegvara Surama 

(the queen-in-chief of Rajaraja). 

Various petty kings, it appears, reigned at different places in Orissa 

about the time of the rise of the kings of the Gaqga dynasty. Prince 

Dvaradeva is apparently one of them. The fact of none of those who 

cam© after Dvaradeva having enjoyed the royal or any other title of 

equal honour seems to point to the fact that they did not rule as inde¬ 

pendent kings, but were probably commanders of armies or Mahasdman- 

tUdhipatis. Rajaraja, the son of Codagaisga the conqueror of Orissa, was 

married to SuramadevT, the sister of SvAPNEgvARA. Probably by means 

of this connection, Svapnegvara succeeded in gaining such a high posi¬ 

tion in the court of the Gaqga king. We know from the 18th verse, 

4 that Svapnegvara himself did more service than a host of Caturagga.’ 

He was looked upon as Mahasdmantddliipati or the Commander-in-Chief 

of the forces of the Gaqga king. The large temple of Meghegvara 

is the work of this Svapnegvara Deva. 

None of the antiquarians of Orissa has referred to this celebrated 

temple, though it easily comes to the notice of every pilgrim of 

Bhuvanegvara. Dr. Rajendra Lala has mentioned a Meghakunda from 

the Yatra-paddhati of Bhuvanegvara. He has made no reference at all 

to this celebrated temple of Meghegvara. But the merits of Meghegvara 

are described in the Ekamra-purana, the Svarnadri-mahodaya and many 

other works. Here is the mythical account on the origin of Megheg¬ 

vara as related in the Ekamra-purana, Ch. 38: —1 

‘ (Parvati) with her eyes beaming with joy, said with a smile. 

1 Our past history, although frequently called to mind, cannot give me 

much delight. O Brahma, thou art possessed of all knowledge. My 

salutation to you, who are Prajapati (literally the lord of the created 
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beings), who are the incarnation of wisdom, and versed in all the 

Qastras. I have a desire to hear, O Brahma, the connection we have 

with the sacred place of Svarnakuta. Knowing that Rsis have an un¬ 

swerving devotion to God, sitting down for a while in meditation, 

Brahma spoke the following words in reply :— 

‘ Eight wise clouds wishing for the success of their desires pre¬ 

sented themselves before India with folded arms, and spoke the follow¬ 

ing words ;— 

‘ We intend to go to a place called Ekamraka to worship (Jiva. 

We shall with your permission, bathe in the sacred tirtlui of 

Vindudbhava. Sages say, ‘the merits of actions done here become 

everlasting.’ We intend to build a palace and a temple of fiva with 

your permission. Kindly give us therefore our desired boon.’ Hear¬ 

ing this Indra spoke, ‘ 0, Virtuous clouds, depart soon and perform 

your religious rites according to your wishes.’ The clouds, commanded 

by Indra, gladly departed for that sacred place, accompanied by 

V^vakarman. When the clouds had got to the place, they looked 

around and selected the site in the H.-E. direction, 1,750 fathoms from 

Kalpavrksa. They then thus spoke to V^vakarman :— 

‘ O Vi^akarman, the site has been selected ; be so kind as to act 

up to our desire. Then V^vakarman personally collected stones from a 

hill and built the high and beautiful palace, having a ditch around it, 

the entrance gate, the gopura, and the homakunda. Then the clouds, 

who were proficient in the Civa-tautras, consecrated the temple. These 

eight clouds are respectively celebrated as Parjanya, Plavana, Anjana, 

Vamana, Sampatti, Drona, Jimuta and Atimarsana. Then thinking it 

imprudent to lose time they began to conciliate the god f iva by gifts, 

worship, austerities and sacrifice. 

1 Then fiva being highly propitiated appeared at the place and 

thus spoke to them :— 

‘ I have appeared in the capacity of a giver of boon. Ask for the 

boon you intend to have. The clouds being highly glad to see Maliadeva 

personally present said,— ‘ O god, if you have been satisfied with us 

and.have got the best favour to bestow, then we pray for your presence 

in this place which has been well set up. Fulfil our desire by granting 

us this boon.’ To this Maliadeva replied,— ‘ 1 shall remain here in the 

name of Megilp vara (the Lord of clouds). This lake (now Vindusa- 

gara) of limpid and dear water will be a source of pleasure to me. Its 

waters will wash off all sins.”... The clouds on hearing this made 

obeisance to Maliadeva and departed for heaven.’1 

The famous temple of Meghe^vara is situated at a distance of 100 

i The similar account is related in the Svarnadri-mahodaya, Ch.18. 
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yards to the east of the site of Bhaskare^vara, mentioned by Dr. Rajendra 

Lala, in the northern part of the Bhuvane^ara Ksetra. It is built of 

basalt stone. Its former beauty has not yet departed, but with the de¬ 

cline of the worship (ceremony) here, its beauty is nowadays on the 

wane. The artistic skill displayed by the temple seems to place it in the 

12th century A. D. There is a tank to the north of the temple as men¬ 

tioned in the inscription under notice (Y, 28). The people of that place 

generally speak of a village of Brahmapura, which was originally situat¬ 

ed near the temple of Megli§9vara. This village is mentioned also in the 

early settlement records. In the 31st verse of the present inscription 

this village is recorded to have been given to the Brabmanas by 

Svapneqvara deva. There is no trace left of it save the abodes of a 

few husbandmen. The temple of Bralimecvara and Brahmakunda is 

not far off. 

wifrrfrsfa n 

*rt ii 

^ *5TI*rt «w || 

fat I 

qrr ^Tf?rw ^Ygfa^Tfa h 

ararenc i 

It 

^istr ^ tor i 

’snwr: fafe^wr: ^rr^r^i 

wiw Jifaiam: trspnifr I 

fa^tswfa-’ WfR II 

W ^fi<T | 

W %% Riftf^TOp II 

vi N 

fasfTJiTfpr tt*ss ffarrf *rwlfa?rR u 

fi^mfa^rr ii 

^T^*r t faw«nrr i 
* * 

«£5(T ^^•fTTI^^T II 

^tT<3K| ^ (?) l 
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^t5t% ii 

$t*r *rV*iwsifa*iTTO*j i 

<3fW II 

<n*TTW#ta frwaf ^p4 ^ i 

ii 

n*mt f^s^ fM i 

fPI fafV^I f¥W*P*rfa^J % | 

*3^*3 ^faswr: u 
vJ 

^ W^ft *WTOHT I 

^Wlfrl^ <WT ^"Wt If 

^€4 ^ ifro^r: WWV' *«Tp*pia?i«rsB^ I 

Wr^TT? ^€?n: sfiT^rTT *TO*fS*r: II 

^3T*j % ^|Wt t I 

^rew=nnftafr;n 

gcrr1? «JI^T5T W i 

^Trefwfw ?X ^^frn^rf: || 

inft ^T^T =f 2T rHJ I 

V3i^r *r: ii 

*TST^: gsnTSHWWrftf: I 

wr 3T%¥rrsr *rt«t ii 

sreinwT ^ i 

*ri^t «n^r hr ii 

WWR[ facST ^<TS3 II 

^R-RpRTSF^ ifiT*T^: I 

%^K: f*R: II 

?;fH ^<3T *T^Tf^f<T2W I” 
I ^ J s 

( WRgW V* ^*<ajT*?: t ) 

J. i. 3 
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Meghecvara Inscription of Svapne^vara-deva. 

Text* 

L. l. II fsr^T^T II 

^TOcT- 
M 4 V 

^rfan1 2 ^jabr^tfgcrr TOftrcsNJt ftcT ^fer i 

Wf TTS^S^cTTf cT F^IcfT- 

«T^5tcTT2€l5^?rfT^J-4TNcT: HTig 3= fl [1] 
N* J 

L. 2. 3 *<*ifcf TI^fcT 

i§«ff ^rtfar swt i 

^faTcf *T || [2] 

5cf^^ TT5^** ^fecT^T 

3TTCT 5rfcT^T^f^ 

L. 3. ^ftwajT^TOft: i 

fTlcrf^ H : sfMt ^TK%W' II [3] 

Nl S 

sftf&T- 

L- 4# ^tf%cTT*T- 

SW^facT^ft Si^F || [4] 

8cTWcT ^TfT^#T[- 

&s 

f^rsrNr- 

# From impressions and rubbing's, made by me. 

1 Metre, Qardula-vikrldita 

2 Head ^p?f; | 
j> 

8 Metre. Vasanta-tilaka, 

♦ Read ^it? 1 

6 Metre, Srag-dhara. 

® Metre, Malinl. 

T This letter is very obscure, 

8 Metre, Srag-dhara. 
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L. 5. • II 

*tw gw =ej *rrarw*rr l 

^ncraHisnw ?i^rann?;^t^T^jT sm- 

^Tfers^ncsrrctnro ^JTcft f^riroffli^;^ a 
105ra’5'TfcTf%ft2^ft’- 

L. 6. fers^rftnTS'ftesFrra'rR'rej! i 
i i 

^fsre^^PrnixFsmfflr- 

^ftnnf^Ssr ^snif: n 

^sft *n^rew<E% fw*; i 

V ^jpmjZW'FdM ^TjgTfT- 

L. 7. sn *n#t- 

3T5TP giWS f%W VI-JcTI^nfw Tn^T^fif 

^stcrUr *ig ^r^;: xfsrgsri ^"TT^ «HU?T I 

*f*?rfa ^ftr jtt sr^st fsrfar^rftef^n- 

*rat i irftTR^rf5?! nfe: HcTT: f- «\ ©V. ^ 
L. 8. ^S’sifaitT’r a 

V 

,2crf^sr fansrarTWR1 
N 

^iwtgqvrT^'f^^rafta!^: 

*kmT*mfer: ufaff hot* h 

L. 9. [?t] fiTif-fw^ii i 

’ffc^tsTpra^Tcj- wsiJjsn 

^f'Ki •fli'?,''fl%% a 
CX 

9 Metre, Qardula-vikridita. 11 Metre, Qardula-vikridita. 

1° Metre, Puspitagra. IS Metre, Vasanta-tilaka. 

*3 Metre, Srag-dhara. 
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gfcrar I 

L. 10. snnfa- 

^TTcT || [12] 

15%*fiTFf ^*TT K^^T^-cft 

g*rn ftr^mr *tct 

WtcTcT^TWf^fH^Vt’ *iTcTTf^ || [13] 

L. 11. 

w?t pVw f*rc! ^ tj*\t i 

ii [ 14] 

15*t ^rr^T^^T#xrfcr: 

X|(?ff^f%fcTm^H\NRT^5 ^^TfC^TTlT^- 

L. 12. | 

^TJUTcT ii [15] 

15t «fW?Nf f^^TTc^ wft«jrT>0 *r iTlT^T 

f^pjTf^TO vnm ^TcT^ 3TT^ ^ I 
>J 

L. 13. 
■* v» 

^fV»ft^nc^tf*RHi*(JiT^B giiraipf h [16] 
issfTcTT 3JT^HT«I^T- 

wt17^ *rafa ^tNct 18 ^ iftfir tnrr sfNrtf i 

TOfa^T^fcT?# ^q^^fcTT ^cfl^T- 

ftvSTT^J ^P8fcT 

1+ Metre, Maliui. 16 Metre, Vasanta-tilaka. 

1$ Metre, Qardula-vikridita. n Obscure. 

18 Obscure. 
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L. 14. [w] ^ stT^^rac^^Ti! || 

*ny*rfyyt 

f*S3Jni yyjTcr « Wt I 

€^n^yfyf*tf*ycrrey nwi«ftiwn*HtPrfy: 11 

19«i#%5rT: yfinc- 
L. 15. [y] y:,'yt^ yw ^tfe- 

jfNtsrrei [f?=g-] ^^20 *r ys^TanysrTsyt l 
fWfi%5fl' yrfjirfrg'ym^cn y*r ttsjt 
orftR-^^ftT II 

*ftf8w fer^ I 

sixT^T^xf^^^q || 

TjRR- 

L. 17. ^t- 

R'^olcit 
^■1 ^ 

urer^t fyr«cr 3rareltw,y<: n 
S1^ffsv y strait Tfcnrer^’a w fjrfx- 
sffanai TTftyfacfts^fsrett hw yifr^t- 

J 

L. 18. . I 

parents tpcroy^rasiTsf 

fttsfNtf 3JTW?;: BTrftOT^ fw* n 

-"*x fspifant 

19 Metre, Mandaki’anta. Some aksaras of this are illegible. 

*° Metre, Anustubh. 

SI Metre, Qardula-vikridita. 

*S Metre, Harini. 
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cT^J ** 

src*!J- 

L. 19. t ^r faphngpc^n II 

^rflrsm i 

TR CTTW J?JIT^T5 II 

w %^sr- 

L. 20. ?:^j 

jfefTfinrft-^l^TT^^T'iTJ3.1* c# || 

-55^iffiT^aR^f^'f'55crt<=k'<r«^cT 

ii^ih?1fT€t5Rf«cTftrRraT snr^t i 

L. 21, pst- 

ST^rPterfs: | 

26ssjar^ 'rmur# 
# N 

TOffr^TOf^ftfa Tf^HcT sftcf^ | 

^TfOTTOaRfir *net 

^5iTT§i^r 

L. 22, ^ ii 

5rrc^3Rft%cre snresrt: js’spsr:27 

^ ft^TRfsripf wnwcrap*; | 

*TW 5rf*RT ^TTf^cft' II 

26^TCT W^T*TT^T: TTfzr Tffa c^TJTTi ETfcT- 

28 Metre, Mandakranta. 25 Metre, Qikharirn. 

24 Metre, Malini, 2(J Metre, Qardula-yikrldita. 

27 Read I 

[No. 1, 

[29] 
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L. 23. S* 

sftqr ‘ trfcT itjtc ft*rar*1 

f3m% ^T3TOJfa ^ || 

~*^TKTg%[%t *RT- 

xm f33Tmfa^f^3^raR i 
s» s» 

^TI- 7K ^T fo¬ 

il. 24. crwjgvKsrcW^st- 
«\ 

*T3 ^ *ER<l?rf% || 
^ Cv 

"CJcf 5T?^finS 
e\ 

^iwfRcr ^ fkm- 

TTmwTFr* ^ ii 

so^333\ f3^T^T?5reifep3 ^ifa^F 

L. 25. ^**rcterT i 

3ilTS f^W^fafciTTfcdt- 

irfcT^cT^T ^T 3W WTf^cRTpWT 11 

31 q ^T33^>RT^Rt 

*113^13^ ^IIT *TT3^3T^3faff | 

3iwr *033:crt^ci^- 

L 26. m 3rt% 

cTT3cT f^U3^f¥T XX^m^m p3W || 

II 

32ftfa WaftecTra: * ^^3^: STilfSlffrC 3f* I 

^^T^T5TT^Tf^fW%^^3Sr^T^ II 

33^rSITC: fs*33i I 

f3^1§T3 fi^Rf ^TWpTOlffnr II 

23 Metre, Qardula-viki'idita, 

29 Metre, Upajati. 

3^ Metre, Hariri. 

31 Metre, Srag-dhara. 

82 Metre, Ary a. 

33 Metre, Anu?tubh. 
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Nadir Shah and Muhammad Shah, a Hindi poem by TiloK Disr contri¬ 

buted by William Irvine, late of the Bengal Civil Service. 

[ Read February, 1897.] 

The poem of which I send a transcript, transliteration and transla¬ 

tion, accompanied by some notes, was found last year (1895) among the 

books of the late Mufti Sultan Hasan Iflian of Bareli (Rohilkhand). 

Access to these books was obtained by my agent, Maulvi ‘Abdu-l-‘Azizf 

through the good offices of C. Rustomjee, Esq., C. S., at that time 

Judge of the district. 

In the exemplar found at Bareli the verses are wrongly placed, 

being given in the following order, 1-6, 77-93, 7-76, 94—103. This 

mistake I have corrected. The numbering gives 103 verses, but 

apparently they ought to be reckoned as one hundred and five. Verse 

No. 7, as it has eight lines, ought, I fancy, to be counted as two verses 

of four lines each; and the Dohard, No. 103, is given as one verse of 

four lines, whereas Dohard meaning ‘ a couplet/ the four lines; 

form properly two couplets. After making this correction, I find the 

kinds of metre used are :—52 Dohard (104 lines), 11 Sorathd (22 lines), 

1 Kabit Dohard (2 lines), 18 Kabit (17 x4 and 1 x2, 70 lines), 2 Savaiyd 

Kabit (8 lines), 9 Savaiyd (36 lines), 9 Aril (36 lines), 3 Chaupdi 

(12 lines), giving a total of 105 verses and 290 lines. 

Our copy is in the Persian character, as was perhaps to be expected 

owing to the Muhammadan source from which it has been obtained. I 

have made further enquiry, but no Nagari original is now forthcoming. 

But we may assume that the work was originally written down by the 

author, as all other Hindi poems are, in the Nagari character. The 

free use of purely Persian and Arabic words (suggested, no doubt, by 

the nature of the subject), is to be noticed, making of this poem an 

early specimen of the Hindi mixed with Persian, which the late Raja 

Shiva Parshad advocated as the true literary language (see Grierson, 

“Modern Vernacular Literature,” 1889, No. 699, p. 148). 

I know nothing of the author beyond his name, Tilok Das, which 

appears in the last line of verse 7. The work is not dated and no 

patron is named. But since verse 103 contains a mention of Nadir 
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Shah’s death in 1160 H. (May 1747), the poem cannot he earlier 

than that year, and judging from internal evidence, such as the number 

of real names and events given with tolerable correctness, I think it 

would be safe to give as the latest probable limit of composition a 

period of ten or fifteen years from 1747. The poem is not likely, 

in my opinion, to be later than 1757-1760 A.D. 

From the place at which the work is found we may assume that 

the author was a native of Rohilkhand. The language, of which 

the grammatical forms seem to be somewhat unstable, appears to me 

to show affinities both to the dialect of the upper part of the Ganges- 

Jamna, duaba and to that of the country between Farrukhabad and 

Qannauj, the latter called by Kellogg, I think, Kanauji. I am more 

or less familiar with both these dialects, and the language of the 

poem contains something of both. I suppose it should be classed as 

written in the Braj variety of the Hindi tongue. 

As for the matter of the poem, it must be confessed that it is of 

no historical value, although, if no other account of Nadir Shah’s 

invasion had come down to us, this might have been otherwise. We 

might then have been forced to construct out of such materials a 

history of what really happened. The result would, I think, have 

been that the outlines of the story would have come out fairly true to 

fact, but in details there would have been equal redundancy and defect. 

The story of the faqir’s second sight would have been at once rejected 

by any critic: while he would have mourned over the absence of 

reasons for the sudden collapse of the Moghul defence, or for the 

apparently unprovoked slaughter of the unoffending inhabitants of 

Dihli. In short, this poem shows us how rapidly in the East, even in 

modern history, fact and fiction are blended. We see, as it were, myth 

in the making. 

I am no judge of the technical merits of the work as poetry, but 

it seems to me to present a brisk, lively and interesting narrative, far 

from devoid of local colour, and at times exceedingly graphic. The 

poet assumes as a matter of common knowledge that Nadir Shah was 

invited into India by Nizamu-l-mulk. The true solution of this 

question is one of the most difficult problems presented to us in the 

history of that period. The accusation was current at a very early 

date (see Fraser’s “History of Nadir Shah,” published in 1741, pp. 69 

and 129, and Rustam ‘All’s TariJch-i-Hindi, written in 1154 H. (1741-2) 

[B. Museum, Oriental MS. No. 1628, folio 281 b].) The author of 

Nisdlah-i-Muhammad Shah, however (B. M. Or. 180, foil. 106 b, 107 b), 

who wrote between 1161 H. and 1167 H. (1748-1754), puts all the 

blame upon Sa‘adat Khan, Burhanu-l-mulk, Nazim of Audh. But 

J. i. 4 
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Jonas Hanway’s judicious remarks (“ Revolutions of Persia,” 3rd edi¬ 

tion, 1762, II, 352) convey the wisest and safest opinion on this very 

disputable point. “ It seems to me highly probable that Nadir did not 

“ stand in need of such instruments for the execution of his ambitious 

“ designs.’’ In short, Nadir Shah could not look on himself as the 

world-conqueror that he wished to be, a veritable equal of Changez and 

Taimur, without an invasion of Hindustan, and, as I hold, such an inva¬ 

sion was inevitable, invitation or no invitation. 

I, Text; 

&43i'c j 

# sptjj * 

^LSJ** *• •• 

b Cl>b ip ^p * )y<> J~* ^ ^♦S/0 

ePt^ ^P pb ^p [y,J JJjb 

r 

r 

r 

Is 

d 

n 

# # « 

- Ijijf ^p 0Cv»j! ^ V 

# C5AJ li <^i-X5 CLs^*5 ?} 

• tPb cA>A ** ^ V y g1*®* ^b 

* # 

* ^pia..c ^ ljtiw./o }fj bl^ ^jf t^Ip* 

* epjb-** ^ ap'u> ^b!P° 4^-^ <rb 3* 

* C5^ ^bo (J*j \j\& L5~'j* eh*d 3*'^ 

* b u5]^ ^bj £ $Lj ^'fjp^b^J »j^13 p> o*p ^ 

# * 

■4)^ epjp *■> e>b ^ e/ A 

* }^ ^*^!<3 (^t.p Ci?t^" |*^{ 

— 4)i?” ^ b "PA) &i*** Apt ^AJ^.J yjJ 

# jjUs» bj jjt <«^(j <*st 
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* tjbjA * 

oi^f 8A—c—»T # Cl>j> Jj) $ 

1*J| A- LS^ * L^*1^ ijp ^ | ♦ 

* * 

” CA C5^* Cl>t ijAfhyS*. L5~^ IS? A^jf *5 Jf&d I I 
" •# ' 

# Ac‘ri>^3^ t5^ UM*jk_Jt^3t^ t5^ 

“ 4^ ^ y*^£ Cl>jT l*-A^ }}l^»^lj (jj^ 

* Acs^y ^Ay cy* <j*y^ y^0 (J£»* C5^ ^)yy^*» jjy 

- a d>!y~*» y^° o^y* y^ <y &))yy^** Ay. A yxi i r 

* 4? ^J=tyU Jl^. oIa. y (j »-^ ^Jf fcjJjf ^/o| ^ ;y 

- c& ei>^y 4**^. A(y^£J 0.&JV3 (jjM ^fij) 

# / c>y ^ ^y* eyV^ *t^“ L^4^ j4^ _y°t A y^f 

* J; * 
- A ^s3 J.X*, jxy<» 11" 

% C5^"^3^ 

vilUt ^'Ia ^ O?^ 

* y* ^ ^K L>* jfejW* 

* * 
*■— *J V 

# djta' y*» ~ ts^ ^5’‘M* t—x) | jc 

• •• 

# ylo 4j\^J V»^J »->J - y^ A AaU» (^cj&> A^Xmi la 
•• 

♦ ty^ Aa^ *^y * &* &J&0 ^<v» 

. ^. lij <i—^ ^ ^ c)”^ ^A,w ^j«i.i/o ^rf t_-o ( ^ 

* (s^f* ^ r5 ^A; &* ylj>^ 

■ ^Yy At^t^ LS^1^ /♦* i>.^ C^sJ (^ 

# jty yf y 3—y> y y>y 
# * 

* ^y-w iSA^j ^ (x^ A d>lj vSlj/f - ^liai i£iUf ^x/cf L?V ^ *v 

# crb ^ J^J j* ji<\ »^Jt - U*t y ‘^et» J (A 
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* t «* * 
• 

- £. ^ it - d»u^» ai I * 

* <£. e/* crt c5';(A^, c$V -;>t^ cfj.^ - ;r*V ^ 

- £- e;^ cj^ ‘■—^ <“^'/0 ^Jjv 4~ lsk^ gkw^G yiy^^ 
p0 

• £l ^<^U/0 “ i5<iXw» ^ £1*9^ 

* tj^*u * 
. »-* , • 

- u^[x> vK ls^ lsJ %r* «L )**$ *>y* ^ kf) v-5 r * 

# J(♦*U5 C5^°^ cs>J <?j* ^ 

~ i^}K (Of ^ 

* £$J V-’ C5^ C&J*" ^ 

* VjJbjt) * 
V ' 9 

8<i>j w>*» !£)}& ci>i^ &*ij0% (i)lyl& &{Xa*« {.gj* LsNijj^ T f 

* t^AM * 

j%* yr& jJ ^ v* f* * (£ j}*y y^y*. y rr 

* tyt>2& * 

n , ** 

^Aitj &yy ^ y bL&^u % y^. y ^pp 

% lj^M» # 

“ b l—Aj }5 (j^j Jji-'W ^(ib f |C 

# >f Lg^~ ^■^■W‘A*S C5^ (J^^* 

- ^*‘ssJ0 J"^ <-—j* {J°JC *"?** 
m •* 

* k j* dys cr-f ^ °L^ j<? ^ 

# t^. ^ 

^ vb^ o(:L - cs^V * c5V-?1 A*s:> - *u v5r d 

* * 

vi>^ ?!»>** ^■Vtv^ # ol?-^ &y* fbfcH ls* x 1 

JJK y }j* \.j* £2^’ c>^ *^45 c5* * J* cjb-^ <j^jc isj?~ F* 
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* # * 

- f ejf>i &jy. r a 

# A-c$^ ls*xx* ei)(J ^ ^ cjA4® ;jf cA^1 

- A ^ V** ‘r^^’ ji ^ Av^ 

# A L?V Cjl ^ t— >»%i ^ - Ci-^A ^ [ 
I . • ,' ■• ' . , 

, i r ' ~ " -' ' •> -v. — 
* lj^.u* # 

- u*j$ ii k2U^^M5 cIa^3y p}^ «-r>A. p^ p (j 

r ’ • r„ —* , .• •• 

- iw>=vlw5 cSij v_,f - (Jb -* fA t»*A.Uo 

• L$J-?'M* A C5^ t5^ ^ ^tjf l4^ “fc^ A- ^ 

* Xjttj d * 

jj^vj c-^«w» J^^*' ^-* (St}** r * 

££ )& A cJJ/o ^.3 ASsr* JY j—xl/o (a. —^3 pf 

j±** ££ y k*» j£ yy * <-^*/C j* rr 

* * 

” £{*)^ (3-^ LSJ^ d>^“ l^,h1^yWi o^^W*Cf3’* r'r' 

* y y y* yyf ^ <yf ^ *y** ^cj ^ j^y 

- A o^ yip, isx^ A- o«»^ gl-^w ^ A «Mj(3 *2^^ j jl ^ 

* £ (£}* ^JJ y* ^ Af^ ls\x~*j 

* tj&jd * 

-yxi* yy Lf*y. * *$ - cs'^ Ak-^-i:'(_)^rr Tt* 

* b»«i # • “V 

* C^y*^ ^^ L5** )J—55;i5 v’ r* 

* ^;5‘>)^‘^l^,, A.)*£ 11)^3^ CJL>^* 

" is^i jp. cty. ie),K\ y* y^ <y^ &~Kj)\ly* 

* lj* a •• * ^ ^ 
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* * 

LS V* & y± ^y^*^ ^v*** C5^ tyP n 

_ A> IjJ ^a«3>Ua. crfci5fc rv 

• At *y^ **/0 e**3 L£^ (v y* Jxic^ 

- £*3 j±.i~» ijj ^ fA jX^-o 

# C5A Uf- y^ 1^ ClJj^ p& J)j£ pi* 

* L«* ^ # 
• 

-y <^jt * (*^at- u^y Lsy* <-te u>y«* y ^3* o^f** ^y ta 

# •£ J{jlj &J ^ ^ ^ 4' ^1.0 ]$«X<A>^J liliW^J Jjj 

*A fly* y U^* A *“r>J 

*3 y Ci3^° A Ujf J^“^03A ^y v* ^ <J*«l 

• f^t '—y^ o>^ y* &*y r ^ 

• &)yi ^i>Va. y c>^ 

• 0^.AU # 

“ <y^ <-&*» A? A?-** ^y ;jl $y* yf V* i®* 

• A1** bUa* Jjt ^^3 oi;a. ^Cjf 

- ^A. ^ Aj }}U» ^<i0 j—XiS AV djj^o ^2. 

* Aly* dy.* &1*;— t? jfe ^ *—+** J*y <^3 

* *T&y * 

c*ty y A*4^ **f" e>y e>l*F*V>^ «£ Vj,ik r®' 

jy At-y is^j^ o^ • / <y*Ot- i- o^;r I6!* 

# vj>.x$ # 

- *A cr^ -5^^{Dj^y* ^A t)W;^^.jlfJ ^r 

* ua*^y ^ j' e)f^3t? LSjfi cj^^* A c;^ }&) ^1 *& A 0 

- a u«*V ls^ v^** ^ y oy ^y *y ^ ^a_o 

• a <j*»^ ->—Jy3 y y cs—^T jji 
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* * 

Jy0 ^ 1S*J^ * ***? JjA pjfi 

^ ***** a*Ji (t3 (jJ f isjSjij* pd 

c5^T fA £>* jjf * & [*> <£ Jl*> *> fyjij* (jaLI> ^ 

jljT &> l^AJ <^jA # jl^^»^7^sf>A.<^a*J5Li^3t^ijy^lrw^A j£y 

■# Ij^ui # 

* iS^ ^v** £^ LSJ** >?“ ^ pA 

* **^ ^ 

” ^^ C51^ <J°JC i— cj^’'° <i»y 

* C5‘^v-?'w* j£»? ty^ & *~*>J 

* *y&jj * 

<jw^jA 8^.^ jj{? * ^j*J' £- £*•>$ tX^slj J air%jJ d • 

vf *5 C5^ jL?y ^ l*v»il^ ^-8* * v!y 4 | 

* Jjl * 

* lV aaL »-wj ^ ^ y ^ ^ J-j ^jf tjji 6 r 

* ^° *$■*** &P ^L 8^ - ^^}A ^lj| jfy» f^y-X* 8j^ 

# v^xaA ^,| Lxi j*l—ftx C*j cy^ “ (yi**0 8^*» 41** 

# y» ^~LTv j—i'0! ‘^1 yiS t5A etb^ j— 

# * 

^Ia ^tj\ £.* fJ&Z J5j «_£*• $) j£\ixz*. • ^-s-? LS^^ 

*1^xa t—*^ ^L Jj^y ^ t^-^i/0 * cj^c5‘J^cs>3^^ J>fc^ di>^* (J^ 4d 

* J;! * 

# ^y^A }—±\j-y 5S^—*** - A  *** \m*^ j—(Lj*4 4 *1 

• £ —**• J—■£■*&»> ^ m y 8^» vt 

* * 

• y=t ^ jf; jjl ^ ^ J5>xx>^—^ dV 

* y^y^ ^jA c/*i^ o;^j - ^ y* ci?A **t^- 
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- ,&> ^aL£> (Jl» ^5al/o 

# <—y v^Jj^ 

- C~ &—i+^o j cS^1-C *-^°y fc-£°jl 4 Jii 4 A 

* <A 4a y«*» £ j&*» y - A yj\^^jhtf ^[>*^1 <±it <~y 

* t5^ v—*^>t l?**:** - \zy$ jfi cft*, j* 

# - jjfj ^aIa^j ^s ,a i^>^tj ^y*** 

- £. ^*yf ji/° &#•*•** 4 9 
i V I ' N 

# C. ^|Af Ah “ cA oj4 ^A*f4 - 

- c, <♦/ — A • ^)jj0 t~ y d**5 * cvjy c>^ 

• L^ . Jyy> C-\y - ^/illL. - (j! 

- c^jf» ^ " Cl^-W tA^/ /J<^4 *j ♦ 

# cA ^—^A * ^y y ^ty * (^^vo C5^^- ■ cA^ AA cj^-A 

- £. A-? *trV <i>A * Ajj Jj*5 ejjt A • lA?*’ *-£♦* - AA^ J4 

^-■* °A cr£H L>»d b L&jy? ■ c)-t^ 11 

*-Ah c^A cj^ 

tA? ^^jj>3 ciiyva ,m-y^‘v* * oj ^t-^) C5^°^.j jt^'^'u’ 

* y^ k—j* cL5^^^ 

* ^^15 * 

5}t—Aa*» ^k£ ^(a, yZ t£U*J| ^iJij ^(j 

* * ■ ♦ 

■ y (?y £*Ia. - li^ ^st jjf - (Jj^ ^.3 ^ ^^/o ‘jj*. 

# <.A -?i?^t'ws ^ ^° AA <-^x^ - *-0^^jf CA t£ijf 

• ^ J-i (Jj1-■6>0 C5^ ^sjt “ &J c1j_j^ J-J^°l 4^jf 
«• ** 

* ^k^. ^.3 u^4-3 - yty <2t is^ <jj$* ^ 

Cmm. £ oA”^^ L5'V'^> * *■-^ 2 ^>j/Of »|(* 

t5JA A LSJ^0 £) (T^ * £?y <A)^*/° **"* ^ *—.J^ *• «* ^ TT 

^ vA ^—^v ^ ^j$ ^a (^^ak *pj 
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* tljtJjMU * 

£ 3^f * $ l;3/ ^ Cl?^y fH ^ LS,(i '1V 
* *4 ** H 

* 
J;> 

# 

# ./J ^ Ojf ci>^/ " <i- t~^^t ^das ^cfjjt (^‘■^•W4 'I A 
•* ^ 

# _^A 3^ c ^ ^ * y*A y_j<wf A—-G^A tL—jfcs 

# •£ JS^» l—’t'1'* <—>T ‘-r^ *1 ^ 

# (f ^y—i^* ^ C1>^J 8^ y-^ c;1^ V-* 

# ^—-i^V- CU^0 ^^ V^ CS'^ L£7^ " OJA ^ ^ V * 

# ^ <3(^f 1^%° j$ • j*—^ v^2'" ^<’° £ (** 

# ji 8^** ^ ^ t^*,£c y-jJ/O - y2± y-J^c( ,lyS y\x$y*0 £^J ^ f 

# ^ ^—»,;? ^i'w* ny^^l 8^** ^ 

c^J| ^>^ii ** ^ a ci ~ L— cjT <i_vf* 

C5?- i*- Vr^ (3^ U~i y y J* V1^ oP 

* * 

* ^**jt 3** ^ ^ ^♦a:/0 ^—i^-y.-t i- jj>i^ vr 

# ^ u^"^° j^y v3 VP 
' » > .'\*S ., • iS* v . * , 

* «^J * 

£ (i>3^ >?—* ;!3A a-vA)^v ^t- v*i 

* # 

- il <t? >?■ ^ ^v** £- is^ yki 

* £— (i>^° £ {jri^ (J*^ 8^*0 ^ (^iT et^3) ^v 

- /L ^ &yi **0 A ^ ^ cJjf ^,J c^l) o)3-^ ^ *—*^ 

# o;^ y (^3-^ t5^ e;^0 il 

- J"^ y* £Lf5-1m y» p ’s - Jf^'t ^A ujjib y }J^ «>-■*-S>c ^_(^.j Vy 

# L. $ c>^ liiPisy^® *—y} ctyl j^y 

■ ^ ^ C5^ 0)3-^ 

* ^ <-j»^ ‘T'3^“ Ol>t^ " Ci$Jv‘ 0>^ {Jf*i\ 

J. i. 5 
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* * 

^ y*» C5t* * C5"b (J^^0 V* 

* Xj&jd * 

d* J> <J-* czr^'j/ y^ * c>(^ b) ^ bA V <5 

b £&L & £$j| A * 

l^—^+j[ ^if *—^ C>^3 ^ t~^"* t",t^'/0 J\\ '■—’^ A11 
■ 

* Lj^am * 

j—4y° isJ'^ cs^t3 ls^ j>^ *>£* ^a°oa^a>^i^1isj^^b) ^ *• •• 

^■VJ )5ji J3 i^)j<o Jff (Jj^l iSj'0 # Ar' 

* 2^.fcj*5 * 

^1+^*0 jjl^w Lj? l^x y£ j$L« &+2c/0 jUw is*if L5^V 

“ C^-A ^/° Ai^ £^i l^)/0 <11^ LS^f Afi 

#yLo^» *li ^^ <c>— 
•* 

- y[^ b ^ c/w,^^'w*47^ 2^ Ww’^—*t* »—*■* 

# (iljf <£i ub ^U-w glj jC+s 

* ^&ji3 * 

l—x^i j$ j—i_y l—ftJ^- # jjj ^ A.^^0 ‘^♦s=y0j.^- £x* a 1 

^U Ja^^y* £—14 A** *[«, ^yjt • vyl^ il CL»I; Al-^ A*>; ^ A'/ 

* * 

^ 11 ' J'J** ^—•‘if'l'S * wi?° i£ij| a A 

* Ij * 

- i_t A+a, iSiJLo ^f v®AjU ^!> A ^ 

* Zl.\ *Lw ^li ^^;!i lJx 

* ^t* j&i* 

* At* ^ ^ ^ 

*u» 2*^ ^jt* y ^ ^ ^ i£i> «^j| <£. <j • 
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II, Transliteration. 

Doliara. 

1. Sri Ganpat Gores ke Gdbind caran manae, ' 

Ahwal Shall Nadir kaliS, jagat kabit banae. 

2. Muhammad Shall Badshali Dill! ka jo sar mor 

Bahut khuslii tha, * aish krora bat na dr. 

3. Bandobast mulk ka sop-diya jo Shah 

Ghftzi Khan Wazlr j5 sab-hi karat nibah. 

4. Majlis Rae Diwan kd sar-daftar to jan, 

Muklitar-kar sab fauj ka Khan Dauran man* 

5. Nizamn-l-mnlk amir tha, topan ka sardar, 

Bandobast sab jang ka usi ke tha ikhtivar. 

6. Turrali Baz Khan surma n, bara bosh ka dhani, 

Hikmat ko jo hakim tha, ‘Alwi nam yah gharii. 

Kabit. 

7. Malkah Zamani jo us ki begam thi, tis ke bas ho-gae Shah 

apara, 

Wah suratmand jo khub thi, niano candar ko diat wahi 

ujiyara. 

Sabh raj samaj kd kaj joi, tab ko na bosh rahi ghar-bara, 

Ab dekli dasa j5 nares laklid maud eandar cakor ki prit nahara. 

Kabit. 

Sharab aur kabab khan a, ‘ami rah diwana, dekh mastana, jo 

‘atai sabh awalii, 

Dholki, tambura, sar, ben kd bajaw! baj, deklio maliaraj, sabh 

Shah ko sun awl. 

Jabai kkush hue Shah tabai kare be parwah hira, moti, la‘I, 

sab mig ke liyawe, 

Kab kahat liai Tilok Das or na kachu as, Shah ko bana hai 

rag, or na pahawahe. 

Savaiya. 

8. Prit ki rit kachu nahi rakhat jat na pat, na nalil kal garo, 

Prem ke nem kahil nahi diat laj, na kan lagiyo sabh kaharo. 

Len phiyo sonshah mah Muhammad Shah ko rup rah 

mat waro, 

Ak rag aur rang bina nahi pahawat, ‘ asliiq ho-rahiyo Shah 

aparo. 
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Doliara. 

9. R5z athwe Shall ho sab-lh karat salarn, 

Ap apni qa’idah awat raliat madam. 

10. Amir Nizamn-l-mulk jo gya Shall ke pas, 

Dekhat hi hasi kari, jail ke apna das. 

Kabit. 

11. Dekh5 tnm awat hai boznah ke cal jaisi^khub khush rang sabz 

pagri at saji hai, 

Dekh ke anokhi cal kliar khar has tabae be-hal, juti ki awaz 

kliub pat pat kar baji hai ; 

Hukm kiya Radshah bahnt log awat hain, aise cal kisii ke 

na mere dil lagi hai, 

Amir hai, baro hai, siyiw boznah ke sliakl mano, dekh dil 

khushi hot, bundan kar pagi hai. 

12. Amir hai, bar5 hai, siySw boznah ke shakl jano, dekhat 

khush hot, jabh mauo susrat hai, 

Aur jo amir awl aisi chab na pawl, cham chain kar calat cal 

mano atrat hai, 

Dekhie parbin sajan sohat darg khub anjan, bhajan ke takor 

jaisi adhak thankat hai. 

Aiso-hi amir yah Nizamu-l-mulk nam jabh, sabh amiran 

sartaj jo kaliat hai. 

Aril. 

13. Suniyo jabai yah bacan zabani Shah ki, 

tJchali cliati andar ag juwah ki, 

Ghar ki taraf wall liatiyo Nizamu-l-mulk j5, 

Thapiyo man mah krodli, lagiyo tab zakhm so. 

Cliaupai. 

14. Tab yah bliakh sunai bat, “Jo kucli hukm kiya so sat, 

“ Jo k5i din jiwat rahS, isi ag s§ chati dh5H. 

15. “ Sabh gungre qila‘h ke jano, tap tap kare boznah mano, 

“ So phal janam mero hi tabai, tapat b5znah qila‘h ml jabai.” 

10. Tab a kar mandar-sandar me, nij hath si pati likhi jo banal ; 

“ Turn shah jo Nadir nadir lio aur fauj rah turn pai ghat-chai, 

“Yah Dilli ka taklit jo khali para, turn ko is ki likhi hi me 

bar ai, 

“ Ham naukar hai, turn malik lio, is k5 turn a kar liyo sam- 

pliai.” 
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Dohara. 

17. Baliut pati likli die Amiru-l-mulk Nizam, 

Ek bat ke karan bhaya j5 namak-haram. * 

18. Li qasid pati, caliyo Nadir Shah ke pas, 

Nizamu-l-mulk amir, jo rahiyo shall ka das. 

Kabit. 

19. Shah suni bat na samat ris kliai, tithe Balkh Bukhara, di. 

naqara, ae jan ke, 

Kabul aur Pashaur zor pari th5r thor, Gajni Qandahare jori 

as man ke, 

Cliariyo Nadir Shah lini fauj be-parwah, Iran mulk s8p diya 

Nek Khan jan ke, 

Utare daiyao Sindh, Panjab mulk kiya banda, lakha rupai 

lie karl khan pan ke. 

Savaiya. 

20. Tab Zakariya Khan subali Labor ne soc kari apne man malii, 

Yah fauj barl jo Durraniyan ki, is ke sam aur naki jag mahi 

Cun kahawat liai, “ adam ko kar dam nak mi,'’ na sak kare 

man malii, 

Is-ka jo ‘ilaj kare koi aj, rahe tab laj nahl ham mahi. 

Dohara. 

21. Hath jor binti kari Surat Singh, Diwan, 

“ Hukm hoe, main jat hn., sab bidh hoe iman.” 

Soratlia. 

22. To boliyo sartaj, subali jo Labor ka, 

“ Turn bin yah kaj aur kisu se na sapare.” 

Dohara. 

23. Rukhsat kiya diwan ko, baliu tuhfah die sath, 

Nadir Shah ko ja mila, don§ bandhe hath. 

Savaiya. 

21. Nadir Shall bara badshah, nahl kachii cah bina badshahl 

hai, 

Sabh fauj jadal qatal bani, aur susthir rakh§ sabh jang ke 

ahi, 

Tab ‘arz kari jo Muhammad IQian, “ Yah hazir hai diwan jo 

ae hai, 

“ Nij gat joi thartharat, soi bin is tuhfah qabul ho ya nahi.” 
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Soratha. 

25. Hukm kiya tab Shah, tuhfah sabhi utliai, 

Toshakci pali jae, Khan Muhammad sop die. 

Dohara. 

26. Nadir Shah ne puchiyo : “ Sun, diwan sajan, 

“ Khan Bahadur larahgo ke kachu soc nidan P ” 

27. Kari ‘arz diwan ne, bahu binti kar jor, 

“ Ai qiblah ! jan bakhshie, kirpa karo par yah mor. 

Kabit. 

28. “ Baro hai, bahadur hai, janat sabh jagat dan ko des ml par- 

saddh sor jang ko jo dhani hai, 

“ Khan ho Bahadur, bahu-awar, siun rakhi fauj jang ko samaj 

bahu bat sabai bani hai, 

“ Ek-hi qasur ta me ab hai, wah par ghat karH, bina ek, sahib, 

sab aur ciz thani hai, 

“Larta be-sak, ya mai nek hS, na jhuth hot, sahib, jo tumare 

aur ya tai an bani hai. 

Savaiya. 

29. 11 Bam sudasht sudasht sabai, jab Bam kudasht sudasht na koi, 

“Yahi tai atak rahiyo man thatliak, na katak kare tumre 

sam kol, 

“ Jab, sahib, hai tumre bal, ap so ek hai, sahib, aur na koi, 

“ Yahi tai lOian Bahadur turn pah bahu binti kini hai soi.” 

Dohara. 

30. Sun batan diwan ke, Shah bhayo auand, 

Choriyo Shah Lah5r, chor die sab bandh. 

31. IDian Bahadur ja miliyo age Nadir Shah. 

Lie tnhfah bahu mulk ke, nazar kie badshah. 

32. Liitan lage Lahor ko Mughul, Pathan, Amir, 

Bahu daulat ko lut kar, sahu kie faqir. 

Kabit. 

* 33. Tab hi diwan j5 hai bare sujan so hi IOian bahuman ke kare 

laiq sabh jan-ke, 

Tahi pukar kin ra‘yat sabh lut lin shahr jo anup ho to suno 

pahiwan-ke 

Campat aur Lakhpat, Dawad, Khan ke diwan, so Shah jiu ke 

pas gae binti bahu than-ke, 

Lut lio shahr sablii, nam hi Labor abai, jo kadaj rok hoe ‘arz 

• man man-ke. 
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Doliara. 

34. cArz-beg ne jae bio ‘arz Shall be pas, 

Par sun, utar kacbu na kiyo, liukm qaid bhayo tas. 

Savaiya Kabit. 

35. Tab dera Labor se kuc kiyo aur ra‘yat lilt lig tah sari, 

Sun jargB bbag gayo jo Adinah Beg Khan caliy5 chor ke 

faujdari, 
Jae lukiyo so pahar me Khan kiyo so aman bhai babii yari, 

Sabb raja pahar ke mitr kie tin se bhayo qaul-qarar becari. 

Doliara. 

36. Lutan lage Patban sab sbahr Jalandhar ae, 
Babu danlat ko lut-kar tarpat jo bbai again. 

Kabit. 

37. Jab sbahr Jalandhar lut Ilya tab bliabar bbai so Adinab Beo-, 

Tis-ne kacbu soc karl man mall dbob lie khan jar aur tegb, 

Kar jor Bisambhar Das kabiyo, “ bam ko bakbsh.5 yah sundar 

tegb, 

“ Turn liukm karo, bam jawat bain, yah Nadir Sbab bara bai 

beg.” ' 

Kabit. . 

38. Khan-ho sujan kab, li Sun-ho, diwan piyare, tumre to bas yah 

kam na awe-go, 

“ Wah t5 Sbab Nadir, bahadur, parsiddb, ta ke dhagali jae 

kacbu kabi na pawah-go.” 

Tabbi diwan kabi, “ Sun-ho, sujan Khan ! namak-baram bam 

kaise jabai kabawali-go ? 

“Is jo pa-au ab fauj-b8 leja-au, sabb phal bani milS, nahl 

sis kat liyawab-go!” 

Kabit Doliara. 

39. Babu parsann hue Khan, dina jo babut incam, 

Bidan kin diwan ko, janiyo puran kam. 

Savaiya. 

40. Tab ap diwan sawar bhayo, aur fauj cnrbe babii tai sang jae, 

Pan ae-ke jngat kari tinliS aur dekbi sipab sabb Nadir 

Shake, 

Tin se baliu mel kiyo tabai, pan le-gayo Nadir Sbab pnb take, 

Sbab Wall aur Muhammad Kb an kiyo bahuman diwan jo abe. 
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Dohara. 

41. Nadir Shah puchiyo, “ Kaho IQian ki bat, 

“ Sun, diwan sujan, tl sabh bidh hi ko sarat.” 

42. ‘Arz kari diwan ne, bahu binti kar jor, 

“ Khan ap ke kirpa kar bahut hi khiishl par yah mor. 

Kabit. 

43. “ Paliar ke shikar ml jo bahut hi khushi hai, wa ko dekh ke 

faqiran k5 jo bar5 hi bilaa hai, 

“ Yahi tai atak rahiy5 Khan hi sujan, jag kare bahu dan aur 

bandagi parkas hai, 

“Yahi tai mai aiyo ab fauj-hl li-yay5 sab ek lakh rupai de 

pathayo turn pas hai, 

“ Aur joi tuhfe mai-ne baja gini ap k5 jo laiq ho, qabul kijijo 

tas hai.” 

Dohara. 

44. Hukm hua tab shah ka, tuhfe kie qabul, 

Khiishi bhai diwan, parjan, hosh ka mul. 

45. Diwan, sujan, fahaman, ‘arz kari kar jor, 

“ Lut liya tha qila‘h, sabh shalir Jalandhar or. 

46. “ Shahan ko parwah 11a kachu mal ke jan, 

“Jo ra’yat aur fauj ham sabai ap ke man. 

47. “ Ham hazir hai, turn shah ji jo kachu karo so saz, 

“ Jahis pathao jafc hai, tanak na kari awaz.” 

Savaiya. 

48. Hukm kiya tab Shah j5 Nadir, “ Jo hamri hi sipah bulae, 

“Jo asbab ho, tan yah sabh die-ke, diwan rasid likhae.” 

Turat-hi jae diwan sujan ne ‘ arz kari, bahu bat banae ; 

Tab-hi parwiina likhae dio, turn Khan diiaba ke bic sopiie. 

Dohapa. 

49. Bahu upman diwan ke likhe j5 Nadir Shah, 

Dera apna kuc kar, Satlaj likhiyo athah. 

50. Parwana le qasid gayo khan sahib ke pas, 

Sunat kan umagiyo, bhur bliayo sva-tah hulas. 

51. Ae shahr Jalandhar ml as thathi kare nawab, 

Bahut dilasa tah kino bhor bhai wah ab. 

J. i. 6 
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Arii. 

52. Darya un-par jo shalir base Sarhand tl»ay 

Lnt liya wall shahr, jo bahui buland tha, 

Barak kos me shahr abad ho cuka, 

Nadir Shall ke lut, shahr sabli hua muka. 

Aril. 

53. Jae utaiiyo wall shah jo Nadir khet ml, 

Panipat maqam kiya as Iiaibat si, 

Khabar sunte hi ek amir jo 

Kliau Dam an Khan nam tis separsiddh so. 

Dohara. 

54. Sabh cali shatranj ke, jo koi kars bicar, 

Jite-gd, lii-sak, wall kadai na awe liar. 

55. Ek cal s§ bhul kar, bazi hari jan, 

Mithi bat hi phul ke, jab hakar bakhan. 

Aril. 

56. Suni khabar jab Muhammad Shah ne, 

Nadir Shah jd ayo Dilll, wah hits! ; 

Khan Dauran Khan ko hukm hua, “ Ab jah to, 

Kaisa larta dekliiyo Nadir Shah ko.” 

Kabifc. 

57. Caledirg-pal, bliu-pal, bhu-mandal ke, cale waeh-kaeh, aur cale 

rao rana jo, 

Cale mandle bakantli h8 ko, kalpie rah lete, plierat sis tanak, 

harakli joriyo jana jo, 

Byakul dal miliyo, qatal kiyd dal shalian k5, khet tai jae liyo 

hai Nawab Khan Khan an jo, 

Kab kahat hai Til ok Das, kaha to karS bakhan, phag caliyd 

badshah-i-jang Khan Khan an jo. 

58. Dilli dal-badal umag-umag ae, “ ‘ All ” dini hai duhai, 

“ dono 6 mahmand ” ki, 

Nau sai assi aswar pahar khaichiyo nan lakhan ko, barsiyo 

hai sur sudh, phtili hai basant ki, 

Kar binan kar lari, sis bina dhar lari, Sahib bic rakhi hai 

ap Bhagwant ji, 

Saie badshalie ke sipahi karl, “Bah, bah, Khan Khan an, 

khub lariyd, bakhshish bhai ap ki. 
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59. Cataka car ciran, samundar sabh bharan, daliak, dhul, dharan, 

ko Mer sis an kg. 

Kaman kar-karan, damani-dut haran, dhas ban pharan, bliyd 

bulwan ke, 

Sata-kg jan caran, cuke nararan, Mugliai lage maratf, na 

mSge khan pan ke, 

Ara-kg rodai pliagan, sata ke kar jagan, tara ke tlr lagan, 

nishani Khan Kli m an ke. 

60. Dodi lagan bajan, mirdangi dliol sajan, torhi nlshan gajan, 

suphirB phukan ke, 

Topo ki goli “ganan,” zamburg jangi “ sanan,” topak “ kar- 

karan,” g u ware gan ban ke, 

Damak dal dhokan, tamak tij cokan, ghao mol rokau, lukan 

Baghwan ke, 

Ara-ke rodai pliagan, sata ke kar jagan, tara ke tlr lagan, 

insham Khan Khanan ke. 

61. Jigar plior rali-giyo gun nalii karat, kabur te rah nalii, man 

nalii liyat, tej nalii rah at, pann kalia bhayo, 

Sundar padmani purakh rakh na kara rat sunat sarg zor tak 

kiyo Khan Khanan, bairam, ball, jadg krodh kar tang kiyo. 

Dohara. 
j 

62. Pic kos piche hatiyo dera kiyo Nadir Shah, 

Likha Nizamu-l-mulk ko, liar gag j5 sipali. 

Kabit. 

63. “Io ko jo bulayo turn Kabul se, ayo ham kon kaj kina, ja tai 

laj ham dhariyo hai, 

“ Ek hi amir ayo, karak karak dhayo, jang kiyo Khan 

Dauran, mo-sg na sahariyo hai, 

il Aise amir bahu hot bad^iahan pah, ek hi larai mg to aisi 

nkalavo hai, 

“ Ta tg mai ag kar wilayat se kharab bhayo ; namak-haram, 

turn khat kytl patliayo hai ? ” 

Dohara. 

64. Amir Nizamu-l-mulk ng likhiyo jawab banae, 

Pauj luiti is taraf ko, jang ek na pae. 

65. Dilli takht jo shah ka, tumha mubarik hoi, 

Laj rahi meii tabai janega sab koi. 

66. Jab hat kar ayo Khan Dauran jan, 

Diya palita top ko fauj iirae man. 
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Soratha. 

67. Dilli tai panj kos, topo ka laralaga, 

Udi jae tabh lios, jo deklie us pal ko. 

Aril. 

68. Sakkai iirai fauj Nizamu-l-mulk no, 

Khan Dauran ke lat udi tab falak md, 

Nezah pakri hath cala aswar so, 

Jae takht ke pas gira be-tab ko. 

69. Jab sudli pae ap shah tab puchiyo, 

“ Kaisa jang jo deldia Nadir Shall ko ? ” 

Tab boliyo Khan, “ Suno, shall, ek bat turn, 

“ J5 jivvat rahS, subh calunga sath turn, 

70. “ Nadir Shah kacku ciz nahi lio, 

“ Kaie larai khub, jang m§ bhagiyo, 

“ Tam ko milna khub, jang na kijiyo 

“ Harhan gkar md be-itifaq na ko ao jiiiyo.” 

71. Blior bkal mar gayo nawab amir jo, 

Miliyo Muhammad Shall jae ke Shah ko, 

Dilli pahtickiyo Shall jo Nadir akhie, 

Gyara sai iky a wan sank chaupya kahie. 

72. Hukm ldya tab ba-zan zabani ap ne, 

Qatal hui tab Dilli, anut na janie, 

Ek din ta sara qatal jab lid cuki, 

Hukm kiya to, “ Bas ! ” kkalq tablii baci. 

Doliara. 

73. Nadir Skak ne puchiyo, “ Kalid, Muhammad Shah, 

“ Bahu daulat turn pak sune, us ka kali d jo thak.” 

Soratha. 

74. Tab boliyd badshah, “ Mujh ko kuck sambal na, 

“ Diwan jo Majlis us kd sabai sambhal hai.” 

Doliara. 

75. Dastak bkai diwan par rupaiyak pane bazar, 

Rdz lilio diwan lai, hazir karo darbar, 

76. Jae ke sipahi kahe “ Sun-bo, diwan, shah aes jo bkai hama 

dilio rozak ke, 

“Pancon liazar rupai dinho, an sabh badshah pas calo, is ko 

man ke.” 
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Tab-ln diwan sun razinamak kiyo, tin rupaiyah die calo sath, 

Nadir Shah jau ke, 

Jae-ke salam kini, age shah man lini, puchiyS “ He diwan ! 

turn kah5 bat than ke, 

77. “ Bhai jo Muhammad Shah ko darb hai atkah tum-ko ma‘lum 

hai, s5 kaho bat sack ki, 

“ J5 kadaj jhuth b5liyo, abhi teri kan kholti, mar dalS jan 

tai, na jano bat kaj ki.” 

Tabai diwan kakiy6, “ Bhed nahi, jae liyo, bins dekhi kaghaz 

ki, jano bat pap ki, 

“ Ais cuha-au ap tin din socS, tabh pachi ta-ke, kaliS jawab 

bat ap ki.” 

Soratha. 

78. Diwan jo Majlis Rae, namak-halal qadim, 

Kalie bat samjliae, “ Suno, Shah Nadir j5 turn.” 

Dohara. 

79. Hukm hua, tab shah ka, “ Tin roz ke jan, 

“ Kaghaz sabh hazir karo, tabai kusal ko man.” 

80. Gayo diwan sujan ghar me pan s5ci bat, 

Biii sa-ci boli abh kadlii na hai kusarat. 

81. Namak jo kliayo shah ka bahii muddat tak jan, 

Apni khas zaban ta'i kya anuiau bakhan ? 

Soratha. 

82. R5z tisri ah, diwan jo Majlis soi gayo, 

Andar ghar ke jae, kliae katare mar gayo. 

83. lOiabar bhai jab shall, baliu s5ci man mah tabai, 

Mard jo laiq ah, maran lage namak-parwar sabai. 

Dohara. 

84. Bahu binti kin! tabai Shah Muhammad jan, 

Nadir Shah ko bkakiye Shah jo, “ Sun5, mihman, 

Savaiya. 

85. “ Ap ke ba-daulat jo raj karS, yah maran lage joi mard-hi 

jan5, 

44 J5 tumre dil me upje pan tali karo, hamie sar mano,” 

Tab Nadir Shah kahiy5 “ Sun, Shah ! karo to libas joi ham 

tlian5, 

“ Turn ko bakhshn. sabh raj-sauiaj yah Dilll se A tak laghai- 

yat mano.” 
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Dohara. 

86. Tabai jo Muhammad Shah ne kiya libas jo aur, 

Khalqa topi pain* kar, bhya, Durrani taur, 

87. P^c roz biti, jabai adlii rat ke jan, 

Don5 shah cale gae sail* jo Dilili man. 

Soratha. 

88. Ek al-mast faqir rahta tha ek kiiti me, 

Ta ko dekh sarir Nadir Shah puchiyo. 

Savaiya. 

89. “ Turn salik li5 aur malik ho, karamat dekhao ham a apni.” 

Tab dekh faqir kahiyo, “Turn, Nadir Shah, dekhao kachu 

apni.” 

Tab Nadir Shfih kahiyo “ Aikli mic dekh joi cahat ho thapni.” 

Aikli mic lini to faqir dekha khub fauj jo Nadir Shall khani. 

Doliara. 

90. Dilli se Atak tak fauj j5 Nadir Shah, 

Hathyar pahr kar liai, kharl ‘umdali baui sipali. 

Savaiya. 

91. Tab kli5l ke akh faqir kahiyo, “ Ab deklio, acambha dekha- 

u abai, 

“ Turn mic ke akh dekho.” To Shiili ne mild ke dekliiyo 

tabai, 

Joi fauj faqir ne deklii kliari, ta ke sar kate gae sabai, 

Tab Shall kahiyo hai, “ Faqir ! karo turn mihr ke nazar abai.” 

Soratha. 

92. Kiya j5 qaul faqir t§ “ Cahiye kusarat kon, 

“ Mat karo zarra na dher, cale jao Kabul abhi. 

Savaiya. 
# 

93. Tab Nadir Shah bfilae sipah ko hukm diya, “Turn kuc karo,” 

Joi la‘l juwahir khub pakhiye ta ap lie sol sis dhariyo, 

PSc moti katae jarao bana, qabzah talvvar ka khub kiyo. 

Daliu daulat le kar lad lie, asbab jo khub tha sang liy5. 
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Dohara, 

94. ‘Ulwi nam hakim pan begam ko lena sath, 

Nadir Shall se puchiyo shah jo bandhe hath. 

95. “ Yah hakim mar jae rSste hi mg jan, 

“ Dhup lagi, ag pari, is ko dushman man.” 

96. Chor diya tas k5, tabai cala jo Nadir Shah. 

Rava-ravi aya cariya Jamna lanka thah, 

97. Amr Singh sardar ko qaid kiya tab jan, 

Patiyala ka sardar aur mulk thawah man. 

98. J5 ‘ anrat bhau khub till mano camkafc pahan 

Bahut bandhi kini tabai, Mughal. Amir, Pathan. 

99. Satlaj ke patan jabai puchiyo Nadir Shah. 

‘Arz kari sardar pan khalaat chutl athah. 

100. Die khitab Raja ka Amr Singh ko jan, 

Chor die khalqat sabai, Raja kiya aman. 

Soratha. 

101. PahSchiyd jab Labor, ae miliyo umrae sabh 

Balint bhayo tah slior, khalqat ko jo bizab tlia. 

102. Sabai chor die band, Lakhpat aur Campat, Dawad, 

Bhayo jo bahut anand, Nadir Shah jo neki jo sunie. 

Dohara. 

103. Chor die khalqat sabai, Kabul pah tidily o Shah, 

Sanh gyara sau sath tak kiya jo raj nibah, . 

Manzil Fathabad ml adhi rat so jan, 

Qatl kiya badshah k5 Amir Muhammad Khart. 

Ill, Translation. 

The Story of Nadir Shah and Muhammad Shah. 

1. Having worshipped the feet of Ganpat and Gobind, 

I indite an epic on the deeds of Nadir. 

2. Muhammad Shah, king of Dihli, who was our ruler, 

Was fond of pleasure, delighted only in numberless enjoyments. 

3. The rule of the kingdom had the king confided 

To Ghazi Khan, his Wiizir, who fulfilled all the duties. 

4. Know that Majlis Rae, the dhvan, was chief official ; 

Understand, Khan Dauran had power over all the army. 

5. Nizamu-l-mulk, a noble, commanded the artillery; 

All the orders for war were under his control. 
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6. Turrah-baz Khan, a hero, richly endowed with wisdom, 

The physician who prescribed was called ‘Ulvvi. 

7. Malikah Zamani, his queen, was idolized by the king ; 

So lovely was she, you might say the moon drew its light from 

her face. 

All business, public and private, was neglected. 

See the state of the king, he gazed full of love like the cakor 

at the moon ; 

They ate roast-meat, drank wine, were mad with opium. Seeing 

him drunk, they all came for largess. 

Drums, guitars, fiddles, flutes were plaj-ed. Behold, good sir, 

the king listened to every kind of music. 

When pleased, the king heeded not his acts, sent for diamonds, 

pearls, and rubies to adorn her. 

Til5k Das sings this song, hopes for nought, has made a tune 

for the king, and that is all. 

8. The ways of love preserve neither house nor name nor tran¬ 

quillity ; 

Love has no constraint nor shame, no obedience to any one. 

Having tasted of the cup, Muhammad Shah was drunk from 

her beauty. 

Never without song or dance, theking was beyond measure in love. 

9. Once a week all men did homage to the king, 

Each in his own fashion always used to come. 

10. When the noble, Nizamu-l-mulk, came before the king, 

# On seeing him the king forthwith laughed, looking on him as 

his servant: 

11. “Look you, how with a monkey’s gait he comes, adorned with 

a nice, pretty-coloured, green turban.” 

Seeing his strange gait, they burst into hoarse laughter. His 

shoes sounded nicely “ thump, thump.” 

The king declared, “Many come, but no one’s walk has so de¬ 

lighted me. 

“ A great noble, he looks like a black monkey ; on seeing him 

my heart o’erflows with joy. 

12. “ He is noble and great, he looks like a black monkey ; to see 

him is a pleasure, know this is my delight, 

“ No other noble is so lovely, he goes tinkle-tinkle, his gait is a 

joy to behold. 

“ See, clever one, the shining of the lamp-black on his eyes, he 

sounds like drum-beating, how he jingles as he goes, 

“ Such is this noble, named Nizamu-l-mulk, he who is called 

the greatest of all the nobles.” 
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13. When he heard this speech from the lips of the king, 

A flame of fire leapt up within his breast. 

He went to his house, this Nizamu-l-mulk ; 

Anger beat in his mind, it hurt like a wound. 

14. Then spoke he aloud these words, 

“ The king’s commands are truth, 

“ If I live a little longer 

“Of this fire I will cleanse my breast. 

15. “ When on all the battlements of the fort 

“ The monkeys leap hither and thither, 

“ Then will my life reach its fruition, 

“ When the monkeys bound into the fort.” 

16. Then entering his dwelling, with his own hand he prepared a 

letter: 

“ You are Shah Nadir, the all-powerful, you have a formidable 

army, 

“This throne of Dihli is vacant, this greatness has been re¬ 

corded as yours, 

“ I am your humble servant, yon are my lord, come and take 

possession.” 

17. A long letter was written by the noble Nizamu-l-mulk, 

Having by reason of one word become untrue to his salt. 

18. The post runner took the letter, went to Nadir Shah, 

From noble Nizamu-l-mulk, the servant of the Shah. 

19. The Shah listened to nothing, but fell into a rage, quitted Balkh 

and Bukhara, arrived with drums beating. 

Ruin fell on Kabul, Pasliawar and other places; Ghazni and 

Qandahar submitted, 

Nadir Shah led on his army never heeding ; the realm of Iran 

was made over to Nek Khan. 

He descended the river of Sindh, enslaved the Panjab country, 

took lakhs for his sustenance. 

20. Then reflected Zakarlya Khan, Governor of Labor, in his mind, 

“ This great host of Hurranls, there is not its equal in the 

world; 

“ As the saying is ‘ it would bring the breath into a man’s 

nose of this there is no doubt. 

“ Whoever may be able to cope with it, I have not the 

capacity.” 

21. Joining his hands, Surat Singh, Hi wan, made petition, 

“If ordered I will go, in some way make peace.” 

22. Then spoke the ruler of Lahor province, 

“ By none other than you can this work be completed.” 
J. i. 7 
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23. The Diwan was sent off, taking many presents with him. 

Before Nadir Shah he appeared, both hands joined. 

24. “ Nadir Shah a great king with no greed but sovereignty, 

Makes his army fight, and stands firm in every battle.” 

Then petitioned Muhammad Khan, “ Here is this Diwan who 

lias come ; 

“ His whole body trembles; are these presents accepted or 

not P ” 

25. Then the Shah gave this order, “ Take up the presents I” 

Khan Muhammad took them, and delivered them to the ward¬ 

robe-keeper. 

26. Nadir Shah asked, “ Listen, you clever Diwan ! 

“ Has Khan Bahadur the least intention of fighting ? ” 

27. The Diwan replied respectfully, with many invocations, 

“ O polestar of the world ! grant life, bestow on me this 

grace ! 

28. “ He is great and brave, he holds all earthly gifts, the whole 

country knows he is rich in all required for war. 

“ lOian Bahadur is very powerful, has a good army and all 

things ready ; 

“ He has one defect, one thing is wanting ; except that, my 

lord, everything else is at hand. 

“He would fight, without a doubt (I am a true man and no 

liar), my lord, if it had been any other than yourself. 

29. “When Ram is friendly, all are friendly ; Ram adverse, there 

are no friends ; 

“On this he stuck, this was his hindrance, no army could 

equal yours. 

“ When, my lord, one has your strength, there is but one lord 
and none other ; 

“Therefore has Khan Bahadur made to you these many en¬ 
treaties.” 

30. Having heard the Diwan, the Shah was pleased. 

The Shah quitted Labor, released all the captives. 

31. Khan Bahadur went and presented himself to Nadir Shah. 

Taking gifts from many lands, he laid them before the Shah. 

32. Plundering began in Labor by Mughul, Pathan and noble. 

Much wealth was plundered, bankers were turned into paupers. 

33. Then the Diwan, who was very clever, and the respected Khan 

did what was for the good of all. 

They cried aloud, “ All the people are plundered, the incompar¬ 

able city [to suno paliiwdn ke ?”] 
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Campat and Lakhpat, Dawad, tlie Khan’s diwans, went to the 

Shah and made many protestations, 

14 All Labor city is plundered, now only the name is left, this 

should now be stopped.” Again and again they prayed. 

34. The ‘Aiv-beg went and made petition to the Shall; 

But hearing he auswered naught; they were ordered to prison. 

35. Then camp was struck at Lahor, all the people were plundered. 

Hearing this, the chief men fled; Adinah Beg bolted from his 

district; 

He hid himself in the hills *, the Khan made overtures greatly 

terrified. 

He made friends of all the hill rajas, entered with them into 

covenants. 

36. Then began the Pathans to rob the whole town of Jalandhar, 

Much wealth they gathered and were contented. 

37. When Jalandhar had been harried, Adinah Beg learnt it. 

He began to think of plans, cleaned his swords and daggers. 

Bisambhar Das petitioned, “ Give me this lovely sword, 

** If you pass the order, I go at once; this Nadir Shah is a 

great lord.” 

38. The clever Khan said, “ Listen, O Diwan, my friend, this 

work, to be plain, will not prosper with you. 

“ He is king Nadir, a hero, famous, he will in no way succumb 

to deceit.” 

Then said the Diwan, “Hear, 0 Khan, how can you in any 

case style me untrue to my salt. 

“ If now I am given troops, I will start and gain the fruit; 

if not, you may behead me.” 

39. The Khan was much delighted, gave many rewards, 

Gave the Diwan leave to start, bearing full instructions. 

40. Then the Diwan mounted, many troopers mounted and fol¬ 

lowed. 

Then using clever devices, he saw all the army of Nadir Shah, 

Made good friends with them. After that he was taken to Nadir 

Shah. 

Shall Wall and Muhammad Khan announced the Diwan’s 

arrival. 

41. Nadir Shah asked, “ State the Khan’s message, 

Hear, clever Diwan, give details of the whole affair.” 

42. The Diwan made his statement with many protestations, 

“ If you have mercy on the Khan, he will be highly pleased 

with me. 
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43. “ He is very fond of hunting in the hills, he has much 

delight in visiting the holy men there, 

“ There the Khan lingered, and prayed, and gave many pre¬ 

sents, 

“ Thus I have come with troops, and have brought for you 

one lakh of rupees, 

11 Also presents of value, thought worthy of you $ be so good 

as to accept them.” 

44. Then the Shah gave his order, the presents were accepted. 

The Diwan was happy, that clever one, that root of wisdom. 

45. The Diwan clever and full of understanding, then petitioned 

with joined hands, , 

“ They have plundered the whole fort and city of Jalandhar. 

46. “ Know that kings should have no regard for wealth. 

“ On this people, on this army, on every one look as your own. 

47. “ We are ready, Lord King, for whatever you direct, 

“ Wherever you choose to send us, we breathe not a sound.” 

48. Order then was made by Shah Nadir, “ Call back the soldiers, 

“ Whatever goods there are, give all to the Diwan, and take 

a receipt.” 

Forthwith the clever Diwan made prayer with many words. 

Then a patent was written making over the Duaba to the Khan. 

49. Nadir Shah having written much praise of the Diwan, 

Marched off, and raised his tents on the Sutlaj bank. 

50. The messenger took the order, went to the Khan Sahib, 

Hearing it, his ears stood up with joy, in his mind he was 

highly delighted. 

51. The Nawab came to Jalandhar town, after making these pre¬ 

texts, 

He took his ease, was very resplendent. 

52. On the further side of the river lay Sarhind town. 

The city was plundered, a very high city, 

The habitations thereof covered twelve kos. 

From Nadir Shali’s plundering silence fell on that city. 

53. Then went that Shah, called Nadir, to the battle field, 

Made Panipat his resting place in greatest state. 

On hearing this, there came one warrior and noble, 

Khan Dauran is the name by which he is renowned. 

54. All the moves at chess, if one reflects well, 

Will be won without fail, never will a player be defeated; 

55. But know the game as lost, if one move be thoughtless: 

Soft words flourish, when bawling overturns. 
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56. When Muhammad Shah was told, 

“Nadir Shah is come to Dihli,” he laughed. 

Khan Dauran was told, “ Now go thou ; 

“I will see how you fight with Nadir Shall.” 

57. The lord of forts, the chief of many countries set out, crowds 

followed him, with him went the princes, 

Went towards the realm of death, took the road to grief, throw¬ 

ing their heads from side to side, know them to be full of 

joy. 
In a mass they met the army, slaughtered the Shah’s troops ; 

thus has the field been taken by Nawab Khan Khanan. 

Tilok Das writes a poem, but words cannot express it, how 

hastened on that king of war, that lord of lords. 

58. The mighty host of Dilli came leaping and bounding with cries 

of “ God, the Faith, the Faith, and Muhammad,” 

Nine hundred troopers stood like a hill against nine lakhs, per¬ 

fect valour was poured out, yellow flowers sprang forth, 

Hand fought without hands, bodies fought without heads, the 

leader was upheld in the midst by Holy Bhagwau, 

All the royal soldiers cry, “ Bravo ! Khan Khanan ! you have 

fought well, the victory is due to you.” 

59. Limbs split with a crash, all the oceans fill, heat and dust 

collect, rise to the head of mount Meru, 

The bows crackle, the lightning-messengers seize, with a whish 

the rockets whirl, io affray the strong man, 

They strike and take life, thousands miss, the Mugliuls begin 

to die without calling for betel leaf, 

The bowstrings are drawn with a hiss, the hand lays hold and 

sets in motion, the arrows resound as they strike their target, 

the Lord of Lords. 

60. Drum-beating began to sound, short drums, long drums, my 

beloved, trumpets, nishan, horns, brazen trumpets blew, 

The cannon boom, the war-swivels whistle, the matchlocks 

rattle, the rockets scream, 

The army bows low before the blaze, abandons its pride and 

yields, deep wounds stop them, they behold Bhagwan, 

The bow strings are drawn with a hiss, the hand lays hold 

and sets in motion, the arrows resound as they strike their 

target, the Lord of Lords. 

61. They lay with their vitals cut open, they had no advantage, the 

graves were filled up, one cannot count them, no vigour was 

left, they may be likened to air, 
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Lovely women could not save their husbands for 'their love, 

blood flowed fast from heads, when the Lord of Lords, the 

champion and strong man, raging, girded his loins tightly. 

62. Retiring a distance of five kos Nadir Shah encamped, 

Wrote to Nizamu-l-mulk, his men having been defeated, 

63. “ You have called me from Kabul, for what end did I come, to 

be thus disgraced, 

“ One noble only came, he rushed with great speed, Khan 

Dauran fought, you did not aid me, 

“ Many such nobles must be with the king, from the attack 

of one I have been made uneasy, 

“Thus have I come from Wilayat to be defeated. Unfaithful 

man, why sent you the letter ?” 

64. Nizamu-l-mulk, the noble, made up and wrote an answer, 

“ If the army comes this way,, be certain of meeting no one, 

65. “ Congratulations to you on getting the king’s throne at Dilili. 

“ The shame put upon me, then will it be known to all. 

66. “ Know that when he returns, Khan Dauran will be attacked, 

“ Know that the match will be put to the guns, his army will 

be dispersed.” 

67. Five kos from Dilili was ranged the line of guns, 

A man lost his wits, when he saw that barrier. 

68. Nizamu-l-mulk blew up all the army, 

Khan Dauran’s men like a pillar rose into the sky, 

Seizing their lances, the horsemen used them, 

Then went and fell worn-out before the throne. 

69. When the king learnt this, he asked, 

“What sort of fight have you shown to Nadir Shah ? ” 

Then spoke the Khan, “ Hear, O king, a word from me! 

“ If I live, to-morrow I will start along wflth you. 

70. “Nadir Shah has proved a thing of nought, 

“ When well fought with, he fled from battle, 

“ But better for you to visit him, do not fight, 

“ When there is strife within a house, no victory can be won.” 

71. When the morn came the noble Amir died. 

Muhammad Shah went forth and visited the Shah. 

When the Shall Nadir had reached Dilili, 

The end of year eleven fifty-one (1151) had come. 

72. Then gave he the order with his own lips. 

Then was Dilili slaughtered, know it was there only, 

In one day till sunset the slaughter was ended. 

When he said “Enough !” then were the people spared. 
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73. Nadir Shall enquired, “ Listen, Muhammad Shah ! 

“ 1 heard you had much wealth, tell the place where it is.’* 

74. The king spoke, “ I have no recollection, 

“ The Diwan called Majlis, he has all the details/’ 

75. A written order issued to the Diwan for five thousand rupees, 

“ Take them daily from the Diwan, bring him to darbar.” 

76. The sepoys went and said, “ Hear, O Diwan, he who is king of 

the age, has given us a daily allowance, 

“ Give us every one of the five thousand rupees, come to the 

king, obey the order.” 

Forthwith the Diwan took an acquittance and gave the rupees, 

and went with the men from fear of Nadir Shah. 

He went and made obeisance before the Shah. He asked, 

“ Are you the Diwan, speak, be careful of your words, 

77. “ The store-house of Brother Muhammad Shah’s boundless 

wealth is known to you, now tell the truth. 

“ If in the least you speak lies, at once I will open your ears, 

will kill you outright, such words will not avail you.” 

Then said the Diwan, “ I have not the details, I will fetch them, 

without seeing the papers my reply would be wrong, 

“ I will have search made, will reflect for three days, after that 

I will answer your lordship’s question.” 

78. The Diwan called Majlis, an ancient loyal servant, 

Spoke, having understood, “ Hear, O king Nadir!” 

79. Then the Shah’s order was, “You have three days, 

“ Bring all the papers, know this is your only safety.” 

80. The well-minded Diwan went to his house, then thought it out, 

“Unless the truth be now told, there will be no salvation. 

81. “ Know, that for many a day having eaten the king’s salt, 

With his own very tongue how make revelation” 

82. When the third day came, Majlis, the Diwan, 

Went into his house, stabbed himself with a dagger and died.’ 

83. When report was made to the king, he thought much in his 

mind; -y . 

“ The men of worth begin to die, all true to their salt.” 

84. Know, that then Muhammad Shah urgently entreated ; 

The king spoke to Nadir Shah, “ Listen, my guest, 

85. “ Behold, those true men by whose help I rule, begin to die, 

“ Do whatever arises in your heart, and be it on my head.” 

Then said Nadir Shah, “ List, O king, apparel j^ourself like me, 

“ Behold, then will I grant you this realm from Dihli to 

Atak.” 
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86. Then did Muhammad Shah change his raiment, 

Put on a coat and light cap, turned himself into a Durrani. 

87. Know, after five days had passed, at midnight, 

Behold both kings went forth to visit Dihli. 

88. One Almast, a holy recluse, lived in a house. 

Seeing his body, Nadir Shah enquired, 

89. “ You are an ascetic and holy man, show me your miracles.” 

Then the faqir looked and said, “ Nadir Shah, first display 

your own.” 

Then Nadir Shah said, “ Shut your eyes, behold whatever yon 

like.” 

Shutting his eyes the faqir saw a fine army with Nadir Shah. 

90. From Dihli to Atak was that army of Nadir Shah, 

Standing fully armed, a splendid array. 

91. Opening his eyes then said the faqir, “Behold, I will now 

show wonders, 

“ Shut your eyes and look ! ” Then when the Shah had closed 

them, he saw 

The soldiers the faqir had seen arrayed, all lying headless. 

Then said the Shah, “ Holy man ! look favourably on me.” 

92. Then spoke the faqir, “ If you wish to be preserved, 

“ Delay not one moment, at once set out for Kabul.” 

93. Then Nadir Shah sent for his men, ordered them to march. 

What rubies and stones were best, he took and put on his 

head, 

Five pearls were cut and mounted to make a lovely swordhilt, 

Much wealth was laden, all of value was carried away. 

94. The doctor called ‘ Ulwi and a princess were to be taken 

away; 

The king spoke to Nadir Shah with joined hands: 

95. “ Be sure this doctor will die on the journey, 

“ The hot sun and the heat are his deadly enemies.” 

96. Having released him, Nadir Shah departed. 

Going on his way, he came to the side of the Jamna. 

97. Know, that he made a captive of Amr Singh ; 

Know, that he was chief and ruler of Patiala. 

98. The good-looking women, who attracted them, 

They made slaves of, did the Mughuls, and nobles, and Pathans. 

99. When Nadir Shah reached the towns near the Sutlaj, 

The chiefs petitioned, then were the people released. 

100. Know, that the title of Raja was given to Amr Singh. 

He released all the people, pardoned the raja. 
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101. When he reached Labor, all the nobles attended, 

There was much noise, ranch oppression on the people. 

102. All the bonds were undone of Lakhpat and Oampat, Dawad. 

Nadir Shah was much pleased on learning their good qualities. 

103. All the people were released, the Shah reached Kabul. 

Up to the year eleven hundred and sixty he ruled. 

At the camp of Fathabad, at the hour of midnight, 

The emperor was slain by the noble, Muhammad Khan. 

Notes. 

3. Ghdzi Khan.—This title did not belong to Qamru-d-din Khan, 

rtimadu-d-daulah, the chief minister, but is no doubt adopt¬ 

ed owing to the difficulty of getting the true names into the 

line. 

4. Majlis Uae.—Rae Majlis Rae, Brahman, the diwan of rtimadu- 

d-daulah Qamru-d-dm Khan, being oppressed in the troubles 

raised by Nadir Shah, took his own life at Sliahjahanabad 

in the end of Muharram 1152 H. (Tarlkh-i-Mtihammadi). 

The 29th Muharram=8th May, 1739, but for the exact date 

see note to verse 82. 

4. Khan Daurdn.—Khwajah Muhammad ‘ Asim, first Ashraf Khan, 

then Samsamu-d-daulali, Amiru-l-umara, Khan Dauran, 

Bahadur, Mansur Jang, son of Khwajah Qasim, Naqshbandl, 

was wounded on the 15th Zu-l-qa‘dah 1151 H. (23rd Febru¬ 

ary, 1739), in a battle with Nadir Shah. He died on the 

19th of the same month (27th February), aged 68 years, 

(T-i-Mhdi). 

5. Nizamu-Lmulk’s appointment as Mir Atash could only have 

been a recent one. On his last visit to Court he reached 

Dihli on the 16th Rabi‘ I, 1150 H. (13th July, 1737). Five 

days afterwards, on the 21st Rabi‘ I, 1150 H. (18th July, 

1737) Mhd. Muqim, entitled Muqimu-d-din Khan, ddroahah 

of the TopJchanah. died at Sliahjahanabad. aged about 70 

years (T-i-Mhdi). It was to this man that Nizamu-l-mulk 

must have succeeded. At the moment, I can find no authority 

for his having become Mir Atash, but the statement is, I 

think, correct. 

6. Turrah-bdz Khan.—Khwajah Muznffar, entitled Zafar Khan. 

Bahadur, Rustam Jang, Ba-wafa, son of Khwajah ‘ Abdu-1- 

qadir of Panipat, died in 1148 H. (1735-6), (T-i-Mhdi.) 

Turrah-baz was a nickname, due to the way in which this 

J. i. 8 
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noble and his men wore their turbans, the protruding end 

being likened to a falcon’s crest (turrah-i-baz). The populace 

knew him as Turrah-baz Khan. 

6. ‘TJlwl Khan.— Mirza Muhammad Hashim, second son of Hakim 

Hadi, was born at Shiraz in Muharram 1080 H. (June 16G9). 

He emigrated to India in 1111 H. (1699-1700), and died at 

Shahjalianabad on the 5th Rajab 1162 H. (20th June, 

1749.) Bayan-i-ivaqli, my copy of the text, 196. Gladwin, 

218, has the 29tli Rajab. 

7. Malikah ZamcLrii, daughter of Farrukhsiyar, married to Muham¬ 

mad Shah in 1135 H. (1722), Beale, 237. Francklin, “ Shah 

Aulum,” 205, says she died in 1203. H. 1(788-9). 

11. This story of Nizamu-l-mulk’s having been likened to a monkey 

was in circulation at a very early date. Fraser, p. 68, who 

wrote as early as 1742, attributes it to Khan Dauran and his 

friends. They are supposed to have said, “ Observe how 

the Deccan monkey dances; ” and he places the event after 

Nizamu-l-mulk’s last return to Dihli, which happened in 

July 1737. Hanway, another contemporary writer, II, 351, 

says Khan Dauran, styled Nizamu-l-mulk, a maimuncl “ a 

quack doctor or cheat; ” but this word must be the same as 

that in Steingass, 1864, maimiinbaz, “ a leader of performing 

monkeys, ” from maimun, baboon, ape, monkey. 

19. Nadir Shah stormed Qandahar on the 3rd Zu-l-Hijjah 1150 H. 

(23rd March, 1738), “ The Compleat History “of Thamas 

Kouli Kan... written in French and rendered into English...” 

12 mo., London, n. d. (about 1745), Fart II, p. 5. He 

started from Qandahar for Kabul on the 8th Muharram 

1151 H. (27th May, 1738), Anand Ram, Mukhlis, in Elliot, 

VIII, 77, (Jonas Hanway, II, 357, “ middle of year”). He 

arrived at Kabul about the end of Safar 1151 H. (29th = l7th 

June, 1738), Anand Ram, 1. c. (Hanway, II, 357, “month 

of June.” He left Kabul against the Safis, 12th RabF, II, 

1151 H. (29th July, 1738), Raverty, “Notes,” 106, (founded 

on the Nadirnamah), and see a letter from Nadir Shah in 

“ Compleat History,” part II, p. 27. He returned to Kabul 

and moved to Gandamak 20th Jumadi I, 1151 H. (4th 

September, 1738), Raverty, 1. c. He reached Jalalabad, 

20th Jamadi, II, (4th October, 1738), id. 110. The defeat 

of Nasir Khan, governor of Kabul, took place on the Indian 

side of the Khaibar, 13th Sha‘ban 1151 H. (25th Novem¬ 

ber, 1738), Elliot, VIII, 78, and Nadir Shah’s own letter 
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of 14th Sha‘ban, “ Compleat History,” part II, 27, written 

from same place between Jamrud and Pasha war. 

20. Zakariya Khan, usually called Khan Bahadur, was Saifu- 

d-daulah, Z. K., Bahadur, Daler Jang, son of Saifu-d-daulah, 

‘AbdU'S-Samad Khan, Bahadur, Daler Jang. He succeeded 

his father in 1150 H. (1737) as subahdar of Lah5r and 

Multan. He died on the 12th or 13th JamadI II, 1158 H. 

(Uth or 12th July, 1745), aged about 56 years (T-i-Mhdi). 

20. Ndk m§ dam and, to be at the last gasp. 

20. Zakariya, Khan formed a camp on the Ravi outside Lahor 

on the 17th Ramazan 1751 H. (28th December, 1738), 

Elliot, VIII, 79. Nadir Shah was at Pul-i-Shah Daulah, 

some miles north-west of Lahor, on the 9th Shawwal (19th 

January, 1739), and reached the Shalihmar garden east of 

Lah5r on the next day. There was some fighting that day 

and again on the 11th. An agreement was then patched up. 

24 and 40 Muhammad Khan, or 25, Khan Muhammad. This man 

is most probably the M. K. “ Beglar-begl” who brought the 

third letter addressed by Nadir Shah to Muhammad Shah, 

see $ahifah-i-iqbal, B. Museum, Oriental Ms. 3281, fol. 71 

a, 72 6, 73 a, 74 h. 

31. Zakariya Khan visited Nadir Shah on the 11th and 12th 

Shawwal (21st, 22nd January, 1739), Elliot, VIII, 80. 

33. Gampat and Lakhpat. I do not know the meaning of the 

epithet appended to their names, which I read Dawad or 

Ndwad. It occurs again in verse 102 with the alternative 

form of Dudah. I take it to be the name of some branch of 

the Khatrl caste, but I cannot find it in Ibbetson, “ Panjab 

Ethnology.” According to B. M. Or. M. 2043, fol. 5la, 

Lakhpat Rae was diwdn to Zakariya Khan, subahdar of 

LahSr, and Campat was his brother. The same work, 

fol. 50a, asserts that Dalpat, son of Lakhpat Rae, was seized 

as a hostage by Nadir Shah. 

35. Adlnah Beg Khan, a Hindu convert of the Arain caste, 

was born at Sarakpur Patti near Lahor. When Nadir Shah 

took Lahor, this man was faujdar of Sultanpur in the 

Jalandhar dudba (B. M. Or. 2043, fol. 50a). A. B. K. 

died in Muharram 1172 H. (3rd September—2nd October, 

1758), while faujdar of Sirhind, (T-i-Mhdi,) year 1172. His 

tomb is at Khanpur near Hoshyarpur (Beale, 34). 

37. According to B. M. Or. 2043, fol. 50a, the diwdn of A. B. K. was 

Bhawanl Das, Dher, a caste which, according to Ibbetson, 
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para. 605 (Dher), is on a par socially with the camars. But 

T see that Rieu, “ Catalogue of the Persian MSS,” copying 

from one of the manuscripts of the Khulasatu-t-tawdrihh. 

styles its author Sujan Rae Dhir; and as we, know that he 

was a Khatri, the epithet may denote here a sub-division 

of the Khatri caste. I do not find the word, however, 

in Tawarikh-i-qaum-i-hhatriyan by Amin Cand (Dihli, Fauq 

Kashi Press). 

40. Muhammad Khan, see ante, 24 (3). Shah Wall was, I think, 

the chief minister of Ahmad Shah, Durrani, and not of 

Nadir Shah. There seems some mistake here. 

52. Sirhind.— Nadir Shah reached Sirhind about the 7th Zu-l-qa‘dah 

(15th February, 1739), Grhulam ‘All Khan Muqaddamah-i- 

Shcih 1 Alam-namah, B. M. Addl. 24,028, fol. 595. 

53. Panipat.—Nadir Shah’s last march, before the fighting with 

the imperial army, was made on the 15th Zu-l-qa‘dah (23rd 

February, 1739), Elliot, VIII, 81. His last camp was 

at ‘Azimabad Talawari (or Taraori), between 9 and 10 

miles N.-W. of Karnal. Panipat is altogether a mistake. 

It lies about 26 miles south of Karnal, the place where 

Muhammad Shah was encamped, and Nadir Shah could 

not have passed beyond the emperor’s position without a 

pitched battle. 

53. J£hcin Vaurdn, see note to verse 4. His attack was made on 

the day that Nadir Sfiah had moved his camp from Talawari 

nearer to Karnal, namely on the 15th Zu-l-qa‘dah (23rd 

February, 1739), Elliot VIII, 81, Fraser, 156. 

58. All dini duhai dono d mahmand he.— The perversion does 

not seem greater than we find in our own early writers, for 

instance, at Baksar (October 1764) : “ Our seapoys gave 

the enemy a ding or huzza,” Caraccioli, “ Clive,” I, 59, and 

Orme writes of “ ding Mahomed,” “ Military Transactions,” 

II, 339. 

58. Khan Kh an an, that is Khan Dauran. 

59. Nararan.—As I can make nothing of this word, I read 

liazdrdn, thousands. [Perhaps a barbarous plural of nar 

‘man.’ Ed.]. 

60. Nishdn.— From its position in the line, I take this to be some 

kind of musical instrument; and supher I suppose to be 

a corruption of nafir. 

62. This retreat and the letter to Nizamu-l-mulk are both, I should 

say, unhistorical. 
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66. The distance of five kos from Dihli is quite impossible, seeing 

they were all, Nizamu-l-mulk included, some seventy miles 

north of Dihli at this time. 

68. There is no foundation for saying that Nizamu-l-mulk attacked 

Klian Dauran’s men, though the two nobles were, no doubt, 

on very bad terms and intensely jealous of each other. 

71. Khan Dauran died on the 19th Zu-l-qa‘dah (27th February, 

1739). 

71. Muhammad Shah’s first visit to Nadir Shah in his camp took 

place on the 20th (28th February, 1739), Fraser, 162. 

71. Nadir Shah’s entry into the palace at Dihli took place on the 

9th Zu-l-Hijjah, 1351 H. (19th March, 1739), that is, twenty 

days before the end of the Hijri year 1151. 

72. This general slaughter lasted from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. of the 11th 

Zu-l-Hijjah (21st March, 1739), Elliot, VIII, 88, Fraser, 181. 

82. Majlis Rae, Brahman, was diwan to the wazir, Qamru-d-din 

Khan, see back note to verse 4. Fraser, 199, says that on 

the 6tli Muharram 1152 H. (14th April, 1739), his ear was 

cut off in open darbar. He committed suicide on the 12th 

(20th April, 1739). 

86. I know not what truth there is in this story of Muhammad 

Shah adopting Persian attire, but Anand Ram, Mukhlis, tells 

us, Mirdtu-l-Istildh, B. M. Or. 1813, fol. 108a, that in 1157 

H., after Nadir’s invasion, Persian customs were copied by 

the fashionable youth of Dihli. He refers especially to a 

fashion of carrying a stick called a khundi. 

88-92. I think that I have seen this marvellous story told in prose 

somewhere, but I cannot find the reference to it at present. 

96. ‘Ulwi Khan was not released, see his story in the Bayan-i- 

wdqi‘ of Khwajah ‘Abdu-l-Karim, Kashmiri, and trans¬ 

lation thereof by F. Gladwin, Calcutta, 1788. The ^akim 

was not allowed to leave, until the 16th Rabi‘ II, 1154 H. 

(30th June, 1741),Gladwin, 95. He went from Kazwin to 

Mecca, and finally reached Dihli again on the 10th Jamadi 

II, 1156 H. (31st July, 1743), having come from Jeddah 

by sea to Chandernagore. 

97. Amr Singh. Buta Shah, Tarikh-i-Panjab, places him in the 

time of Ahmad Shah, Durrani, about 1761, and speaks of 

the title of Maharaja being conferred by this later invader. 

103. Nadir Shah reached Kabul on the 1st Ramazan, 1152 H. (1st 

December, 1739), Gladwin, 13. 

103. The Bayan-i-waqi‘1 Gladwin, 166, calls the place Qujun, not 
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Fathabad, and locates it three stages from Mashhad. An 

anonymous history of Nadir Shah, lately received by me 

from India, names Fathabad, two farsakh’s from Khyushan, 

as the place of assassination. Qujun and Khyushan are 

no doubt the Koochan of Keith Johnston’s Royal Atlas, 

about 100 miles north-west of Mashhad. Ernst Beer, “ Das 

Tarikh-i-Zendije” (Leiden, 1888), XIY, spells the name 

Khabushan, and this in popular use became Khujcin} and 

finally Quchan. 
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The Antiquity of the poet Nagari Das and his concubine Rasik Bihari alias 
Bani Thant.— By Pandit MShanlal Yishnulal Pandia, M.A.S.B., 
M.R.A.S., M.G.Y.S., &c. Late Brime Minister of the Partdbgarh 
State in Rdjputand. 

(Read February 1897.) 

It is generally believed by the native vernacular scholars of our 
country, that there lived in Braj four Bhasha poets bearing the name 
Nagari Das. The first of them is said to be a disciple of Yallabhacarya, 
the second, the successor of Svami Hari-das, the third, the follower of the 
Go svami Hit Harbans sect, and the fourth is one who is noticed by Dr. 
Grierson in his well-known work ‘the Modern Yernacular Literature of 
Hindustan ’ and Qivasimh in his ‘ Saroj ’ and Babu Radha-kysna Das of 
Benares in his little brochure the 4 Life of Nagari Das.’ 

Leaving the first three Nagari Das for some other occasion, I take 
this opportunity to give a more extended notice of the fourth, who 
is well-known as a good poet, and also of his concubine, poetess Rasik 
Bihari alias Bani Thani, who is still known to the public as some male 
poet. In the present paper, I have to endeavour to establish satisfac¬ 
torily the antiquity of this couple of poetic talents. 

For the sake of easy reference, I give the following summary of the 
enquiries of the previous researchers :— 

(I) Dr. Grierson has the following notice in his work ‘ the Modern 
Yernacular Literature of Hindustan,’ at Nos. 95 and 638, pages 33 and 
138: — “The poet Nagar, b. 1591 A.D. Haj. Possibly the same as a 
Nagari Das mentioned in the preface to Rag.” 

And in the same work at Nos. 405 and 638, pages 101 and 138, he 
says :—“ Rasik Bihari, b. 1723 A.D. Rag.” 

Both notices are taken from f ivasimh’s work, as quoted below. 
(II) pivasimh, in his Hindi work ‘Saroj,’ has the following 

notices at pages 441 and 491 respectively :— 

\\ 5rrjnc Jr ^-» n if 55 % Rfftri % 11 
VSR 11 

rDpr ftvTft v8'5* 11 
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And he quotes the following specimens of Nagari Das’ metrical 

composition. 

(1) *ntt jpg i 

samT-^t wr 35% tw flfcr jpsitt % jtw i 
cTT ^ JTTJR. % fJT tITc^T ^TfcT €t *tN if xnl I 

gfa ft?n zzz ert grfr gbr f^t n 
e- '>» 

i.e., Seeing the darkness of the very dark night of Bhad8 clouds 

are showering a slight mizzle, fyama-ji1 (sitting) in her lofty attic 

contentedly sings after the manner of Malar.2 Then the eyes of 

Nagara, looking, like (those of) Cataka, 3 at Svati4 from a distance, 

get intensely delighted. 

The wind pitifully unveils her face, and the lightning kindly illu¬ 

minates it. 

(2) Jiifa iret5?)- % srra1 f^rue% *tt jtt*% jttj% i 

jk 3fTK si ftvt ^ jprra 3^15;% i 

wfjr IT ^gT TIT Trt tftfcT 3prff%vt I 

xttt ?rr zw ttjit ttk fsrf% ttIwt stfWf n 

i.e., Do not utter these piercing words and do not sing love, but sing 

the Holi songs. Do not throw Biras5 under pretext of throwing the ball, 

but throw the bags of Grulal6 in a straightforward manner. The men 

are clever and vicious, they will perceive it; hence suppress the frolics 

of this heart-felt love. Being afraid, 0 Nagara! I fall at thy feet. 

Ah ! Do not fling these jeers at me. 

(3) %t TTTTxrfcT Tt to Tt I 

JI^T ifsr TTTTt T?gW*t I 

5SJJ2cr-tniT f^Wm TUHC % fsiT %3fr Z I 

Wr « TfTt 5% ^rfr Eft *rtct w gw 3fnf: n 

i.e., The Yedas have sung the praises of the Devas and Ramapati 

and also of both the worlds. They have over-praised Chaturbhuja 

(Visnu) who holds in his four hands a conch shell, discus, club, and 

1 Wife of Krisna. 3 The Indian Cuckoo. 

2 Songs of rainy season. 4 The star Arcturus. 

6 A betel-leaf made up with a preparation of the areca nut, spices and chunam, &c. 

8 A farinacious powder dyed red, which the Hindus throw on each other during 

the indecent festivities and drunken frolics of the Hdll. 
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lotus. The drinking of nectar and sitting in the car of the gods is 

not pleasing to the heart of Nagara. When there is not H5ll in Svarga 

or Vaikuntha (heaven), then our getting the mere Thakurai (or chief- 

ship) there, would be of no use. 

(Ill) Babu Radha-krsna Das, in his ‘ Nagari-das-ji ka Jlwan 

Charitra,’ says :— 

(1) twtt tjsj % to imm 

twin; (ktshttott) awn 3 *msnj w 

% ftps $ i Page 5. 

i.e., The fourth ISTagari Das-jl, the hero of our work, was Maharaja 

Jasyant Simh-ji, kingof Krsnagarh (Rajputana) alias pri Hagari Das-ji. 

He was a disciple of Mahaprabhu Vallabhacarya’s sect. 

(2) *t«T % xrfw^TT SKST 5ft ffrai ^TT *TTW ‘ ’ 

% I W if<RT | page p). 

i.e., The first of all his works, which has been found, is entitled the 

Vihara Candrika. It was composed in Samvat 1788. 

(3) cT^TpI ^tf^r eft ff eft 

fm **r w fr ^ % 

^iT *TWcT % 3TJPHT HTpT^ I Page 10. 

i.e., Even if we accept it to be the first work, then there is no 

doubt that his age at this time was not less than twenty years. Hence 

the year of his birth should be taken to have been about 1768. 

(4) trig Sr ‘ spr-wg-gsiggr ’ stsj ^tott fsra grr gmg 

ssg?: sr* i % rft|> gn grit nrf fnwt gfe 
% ’STJTHJT ggcf Ijg TTT^t eft 

gg €t rrrit i Page 22. 

i.e.. He has composed his work, Vana-jana-pra^amsa in Magha of 

Samvat 1819, as we have stated above. And no work, composed after 

it, has yet been found. Thus, if we take his birth to have been in 

Samvat 1768 and his death in 1819, then it proves that he lived to an 

age of about 51 years. 

(5) <t?t % 5Nr &i$k) 

f%*H WW ^ 3ft 33 33HC I Page 16. 

* i.e., There (at Brindaban) he visited yri Bagke Bihari-ji, the god 

J. i. 9 
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worshipped by Swami pri Haridas-ji, and composed several verses bear¬ 

ing the poetic name Rasik Bihari. 

Now, first of all, it is worth consideration whether the poet Nagari 

Das who is the subject of this paper, and Nagar, noticed by Dr. 

Grierson and the author of the Saroj, is the same, or someone else, 

his name-sake. I believe, he is tl\e same poet, because I have been 

able to identify the above mentioned specimens of the poet’s metrical 

composition in the manuscript in my possession, which contains 57 

works of this Nagari Das. They are identified thus :— 

A. There is an incomplete work in the manuscript in my posses¬ 

sion at No. 38, and page 192, entitled Barkha ke kavitta, which contains 

eight kavittas only. The first specimen of the fivasimh Saroj is to 

be found there, at No. 7, wdth slight differences in its reading. It reads 

thus :— 

wt! Prat 'ir'Cf mcmt i 

^jfm % ^rnrft ^ jfTcr nf? Hi? i 

m % fen ffdf'' wi ^ dn tf ml i 

nV urn 'fife erc mn 'fife munt ffe fet§il 11 ® o 

The great difference in the above reading is the word Mohan in¬ 

stead of the name of the poet Nagar in the third line. 

B. There is a complete work in the MS. at No. 35, and page 184, 

entitled the Hori ke kavitta, containing 19 kavittas in all. The second 

specimen is found there, at No. 19, the reading of which is as 

follows :— 

jit« iraWt % mlf femsfe ssg n msfe ms:l 'rtfem i 

life arcin' *r ffeT msmen ^ pnm mm??! imferai1 i 

gx; xigr 'sfe mVn ml* KTt few stfe 'fiwtfem l 

mn 'id wt ^d sn mmt fi" nfe mfeim itfwm n \<j. n 

In this also the word hhdvate occurs instead of the name of the 

poet Nagar in the fourth line. 

0. And there is another complete work, called the Phaga Bihara, 

in my MS. at No. 41, and page 256, in which the third specimen of the 

Saroj is mentioned at No. 8, as a Savaiya. The following is a reading 

thereof :— 

^nfe % n mnife % nm mife 'fitft nmf; I 

w wi xiifi urn si* w wggw wt mfemir i 
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SrecHTR fwTJrfa *qffe ifcft ^fTt ?T#t ^ 5T WT3[ I 

^3T TUt %I JtT'rTtft *T?T ^ *RT SfftT || *= || 

The latter part of the third line greatly differs in reading from 

that of the specimen. In this work the poet has signed only the conclud¬ 

ing stanzas, No. 43, 45, 46 and 48 yvith the name of Nagariya, Nagar, 

Nagari and Nagari Das and the rest are without his poetic name. 

Haying made the identification of our poet's metrical compositions, 

I now proceed to show the result of my independent researches. I have 

spared no trouble in checking my inquiries by reference to the Krsna¬ 

garh State, in Rajputana, of which the poet was really a ruling 

Chief. Krsnagarh is a petty Native State under the Jaipur Resi¬ 

dency. And the Rathaur clan which rules over it, is an offshoot of 

the illustrious House of Jodhpur. The founder of the State was 

Maharaj Krsna-simli, second son of Maharaja Udaya-simh of Jodhpur. 

Our poet, Nagari Das, was the eighth in descent from the founder 

of the Krsnagarh State. He was the third son of Maharaja Raja-simh. 

His royal name was Maharaja Sisvat-simh, and the Vaisnava appel¬ 

lation was Nagari Das. He has signed his verses by his poetic 

names, such as Nagar, Nagariya, Nagari, and Nagari Das, &c. Babu 

Radha-krsna Das, in his Hindi hook, wrongly names him Maharaja 

Jasvant-simh of Krsnagarh. For, he is generally known throughout 

Rajputana as Maharaja Ssvat-simh of Krsnagarh, and we find this 

name in all the biographical treatises of the Krsnagarh family extant 

in Rajputana. The genealogical table on page 68 will show that there 

had been no such ruling chief as Jasvant-simh in the Krsnagarh family 

from its commencement. 

He (Nagari Das) was born in Vikrama Samvat 1756 on the 12th of 

Pausa Vadi = 1699 A.D., was installed on the throne mV. S. 1805 on the 

15th of Vah^akha £h.di=1748 A.D., and placing his son Sardar-simh upon 

the Gndi on the 10th Alvina £udi of V. S. 1814 = 1757 A.D., retired to 

lead the life of a Vaisnava devotee at Brindaban, and finally died 

there on the 3rd Bhadrapada (J!ukla of V. S. 1821 = 1764 A.D., thus 

living to an age of 64 years 8 months and 6 days. When these dates 

have been confirmed by the Darbar’s office of Krsnagarh, I do not see 

any reason why we should believe Samvat 1648 = 1591 A.D. of the 

Saroj and that conjectured by Babu Radha-krsna Das of Benares to be 

the date of our poet. 

The poet’s exploits of his early days are thus related in the memo¬ 

randum received by me from the Krsnagarh State:— 

(1.) In the V. S. year 1766, when he was only ten years old, he was 

once coming back from the Imperial Darbar at Dehli. In the way he 
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Genealogical Table of the Krsnagarh Family : 

I. Maharaja Krsna-simh 

I • 

II. Maharaja Sahas-mal Bh ar-mal 

III. Maharaja IV. Maharaja Hari-simh 
Jagr-mal-simh 

j Rup-siihh adopted 

( by No. IV 

V. Maharaja Rup-siihh 

VI. Maharaja Man-simh 

VII. Maharaja Raja-simh 
who had five sons 

VIII. Maharaja SSvat-simh Bahadur-simh, ^ 
the Usurper } 

IX. Maharaja Sardar-simh 

X. Maharaja Birad-simh 

XI. Maharaja Partap-simh 

XII. Maharaja Kalyan-sirhh 

XIII. Maharaja Mokham-simh 

XIV. Maharaja Prithi-simh 

Birad-simh 
adopted by 

No. IX 

Bagh-siihh 

XV. Maharaja fardul-simh 
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met a rabid elephant, who in his fury defied all control of the Mahauts 

(drivers) who were loudly warning people to get out of the way. But lie 

did not care a bit about it, and undauntedly faced the infuriated animal, 

which rushed upon him, but was driven back by a stroke of bis sword 

upon the trunk. The picture representing this scene is kept at the 

Krsnagarh Darbar, together with a photograph of it. 

(2.) In V. S. 1769, when 13 years old, he received some wounds in 

slaying Hara Jaita-simh of Bundi. 

(3.) In 1771 V. S., at a grand dancing party in which were present 

his father Maharaja Raja-simli, Maharaja Bhima-simh of K5ta, Maharaja 

Gaja-simh of ffivapur, and Maharaja Gopala-simh of Bhadoriya, &c., a 

venemous serpent somehow made its way into his jama (garments). He 

did not cause excitement by revealing the fact, but simply crushed out 

the fangs of the reptile, and leaving the hall on some excuse, threw it 

off at some distance. This was afterwards told by his servants. He 

was at this time only fifteen years old. 

(4.) In Y. S. 1774, an expedition conducted by the Maharajas of 

Jaypur and Kota, &c., was sent by the Emperor against the Chief of 

Thun, and although fighting continued for some time, it was not conquered. 

Afterwards the poet was sent there. He no sooner reached the place, 

than he stormed the fortress, and the gate of it was broken open by his 

elephant. 

(5.) When he was only twenty years old, he alone killed a lion 

while hunting. 

(6.) In 1792 Y. S. when the Dakhani Malar went from Gujarat 

into Marvar, the poet did not pay him any tribute, though there was 

a deal of fighting between them. Thereupon Baji-rav said to Malar the 

following couplet :— 

Cm a Trarc JiCt i 

m ^ 5CT3 % ?rNcT SfTcT II 

i.e., ‘ Thus said Bajl-rava to Malar—All other Ravas are sirnpl vRavas 

in name, but S^vat’s case is too deep to be fathomed ’ (he., he is. a really 

powerful prince). 

It is said, the old father of our poet, Maharaja Raja-simh, had 

entrusted him with the administration of the state, a few years previous 

to his death. Accordingly Nagari Das, then the Maharaja Kumar 

SSvat-sirhh, managed the affairs with great prudence and kept uninter¬ 

rupted tranquillity during this period, until his father died. When, 

in 1804 Y. S., he was attending the Imperial Court at Dehli, his old 

father died suddenly at Krsnagarh. So he was formally installed 

there by the Emperor Ahmad Shah on the 5th Vah^akha fudi, of 

Y. S. 1805, to the Chiefship of Krsnagarh. Having assumed for- 
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mally the royal title, he prepared to march to the capital, but in the 

meantime he received the unhappy intelligence that his younger 

brother Bahadur-simh had usurped the throne. Thereupon he was 

sent to his principality with a small imperial force by the Emperor. 

On his return, a desperate fight took place between the two brothers, 

but Bahadur-simh could not be subdued. Being utterly routed he 

returned to Dehli and tried all he could to obtain fresh military 

assistance from the Emperor. But as Bahadur-simh had secured the 

aid of the Maharaja of Marvar, and the Emperor himself was too weak 

a ruler at that time to side with him, so he declined. Being greatly 

disheartened, he left Dehli and came to Braj and lived there. From 

this place he again endeavoured his utmost to gain the favour of the 

Mahrathas, and after a short time he sent his son Sardar-simh with their 

army into Rajputana. Thus Sardar-simh, by the co-operation of the 

Mahrathas, regained the Raj of Krsnagarh. Then, in V. S. 1814, he 

proceeded to his capital and having placed his son, Sardar Simb, upon 

the throne, on the 10th Acvina <pudi, he finally returned to Brindaban 
_ o 

to devote himself to the duties of asceticism. What a pity it is, that 

our poet’s reign has been both unhappy and troublesome, from the 

beginning to the end ! 

The following is a complete list of the poet’s Hindi works. I have 

very carefully compared it with the one received from the Krsnagarh 

State. All the works can be had from the State Library at Krsnagarh. 

The first fifty-seven works mentioned in the list 1 have with me. And 

the last two, namely, Baina-bilas and Gupta-ras-prak^a are not avail¬ 

able even at Krsnagarh. 

List of Works. 

1. Siqgar-sara or Braj-lila-pada- 15. Phaga-bilasa. 

prasaqga. 16. Grisam-bihara. 

2. G opi-prema-praka9a. 37. Pavasa-pacisi. 

3. Pada-prasaijga-mala. 18. Gopi-baina- bilasa. 

4. Braj-vaikunth-tula. 19. Rasa-rasa-lata. 

5. Braj-sara. 20. Raina-rupa-rasa. 

6. Biliara-candrika. 21. pita-sara. 

7. Bhor-lila. 22. Ishq-ciman. 

8. Prata-rasa-manjari. 23. Majlis-mandan. 

9. Bh5jan-anand-astaka. 24. Aril-astaka. 

10. Jugala-rasa-manjan. 25. Sada ki mSjha. 

11. Phula-bilasa. 2ti. Barkha ki mSjlia. 

12. Godhan-agamana. * 2.7. Hori ki mijha. 

13. Dohn-anand. 28. K rsna-j an mo tsa v a- ka vi t ta. 

14. Lagan-ast aka. 29. Piiya-janmotsava-kuvitta. 
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30. Sajhi ke kavitta. 54. Nakha-sikha. 

31. Rasa ke kavitta. 55. Chutak-kavitta. 

32. Candm ke kavitta. 56 CarcariyjL 

33. Divari ke kavitta. 57. Rekhata. 

34. Govardliana-dharan. 58. ManSratha-manjari. 

35. Hori ke kavitta. 59. Rama-caritra-mala. 

36. Pliaga-gokul-astaka. 60. Pada-prab5dha-mala. 

37. Hindora ke kavitta. 6L. Jugal-bhakti-bin5da. 

38. Barkha ke kavitta. 62. Ras-anukram ke d5ha. 

39. Bhakti-maga-dipika. 63. £arad ki mSjha. 

40. Tirth-anand. 64. Sanjhi-phula-binana-samain- 

41. Phaga-bihara. samvad. 

42. Bala-binoda. 65. Basanta-barnan. 

43. Sujan-ananda. 66. Phaga-khelan-samain- 

44. Bana-binoda. anukram ke kavitta. 

45. Bhakti-sara. 67. Ras-anukram ke kavitta. 

46. Deha-dasa. 68. Nikunja-bilasa. 

47. Bairaga-bati. 69. Govinda-parcai. 

48. Rasika-ratnavali. 70. Bana-jana-pra9amsa. 

49. Kali-bairaga-balli. 71. Chutaka-d5ha. 

50. Arila-pacisi. 72. Utsava-mala. 

51. Chutaka-pada. 73. Pada-mukt avail. 

52. Parayan- prakasa. 74. Baina-bilasa. 

53. Sikha-naklia. 75. Gupta-rasa-praka9a. 

According to the laudable practice of the vernacular poets of our 

country of dating their works, the poet has dated some of his important 

works. I give here a list of those which I have seen and read in chro¬ 

nological order, and trust that it may be useful in many cases :— 

I. Manoratha-manjari, dated A9vina Yadi 14th, Tuesday, Vikrama 

Sam vat 1780=1723 A.D. 

'frn ii ’TWcr i 

II. Rasika-ratnavali, dated Bhad8 Qudi 1st, Tuesday, Y. S. 

1782 = 1725 A.D. 

TtTT II ^TlY 3ZJJ-3R | 

5% ^Tl%T *PtT || 

III. Bihara-caudrika, dated Silvan, Y. S. 1788 = 1731JA.D, 

II *RR If I 
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IV. Nikunja-vilasa, dated Y. S. 1794 = 1737 A.D. 

Y. Kali-bairaga-balli, dated Savan, Y. S. 1795 = 1738 A.D. 

^T>fT ii safivT w ^fcicT irre i 

q?t, qRt srTJT^tTre n 

YI. Bhakti-sara, dated Savan Yadi 2nd, Thursday, Y. S. 1799 = 

1742 A.D. 

iPffqnn ii gig Tt^f} urn i «wt ttr i 
^ - 5^ A 

^cf^T *T faWcT, tsf srN || 

ssntrg' 5»t *ptT HSfi 5t*r i 

fq^t Pra jr wuft i 

qTJRRTO *T ^TTW TO TTlA II 

VIT. Parayan-bidhi-prakas, dated Savan, Y. S. 1799= 1742 A.D. 

^TTT || *TtB: ^ ^f^rr ^5t *n*T | 

trnCT*PT 1 f%*rt II 

YIII. Braja-sara, dated Posa £udi 9th, Sunday, Y. S. 1799 = 1742 

A.D. 

*ft?T || *RR « fiWTsrt, fr« f | 

Aft ^TTJtrt?T^ W 7J2J iR-*nr || 

IX. G6pi-prema-praka9a—dated Jetha fukla, Y. S. 1800 = 1743 

A.D. 

ii *rq?r ssihtj; *r tjw % ath i 

jftft gw sram w, fwt snufhre 11 

X. Braja-baikuntha-tula, dated tlie Basant-day, t.e., Magha (^ukla 

5th, which is called Yasanta-pancaml, Y. S. 1801 = 1744 A.D. 

ThT ii *fqci ^sw w ^ i;qr, f^r sre=rr ®tr nre i 

iiTIRRR || 

XI. Bbakti-maga-dipika, dated Kvara Krsna 3rd, Thursday, 

V. S. 1802 = 1745 A.D., at Uup-nagar (former capital of Krsnagarh 

State). 

fh?T II *m?r SRT f If, fjIT cTt^t JR-qR | 

fqfq II 
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XII. Phaga-bihara, dated Madhu Krsna Paksa, V. S. 1808 = 1751 

A.D., on the banks of the river Gaijga. 

ll wfe ^re^w 1 p, w w wiw i 

jjsi Jiif-crf? ferr srurcfew n 

XIII. Jugala-bhakti-binod, dated Magha, V. S. 1808 = 1751 A.D., 
at Kamat. 

ii *w^w w?t wz vfe ?fe nrsr imrw i 

fjra-flftR-jpr mu vw, fert ^niRfew n 

5snT3i vtctfr, Uwz fen wfc i 

crrf usi wt, v^fwvt <?te n 
XIV. Bana-binod, dated Madhu and Krsna Paksa, V. S. 1809 = 

1752 A.D. 

sftVT 11 WBET ^I3R W 1 ng, fiSJ-xr^r WV BTW I 

nn fertv nra vsj *r? fvnt wfetetw n 

XV. Bal-binod—dated A9vin Ciikla 6th, Tuesday, V. S. 1809 = 
1752 A.D. 

t(vt ll ^v^w wv ^ *ra, wiw ag^fsr jjg-git i 

fetfv gvi-nvr ^ ?ts? feme u 

XVI. Tirth-ananda, dated Magha, V. S. 1810 = 1753 A.D., at 
Brindaban. 

3f?T || W1W UV^W Wet W ^t, few mVW 3IW | 

W3I ctfennWE m?, mttefetW II 

XVII. Sujan-anand, dated at Barsana in the Mathura District, 
V. S. 1810 = 1753 A.D. 

xftft || WWW m3/tW Wet 5T ?W, SHCWT^ % W | 

T13I S-imtH^ W, fevt mmCt 3TW || 

XVIII. Bana-jana-pra9amsa, dated Magha, V. S. 1819= 1762 A.D. 

3lVT || Wet 3W 3T 33, wsfef BTW 1 WtW I 

33 33-STWsg HSI 3V, fett 3TJlft-3re II 

It is clear that the poet was a staunch follower of the Vallabha- 

earyan sect of the Vaisnavas. So, all his works on religions subjects 

are pervaded by a spirit of the doctrines peculiar to that sect. They are 

written in the erotic style of poetry, representing his passionate adora- 

J. i. 10 
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tiou of Radha and Krsna. There are only two of his works, 

named the Pada-prasagga-mala and Tlrth-ananda, from which we can 

extract a few threads of historical value. In the former he gives the 

legends of the previous Yaisnava saints in connection with their metrical 

compositions, and in the latter an account of his own pious ramblings in 

and beyond Braj is related. 

It is still wrongly believed by the vernacular poets of our country 

that the verses, bearing the poetic name Rasik Bihari, which are found 

here and there in the works of this poet, are either of his own composi¬ 

tion, or of some other male poet. During the long period of my ser¬ 

vices in Rajputana, I have been able to make out that there was a 

concubine of this poet, named Ban! Thanl (i. e., elaborately adorned or 

decked out). She was a poetess and signed her composition by the 

aforesaid poetic name. In support of this my discovery, I think it 

necessary to quote here the following text of a passage of the Hindi 

memorandum received by me from the Krsnagarh State :— 

5!=ft KfaW-faVrft % safari cTJfT TR ^sr *nf?faf % 

ttisjf if BT ^5T *nf?%T THJcfT'T «rfat Vt I 

5TW =?f 'JJT I W it 3ifacTT 3HT7T % I Tfaraf-faflCt 

35T vftJT V I sf?T JTsRT5! tja? if 

5«f % tf? «tt 3\fa?r fait# 3# ^fa tfan fait# V n 

i.e., ‘The Kavittas and Padas, bearing the poetic name Rasik 

Bihari, which are found in the works of this gentleman (Nagari Das), 

are (the compositions) of his Khavasa or Pasavana (i.e., concubine). 

Her name was Bani Than!. She also wrote very beautiful poetry 

and used to sign her verses with the poetic name of Rasik Bihari. Where 

Maharaja £rl Nagari Das-jl has introduced her padas or kavittas in 

his works, he has mentioned her name emblematically as An Kavi 

(or ‘ another poet ’).’ 

I am still trying my best to find out the real name of this woman, 

because I do not believe ‘ Bani Than! ’ to be her true name. I think it 

to be what they call in English a sobriquet. It is said that this 

woman remained faithful and devoted to her lover even in the days of 

• his adversity. It is evident from the following verses of the poet 

which occur in the Tirthanand, that she was with him, when he visited 

the shrine of Barjke Biliarl-jl at Brindaban in his pilgrimage through 

the Braj :— 
* 

WfT ii ffa?Ttfa faras fa? Kt-wns i 

kh faf*rt kh ftjw || 
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II <TV? tR JTT% «W'TH I 

Tfa^-fsmtr ?t ^ vftji ii 

i.e‘She became a lively sensuous maiden with the deity Biliarl-lal, 

and drank with her eyes the excellent juice of the sugar-cane of divine 

beauty. On this occasion we both sang there the verses, bearing the 

poetic name of Rasik Bihari.’ 

‘ The following verses, occurring in the Utsava-mala, are a specimen 

of her metrical composition :— 

JTf^T ff* sstTst Klf fttt ft I 

TOT #51 3T1 ^iTT-^t SfiM Tft *T3JT3 5r TVt 'ft II 

3jf?cT^ «TTfc JJ51T5T jitI" ain't cpr ^0 ft I 

5^ ^5lff ff 5T^ HTT^t# ft tl 

i.e., ‘ To-day there is the merry-making of Holi in the bowery palace 

In playing Phaga (or frolics of Holi) the edges of the shawls of the 

Bana-Bani (i.e., bride and bridegroom) were tied together. The women, 

in pleasure, blow up Gulal powder and sing abusive songs on both 

sides. The bridegroom is the beautiful Rasik Bihari, and the bride is 

Naval-Kisori, (i.e,, the beautiful young maiden).’ 
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Upcigupta, the Fourth Buddhist Patriarch, and High Priest of Agoka.— 

By L. A. Waddell, LL.D. 

[Read March, 1897.] 

The name of Upagupta occurs incidentally in the scriptures and 

commentaries of the so-called Northern or Mahayana Buddhists, as the 

patronymic of the fourth member of the series of patriarchs of the 

Buddhist Church, in direct succession from the epoch of fakya Muni’s 

death.1 He is also referred to therein, as being the converter and spiritual 

adviser of the great emperor A^oka; 2 and it is in this respect, as the 

alleged inspirer of Acjoka’s great missionary movement, which led to 

Buddhism becoming a power in the world, that Upagupta claims our 

special notice. Of such importance is he considered, that his coming is 

alleged to have been predicted by both Buddha himself 3 and by his 

favourite disciple Ananda.4 And of him Taranatha, the Tibetan 

historian, writes : 1 since the death of the Guide (Buddha) no man has 

been born who has done so much good to living beings as this man.’5 

In the scanty references to Upagupta by European writers it is 

generally stated that “he is not known to the Southern school of 

Buddhism.” 6 This statement, however, is probably not strictly true. 

For, I find that a great Buddhist arahat of the same name, and appa¬ 

rently this identical person, is well known to the Burmese. The 

circumstances, however, under which he is known to them are peculiar. 

Although he is one of the most popular of the Buddhist Saints in 

Burma, and a special festival is held in his honor every year, as will 

1 Rockhill’s Life of the Buddha, and the early history of his Order, 170 ; and 

the Chinese lists by Edkins, Chinese Buddhism, pp. 6-7, etc.; Lassen’s Ind. Alterth, ■ 

II, 1201; also Beal and Eitel and my Buddhism of Tibet, p. 8. 

2 Beal’s Si-yu-ki, II, 88. Burnouf’s Introduction du Buddhisme Indien, pp. 118, 
197, 336, 378. 

3 Burnouf’s Intro., 336. Taranatha’s Hist, of Indian Buddhism, fol. 12. 
4 Rockhill’s Life, Sfc., 164. 

5 Beal’s Si-yu-ki, I, 182, n. 48. 

8 Taranatha’s op. cit., fol, 12. 
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presently be described, and bis name is familiar to all the monks as well 

as the laity; still the former could not point out to me any reference to 

him in their scriptures, either ancient or modern. The fact seems to be 

that Upagupta is not now an orthodox character in Burma, and his 

traditional worship or veneration is probably a survival of the Mahay ana 

form of Buddhism, which prevailed in medsevial times in both Burma 

and Ceylon. But why he should be regarded as unorthodox by the 

puritan modern Sthaviras or the so-called Southern Buddhists, is remark¬ 

able, seeing that Upagupta was himself a Sthavira and the leader of the 

Sthavira sect of primitive Buddhists, who followed the simple ethics of 

the original Vinaya code. Perhaps it may have been owing to his having 

been credited with disreputable magic powers, while he had not like his 

great wizard prototype, Maudgalyayana, (‘ Mogalli ’) the saving fortune 

of being a personal follower of the Buddha. 

In this connection it is noteworthy that Upagupta holds in most of 

the Northern chronicles, the identical position in regard to A^oka which 

the relatively vague and less trustworthy Ceylonese traditions ascribe 

to 1 2 * 4 Mogalliputta Tissa ’ (Maudgalyiputra Tisya), a name which is 

unknown to the Northern authorities. So it is perhaps worth consider¬ 

ing whether this latter name may not be merely a title of Upagupta, 

and formed possibly by fusing the names of the two chief disciples of 

the Buddha, Maudgalyi-putra,1 and Upatisya (or fariputrn), to bring 

him, as the grpat patron monk of Ceylon, as near as possible to (^akya 

Muni himself. 

However this may be, as Upagupta seems a personage of consider¬ 

able historical importance, I propose here to string together the notices 

of his life which I have gleaned from various sources. 

Legendary versions of his life are to be found in the Tibetan 

in the 3rd and 4th chapters of Taranatha’s History of Buddhism in 

India f and in the 47th chapter of the Mongolian Hsarj-Blun.3 Tara- 

natha, a Tibetan who never visited India and who wrote less than 

three centuries ago, makes Upagupta precede A^oka by about one 

generation, but the much more trustworthy Chinese traveller Hiuen 

Tsiang in common with the Nepalese accounts4 state that Upagupta 

was the chief monk and adviser of A9oka at Pataliputra. In the 

1 He is often so-called, e.g , Beal’s Si-yu-lci, I, 39, 40, 59, 61, 108, 180, 183,187, 235 ; 

II, 6, 7, 9, 175 et seq. Also in colloquial Tibetan where his name is shortened into 

‘ Mongal-pn and Mohngal-pu’; while Qariputra is called ‘ Shari-pu.’ Conf. also 

Csoma’s Analysis of the Kah-gyur, &c., in Vol. XX. of Asiatic Researches, pp. 49, 52. 

2 Translated into German by Schiefner. 

$ Translated into German by I. Schmidt as ‘ Der Weise und der Thor.’ 

4 See preceding footnote No. 2. 
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following biographical account the details wliere not otherwise stated 

are taken from the original Tibetan text of Taranatlia. 

Upagupta is said to have been the son of one Gupta, a perfume- 

seller1 of Benares,2 3 4 * (or ‘Chali’8 or Mathura;41; and he entered the 

Buddhist order at the age of seventeen,6 “ one hundred years after the 

Nirvana of the Blessed one (Qfikya Muni).”6 This date is given 

according to the same generally consistent chronology of the Northern 

Buddhists which also places the great A9oka at one hundred years after 

the Nirvana,7 and which knows of no second A^oka or the Kala^oka 

of Ceylonese tradition. 

He was converted by the arahat Ya^as or Yasheka, who seems to 

be the same as the president of the council of Vaicali, which as both 

northern and southern accounts agree was held one hundred and ten 

years after the Nirvana. 

Tin ee years after entering the order, he attained Arahatship, of 

an exceptionally high order, becoming ‘ a Buddha without the marks,’ 

(Alaksanak5 Buddhah) ;8 and he converted many to the faith. 

Succeeding to the patriarchate of the Buddhist Church on the 

death of (Janavasika, the third patriarch, in Campa (Bhagalpur) “he 

crossed the sunken Ganges (or * the Bargal river ’) to Yideha (Bettiah) 

in western Tirahuti (Tirhut) and went to the monastery erected by 

the householder Vasusara.” After a short stay there he proceeded to 

Mt. Gandlia9 10 II where he made many converts. Thence he went to 

“Mathura in the north-west of the Middle Country” and resided at 

the monastery on the top of Mount ‘ Shir a ’ (Qira or U^ira or Uru- 

mundaL0 or Murundhau) founded during the time of the patriarch 

(Janavasika, by the two chief merchants of the place Nata and Bhatta.12 

While here, he converted crowds of people who had been beguiled 

1 Rockhill’s Life, Sfc., p. 164. Burnouf’s Intro., p. 336. Sckiefner, his trans¬ 

lation of Taranatha has omitted the word Gupta which occurs in the Tibetan text. 

2 Der Weise und der Tlvor., 47 chap. 

3 So a Chinese gentleman reads for me the Chinese word in Eitel’s Dictionary, 

p. 187, and which Mr. Eitel renders ‘ Pataliputra.’ 

4 Burnouf’s Intro., 336. 

6 Beal’s Si-yu-ki, I, p. 182 n. 

8 Rock hill's Life, 8fc., p. 164. Baniyo Naujio’s History of Japanese Buddhist 

Sects, 24. 

I Beal’s Si-yu-ki, II, 85, and Burnouf’s Intro., 330. 

8 Cf. also Burnonf’s Intro., 337 and n. 1: Rockhill’s Life, 8fc., 164. 

9 Or Gandhara, or Gandamadana. 

10 Conf. also Burnouf’s Intro., 337. 

II Rockhill’s Life, ffc , 164. 

12 Conf. also Rockhill and Burnouf as above. 
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by Mara in the shape of a dancer with attendants male and female. 

Upagupta overcomes these by magical means bestowing on them 

garlands which he turns into clinging corpses, from which he sets them 

free only on condition that they cease their wicked ways. In this 

regard it is curious to find that dancing girls are the subject of some 

very fine sculptures which were found at an ancient Buddhist site at 

Mathura.1 2 A slightly different and more dramatic version of this 

personal contest with Mara is given by Acvaghosa as an Avadana? 

According to this version “Mara found Upagupta lost in meditation 

and placed a wreath of flowers on his head. On returning to con¬ 

sciousness and finding himself thus crowned, he entered again into 

Samadhi to see who had done the deed. Finding it was Mara, he 

caused a dead body to fasten itself round Mara’s neck. No power in 

heaven or earth could disentangle it. Finally Mara returned to 

Upagupta, confessed his fault and prayed him to free him from the 

corpse. Upagupta consented on the condition that he (Mara) would 

exhibit himself under the form of Buddha 4 with all his marks.’ Mara 

does so and Upagupta overpowered by the magnificence of the supposed 

Buddha falls down before him in worship. The tableau then closes 

amid a terrific storm.” 

At Mathura, both Hiuen Tsiang and Taranatha mention a large 

cave into which Upagupta was in the habit of throwing a chip of wood 

to register the number of individuals who attained Arahatship through 

him, until the cave ultimately became filled with the chips. 

From Mathura he proceeded to Aparanta 3 (Sindh), during the 

reign of a king called Mahendra and his son 4 Chamasha,’ and there the 

inhabitants of Bagal erected for him a retreat in 4 the grove of the 

duck-herd,’ which was called 4 the Sapghdrdma of the Buck’_this 

certainly does not seem to be the Kukkutarama or monastery of the 

Cock, as Schiefner translates.4 Hiuen Tsiang also states that 

44 Upagupta the great Arahat frequently sojourned in this kingdom 

(Sindh),” 5 a country which, he notes, was famous for its salt. And as 

1 Archael. Survey of India Repts. Yol. XVII, Plate XXXI. The sculptures 

represent dancing girls dancing on dwarfs, which have been supposed to symbolize 

Energy acting on Matter. 

2 Beal’s Fo-sho-hing-tsano-king, p. XII (Sacred Bks. of East), and in Si-yu-ki 
I, p. 182 

3 Tiiranatha op. cit. 

4 This place was in Aparanta in the extreme west of India, while the Kukkut¬ 

arama was in Pataliputra. Conf. Schiefner’s translation of Taranatha’s History 

p. 18. The Tibetan word is ‘ bya-gag ’ which according to Jaeschke’s Dictionary 

is the name of a species of water-bird or duck. And mv MS. Tibeto-Sanskrit 

Dictionary gives the Sanskrit equivalent as Bakah, and the feminine as Nukuli. 

5 Beal’s Si-yu-ki, II, 273. 
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the word Sindh means in Sanskrit ‘ Sea-salt ’ it is possible that the 

Burmese legend which makes Upagnpta reside in the salt sea, may have 

its origin in a too literal translation of this word. Hmen Tsiang records 

that “ the places where he (Upagnpta) stopped (in his explaining the 

Law and convincing and guiding men) and the traces he left are all 

commemorated by the building of Sayghdramas or the erection of stupas. 

These buildings are seen everywhere.” * 

He visited ‘ Kha-clihe ’ (Kashmir), in a miraculous manner, says a 

Tibetan account,1 2 and there he erected “ the long stone.” This seems a 

reference to his planting of an Agoka-pillar. During his three months 

stay in that country, he preached the law, worked many miracles, and 

amid lightning and earthquakes he descended to the watery palace of 

the Naga dragon-king of the lake of Kha-chhe, and afterwards “ dis¬ 

appeared into the sky.” 

At Pataliputra, his hermitage was, as in Mathura, on a hill which is 

described by Hiuen Tsiang as “ a little mountain. In the crags and 

surrounding valleys there are several tens of stone dwellings which 

Acoka Raja made for Upagupta and other arahats by the intervention 

of the genii.” 3 The ruins of this artificial hill now form the Clioti 

Paliarl or ‘ small hill ’ to the south of Patna, as was identified by me 

some years ago;4 and this identification has been confirmed by the 

excavation of the ruined tower by its side, as described by the great 

.■ Chinese pilgrim. A^ka’s conversion to Buddhism according to the 

Chinese account was effected by Upagupta, who also, it is stated, advised 

the erection of monasteries and stupa's all over India. Amongst the 

first of these monasteries was the Kukkutarama or ‘ Garden of the 

Cock,’ erected to the south-east of the city and capable of holding a 

thousand monks.5 This building was the scene of the dialogues 

reported in the Divyavadana, in the Mahayana Sutra entitled the Guna 

Karanda Vyulia, purporting to have been held between A^oka and 

Upagupta, and translated in part by Burnouf.6 A Tibetan version also 

is said to exist. 
4 

Upagupta’s first visit to A^oka, is made in the Indian Divyavadana 

to come some time after A9oka’s conversion, and his erection of relic- 

stupas. But it is Upagupta who is associated with A95ka in the latter’s 

pilgrimages to the sacred Buddhist spots, and his marking of them by the 

1 Idem. 

2 A MS. extract from the Tibetan translation of the Kalacakra (Tib. ’Dus-’khor.) 

3 Beal’s Si-yu-Tci, II, . 

4 Preliminary Report on the Ruins of Pataliputra. Calcutta, 1892, p. 15. 

6 Beal’s 8i-yu-lci, II, 88. 

6 Burnouf’s Intro., pp. 338, et seq. 
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magnificent monuments which later tradition ascribes to the agency of 

the genii. Interesting details are also given of the manner in which A^oka 

made these pilgrimages. It is related,1 how A^oka at the instance of 

Ya^as, the elder, invites Upagupta who was at Mathura to come to his 

assistance at Pataliputra, and the king provides the boats for this long 

river journey. On his arrival, A^oka receives him with the highest 

honours and exclaims : “ You who resemble the Master! You who 

are the sole eye of the universe, and the chief interpreter (of the Law) 

be my refuge Sir, and give me your commands ! I shall eagerly hasten, 

accomplished sage, to obey thy voice !5 The sage replied ‘ 0 great 

king, Bhagavat, the Venerable Tathagata, the perfect and complete 

Buddha has entrusted to me as well as to you the depository of the 

Law. Let us make every effort to preserve that which the Guide of 

beings has transmitted to us, when he was in the midst of his disciples.’ 

* * *. Then (the king) falling at the feet of the Sthavira 

Upagupta cried out, ‘ This 0 Sthavira, is my wish : I wish to visit, 

honour, and marie by a sign for the benefit of remote posterity all the spots 

where the Blessed Buddha has sojourned.’ ‘ Very good, 0 great king,’ 

replied the Sthavira, ‘ this thought of thine is good. I will go this 

day to show you the spots where the blessed Buddha sojourned’2 

#*****.“ Then the king equipped with an army of the 

four bodies of troops, took perfumes, flowers and garlands, and set out 

in the company of the Sthavira Upagupta. The latter began by con¬ 

ducting the king to the garden of Lumbini. Then extending his right 

hand he said to him: ‘ Here 0 great king, was the Bhagavat born' 

And he added ‘ Here (at this site), excellent to see, should be the first 

monument consecrated in honour of the Buddha ’ #*######. 

The king after giving a hundred thousand (golden coins) to the people 

of the country raised a stupa and retired.” 3 

How it is remarkable that the words here used are almost the 

identical words which A<j5ka himself uttered at this place, as inscribed 

on his edicLpillar which has just been found by Dr. Fiihrer in the 

place which was first indicated by me, 4 and by me also were made the 

arrangements for the recovery of this lost site. This inscription on the 

A95ka-edict-pillar at the actual birth-place of the Buddha is translated 

by Dr. Biililer in the Times of the 25th ultimo (January), as recording 

1 Burnouf’s Intro., p. 337. 

2 Burnouf’s Intro., p. 340. 

8 Idem., p. 342. 

* See my article sent to this Sooiety on the 11th May, 1896, entitled a Tibetan 

Quide-book to the site of Buddha's birth and death, and afterwards published in more 

detail in the Englishman of 1st June, 1896. 

J. I. 11 
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that “king Piyadasi (A95ka), twenty years after liis accession (literally 

‘ anointing ’) himself came to this very spot and there worshipped 

saying ‘ Here was the Buddha, the pakya ascetic born,’ and that he 

erected this stone pillar which records that ‘ Here the Venerable One 

was born.’ ” 

Thus it would almost appear as if A^oka had merely repeated the 

words put into his mouth by Upagupta. However this may be, this 

remarkable coincidence seems to strengthen materially the historical 

value of this part of the somewhat legendary Divyavadana, which in 

spite of the internal evidence of its having been composed much later 

than the epoch of A^oka, still Btirnouf had already considered it to be 

semi-historical.1 

This A^oka-legend goes on to relate how Upagnpta conducted the 

king to most of the chief sites hallowed by Buddha and his chief 

disciples. Amongst these latter, especial prominence is given to Maud¬ 

galyayana with whom as has been mentioned Upagupta seems possibly 

to have had his name associated. Certainly the following reference to 

Maudgalyayana invests him with much the same attributes as those 

ascribed to Upagupta at Mathura and Kashmir; and these are also 

mentioned by Hiuen Tsiang2 and others,3 The Avaddna says :— 

“ The Sthavira Upagupta showing afterwards the stupa of the 

Sthavira Maha Maudgalyayana thus spoke, ‘ Here, 0 great king, is the 

stupa of (the remains of) the great Maudgalyayana; you ought to 

honour it.’ ‘What are the merits of this sage,’ queried the king. The 

Sthavira replied ‘ He has been designated by "Bhagavat as the chief of 

those who possessed supernatural power, because with the great toe of 

his right foot he shook Vaijayanta, the palace of Cakra, the Indra of 

the gods. He converted the two Naga kings Handa and Upananda.’ 

And he uttered this verse : ‘It is necessary to honour, all that one can, 

Kolita (i e., Maudgalyayana) the foremost of Brahmans, # # * *. 

Who in this world could surpass the ocean of power of this sage in the 

perfect Intelligence—he who has conquered the serpents, those famous 

beings, so difficult to subdue ? ’ The king having given a hundred 

thousand (golden pieces) for the stupa of the,great Maudgalyayana4 

exclaimed with hands joined in respect, ‘ I honour with bended head the 

celebrated Maudgalyayana, the foremost of sages, gifted with super¬ 

natural power, who has freed himself from birth, old age, sorrow and 

pain.”’6 

1 Bnrnouf’s Intro., 378 n. 2 Beal’s Si-yu-Jci, II, 176. 

S Conf. my Buddhism of Tibet, pp. 98-99; t 

4 This A<jdka Stupa was visited by.Hiuen Tsiang (Beal’s Si-yn-ki, II, 175.) 

Burnonf’s Intro., p. 348. . .. . 
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As to Upagnpta’s death, accounts differ. Some state that he died 1 

and that this event occurred at Mathura; 2 but I find no reference to his 

relic-stupas. The Japanese legend relates, 3 that “ there was an 

earthquake and he transcended (or crossed over ;)” or it may read, “ he 

went to ‘ Slnn-tam.’ ” The Burmese tradition seems to make him yet 

alive like Mahakasyapa and a few other Arahats by getting outside the 

circle of re-births. His personal entity or Sattva while it still 

retained a body has by mystical means become liberated from the 

influence of Avidya and the operation of the Causal Nexus, and in this 

way.by his supernatural power or Rcldhi, he has secured immortality.4 * 

The residence in the sea, allotted to this immortalized Upagupta, 

as a sort of king of the Naga or dragon-spirits, could be explained by 

his reputation for supernatural power and his special association with 

Sindh or ‘ sea-salt,’ his coming to A£5ka by boat, and the connexion of 

his name with the conquest of Naga-kings. 6 And A9oka himself is also 

credited with having become reborn as a Naga. A slightly different and 

more humourous version of the legend of the popular Burmese saint, is 

given by Mr. Scott in his charming book on the Burmese. He relates 6 

that ‘ Oopagoli ’ is condemned to existence as a water-god through 

having in his previous existence “ carried off the clothes of a bather, and 

for this mischievous pleasantry is condemned to remain in his present 

quarters till Areemadehya (Maitreya) the next Buddha shall come. 

Then he will be set free and entering the Thenga (Sarjgha) will become 

a Rah an and attain Neh’ban (Nirvana). He is a favourite subject 

for pictures, which represent him sitting under his brazen roof or on the 

stump of a tree, eating out of an alms-bowl which he carries in his 

firms. Sometimes he is depicted gazing sideways up to the skies, where 

he seeks a place that is not polluted by corpses.”7 This version, how¬ 

ever, does not indicate why ‘ Oopagoli ’ should be worshipped with such 

zeal by Burmese Buddhists ; while the version given me by a learned 

Barman, as above noted, relates that the hero is a great AraJiat who 

by his magical powrer has secured long life or immortality, and can 

confer luck. 

The Burmese festival in honour of this ‘ Upagu,’ resembles some- 

1 Eitel’s Diet., p. 187. 

2 Taranatha, fol. 11. 

5 Butsu dso dsni, p. 151, 

* Conf. my Buddhism of Tibet, p. 120. 

6 Burnoufs Intro., p. 338. And his doings at Kashmir as above related. 

The Burman, his Life and Notions, by Sway Yoe, I, 272. 

7 This reference to corpses may be compared with the Mathura incidents in his 

biography. 
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wliat the feast in honour of the great Indian Naga king, Mahakala, 

the 4 Dai Koko ’ of the Japanese Buddhists who also celebrated this 

festival in a somewhat similar manner, a leading feature of which is 

the treasure-boat of the Naga dragon-spirits.1 

It is held on the last day of the Buddhist Lent or Varsa (Was), 

at the end of the rainy season, about October. All the houses are 

ablaze with lamps and nearly every Burman builds a tiny boat, 

decorates it with flowers, illuminates it and then launches it on the 

river, with music, and the prayer that it may be carried on to 4 Upagu/ 

and bring back to them the luck-giving saint—a procedure which recalls 

the incident of A9oka sending boats to bring Upagupta, the saintly 

interpreter of the Law, which confers religious fortune. The effect 

of this miniature flotilla is often very fine. A thousand tiny specks 

of light dancing on the dark bosom of the waters. During the night 

all eagerly expect to have the good fortune of a visit from the ‘Upagu ’ 

somewhat like the visit of Santa Claus (St. Nicholas) on Christmas 

eve; for those who are thus favoured are endowed with long life and 

good luck. On such occasions many clandestinely sprinkle water on 

their door steps for good luck in pretence that the water-god has paid 

them a visit. Such seems to be the popular hero-worship in Burma, 

now-a-days, accorded to the great High Priest of A9oka. 

1 W. Anderson’s Catalogue of Chinese and Japanese paintings in the British 

Museum, p. 38. 
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Ancient Countries in Eastern India.—By F. E. Pargiter, Esq., B. A., C. S. 

(With Map II.)* 

[ Read March, 1897. ] 

The countries into which Eastern India was divided in anciejit 

times consisted of four groups, (1) Magadha, Vidgha and the small 

kingdom of Vai^all; (2) Aijga, Varjga, Kaliijga, Pundra and Sulima, 

with Odra and Tama-lipta; (3) Prag-jyotisa and the Kiratas; and (4) 

IJtkala. The last three groups are always recognized in Sanskrit 

writings, and were without doubt based on real ethnological differences ; 

but Magadha and Videha denoted territory rather than races, for these 

countries in their conditions resembled those to their west in Madhya- 

de9a, viz., Kosala and Ka^i, and their inhabitants appear, especially in 

Magadha, to have been a mixture of the Aryas with earlier races, as in 

Madhya>deca, the chief difference being that the earlier races do not 

seem to have been so completely subjugated and incorporated by the 

Aryas as in Madhya^d^a. 

I propose in this paper to collect and examine all the passages of 

any importance, that 1 have beeu able to find, bearing on these countries, 

and to determine their position as exactly as possible. In a map illus¬ 

trating the paper on “ Ancient Cedi, Matsya and Karusa ” in this 

Journal, Vol. LXIV, Part T, No. 3, 1895, I have shown nearly all these 

countries in the positions which I proposed in the notes to the Transla¬ 

tion of the Markandeya Purana, cantos lvii and lviii; but on fuller and 

more careful consideration I have been led to modify those views some¬ 

what, especially with regard to Pundra, and would offer the present paper 

as a revised contribution to the ancient geography of Eastern India. 

Most of the passages cited here are taken from that vast store¬ 

house of information, the Maha-Bharata, and therefore in giving the 

references I have dropped the name of the book for the sake of con¬ 

venience and specified the Parvans only. For passages cited from other 

books the references have been given in full, and the Ramayana is 

quoted according to Gorresio’s Edition. 
* It is not free from blemishes; e.g.: for Modagiri read Moddgiri; for Tr-srotas 

read Tri-srotas; &c. 

J. i. 12 
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Magadha. 

Magadha is too well known to call for much notice here. It com¬ 

prised the modern districts of Patna, Gaya and Shahabad. Its ancient 

capital was Giri-vraja (Sabha-p., xx. 798-800; Hari-V., cxvii. 6598; 

and Ramayana, Adi-k., xxxv. 1-9), which Cunningham has identified 

with the modern Giryek on the Pancana river about 36 miles north¬ 

east of Gaya (Arch. Surv. Repts., I. 16 and plate iii). Raja-grha 

appears to have been another name of the capital (Adi-p., cxiii. 4451-2 ; 

and A^vamedh.-p., Ixxxii. 2435-63), but Cunningham identifies it with 

the modern Raj-gir about six miles west of Giryek (Arch. Snrv. Repts., 

I. 20 and plate iii). The people were called Magadhas and Maga- 

dhas. 

Magadha appears to have been the arena of many early conflicts. 

Its oldest name is said to have been Kikata, which occurs in Rg.-Y., 

iii. 5314 (Muir’s Sansk. Texts, II. 362-3). In the Ramayana, Y^va- 

mitra gives the youthful Rama an account of Magadha and the coun¬ 

tries near it. He says its old name was Yasu; Ku^a, a great king who 

was sprang from Brahma, had four sons who established four kingdoms, 

(l) Kuca^va at Kau^cvi (or, Kuy-amba at Kau9ambi, according to 

another reading), (2) Ku9anabha at Mahodaya or Kanyakubja, (3) 

Amurtnrajas in Prag-jyotisa, and (4) Yasu at Giri-vraja (Adi-k., xxxv. 

1-10 and 35). This story professes to hand down what occurred 

several generations before Rama’s time, but presents many difficulties, 

and clashes in some of its details with the next event that I now cite. 

According to the Maha-Bharata, at a later time about half way 

between Rama’s age and that of the Pandavas, Yasu Upari-cara, king 

of Cedi, conquered Magadha and established his son Yrhad-ratha as 

king over it (see paper on “Ancient Cedi, Matsya and Karusa ” men¬ 

tioned above). 

The later history of Magadha is well-known, and it played the 

leading part in Buddhism. 

Yideha. 

Videha derived its name from Mathava the Yidegha who colonized 

it according to the pata-P. Brahmana (I. iv. 1). The passage runs 

thus, briefly, according to Dr. Eggeling’s translation. “ Mathava, the 

(kiug of) Yidegha, carried Agni Yai9vanara in his mouth. The Rsi 

Gotama Rahugana was his family priest. When addressed (by the 

latter) he made no answer to him, fearing lest Agni might fall from 

his mouth. [The priest continued to invoke Agni, and at length Agni 

Yaiyvanara flashed forth from the king’s mouth and fell down on the 

earth,] Mathava the Yidegha was at that time on the river Sarasvati. 
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He (Agni) thence went burning along this earth towards the east; 

and Gotama Rahugana and the Videgha Mathava followed after him 

as lie was burning along. He burnt over (dried up) all these rivers. 

Now that (river) which is called Sada-nira flows from the northern 

(Himalaya) mountain; that one he did not burn over. That one the 

brahmans did not cross in former times, thinking it has not been burnt 

over by Agni Vai9vanara. Now-a-days, however, there are many 

brahmans to the east of it. At that time it (the land east of the 

Sada-nira) was very uncultivated, very marshy, because it had not been 

tasted by Agni Va^vanara. Now-a-days, however, it is very cultivated, 

for the brahmans have caused (Agni) to taste it through sacrifices. 

Even in late summer that (river), as it were, rages along ; so cold is it, 

not having been burnt over by Agni Va^vanara. Mathava the Videgha 

then said (to Agni), ‘Where am I to' abide?’ ‘To the east of this 

river be thy abode ! ’ said he. Even now this river forms the boundary 

of the Kosalas and Videhas ; for these are the Mathavas.” 

Sada-nira means “the river that is always full of water.” Sayana 

says it is the river Karatoya, the modern Kurattee which flows through 

the Bogra district; and Dr. Muir (Sansk. Texts, II. 419-422) and Dr. 

Eggeling (see note in his edition) prefer to identify it with the 

Gandaki' the modern Gandak. Sayana’s explanation must be mis¬ 

taken, because there can be no doubt Videha could never have been 

east of the Kurattee. Nor can the river be well identified with the 

Gandaki, because they are mentioned as distinct rivers in Sabha-p., 

xix. 794. This passage is noticed by Dr. Muir. Though it is hardly 

intelligible in its description of the route taken by Krsna, Arjuna and 

Bliima in going from the Kurus to Magadha, unless they took a zigzag 

course eastward, south-westward and again eastward, in order to avert 

suspicion before finally making for Magadha ; still it indicates plainly 

that the Gandaki and Sada-nira were different rivers. Moreover the 

Gandaki flows through the country which has always been considered 

to be Videha, and could not therefore have been its western boundary. 

It seems then that the Sada-nira must lie further to the west, and 

it should probably be identified with the Rapti. I have not been able 

to find any Sanskrit name for the Rapti. Lassen calls it the Ajita-vati 

(Ind. Alt., Map), but this name is not in the dictionary, nor have I met 

with it anywhere. This identification then fills up a blank and agrees 

with the well-known situation of Videha. It offers also an explana¬ 

tion of the marshy nature of ancient Videha, viz., the Gandak flows 

through the middle of the country, it has always been liable to shift 

its course greatly, its numerous channels intersect the country, and its 

floods would have rendered the soil extremely marshy. 
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A further consideration of the facts will, I think, throw some 

light on this passage from the £’ata-P. Bralimana. Videha in ancient 

times must, like most other parts of India, have been more or less 

covered by forest, the remains of which survive at the present day 

along the foot of the Himalayas in the tract called the Terai, and was 

no doubt inhabited by aboriginal tribes such as inhabit the Terai now. 

The deadly malaria of such a forest is well-known, and only such tribes 

have been able to live in its climate. To this must be added the effect, 

which periodic floods from the Gandak during the rainy season must 

have produced in the rank vegetation of such a region. Very swampy 

and uncultivable would be moderate expressions to apply to it. No 

Arya could have ventured within it, and the only way in which 

Aryas could have colonized it was by felling and burning the forest down 

wholesale, and opening out the soil to the purifying rays of the sun. 

That is what (it seems to be implied) Mathava must have done. 

Prof. Weber considers Agni Vai£vanara to be a personification of 

the sacrificial worship of the brahmans, and Dr. Muir and Dr. Eggeling 

appear to acquiesce in this interpretation (loc. cit.) ; but I venture to 

submit that the wide import of the epithet Agni Vaigvdnara, “the fire 

that burns for all men,” hardly expresses the narrow view that the 

brahmans would have of their own peculiar sacrificial fire. May it 

not rather mean “fire which is the common property of all men,” that 

is, not sacrificial fire, but fire in its ordinary every-day uses as applied 

to human wants P It seems to me a distinction is implied between the 

Agni Va^vanara that Mathava himself had and the sacrificial fire of the 

brahmans. 

The explanation suggested here, regarding Agni Vai^vanara’s going 

burning along the ground and his tasting and improving the soil, 

pourtrays with poetical force, how the fire seized on the forests and 

raged along devouring them with its flames, and how it licked and 

scorched the pestilential soil, and so laid the marshy ground bare to 

the sun’s parching heat.1 The races who preceded the Aryas ap¬ 

pear to have been forest tribes. Agni must have cleared away the 

primeval forests from the Sarasvati to the Sada-nira, and there the 

course of the colonizing Aryas stopped, until (as seems implied) 

Mathava carried Agni onto the east of the latter river. It seems highly 

1 It is in the light of this explanation that I would interpret the curious 

statement in Sabha-p., xxix. 1078, which Dr. Muir notices (loc. cit.), that Bhima in 

his conquest of Eastern India went to a jalddbhava country bordering on Himavat 

(tato Himavatah jpdrqvam, samabhyetya jalodbhavam). In such a connexion 

jalddbhava surely cannot mean “ of aqueous or oceanic origin/’ but might well mean 

“reclaimed from swamp.’* 
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probable tbe forest tribes were not acquainted with fire. They shun 

the bright life of the open country, and would have retreated terrified 

and silent into the depths of the forest; and it is noteworthy that no 

mention is made of any fighting before Mathava established himself 

there. 

It has pleased the brahmans in this passage to ascribe the improve¬ 

ment in the land to their sacrifices, but the passage implies, as Prof. 

Weber observes, that they did not venture across the Sada-nira till 

Mathava with his devouring fire had cleansed the ground before them. 

I would therefore suggest that we have here described how Mathava, 

with no doubt his comrades, burnt the forest down and began cultivating 

the land, and how the brahmans, finding the new tract developing into 

a good land, followed afterwards and soon appropriated the merit to 

themselves and their sacrifices. I venture to commend this explanation 

to those who know the country. 

Videha then comprised the country from Gorakhpur on the Rapti 

to Darbhanga, with Kosala on the west and Aqga on the east. On the 

north it approached the hills, and on the south it was bounded by the 

small kingdom of Va^ali. Its capital was called Mithila ((Janti-p., 

cccxxvii. 12233-8; and Ramay., Adi-k., xlix, 9-16) ; and this name often 

designated the country itself, especially in the Ramayana. The people 

were called Videlias, Vaidehakas and also Mithilas (Vana-p., ccliii. 

15243). Its kings traced their descent from Nimi (Ramay., Adi-k., 

lxxiii. 2-12) and were generally called Janaka, which seems to have 

been the ordinary royal title (Vana-p., cxxxiii. 10637). They were 

often highly educated (^anti-p., cccxxvii. 122J5-25; Kansitaki Up., iv. 

1 ; Brliad-Aran. Up., II. i. 1, and IV. i. and ii.). Cunningham says the 

capital was Janakpur, which is now a small town just within the Nepal 

border, north of where the Muzaffarpur and Darbhanga districts meet 

(Arch. Surv. Repts., XVI. 34, and map), but I have not met this name 

in Sanskrit works, and it is not in the dictionary. 

The Kingdom op Vai^alL 

Between Magadha and Videha lay a small kingdom on the north 

side of the Ganges, with its capital at Vai^ali, for Vi^vamitra, when 

taking the youthful Rama from the slaughter of Tadaka in the Shaba- 

bad district to Mithila, stopped at Vai^ali on the way. Their route 

appears from the Ramayana to have been as follows : crossing the R. 

f ona or Sone from the Shahabad district and travelling north-east they 

reached the Ganges near the site of the present city Patna (Adi-k., 

xxxvii. J-7) ; and then crossing the Ganges by boat, and travelling 

northwards towards Mithila the whole of one day, they reached Va^ali 
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at evening (id., xlvi. 5-11; xlviii. 21-25; and xlix. 1-8). This agrees 

with the situation of the modern town Besarh, 27 miles north and a little 

east of Patna, which Cunningham has identified with Yai^ali (Arch. 

Surv. Repts., I. 55, and XYI. 6 and 34). 

No name appears to be given to this country and it plays a very 

small part in Sanskrit writings. Its kings claimed descent ’from 

Iksvaku, the founder of the Solar dynasty of Ayodhya, and called them¬ 

selves all Iksvakus (Ramay., Adi-k., xlviii. 13-20). In the Buddhist 

writings the country is called Vrji (Mahavamsa, early chapters; and 

Arch. Surv. Repts., XVI. 34), but this name is not in the Sanskrit 

dictionary nor have I met with it in any Sanskrit work. It played 

however an important part in early Buddhist history, for Buddha is 

said to have announced his approaching Nirvana at Va^all, and the 

second Buddhist Synod was held there. 

The Second Group of Five Nations. 

The Aqgas, Vaqgas, Kaliqgas, Pundras and Suhmas were habitual¬ 

ly classed together, and the first two, with the third often added, are 

generally found linked together, partly no doubt because they were 

neighbouring nations, but chiefly it seems because the names made a 

jingle. They are stated in the legends and genealogies to have been 

the descendants of five brothers of the same names, Ai;ga, Vaijga, 

Kaliqga, Pundra and Suhma, who were the sons of king Bali’s queen 

Sudesna by the rsi Dirgha-tamas or Dirgha-tapas. The accounts vary 

somewhat, but agree in this—that the rsi (who had been blind from 

his birth in consequence of a curse) was abandoned on a raft in the 

Ganges, was carried down the stream and was rescued by king Bali, 

and that Bali who wanted children commissioned his queen and the 

rsi to raise up offspring for him. The story is told with much circum¬ 

stantial detail, as if it was a well known event, and it is said these five 

sons were called “ Baleya-ksetra” and even a Baleya brahmans,” though 

Bali himself is called a Danava (Adi-p., civ. 4179-4221; Hari-V., xxxi. 

1682-97; Matsya Pur., xlviii. 23-78; and Visnu Pur., iv. 18). Bali is 

styled “king of the East,” and is shown in the genealogies as a descend¬ 

ant of Titiksu, king of the East; but Titiksu’s descent is uncertain for 

the Hari-Vam^a traces it from Puru king of Madhya or the Middle 

region (xxxi.), and the Visnu and Matsya Puranas from Anu, king of 

the East (e. g., Matsya Pur., xlviii). 

Statements, like this one regarding these five brothers, that a cer¬ 

tain person was the progenitor of a certain people, occur frequently in 

Sanskrit genealogies and legends. They do not invite ready belief, and 

their meaning is a matter of uncertainty and difficulty, but looked at in 
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the light of history they may admit of one probable interpretation. It 

is a trite saying that history repeats itself, and certainly one feature 

that appears in all ages of Indian history is the course of conquest. A 

handful of strangers have invaded a part of the country, conquered the 

old inhabitants and established themselves in it, their leader as king 

and themselves as the aristocratic class; and the contest has rarely 

been an internecine one, unless religion or patriotism has been involved 

in it. The earliest struggles, in which the Aryas fought their way into 

India, seem to have been rendered fiercer by the strong religious and social 

differences between them and the aboriginal races ; but after the time 

when the Aryas established themselves in Madhya*de9a, and universal re¬ 

spect was accorded to them because of their chivalry and prestige, it is 

hard to find traces of a fierce struggle between them and the aborigines 

except in the story of Rama and Ravana. The Aryas, being the domi¬ 

nant race, considered themselves, and were esteemed by the other 

nations, as the elite of India. Those nations gradually imitated them 

and adopted their customs. What happened then between the Aryas 

and aborigines may no doubt be compared to what is happening now 

between the English and the natives in South Africa. 

Rsis and ascetics exerted a strong influence towards extending the 

Aryan supremacy. They wandered through every country in ancient India, 

and established themselves in every spot, where the bracing air of the 

hills or the cool temperature of a well-watered shady wood attracted 

them and induced them to linger. In this way they became pioneers 

of the religion and civilization of the Aryas, and afford a strange paral¬ 

lel to the part which Christian missionaries have played in extending 

British influence over barbarous countries. Where the ascetics were 

received with favour and reverence, they soon brought the people of 

their new country more or less effectually within the pale of Aryan- 

ism, as in the case of the rsi Dlrgha-tamas ; but where they were harassed 

or cut off, their sufferings and complaints brought retribution on the 

offending nation, as in Rama’s slaughter of the so-called Raksasas in 

Jana-sthana on the Godavari, which is commemorated in simple and 

grateful terms in Drona-p., lix. 2226-7; and no doubt to somewhat 

similar incidents must be assigned the frequent yet vague mention of 

wars in which kings aided the gods against the demons. 

In the same direction tended ancient sentiments regarding marriage. 

In early times the rules restricting inter-marriage between different 

classes were very easy, if indeed it can be said there were any definite 

prohibitions of that kind.- The Maha-Bharata is full of instances of 

mixed unions, which were manifestly regarded at the time as involving 

no slur or stain, and the rsi Dirgba-tamas is said to have bestowed his 
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favours freely and indiscriminately, and to have left a numerous pro¬ 

geny of various ranks in Aijga and Magadha, not only without incur¬ 

ring any reprobation but even with emphatic approval and blessing 

from Surabhi (Matsya Pur., xlviii. 60-63 and 79-84; and also Sabha-p., 

xx. 802 with Adi-p., civ. 4193-4216). The result of such prnctices 

must have been an infusion of Aryan blood into the populace and the 

growth of classes, which (like the Eurasians of the present day) would 

have sought to connect themselves more with the Aryan aristocracy 

than with their aboriginal kindred ; and it would not be an altogether 

unreasonable and extravagant assertion to say that, in countries where 

an extensive blending of that sort occurred, the people were descended 

from the invading leader who founded a new dynasty or territorial 

sovereignty. 

Looked at in this way the story may therefore possibly be true 

that five brothers Aijga, Vaijga, Kaliijga, Pundra and Suhma may 

have conquered five countries, established five kingdoms, and given 

their names to their countries and the inhabitants ; but it cannot be 

pushed beyond this, nor can they have been the progenitors of the 

bulk of the people, because the genealogies make king Loma-pada, 

who was the contemporary of Da^a-ratha and Rama, only the fifth 

or sixth descendant of Aijga ; and because it is impossible that the 

country of Aijga could have been uninhabited before Agga’s time, or 

that his descendants could have extirpated the previous inhabitants or 

filled the country themselves in so short a time. 

There is, however, one serious objection to this explanation, viz., 

there is no mention that these countries had any other names prior to 

the age of these five brothers, and they bear the same names in the 

earliest allusions. The two most prominent of these countries in the 

most ancient times were Agga and Kaligga, and the earliest references 

to them occur, I believe, in the marriages of kings of the Lunar dynasty 

with princesses of these countries (e.g., Adi-p., xcv. 3772-80). From 

the general tenor of the old stories, and according to the genealogies if 

they are traced downward from Puru or Anu, it appears incontestable 

that those kings belonged to a prior time (e.g., see the two lines of 

Rceyu and Kakseyu in Hari-V., xxxi. and xxxii.) ; but if the genealogies 

are reckoned upwards from the Pandavas’ time, this inference is much 

weakened, so that it does not seem absolutely impossible the founding of 

Aijga and Kaligga may have been earlier than those kings, and thus the 

difficulty might disappear. Otherwise it may be, supposing there is 

truth in this story of the five brothers, that, if Agga was really the 

later name, it superseded the ancient name so completely that it was 

substituted for the ancient name in the genealogies; for it seems a 
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reasonable supposition that (apart from the deliberate fabrication of 

genealogies for the purpose of gratifying vanity, ambition or religions 

arrogance) all ancient genealogies and legends would be gradually 

modified by the substitution of current words in lieu of obsolete words, 

in order to render them intelligible to new generations and without any 

intention to falsify them. 

The estimation in which these five nations were held by the 

brahmans of Madhya-de^a varied remarkably. The curious harangue 

in which Karna abused (Jalya, king of Madra, and (Jalya’s retort 

(Karna-p., xl.-xlv.) disclose some strange and inconsistent remarks on 

the composition and character of various races in India, which no 

doubt represent the handiwork of different authors and ages. 

(^alya asserts that it was the custom in Agga to abandon the sick 

and sell one’s wife and children (xlv. 2112); and in one passage it is 

said that the Kalirjgas should be shunned as unrighteous, together with 

certain other people picked here and there out of Southern and Western 

India (xliv. 2066-7). Yet in other passages it is said—the Aggakas 

(Aggas) and Magadhas when old live according to the rules of righteous¬ 

ness which they have learnt (xlv. 2101); and Paundras, Kaliggas and 

Magadhas are held up to honour along with the people of Madhya-de^a 

as being conversant with eternal righteousness (xlv. 2084-5). 

Originally these nations did not belong to the Aryan stock ; they 

appear to have been mlecchas. The story of the five brothers no doubt 

indicates that these nations were brought within the Aryan pale, yet 

they did not rank high, for even at the time of the Great War the Agga 

prince is styled a mleccha (Karna-p., xxii. 877 and 880), and if such a 

term could be applied to him, when Agga was the foremost of these 

nations, it is certain the others must have been in a lower plight. The 

elevation of the Aijgas, Kaliggas and Paundras to the same degree of 

esteem, which the nations of Madhya-de^a enjoyed, must be a later deve¬ 

lopment, and be the sign of some marked change which passed over 

Northern India. The alteration is mcst marked in the estimation of 

the Kaliggas. Does it represent the opinion of the age when Brahmanism 

hard-pushed by Buddhism found a refuge in Orissa ? 

The Aitarej'a Bralimana says the Paundras, the Andhras and cer¬ 

tain rude tribes in Central India are most degraded ; they were Vi^va- 

mitra’s descendants and were reduced to that state by his curse (vii. 3. 

18). Manu says, the Paundrakas, Odras and Dravidas and various 

well-known nations on the northern and north-western confines of India 

were ksattriyas and sank gradually to the rank of £udras by reason of 

the neglect of sacred rites and the absence of brahmans (x. 43-4.) 

J. i. 13 
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These statements seem to represent an intermediate opinion of doctri¬ 

naire speculation, or the dogmatism of a late and ignorant period. 

We may now consider the position of these five countries and their 

extent. 

Anga. 

The position of Agga is well-known and requires only a few 

remarks. It was at all times closely connected with Magadha. The 

kings of Agga and Vagga used to frequent Dirgha-tamas’ or Gautama’s 

dwelling at Giri-vraja (Sabha-p., xx. 802-4; and the passages cited 

above regarding Dirgha-tamas; and Qanti-p., cccxliii. 13183-5). The 

famous king Agga Vrhad-ratha sacrificed on Mt. Visnupada, which 

appears to be a hill at Gaya (fanti-p., xxix. 924-31). Jarasandha king 

of Magadha bestowed the city MalinI, the capital of the Aggas, on 

Karna as a fief (id., v). It adjoined Magadha on the east as appears 

from the description of Bhima’s conquests in the Eastern region, which 

is quoted here as it will serve to elucidate the position of the other 

eastern nations considered in this paper. 

Marching from Magadha, Bhirna conquered Karna (king of Agga) 

in battle and brought him into subjection. Then he vanquished the 

kings who dwelt in the hills. Next he slew a very powerful king in 

battle at Modagiri. Then he conquered Vasudeva, the mighty king of 

Pundra, and the valiant king who dwelt in Kau^ikl-kaccha, both 

powerful heroes, both fierce in prowess. He attacked the king of 

Vagga. Conquering Samudra-sena and king Candra-sena (who appear 

to have been kings of Vagga), and the Tamralipta king and the lord 

of Karvata, he vanquished also the lord of the Suhmas, and those who 

dwell beside the sea, and all the tribes (ffanai) of Mlecchas. Then he 

went to Lauhitya. He made all the kings, who dwell in the marshy tracts 

near the sea (sagardnupa), pay tribute (Sabha-p., xxix. 1094-1100). 

This description appears unusually clear and natural. Marching 

from the Patna and. Gaya districts Bhirna met and defeated Karna on 

the western limits of Agga, that is, in the west of the Monghyr or 

Mungir district; then turning aside and subduing the petty kings in 

the northern part of Chutia Nagpur, he marched on eastward to 

MSdagiri. Lassen has identified Modagiri with the modern town of 

Monghyr or Mungir; this is extremely probable both from the resem¬ 

blance of the names and from the situation and natural features of 

the town. Modagiri or (nasalized, as so frequently happens in Indian 

vernaculars) Mondagiri might easily be corrupted into Mungir. The 

king of this place would then have been one of Karna’s vassals. 

The capital was called MalinI or Malina at first, and this name 

was superseded by that of Campa bestowed on the city in honour (it 
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is said) of Loma-pada’s great grandson, king Campa (Canti-p., v. 134-5 ; 

Hari-V., xxxi. 1699-1700; and Matsya Pur., xlviii. 97) ; but the latter 

name is often used indiscriminately in regard to time, and the city is 

called Campa in an account of Loma-pada’s reign (Ramay., Adi-k., 

xvii. 23). It was situated on the Ganges (Vana-p., lxxxv. 8156 ; and 

cccvii. 17150-51), and is identified with the modern town of Bhagalpur. 

Cunningham says Mudgala-puri, Mudgala^rama and Mudga-giri 

were the old names of Mungir; and an earlier name was Kasta-harana- 

parvata (Arch. Surv. Repts., XV. 15 and 18) Madgurakas are men¬ 

tioned as a people in Eastern India (Matsya Pur., cxiii. 44), and Muda- 

karas (Markand.Pur., lvii. 42); probably the correct reading should be 

Mudagiras. The Mudgalas are cursorily mentioned in Drona-p., xi. 397. 

Xone of these names, however, can well be older than Modagiri in the 

Maha-Bharata. 
« 

Aijga therefore comprised the modern districts of Bhagalpur and 

Monghyr, and also extended northwards up the river Kau^ki, the 

modern Kosi, and included the western portion of the district of Purnia. 

For it was on that river that Ka^yapa Vibhandaka had his hermitage, 

there his son Rsyat^rijga was brought up in the strictest seclusion, and 

from there the young rsi was beguiled by a courtesan of MalinI into a 

boat and brought down the river to the capital (Vana-p., cx. 9990-10080 ; 

and Ramay., Adi-k., viii. and ix.). The forest in which Rsya^’gga lived 

is said to have bordered on Agga (Adi-k., ix. 55-61), and the whole of 

this quaint story implies that he was living within the territory of 

Arjga, for no embassage was sent to any other king for permission to 

bring him away, as when Da^a-ratha paid a special visit to Loma-pada 

to invite the rsi’s attendance at Ayodhya to perform the sacrifice which 

was to bless the king with a son (id., x. 14-23). 

The tract near Campa was called Suta-visaya, “ the land of bards 

or charioteers.” It was there that Karna, Kunti’s illegitimate son, was 

adopted and brought up by the Suta Adhi-ratha (Adi-p., lxvii. 

2764-83, and cxi.; and Vana-p., cccvii. 17150-51, and cccviii). 

Arjga was a kingdom from very early times, for it is said that 

Ariha, the eighth descendant from Puru, married Apgi or Apgl, and 

his fifth descendant who bore the same name married Apgeji, both 

presumably Apga princesses (Adi-p., xcv. 3772 and 3777). And Vasu- 

homa is mentioned as king of Apga contemporary with the great 

Mandhatr, one of the early kings of the Solar race, and is eulogized 

in high terms (panti-p., cxxii). Passages such as these present diffi¬ 

culties as noticed above, and are also open to distrust as being fabrica¬ 

tions of a later age, but there are these considerations in favour of their 

genuineness and authenticity, namely, that in all countries and especi- 
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ally in ancient times genealogies have been esteemed matters of very 

great importance and kept up with jealous pride, and that Aijga lay at 

first outside the Aryan pale, so that no honour could be gained by 

alleging false alliances with its princes who were prior to the time of 

Aijga. In Jarasandha’s time, Agga appears to have been an appanage 

of Magadha, and it was through his favour that Karna gained it as 

his kingdom (Sabha-p., xxix. 1090-93; Vana-p., ccxlv. 15052; and 

Oanti-p., v. 134-5). 

The ancient history of Aijga appears to consist of two periods, 

first, the age before the eponymous king Aijga, and secondly that which 

he inaugurated. In the former age the country must have belonged 

to a pre-Aryan race and dynasty, and their rule must have ended with 

king Bali. Although his lineage is traced up to Anu or Pn.ru, sons of 

Yayati, so as to connect it with the royal Aryan lines of North India, 

yet he is called a Danava (Matsya Pur., xlviii. 60), and it was no 

doubt a remembrance of its old non-Aryan stock that led to the appli¬ 

cation of the opprobrious term Mleccha to the Aijga prince who joined 

in the Great war (Karna-p., xxii. 877 and 880). 

The second period no doubt represents the change when the country 

passed under the influence of the Aryas, as they extended their dominion 

eastward. It has been mentioned already that Da9a-ratha’s contemporary 

Loma-pada was fifth or sixth in descent from Aijga, hence the beginning 

of this period may be placed some six generations prior to Hama’s time. 

There was a close friendship between Loma-pada and Da9a-ratha, so 

genuine that the latter is said to have given his daughter Canta in 

adoption to the former (Ramay., Adi-k., x. 1-10, and 23-27). The 

connexion between Ayodliya and Aijga at that time is shewn in such 

detail and referred to so often, that it appears to be a real historical 

fact; and it is corroborated incidentally in a remarkable manner in the 

enumeration of the kings and princes who were invited to attend Da9a- 

ratha’s sacrifice (id., xii. 18-24). That list differs surprisingly from 

similar lists in the Maha-Bliarata, which describe all the kings and 

princes through the length and breadth of India, who assembled at 

Draupadi’s svayam-vara (Adi-p., clxxxvi. and clxxxvii.), at the opening 

of the Pandavas’ Court (Sabha-p., iv.), and at the Raja-suya sacrifice 

(id., xxxiii.). The Ramayana list is short and is noteworthy as much 

for its omissions as for its contents ; it mentions the kings of Mithila 

(North Behar), K^i (Benares), Kekaya (North Pan jab) and Aijga, 

and then in general terms those of the East (pracya), of Sind ha 

(North Sindh) and Sauvira (West Panjab), of Su-rastra (Gujarat) and 

of the Dekhan, and “ whatever other kings were particularly friendly ” 

(Adi-k., xii. 18-24). Madhyani^a is ignored with the exception of 
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Ka^i; and the connexions of Kosala and Ayodhya were closest with 

Kaci, Mithila and Aqga, and after them with, the distant kingdoms of 

the Punjab and Western India. 

The Aitareya Brahmana says that Aijga was inaugurated with the 

Mahabhiseka ceremony by Udamaya son of Atri, and in consequence 

conquered the whole earth ; and that Aqga gave him a thousand ele¬ 

phants in the country Avacatnuka (viii. 4, 22). This passage probably 

refers to Aqga Vrhad-ratha, one of the sixteen famous kings (fanti-p., 

xxix. 924-31) who seems to be the same as Dharma-ratha, the great 

grandson of Aijga, from the special allusion to Mt. Visnu-pada (Hari- 

V., xxxi. 1693-5); but I have not met the name Avacatnuka elsewhere, 

nor is it in the dictionary. 

Vanga. 

Vaqga or Baijga is often mentioned and its people were called 

Vaijgas and Vaqgeyas ; but the allusions seldom yield any clear inform¬ 

ation. As shewn in the description of Bhima’s conquests in the 

Eastern region quoted above, it lay beyond Aijga, to the south-east, and 

was the original of the modern Bengal. 

The only definite information occurs in a passage in the Raghu- 

Varii^a which of course belongs to a comparatively late date (iv. 36 

and 37). The Vaqgas are described there as essentially a boating 

people, using boats for all purposes of life (nau sddhana), and as grow¬ 

ing rice for their staple crop, which they uprooted when seedlings and 

transplanted into their fields, as they do to this day. Raghu planted 

his columns of victory in the islands of the Ganges delta, ganga-sroto* 

ntaresu. It is difficult to say at what rate land has been forming in the 

delta, yet it is clear from this description that, apart from its extent 

sea-ward, the delta must have different greatly from its present condi¬ 

tion 1200 or 1500 years ago. The rivers which traverse it now are 

partially silted up, but at that time they must have been wide and free- 

flowing streams, dividing the lands into numerous distinct islands ; in 

fact, the condition .of the whole delta then must have been very much 

like what the extreme south-eastern portion is now. 

Vaqga must have comprised the modern districts of Murshidabad, 

Nadia, Jessor, and parts of Rajshahi, Pabna and Faridpur. 

Vaqga occupied a much lower position than Aqga or Kaliqga; I 

have found no mention of any marriages between its princes or princesses 

and the royal families of North India. Its kings are spoken of in general 

terms and names are seldom mentioned. A prince Candra-sena, son of 

Samudra-sena, attended Draupadi’s svayam-vara (Adi-p., clxxxvi. 

6991), and it appears probable on comparing this passage with the de¬ 

scription of Bhiaia’s conquests quoted above, that these two persons 
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were princes of Yapga. It seems likely that this Samudra-sena is the 

kino- of the same name who was famed as far as the confines of the sea 
O 

(id., lxvii. 2690). No capital appears to he even alluded to. 

Kalinga. 

Kaligga is generally ranked third in this five-fold group of countries, 

but resembled Aijga in being a settled kingdom with a capital, and in 

having a longer history than the rest. 

The fullest and clearest information is given in a passage of the 

Raghu-Yari^a (iv. 38-43) describing Raghu’s conquests. After con¬ 

quering the Yaqgas, Raghu crossed the Kapi^a (or Karabha, according 

to another reading) by bridging it with his elephants, and took the road 

pointed out by the Utkala kings towards Kaliqga. He planted his own 

splendour on the summit of Mount Mahendra as a mah.aut strikes his 

iron hook into the head of an unruly elephant. The Kalipga king with 

an array of elephants attacked him, but Raghu withstanding the storm 

of arrows defeated his foes there (at Mt. Mahendra). His soldiers made 

open spaces for revelry and quaffed fermented cocoa-nut juice out of 

betel-leaves. Observing the rules of fair warfare, he took from the lord 

of Mahendra his glory but not his territory. 

Lassen has identified the R. Kapi^a with the modern Subarna-rekha, 

on the confines of the Midnapur and Balasore districts (Ind. Alt., Map), 

but I venture to suggest that the Kapi^a is the modern Cossye or 

Kansai, which flows a little further north through Midnapur. The 

name Kansai is said to be modified from Kamsavatl, but I do not know 

on what authority, nor have I met with this name anywhere, nor is it 

in the dictionary. Kansai or Kamsai may easily be a corruption of 

Kop^a-vati ; names of this form are not uncommon, e.g., Amara-vati, 

Utpala-vatl. 

This passage shows that Kalixjga lay southward of Yaijga beyond the 

R. Kapi^a, and stretched southward so as to include Mount Mahendra. 

The Mahendra Mountains were one of the seven chief ranges of India, 

and are the northern portion of the Eastern Ghats above the R. Godavari, 

and the hills near Ganjam are still called Mahindra. It is not stated 

that the Kap^a was the northern limit of Kaliqga; rather the above 

passage suggests that Utkala jutted in between this river and Kalipga, 

and that Raghu secured the help and guidance of the Utkala kings in 

order to reach Kaliqga. The northern limit of Kaliijga was approxi¬ 

mately the river Yaitarani, the modern Bytarni; for the Maba-Bharata, 

describing the Pandavas’ pilgrimage to all the tlrthas, says—After 

bathing at the junction of the Ganges and the sea, they travelled along 

the sea-coast towards the Kaliijgas, and reached that people and the 

R. Yaitarani about the same time; its northern bank is spoken of as 
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greatly frequented by f$is (Vana-p., cxiv. 10096-10107). On its bank 

was Viraja-tlrtha, the later Biraja-ksetra, the modern Jajpur (id., 

lxxxv. 8148). 

Kaligga therefore comprised modern Orissa about as far north as 

the modern town Bhadrak in the Balasore district, and the sea-coast 

southward as far as Vizagapatam ; it does not appear to have reached 

as far as the Godavari, because this river is never connected with 

Kaligga in any passage as far as I am aware. Its limits inland are not 

clear. Kaligga as a settled country appears to have consisted properly 

of the plain between the Eastern Ghats and the sea, yet its monarchs 

seem to have exercised a kind of suzerainty over the aboriginal tribes 

which inhabited the hilly tracts far inland, for the Amara-kantaka hills, 

in which the Narmada rises, are said to be in the western part of* 

Kaligga (Kurina Pur., II. xxxix. 9). Lassen places Kaligga along the 

inner side of the Eastern Ghats from the Vizagapatam district south- 

westward as far as the Karnul district. 

The capital is called Raja-pura, which however simply means 

“ capital” (^!anti-p., iv). In the Raghu-Vamga it is placed on the sea- 

coast, and the palace is described as being so near the sea, that the windows 

looked out on the sea, and the deep roar of the waves drowned the bray 

of trumpets (vi. 56). This description can only apply to Kalingapatam, 

and that town was no doubt the capital in Kalidasa’s time. Kalinga¬ 

patam and Chicacole (said to be corrupted from Qri-kakola) are reputed 

to be the two ancient capitals, and the latter is said to be the more 

ancient (Arch. Surv. of S. India, by R. Sewell, I. 2 and 7), but I have 

not met the name (^ri-kakola anywhere, nor is it in the dictionary. 

The people were called Kaligga, Kaligga and Kaliggaka; and 

“ all the Kaliggas ” are spoken of as if they were a numerous people 

(Bhisma-p., xvii. 668; and lxxi. 3132). Their kingdom dates back to 

very early times. Three famous kings are named, Ksema, Agra-tirtha 

and Kuhara (Adi-p., lxvii. 2701), and their princesses married two of 

the early kings of the Lunar dynasty (id., xcv. 3775 and 3780). 

Duryodhana moreover attended a svayam-vara held by a Kaligga 

princess, and carried her off with Karna’s help (Canti-p., iv). Krsna is 

said to have crashed the Kaliggas in a pitched battle at a place called 

Dantakura (Udyoga-p., xlvii. 1883) ; it is not clear wdiere that place 

was, bat it may be noticed that Rama Jamadagnya slew the ksattriyas 

and the haters of the brahmans and Dantakrura (Drona-p., lxx. 

2430-31). 

PUNDRA AND PAUNDRA. 
• « • • 

The Pundras dwelt in the Eastern region as stated in the descrip¬ 

tion of Bhima’s Eastern conquests quoted above, though they are also 
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assigned sometimes to the Southern region (e.g., Markanel. Pnr., lvii.45)/ 

The name occurs in various other forms, Pundraka (Sabha-p , iv. 119), 

Paundra (Adi-p., clxxxvii. 7020), Paundraka (id., clxxxvi. 6992; and 

Sahha-p., xxxiii. 1270) and Paundrika (Sahha-p., li. 1872). Tliese names 

are used sometimes as if equivalent, thus, “ Famous in the world is the 

mighty king among the Vaijgas, Pundras and Itiratas, named the 

Paundraka Vasudeva ” (id., xiii. 584), and yet a distinction is made 

between Paundras and Pundras, for they are mentioned separately in the 

list of peoples in India (Bliisma-p., ix. 358 and 365), and Pundras,- 

Pundrakas and Paundrikas are all mentioned in one passage (Sabha-p.» 

li. 1872-4). 

This distinction appears also in the list of kings who attended the 

opening of the Pandavas’ Court. Among them are mentioned “ Apga 

and Vapga with Pundraka, the two kings of Panda and Udra (Pandodra* 

rajau) with Andhraka” (id., iv. 119). The reading Panda here seems 

to be a mistake for Paundra, because there is no passage, that 1 know 

of, which alludes to any country or people called Panda in Eastern 

India, and because the reading Paundra occurs in the same combination 

in the list of kings who attended Yudhisthira’s raja-suya sacrifice, viz., 

sa-paundrodran, “with Paundras and Udras ” (Vana-p., li. 1988). It 

seems clear then that there was a distinction between Pundras and 

Pundrakas on the one hand, and Paundras, Paundrakas and Paundrikas 

on the other; and yet the two people appear to have been but two 

branches of the same nation, for the Paundraka Vasudeva was king of 

the Pundras as stated in the quotation from Sabha-p., xiii. 584 above. 

This inference is corroborated in the further passages which are now 

cited to elucidate their position. 

Lassen places Pundra in the northern half of the modern Chntia' 

Nagpur, and does not show Paundra as separate. The passages that I 

have found which give indications of the position of Pundra and 

Paundra are these. I will consider Paundra first. 

In the two passages last quoted the Paundras are linked with the 

Udras, and the second runs thus—“With Baijgas and Aijgas (sa-bay- 

gaygan), with Paundras and Udras (sa-paundrodran), with Colas, Dravi- 

das and Andhrakas (sa-cdla-drcividandhrakan)These three groups 

denote real territorial proximity. The Colas, Dravidas and Andhrakas 

occupied the whole of the east coast of the Dekhan ; the Aijgas and 

Vaqgas were near each other; hence it seems certain, the Paundras and 

Udras were neighbours also. The Paundras and Audras are placed 

together in the Bhisma-p. list (ix. 365). Udra, as will be seen further 

on, was in the extreme west of West Bengal. Again the Paundras are 

grouped along with the Utkalas, Mekalas, Kaliggas and Andliras 
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(Drona-p., iv. 122). The Utkalas were in Chutia Nagpur and the Orissa 

Tributary States. The Mekalas were the inhabitants of the Mekala 

hills, the modern Mekal hills, which bound Chattisgarh on the west and 

north. Kaligga has been already defined. Andhra, which is an old 

name of the Telingas and Telugus, comprised the eastern portion of the 

Nizam’s Dominions and the southern portion of the Central Provinces. 

The Paundras therefore were connected with the races situated west and 

south-west of Bengal proper. 

The grouping of the Pundras was markedly different. In the first 

passage cited (Sabha-p., xiii. 584), they are linked with Vaggas and 

Kiratas. Kirata was the general name of all the tribes of Mongolian 

affinity which inhabited the hilly regions from the Panjab to Assam and 

Chittagong, as will be shewn further on. The Pundras are grouped 

with the Aggas and Vaggas in Sabha-p., iv. 119 cited above. There are 

other passages which yield no definite information, such as Adi-p., cxiii. 

4453; Sabha-p., li. 1872-4, and A9vamedh.-p., lxxxii. 2435-65; but the 

inference appears to be that the Pundras occupied some intermediate 

position between the Aggas and Vaijgas and the Himalayas. 

From these conclusions we may proceed to consider the description 

of Bhima’s Eastern expedition (Sabha-p., xxix. 1094-1100) which has 

been quoted above in relation to Agga. As already remarked, it appears 

unusually clear and natural. Beyond the Monghyr and Bhagalpur 

districts reigned two kings who are spoken of together in the dual 

number as if closely connected. One is called Vasudeva the mighty 

king of Pundra, but Vasudeva is generally spoken of as the king of 

Paundra, see for instance, besides the passages cited already, Sabha-p., 

xxxiii. 1270, and Hari-V., cxvii. 6580-84, and 6606-8. The other kino- 

is not named, but Kau^iki-kaccha where he reigned means the land 

bordering on the R. Kau^iki, that is on the east side, because Agga lay 

on the west side; and stretching east of that river is a high tract of 

stiff red clay known as the Barind. This agrees with the position which 

has been already indicated for Pundra. Hence it seems unmistakable 

that the joint kings of Pundra and Paundra are meant. Vasudeva was 

properly king of Paundra, but being the chief is spoken of as lord both 

of Pundra and Paundra, and the other would have been king of Pundra 

proper. Beyond these kings lay Vagga, says the passage. 

From all these results it follow's that Paundra must have lain on 

the south side of the Ganges, and Pundra on the north side, between 

Agga and Vagga. Paundra must have comprised the modern districts 

of the Santal Parganas and Birbhum and the north portion of the 

Hazaribagh district; and Pundra the district of Maldah, the portion of 

Purnia east of the R. Kosi, and part of Dinajpur and Rajshahi. 

J. i. 14 
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From their name, the Paundras were presumably an offshoot of the 

Pundras; hence it would seem probable that, after the Pundras estab¬ 

lished themselves in the above-mentioned region north of the Ganges, 

a branch of them must have crossed that river, pushed their way into 

the hilly tract of the Santal Parganas and its outskirts, and formed a 

sister kingdom under the name of Paundras. 

SUHMA AND TaMALIPTA. 

The last of the five kindred nations was Suhma. It is mentioned 

last, but was well-known and was grouped oftenest with Pundra. 

The evidence to fix its position is clear. 

In the account of Bhima’s Eastern conquests (Sabha-p., xxix) which 

has been often cited above, the Suhmas and Pra-suhmas are mentioned 

between Videlia and Magadha (1089-91), and again Tamra-lipta, 

Karvata., Suhma and the sea-coast are named in close succession after 

Vaijga (1097-99). In the account of Raghu’s conquests it is said— 

“ marching east and subduing various countries, Raghu reached the 

neighbourhood of the sea which was dark with forests of tallier palms 

(tali-vana), and the Suhmas submitted to him ” (Raghu-V., iv. 34-35). 

Lastly it is stated plainly in the Da^a-kumara-carita that Damalipta is 

a city among the Suhmas (Story of Mitra-gupta). 

Damalipta is the same as Tamalipta. The Tamaliptas were a 

well-known people and are often mentioned. This name is written in 

various ways, viz., Tamra-lipta, Tamra-liptaka, Tamolipti, Tamalika, 

and Tamalini. Prof. Sir M. Monier-Williams treats Tama-lipta (q. v.) 

as the proper form of the name, and the others as variations, which 

seemingly sought to read meanings into it. Tamra-lipta is, I believe, 

the form most commonly met with in Sanskrit writings. Their capital 

was called Tamra-lipta, Tamra-lipti, or Tamra-liptika, and this name 

has been corrupted into the modern Tamluk, which is a well-known 

town near the mouth of the R. Rupnarayan in Midnapur. 

From these data it appears that Suhma must have comprised the 

modern districts of Hooghly, Howrah, Bankura and Bardhwan, and the 

eastern portion of Midnapur. The first of the above allusions to the 

Suhmas and Pra-suhmas seems to be an error, for there do not appear 

to be any other references to such people close to Videha and Magadha. 

Perhaps the reading should be £onas and Pra-c5nas, which would mean 

people living near the river £ona, the modern Sone; and this suggestion 

may be compared with the name Canavatyas which occurs along with 

Aqgas, Vai3gas, Pundras and Gayas (Sabha-p., li. 1872), and which 

seems to be a mistake for fonavatyas, as it is not in the dictionary and 

I have not met with it elsewhere. 
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According to tlie passage cited from the Da9a-kumara-carita, Tama' 

lipta or Tamra-lipta was part of the Suhma territory, but Tamra-lipta 

is frequently alluded to as if it were a country by itself, e.g., Adi-p., 

clxxxvi. 6993 ; Sabha-p.,li. 1874; Bliisma-p., ix. 364; Drona-p., lxx. 2436 

and Karna-p., xxii. 863. It would have comprised the modern district 

of Howrah and the eastern part of Midnapur. In fact Tamra-lipta 

appears to occur oftener than Suhma, and this is perhaps because the 

town Tamra-lipta was a famous sea-port, especially during the centuries 

of Buddhist activity. 

Another name, which was equivalent to or was included within 

Tamalipta, is Vela-kula, “the stream-bank,” or better perhaps, “the 

sea-shore.” It is said to be the same as the modern town Birkul, which 

is on the coast in the extreme south of the Midnapur district. 

Udra or Odra. 
• • 

The Udras have been mentioned above in conjunction with the 

Paundras ; otherwise they are, I believe, rarely alluded to in Sanskrit 

writings. They are also called Odras (Sabha-p., 1. 1843), and Audrns 

(Bhisma-p., ix. 365), and they are also presumably the Udliras of 

Bliisma-p., 1. 2084, and the Audras of A 9vamedh.-p., Ixxxiii. 2476-7. They 

have given their name to modem Orissa, i.e., Odra-de9a, and Lassen 

places them in his map more or less conterminous with Orissa, but this 

cannot have been their position, because it lias been shewn that Kaliqga 

comprised all Orissa except the narrow northern part of the Balasore 

district, and because the Udras play a very insignificant part in the 

early accounts of Eastern India, quite incompatible with the supposition 

that they inhabited the fine extensive plain of Orissa ; and also because 

Orissa has not always meant what it denotes now. 

The IJriya or Odiya language is spoken throughout Orissa and the 

Ganjam district, in the northern part of the Vizagapatam district and 

along the south-eastern limits of Chattisgarh (Maltby’s Uriya Grammar, 

Preface)—a peculiarly curved area. A territory of such size and such 

a shape could hardly have been the ancient home of any tribe, much 

less of so small a tribe as the Udras appear to have been. The allusions 

to Kaliijga leave no doubt about its position, and it will be seen that 

the Utkalas, who were more important in old times than the Udras, 

probably occupied the northern part of the Balasore district; hence it 

seems impossible the Udras can have inhabited any part of Orissa. In 

the last century Orissa included the tract of country between the rivers 

Riipnarayan and Subarna-reklia, which flow through the Midnapur 

district (see Bengal Administration Report, 1872-73, p. 40) ; that tract 

is now part of thy Midnapur district and is considered part of Bengal 

proper. 
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These considerations give, I think, an indication where tlie Udra 

territory was in ancient times. The eastern part of Midnapur be¬ 

longed to Tamalipta and Suhma, hence there remains only the western 

part of that district which no other nation appears to have occupied ; 

and if to this be added the modern district of Manbhum, the eastern 

part of Singlibhum, and perhaps the southern portion of Bankura, a 

well-defined tract is obtained, which no other tribe appears to have 

owned and which bordered on Paundra. I would suggest that this must 

have been Udra in ancient times. 

If this be a reasonable inference, it discloses how an insignificant 

early tribe developed and spread during the confusion which prevailed 

in the dark times of medieval Indian history. I would suggest that the 

Udras must have pushed southward, over-run the whole of Orissa and 

Ganjam, and driven the Kaliggas downward into the Yizagapatam 

district, till their further course was checked by the Dravidian powers 

on the south ; then they must have turned westward and forced their 

way round into the southern portion of Chattisgarh. 

Prag-jyotisa. 

Prag-jy5tisa was a famous kingdom in ancient times and is often 

mentioned in the Maha-Bharata. The references to it are however 

rather perplexing, for in some passages it is styled a Mlecclia kingdom, 

in others a Danava or Asura kingdom, and in others again the allusions 

seem mixed. These passages may be taken in order. 

Prag-jyotisa is placed in the North region (Vana-p., ccliii. 15240-42), 

but was also considered to be in the Eastern region (Markand. Pur., 

lvii. 44). In the account of Arjuna’s conquests it is placed in North 

India and his course is described thus. After conquering all the kings 

who dwelt in £akala-dvipa and in the seven dvipas, Arjuna advanced 

to Prag-jy5tisa. Bhaga-datta was the great king there, and Arjuna 

had a great comflict with him. The Prag-jyotisa king was surrounded 

with Kiratas and Cinas and many other soldiers who dwelt in the 

marshy regions near the sea, and after a battle lasting eight days 

submitted amicably to Arjuna. From there Arjuna marched to the 

North region governed by Kuvera and conquered Antar-giri and Vahir- 

giri and Upa-giri (Sabha-p., xxv. 999-1012). Similarly in the descrip¬ 

tion of Karna’s conquests it is said he conquered Bhaga-datta and 

ascended Himavat (Vana-p., ccliii. 15241). 

The three names Upa-giri, Antar-giri and Vahir-giri in this place 

can only denote different tracts in the Himalayas, viz., the southern 

slopes, the middle valleys and the further region on the north respec¬ 

tively. Bhaga-datta is called ^ailalaya, “ dwelling among the moun¬ 

tains ” (Stri'p., xxiii. 644). It is stated in the foregoing passage and 
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again in Udyoga-p., xviii. 584-5, that his army was composed of Kiratas 

and Cinas. The Kiratas, as will be explained, were the Himalayan 

tribes of .Mongolian affinity, and the Cinas were the Chinese; as they 

formed his army, they were his close neighbours. Hence it is clear 

that Prag-jyotisa lay in the north-east of India and touched the Hima¬ 

layas. 

But as stated in the above passage from Sabha-p., Bhaga-datta 

drew part of his troops also from the people who dwelt in the marshy 

regions near the sea, sagaranupa (see also Karna-p., v. 104-5) ; and 

when he attended Yudhisthira’s raja-suya sacrifice, he was accompanied 

by all the Mlecchas who lived in the marshy regions near the sea 

(Sablia-p., xxxiii. 1268-9). This word can only mean the low alluvial 

tracts and islands east of Vai]ga, around the mouth of the R. Brahma¬ 

putra. That tract was peopled by Mlecchas as mentioned in the de¬ 

scription of Bhima’s Eastern conquests quoted above. It is also stated 

definitely that Bhaga-datta dwelt at the Eastern Ocean (Udyoga-p., 

iii. 74). The Bralima-putra till last century flowed round the south 

side of the Garo hills, and then southward through the districts of 

Maimansingh and Dacca (Major Rennell’s Atlas, 1781). Presumably 

therefore Prag-jyotisa stretched southward along both sides of that 

river as far as the delta, or even perhaps as far as the sea itself. 

Lassen places Prag-jyotisa north of the R. Ldhita or Brahma-putra 

in Bhutan, but this position does not satisfy the conditions already 

mentioned. It is implied in the Raghu-Vam9a that Prag-jyotisa lay 

east of that river, for, when Ragliu returning from Himavat crossed 

the river, the Prag-jyotisa king trembled (iv. 81); but I venture to 

think that Kalidasa cannot have been entirely right in this allusion to 

distant geography, because if he is right the whole of North Bengal 

must be assigned to Pundra, there being no other people of note men¬ 

tioned who could have occupied all that territory. Pundra, however, 

hardly plays as important a part in the ancient stories as the possession 

of so rich and extensive a kingdom would have warranted, and Prag- 

jyotisa on the other hand would be relegated to hilly tracts of small 

fertility east of the old course of the Brahma-putra, whereas the 

allusions indicate that Bhaga-datta was a wealthy and powerful 

monarch. But see page 112. 

Bhaga-datta is called a “ warrior-king ” and “ the mighty king of 

the Mlecchas ” (Sabha-p., 1. 1834), and is seldom mentioned wdthout 

some complimentary epithet. He alone of the northern kings is allowed 

to have maintained a long and equal contest with Arjuna (Udyoga-p., 

clxvi. 5805-6). He is dignified with the title “ £iva’s friend,” and 

esteemed “ not inferior to pakra in battle ” (Sabha-p.,„xxv. 1005 and see 
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Karna-p., v. 104). He is also called specially “ the friend of Panda ” 

{ibid., 1008), and is referred to in terms of respect and kindliness by 

Krsna when addressing Yudhisthira—“ Bhaga-datta is thy father’s aged 

friend; he was noted for his deference to thy father in word and deed, 

and he is mentally bound by affection and devoted to thee like a father ” 

(id., xiii. 579-80). His Cina and Kirata troops glittered as with gold— 

iasya cinaih kirataig ca kahcanair iva sanivrtani babliau balam—unless 

the allusion be to their yellow complexions (Udy5ga-p., xviii. 584-5). 

For these reasons it seems that Prag-jyotisa must have comprised 

the country along both sides of the Bralima-putra from the Himalayas 

down to Tippera, that is the modern districts of Jalpaigori, Cooch 

Beliar, Goalpara, Rangpur, Bogra, Maimansingh, Dacca, Tippera, and 

part of Pabna and also probably part of the east of Nepal. Strictly 

speaking, the southern portion of Prag-jyotisa as thus defined would 

have fallen within the Eastern region and would have included Lauhitya 

mentioned in the description of Bliima’s conquests there quoted above, 

that is, the country beside the R. Lohita or Brahma-putra; but if 

Lauhitya was only a portion of the Prag-jyotisa realm, and the strength 

of that realm lay, as it appears it did, in the north, it was natural to 

treat Prag-jyotisa as situated in the Northern region. 

The region assigned to Prag-jyotisa bordered on forests and hills 

where elephants still abound, and where a hardy race of ponies still 

exists; and the allusions to it notice this. Thus Bhaga-datta is de¬ 

scribed as “ the best wielder of the elephant-liook ” among the kings 

assembled on the Pauravas’ side in the Great War, and as “ skilful with 

the chariot ” (Udyoga-p., clxvi. 5804) ; and it would seem from this 

that in ancient days kings did not consider it unbecoming to excel in 

the manege of elephants. He gave as presents to Yudhisthira “ horses of 

noble breed, swift as the wind, an iron vessel, and swords with fine 

ivory hilts” (Sabha-p., 1. 1885-6). The description of the horses is, of 

course, exaggerated according to our ideas, for the best horses in ancient 

India could not well have exceeded what we should call galloways, and 

the majority of them could not have been more than ponies. 

No name is given to the capital in this class of passages but it is 

called Prag-jyotisa in the other classes. The people were Mlecchas as 

indicated in some of the foregoing quotations; and this word, no 

doubt means here people of Mongolian affinity. 

The second and third classes of passages occur, I believe, only in 

connexion with Krsna and relate to an attack which he is said to have 

made on Prag-jyotisa. In the second class may be quoted first a part of 

Krsna’s denunciation of (J^u-pala—“ Ci9u-pala, knowing that we had 

gone to the Prag-jyotisa city, set fire to Dvaraka” (Sabha-p.? xlvii. 
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1567). This almost belongs to the first class, but the idea is developed 

in a speech by Arjuna in praise of Krsna—“ Thou didst destroy Mura’s 

fetters (maurava para) and slay Nisunda and Naraka; thou didst 

render the path to the Prag-jyotisa city safe again ” (Yana-p., xii. 488). 

Here we see the country Prag-jyotisa described in the first class of 

passages disappears and becomes a city, Krsna becomes a hero and con¬ 

queror, and the suggestion comes in that the people were demons. 

This suggestion is fully developed in the third class of passages, 

and the laudation of Krsna grows fulsome and hyperbolical as address¬ 

ed to a divine personage. Thus Arjuna praising him says—There was 

a very strong fortress-city called Prag-jy5tisa belonging to the Asuras; 

and Bhauma Naraka carried off Aditi’s two jewelled ear-rings there; 

the gods could not cope with him, and therefore invoked Krsna’s help 

to slay the Dasyus; Krsna severed six thousand fetters (para), slew 

Bhauma Naraka and Mura, and recovered the ear-rings (Udy5ga-p., 

xlvii. 1887-92). Yisnu prophesying about his incarnations says—- 

While dwelling at Dvaraka as Krsna, I shall slay Naraka Bhauma, 

who did wrong to Aditi, and also Maru and Pitha the Danava, and 

destroy the charming Prag-jyotisa city filled with all kinds of wealth 

(fanti-p., cccxli. 12954-6). Yidura says — Naraka and the Danavas 

tried to seize Krsna, when he went to Prag-jyotisa, and failed (Udyoga-p., 

cxxix. 4408-9J. 

This class of allusions occurs especially in the Hari-Yamca. It 

is said there — Krsna went to the Prag-jyotisa city and killed the 

Danava Naraka in the sea, samudra-madhye (clxxiv. 9790). Narada 

speaking of Krsna’s exploits says — The two Danavas Maya and Tara 

delighted in Bhauma Naraka’s city Prag-jyotisa (lv. 3116-7). It is 

said Naraka Bhauma, king of the Danavas, seized Tvastr’s daughter 

Ka^eru; he was king of Prag-jyotisa; he made a fine city Mani- 

parvata for the Gandharva maidens and Apsarases, whom he carried off, 

upon the Alaka towards his own country of Muru — Alakdydm muroh 

sva-visayam prati (cxxi. 6791-6801). The Alaka seems to be the river 

Alaka-nanda, one of the eastern sources of the Ganges, but Muru 

seems to be generally the name of a Danava prince. The climax of 

marvel is perhaps reached in the continuation of that story in Hari-Y., 

cxxi to cxxiii, where Kisna’s exploits are described at great length — 

how at Indra’s request he rode on Garuda from Dvaraka to the Prag- 

jyotisa city, how he fought in a superhuman battle with Naraka’s four 

wardens (dvdra-pdla), with the hosts of Daityas, Danavas and Kaksasas 

and finally with Naraka, and slew them all, how he captured the city 

with its fabulous riches, and how the Earth gave up Aditi’s ear-rings 

which Naraka had carried off. It was through this great victory that 

Krsna gained his wonderful bow farqga (Udyoga-p., clvib 5353-8). 
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To the same class of passages belongs the allusion in a doubtful 

verse of the Ramayana, where Prag-jyotisa is mistakenly placed in the 

Western region—“A city made of gold called Prag-jyotisa is there ; in it 

dwells the evil-souled Danava called Naraka ” (Gorresio’s Edition, 

Annotations to Kisk-k., xliii). 

The difference which has taken place in the aspect of Prag-jyotisa 

from the first to the last of these passages is most striking. We have 

no longer a prosperous Mleccha kingdom of barbaric splendour, but a 

nation of Asuras and Danavas; no longer the noble and imposing figure 

of the warrior-king Bhaga-datta, the ally and friend of the Kurus, and 

the friend of (Jiva, but malignant demon-kings Naraka and Muru, who 

were the foes of the gods and with whom the divine hero Krsna could 

have nothing but internecine war. There can be, no doubt, that this 

change marks very clearly the development of the Krsna legend, from 

his rise as a new chieftain of great vigour and capacity to his deifica¬ 

tion as an incarnation of Visnu. 

There is only one other passage of importance that I am aware of, 

viz., Ramay., Adi-k., xxxv. 1-9, which has been quoted above in con¬ 

nexion with Magadha. It says Prag-jyotisa was founded by Amurta- 

rajas, a son of a great king Ku^a, who was apparently an Arya king in 

Madhya-de9a. It does not agree with any allusion that I have found, 

and can hardly be reconciled with any of the passages already 

discussed. 

A few words may be added about Kama-rupa, which is the modern 

district of Kamrup or Gauliati in Assam. The Kama-rupas were not 

an ancient nation, for their name does not occur, as far as I am aware, 

in the Maha-Bharata or Ramayana or any early Sanskrit work ; in fact 

they are rarely mentioned. They seem therefore to have sprung up 

only in medieval times, and to have developed as Prag-jyotisa had 

dwindled into a small state. Thus they are mentioned in the Raghu- 

Vari^a (iv. 83-84), where it is said Raghu conquered them after the 

Prag-jyotisas, so that they were distinct from the latter. In ancient 

times their territory was probably included within Prag-jyotisa. 

The Kiratas. 

The word Kirata is, no doubt, the same as the modern names Kirati 

and Kiranti, which mean “ a native of the Kirant-des or mountainous 

country lying between the Dud-Kosi and the Karki rivers in Nepal. 

The term includes the Khambu, Limbu and Yakha tribes; and the 

Danuar, Hayu and Thami also claim to be Kiranti; ” but their claim 

is disputed by the first three tribes which are superior (Risley’s Castes 

and Tribes of Bengal, I. 490). But formerly they had a much larger 
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range, or their name was used in a comprehensive way, for ifc was 

applied to tribes inhabiting the Himalaya range and its southern slopes 

from the Panjab to Assam and Chittagong. 

Arjuna in the course of his conquests in the Northern region en¬ 

countered Kiratas in the army of Bhaga-datta king of Prag-jyotisa 

(Sabha-p., xxv. 1002; and see other passages cited below). Bhima, 

after vanquishing Videha in his Eastern expedition, proceeded from 

there against the Kiratas (id., xxix. 1089) ; and they were even further 

to the east (id., xiii. 584). They are spoken of as dwelling in the 

marshy regions near the sea (sagaranupa-vasin) under Bhaga-datta’s 

rule (Karna-p., v. 104-5), that is, as explained in discussing Prag-jyo¬ 

tisa, in the low lands around the mouth of the Brahma-putra, so that 

they occupied all the eastern bounds of Bengal. Moreover Nakula in 

his Western expedition is said in general terms to have encountered 

Kiratas along with Palilavas (Persians), Barbaras, Yavanas (Greeks), and 

Qakas (Scythians), (Sabha-p., xxxi. 1199) ; and they are classed with 

those and other north-western nations (fanti-p., lxv. 2429, and ccvii. 

7560 ; and Vana-p., li. 1990). 

The Kiratas formed a series of allied yet distinct tribes or clans, 

for the Kiratas are mentioned twice in the Bhisma-P. list (ix. 858 and 

364), and again “all the Kiratas ” are mentioned (ibid., 376) ; and it is 

almost impossible that tribes so wide-spread could have been homogene¬ 

ous. They were also intermixed with similar hill tribes called Tan- 

ganas and Pulindas, and all appear to have lived together amicably 

(Vana-p., cxl. 10863-6). They dwelt in the fastnesses of Himavat 

(Drona-p., iv. 121; and Raghu-Vam^a, iv. 76), and their chief territory 

was among the ranges of Kailasa, Mandara and Haima, that is, the 

region around lake Manasa, the modern Manasaro war lakes (Anu9as.-p., 

xix. 1434 ; Vana-p., cxxxix. and cxl). It was there that the great king 

Su-bahu resided, who is called king of the Pulindas (ibid.) and also 

king of the Kiratas (Vana-p., clxxvii. 12349). 

In that region they formed a settled kingdom and had a city (ibid. 

12350). Eastwards they were also organized into chieftainships, for 

Bhima conquered seven kings of the Kiratas on the confines of Videha 

(Sabha-p., xxix. 1089). But the various tribes differed much in material 

condition, for some were civilized and open to friendly intercourse 

(Vana-p., cxl. 10865-6; and Udyoga-p., lxiii. 2470), and others were 

clad in skins, lived on fruit and roots and were cruel (Sabha-p., li. 

1865). Their women were used as slaves, for large numbers of Kirata 

slave-girls are said to have been presented to Yudhisthira (ibid. 1867). 

The Ramayana describes the Kiratas as wearing thick top-knots 

(Kisk.-k., xl. 30). They were looked upon with comprehensive disap- 

J. i. 15 
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proval, for they are called wicked and are said to have followed evil 

customs (fanti-p., ccvii. 7560-61). Manu declares they were ksattriyas 

and became degraded because of the extinction of sacred rites and the 

absence of brahmaus (x. 43 and 44); but this appears to be the opinion 

of a rather late age, for there does not seem to be any indication that 

the Kiratas ever set much store by those privileges. 

Considering their position and their affinities, it seems clear the 

Kiratas were tribes of the Mongolian family. 

Utkala. 

The Utkalas were well-known, though not mentioned often in 

the Maha-Bharata. They are linked with the Mekalas (Bhisma-p., 

ix. 348 ; Drona-p., iv. 122 ; and Ramay., Kisk.-k., xli. 14), and with the 

Mekalas and Kaliqgas (Karna-p., xxii. 882). The position of Kalirjga 

has been explained. The Mekalas inhabited the Mekal hills in the 

west and north of Chattisgarh. The Utkalas must therefore have 

occupied an intermediate position. From the passage quoted from the 

Raghu-Vam^a with reference to Kaliqga, it appears the Utkala terri¬ 

tory stretched nearly as far as the R. Kap^a or Cossye in Midnapur ; 

that passage does not mean it reached that river, for it was only after 

he crossed that river that Raghu had occasion to accept the guidance 

of the Utkala kings. From these data and the positions assigned to 

Paundra and Odra, it may be inferred that Utkala comprised the hilly 

tracts from Balasore to Lohardaga and Sarguja. 

The Utkalas were a hill tribe of rude habits. They stood by 

themselves and were not considered to have any close affinities with 

the races around them, except probably the Mekalas, because their 

origin was thrown back to the fabulous times of Ua (Hari-V., x. 

631-2) ; hence they seem to have been an aboriginal race. According 

to the Raghu-Vari^a which speaks of the Utkala kings (loc. cit.), they 

must have consisted of a number of clans, each governed by its own 

chieftain. 

Various derivations have been suggested of the name Utkala, 

but it is worthy of note that Utkala and Mekala are linked together 

as if the two words possessed some element in common. These two 

tribes must apparently from their situation have been Kolarian tribes. 

Can it be that the termination in both names is to be identified with 

the word Kol ? 

General Remarks. 

In conclusion some conjectures may be put forward which the 

foregoing results tend to suggest. 
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The character of the four groups of nations may be summed up 

thus. Magadha, Videha and Yai^ali seem to have been the outposts 

of Aryan conquest and colonization. Aqga, Vapga, Kaligga, Pundra 

and Suhma with Tamalipta and Odra were kindred nations, which 

were not of Aryan stock and were not subjugated by the Aryas, but 

passed under Aryan influences and became Aryanized. Prag-jyotisa 

was a nation of Mongolian extraction. Utkala was a congeries of 

Kolarian tribes occupying the hilly tracts where they are still 

found. 

I venture to suggest that we have here the results of the immigra¬ 

tion of four different races. 

The Utkalas, being so-called aboriginal tribes, must of course have 

come into this region first; and their position among hills also suggests 

the same inference. They must have been driven into the hills by later 

invaders. 

Next probably came the Aqgas and their kindred nations. It seems 

most probable that they entered India from the Bay of Bengal, for 

their condition does not agree with the theory, that they were in the 

Ganges plain before and were driven eastward by the advancing Aryas. 

What happened in North America illustrates what we should expect to 

find, when one race invades and conquers others and takes possession of 

their territory on a large scale. As the pale-faces multiplied and forced 

their way westward, each tribe of Red Indians was broken and flung on 

the tribes behind it, and the tribes became involved in seething confu¬ 

sion. But nothing of that kind is to be perceived in the accounts of 

Aqga and its kindred nations. On the other hand their possession of 

all the Ganges delta, their extension up the Ganges basin narrowing at 

their furthest limit, their spread along the Orissa sea-board, their occu¬ 

pation of the plains and their slight penetration into the hills—all these 

facts suggest that these nations came from the sea, settled on the sea- 

coast and gradually carved out kingdoms inland. And if their names 

are not really derived from the alleged eponymous brothers but per¬ 

petuate original appellations, no doubt the termination of the names 

Aqga, Vapga and Kaliqga contains some common meaning. 

Third came the invasion of the Prag-jy5tisas. This seems the 

most probable order, because they did not push their way so far into 

India as the Aqgas, &c., and because all the accounts make them out 

to have been a powerful nation from the earliest times, which would 

hardly have been their condition, if they had preceded the Apgas, &c , 

and been driven back towards the hills by them. They must have 

descended from the Mongolian table-lands through the passes along the 

north-east. They held a strong position in ancient times, but gra- 
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dually disappeared so completely that no trace of their name, which 

is a singular one, seems to be discoverable. If, however, Kalidasa is 

right in the passage quoted in page 105, it indicates how Prag-jyotisa 

was dwindling away in his time. Pressed by the Pundras on the west, 

by the Vaqgas on the south, by the new Kama-rupason the north-east, 

and probably by fresh Mongolian tribes on the north, the Prag-jyotisas 

were forced to retreat to the east side of the Brahma-putra, into the 

Garo and Khasi hills and into the district of Sylhet; and it is probably 

in that direction that the kingdom must have perished. 

v Lastly came the invasion of the Aryas into Eastern India. Their 

conquering vigour seems to have spent itself by the time they sub¬ 

dued Videha and Magadha, for they had already passed through many 

generations in the plains of North India, and the enervating climate 

and easy conditions of life had surely, if slowly, modified the constitu¬ 

tion which their ancestors had acquired in colder and hardier climes. 
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The Gauhati Copper-plate Grant of Indrapala of Pragjyotisa in 

Asdrn.1—By Dr. A. F. Rcjdolf Hoernle. 

(With Plates III-V.) 

This grant was given to me by Mr. E. A. Gait, C.S., in September 
1893. It is the property of a Mandat (patwdrl) named Dhairjyanatli, 
and was found some thirty years ago by that man’s relation Tanuram 
Deka (deceased), while breaking up for cultivation a piece of high land 
in the village Bar Panara, Mauza Pati Darrang, District Kamrup. 

The grant consists of three copper-plates, which are joined together 
by a massive, pear-shaped ring. The ring passes through circular holes, 

in the middle of the narrower side of the plates ; and attached to it is 

the king’s seal. 
Each plate measures 9| by 6 inches. They were originally about 

| of an inch thick, but they (especially the third) are now worn quite thin 
along their margins. The obverse of the first plate and reverse of the 
last plate are blank. The inscription, accordingly, covers only four sides 

of the plates. The first inscribed side bears 14 lines, the second and 
third, 15 lines each, and the fourth side has only 9 lines. The letters 
are as a rule j of an inch long. They are clearly cut, though not very 
deep, and are very fairly legible, except just along the margins, where 
the metal is very much worn. 

The seal is heart-shaped, measuring 4| by 3 inches. Its area is 
divided into two parts, by a ledge running across it, about \ of an inch 
high. In the triangular space, above the ledge, is placed the figure of an 
elephant, showing in very high relief every line and feature of its great 

bulk en face. The figure measures from the back ground to the edge of 
the frontal bone three-quarters of an inch. In the semi-circular com¬ 
partment, below the ledge, is the inscription of the king’s name, in 
letters of a size slightly larger than in the grant. Round the edge of 
the seal runs a raised rim, nearly one inch in height, very little 

1 On the three Plates read Indrapala for Mahendrapfda. 
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higher than the figure of the elephant, which is protected thereby. 

The whole looks just like a heart-shaped box, without a lid. 

The language of the grant is Sanskrit. The formal part of the 

grant, describing the locality and its perquisites and boundaries, is in 

prose, viz., lines 3-11 on the reverse of the second plate, and lines 

1-9 on the obverse of the third plate. The remainder, detailing the 

genealogy of the donor and of the donee, is in verse. 

The execution of the inscription is very slovenly and inaccurate. 

Not unfrequently one or two aksaras are omitted e.g., 1,16s kiva for 

kitava, 1,46 anta for ananta, 1,116 sajjair for sasujjair, 1,106 bhdri 

for bhdrahari, and elsewhere. Sometimes single letters are omitted. 

e.g., 1,106 laksmah for laksmyah, II,3a. samvadha for sambaddlid, 11,5a 

savvd for sarvvd, and elsewhere. Once an aksara is repeated, viz., to, 

in 1,146 and II,la; similarly there is a duplicate u in III,8a and 

III,9a; and there is a superfluous y in vannyatye in II,3a, and a 

superfluous r in dhumrair for dhumair in II,5a. Many more such 

inaccuracies of the scribe or the engraver are noted in the footnotes 

to the transliteration. Curiosities are abhavata for abhavat in II, 9a, 

kalatravdnam for kalatravan II,9a and II, 10a, avan for abliavan or 

rather for abJiiin, 11,16, paksasta for paksastha in 11,66, rakarana for 

sakarana in 11,76 (see footnote 11 to the translation), vaksena for 

vakrena in III,3a, and the obscure, and probably blundered, daksi 

pdttau in III,8a (see footnote 18 to the translation). Other anomalies of 

spelling may be due to provincial usage. Such are the occasional 

confusion of sibilants,2 3 as in amusya for amusya in II,la, esa for esd 

in 11,156, kasl for kdsl in III,5a, atidisyate for atidigyate in II,3a, 

and elsewhere; also the ligature of m with v, instead of anusvara 

with v, or m with 6; e.g., amvu for ambu in II,5a, prablirtinam- 

vinivdrita for prabhrtindm vinivdrita in 11,116, and elsewhere ; and 

the confusion of v and 6 as in Vrahma for Brahma in 1,66, II,la and 

vabhuva for babhuva in II,11a, and of n for n, as in taragginindih for 

taraqginindm in II, 14a. Similarly due to provincial usage are occasional 

prakriticisms or vernacularisms, as virjja for vlryya in 1,146, jagas 

for yagas in II,la, Pragjyotisa for Pragjyotisa in 11,36 ; perhaps also 

dydcarasya for arydcarasya in 11,136, and the omission of final t in 

asi for dsit in 11,26, and of final visarga before an initial p and s, as 

in khatvdrjga for khatvdrjgah in 1,16, Pati for Patih in II,10a, and 

elsewhere. 

2 This means Plate I, line 1, reverse, a = obverse, 6 =*= reverse. And so on, in 

all references. 

3 The confusion of sibilants, as Mr. Gait informs me, has reached its climax 

in modern Assamese, which uses s indiscriminately for s, s and g. 
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From the palseographic point of view the following particulars are 

worth noting. The y (guttural nasal) is formed with a ringlet, which is 

usually placed oil the line (as in kha\vayga 1,16, Gaygd 1,26, brahmdyga 

1,66, bhujayga 1,66, payka 1,76, atitaraygini II, 14a, tuyge 11,16), but 

twice it appears above the line, resembling the anusvara (viz., in payka 

I, 56, and aykura 1,86). It is not attached to the body of the letter, as is 

now the case in the modern Bengali «. 

An r preceding a consonant is formed throughout above the line. 

A final consonant is indicated either by the usual sign of the 

virama, or a special modified form of the letter is used. Thus we have 

the virama with final t in asit 1,56, and abhavat II,2a, and with final n 

in yasmin II, 12a. In these cases the virama-stroke is placed a little 

to the left of the foot of the consonant, and detached from it, the letter 

itself being of the usual size. More frequent, however, is the use of a 

special form for final t, n and m; viz., for t it is the sign fj, made of 

somewhat smaller size than the surrounding letters; for n it is the 

sign Sb> and for m the sign ^, both made of the same size as the sur¬ 

rounding letters. Thus t in asit 11,116; n in valiyan 1,136, janapadan 

II, 76, prabhrtin 11,86, and sarvvdn 11,86; min mudraml,7b, sambha- 

vam II,9a, param II,15a, bhavatdm 11,96 and iyam 11,96. It is worthy 

of note, that all these special final letters also occur in the Badal 

pillar inscription of the time of Narayana Pala, an excellent 

facsimile of which has been published by Professor Kielhorn in the 

Epigraphia Indica, Yol. II, p. 160. Thus the same final t occurs 

there in Jeincit, line 24, the final n in grimdn, 1. 8 and 12, sampitdn and 

nidhin, 1. 13, and final m in amalam 1. 28. The final m appears to have 

been suspected by Professor Kielhorn, as he has enclosed it in brackets, 

but it is quite correct. A slightly different final form of t is more fre¬ 

quent, and occurs in vidhivat, 1. 11, abliavat, 1. 17, avadat, 1. 21, vyavrnot, 

1. 25, and asmat, 1. 28. The origin of the curious form of the final n is in 

this wise: the virama was attached to the middle of the right hand 

side of the perpendicular stroke of n, as clearly seen in the Badal plate 

priman, 1. 8, 12; next the head-loop was added, as in our plate, to 

enable the whole letter to be drawn by one stroke of the pen. The 

latter, therefore, is a more cursive form. 

The anuswara is formed by a dot or ringlet, which is either placed 

above the line (as usually), or on the line. The latter is seen in san- 

nilhidm 1,76, vijayindm 1,146, tam II, 13a, svarggam II, 15a, sam 11,96, 

vampa III,4a. 

The sign of avagraha occurs four times; viz., in 'tipavito 11,116, 

’gesha 11,146, ’stame 11,156, also in III, la after kulam where it is out 
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of place, and where it may have been intended for the special sign of 

the final m which it resembles. 

The grant is not dated ; but an estimate of its age may be made 

from its palaeographic characters. It presents a good example of the 

North-Eastern Nagari, at a time shortly preceding the establishment 

of the modern Bangali. For the determination of the evolution of the 

latter, the y and r are specially serviceable as test letters. In Bangali 

the forms of r and v are practically identical ; and, as above noticed? 

the ringlet which forms part of y, is there attached to the body of the 

letter. The transition period from North-Eastern Nagari to Bangali may 

be fixed as about 1050-1200 A. D. Two inscriptions of this transitional 

period are the Doopara Stone Inscription of the Bengal king Vijaya 

Sena, about 1180-1190 A. D., and the copper-plate grant of Yaidya 

Deva, king of Kamarupa, about 1142 A. D. Both inscriptions show 

the characteristic form of r ( = m) ; and the Deopara inscription 

is the first to show the nasal y with ringlet attached to the body of the 

letter.4 * In our grant, the form of r is still the old one ; and the position 

of the ringlet, as a mark of y, is still quite unsettled. Altogether 

the appearance of the writing in it is much older; and it may, 

therefore, with some probability, be referred to about the middle of the 

11th century A. D. (say, 1050 A. D,). This conclusion is confirmed by 

a comparison of the initial forms of the vowel i, In our grant it is 

made by a circumflex surmounting two ringlets placed side by side 

(thus oo) ; while in the inscriptions of Yaidya Deva and Yijaya Sena 

the circumflex is far more complicated. 

In connexion with this, I may mention, that I have in my hands 

a copper-plate grant of Ratnapala, lately sent to me by Mr. Gait.6 

Ratnapala, as will be noticed presently, was the grandfather of the 

Indrapala of the Gauhati grant. He appears to have had a rather long 

reign ; he outlived his son Purandarapala, and was succeeded by his 

grandson Indrapala. His plate may be placed about 50 years earlier. 

In conformity herewith, the palaeographic characters of his grant are 

decidedly older than those of the Indrapala grant. Thus the con¬ 

sonant hh which, on the later grant, has practically the same form as in 

the modern Bangali, shows in the Ratnapala grant the older post-gupta 

form. Further the nasal y is formed without any ringlet, according to 

the older fashion. 

The present grant professes to be one of Indrapala, king of Prag- 

jyotisa. His father is said to have been Purandarapala, his grandfather 

4 For further particulars, see Professor Biihler’s “ Indian Palaeography ” in the 
Grundriss der Indo-Arischen Philologie und Alterthumslcunde. 

6 This will shortly he published by me in this Journal. 
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Ratnapala, and his great-grandfather Brahmapala. Purandarapala,, 

however, appears to have died during the reign of Ratnapala, the latter 

being succeeded directly by his grandson Indrapala. This is quite 

clear from the recital in the actual grant (see 2nd plate, reverse, lines 4 

and 5) ; but the circumstance would seem to have been fully explained 

in the 17th verse which unfortunately is mutilated beyond restoration. 

The death of the father (Purandarapala) and the transmission of the 

throne to the grandchild (Indrapala) is, however, indicated in the 

existing remains of the verse. 

Beyond Brahmapala the ancestry is carried, in direct line, though 

after an undefined interval, through Vajradatta and Bhagadatta to 

Naraka, who would seem (in verse 6j to be indicated as the founder of 

the town of Pragjyotisa. Naraka is said to have been the son of the 

god Hari, by the goddess Earth.6 

The total ancestry, accordingly stands thus :— 

1, Hari. 

2, Naraka, founder of Pragjyotisa, son of No. 1. 

3, Bhagadatta, son of No. 2. 

4, Yajradatta, son of No. 3. 

5, Undefined interval. 

6, Brahmapala of the line of No. 4. 

7, Ratnapala, son of No. 6. 

8, Purandarapala, son of No. 7 (died as prince). 

9, Indrapala, son of No. 8 (succeeded his grandfather Ratna¬ 

pala). 

The first two names on this list are those of well-known mythical 

personages. The third and fourth may have some claim to be regarded 

as having a historical existence. Vajradatta is said to have belonged 

(v. 8) to the Kaumra dynasty. No dynasty of this name is otherwise 

known. Mr. E. A. Gait, who is the best authority on old Asam 

history, writes to me : 

“ I do not know anything about the Kaumra dynasty, mentioned in verse 8. 

The name does not occur in any Buranji, PuthI, or tradition with which I am 

acquainted. Might not the reading be Kaumdra ? The ruler of the country when 

Hiuen Tsiang visited it, was Kumara Bhaskara Yarma." 

The reading is certainly Kaumra, not Kaumdra, though as the 

grant is full of errors of spelling, it is not impossible that the correct 

name should be KaumdraJ Mr. Gait’s suggestion has a certain plausi¬ 

bility. The date of Hiuen Tsiang’s visit is 640 A.D. The date of our 

grant is about the middle of the 11th century (c. 1050 A.D.), and, 

® In this the copper-plate grants follow the Ydgini Tantra. 

I Kaumdra, however, would not fit the metre. 

J. i. 16 
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accordingly, that of Brahmapala about 1000 A.D. There is thus an 

interval of about 360 years between Hiuen Tsiang and Brahmapala; 

and it may have been somewhat longer. As will be shown presently, 

between Vajradatta and Brahmapala there were twenty-one kings. At 

the rate of 20 years for a reign, these kings would take up 420 years, 

or at the rate of 15 years, 315 years. On the supposition, therefore, 

that the “ Kaumra ” line took its name from Kumara Bhaskara of 

Hiuen Tsiang’s time, it seems quite possible to accommodate Vajradatta, 

who is said to have been of the Kaumra line, together with his twenty- 

one successors in the interval between Hiuen Tsiang and Brahmapala. 

But there is another interesting point in our genealogy, viz., a 

curious discrepancy. 

The usual Asam tradition is that Bhagadatta and Vajradatta were 

brothers, both being the sons of Naraka, Bhagadatta apparently being 

the elder of the two, and he it was that succeeded his father on the 

throne of Pragjyotisa. See Mr. Gait’s paper on the Koch Kings of 

Kdmarupa, in this Journal, Vol. LXII, p. 271. This account is borne 

out by the Tejpur copper-plate grant of Vanamala published in this 

Journal, Vol. IX, p. 766. According to it the genealogy runs thus : 

1, Hari, the God. 

2, Naraka, founder of Pragjyotisa, son of No. 1. 

3, Bhagadatta and Vajradatta, sons of No. 2. 

4, Undefined number of kings of the line of Bhagadatta. 

5, Sahistambha, of a new line of an undefined number of 

kings, ending with prl-Harisa. 

6, Pralambha, said to be again of the line of Bhagadatta. 

7, Harjara, son of No. 6. 

8, Vanamala, son of No. 7. 

On the other hand, the Gauhatl grant makes Vajradatta to be 

the son of Bhagadatta; and in this it is in agreement with the Now- 

gong grant of Balavarman.8 The genealogy, as given in the latter, 

runs as follows :— 

1, Hari (called Upendra). 

2, Naraka, founder of Pragjyotisa, son of No. 1, 

3, Bhagadatta, son of No. 2. 

4, Vajradatta, son of No. 3. 

5, Undefined number of kings of his line. 

6, Salastambha, of a new line. 

7, Palaka, Vijaya and others, descendants of No. 6, occupying 

an undefined interval. 

8 This is another Asam coppcr-plate grant, brought to light by Mr. Gait, 

which will be published by me in a subsequent paper. 
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8, Harjara, of a new litie. 

9, Vanamala, son of No. 8. 

10, Jayamala, son of No. 9. 

11, Virabahu, son of No. 10. 

12, Balavarman, son of No. 11. 

With No. 8, Harjara, a new dynasty commences : but here the 

Nowgong and Tejpur grants differ, the latter commencing this new 

dynasty with Harjara’s father, Pralambha, whom the Nowgong grant 

ignores. Moreover the Tejpur grant seems distinctly to make Pralambha 

to belong to the (old, apparently restored) line of Bhagadatta. There 

is, however, in the genealogical wording of both grants sufficient 

looseness (probably intentional) to suggest the descensional connection 

of both the Salastambha and Harjara (or Pralambha) lines with 

Bhagadatta. 

In another point also these two grants differ. The Tejpur grant 

makes Bhagadatta to succeed his father Naraka, and omits all mention 

as to the further fortunes of his brother Vajradatta. On the other 

hand, the Nowgong grant makes Vajradatta to succeed his father 

Bhagadatta. 

This matter of the relation of the kings and dynasties to one another 

is further complicated through the statements in the Ratnapala grant. 

I have not as yet been able to thoroughly examine that grant, but so 

much seems to be clear from it, that Vajradatta was a brother of 

Bhagadatta (as against the Gauhati and Nowgong grants), and that 

Vajradatta succeeded his brother Bhagadatta (as against the Tejpur 

grant, which knows nothing about Vajradatta’s succession, and against 

the Gauhati and Nowgong grants, which make him succeed his father 

Bhagadatta). Further the Ratnapala grant fills up the undefined 

interval, No. 5 of the Gauhati grant, by stating that after Vajradatta 

a chief (adhipati) of the Mlecchas took possession of the kingdom, 

and a line of twenty kings now followed, beginning with (Salastambha. 

The twenty-first of this line was Tyaga-sidha, who had no sons, and 

he was succeeded by Brahmapala, the father of Ratnapala. From this 

account (if I have gathered it correctly) it would appear that the 

Pala dynasty of Asam followed the kings Nos. 5-12 of the Nowgong 

grant. The latter names eight kings, from (Salastambha down to Bala¬ 

varman. There may have been descendants of the Harjara line after 

Balavarman, but, in any case, the grant allows a number of unnamed 

kings under No. 7. There is no difficulty, therefore, in accounting for the 

21 kings, who are said, by the Ratnapala grant, to have preceded Brah¬ 

mapala. On palceograpbic grounds, too, there is a probability of the 

(Salastambha and Harjara lines having preceded the Pala dynasty. 
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For paloeographically tlie Nowgong grant is older than the Gauhati grant, 

and very closely resembles the Ratnapala grant. Thus, it does not use 

the ringlet of the nasal rj, and forms the consonant hh in the old fashion, 

older even than in the Ratnapala plate. It also uses the same initial form 

of the vowel i, as the latter plate, viz., a circumflex below two ringlets 

placed side by side (ojd), while the Gauhati plate reverses that position. 

Accordingly the Nowgong plate and its author must have preceded tho 

Gauhati plate of Indrapala. Whence it follows that, though the plate, 

pal geographically, might be of the same age as the Ratnapala plate, its 

author king Balavarman must be placed before Ratnapala, and, there¬ 

fore, also before Brahmapala. Whence it further follows that the Harjara 

line of kings must have preceded the Pala dynasty. For, to all 

appearances, they ruled over the same country of which Pragjyotisa 

was the capital.9 

The Tejpur grant, being one of Vanamala, the great-grandfather of 

Balavarman of the Nowgong grant, must be still older than the Pala 

grants. Unfortunately it is not forthcoming, though Mr. Gait has 

made a careful search for it. From the specimen, published in this 

Journal, Yol. IX, the point of age is very difficult to determine, though 

there is nothing in it to suggest its being younger than the Nowgong or 

the Pala grants. 

Unfortunately none of these Asam grants are dated. The palseo- 

graphic guidance is, at best, uncertain and vague ; but as it is, I am 

disposed to refer the Gauhati plate to (say) 1050 A.D., the Ratnapala 

plate to (say) 1010 A.D., the Nowgong plate to (say) 975 A.D., and the 

Tejpur plate of Vanamala to (say) 925 A.D. 

Another puzzle is that both lines, of Harjara (or Pralambha) as well 

as of the Palas, trace their descent up to Bhagadatta, as if they were 

dynasties related to one another, and of the same tribe or race. 

6 Pragjyotis-adhipa or ‘ lord of Pragjyotisa * is applied to all of them equally. 

So far as the land-grants which I have seen are concerned, the name Pragjydtisa is 

only applied to a town (pura), but not to a country. In the Nowgong grant Naraka 

is said to have conquered (the country of) Kamarupa and to have taken up his 

residence in the town (pura) of Pragjyotisa. There is nothing in the land-grants 

to show that Pragjydtisa had ceased to be the capital of the country in the time of 

either Balavarman or Indrapala; in fact, the title “lord of Pragjyotisa” rather 

negatives that idea. At the same time, it would seem that Indrapala ordinarily 

resided in the townlet (nagari, see v. 19) ^ridurjaya, which was a strong fort; 

while, according to the Nowgong grant, Balavarman appears to have ordinarily 

resided in Haruppegvara, which is described as his paitamaha Jcataka or ‘ ancestral 

camp.' I may add that, as Mr. Gait informs me, Pragjydtisa is represented by the 

modern town of Gauhati ; and that the modern Kamriip is a district which forms 

only a small part of the ancient kingdom of Kamarupa. See, however, ante, p. 104. 
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They also use the same emblem on their seals, a full-figure elephant, 

standing to the front. But the probability is that both dynasties are 

those of aboriginal tribal chiefs, who, aggrandizing themselves, adopted 

Hinduism and got invented for themselves a quasi Ksatriya descent. 

All the genealogical details, therefore, before Brahmapala, f alastambha 

and Pralambha (or Harjara) are unhistorical, the real lines commencing 

with those names. The lineage of Bhagadatta seems to have been a 

favorite one for the chiefs of Kamarupa to adopt. “ The so-called Rajas 

of Rani,” as Mr. Gait informs us (Journal, Yol. LXII, p. 272) also 

“ claim to be descended from the lineage of Bhagadatta.”10 

The preceding remarks, practically, dispose of the question of the 

connection of the Palas of our grant with the Palas of the well-known great 

Bihar and Bengal dynasty. On this subject, Mr. Gait writes to me as 

follows:— 
“ I do not think that there is any connection between the Pala kings, men¬ 

tioned in the Gauhatl grant and the great Pala dynasty of Bengal. The ins^ 

cription contains no reference to any known king of this dynasty; and the Palas 

in the copper-plate claim descent from Naraka and Bhagadatta, the mythical Hindu 

progenitors of more than one of the royal families which formerly held sway m 

Kamarupa. Moreover they are described as Lords of Pragjydtisa, which is not a 

title claimed by any of the Pala kings of Bengal, although one of them—Deva 

Pala—is said to have conquered Kamarupa. Lastly the title Pala is a very common 

one not only amongst the kings of ancient Assam, but also of the Baro Bhuiyas 

and others, e.g., of the Brahman to whom the land-grant mentioned in the plate 

under discussion was made.” 

I fully agree with Mr. Gait. 

Besides the four Asam grants, referred to in the preceding remarks 

(viz., the Gauhatl, Tejpur, Nowgong and Ratnapala grants), there is 

known a fifth, viz., the Benares grant of Vaidyadeva, published by 

Mr. Yenis in the Epigraphia Indica, Yol. II, p. 347. Yaidyadeva was 

the prime minister of king Kumarapala, of the great Bihar dynasty, 

who made his minister the tributary ruler of Kamarupa, in the place 

of the original ruler who had rebelled. Kumara Pala does not appear 

in the ordinary genealogical list of the Bihar Pala dynasty. That list 

concludes with a king Yigraha Pala III. But as Kumara Pala’s own 

genealogy begins with a Yigrahapala, as the grandfather, and gives 

Rama Pala, as the father of Kumara Pala, Mr. Yenis, with much 

probability, concludes the identity of the two Yigraha Palas, and thus 

makes Kumara Pala to he the grandson of Yigraha Pala III. The 

date of his grant is conjecturally fixed as 1142 A.D., placing it about 

one century later than the Gauhatl grant, which agrees well enough 

10 For modern instances of fictitious genealogies, see page 83 (§ 46) of Mr. 

Gait’s Report on the Census of Asam, 1891. 
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with the difference in the characters used in the two grants, though 

they belong to two rather different varieties of Nagarl. 

I may here state, that I possess a very excellently written and 

illuminated copy of the Ashta Sahasrika Prajna Paramita.- It is dated 

in the 15th year of the reign of Rama Pala, on the 17th day of the 

dark half of Vai^akha.11 Unfortunately, as usual in Pala inscriptions, 

there is no reference to any era. The letters are those of the MSS. Nos. 

1464 and 1688, and the numerals those of Nos. 1643 and 1683 (in 

Bendall’s Catalogue of Buddhist Sanskrit MSS. in the Cambridge Uni¬ 

versity Library), all dating in the 11th century (1015-1065). Occasion¬ 

ally the letters resemble those of No. 1693, dated 1165 A.D. The 

difference between the letters of these two sets is, on the whole, 

infinitesimal. As Mahipala is supposed to have reigned up to 1060 

A.D., Ramapala, third in descent from him, would, on the usual average 

of a 20 years’ reign, have been on the throne, from about 1100 to 1120 

or 1125, and this would well accord with the characters of my manus¬ 

cript of his reign. Kumara Pala might have followed him from about 

1125 to 1145 A.D. 

As to the localities mentioned in the grant I can offer no identi¬ 

fications ; indeed, I am not sure that I have understood all the terms 

correctly. Mr. Gait has been good enough to depute an officer to make 

local enquiries, but they have been unsuccessful. He says, however, that 

“ It has been suggested to me by Babu Bholanath Das, Sub-Deputy 

Collector, that the Hapyoma district may correspond to the Barama Tahsll, 

and the hamlet of KasI may correspond to the three villages Nath Kuci, Nau 

Kuci and Rana Kuci which aggregate some 5 square miles. A river flows to the 

west of these villages which is now known as Timu (Ti or Di is the Kacharl word 

for water or river, and is a common prefix in the names of rivers in Assam and 

E. Bengal) which would perhaps be the Digumma of the inscription. As regards 

the Makhi path on the East, it may be noted that there are two villages rather more 

than a mile to the South of Rana Kuci which are known as Bar. Makhibaha and 

Khudra Makhibaha respectively 1*, and it is possible that a road formerly led to 

them along the eastern boundary of Nau Kuci and Rana Kuci. Adjoining Rana Kuci 

to the S.-W. is the village of Ratanpur which may perhaps have some connection 

with Ratnapala, but this may be only accidental as there are several Ratnapuras in 

the province. There is, however, no trace now of any tank to the North of 

Nau Kuci, nor of any embankment and pond to the North-East and South-West. 

No worship is now performed at Makhibaha, but a Qraddha ceremony is performed 

every year in commemoration of the death of one Gaurl Narayan Chaudharl’s 

father. This is known as the Mdkhlbdhd-sabhd.” 

11 See Dr. R. Mitra’s edition of that work in the Bibliotheca Indica, Introduc¬ 

tion, p. XXIII. 

12 In order, however, to agree with the description in the grant, these two 

villages should lie to the North of Rana Kuci. For the Makhi-path runs north- 
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TEXT.1 

First Plate: Reverse. 

1, Svastil 2 Kkatvarjga para9ur=v=vrsah 9a2i-kal=ety-adi3 tvadiyam 

maya sarvvasvam jitam=adya nama kiva4 

2, pratyarppitam5 te punah. [l] presya kevalam=astii me jala-vaka 

Gaqg=eti Gaurl-gira f ambkor=dyutaka- 

3, lajitasya jayati vrida-vinamram (drak ||[1 i|] 6 Jayati Pa^upati praj- 

adkinatko makita-vapur-m-maki- 

4, ma maka-varakak | iyam=api Bkagadatta-vatsa-mata Dkaranir 

=anta7-naradkipa-pratistka II [2 ||] 8Yad-vari Rama-para- 

. 5, 2or=n=nrpa-kantka-kanda-lavasya dkauta-gkana-lohita-paijkam=asit I 

Laukitya ity=adkipatik saritam 

6, sa esa Yrakm9-aqga-bkur=n=nudatu yak kali-kalmasani10 l|[3 ||] 

Yalgat-kkura ksubkita-bkima-bknjagga-sadma kalp-a- 

7, vasana-dina-bkinna-samudra-mudram | patala-paqka-patal-odara- 

saimillnam krod-a- 

8, krtir=v=YasutIm11 Harir=ujjakara l| [4 II] Daikstr-aqkur-oddkfta- 

dkara-parirambka-garbka-sambkoga-sambkr- 

9, ta-ras-alasa-manasasya | tasy=atmajo narapatir=n=Narak-abliidka- 

nalji 9riman=abkud=bkavana-va- 

10, ndita-pada-malak [ll 5 ||] Ratna-prabha-ruckiram=aspadam=eya 

Laksmak12 pnny-opakantka-vilasad-vana-bkari13 [t] 

11, Pragjyotisam puram^apara-yaqak14 sajjair=v=vaksak-stkalam=pittir 

=iv=aparam=adkyuvasa II[6 ll] Tasy=api 

eastwards from the hamlet of Kasi. Of course, it might be suggested that that 

path commenced at Makhibaha and ran in a northerly direction to the Knci villages 

(or Kasi), and then continued in a north-easterly direction, along the side of the 

land referred to in the grant, while its earlier portion (further south) did not touch 

that land at all. 

1 From the Original. In the photograph some of the compound letters do not 

show entirely. 

2 Metre : Qdrdula- Vikriditd. Read Tchatvdygah. 

3 Here is a flaw in the Plate which makes the ak?ara appear dt. 

4 Read Icitava. The metre shows that an aksara is omitted. 

6 Read pratyarppitam. 

8 Metre: Puspitdgrd. Read Pagupatih. 

1 One aksara is omitted ; read ananta. 

8 Metre of verses 3-8 : Vasanta-tilalca. 

9 Read Brahma. 

10 Read kalmasani. 

11 One aksara is missing; read Vasumatim. 

12 Read LaJcsmydh. 

13 • Here two aksaras are omitted : read bhdra-hdri. 

14 One aksara omitted ; insert sa. 
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12, sunur=abhavad=Bhagadatta-na,ma vi9rama-bhumir=akhilasya pitur 

-g=gmiasya I satv15-oddhrtah satata- 

13, m=una-vale valiyan yah paksa-patam=akarot=ksata-vaira-paksa16 

[|| 7 || ] Kaumr-anvay-onnati-pada-pra- 

14, thita-pratisthah prthvl-bhujam vijayinam dhuri Vajradattah dor- 

v-vajra-virjja 17-parito-18 

Second Plate: Obverse. 

1, t6sita-Vajrapanir=asId=aTnusyal9-musit-ari-ja9as80=tanujah21 || [81| ] 

22 Asm[i]n 23=eva nrp-anvaye narapatih fri-Vrahma9- 

2, palo ’bhavat tatma 24 bhuvi Ratnapala iti ca khyatah ksat-arir=v= 

va9i25 | asy=anargha-gun-akarasya mahima ra- 

3, jnas=tu kim=vannyatye26 yah 9laghyair=atidisyate27 su-caritaih 

Ramasya Krsnasya va II [9 ||] Samvadha28 vasudha su- 

4, dha-dhavalitaih^ambhu-pratisth-aspadair=yasya 9rotriya-mandirani 

vibhayair=n=nana-prakarair=api I yupair=yajna- 

5, grh-ai)ganani havisam dhumrair 29=n=nabho-mandalam yatra-renu- 

bhir=arnnay-amvu 30 yijaya-stambhai9=ca savva31 d^ah n [10 ll] 

32 A- 

6, sld=udara-kittir33=d=data bhokta 9ucih kala-kusalah [|] tasya Pu- 

randarapalah sumih 9ura9=ca su-kavi- 

7, 9=ca || [ 11II ] Krtam=atikautukam=a-sakrn=mrgaya rasikena yena 

samare’pi I ksana-viracita- 

13 Read sattv. 

16 Read paksah. & 

17 Read vlryya. 

18 Between pa and ri there is a gap in the original plate, apparently caused by 

a flaw in the metal. Cancel the duplicate ak§ara to. 

19 Read amusya. 

20 Read yagas. 

21 Read tanujah, metri causa. 

22 Metre of verses 9 and 10 : Qardula-Vikriditd. 

23 Read asmin-n-eva metri causa. The vowel i is obliterated by the hammering 

of the rim. 

24 Here one long aksara is omitted : perhaps read tat-sunur= 

23 Read vagi. 

25 Read Mm varnnyate or Mm=barnnyatd. 

27 Read atidigyate. 

23 Read sambaddhd, metri causa. 

29 Read dhumair. 

50 Read dmbu. 

51 Read sarvva. , * • 

32 Metre of verses 11 and 12 : Aryd. 
Read Jelrttir. 
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8, ^ara-panjara-vaddhai ripu-raja-^ddiilaih34 l| [12||] 35 Jamadagnya- 

blmja-vikramaj=jita-prajya-rajya-nr- 

9, pa-varhca-sambhavam [|] Durllabli=eti sa tu. loka-durllabham 

prapya samyag=abhavata36 kalatrava- 

10, nam37 || [13 ii] 38 Sac=iva Cakrasya fiva39 pambhfi Rati4,0 Sma- 

rasy-eva Harer=iva prlh [|] sa Robin-iva Ksanadakarasya 

11, tasy=annrupa-pranaya vabhuva41 || [14 ll] 42Devah piacl pradipa4S 

prakata-vasuraati-mandalah khandit-ari- 

12, r=j=jatas=tabhya44 jit-atma naya-vinavatam45-atrranlr=lndrapa- 

lah | yasmin simhasana-sthe svayam=avani-bhr- 

13, tarn vaddlia-sev-anjalinam=avarjjan=mauli-ratnaih phaKtam--iva 

bha46 -kuttimam kiryamanaih || [15 ll] 33 Su-vi- 

14, strtauam pada-vakya-tarkka-tantra-pravali-atitarapginlnaih 47 | yah 

sarvva-vidya-saritam=a-gadliam=atita48=n=niraa- 

15, gna9=ca gata£=ca param 11 [16 ||] 49Svarggam gate pitari yasya 

yayah-^arlre [?] pautrasya putra-[w ]na[— ^ ^-/] 

Second Plate : Reverse. 

1, [— ^-] I [-w ^ w w —]na g u n - an ur u pam=a ty - 

arppita svayam=avanE0=nija-rajya-laksmih ||[17 ll] Yasmin 

=nrpe vinaya-yikrama-bhaji pga5L 

2, samyag-vibhakta-catnr-acrama-yarnna-dbarmma | anandini52 caka- 

la63-kamad«gba prajanam prthvl prthoh punar=iva prathit-oday 

=asi54[ll 18 ll] 

84 Head qdrddulaih. 

88 Metre: Rathoddliatd. 

Read abhcivat. 

87 Read ha lair a van. 

88 Metre : Indravajrd and Upendravajrd. 

89 One aksara omitted : read (fiv-eva. 

40 Read liatih. 

41 Read babhiiva. 

42 Metre: Sragdhard. 

48 Read pradipah. 

44 Read tdbhydih. 

45 One aksara is omitted ; read vinayavatdm. 

48 One aksara omitted : read sabhd. 

47 Read dtitaraTjginindrii. 

48 Read antar-n. 

49 Metre of verses 17 and 18 : Vasantatilakd. Portions of this verse are illegible, 

80 Mutilated for abhavan ; but read abhun, metri causa. 

M Here one aksara is missing : perhaps read tuyge. 
32 Read anandini. 

ES Read sakala. 

34 Read asit, 

J. i. 17 
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3, 8SKaid-turaga-ratna-purnna rajnas=tafiy=armrupa-giina-vasatih [|] 

nrpati-ku66-dnrjjay=asm=nagarl prl-durjjaya nama H [19 n] 

66 Pragjyo- 

4, tis67 - adbipaty -asamkbyat - apratibata - danda - ksapifc - a^e^a - ripu - 

paksa - ^rl - varaha-parame^vara-paramabhattaraka-maharaj -ad- 

bira- 

5, ja-^rl - Ratnapala- varmma-deva- padanudhyata - parame^vara-para- 

mabbattaraka-maharaj - adbiraja - 9rl-mad-Indrapala - varmma - 

deva 68 

6, ku^all fl Uttara-kule Hapyoma-visay-antabpati-Kasi-pataka-bbayi- 

sa - bbumya - paksa - sta69 - dbanya - catu 60 - sahasr - otpattika - bhu- 

man I 

7, tatha-purvya-sanmpasthifca-yisaya-ra-karana6l-vyavabarika-prairm- 

kha-janapadan raja-rajnl-ranak-adhikrtan=anya-62 

8, pi rajanyaka-rajapiitra-rajavallabha-prabhrtm yatbakala-bbavino’pi 

sarvvan manana-purvvakam samadi- 

9, 9ati veditam=astu bhavatam bhumir=iyam | vastu-kedara-stbala- 

jala-gopracar-avaskar-ady-upeta yatbasam- 

10, stba sYa-sim-odde9a-paryanta basti-vandha-nauka-vandha-caud- 

dbarana 6S- dandapa9 - oparikara - nana - nimitt - otkbetana - bas t y - 

a9v-o- 

11, stra-go-mabisi-jatika-pracara-prabbrtinam6i=vinivarita-sarvva-pida 

9asani-krtya n 65Asit Ka9yapa-gotro ’tipavito66 mi- 

12, tra-vatsalah | yajurvvedl gun-adbaro Haripala ifci dyijab ll[l ||] 

Siitab favarapal-akbyatah sadma66-yimatsarah | abhavad= 

bbaya- 

13, nisthasya66 dvijanma maninam 67=varab ||[2 ||] Saukbyayik=eti tasy 

=abbut paricarya-sukha-prada | ay-acarasya6s s-acara patni gu- 

&& Here one aksara is missing : read hula. 

66 From here pro-e. 

61 Read Prugjyotisd... 

63 Read devah. 

W Read stha. 

Read catuh. 

Read sa-karana. 

83 One aksara is omitted : read anyan^a- 

63 Read caurdddharana. 

64 Read prabhrtindm vinivdrita. 

66 Metre of verses 1-5 : Qldka. 

86 The reading is doubtful. 

61 Read maninam varah. Probably faulty for manninam. 

63 Read dry-dcdrasya. 
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14, navati sati II [3 ||] De^apala iti snigdha-vandhunam krta-palanah l 

tabhyam jato dvijo ^esa-guna-ratna-nidhih sudhi69 [4||] 

15, Qa9ani70-krtyabhur=esa71 tasmai duskara72-9asine I 73dvijaya datta 

yattaya rajye ’stama-same maya II 4s II [5 ||] 

Third Plate: Obverse. 

1, Asya74sima purvvena kostha-makkhi-yana villa-purvvah krilamm75' 

kuntavita-khambhava-satka-makuti-makklii-yana-hasl 

2, ksetr-ali9=ca | purvva-daksinena tad-bhu | kuntavita-lakkhyava- 

bhoga-KasI-pataka bhummyoh76 simni vrhad-alih | daksine- 

3, na tad-bhu-slmni vrhad-alih I uttara-ga | pa9cima-ga-vaksena77 

Svalpadyati-kaivarttanam bhoga-dirgha-kostlie78 bhu- 

4, simni ksetr-ali I vam9a-stupa-trayan=ca | daksina-pa9oimena tad- 

bhu-simni Digumma-nadi | uttara-ga-va- 

5, krena tad-bhu-slmni s=aiva-nadi | purvva-ga | uttara-vakrena 

kostha-Kasi 79-pataka bhu-slmni ksetr-ali I pa9cima-ga-va- 

6, krena tad-bhu-slmni vastv-alih | pa9cimena Digumma-nadi 

pa9cim-ottareua s=aiva=nadi 

7, uttarena Tathagata-karit-Aditya-bhataraka "-satka-qasana-Bhavisa 

bhu-slmni ksetr-a- 

8, li-sthal-akhotaka-vrksa | pa9upati-karita-puskirinl81-daksi pattau83 I 

ksetr-ali9=ca I u 8S- 

9, uttara-purvvena tad-bhu i kostha makkhi-yana II villa-purvvalj 

kulan=c=eti II & II 

The Seal. 
» 

1, Svasti Pragjyotis-adhipati-ma- 

2, haraj-adhiraja-9ri-ma- 

3, d-Indrapala84-varmma-devah [||] 

89 Read sudhlh. 

70 Read qasani. 

71 Read esd. 

72 Read duskara. 

73 This half-verse scans irregularly. 

74 Read asyah. 

Read kulam. 

76 Read bhiimyah. 

77 Read vakrena. 

78 Reading uncertain ; perhaps kSnta. 

79 Usually Kdst. 

80 Read bhattaraka. 

81 Read puskarini. 

82 Perhaps read daksina-pdrQve. 

83 Dele the duplicate u. 

84 The vowel i is attached tp the Ipwer part of the ak?ara d. 
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Translation. 

(First Plate : line 1) Flail! 

(Verse 1.) “ Having won to-day the whole of thy property, (viz.) 

club, axe, bull, crescent and the rest, oh gamester ! I return it to thee 

again: only let me retain Graqga to serve me as a water-carrier.”1 At 

this speech of Gauri, (Jambhu’s head bowed for shame at his defeat in 

the game of dice. May he be glorious ! 

(2.) May Pa^upati be glorious, the lord of the creation, (who is) 

the famous great Boar of a wonderful bodily form : and she also, the 

Earth, who is the residence of innumerable kings, and the mother of 

him (i.e.f Naraka), whose son is Bhagadatta.2 

(3.) That king of rivers which is born of the body of Brahma 

and is called Lauhitya (or bloody), because its waters were stained with 

the copious blood (loliita) that was washed off Kama’s axe after it 

had cut off heaps of necks of kings,— may it also wipe off your stains 

(contracted) in this sinful age.3 

(4.) Hari, in the shape of a boar, disturbing and frightening the 

abode of the Snakes with his bounding hoofs, uplifted the Earth which 

was stuck fast in the depths of the mire of the nether-world, after 

having sunk in the seas cleft asunder on the day of universal dissolution. 

(5.) Of him, whose mind was faint with pleasure obtained from 

the embrace and sexual enjoyment of the Earth as she was borne up on 

the points of his tusks, there came to be an excellent son, the king named 

Naraka, the soles of whose feet were adored by all the world. 

(6.) He, in boundless glory and with every circumstance of pomp, 

held court in the town of Pragjycffisa, which was (to him) like a second 

bosom of his father, and which, in its fine environment of delightfully 

dense woods, appeared like Laksml’s seat brilliant with luminous jewels. 

(7.) His son was Bhagadatta, full of goodness, who was the reposi¬ 

tory of all the virtues of his father, and, being strong himself, always 

took the side of the weak. 

(8.) His son was Vajradatta, who widely upheld, among the con¬ 

quering princes, the prestige of the Kaumra dynasty, 

(Second Plate, obverse) in that he pleased Vajrapani by the 

adamantine strength of his arms, and gathered fame by his raids on 

his enemies. 
♦ 

1 Gauri and Gaqga are the two wives of (yiva, and so they are jealous of each 

other. 

2 See below verses 5-7. 

3 Lauhitya is another name of the river Brahmaputra. The story of its birth 

is quoted in the new edition of the Qabdakalpadruma, from the Kalika Purana 

(84th Adhy&ya of the Jamadagnya Upakhyana), under the word lauhitya. Amogka, 
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(9.) It was his dynasty, to which belonged king Brahmapala, 

and his son Ratnapala who was known in the world as the mighty 

crusher of enemies. How is it possible to describe the greatness of 

this king, the possessor of priceless virtues, who emulated the renowned 

good deeds of Kama or Krsna : 

(10.) Who studded the earth with white-washed temples enshrin¬ 

ing pambhu, the houses of learned men with, various kinds of wealth, 

the sacrificial courtyards with immolating posts, the skies with the 

smoke of burnt-offerings, the waters of the sea with the dust of his 

marching armies, and all the quarters (of the earth) with the pillar- 

monuments of his victories ? 

(11.) His son was Purandarpala, a ruler of wide renown, liberal, 

jovial, pious, and accomplished in all arts, a hero as well as a poet: 

(12.) Who being passionately fond of tbe chase, gave more than 

once extraordinary proofs of it by the way in which he captured hostile 

kings, like tigers, in nettings of arrows improvised for the occasion. 

(13.) He had the distinction of obtaining for wife the (princess) 

Durlabha,4 such a one as is truly difficult to obtain in the world, who 

was descended from the royal races of the extensive kingdoms conquered 

by the victorious arms of Jamadagni’s son (Paracurama). 

(14.) As SacI is to fakra (or Indra), fiva (or Parvatl) to fambhu 

(orCiva), Rati to Smara (the love-god), frl (or Lakshmi) to Hari 

(or Visnu), and as RohinI is to Ksanadakara (or Candra, the moon), such 

a loving wife was she to him. 

(15.) Of them was born Indrapala, a king who kept a control over 

himself, and was foremost among the just and righteous, who vanquished 

(all) his enemies, and who like the light of the East (i.e., the sun) 

illumined the (whole) terrestrial globe : before whom, when he sat on 

his throne, the mosaic floor of his audience-hall looked like a fruit- 

covered tree by reason of the strewn-about jewels (that fell) from the 

the wife of the sage Qantanu, was directed by her husband to conceive by the God 

Brahma. Her progeny was born in the form of water, and placed by the sage 

in the middle of four mountains, where it grew into a lake. In its waters Paracju- 

rama cleansed himself from his sin of matricide, which done, be cut with his axe 

a channel, through which the waters flowed into India in the form of a river. 

The presumption is — though the story does not say so — that the lake and river are 

called lauhitya * red,’ ‘ bloody,’ from Paracurama having washed off his bloody 

stains in its waters. It may be noted, however, that, according to our legend, it 

was the slaughter of the Ksatriya kings from which Paracurama cleansed 

himself in the lake. According to the version of the Bhagavat Purina, Paracurama 

formed a dreadful river with the blood of the slain K^atriyas, and afterwards he 

cleansed himself in the Sarasvati, the river of Brahma (see J. Muir’s Sanskrit Textst 

Vol. I, pp. 458, 459). 

* The meaning of the name is ‘ difficult to obtain.’ 
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crowns of the princes as they voluntarily stood reverently bowing (before 

him) with joined hands : 

(16.) Who dived into and passed across the deep and broad 

streams of all knowledges, the dashing waves of which are the sciences of 

words, sentences, arguments and doctrines. 

(17.) After his father had gone to heaven in a halo of glory 

of his grandchild the son. 

(Second Plate: reverse).the fortune of his own kingdom 

was voluntarily delivered, in accordance with his virtues.B 

(18.) During the righteous and victorious reign of this king, the 

earth was happy and greatly flourishing, and became the cow that yields 

all desires to men, as in the time of Prthu, because the laws of the 

four gramas (or periods of life) and of the four castes were observed in 

their proper divisions. 

(19.) This king had a residence of corresponding virtues,6 a town 

full of elephants, horses, and jewels, and impregnable to (the attacks 

of) any royal dynasty, whence it was named (M-Durjaya. 

(Second Plate : line 4) The Paramegvara, Parama-bhattdralca, Mahd- 

rajadhiraja, the illustrious Indrapala Varma-deva, who meditates at the 

feet of the lord of Pragjyotisa, the illustrious Varahaf the Paramepvara, 

Parama-bhaftdraka, Malidruj-adhiraja, the illustrious Ratnapala Varma- 

deva, who overthrew and inflicted punishment on all his innumerable 

enemies,8 may he prosper! 

(Line 6.) With reference to the land bearing four-thousand 

(measures of) rice, and lying by the side of the land belonging to 

the Bhavisa of the hamlet9 of Kasi, situated within the district10 of 

Hapyoma, in the northern part of the country, he sends his greetings 

and commands to all who reside near the afore-said fields, viz., the 

accountants,11 traders and other (common) people of the district, as well 

6 This verse is mutilated and not intelligible, but from what follows below, 

it appears that the verse stated that Purandarapala died without succeeding to the 

throne, and that Ratnapala was followed on the throne by his grandchild Indrapala. 

6 One would rather expect the reading gun-dnurupa. The name Durjaya means 

‘difficult to conquer.’ 

I I.e., one who is a boar (varuha) like Visnu. 

8 The reading is here rather obscure. Perhaps pratihata should be read 

for apratihata. 

9 On pataka, ‘hamlet/ see Indian Antiquary, Yol. XVIII, p. 135. 
10 With reference to the term visaya or district, I may note that Mr. Gait 

informs me that “ the local revenue officials, commonly known as Mauzadars are also 

in parts still called Bisayas or Patgiris.” 

II The word ra-lcarana of the original is faulty for sa-lcarana, which also occurs 

in the Dharmapala grant, published by Mr. Batavyal in this Journal, Yol. LXIII for 

1894, p. 57 (line 48) and p. 50, footnote 16. Karana is a synonym of Kayastha. 
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as those who hold the rank of Raja, Rdjnl, Ranaka, and others, such as 

Raj any as, Rajaputras and Rajavallabhas,12 and all who may hold any rank 

from time to time. 

(Line 9). Be it known to you, that this land, together with its 

houses, paddy-fields, dry land, water, cattle-pastures, refuse-lands, etc., 

of whatever kind it may be, inclusive of any place within its borders, and 

freed from all worries on account of the fastening of elephants, the 

fastening of boats, the searching for thieves, the inflicting of punish* 

ments, the tenant’s taxes,13 the imposts for various causes, and the pastur¬ 

ing of animals such as elephants, horses, camels, cattle, and buffalos, 

as set forth in this charter14:— 

(Line 11, verse 1.) There was a Yajurvedi brahman, named 

Haripala of the Ka^yapa gotra, very pure,15 kind to friends, and pos¬ 

sessed of every virtue. 

(2.) That excellent man had a son, called ^avarapala, who was 

unambitious of position, a (truly) twice-born man and most highly 

respected. 

(3.) This noble man had a wife, called Saukhyayika, who was 

well-conducted, virtuous and chaste, who gave pleasure (to her husband) 

by her devotion (to him). 

(4.) Of them was born the brahman Decapala, wise and full of 

every virtue, and mindful of services done to him by his friends and 

relations. 

(5.) To that brahman, who is austere and observes difficult ordi¬ 

nances, that land, as set forth in this charter, is given by me in the 

eighth' year of my reign. 

(Third Plate : first line.) 16 Its boundaries (are as follows :) on the 

east, there are the Makkhi-path17 to the granary with the pond in front of 

12 These terms signify various degrees of hereditary or official rank, and have 

no exact equivalents in English. Baja is not a ‘ king.’ Bdjni is literally a ‘ queen.’ 

Buna, a prakritic form of raja, is a still existing title. 

13 Upari-kara is a fiscal term : the rent or tax (kara) paid by an upari or tenant 

who does not reside or has no occupancy-rights in the land. See Buhler’s remarks 

in the Indian Antiquary, Vol. VII, p. 66. 

1* The sentence, which breaks off here, is resumed in verse 5, below. 

13 The reading atipavito is not very satisfactory. The second aksara pa is in¬ 

distinct. 

16 This statement of the boundaries is full of vernacular terms, which I do not 

fully understand. 

17 Tana also occurs repeatedly in the Dharmapala grant published by Mr. Bata- 

vyal, who translates it with “water-course.” See ante, Vol. XLIII, pp. 49, 55 

(lines 33, 38). Thus we have amra-ydna (1. 38) ‘the road (lined) with mango-trees.’ 

MaJckhi or mikkhi might be the same as the Hindi makki or makai ‘ Indian corn,’ 
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it, and an embankment, also the Has! of the Makkhi-patli (established) 

by the still extant edict (engraved) on the Kuntavita pillar, and 

the ridge of the fields. On the south-east of the land, there are the 

hamlet of Kasl on the Kiintavifca Lakkhyava property, and, along the 

boundary of the land, the big dike. On the south, along the boundary 

of the land, is the big dike. At the bend to the north and west, there 

are the big granary on the property of the Svalpadyati fishermen, and, 

along the boundary of the land, the ridge of fields, also three clumps 

of bamboos. On the south-west, along the boundary of the land, 

there is the river Digumma. At the bend to the north, along the 

boundary of the land, there is the same river. At the bend to the east 

and the north, there are the granary belonging to the hamlet of Kasl, 

and, along the boundary of the land, the ridge of the fields. At the bend 

to the west, along the boundary of the land, there is a row of houses. 

On the west, there is the river Digumma. On the north-west, there 

is the same river. On the north, there are the Bbavisa with the 

still existing.charter of the holy Aditya (or Sun-god) made by Tathagata, 

and, along the boundary of the land, a walnut tree on a dry spot on 

the ridge of the fields, on the south side18 of the tank made by Pa£upati> 

as well as a ridge of fields. On the north-east of that land, there are the 

granary, with the Makkhi-path and the pond in front of it, as well as 

an embankment. 

The Seal. 

Hail ! The lord of Pragjyotisa, the Mabaraj-adhiraja, the illus¬ 

trious Indrapala Varma-deva. 

‘ maize ’; hence makkhi-yana 1 the road lined with maize (-fields). But it may be 

questioned whether maize was known in India in those early times. Or the true 

reading might be makkhiydna-viUa-purva, ‘(the granary) with the pond of Mabhana in 

front of it.’ MahTchiyana might be another form of malckhdna which is Euryale ferox. 

I can make nothing satisfactory of dahsi pdttau. It may be a combined 

error of the scribe and the engraver, and may be intended for daksina-'pdrqte. The 

two aksaras ttau and qv£ are not altogether unlike one another. 
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On some New or Bare Hi?idu and Muhammadan Coins. No. IV.1—By 

Dr. A. F. Rudolf Hoernle. 

(With Plate VI.) 

I. Bengal Coin. 

A notice of “ a rare gold coin of Jalalu-d-din Muhammad Shah 

of Bengal ” has been published by Mr. Richard Burn, in the Proceedings 

of this Society for August 1896, p. 108. The coin is in Mr. Burn’s 

possession. He writes to me as follows about its history : “ It was obtain¬ 

ed by me from the treasury of the Raja of Tamkuhi, an estate in the east 

of the Kasra district. The Raja could give no information as to when it 

came into the possession of his family. He is by caste a Buinhar, and 

he has property in the Gaya district in Bengal. I think it may pro¬ 

bably have been received from there, as I have never come across any 

other Bengal coins in the N.-YY. Provinces. It is a custom in the family 

for each of the more important servants to present a nazr of a gold 

mohur on the death of the head. The treasury, however, contained, 

besides this, no coin older than the Murshidabad mohurs, struck by the 

East India Company.” I fancy, it is unique, and therefore publish a 

facsimile of it on Plate VI, Ho. 1. Its weight is 160 grains. Neither the 

British Museum, nor any of the Museums in India possess a gold coin 

of this type, though silver coins are fairly common.2 The latter are of 

several varieties, differing in ornamentation and legends: the British 

Museum possesses five varieties, of which variety A is figured in this 

Journal, Vol. XLII (p.267), on Plate VIII, No. 4, also Marsden, PI. 

XXXVII, No. DCCLXV, variety B, in the Br. Mus. Cat., PI. Ill, 

No. 77 and this Journal, Vol. XLII, PI. VIII, No. 6, and variety D, in 

this Journal, Vol. XLII, PI. VIII, No. 5. The present gold coin, in its 

ornamentation, differs from any of these varieties. In its legends, it 

1 For Nos I, II, and III, see ante, Yol. LYIII, of 1889, p. 30, Yol. LIX, of 1890, 

p. 169, and Yol. LXII, of 1893, p. 230. 

2 The British Museum possesses a gold coin of *a different (tuglm*) type, No. 81, 

. in its Catalogue 

J. i. 18 
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agrees with variety D of the British Museum, with the exception that, 

while the silver coin has the kunyat Ahul Muzaffar, the gold coin has 

Abul Mujahid. 

Obv. Rev. 

Lozenge-shaped area. 

Marginal sections illegible. 

Lettered surface. 

J*\ fc^'l [j] 
»U b+s'0 A4l[ap|] 

^UaJLJf 

The obverse marginal sections probably contained the names of the 

four Imams. Traces of ‘ All and Abu Bakr appear to be distinguishable ; 

but possibly they might have contained the date of the coin. 

Jalalu-d-din Muhammad Shah probably reigned from 817-835 H, 

See ante, Yol. XLII, p. 266. 

II. Moghul Coin. 

This is a dam of Akbar of the Manikpur mint, noticed by Mr. R. 

Burn, in the Proceedings for August 1896, p. 109. It weighs 325 grains, 

and is dated 98* H. It was obtained by Mr. Burn from a Baniya in 

the bazar of a village in the Farrukhabad district, where it was in 

circulation. Information on the mint town will be found in Mr. Burn’s 

note in the Proceedings. It is now figured on Plate VI, No. 2. 

Obv. Rev. 

SA 

j . in & 

AXm» 

Over the ^ there are an Over the a of there 

asterisk and an arrow-head. is a quatrefoil. 

Ill, Coin of Timur. 

This professes to be a gold coin of Amir Timur. It is the property 

of the Chief Secretary of the Dliolpur State in Rajputana, and was 

shown to me in March 1896, by Messrs. Cooke and Kelvey, Jewellers, of 

Calcutta. I could learn nothing about its history, and I doubted its genu¬ 

ineness ; but I publish it both as a curiosity and to elicit the opinion of 

numismatists. It weighs 210 grains. See Plate Vi, No. 3. 
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Ohv. 

In circular area :— 

JL 
*D| lit 1) 

aJJj 

A-U| <Jj ^ 
drv ts'fj 

M 

aUJ| 

Margin: — j 

iS^V0 J J C5*3 J 
•• ** w 

The date appears to be 801 H. The unit figure one is not quite 

distinct; it has become attached to the first up-stroke of in Sultan. 

The mint seems to be clearly enough Hisar. 

The year 801 is that of Timur’s raid (jihad) into India. On the 

17th December 1398, he captured Delhi. He advanced from Multan. 

From thence the direct route would have been by Bhatner, Sirsa, 

Hisar, Hansi, Rohtak to Delhi. The Ghaggar river, however, followed 

a different course in those days. So Timur marched from Sirsa 

(Sarsuti) by Fathabad, Tohara, Kaithal to Panipat, and thence to 

Delhi. He thus left Hisar to the south of his route, at a distance of 

about 30 miles from Fathabad. At that time Hisar was a new town 

and fort; it had been founded, 44 years before, by the Delhi Emperor 

Firuz Shah, in 1354 A. D. In Slier Shah’s time (947-952 H) it became a 

favourite mint; but before him it has never been noticed as a mint 

town. It is curious that Timur in the diary of his raid, makes no men¬ 

tion at all of the place and its fort, though he passed so very near it.3 

There is a mint-town Hisar in Bukhara, of which two silver coins 

are known, of the Shaibani line of kings.4 These kings followed the 

Timurides. One of the last Timurides, Mas‘ud, was the ruling Gov¬ 

ernor of this Hisar in 872-873 H., but no coins of his struck in Hisar 

appear to be known. This Hisar, of course, might have suited Timur ; 

but the date of the present coin, 801 H., points to the Indian Hisar, near 

which town Timur was in that year. Moreover the date and the general 

style of the present coin point to India. Moreover, the letters of its legends, 

8 See the diary of his raid in Sir H. M. Elliot’s History of India, Yol. Ill, 

pp. 428-433. 

4 See British Museum Catalogue, Yol. VII, Nos. 140, 141. 

Rev. 

In circular area :— 

cjajf 

jj+d I 

A*l 
jtjt h,ln J AxlvO 

Margin :— * * * * # 
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in the crudity of their formation, show a curious resemblance to the 

coinage of the time of Timur’s raid. Mahmud Shah, the son of Muham¬ 

mad Shall and grandson of Firuz Shah, was the ruler of Delhi at that 

time. He reigned from 795-815 H. The crude form of r in Muham- 

mad on the obverse is especially noticeable, and is very much like that 

on Mahmud’s coins. 

There are some other curiosities and inaccuracies in the spelling. 

Thus, j r of the first rasiil in the obverse legend is written across the ^ s, 

with the medial stroke of which it partially coincides. On the obverse 

the name of Timur is mis-spelled Timur without the intermediate . 

It is true that in Turk! the vowels may be short or long, but, in actual 

use, I have never met with Timur spelled Timur.5 The title Kurkan is 

spelled Kuban, the intermediate ) r being omitted. On the margin of the 

reverse the imperial titles are given in the inverse order al-Alzam 

as-Sultdn instead of as-Sultan al-Alzam. The preceding title, of which 

only traces of the concluding letters (far ?) remain, may have been Abul 

Muzaffar : if so, the inversion of the order of the titles is complete. 

Perhaps most curious of all is the fact that the proper name Timur 

appears to be constructed with the article al, but see footnote 5. 

Similar inaccuracies, however, though not in such an accumulation, 

occur on undoubted coins of Timur. See, e. g., the spelling of Alif Jj*»j 

on coins Nos. 12, 19, 29, etc., in the British Museum Catalogue. 

The accumulation of titles is a very unusual feature on Timur’s 

genuine coins, on which he never applies the imperial titles to him¬ 

self. It is just possible, of course, that the missing portion of the 

reverse marginal legend may have contained the name of the nominal 

Sultan, Mahmud Khan, though the rule of the latter is usually said to 

have terminated in 800H. The title al-Malik appears to be found 

occasionally on Timur’s genuine coins, seeBr. Mus. Cat., Nos. 34 and 35. 

Al-khaqan is not found on any of .them. It occurs apparently for the 

first time, on coins of the Timuride Abdullah (854 H.). The title 

Sahib Qirdn, also, is not found on any of Timur’s known genuine coins; 

but it is well-known that that title was given to Timur on his accession 

to the Amirship in 771 H. 

A further difficulty is that Timur, on all his known genuine coins, 

professes himself an orthodox Sunni Muhammadan : they bear the 

Sunni form of the creed and only the names of the four orthodox 

6 It is just possible that the alif in al-timur may belong to al-amir above, the alif 

of which is not very clear, and that the apparent l of al-timur may be intended for 

t. This would produce the ordinary spelling Timur without aDy article. Observe 

a similar elongated form of t on the coins Nos. 27 and 30 in the British Museum 

Catalogue. 
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Khalifahs. On the other hand, the present coin shows the Shi‘ah form 

of the creed, together with the names of the twelve Imams. There is 

the strongest evidence that Timur was a Shi‘ah,6 and if this gold piece 

was made in India, the marks of the Shi'ah faith may have been put on 

it to conciliate Timur. 

Add to this that hitherto no gold coin of Timur, so far as I know, 

has been discovered. Silver, copper and brass coins of his exist; but 

no gold coins have survived, if they ever existed. Moreover the weight 

of the coin does not agree with the contemporary standard of Indian 

gold coins. 

All these circumstances inspire one with distrust. On the other 

hand, it is difficult to account for a forgery. An imitator would ordinari¬ 

ly require a model to work with. The very difference of the present 

coin from all known coins of Timur makes against a forgery. Then, 

there is the curious resemblance, in the general style, to the contem¬ 

porary coins of India. Also the date and mint agree with the time 

and circumstances of Timur’s transitory invasion of India. The piece is 

probably not a coin at all, but may be a medal for commemoration or 

presentation. This may account for its irregular weight. 

IV. GrHAZNIH COINS. 

In July 1896 a hoard of 739 Ghaznih coins were found near Ed- 

wardsabad in the Bannu. district of the Panjab. A notice of the find is 

published in the Proceedings for January, 1897. They were all coins of 

Sabuktagin, who ruled from 366-387H. = 976-997 A.D., and most of them, 

(718) belonged to the well-known variety, which is shown on Plate V, 

No. 453, of the second volume of the British Museum Catalogue. This 

variety has the name of Sabuktagin on the reverse, and the words 

at-TdHyu li-l-ldhi on the obverse. 

There is another variety of the same type of coin, which reverses 

the position of those words: the name Sabuktagin is on the obverse, 

and at-TdHyu li-l-ldhi on the reverse. This is very rare. I know only of 

the existence of two specimens, one in the Indian Museum, No. 7847 in 

i ts Catalogue, and the other in the India Office, from the Masson Collection, 

noted in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. IX, page 305. 

In the Bannu find there were eight specimens of this variety. 

There occurs a third variety, which shows the name of Sabuktagin 

8 See Sir H. M. Elliot’s History of India, Yol. Ill, p. 393. The Tarikh-i-Timurl 

shows the fact clearly. Thus it relates that Timur was one day sitting with 

learned men of Halab. He asked them about their opinion regarding ‘Ali, Mawiyah 

and Yazid. One of them whispered to his friend to be careful what he replied 

because Timur was a Shi‘ah, 
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on both sides, and omits the words at-Tdliyu li-l-ldhi altogether. This is 

also very rare. I know only of the existence of one specimen ; it is in 

the Lahore Museum, No. 11 (p. 24) of the second volume of the Museum 

catalogue. In the Bannu find there were 13 specimens. 

The British Museum, so far as I can discover, possesses no speci¬ 

mens of either of the two rare varieties. One of each has now been 

given to it. The coin cabinets of the Asiatic Society of Bengal and of 

Bombay, and]of the Museums in Madras, Lahore, Lucknow and Nagpur 

have also been supplied with one specimen of each variety. 

So far as I know, no facsimile of either of the two rarer varieties 

has ever been published. Accordingly I do so now. Plate VI, No. 4 

shows the second variety. 

Ohv. Rev. 

In circular area :—• In circular area:— 
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Plate VI, No. 5 shows the third variety • -- 
• 

Ohv. Rev. 
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The margins on all the specimens of the find are almost entirely 

clipped away, and do not offer sufficient traces to identify any mint or 

date. 

V. Early Indo-Scythian Coin (Kadphises II). 

In the Proceedings for May, 1895, I published a notice of two coins 

of Kadphises II, with new Kharosthi legends on the reverse, They be¬ 

longed to a hoard of 432 coins of Kadphises II and Kanishka, which 

was found on the Kalka-Kasauli road in the Patiala State. With the 

exception of those two, all the coins belonged to the ordinary, well- 
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known types. One of the two is too badly preserved, to deserve figur¬ 

ing ; very possibly its legend, after all, may be the ordinary one. But 

the legend of the other is too distinct to be mistaken; and, therefore, 

I now publish a facsimile of it, on Plate VI, No. 6. The word apratihatasa 

is quite distinctly legible on the right-hand side of the margin, where, 

in the case of the ordinary legend, the words hima-kapigasa come in. 

The Kharosthi letters of these two sets of words could not be mistaken • • 
for one another. 

The full legend appears to have run as follows :— 

[Ma]ha(rai)\Ja rojadliiraja] (sa tradata)sa apra(tihatasa). 

The aksaras, enclosed within angular brackets, are lost; those 

Within round brackets are more or less distinct; the rest are quite clear. 

The legend commences just to the right of f iva’s head, though ma 

is lost. The ha of maharaja stands exactly over piva’s head. The tra of 

tradatasa stands under fiva’s proper right foot. The heads of some 

of the letters are worn away, thus rendering them, at first, doubtful; 

this is the case with data of tradatasa, and ti and ta of apratihatasa. 

As the head of ti is lost, the letter might have been di. The vowel- 

stroke of this letter has a rather unusual position, as it runs across the 

perpendicular stroke of the consonant t (or d) instead of through to its 

horizontal top-stroke. Moreover the horizontal bottom-stroke of ha 

touches the foot of the letter ti (or di). 

This is the first and, as yet, only coin of Kadphises II, on which 

the epithet apratihata occurs. It occurs, however, on the coins of 

Gondophares and Banjabala who must have been nearly contemporary 

with Kadphises II. It also occurs, in the form apadihata, on the earlier 

coins of Lysias, Artemidorus and Philoxenus, 

The obverse is altogether the usual, wherefore it has not been 

figured. The legend is almost entirely obliterated ; only a trace of 

MErACO (i.e., pcyas ooppo) is just recognizable near the proper right 

foot of the figure of Kadphises in its usual place. 

VI. Indo-Bactrian Coins (Abdagases). 

I take this opportunity of publishing facsimiles of the two Abda¬ 

gases coins, which have been noticed by me in the Proceedings for May 

1895. See Plate VI, Nos. 7 and 8. The reverses only have been figured; 

the obverses do not differ from the usual type. As stated in the 

Proceedings, these two copper coins were obtained from the Gaya bazar 

with a number of others which offered nothing of interest. 

The singularity of these two coins is that they are the first instance, 

and the only one, hitherto discovered, of the Kharosthi script,/running 

from the left to the right. 

I 

\ 
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In addition to this, they show another minor peculiarity. On the 

ordinary copper coins of Abdagases, as well as those of Gondophares 

and other later Bactrian kings, the legend runs continuously all round 

the margin, and is to be read from the inside of the coin. This, how¬ 

ever, is not the nsual arrangement on Bactrian coins. As a rule the legend 

is not written continuonsly, but in two sections. The shorter section of 

the Kharosthi legend (on the reverses), giving the name, commences ou 

the lower right of the margin, and runs along the bottom of the coin, 

from right to left, to the lower left of the margin ; and must be read 

from the outside of the coin. The longer section commences on the 

lower right of the margin, and runs up all round the top of the coin, 

down to the lower left; and must be read from the inside of the coin. 

Both sections, therefore, commence on the lower right of the margin, 

and read from the right to the left, in diverging lines. The same arrange¬ 

ment holds good for the Greek legends (on the obverses) ; only in this 

case, as Greek is read from the left to the right, the starting point of 

the two sections is the lower left of the margin. Now on our new 

Abdagases coins, there is a curious mixture of the Greek and Kharosthi 

arrangements. The legend is written in two sections; the shorter 

section, giving the name, Avadagagasa, begins on the lower right, and 

runs across to the lower left, and reads from the outside of the coin, 

from the right to the left. This shorter section, therefore, follows the 

usual system of writing and reading the Kharosthi script. But the 

longer section commences on the left side, where the shorter section 

ends, and then runs from the left to the right, round the upper part of 

the margin, down to where the shorter section commences; and it reads 

from the inside of the coin. The longer section, therefore, reads from 

the left to the right, like the Greek. In fact, that section is arranged 

and reads like a Greek legend, while the shorter legend is arranged and 

reads like a Kharosthi legend, though both sections are wrritten in 

Kharosthi characters. In other respects the legend is the usual one, viz.:— 

Longer section : Maharajasa tradatasa. 

Shorter ditto : Avadagagasa. 

It is the longer section, therefore, which shows the singularity, 

above referred to, of a Kharosthi legend, reading from the left to the 

right, after the fashion of the ordinary Indian Brahmi script. The 

smaller section, on the other hand, shows the Kharosthi script in its 

ordinary fashion of reading from the right to the left. 

On No. 7 nearly the whole of the legend can be seen. The point of 

junction of the two sections of the legend is on the left margin, just 

opposite tjie middle of the back of the winged figure. Here (reading 

from the \inside of the coin) the two aksaras maha are perfect and 
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clear ; below tbem (reading from tbe outside of tlie coin) stand succes¬ 

sively 5a and pa, botli equally perfect and clear. Beyond pa, below the 

feet of the figure, comes a fragment of ga. The next two letters vada 

of the shorter section are quite gone ; but of the first letter a, a small 

fraction is still visible. Again, of the longer section, above malui, there 

come ra and ja, on the left and right side respectively of the bead of the 

figure. The aksara ja is quite clear; but the horizontal headline of ra 

is worn away; and, moreover, it seems to have been turned the wroug 

way ( r instead of 1 ), perhaps induced by the inversion of the direc¬ 

tion of the script. Then follow the letters sa and tra, both rather 

crowded and mutilated. Next comes da, nearly perfect, and finally 

come tasa, more or less mutilated. The legend, therefore stands thus:— 

Malia(ra)ja(sa tra)da( tasa), ( A) [vada] (ga)pasa. 

The angular brackets indicating lost, and the round brackets, muti¬ 

lated letters. 

In No. 8, only the left portion of the legend is preserved ; viz., maha 

of the longer, and gapasa of the shorter legend. On this specimen the 

letter ga is in nearly perfect preservation. 

It is a fortunate circumstance that the preserved portion happens 

to contain just some of the most distinct letters of the Kharosthi alpha¬ 

bet. Most of the letters of that alphabet are, as a rule, most difficult to 

identify. But this is never the case with the letters ma, sa, pa and ga, 

and in a lesser degree with ha and ja. These six letters are just those best 

preserved and quite distinct on both specimens. They together form 

(as will be readily understood from the arrangement of the legend, 

above explained) a continuous set of letters which make up, between 

them, the beginning of the longer and the end of the shorter sections of 

the legend. This set of letters is quite characteristic, and is sufficient 

to show how the whole legend must have run, even when it is not 

actually, or completely, extant. 

VII. Gujarat Coins. 

The coins of the Muhammadan “ Kings of Gujarat” are described in 

the British Museum Catalogue, Coins of the Muhammadan States, pp. 132 

ff., in this Journal, Yol. LVIII, for 1889, pp. 1 ff., and in Thomas’ Chroni¬ 

cles of the Pathan Kings of Delhi, pp. 350 ff. There still remain, however, 

many lacunae to fill up. Thus of Qutbu-d-din, the fourth Sultan, who 

reigned from 855-863 H. = 1451-1458 A.D., no coin appears to have been 

discovered hitherto ; none, certainly, has been either noticed or publish¬ 

ed. Not long ago, I had the good luck to discover two copper coins of 

this Sultan, m fairly good condition, in a small collection which I was 

J. i. 19 
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examining. They are now in my possession, by exchange. I publish 

them in Plate VI, Nos. 9 and 10. They are varieties of two different 

sizes. 

No. 9. Weight 117 gr. Lettered surfaces. Date [8]5(6). 

Obv. 

•* • 

Ja*)| 

Rev. 

[A>1 

No. 10., Weight 77 gr. Lettered surfaces. Date 855. 

Obv. 

LW| 

Rev. 

^LkJLJ( 

Ada 

The date of No. 10, is nearly perfect; that of No. 9, is mutilated; 

its unit’s figure may be either 6 or 5. 

These two coins are historically noteworthy as they disclose the 

regnal name of Qutbu-d-din, which appears to have bfeen hitherto un¬ 

known. It is Ahmad Shah, and he is therefore now to be counted as 

the second of that name in the genealogical list, while he who hitherto 

stood in it as Ahmad Shah II, reigning from 961-969 H = 1553-1561 A.D., 

must now be counted as the third Ahmad. I notice that the British 

Museum Catalogue gives two copper coins of this Ahmad Shall III, 

Nos. 435 and 436, on page 140. Neither of them are dated : nor are 

they figured in the plates: from the latter circumstance I conclude that 

they are not well enough preserved to be figured, and that their reverses, 

in the original state, probably bore a date. Possibly it may now turn 

out that they are really coins of Ahmad Shah II. 

I may note that the coins of Ahmad ghah II, in type and execution, 

show distinctly the character of the early Gujarat issues, as seen in the 

coins of Ahmad Shah I, and Mahmud Shah I. A century later, in the 

time of Ahmad Shah III, the coinage had considerably altered and 

deteriorated. This maybe seen from his coins, published by Mr. Oliver, 

in this Journal, Vol. LVIII, p. 11, Plate III, Nos. XXVI and XXVII. 

They resemble, in this respect, the coins of his successor Muzaffar Shah 

III, who reigned from 969-980 H. = 1561-1572 A.D. A copper coin of 

the latter has been published by Mr. Oliver, ibidem, p. 11, Plate III, 

No. XXXII. To these I add now two other coins of Muzaffar III, of 

two different varieties. 

Plate VI, No. 11, Weight 174 grains. Date 969. 
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Obv. Rev. 

Lettered surface. 

Lrf IJ 

4> * 
m*U 

J&J tjJl 

In marginal circle. 

jSda/Q 

Plate VI, No. 12. Weight 174 grains. Date 96*. 

Obv. 

A 

Rev. 

SI* 

jidaK 

jJ|« 

The complete legends of No. 12, would he:— 

Obv. j txW| 

Rev. s *1 * &IA fctk^&la/O 

After Muzaffar III, the Gujarat coinage went on degenerating, and 

now, in one of its most degenerate forms, makes the coinage of the 

modern Native State of Navanagar, tributary to the State of Junagarh, 

to which Muzaffar is said to have fled after his defeat by Akbar’s 

generals (see ante, Vol. LVIII, p. 4). To this period belong the two 

silver coins, dated 978 H., published by Mr. Oliver, ibidem, p. 11, Plate 

III, Nos. XXIX and XXX. I may note that the date 78 has been 

stereotyped on the whole series of these Navanagar coins, down to its 

modern issue. I publish here a set of characteristic specimens. 

Plate VI, No. 13. Weight 117 grains. Lettered surfaces. Date 78. 

Obv. Rev. 

ejlLLJt 
VA 

Jjl-W jhiaAi 

Plate VI, No. 14. 

Plate VI, No. 15. 

l fragments. 

o»—» '■*» I 

etc. bJtiJf 

Similar to No. 13. 

Weight 149 grains. Lettered surfaces. No date. 

Obv. Rev. 

Illegible fragments. 

It may be read qf?r or 

or & IkL. 
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Plate VI, No. 16. Modern issue, which adopts the type of No. 13. 

Date 78. Weight 98 grains. 

Obv. n)UaJLvo jSJok 78 (in corrupt spelling), 

Bev. The usual legend etc., reduced to meaningless scrawls. 

VIII. South-Indian Coins. 

In November, 1896, I received 42 coins which had been found in 

the district of Angul in Orissa. My report on them is published in 

the April Proceedings for 1897. They consisted of 22 Bahmani silver 

coins and 20 gold pieces. It is the latter, of specimens of which I now 

publish facsimiles. Among the former there were no novelties, except¬ 

ing a slight new variety of the well-known type of Firuz Shah’s coin. 

The only difference in this variety is in the form of the ^ j in Firtiz’s 

title of Taju-d-din. In December, 1892, I received two more gold 

pieces, found on the banks of the river Brahmini in the Tributary 

State of Dhanakanal. See Proceedings for April, 1897. 

Of the 20 gold pieces from Angul, 18 have small gold loops 

attached, by which they were threaded on a piece of string, forming 

probably a small necklet. They are very small, thin pieces of gold, 

weighing, on the average, only 8 grains, though some weigh only 6'5 

grains. Eighteen of them, as well as the two pieces from Dhenkanal, 

are coins, “ locally (as I am informed) called boons.” In the Interna¬ 

tional Numismata Orient alia, Vol. I, “ Coins of Southern India,” by 

Sir Walter Elliot, there is one coin, No. 93 on Plate III, which bears 

some resemblance to the coins now described, but it is too imperfect for 

identification. 

The obverse of all these coins is alike. It shows the figure of a 

recumbent bull to the right, with the conch shell in front, and another 

emblem of varying form over the back. Only in one specimen, No. 28, 

the bull is turned to the left. The reverse also is alike, with the 

exception of one specimen. The usual type of the reverse shows a 

kind of irregular oblong quadrangle, between two indistinct symbols. 

Below the oblong are one or two numbers, and above it a short 

legend of (apparently) three aksaras. This legend is in some cases 

obliterated by the loop or worn away, though in most cases it may never 

have existed at all. It is not very distinct, and seems to read crigaga, 

the meaning of which I do not know. It can best be seen on Plate I, 

Nos. 22 and 29; also partially on No. 18. Its existence on Nos. 17, 19, 

20 and 21, etc., is doubtful. Nos. 17,18, 24,27, 28, 29, and 30 show different 

varieties of the symbol over the bull. The numbers under the bull 

are the following: 3 on No. 19, 4 on No. 20, 9 on No. 21, 13 on No. 18, 
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19 on No. 27, 31 on No. 30, 33 on Nos. 17 and 28, 34 on Nos. 22 and 23, 

and 44 on No. 29. Of these numbers, 3 occurs on 1 specimen, 4 on 2, 9 

on 3, 13 and 19 on one each, 31 on six, 33 on three, 34 on two and 44 

on one. They would seem to indicate years, but whether of a reign or 

of an era, I do not know. 

The single exception of the reverse, above referred to, is No. 29. 

Here the oblong is wanting; the legend QrJgaga, in rather large letters, 

and the number 44, enclosed between two upright strokes, take up the 

whole face of the reverse. 

There remain Nos. 25 and 26. Both have loops and belonged to 

the necklace, above noticed. I believe they are mere ornamental pieces, 

though they may be struck from coin dies. No. 26 shows a rosette, 

while No. 25 has the anthropoid figure of Garuda, standing to the 

left. Neither of them are uncommon devices on South-Indian Coins 

(see loco cit., PI. II, 75, etc.). The reverse of both pieces is blank, 

only showing the countersunk mark of the punch, used to punch out 

the raised obverse device. 

Since the publication of my report in the April Proceedings, I find 

that coins of this kind have been described and figured by Dr. E. 

Hultzsch in the Indian Antiquary, Vol. XXY, (December, 1896, received 

by me, however, only in May, 1897), Plate II, Nos. 30-33. They 

resemble my coins, Nos. 17-21, showing on the obverse the bull, and on 

the reverse, the oblong with date. Dr. Hultzsch ascribes these coins to 

King Anantavarman of Kalirjga, who ascended the throne in 1078 A.D., 

and added Orissa to his dominions. He also takes the oblong to be the 

letter sa, an abbreviation of sa\_mvat] or ‘ year,’ and the numbers to signify 

regnal years. If this is correct, my No. 29 would be of the 44th year 

of Anantavarman, or the year 1121 A.D. As Anantavarman bore the 

surname Cdda-garjga, I conjecture that the legend on the coins, Nos. 18, 

22, 29, is intended for Cri-Ga\_m~\ga, and refers to the surname Coda- 

gaijga. What Dr. Hultzsch takes to be a crescent over the head of the 

bull, appears to me to be merely intended for the horns of the bull. 
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Pronominal Adjuncts in the Language spoken in the Western and Southern 

Parts of the Panjab.— By the Rev. Trevor Bomford, M. A., 

C. M. S., Multan. 

[Read March 1897.] 

These have two forms. 

A. The Direct. In this form they are found in nearly every 

language which has retained any system for the conjugation of verbs, 

and their usual mode of use is in connection with the root of a tense 

to form the different persons. Except for the fact that there are one 

or two peculiarities in their use in Western Panjabi, and one or two 

unusual forms, it would hardly be necessary to mention them, but as it 

is we will devote a short space to them. 

Their forms are — 

1st Person Singular Ol § Sindhi makes the 3 Plural in ane 

2nd 5? 5 9 
§ Panjabi ,, „ 1 Plural in & 

3rd 
»• ii 

e „ „ „ 3 Plur. in an or a 

1st Person Plural (a) U but otherwise they are the same. 

(6) ah The 2nd form given for 1st Plu¬ 

2nd it J 6 ral is that in use in Shahpur where 

3rd >> jj lA in it is variously spelt, 

ah, aha, aha, ahe, iha. 

In reference to these forms we would remark. 

1. That in Sindhi a is the short nominative of 1st Pers. Pron. 

Sing, and that the instrumental form of 1st Plur. is 

as§ or asahe. 

2. Their original forms were in Prakrit, 

1st Sing, ami, 2nd Sing, asi, 3rd Sing, ai, 

1st Plur. amo, 2nd Plur. aha, 3rd Plur. anti. 

In their simplest form, they are used in the Shahpur district 

to express the ideas “ I am,” “ Thou art,” &c., and Sir R. P. Burton gives 

them in this shape to represent the present tense of the Substantive 

verb in the extreme south of the Panjab. 

They do not however, as a rule, stand alone, but are attached to 

some other word or part of the root of a word. 
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(1) Thus they are attached to the root ‘h’ of the Substantive 

verb to form its present tense as — 

1st Pers. Sing. Hs or Mai hi, I am. 

2nd 

3rd 

1st 

He or Tu he, 

He or Uh he, 

Pers. Plur. 
C Hai 

(Hal 
or Assa hai, 

Thou art. 

He is. 

We are. 

2nd „ „ Ho or Tussa ho, You are. 

3rd „ „ Hin or Uhe hin, They are. 

It will be seen that the 1st Pers. Plur. has in this case another 

form. 

(2.) They are attached to nouns. In this case if the noun ends 

in a vowel it contracts with the affix or disappears thus — 

Zal mutt! hoi jliuge, Without a wife is any place a home, 

jhuge = jhuga e. 

Hik savi kunje, There is a grey crane, 

kunje = kunj e. 

Iwi apni ghinda matlabe, In this way he gets his purpose. 

Here one would expect ‘ apni matlab ghinda (h)e. 

Baikhari di ajab chale, The profession of Baikhars is wonderful. 

Hik mail khatae, kliande sara sale, One month he earns wages— 

he eats (lives on his earnings) the whole year. 

3. They are attached to adjectives thus — 

Iho kharabe, This is bad. 

Uh cange, That is good. 

Uhe cangin, They are good. 

Thulha kapra handhda cange, Thick cloth wears well. 

4. They are attached to present participles. Thus— 

Karendi, I do. 
'1 ) 

At first sight many would pronounce this merely a contraction for 

karendahi, but I do not think that it is. The simple form of these exist¬ 

ed before the ‘ h ’ form, and further there is a slight difference in mean¬ 

ing for the shorter form has, in writings at all events, a more indefinite 

meaning thus — 

Aukhe velhe dost pakardin,— In times of difficulty friends are 

useful.— Pakarde hin would be rather “ are being useful.” 

5. The third person singular and plural at all events are found 

with Transitive Past Participles — 

Ka! Iho jihl kam kite, Who ever did such a deed as this. 

Assi sare patte dasain, All details were given by us. 
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6. They are found (or some of them) with the Past tense of In¬ 

transitive Verbs. Thus — 

Ay I, I came. Gii, I went. 

Nikatthe, He came out. Nikatthin, They came out. 

Here too in place of these common forms, we find one (if not two) 

other forms representing the direct (i.e., Nominative) Pronoun. 

(a) The first of these is the ending 4 us ’ representing the first 

person pronoun (Singular). 

So far I have only met it in a short story called the Four Fools 

where it occurs some 15 times. 

(1) In connection with the root ha (of the Past Tense of the 

Substantive verb), thus — 

Mai suta pia bans, I was sleeping. 

(2) In connection with various Intransitive Past Participles, 

Thus— 

Nikatthus, I came out. 

Mat bolius, I spoke. 

Mai gius, I went. 

(h.) The second of these is ti or § which represents the 2nd Pers. 

Sing, as — 

Kede gm, Whither didst thou go. 

TS jayS, Thou wast born. 

Jadan til unde sarnhne thill, When you were before him. 

Til vi sakht dukh vie pin., You too have fallen into great trouble. 

There is considerable difficulty in determining whether these 

forms represent a direct, i.e., a Nominative, pronoun or whether they 

are to be classed amongst the indirect pronominal affixes, which repre¬ 

sent an agent or dative. This uncertainty arises from the character 

of the Past Participle of the Intransitive verb. This was I believe 

originally a Passive Participle (just as those of Transitive verbs are 

still), and as a Passive Participle when it took pronominal affixes it took 

them in the indirect forms. Even when expressed independently of 

the verb, they sometimes assume the same construction; especially when 

some other words intervene between the pronoun and the verb. Thus 

we have such a phrase as “Un .. aya ” which is literally 44 By 

him the act of coming was.” 

They are, however, also found constructed as Active Participles, with 

a true Nominative—not an Agent; thus 4 U aya ’ He came : and they 

are found with the direct affixes ; as 44 a-ya,” I came, and 44 ayin,” They 

came. Under these circumstances it is not easy to decide in dealing 

with rare forms whether such represent a Nominative or an Agent. 
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Iri the case of the {s ’ form for the 1st person, I am nearly sure that 

it represents a nominative for the following reasons 

(1) It is generally accompanied by the full form of the pronoun, 

thus—“ Mai baith rihus ” I remained seated. 

It is true the full form of the pronoun is found also with the 

indirect forms; as “Mai marium ” which literally is 

“By me a beating was by me but they are rarely used 

in this way, for the meaning of the final ‘ m ’ is well- 

known, and the full form not prefixed. 

(2) There is a clear and distinct form for the agent (or indirect 

affix) of the 1st Person, viz., ‘ m ’; which is found in such 

forms as “ Ayum ” “ Riham, ” and which has a form of its 

own in connection with ‘ ha ’ viz., ‘ haim,’ It was by me. 

The first of these reasons holds good of the 2nd Person form a or o, 

but not the second (except that one friend gave me hafl, as the 2nd Pers. 

Sing, form corresponding to haus, but he could give no examples) ; for 

the Agent form for that is 51 or el, when attached to the Past Participles 

of Transitive Verbs — and, further, these in proverbs or poetry some¬ 

times drop the ‘ i ’ which is the true representative of the 2nd person 

singular. Thus “ Path dito kuwar lot,” You sent the girl. Therefore when 

one finds such forms as o, 8, ft attached to the uncertain Intransitive 

Verbs, it is impossible to say whether they represent an Agent form or a 

Nominative form of the 2nd Person Singular Pronoun. I am inclined 

however to think that, when we have o simply, it represents an Agent 

(with of course a Nominative meaning), for it is the form sometimes 

adopted by the Agent with Transitive Verbs,— but, when we have ft or 

o, I should class it with the direct forms ; for the nasal (which is however 

very uncertain in its coming and going) is a characteristic of the other 

direct form viz. 8. 

It is interesting to notice that * I came ’ may be expressed in four 

different ways. 

(1) Mai aya, (2) Ay§ or Ma! ayS, (3) Ayus or MaT §yus, (4) Ayum. 

7. They are attached to the potential and future roots of verbs to 

conjugate those tenses. The full pronoun may be also (and generally 

is) expressed as well. Thus — 

Potentials. 

1st Pers. Sing. How a I may be Kar 
a 
a I may do. 

2nd 
33 e Thou mayst be 33 e Thou mayst do. 

3rd u 33 e He may be 33 e He may do. 

1st 33 Plur. 
33 u We 

¥V e 33 3) 33 

CO. 
U We „ „ 

2nd 33 35 33 o You „ „ 
33 0 You „ „ 

3rd y> 37 3? in They „ „ 
77 

in They „ „ 

J. i. 20 
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1st Pers. Sing. Hos a 

Futures. 

I will be Kares a I will do. 

2nd „ e Thou wilt be »» e Thou wilt do. 

drd ,, ,, ,, i He will be 5) i He will do. 

1st „ Plur. „ U We „ »» » 
rv 

U We TV c it it 
2nd ,, ,, ,, 5 You „ » *» 0 You „ „ 

3rd ,, ,, ,, in They „ » it in They „ „ 

The 3rd Pers. Sing, in the Future is as will be seen i not e. 

B. The Indirect form which they take to represent the Agent or 

the Dative. 

In this form they are not regularly used in Panjabi though an 

occasional instance may be met with, but are found both in Sindhi and 

Kazmin. 

Sindhi uses them — 

a) With nouns, but as a general rule only with such nouns as 

have a personal relation to the speaker as, 

Nenume, My eye. 

Piuse, His father. 

but we never find any suffix to represent the 1st Pers. Plural used 

with nouns, 

(2) With postpositions thus — 

Kanime, to me. 

and (3) extensively with verbs. Suffixes which properly belong to 

nouns may also be attached to verbs. 

Kaj^miri uses them only with verbs; but here, again, we find the 

curious exception of the 1st Person Plural, which is never found repre¬ 

sented by a suffix. 

In the Western Panjab they were not used with nouns—unless 

a case, which will be subsequently dealt with, may be reckoned as 

such—but are used 

(1) with every part of the verb, even in many cases when one 

would more naturally expect them to be found with nouns, 

and 

(2) with negatives. 

The forms they take are— 

1st Pers. Sing. ‘ m * 

2nd Pers. Sing. i 

I 

a 

This is their form when represent¬ 

ing a Dative, or an Agent (when 

they are joined to the root by a con¬ 

necting link which is either e or 6). 

The long form a is only found after 

the third Person Sing, of the 
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Future which ends in i and requires 

this pronoun, if attached, to he 

marked out by a stronger form than 

the usual i (see examples later on.) 

vl With the root of the past tense 

v§ of the Substantive Verb. 

Here ‘ v ’ is a connecting link. 

6 This is the form taken with the 

S Past Participles of Intransitive 

Verbs, and rarely with Transitive 

V erbs, 

3rd Pers. Sing. ‘ s ’ 

1st Pers. Plur. se This is joined to the root by a 

connecting link, 

o in the South of the country, ah 

in Shahpur. See also the Substan¬ 

tive Verb. 

2nd Pers. Plur. ve This is joined to the root by a 

vhg link 5. 

3rd Pers. Plur. (1) nhe The first of these is the com¬ 

(2) nhe monest ; the third is only the result 

(3) ni of careless writing; the fourth is 

(4) n found in the middle of a compound 

word, when some other Agent is 

suffixed. (See instances of double 

suffixes). 

The connecting link may be i or 

a or o. 

Being used for the Agent or the Dative, they carry a meaning of 

“ by ” or “ to ” with, as is the case with the direct adjuncts, generally a 

verbal meaning attached. 

Thus ‘ m ’ means that something “ is by me ” or “ is to me.” 

But they cannot stand alone, they must be attached to something. 

To represent the bare fact that something “ is by (or to) me or thee 

or him, &c„” they attach themselves, as do the direct forms for increased 

emphasis, to some part of the Substantive Verb;—to the root letter ‘ h ’ 

to represent the idea of ‘ is ’ and to the base ‘ha ’ to represent that of 

‘ was ’ thus — 

A. 1st Pers. Sing, h im 1st Pers. Plur. h isse 

2nd „ „ h ei 2nd „ •„ h ivve or h ivlie 

3rd „ „ h is 3rd „ „ h inbe 

V.B.—'Of these the forms for 1st and 2nd Plur. are often used in 
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place of those which are formed with the direct adjunct as part of the 

present tense 

B. from the base ha. 

1st Pers. Sing. ha im 

or ha m in common talk 

2nd „ V ha ve 

or ha vi This is I think a feminine. 

3rd „ ha us 

1st „ Plur. ha se 

2nd „ 5) ha ve 

3rd „ ?? ha nil! • 

Of these the 1st and 2nd Singular, and the 1st and 2nd Plurals, are 

extensively used for what should be the direct forms of the Past Ter.se 

of the Substantive Verb, but are also used with their own peculiar 

signification. 

These two tenses (if we may call them so) are in very common use 

in connection with the Past Participles of Transitive Verbs, to form the 

Perfect and Pluperfect Tenses of such verbs. In this case they represent 

the Agent and, often, the pronoun is fully written before the verb as 

well as expressed in the Suffix: but they are often found, especially 

when a Dative has to be expressed, independently of auy other verb. 

Examples of 1st Person Singular. 

1st Tense as Agent. 

Mai kanak rihai him, By me wheat has been sown by me. 

E sare zewar pate him, All these jewels have been worn by me. 

1st Tense as Dative. 

Itli tasalli tin gai him, So much comfort has come to me. 

Du gal he taT kanfi puchaniE him, Two questions to be asked from 

thee are to me. 

2nd Tense as Agent. 

Mai farmaish kiti haim, By me the order was given by me. 

Taiyar kita liaim, Preparation was made by me. 

Biyan jo sunia ham, The account which was heard by me. 

2nd Tense as Dative. 

Kujh accha na lagda haim, Nothing seemed good to me. 

Tir lagge hue liaim dil kTI, The arrows went home to me to the heart. 

Examples of 2nd Person Singular. 

1st Tense as Agent. 

Tai tarah badshah da suniha mai kn pahuncaya hei, As the 

king’s message was delivered to me by thee. 

Iku. suujata hei, To him has recognition been by thee. 
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1st Tense as Dative. 

Hik galh hei, One word to thee. 

Gurdish hei, Trouble is to thee. 

2nd Tense as Agent. 

E kanak kith! rihal havi, Where was this wheat sown by thee. 

Til minnat kiti have, By thee a request was made by thee. 

2nd Tense as Dative. 

Yar ay a havi, Did thy lover come to thee. 

Examples of 3rd Person Singular. 

1st Tense as Agent. 

Kanak mol glridl his, Wheat has been bought by him. 

Kiya qusur kita, his, What crime has been done by him. 

Occasionally the Substantive Verb instead of being merely re¬ 

presented by ‘ h ’ takes its own plural form to agree with the Nomina¬ 

tive, if that is plural: thus 

AssakS ni‘amate ditti! hinnis, By him blessings have been 

given to us. 

Itli shai as saldl khoaya hinnis, So many things to eat 

have been given to us by him. 

1st Tense as Dative. 

Bukhar his, Fever is to him. 

DadhI sat lagl his, A severe blow was struck to him. 

Ghairat dil vie aundi his, Jealousy is coming into the heart 

to him, i. e., into his heart. 

2nd Tense as Agent. 

Jerha dinh muqarrar kita haus, The day which was ap¬ 

pointed by him. 

Iho jibs bagh na sunia huya haus, Such a garden as this 

had never been heard of by him. 

2nd Tense as Dative. 

Sabh kujh ghar vie haus, Everything was in the house to him. 

Kahi shai di parwa na haus, Care about anything was not 

to him. 

Toie jo banhe vi rakh ditte! hamis, although female slaves 

were appointed by me for him. 

Occasionally instead of merely the root ha we find a modified 

plural form, of the 3rd pers. plur. of the Past Tense, to agree with a 

Nominative Plural. The full form is liai or linn, as 

Jitle zewar hath lagde hanis, As many jewels as came into 

the hand to him, i. eas came into his hand. 

Bhil sari! kapre ute paundil hanis, Very many used to fall 

iuto his clothes. 
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Agent 1st Pers. Plur. 

Ghidinse, We have received them. 

Agent 2nd Pers. Plur. 

Ghidinve, You have received them. 

Examples of 1st Person Plural. 

1st Tense as Agent. 

Banaya hisse, It has been built by us. 

Uldl qaid kar rakhia hisse, Imprisonment has been given 

to him by us. 

1st Tense as Dative. 

IkH na chorawana hisse, It is impossible for us to desert him. 

2nd Tense as Agent. 

Koi kam na kita base, Nothing was done by us. 

2nd Tense as Dative. 

Jiw§ hukm ditta hase, As order was given to us. 

Examples of 2nd Person Plural. 

1st Tense as Agent. 

E farmaya hivve, Has this been ordered by you. 

E vi sahih farmaya hivve, This, too, was clearly ordered by you. 

1st Tense as Dative. 

Kith hivve Shahzada, Where is the prince for you, i.e., 

where is your prince. 

2nd Tense as Agent. 

Faqlr kS farmaya have, To the faqir an order was given by you. 

2nd Tense as Dative. 

Jiwe mai farmaya havl, As by me was ordered to you. 

Examples of 3rd Person Plural. 

1st Tense as Agent. 

Farmaish kit! hinhe, An order was given by them. 

1st Tense as Dative. 

Tussle sare patte dasae hinhe, Have you told to them all the 

details. 

2nd Tense as Agent. 
O 

Nan dl shad! kiti hauke, A nominal wedding was gone 

through by them. 

2nd Tense as Dative. 

Jitha faqlr hukm ditta hanlie, Where by the faqir the order 

was given to them. 

Jerhe velhe bhuk trai lagdi hanh§, When hunger and thirst 

came to them. 
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II. Sometimes, when in connection with nouns, they dispense with 

the ‘ li ’; and attach themselves directly to the noun : thus 

Multan gharara At Multan a house is to me. 

„ ghari „ „ „ „ thee. 

„ gharus „ „ „ „ him. 

„ ghar ahse „ „ „ „ us. 

The following example of Indirect pronominal affixes with nouns 

is from Shahpur. 

Sing. 1 Kassim, I have fever Plur. 1 Kassisse, We have fever. 

„ 2 Kassel, Thou hast fever. „ 2 Kassinehe, You have fever. 

„ 3 Kassis, He has fever. ,, 3 Kassinne, They have fever. 

Of course in these the literal meaning is Fever is to me, &c. 

Such forms are more common towards Shahpur and at first sight 

look like instances of Kouns with affixes. Thus “ Multan gharam ” looks 

as if it might be My house is at Multan, hut this is not the case; for we 

cannot say “ Gharam dur he,” My house is far ; hut must say Meda 

ghar dur he. 

They are really instances of the fact that these endings, even with¬ 

out au ‘ h, ’ carry in themselves the idea of the verb. 

III. They are attached to the Past Participles of Intransitive Verbs 

either as Agents (for the Past Participles of Intransitive Verbs were 

originally, as those of Transitive Verbs are now, Passive Participles), 

or as Datives. 

The ‘ m ’ form as Agent. 

Un dl hath a gium, I came into his hand. 

Zar zar ronam, I wept bitterly. 

Jerhe velhe farigh thium, When I became at leisure. 

Pia riham, I remained fallen. 

The 1 m ’ form as Dative. 

Sat jd laggium, The blow which was given to me. 

But Ravi do carh juliam, My body has got up and gone to 

the Ravi. 

Hosh tliikane na rihum, Sense did not stand firm for me. 

E dalil dil vie guzrium, This thought passed through my 

mind. 

2nd Person Singular. 

Agents. 

Ap na ayo, You did not come yourself. 

Datives. 

Tars na ayo, Did not pity come to thee. 

Rahm na ayo, Ditto. 
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3rd Person Singular. 

Agents (rare). 

Dbai piyus, He fell. 

Datives (common). 

Ala kann§ piyus, A voice fell on liis ears. 

Kujh patta na laggus, No trace met him. 

Jan vie jan ayus, Life came into his soul. 

Ts gius sin kha, The whiteants ate it. 

Koi khiyal dil vie na ayus, No thought came into his mind. 

Kapri bha laggius, Fire caught his clothes. 

Hik mahal vi nazar ayus, A palace too came into his sight. 

N.B.—Many of the above look more like Genitives which have 

Attached themselves to the verb instead of to their proper noun, but 

Grammarians explain them as being Dativus Gommodi. 

The First Person Plural. 

(1) As Agent. 
Uh kantl assa thi cukose, From to-day we have finished. 

Dhruklose assS, We ran. 

Ghartl nikath5se. We came out from the house. 

Watan kanS be watau thiose, We became strangers to our 

home country. 

(2) As Dative. 

Hik khiyal piose, A thought came to us. 

The 2nd Person Plural, 

a) As Agent. 

Apni khushi vie lagge rihove, You remained engaged in 

your own pleasure. 

Kiyft giove, Wh}r did you go. 

(2) As Dative. 

Kith giove uh ja, Where has that place of yours gone. 

The 3rd Person Plural. 

(1) Agent. 

Dil vie soconhe, They thought in their heart. 

(2) Dative. 

Yad ayonhe, Remembrance came to them. 

N.B.—Those called Agents look like Nominatives with an Active 

Past Participle, but 

(1) When a Nominative is desired it is expressed by the direct 

adjunct either with or without ‘ h ’; as— 

Ay§, I came. 

Ayeliin, They came. 

(2) They have the same forms as the undisputable agents 

attached to Transitive Verbs. 
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IV. They are attached to the Past (i.e., Passive) Participle of 

Transitive Verbs both as Agents and Datives. 

Examples of-— 

Sing. 1st Person as Agent. 

E wa*da kitum, This promise was made by me. 

Jo ca ghidium, Whatever was taken up by me. 

Hal na puchium, The condition was not enquired by me. 

Jadan an di shakal dithium, When his form was seen by me. 

As Dative. 

Un marium, By him a beating was given to me. 

Sing. 2nd Person as Agent. 

E sabh kujh taiyar kitoi, Has all this been got ready by 

thee. 

Faqir da suwal manoi, Has the faqir’s request been granted 

by thee. 

Jainda uj man kite!, Boasting about which has been to-day 

made by thee. 

Path dito kuwar kil, You sent the girl. (Here dito has 

dropped the final * i ’ and has the Intransitive form.) 

Us da kam kitoi, Hast thou done his business. Shahpur. 

As Dative. 

Sahiban mute! khatt. Sahiban has sent a letter to thee. 

Us kam kitoi. Has he done thy business. 

Ke hukm dheoi, What order was given to thee. 

KaT sikhlaei, Who taught thee. 

Sing. 3rd Pers. as Agent. (The commonest of all.) 

Uha topi ca kitius, That hat was picked up by him. 

Biyan kitus, A relation was made by him. 

Hik shakhs kTI pathius, He sent a man. 

J5 kujh bhanus so kujh kitus, Whatever he pleased he did. 

Un kanS puchius, He asked from him. 

As Dative. 

Un di ma akhius, His mother said to him. 

Marius yar, Her lover beat her. 

Kitus mota, He fattened it. 

Plural 1st Person. 

As Agent. 

Salah kitose, We took counsel. 

As Dative. 

Un mfiriose, 

J. i, 21 
By him a beating was given to us. 
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Plural 2nd Person. 

As Agent. 

E patte kiwe dittovhe, How have you given these particulars. 

Cu saza dittove, What punishment have you given. 

As Dative, 

Ke mareane, Who beat you (or them). Shahpur. 

Towards Shahpur the 2nd Pers., Plur. while retaining its own 

characteristic e, has adopted as its connecting link the letter i n ’ thus 

identifying itself with the 3rd Pers. Plur., which there, as in Baliawal- 

pur, is written ne. 

3rd Pers. Plural. 

As Agent. 

Salah kitonhe, They took counsel. 

Jerhe velhe zamin kll pationhe, When they dug up the 

ground. 

Muharl dihan kitonh§, The fishermen made a complaint. 

E galh akh pathionh§, They sent and said this. 

Tamasha dithonh§, They saw the tamasha. 

As Dative. 

Kai marionh§, Who beat them. 

It will be noticed that there is sometimes a short ‘ i ’ before the 

endings of 1st Singular and 3rd Sing, and Plur. This is easily 

accounted for— 

Past Participles are of two forms. 

a. That of maria, contracted probably from marija. 

These should have the i. 

h. That of kita, the older form of Past Participle. These should 

not prefix an i to the Pronoun ending. 

But they sometimes do to assimilate their compound forms with 

those of the other form. Sometimes too, I think to agree with a noun 

feminine. And compounds of the first form occasionally drop the i. 

IV. b. Past Participles of Transitive Verbs are found with two 

suffixes. One to represent the Agent, the other the object. 

a. Agent 1st Pers. Sing. 

JutamT jora—pani layamT, By me the pair was yoked for 

thee, the water was laid on by me for thee. 

Rupae dittumis, The Rupees were given by me to him. 

Rupae ditteimis, (Shahpur), 

Rupae dittumve, The Rupees were given by me to you. 

Rupae dittionum, The Rupees were given by me to them. 

Or, in the Bar, Rupeie dittemu. 

Cf. Kazmin dyutmas. 
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b. Agent 3rd Person Singular. 

Jitte zewar hath lagde hanis itte na lahionis, Though all 

these jewels came to his hands, he did not take them. 

Lahionis has its first syllable shortened. 

Muhre kit bhuka sationis, As for the mohars he threw them 

away. 

Unhe de hath dhowionis, As for their hands he washed 

them. 

Shukrane khuda de kitonis, Thanks to Grod, he gave them. 

N.B.—In the following the object is double. 

Paqir panj car tuhar kadh karahe ditonis, The faqir 

taking out 4 or 5 pieces gave them to him. 

The following example has been given earlier, viz., when the pro¬ 

nouns with ‘ h ’ were given. 

Tore jo banhe vi rakh dittia hamis, Although female slaves 

too w'ere appointed by me for him. 

Y. They may be met with attached, generally in the so-called 

Dative sense, to any part of the verb. 

Here we will take our examples not according to the persons of the 

pronoun but according to the part of the verb. 

a. The Infinitive. 

Ashkele da babu he, ashkel kithail sikhan vanjanis, He is 

the father of treachery. Where should he go to learn 

treachery from. 

b. The Imperative. 

Vanjan deos, Let him go. 

Dhrukis pukaris, Ttun after him and catch him. 

c. The Potential. 

1st Person with 2nd Pers. Sing. Aff. 

Jiw§ akhaT, As I say to thee. 

Matan khale di mar vi diwai. 

Here in both examples the pronoun is inserted before the final nasal. 

In example 2, too, the root is shortened. 

1st Pers. with 3rd Pers. Sing. Af£. 

Hal puch ghiniaus, Let me enquire about his condition. 

E saza bhSi his ki hakkil diwais, This punishment is 

enough for him that I drive him away. 

2nd Pers. Sing, with 3rd Pers. Afi. 

Til pitls sir kanfi, te mal pitesa vakh, You may lament him 

(sitting) by his head. I will lament him apart. 
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3rd Pers. Sing, with 1st Pers. Sing. Aff. 

Tore mahina langh vanjim, Though a whole month pass 

for me. 

Nazar yar awim mata^, Perchance my lover may appear 

to me 

3rd Pers. Sing, with 2nd Pers. Aff. 

IQiair howl, Blessing to thee. 

Allah na anei, May God not bring to thee. 

Satu powi, May paralysis fall on thee. 

Putr uho jerha pakri, As for a son, that one who is useful 

to thee. 

Na doh began! gHh, mar! lat te bhani b§h, Don’t milk a 

strange cow, lest she give you a kick and break your arm. 

N.B.—The following seems to combine the 1st and 2nd Affixes with 

the 3rd Pers. of the Potential. 

Pir da pakhar howim, May the blessing of the saint be on 

thee for my part. 

3rd Pers. Sing, with 3rd Sing. Aff. 

Jiwe jiwe nazdik pahunoda vanje, tiwe tiwe kujh rang nazar 

aunda vanjis, As she drew near, so some colour came into 

his sight. 

3rd Pers. Plur. with 2nd Sing. Aff. 

Marini samjhende, May thy advisers die. 

Kai dalill powini, May some excuses occur to thee. 

Future 1st Pers. Sing, with 2nd Sing. Aff. 

Hath bhan ghat sai, I will break your hand. 

Hikho galh karesal, One thing I will do to thee. 

Future 1st Pers. Sing, with 3rd Pers. Aff. 

Nere awan na disanis, I will not let him come near. 

Future 3rd Pers. Sing, with 1st Pers. Aff. 

Visar na vesim, Forgetfulness will not come by me. 

Future 3rd Pers. Sing, with 2nd Pers. Aff. 

Koi bia waqt asia, Will a second opportunity come to thee. 

Kita karaya lorh vasia, All you have done will be thrown 

away for thee. 

Laga dang na lahsia, This stain will not otherwise come off 

for thee. 

In these three the pronominal affix has been lengthened, coming 

after a vowel the same as itself, and in the first two the root vowel has 

been shortened. 

Future 3rd Pers. Sing, with 2nd Pers. Plur. Aff. 

Yaqin aslve, Assurance will come to you. 
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Future 3rd Pers. Sing, with 3rd Plural, Aff. 

STh khasoni, The tiger will eat them. 

Future 1st Pers. Plur. with 3 Pers. Aff. 

Sabh hal puch ghinsauis, We will enquire into his affairs. 

Mai chik ghinsaffis, We will steal away his cattle. 

In these forms a superfluous a has been inserted possibly to represent 

a causative. 

Present Participle Sing, with 3 Pers. Aff. 

Biha pital da hondis, His hinder parts are of brass. 

Dushman honda, t§; hon tai sara shahr uda ditta h5ndis, If 

it were an enemy, then ere this all the city would have 

been blown up by him. 

Present Participle Sing, (as Present Tense) with 2 Sing. Aff. 

Ha t^ jhuge kft bha. lendai, Otherwise I set fire to your hut. 

Present Participle Sing, with 3rd Plur. Aff. 

Jerhe velhe un da ma‘lum thindoni, When its real condition 

became known to them. 

Present Participle Plur. with 2nd Sing. Aff. 

Yairl vasdei saure, Thy enemies dwell near. 

Past Participle Fern. Plur. (Sindh! ending) with 3rd pers. sing. Aff. 

U velhe itli pi§ pii giS is, At that time so many lice fell 

on him. 

Akkhi kanff hanjhn: nikal ayffis, From his eyes tears came 

out. 

VI. They are used with the negative. This use is not found either 

in Ka9mirl or Sindhi. The root of the negative is either na or nS 

(or nahi). The variety of forms taken by this when pronouns are 

attached is very great, but the following are some of the most 

common. 

Multan. 

1st Sing. Nimhe 

2nd Sing. Nivi 

3rd Sing. Nisi 

Shdhpur. 

Thai The Bar. 

Present. Past. 

Nah Nahis Nissu 

Nisi 

Nimhn. 

Nuh Nahe Nihil 

Nihs 

Nahi Naha Nisstt 

Nih§ 

The form 1 st Pers. Nisi, 

3rd Per. Nihaare given 

by O’Brien as met by 

him in the Multan 

District. 

Of the 3 forms given 

for the 1st Sing, in 
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1st Plur. Nisse 

Present. Past.. 

Nahe Nahse Nisse the Bar, Nissfi is used 

2nd Plur. Nivve 

Naha 

Nehe Nahe 

Nlse 

Nissg 

Nihe 

as a Nominative, Nim- 

hn as an Agent. 

3rd Plur. 

Nivhe 

Ninhe Nahi Nahin 

Nihye 

Ninne 

or Nivve 

Notes.—I expect the common Negative nahi originally represented 

the Negative, with a 3rd Pers. Plur. affix either Nominative or Dative. 

The form Nimhi is peculiar. When it is used direct as a Nomina¬ 

tive, it is almost the rule to express the pronoun, as well, in its Nomina¬ 

tive form (see examples). This is either for emphasis or because the 

people are forgetting that the pronoun is expressed in the “ m, ” 

though they have so far remembered it, that they never use this form 

except with the 1st Pers. Sing. 

Its origin is uncertain, but can be accounted for if the ordinary 

form nahi did represent n inhe. Then nimhe might be resolved into 

na m ihe. 

Not I them do know. 

Nimbi janda. 

The only ones in common use round Multan are those for 1st Sing, 

and 1st and 2nd Plur. and to them our examples will be confined. 

a. They are used with a Nominative Sense. Thus— 

1st Sing. 

Mai nimhi janda, I do not know. 

Nisi karenda, I am not doing anything. 

Kujh ‘arz nimhe kar sagda. I can make no excuse. 

1st Plur. 

Kam nisse karende, We are not doing any work. 

2nd Plur. 

Nive (or Nivhe) jande, Do you not know. 

b. They are used as Agents. 

1st Sing. 

Mai insan di bu nimbi singhl, By me a man was not so 

much as smelt. 

Hik nimhi ditta ghat, One short was not given by me. 

1st Plur. 

Nisse sunia, Not by us was it heard. 

Ass§ koi nisse ditha, By us none was seen. 

Saza nisse ditti, Punishment has not by us been given. 
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2nd Pers. Plur. 
Mi sal nivhe suni, Has this proverb by you not been heard. 
Jekar meda uth nivhe ditha, If my camel not by you was 

seen. 
€. They are used by Dative. 
1st Pers. Sing. 

Nimhe khatra jind da, To me is no fear of life. 
Nimhe ruh katan te, To me is no heart for spinning. 

1st Pers. Plur. 
IhS kalha nisse maranS, Not for us is it to put him alone 

to death. 
Aje hukm nisse dhea, No order has been given to us. 

Shahpur. 
2nd Pers. Plur. 

Iw§ nivhe karani, It is not for you to act in this way. 
But only when the pronoun so expressed is the prominent object in 

the sentence. We cannot say Un nisse akhia, He did not say to us. 
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Separation of Banswara from Dungarpur State in Rajputana—By 

Mohanlal Vishnulal Pandia, M.R.A.S., M.A.S.B., M.G.V.S., 

and late Prime Minister of Pratabgarh. 

[Read November 1896.] 

It is generally known that Banswara, Dungarpur, Partabgarh and 

Udaipur States are at present under the Me war Residency. They are 

all of the same Sisodia clan of Rajputs which claims to have descended 

from Rama. 

There are a good many amusing traditions being related in con¬ 

nection with the separation of Banswara from Dungarpur, but I give 

place here only to what the author of the Rajputana Gazetteer has 

written about it, taking his facts from some local chronicle, I believe. 

In this quotation all the annals have been briefly related. He says :— 

“ The Rawals of Banswara are a junior branch of that family of 

the Sisodia clan of Rajputs which is now ruling in Dungarpur, from 

which they separated about the year 1530. At that period, and for 

many years previously, the whole country, which now comprises the 

two states of Banswara and Dungarpur, was known as Bagar and was 

under the dominion of the family of the Sisodias, which still hold 

Dungarpur, though the Chief’s control over the lawless Bhils inhabiting 

the wilder part of his territory was merely nominal. Udaisingh, who 

came to power in A.D. 1509, had two sons, the elder named Prithviraj 

and the younger, Jagmal. He himself marched under his kinsman 

Rana Sanga of Citor, against the Emperor Babar, and was killed at the 

great battle of Kanwa in 1528. After his death his territory was divid¬ 

ed between his two sons, and the descendants of the two families are 

the present Chiefs of Dungarpur and Banswara. Whether this division 

was made amicably or by force is not clear. There is a tradition that 

Udaisingh ordered it to be made before he died. There is another 

legend that Jagmalsingh, his son, was left for dead on the battle-field, 

but recovered, and on returning to his country was disowned as an 

impostor. Thereupon he took refuge in the hills to the north of the 

present site of Banswara, and having collected a body of followers began 

to make incursions into his father’s territory. This asylum is still 
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.Jagmir. It is related that Jagmal’s first acquisition of territory came 

about in this way. In those days there resided to the east of the Mahi 

river a powerful nobleman, who hardly deigned to acknowledge the 

authority of the ruler of Dungarpur. His estate was known as that of 

Kuanya. With him Jagmal speedily came into collision, and a pro¬ 

tracted feud ensued. After harassing each other for a number of years, 

they at length, became reconciled, and on the death of the old Thakur 

of Kuanya, Jagmal gained possession of his estate without opposition. 

Having thus obtained a firm foothold, he turned his arms against the 

Bhils, who held nearly the whole of the country now constituting Ban¬ 

swara. Where the town of Banswara now stands there was a large 

Bhil pal or colony under a powerful chieftain named Wasna, and against 

him Jagmal directed his principal attack. Wasna was killed during 

the storming of his pal, his followers were routed, and his land passed 

into the hands of his Rajput conquerors. The name Banswara is by 

tradition said to be a corruption of Wasnawara. 

Jagmal now transferred his residence to Banswara, whence he con¬ 

tinued his forays against Dungarpur and the Bhils. In Dungarpur, 

Udaisingli had been succeeded by his elder son Prithviraj, and the two 

brothers, finding their continual border war intolerable, agreed to abide 

by the arbitration of the Raja of Dh&r as to the partition of their lands. 

Accordingly in 1529, the river Mahi was fixed as the boundary between 

the two states of Dungarpur and Banswara which since that date 

have remained perfectly distinct and independent of one another. 

Other records relate that the Chief of Bagar, Udaisingh, divided 

his territory at his death between his two sons, Prithviraj and Jagmal. 

There is little of note to be found in the history of Banswara till 

in 1812, nearly three centuries after its foundation, the then Chief, 

anxious to get rid of the supremacy of the Mahrattas, offered to 

become tributary to the British Government. In 1818 a definite treaty 

was made, and soon afterwards the tribute formerly paid to the Mah- 

ratta Chief of Dhar was transferred to the British Government.” 

But the Persian historians are quite clear on the doubtful points. 

Farishta while relating the events of Sultan Bahadur Shah of Gujarat 

[see Appendix A] says :— 

“ He (Sultan Bahadur Shah) struck the drum of intention towards 

Mohrasa, and after reaching there, Khudawand Khan and other nobles 

came and paid their respects (to him). Then, after repeated marches, 

the King entered Bagar, and having taken possession of that country 

as far as desirable, he established watch-stations at every place. Par- 

suram Raja of Bagar had to present himself before the Sultan, and 

his son, discovering the excellency of Islam, became a convert to Muham- 

J. i. 22 
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madanism. before Sultan Bahadur, and became one of the great men. 

of the Court; and Jagmal who was the brother of Parsuram with 

his followers wandered amid mountains and deserts, and despairing of 

his life went to Ratan Si, son of Rana Sanga, and made him a medium 

to approach the king’s presence. By chance, the Sultan, while hunt¬ 

ing, arrived at Banswala. Ratan Si, son of Rana Sanga, as a token 

of respect and humility sent ambassadors and craved pardon for the 

faults of Jagmal. The Sultan, having accepted his request, called 

Jagmal, and building a magnificent mosque at‘ Ghat Karci, conferred 

that village upon Prithvlraj and divided the remainder of Bagar be¬ 

tween Prithvlraj and Jagmal equally, and remained there for some 

days hunting.” 

Also the Mirat-i-Sikandari relates. [See Appendix B.] 

“ Iu A.H. 937 (the Sultan Bahadur Shah) invaded Bagar in order 

to conquer it, and when he reached Khanpur, which is situated on the 

banks of the Mahandri, he ordered Khan A‘zam Asaf Khan and Khuda- 

wand Khan Wazir to proceed at the head of the army to Bagar, and 

the Sultan with a big army turned his attention towards visiting 

Khambayat and Deo. He reached Khambayat on Muharram 20th. 

Hence he reached Port Deo in a l}oat. He purchased for Government 

the whole of the cargo which was in the ships. It is said that besides 

other things there were 1,300 maunds of Rosewater. To the Romans 

who had come with Mustafa Rumi, he showed a favour and established 

for them in De5 a place of residence. He entrusted the management 

of Port Deo to the care of Malik Toghai, son of Malik Ayyaz and he 

himself went back to Khambayat. He reached Khambayat on the 5th 

of Safar. He stopped there one day, and on the next started for 

Muharnmadabad. He reached the latter city on the 27th of the same 

month. Path Khan, Qutb KTian, and ‘Umar Khan Lodi, relations 

of Sultan Bahlol, who had sought refuge with the Sultan during the 

quarrels of the Muglials, paid their respects to the Sultan. The very 

first day three hundred dresses of gold cloths, fifty-five horses and 

some lacs of Tinkas were bestowed on them for their expenses. After¬ 

wards he started for Bagar, and joining the army in the vicinity of 

Mohrasa thence reached Bagar, after continual marching. Prithvlraj, 

Raja of DCiugarpur, came and paid his respects at Sltal. The son of the 

said Raja became a convert to Islam. Afterwards leaving the army 

at the said place, he himself (Sultan Bahadur) started alone towards 

Bansla for hunting, and went on hunting till Ghat Karel. Here the 

ambassadors of Raja Ratan Si and of the Raja of Citor, named Dungar 

Si and Jajar Si, came and paid their reverence and offered presents. 

Afterwards the Sultan returned to the army and conferred the village 
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of Sital upon the newly converted Musalman, the son of Prithiraj, 

and gave the one half of Bagar to Prithiraj and the other half to 

Jagmal.” 

Now we can fairly conclude that the account of the separation of 

Banswara from Dungarpur given in the “Rajputana Gazetteer ” and 

the “ Chiefs and Leading Families in Rajputana,” cannot be regarded 

as strictly accurate in all its details. 

The Persian Historians show that the division in two equal parts 

was made by Sultan Bahadur Shah of Gujarat in A.H. 937 (Yikrama 

Sam vat 1587 and A.D. 1531) between the two sons of Maharawal 

Udaisingh of Dungarpur, namely, Prithviraj, and Jagmal. The Rana 

Ratan Si son of Rana Sanga of Citor had sent his two Wakils, Dungar Si 

and Jajar Si, with presents to apologise for Jagmal’s faults. A son of 

Prithviraj had embraced Muhammedanism before the Sultan, and the 

village Sital was consequently conferred upon him. A magnificent 

mosque at Ghat Karci was built by the Sultan. The country was at 

that time known as Bagar and Banswara as Bansla. 

I believe there are some errors in Farishta’s account, as it contains 

in two places the wrong names of the Raja of Bagar as Parsuram. 

There is one error more. Farishta has the reading ‘ Ghat Karci,’ 

which is at present the name of a town in the possession of the 

Banswara Chief, and is close to the town of Banswara, but another copy 

reads ‘ Khat Kara’which is said to be in the Dungarpur territory. 

I think the latter to be the most probable reading. 

The village Sital, which was bestowed by the Sultan on the newly 

converted Muslim son of Prithviraj, is at present in the possession of 

the Dungarpur State. It must be left for further investigation, how 

this village passed into the possession of Dungarpur Chief. 

There is another point, the truth of which is also doubted by the 

author of the Gazetteer. He says :—“ There is little of note to be 

found in the history of Banswara till 1812, nearly three centuries after 

its foundation.” But if we look at the Akbarnama and other Persian 

histories, there are some facts worthy of note in connection with the 

Muhammedan period in the history of Banswara :— 

Firstly, that when Akbar leaving Ajm'ir in A.D. 1577 passed 

through the Me war territory on his way to Malwa, Partap Singh, son 

of Jagmal, showed submission to the Emperor, and he was awarded 

the Mansab and other imperial favors in recognition of his due sub¬ 

mission and military services. 

In 1591 A.D. Rawal Partab Singh’s grandson, XJgrasain, began to 

plunder the imperial villages on the border. Thereupon the Malwa 

Subadar, Mirza Shahrukh, attacked Bansvvara. The Rawal fled to the 
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hills and Mirza returned unsuccessful to his headquarters. 

The next year Banswara was again attacked by the said Mirza. 

The Rawal did not oppose him, hut offered presents for the Emperor, 

and so peace was preserved. 

In 1639 A.D. Samar Si, grandson of Ugrasain, having proceeded 

to Delhi, presented to the Emperor thirty thousand rupees, in cash, 

three elephants, one pan dan, i.e., betel-box and one Khan jar (sword). 

He also received the Man§ab and other honors from the Emperor. 

In ‘Alamgir’s time Maharawal ‘Ajab Singh, grandson of Samar Si, 

made incursions on the border of the Udaipur territory, and the 

Maliarana Amar Singh, consequently, wanted to punish him. But 

Nawab Asad Khan, Wazir of the Emperor, mediated in the matter 

and had the dispute peaceably settled. 
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The Bakhtiari Hills, an itinerary of the road from Isfahan to Shush far.— 

.% Richard Burn. 

[Read November, 1896.] 

My object in this note is merely to give a brief account of the 

little-known route from Isfahan to Shushtar across the Bakhtiari 

Hills. The present state of our knowledge of the curious people, 

inhabiting the country has been fully discussed by Curzon,1 and a hasty 

journey of fifteen days does not enable me to add much, except a precise 

description of the stages. I may note that Major Sawyer of the 

Intelligence Department has made extensive tours in the Bakhtiari 

Hills, but his valuable report is at present treated as confidential by 

the Government of India. 

October 30th, 1894. Our caravan consisted of Mr. C. N. Seddon of 

the Bombay C. S. and myself, one servant and two muleteers, with three 

riding and three baggage mules. Leaving Julfa, the suburb of Isfahan 

in which most of the Europeans live, at 9 a.m., our road took us 

through a most fertile plain. At 2 p.m. we halted for breakfast by the 

Bagh-i-Wahsh, where a mud wall alone marks the place where Shah 

‘Abbas had his menagerie. Beyond this place, the land is low-lying 

and produces excellent cotton, then being picked. It was 7 P M., before 

we reached our halting place, the large village of Bistajan,2 where 

the only lodging we could get was in a long cattle shed which we had 

to share with our mules. 

October 31st. This part of the Cahar Mahal is very beautiful. 

The road at first lies close to the Zendarud, the river that flows past 

Isfahan. It was fringed with canars, in all the glory of autumnal 

tints, while rice and cotton were being harvested in the fields close by, 

and the number of villages dotted here and there by the river attested 

the fertility of the soil. Shortly after crossing the river, there is an 

ascent of some hundred feet, and on passing the crest the view is the 

1 Curzon, Persia II c. XXIV. 

2 Stack, Six months in Persia, gives Bizgun in his map, I believe the name 

means “ the twenty tamarisks (aj).” 
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usual treeless plain of Persia. A little farther on, however, is a stream, 

and following it, we came to Kava Rukh, another village of considerable 

size, having a sarai in w*hich we got a room. A Lur who had travelled 

to both Teheran and Mashhad was staying in the sarai, and gave us his 

views on things in general. According to him the Zill-as-Sultan has 

now little influence, while Isfandiar Khan the present Ilbegi or junior 

ruler of the Bakhtiaris is gaining in strength and popularity. He 

asked many questions about India and England, and finally requested 

us to take him with us, and on our demurring said that a Russian had 

offered him a grove, land, and 4 tomans (= Rs. 15) a month if he would 

settle in Russian territory. 

November 1st. Starting at 9 A.M., we marched through a very 

large plain, which is well watered and highly cultivated. To the west 

were two ranges of considerable hills, and beyond them was the snowy 

summit of the Kuh-i-Rang, (12,500 feet). At 11-30 a.m., we reached 

the village of Dih-i-Khurd, which I may note is not on the regular 

route, the carvadar or muleteer having taken us there to pick up the 

rest of his caravan. Passing through the village to look for a lodging, 

we saw about 50 men taking leave of their friends before starting on 

their pilgrimage to Karbala, a long journey and not free from danger. 

Their friends kissed them on both cheeks, and then salamed, but 

touched shoulders and chest also as if crossing themselves. The village 

was extremely dirty, and the only public buildings it possessed, a mosque 

and Imamzada, were mean and squalid. It was here we first saw the 

cattle of which Chardin speaks.1 They are a sturdy breed, short¬ 

horned, and considerably larger than those of southern Persia. We 

got a room in the house of a man who had been to Karachi with mules, 

and was called Haji in consequence, though he had never been to Mecca. 

The house was like an ordinary Indian house, with a porch, courtyard, 

and living houses round it. In the courtyard was a frame on which 

a pair of saddle-bags or khurjin were being woven. 

November 2nd. The night was extremely cold, and when we began 

our march at 9 A.M., the water-courses were still covered with ice. 

Crossing the plain to the south and passing an Armenian village, with 

the usual large cemetery by it, we reached the edge of the plain and 

climbed a low ridge. In the valley beyond lies the village of Shamsa- 

bad, in spring surrounded by standing corn, but at this season the only 

green thing to be seen was fields of lucerne. We marched straight 

down the valley and through the defile at the south end where the 

little river is crossed by a stone bridge. The road lay for a short 

1 Coronation of Solyman III King of Persia p. 147. “ This Province furnishes 

Isfahan and the neighbouring parts with cotton.” 
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distance along the stream in a very stony pass, and finally came out 

in another valley where are two villages, the name of the principle one 

being Khariji. Crossing the river again we skirted some high ground 

and then passed over undulating hills rising gradually higher, and came 

into sight of the massive ranges Zarda Kuh and Safid Kuh lying to 

the west and south-west. In the centre of the next valley lay the 

village of Shalamzar,1 the halting place we should have reached the 

day before. There were a few trees, and the whole valley is carefully 

cultivated, but the only crop we saw was lucerne. The cemetery con¬ 

tained as usual three or four graves on which stood rudely carved leopards, 

whether as a symbol of the .qualities of the deceased, or to scare away 

wild beasts, is uncertain. There are no sarais on this road beyond 

Kava Rukh, and it was with some difficulty that at last we got an 

upper room. As usual a curious crowd watched all we did, and passed 

us the qalian, but the tobacco was rank and strong. In return I handed 

them a cigar, which was also handed round, but as they tried to 

inhale the smoke nobody got very far with it. 

November 3rd. We soon reached the foot of the hills on the 

south-west of the valley and the climb was exceedingly steep. The 

summit of the pass is 8,600' above the sea, and this is the highest point 

on the road. On the other side the descent of 600' is extremely rough, 

though but little engineering would be required to make it practicable 

even for artillery. The valley in spring is covered with grass and 

flowers, but at this season there was nothing but gorse. The road 

followed the Thalweg till the stream turned north when we crossed 

it and ascended the western hills. From the crest we saw the town 

or large village of Naghun at our feet in the midst of cultivated fields 

well watered by a stream. The descent was again very rough; just 

at the bottom of the hill was the house of the Ilbegi, rather a rude 

structure built of stone, but possessing a high square tower like a 

Norman Keep that could be strongly defended. The Ilbegi resides 

here on his way from Cighakhur, the sardslr to Mai Amir, the garmsir. 

At the time of our visit he was at Ardal, the residence of the Ilkhanl. 

We sent in a letter of introduction from the Governor of Isfahan to 

whom the Ilbegi is (nominally at any rate) subordinate, and a room 

30' x 12' in a building close by was allotted to us, and the usual 

“istiqbal ” of a sheep, a quantity of rice and clarified butter (raughan) 

was sent. From our room we could see the snow-capped Kuh-i-Gerra to 

the north-west. In the afternoon Haji All Quli Khan, brother of the 

Ilbegi Isfandiar Khan, who is Sartip or general of the Bakhtiarl cavalry 

in the Persian army, visited us. He was a most intelligent and pleasant 

1 The place where turnips abound. 
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man, and conld read a little French. Daring my stay in Persia I only 

met two Persians who knew any English. We asked the Sartip why 

they preferred French, and he said that it was because more of the 

Europeans, especially Russians and Germans, who visited Persia, knew 

it. He expressed a high opinion of the English methods of Govern¬ 

ment, and said that if we held Persia the province of Arabistan would 

be as fertile as Egypt. When the conversation came upon Afghanistan, 

and what would happen there when the Amir dies he said “ Urus 

‘ sauvage ’ ast, Inglis ‘ civilise.’ ” His view of the Russian adminis¬ 

tration in Central Asia was that though on the whole good, it was 

needlessly cruel, and the people were treasuring up their wrongs, while 

there was no freedom for Muslims to follow their religion, and Afghans 

being a free people would resent this. A suggestion that in this 

quality they resembled the Bakhtiaiis pleased him. He thought that 

a struggle between the Russians and English was inevitable, but that 

the battle ground would be Persian more especially if the Russians 

tried an advance on Herat. A Sassanian coin and engraved seal were 

presented to me by the Sartip. 

November 4th. As we both had fever and ague we had to halt for the 

day, most of which was spent in receiving visits. Major Sawyer appears 

to have made a great impression on the people, and several men spoke 

of him. The sons of Isfandiar Khan and the Sartip, each aged about 

13 came to see us. Like most Persian boys they were very grave and 

self-possessed, but seemed keen sportsmen; they had learnt a little 

French in Teheran. The other brothers of the Ilbegi whom we saw 

did not appear such good specimens. One of them came both evenings, 

and begged some brandy. We obtained a box of the sweetmeat called 

‘ gez ’ here. It is prepared from the droppings of a tree also called 

4 gez,’ a kind of tamarisk, extremely like, if not the same as, the Indian 

farash. 

November 5th. The Sartip told off a “tufangci” to accompany 

us, and informed us that while we were in the hills we were the guests 

of the Ilbegi. The road led down to a river called the Rua Rud, which 

illustrates admirably the method of irrigation in these hills. It differs 

from that in other parts of Persia, as the surface water is so plentiful 

that the underground channels with qanats leading to the surface are 

not necessary. On each side of the river the soil is terraced, the fields 

as a rule being oval in shape, and rising one above another. At the 

head of the valley a small canal takes out of the river on each side, 

and water is taken from these as required. After fording the river 

we began to ascend again. A curious flower, sometimes yellow and 

sometimes purple, growing out of the stony ground with no leaves, 

J. i. 23 
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and no stalk to speak of, was plentiful. There were also flowers re¬ 

sembling that called “Bachelor’s buttons ” in country places in England, 

and hawthorn, now losing its leaves. The forest land also began here, 

most of the trees being chestnuts or scrub oak.1 From the crest of 

the Hill we had a fine view of the Kuh-i-Gerra with the Karun river 

coming through a gorge to the north and flowing south. The track 

as usual was very bad, and we slipped about a good deal before we 

reached the collection of hovels forming the village of Dupulan.2 The 

methods of our tufangci rather reminded me of a tahsill chaprasi, but 

the only lodging he could get for us was in a stable. 

November 6th. We bought some rugs of local manufacture, and 

when I enquired for coins a man produced some brass forgeries of 

ducats. There was no coherent inscription; but there were Roman 

letters, some upside down and some sideways. Just below the village we 

crossed a stream by a rickety wooden bridge with a flooring of brush¬ 

wood, and a little farther on crossed the Karun over the remains of a 

stone bridge repaired with branches of trees. Ascending the hill we 

caught up to a Persian travelling with a friend, and two or three tufangcis 

all being armed with Martinis in good condition. After a little con¬ 

versation he asked us point blank to give him a present, and as we 

refused, he left us. We halted for breakfast by a stream called the 

Sardab, after which the road crosses an undulating plateau, almost bare of 

trees, and hence called Pazhmurda.3 The edge of the plateau is about 

7,500' and then came a steep descent of several hundred feet, at the 

bottom of which was another stream, by the side of which were the 

wdiite stones and heaps of rubbish marking the site of an encampment 

of the Iliats who had left for the Garmslr. The place is called Gan- 

dumkal, or the village of wheat, and it was surrounded by stubble. 

The stream had dried up, and crossing the bed and a dip beyond we 

ascended to a height of 7,550' by an easy climb. The road led south 

along the crest and there was a magnificent gorge to our right, which 

Ave finally reached by a tiring descent of 2,500'. The valley was very 

beautiful with high well-wooded hills on either side, and a river flowing 

through it. The autumnal tints were brilliant, and we passed many little 

streams with wild vines clinging to the trees on their banks. As we 

reached the village of Sarkhun, I heard a man call out “ Ai! Farangi! 

Inja barae shuma manzil nest” (Oh! Farangi! you can’t stay here), 

the first and only instance of incivility we experienced in these hills. 

1 The word balut is used for both. The Sartlp said that the trees were mostly 

chestnut (ehataigne) not oak (chene). 

2 = Two bridges, 

S => Withered. 
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We got a room with great difficulty, and even then the bites of the 

fleas with which it swarmed, the stamping of the mules, and the jingling 

of their bells, and the talking of men outside kept us awake. 

November 7th. Fording the river we w.ere involved in a thicket 

of scrub oak, but finally found the track and ascended about 1,500'. 

The road was easy and the scenery grand, in places almost park-like ; 

in one place we saw the heap of stones and sticks with rags tied on 

them marking the Qadamgah of some Imam. The country undulates, 

but there is gradual descent with a slight rise at the west, on topping 

which we saw the valley of the Bazuft. The descent was extremely 

Steep and bad, and in places we had eveti. to lead the baggage mules 

with great care. When we reached the bottom we found that the huts 

were all deserted, and not a man was to be seen. The place is called 

Pul-i-Tmarat, but we saw neither bridge nor building besides the usual 

stone hovels. Our experiences at Sarkhun, however, had left us not dis¬ 

inclined for solitude, and we had the somewhat rare luxury in these 

hills of a comfortable wash in the clear cool river. It was one of the 

most beautiful valleys we had seen, the hills rising to the height of 

about 1,000' almost from the water’s edge, while the river was about a 

hundred yards wide, with a greenish tinge in the deeper parts. It 

felt much warmer here. 

November 8th. Ascending the valley for a short distance, we found 

a ford by which we crossed, and soon after we struck west up a 

defile, the road being extremely rugged. Before our halt for breakfast 

we were pleased to come across an Iliat family on the march, whp 

supplied us with bread. They were marching with their flocks and 

herds, with their black tents packed on ponies and cattle. The ascent 

was long, and the last mile or so was over almost bare, slippery rock, 

but we again reached a stretch of the park-like country we had seen 

before. From the edge of this we saw at our feet a large valley stretch¬ 

ing away to the west and north-west, with two or three villages in sight. 

The descent to Dih-i-Diz, a large village, made us very hot. We were 

hospitably received here, and spent the evening talking to the Khan’s 

brother. On our asking for coins they told us they had some curios 

(antiqi) and produced three bronzes, an Apollo and a Hercules about 

18 in. each and a greyhound about 6 ins. long. I cannot say whether they 

were genuine or not, but the price asked, 200 tomans or Rs. 700 was 

beyond us. There can be no doubt that Alexander and his army passed 

through these hills, but the spurious ducats had made us careful, and the 

bronzes may have been fragments of modern candelabra. This village 

is the Garmsir, and the whole valley is very fertile, producing most 

crops but cotton. They grow figs, grapes, pomegranates, cherries and 
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tobacco. We got some dried figs pressed into a ball. They are small, 

but of fine flavour. 

November 9th. Our march lay by the side of a small stream we 

had traced from its source. We saw a dead snake nearly 3' long soon 

after starting, and on the road passed many pomegranate orchards with 

the marks of Iliafc encampments, and saw several parties on their way to 

the lower plains. After about ten miles we turned suddenly to the south¬ 

west and crossing a steep ridge a few hundred feet high we came upon 

the Karun which is here a very swift deep river 60' to 80' wide flowing 

between high rocky banks. The mules were unloaded, while the boat 

on which we and our belongings were to be ferried across was prepared. 

It consisted of a kind of lattice of boughs, about 8' square, under which 

thirteen inflated goatskins were tied. A small boy with a bough five 

feet long with a piece of wood about half the size of the top of a 

bandbox tied across the end, sat on the front and paddled hard. The 

stream swept it rapidly down, but we got into a back eddy and landed 

safely, the mules being simply driven into the water and haviug to 

swim across. Our halting place, Guda-i-Balutak1 is close to the other 

bank, and we got a room without difficulty. From Dupulan to this 

place the huts are of the same description. One wall is the rock of 

the hill side, the others being loose stones piled up, and roughly 

plastered on the inside, while the roof is made of branches of trees, 

barked but not shaped and covered with plaster, small stones and earth, 

so that from outside it looks like the ordinary ground. In a large room 

there may be one or two pieces of tree trunks as pillars. The houses 

are in terraces, so that the roof of one row serves as the cattleyard 

of the one above. 

November 10th. The road lay north-west through the dry bed of a 

river reminding one of the two kotals, the Plrzan and the Dukhtar on 

the road between Bushlr and Shiraz. After a few miles we reached 

a sort of ridge connecting the hills on either side. From the top we 

saw a rather narrow valley with low hills on either side, and plunging 

into it, found the descent rough, especially at the end, where we came 

on two gorges branching north-west and north-by-east, there being 

a ruined fort called the Qil‘a-i-Madar-i-Shak, the usual halting place at 

the junction. We marched along the north-west gorge seeing numbers 

of partridges in the ravines running down to it. After a mile or two 

we turned west and came upon the wonderful causeway called the 

Jadda-i-Atabak, about which so much controversy has taken place.8 It is 

1 = The kernel of the acorn. 

2 Ibn Batuta trans. by Rev. S. Lee, pp. 37, 38. Curzon, Persia II, p. 288. De 

Bode, Travels in Luristan and Arabistan II, pp. 7-12. 
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about 10' wide, composed of large stories 8" to 9" in diameter, put to¬ 

gether so as to form a kind of large stair, each step beiug about 12' to 

15' long and 6" to a foot high. In the course of time the stones have 

become rounded and very slippery, and an ordinary track is preferable, 

but the work is one that excites admiration. At the top we came on 

a perfectly open tree-less plain, the forest ending here. At the end of 

the plain was a steep descent of about 1,000'over the remains of the 

causeway, and a succession of zig-zags of loose gravel. The view over 

the plain of Mai Amir was very fine with the large lake Shat Band in 

the north-west corner. From the foot Mai Amir itself is 6 or 7 miles, 

but the road is perfectly level, and in spring the view must be lovely. 

Mai Amir is a Garmsir, and consists now of a few thatched reed huts 

on a mound, which appears to mark the site of an ancient city. To the 

south-west is the shell of a new fort in course of construction, for this 

is the winter dwelling of the Ilbegi. All spare huts were occupied by 

the followers of the latter, who were accompanying his mother on a pil¬ 

grimage to Karbala, and we had to sleep in a field with the shelter of 

one of the black tents used by the nomads. It consisted of eighteen 

stripes of a coarse cloth made from goat hair, each 20' by one foot, 

sewn together, supported by two 7' poles in the middle having a cross¬ 

piece between them about 4' 6" long. The front was held up by four 

short poles and the back was tied down to pegs within a few inches of 

the ground. Two of the lady’s grandchildren came to see us, one of 

whom knew a little French. Owing to illness and the short time at our 

disposal we were unable to explore the remains of the Shikaft-i-Sulaiman, 

which have been fully described by de Bode,1 and Layard.2 It is to 

be hoped that the French who have received a concession from the 

Persian Government for exploration of its antiquities will not neglect 

this mound. 

November 11th. There are two roads from Mai Amir to Shushtar, 

one by Qil‘a-i-Yul, the usual though longer, and that which we 

followed which is shorter but more difficult. We crossed the plain to 

the north-west corner skirting the lake, till we reached the village of 

Mai Mustafa, a Garmsir of reed huts with remains of some of stone. 

The road then turned south over slight elevations presenting no diffi¬ 

culties till we reached a stream on the banks of which were several 

villages, of which Mai Saiyyidi, our halting place, was distinguished 

by a white Imamzada and a ruined fort. The old Saiyyid or head man 

of the place gave us a new hut to stay in. It was only 7' high in the 

1 Travels II c XVII. 

2 Early adventures (1894 edition) CVIII. Layard has published the >5uneiform 

inscriptiou. 
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middle with a door 3' high, and the caves came down still lower. All 

the huts in the village were of the same kind of reeds cut in the river¬ 

bed close by, and thatched with similar reeds. The walls are smeared 

with mud and straw (kah and gil). Our host visited us after dinner and 

apologised for not being able to give us anything but fowls. 

November 12th. The muleteer greeted us with the cheerful news 

that our march would be the worst of the whole way, and though he 

had lied to us on almost every possible occasion hitherto, we found that 

he was correct. For the first hour or two, we wandered up and down 

a labyrinth of small hills with hardly a track. In several places we 

passed over bare rock almost like the roof of a house, and once the 

mule our servant was riding went down such a drop, that, without its 

falling or even stumbling, it shot him over its head. We crossed 

several streams full of fish, and then began a very bad steep ascent, 

parts of which were the old causeway. The descent though not so bad 

was very steep, and we were glad to reach the bottom, where we found 

a few black tents by the stream; the road lay down the Thalweg over 

very rough and uneven ground, but when we had completed about 20 

miles we came out on a comparatively level plain, and the last four miles 

into Gugird1 were easy. A stream we passed, called the Ab-i-Shur, is 

largely impregnated with sulphur, which caused it to smell badly. The 

low range of hills to the south of the road is called Asmari, and an 

Imamzada close by the road bears the name of Sultan Ibrahim. Gugird 

contains 50 or 60 reed huts much larger and better made than the one 

we had at Mai Saiyyidi. This is the limit of the Bakhtiarl rule, so our 

tufangci took leave of us. 

Noveviber 13tli. The march was over fairly level, but stony and 

barren country. According to Curzon’s Map,2 we should have come to 

two villages named Tembi and Dara Kul, but we could find no trace of 

these. After marching about 25 miles we reached a slight elevation 

covered with mules belonging to a caravan on the march to Mai Amir. 

This place appeared to be the usual halting place and is called Labari. 

Three miles away to the south-west, we could see a village called Rail 

Dari. The only water we could get was brackish, and the mosquitoes 

were the most vicious I have ever known, except perhaps those at Puzeh 

near Persepolis. The only shelter we had was under a jujube bush. 

November 14th. The rain and mosquitoes kept us awake most of 

the night, and we made an early start at 5-30 a.m. The road was easy, 

but every stream we passed was brackish, and about 10 a.m. I was 

attacked by ague and fever. Distances in the plain of Persia are most 

1 = Sulphur. According to Curzon the name is Giirgir = wild ass catcher. 

2 Persia II p. 284. 
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deceptive, and we were in sight of the two large domes of Shushtar for 

three hours before we reached the town, and crossed the stone bridge 

over the Ab-i-Gerger, that wonderful irrigation channel cut through the 

rock. Shushtar and the Karun river from Shushtar to Muharrama 

have been fully described by Curzon.1 

The importance of the route I have described, lies in the fact that 

by it Isfahan can be reached by a road journey of 250 miles instead of 

the long road of 470 miles from Bushir via Shiraz, for steamers run on 

the Karun from Basra to Ahwaz and from Ahwaz to Shushtar. Rough 

as is the way, but little is needed to make the worst parts as easy as the 

road from Shiraz to Bushir. Even without this improvement, if sarais 

were built at the halting places caravans would quickly use the road. 

As it is, the trade which Lynch Bros, are trying to develop, increases 

but slowly. 

TABLE OF DISTANCES. 

F rom to Miles. From to Miles. 

Julfa Bistajan 29 

Bistajan Kava Rukh .,. 21 

Kava Rukh Shalamzar 20 

Shalamzar Naghun 12 

Naghiin Dupulan 10 

Dupulan Sarkhun 18 

Sarkhun Pul-i-‘Imarat or 

Rudab 12 

Pul-i-‘Imarat Dih-i-Diz ... 12 

Dili-i-Diz Guda-i-Balutak 11 

Giida-i-Balutak Mai Amir 22 

Mai Amir Mai Saiyyidi 10 

Mai Saiyyidi Gugird 24 

Gugird Labari 25 

Labari Shushtar 22 

248 

These distances are if anything slightly under-estimated. Curzon 

gives the distance as 260 miles. I have omitted the detour we made 

from Kava Rukh to Dih-i-Khurd (7 miles), as it is out of the way. 

1 Persia II c. XXV. 
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On the Kdgmlri Consonantal System.— By G. A. Grierson, 

C.I.E., Ph.D., I.C.S. 

[Read May, 1897.] 

The Kih^nnri consonantal system is based on that in use in most 

Aryan languages in India. It can be well represented by the (Jarada 

Alphabet or by its congener the Devanagari. 

Ka^mirl has discarded the aspirated soft consonants, gh, jh, dh, dh, 

bh. When such sounds originally occurred tl»e corresponding un¬ 

aspirated sounds are substituted. Thus we have Ka^miri gerun 

to surround, but Hindi iK*rr gher’na; K9. bovi, he will be, cor¬ 

responding to the Sanskrit VsrfrT bhavati. 

Ka^miri has developed a new class of modified palatal consonants, 

viz., ^ tsa, w tsha, 5T za, and na. These are mostly direct modi¬ 

fications of original palatals. Thus— 

Skr. K9. 

^TT: corah, a thief. tsur, a thief. 
•C\' ’ 

calati, he goes. tsali, he will go. 

chalayati, he deceives. tshali, he will deceive. 

jalam, water. zal, water. 

So also we have the Skr. utpadyate; Pr. uppajjai; 

from which is derived the K9. 3rd pers. fut. wopazi, he will be 

born. 

These modified palatals are also developed as secondary forma¬ 

tions from dentals, followed by u-mdtrd, or by the semi-vowel y. Both 

these sounds are palatal, for u-matrd represents an original long l. 

Thus, take the base TI<T rat-, night. Its nominative plural is 

formed by adding u-mdtrd, and is therefore rats™. 

Again take the root hat-, spin. The feminine singular of its 

Past Participle is formed by adding u-matrd, and is hats*. Its 
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Aorist Participle is formed by adding sffa yov, and is kaisov, the y 

first changing the t to is, and then being elided under a subsequent rule. 

Again take the adjective fr«T tat*, hot. Its abstract noun is formed 

by substituting -f i -f ar, i.e., yar, for the final ^ “ We 

thus get taisar, heat, the y being elided as in the last case. 

Similarly we have the base gR koth-, a hank, Nom. PI. kwaish*; 

the root wbth-, arise, Past Part., Fern. Sg., wwatsh*, Aorist 

Participle woishov; the adj. wathu, open, watshar, 

openness. 

So, ^ grand-, a counting: Nom. PI. 4^" grant*; */ ^ lad-, 
I ^ l 

build, Past Part., Fern. Sg., laz*, Aorist Part, lazov; 
* N v» 

thadu, high, ijapc thazar, height. 

Again ylran-, an anvil: Nom. PI. ylran* (usually 
^ l 

written Vira^) ; ran-, cook, Past Part., Fern. Sg., ran* 
•e 

(usually written ran) ; *R tan*, thin, ?RTT tanar, thinness. 

Note that as in the last instances, a final ^ n*, is usually written 

n, but this does not affect the pronunciation. 

Note, also, that the letter *1 y is elided whenever it immediately 

follows one of these modified palatals. It is, however, retained in a 

few verbs. These are given in my List of Ka^miri verbs (/. A. S. B., 

for 1896, p. 308). 

Besides the above, other instances of Palatalization occur. Thus,— 

(i) Cerebrals become Palatals before x. h * y, but not before 

i-matra, or u-matra. Thus— 

Base pat-, a tablet: Nom. Sg. Fem., formed by adding u-matra, 

pat*, Ag. Sg. formed by adding \ i, pad; Nom. PI. formed 
A 

by adding ya, pace. 

Base kdth-, a stalk : Nom. Sg. Fem., hath*; Ag. Sg. ^irfsp 
A 

kachi; Nom. PI. kache. 

Base w had-, great: Nom. PI., formed by adding i-mdtrd, bad*, 

Nom. Sg. Fem. 4^ bad*; Ag. Sg. Fem. baji; Nom. PI. Fem. TO 

baje. 

Again mot*, fat: Nom. PI. Masc. mwap; mocyar 

J. i. 21 
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fatness: iff? drothu, hard; drdchyar, hardness: mondu, blunt; 

monjyar, bluntness. 

Again, phat, split: Aorist Participle, phacybv, but 

Past Part., Pem. Sg., 4^ phatu; Nom. PI. Masc. phap. 
A 

math-, forgotten: Aorist Participle, wgfte manchydv; but Past 

Part., Fem. Sg., mathNom. PI. Masc. math*. 
A 

*y gand, bind: Aorist Participle, ganjyov; but Past 

Part., Fem. Sg., jtV gand»; Nom. PI. Masc. jiffs' gand1. 
A 

(2) Gutturals become Palatals before u-matrd, and ?r y, but not 

before ^ i or i-matra. 

Thus, hatuku, a duck : Fem. Sg., formed by changing u-matrd 

to u-matrd, batvc11. 
i N A | I 

hokhu, dry : Fem. hwach®; but Ag. Sg. Masc. hwakh* .* 
*** ^ ^ •fi* 

■^31 dytiqu, a ball of thread: Fem. ifw Ag. Sg. Masc. iffjr 
- J a 5y r. . 

dig1. 

Again fsr^i nyulcu, little : Abstract Noun, formed by adding spc yar, 

nieyar, littleness. tryukhu, clever ; faspc trichyar cleverness : 

4j sro</M, cheap, srojyar, cheapness. 

Again, ^ tf/iafc, be weary: Past Part., Fem. Sg., w Mac*; 

Aorist Part, sp^ft5* thacyov; but Past Part., Masc. PL, formed by adding 

t s thak\ 

J lekh, write: Past Part., Fem. Sg. Uch* ; Aorist Part. 
i -4 A. 

*ngfr«r lechyov ; Past Part., Masc. PI. likh1. 

Kdag, pound: Past Part., Fem. Sg. dag”; Aorist Part. 
I ^ 

dajybv; Past Part., Masc. PL ^£jt dag1. 

Exceptions are 
i i 
^ tsoku. sour: Fem. Uwak^ (vi, 10); isokyar, sourness 

(iv, 48)'.i 

khzikh“, speaking through the nose, fem. khukh* (vi, 10) ; 

Abstr. Noun khnhhyar (iv, 48). 
* - „ . • * • * .*> 

(3) m i becomes j, when followed by u-matrd, or y. Thus, 

1 These and similar references are to the Kagmiragabdamrta of Igvara-kaula. 
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qjqi wal, a serpent’s hole : Nora. PI. qp»r waj*. 
i - 

q*tqi wolu, a large ring : Fern. q^ a small ring. 

«fpgqr kumul«, delicate : kumujydr, delicateness. 

fqr wiilu, fickle : sftsgT wdjyar, fickleness. 
't l 

v/ qiqf pal, protect: Past Part., Fem. Sg. qf^T pay*. But Masc. 
i A 

PI. qif 

(4) * fc, becomes q p before u-matra, or q y. Thus,— 

qiq 6a/i, the twelfth lunar day: Nom. PI. q{s£ hag®; qpq pah, 

ordure: Nom. PI. qjs^ pag*. 

fqq hyuhu, like: Fem. Sg. higu ; Abstr. Noun higyar, 
^ . I 

similarity, qrq tsohu, acrid ; Fem. Sg. isagu; Abstr. Noun 

tsagyar. 

y/ fqq pih, pound: Past Part., Fem. Sg. fq^ pig? ; Aorist Part, 

fq^ffa pigydv; but Past Part., Masc. PI. fqf% pihi. 

(5) W s shows a tendency to become q ish before u-matrd or q y. 

In such a case, also, the q y is as usual elided. Thus,— 

fTJT kUsu, youngest: Fem. Sg. §[q^ hUs*, or kui&h?; Abstr. 

Noun. Wqt kaisar, or kait^har. 

y/ qq has, dwell: Past Part., Fem. Sg. 4^; hasor (sometimes) 

4*^ hatsh&; Fem. PI. qq has« (for qqj base) or (rarely) qq hatsha. 

y/ ^Tq Ids, be weary: Past Part., Fem. Sg. qiq lus* or qrq 
c\N<^ 

svs. 

©\ 

lutsh*. Fem. PI. qffq losa or qTTW lotsha. 

Note that q y is usually elided after q s. This is specially the 

case in transitive verbs. A list of verbs in which q y is not elided 

is given in my article on Kg^miri verbs already alluded to, J. A. S. B. 

for 1896, p. 308. 

Finally,—in Kagmlri, no word can end in an unaspirated hard 
consonant. If an unaspirated hard consonant falls at the end of a word, 

it is aspirated. Thus,— 

Base qq trak, a certain grain measure, Nom. Sg. qq trakh. 

„ qfq?v ak, one, „ qq fikh. 

qipq kats, glass, „ qniF katsh. 

qf« kat, a ram, „ q*q katli. 

hat, a hundred, „ qq hath. 

jj 
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Base TTrf rat, night, Nom. Sg. TTO rath. 

„ + ft kar1l+t, done by thee, karuth. 

„ ffT^T tap, heat, Nom. Sg. wP5 taph. 

This aspiration does not occur if a final <r t, or ^ ti forms part 

of a conjunct consonant. Thus,— 

Base W sati, a tailor, Nom. Sg. W sais. 
X «N ° N »N 

„ mast, hair, „ mast. 

This rule is commonly neglected when writing in the Persian 

I . ” 
character, in which,[for instance karuth is represented by o^. 
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A Comparative Vocabulary of the Gondi and Kdlami Languages.—By 

Captain Wolseley Haig, Officiating Deputy Commissioner, Wun 

District, Berar* 

[Read July, 1897.] 

The following short comparative vocabulary of Gondi and Kolami 

represents the beginning of an unfortunately interrupted attempt to 

study the K5lami language. The only comparative vocabulary of these 

two languages to which I have had access is the long vocabulary con¬ 

tained in the “ Notes ” of the late Revd. S. Hislop, edited by Sir 

Richard Temple when Chief Commissioner of the Central Provinces. 

Mr. Hislop’s vocabulary is copious and instructive, but labours under 

more than one serious disadvantage. One of these is the complete 

absence of any system in the representation of sounds by the Roman 

character. Another is inaccuracy, the vocabulary containing in itself 

evidence that it was never, as a whole, revised and corrected by Mr. 

Hislop. 

The Kdlams are an aboriginal tribe found in the Central Provinces 

and in East Berar, more especially in the Wun District. They are 

classed by Mr. Hislop and by Mr. Sherring (following him) as one of the 

Gond Tribes. That they are a tribe of common origin with the Gonds 

there can be no doubt, but inasmuch as they have, though interspersed in 

the south-western portion of Goiidwana with the Gonds, preserved 

certain distinctive customs, to say nothing of their language, which, 

though allied to Gondi as may be seen from the vocabulary cannot be 

understood by a Gond ; it is hardly safe to assert that they are a sub¬ 

division of the Gonds. Kolams differ considerably from Gonds in 

appearance, and the Gonds, in Berar, at any rate, do not admit that they 

are a Gond tribe, while the Kolams on the other hand shew no anxiety 

to be considered so, but are rather inclined to repudiate the connection. 

The Pradhans (called “ Pathau ” in Gondi), a tribe whose language is 

Gondi, perform for the Gonds offices in many respects similar to those 

assigned to Bhats among Hindus, but they perform no such offices for 

Kolams and do not sing or provide music at their weddings and funerals 

as they do at those of the Gonds. It is not my purpose to attempt to 
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define the degree of relationship which exists between the Gonds proper 

and the Kolams. I do not think that this can be done in the present 

state of our knowledge of these tribes. All that can be said at present 

is that it does not appear that the Kolams can be placed in the 

same category with Raj Gonds, Dhadave Gonds and Kutulvar Gonds as 

a subdivision of the Gond tribe, or a tribe of the Gond nation. What 

their exact position is with regard to such tribes is yet to be ascer¬ 

tained. I hope to publish, before long, some notes on the Gond tribes. 

There are one or two points to be noticed with regard to the system 

which I have followed in representing Gond! and Kolami vocables by 

Roman characters and symbols. The term transliteration can hardly be 

applied to this process, both Gondi and Kolami being unwritten lan¬ 

guages. For the sake of convenience, however, I may as well say 

that I have followed as closely as possible the system laid down by the 

Society for the transliteration of the Nagari and allied alphabets ; i.e 

the sounds represented by the Nagari letters are, as a rule, represented 

by the equivalent symbols recognized by the Society. Thus the cere¬ 

bral sounds appear as #, th, d, dh, while the sound of the nasal 

letter is represented by the symbol y, etc. I have deviated from this 

system in respect of the sounds represented in Marathi by the letters 

^ and These I have represented phonetically by the symbols 

ts, tsh and dz. The symbol l represents the sound given in Marathi 

to the letter 35. I have used the short vowel mark (^ ) over the letters 

e and 0 when those letters represent short sounds. I have also used it 

with other vowels when it has appeared to me to be necessary. 

The capital letters in brackets, (H.), (M.) and (U.) signify Hindi, 

Marathi and Urdu, respectively. In the case of the last named lan¬ 

guage I have designedly drawn no distinction between indigenous words 

and those deriyed from Persian. 

Vocabulary. 

English. Gondi. 
% • Koldmi. 

Ant (black) fatten simdl. 

Ant (white) udri seddl. 

Antelope kurs pot gory a,. 
Arm kai kly. 
Armpit kutli 
Arrow tir ( U.) tir (U.). 
Ass 

• gdrdi 

Axe mars gdlli. 
Back perekci vtn. 
Bamboo vyadur vetur. 
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English. Gbndi. • m *• Kolami. 

Basket tbpli (M.) pitrg. 

Bee kahaddl suruhd pbttel. 

Bear yardz guddi. 

Beard dadhi (H. M.) gaddam. 

Bed bit&ond (H.),hatriin dzuhge tadakbd. 

Before munne, sambr (M.) mutti sidden. 

Beginning mbhtur — 

Bell tilmuli ' 
| dzirarja. 

Bell (wooden clapper ) tapur, tapri J 

Belly petti pottd. 

Blood natur natur. 

Blue jay tatas fava. 

Blue bull (nilgao) 

Bone 

mau 

pedeka bbkkd. 

Bow kamta (H. M.) gelli. 

Box salad, peti (H. M.) salad. 

Hoy pedal bald (H. M.). 

Branch (of a tree) khahda komul. 

Bread sari ippdte. 

Brother (elder) dadd (H. M.) annak. 

Brother (younger) tammur tbren. 

Buffalo (bull) halyal ) 
• sur. 

Buffalo (cow) 

Bull 

yermi ) 

kurra 

1. 

kbde. 

Bullock kbhda ed. 

Calf kurra (bull), piyd (hei- lejja. 

Camel 

fer) 

hiit (M.) lotti. 

Cat vyarkar pilli (H. M.). 

Cheap (adj.) sastb {H.) sukarahdem. 

Cheek karvi dhddd. 

Cock ghogbdi pbt. 

Cousin (father’s bro- ■ tsulat tammur kakone annak (elder), 

ther’s son) kakbne toren (younger.) 

Cousin (mother’s bro- • mdvas tammur — 

ther’s son) \ 

Child pedal bald (H. M.). 

Cow murd kute. 

Crow kdkad f kbrr. 

Dagger suri (If.), ru$i katar (H. M.). 

Daughter pedgi pilld. 
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English. Gondi. 
• • Kolami. 

Daughter-in-law koryal korral. 

Dawn pah ate (M.) pehele (? J3.), pdtul. 

Day podd, piyal pate. 

Deer (spotted) tsitra tsitryak. 

Distant (adj.) lak perddv. 

Dog nai ate. 

Ear kevi (s.), kevv (pi.) icev, (s.) kevul (ph). 
Earth dhartri (H. M.) tuk. 

Evening poddzutd, poddburemata potseddln. 

Face toddi • • mdkdm. 

Father bdbdl bd, kivhd. 

Father-in-law muryal sasrd (M.). 
Fever yerkl vessd. 
Field vavar vegad. 

Flesh savt ndhdzul. 
Fire tarmi kis. 

Fly (subs.) vigi nlgal. 
Food dzihu ambal. 
Foot kdlk gelid. 
Forenoon sakdl (M.) 

Forest kedd • aravl. 
Fort lcilla {TJ.) vada (M.). 
Fox kdlyal (M.) kolydk (M.). 
Fruit kdyd pahdl. 
Girl pedi pilla. 
Goat meke. 
Gold sond (H. M.) sone (H. M.). 
Grain sonndl. 
Grandfather dobak. 
Grass dzadi gadtdi. 
Hair tlr. 
Hand kal kly. 
Heart dzdm. 
Heat ubbd. 
Hide (subs.) _ tol• 
Hill met f a male. 
Hog padl turre. 
Honey tene. 
Horse khodd (H. M.) gurram. 
House rdn elld. 
Husband muido, manaso .mag van. 
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English. Gondi. 
• • Koldmi. 

Jackal kdlydl kbllid (M.). 

Jawar (sorghum vul- dzonnd sonndk. 

gare) 

Jungle kedd aravi. 

Leaf aki yeg (s.) yegul (pi.). 

Leech dzeru 

Leg kdlk gefM. 

Lips givali peddel. 

Mad (adj.) pisal ' . pisak. 

Man mdnydl pedda. 

Maternal uncle mama, (H. M.) mama (H. M.). 

Maternal uncle’s wife- dppd. 

Monkey (red) hove kbti. 

Monkey (langur) gadde (m.), milhdz (f.) mui. 

Mother maya, baiye, aval be. 

Mother-in-law pbrdl pbddl. 

Mouse yelli elka. 

Moustache micdl misdl. 

Mouth todl rnuti. 

Neck guryd mak. 

Night narka ale. 

Oil nl nunc. 

Panther karydl ginndmprd. 

Parrot dzatah horydk. 

Partridge kakrdhdz 

Paternal uncle kdka (H.) kdkd (II.). 

Peacock mal ndmli. 

Pig padi turre. 

Pigeon (green) pondl 

Plantain her. (s.) kererj (pi.) here (II. M.). 

Plough ndhgydl ncihgar (M.). 

Poison vih dziga. 

Pumpkin purka hurra. 

Quail (subs.) utti sale. 
Hat yelli elka. 
Salt sovar supp. 
Sambar sambar (II. Mi) had as. 
Sand vdlic (M.) naru (Jf.)» 
Small (adj.) t sudor tsinnam. 
Smoke (subs.) pbyd pbg. 
Snake taras pdm. 

J. i. 25 
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English. Gondl. • • 
Kolami. 

Son mart bald ( H. M.). 

Spear bartshi (M.) bar si (M.). 

Stone banda ghu$. 

Teak tekd tek. 

Throat ghoti 4o4dr. 

Tiger burkal pull. 

Tooth palk pal (s.) pdlkul (ph). 

Tree mar a mdk. 

Turban pagotd (Mi) dzdde. • 

Village ndr ur. 

Waist nadi • tikdne, mulke (small of 

• the back.) 

Water yer ir. 

Wife bdeko (M.), navari koldmd. 

Wine kallu sard. 

Wolf Idndgyal (M.) Idndgd (If.). 

NUMERALS. 

One undi okkod. 

Two rand • indirj. 

Three mund mundig. 

Four nalic ndlirj. 

Five siyurj aid. 

Six sarurj dr. 

Seven yerurj sat (H. M.). 

For numbers above seven the Marathi numerals are used. I have 

made careful inquiries on this point, and have always been told by 

Gonds that they have no numerals of their own above seven except nur7 

which means “ a hundred ” and seems to be used as a collective noun. 

The Kolami numerals go no higher than six. 

POINTS OP THE COMPASS. 

East pbddpaise palldm. 

West phurdyin pbdelarj. 

South talavaddd met-ldrj. 

North girayin teldrj. 

There is little to he said regarding the vocabulary. 

It is strange that the Gonds have not preserved their own names 

for the bow and arrow, weapons on which they probably relied for 

food and self-protection long before their speech could have been 

influenced by the tongues from which the names now given to those 
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weapons are derived. I have satisfied myself by careful inquiry that 

the Gronds, in Berar at any rate, have no words for those weapons other 

than those given in the vocabulary. 

Another curious point is the paucity of the numerals. I have made 

very particular inquiries on this point. It is incredible that a people 

which attained to the degree of civilization which the Gonds are 

known to have reached, should have been unable to count beyond seven. 

The fact that they have a word of their own for “ a hundred,” shews 

that their numeration was not so limited. The strange thing is that 

the words for the numbers above seven should have been lost. 

The vocabulary which I have given is but meagre, and labours 

under the disadvantages which must always attach to a mere list of 

words. I hope at some future time to have an opportunity of further 

investigating the Kolami language. 
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The story of ttie Prodigal Son, translated into the Kurku Language.*—By 

Rev. John Drake, Missionary to the Kurkus, Ellichpur, Berar. 

\_Communicated by G. A. Grierson, Ph.D., C.I.E., I.C.S.] 

[Read July, 1897.] 

[The following translation is a specimen of another Aboriginal Lan¬ 

guage spoken in the Central Provinces and Berar. It has been prepared 

for Dr. Grierson in connection with his Linguistic Survey, but unfortu¬ 

nately reached him too late for that purpose. However, as trustworthy 

specimens of these Aboriginal Languages are very rarely met with, the 

Editor readily accepted Dr. Grierson’s suggestion to publish it in this 

Journal. 

The Kurkus, or Korkus as their name is spelt in the last Census 

Deports, are a Kolarian tribe living in different parts of the Central 

Provinces and Berar. We learn from Dalton’s Descriptive Ethnography 

of Bengal (page 231) that their name is said to be a plural of kur “ man.” 

They are also spoken of as Muasi, but this rather seems to be merely 

the name of one of their tribal subdivisions. The total number of Kur¬ 

kus is entered in the last Census Reports as 96,218 for Central 

Provinces, and 37,126 for Berar, thus giving a total of 1,33,344. The 

Berar Census Report states that “ the primitive hill-men are beginning 

to find their way into the world, and as they do so their language will 

probably merge into that of the province.” Under such circumstances, 

it is to be hoped that the following specimen of their language, however 

short it may be, will still be welcomed.1 
As to the Author’s system of transliteration, no attempt has been 

made to adapt it to the Society’s system, on account of its dealing with 

the sounds of a Kolarian language, a general standard for which does 

not exist. He distinguishes every short and long vowel by different 

vowel-marks (except in the diphthongs ai and au) ; thus d and a, e 

and e, etc. The letter 3 means a sound much like the German ch in 

ich, dich, etc.—Ed.] . 

1 A description of the Kurkus by W. H. P. Driver will be found in this 
Journal, Vol. LXI, for 1892, Part I, page 128 ff. 
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Mia koron barl konking dan. Do shani, itai heja bateken mandi¬ 

wenej, Aba, mala ata ingya daiiba di ingken He. Dij heja mal katino-kg. 

Ghonoch din da diinte sliani kon shaboka golake, do kalangka desh5n 

olen. Do den heja mal bura cbalten bidke. Do dlj shabo par sliiake- 

gaten di deshon kad kal boohoen, do dijen kamtiyu endaen. Do di 

desho mia tharitaija meran di] milatingyu olen ; do dij heja kliitin 

sukarikuken giigupi antin dijken kulkenej. Do sukariku jujum dan di 

saliten di] lajo bibi taku dan; do dijken ye ka iwej bang dan. DiJ 

lisaren makhan dij mhenen, Ingya aba. mera choto bliagiyakuken ke ata 

ghatauba, do saraeyn eto ghatauba, do ing rangeja mar guju lapken ! 

Ing bidba, do aba meran sheneba, do dijken mandiwejba, Aba, agaso 

samman, do ama samman ing papo dake. Do sutuken ama kon mandiyii 

lekan ing bang u: ingken ama mia bhagiya lekan doking. Do dij bidjen, 

do bate meran keen. Melm dij kadilin dan, di khendon dij a bate dijken 

dokenej ; do lirabaraen, do sarubjen. do dija^koirin gatien, do tot5 ile. 

Do konte dijkan mandiwenej, Aba, ing agaso samman do amen dugugen 

pape dake, do ama konte mandiyii lekan ing sutuken bang u. Metin bate 

heja bliagiyakuken mandiweku, Awalten awal lijasali, do dijken ugurki, 

do dija tin mundl uriki, do dija nangan kaure uriki. Do abung jujum, 

d5 aiyaku : ini ingya kon goen dan, do eta jitaen; dij adjen dan, do 

ghataen. Do diku aiyau lapken. 

Metin dija kadkon kliitinej dan : do dij heje lapken, do lira meran 

hadiru lapken, di khendon dij baja sadi do chiisun anjumke. Do 

bhagiyaku mikorken dij konyenej, do kokomaraen, Ini mandi choi ? 

Do dij dijken mandiwenej, Ama bokote heen ; do dij awalsajaten ghataen, 

ini lagin ama bate bhana ike. Do dij khijuen, do talan shene taku dun 

dan. Ini bere dija bate darumen heen, do dijken bmtikenej. Do dij 

mandi iradone bateken mandiwenej, Doge, eto orosoten ama kamo ing* 

dae lapken, do ama hiikum ing tone ka khendon dej dun ; metin ingya 

kibiliku gelen ing aiyau lagin am ingken mia shiri konken tai i dun. 

Metin biitaniku gelen ama mal jofen ini ama kon been, di ka khendon 

am dija antin bliana ike. Do dij dijken mandiwenej, kon, am shaboka 

din ing gelen periaku lapken, do ingya shaboka ama ka. Aiyau do 

ariyu awal dan, ama bokote goen dan, d5 eta jitaen ; do adjen dan, do 

ghataen. 
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Notes on the Vernacular dialects spoken in the District of Saran.—By 

Girindranath Ddtt, Superintendent, Baj Hatwa. [Communicated 

hy G. A. Grierson, Ph.D., C.I.E., I.C.S.] 

[ Read July, 1897. ] 

The political boundaries of the District Saran are:— 

North.—The sub-division of Betia in the District Camparan and 

pargana Sidhwa Jobnaha in Parauna Tahsil of District Gorakhpur. 

South.—Pargana Sikandarpur and pargana Kharid of Balia which 

is now a separate District having been detached from Ghazipur and 

Azamgarh; parganas Ara and Barahgao of District Shahabad and 

Dinapur and Bankipur side of District Patna. 

East.—The sub-division of Motihari in District Camparan; the 

sub-divisions of Muzaffarpur and Hajipur in District Tirhut. 

West.—Pargana Salempur Majhauli in Deoriya-Tahsil in District 

Gorakhpur. 

Its natural boundaries are the following :— 

East, the river Gandak ; South, rivers Gogra and Ganges ; North, 

rivers Chota-Gandaki and Khanwa ; West, Chota-Ga^dakl. 

Both the natural and the political boundaries of the District have 

influence on the various dialects spoken in it, and these dialects though 

diliering a good deal from one another are not such as to be unintelli¬ 

gible to their respective speakers. 

The following is a list of the Parganas of the District:— 

1. 
Parganas. 
Andar 

Square miles. 
... 116-46 

2. Bal ... 389*37 
3. Bara ... 208-56 
4. Bari ... 164-86 
5. Caubar ... 13023 
6. Dangsi ... 92-20 
7. Goa ... 377-62 
8. Kuari ... 421-82 
9. Majhi ... 48-30 

10. Maker ... 11837 
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Parganas. 

11. Marhal 

12. Narhan 

13. Paclak 

14. Sipah 

15. Cirand 

16. Kasmar 

17. Maner 

Square miles. 

.. 101*73 

.. 46*73 

.. 119*74 

.. 11636 

.. 4227 

.. 116* 

2* 

If we take the internal boundary of the District we find it is 

bounded on the north by parganas Kuan and Sipah ; the south, Andar, 

Narhan, Kasmar and Cirand; the east, Dangsi, Marhal and Maker; the 

west, Caubar and Paclak. 

On a close observation it will appear that the conterminous parganas 

of the neighbouring districts speak a hybrid tongue, each adopting some 

of the vocabulary of their neighbouring parganas ; and differing a great 

deal, say eight to twelve annas, from the language spoken in the district 

proper or in the head-quarters. Travelling from the north, for instance, 

we come across the Khanwaparl boll of Marar Tappa, which is an ad¬ 

mixture of three dialects:—1. The Nawapari dialect of pargana 

Salempur Majhauli. 2. The Jobnaha dialect of pargana .Sidhwa- 

Jobnaha. 3. The Kuariha dialect of pargana Kalyanpur Kuan in 

district Saran. Of these the two first differ from each other by so much 

as eight annas, although the two parganas are conterminous; and 

though situated in the same district of Gorakhpur, their difference from 

the Gorakhpuri language is still greater. Hence it is not right to call 

any of these three pargana dialects by the general provincial name of 

Kanaujia or Gorakhpuri. 

Although these different pargana dialects prevalent in the district, 

have not been given any specific names, they are differentiated from 

each other either (1) by the pargana or Tapjpa names such as Kuariha, 

Jobnaha and Nawapari, or (2) by the name of the rivers which separate 

them, in the same sense as ‘ cis ’ and ‘ trans ’ are used in English. For 

an instance the people of Balia district will call the dialect on the other 

side of the river Dewhapciri boll and vice versa. 

The differences in the various dialects can be best classified under 

the following heads:— 

(a) Difference in affixes (verbal nominal or pronominal). 

(b) Difference in substantive. 

(c) Difference in indeclinables and phrases. 

(d) Difference in pronouns. 

Commencing from the north we find the small rivulet Klianwa 

dividing the pargana of Kalyanpur Kuarl, the northern portion of the 
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district, into two parts flowing between the two Tappas, Marar and 

Bhore. A Khanwapari or trans-Khanwa dialect differs from the cis- 

Khanwa or Kuariha dialect by some fonr annas, and more than eight 

annas from the dialects of the neighbouring parganas of Salempur 

Majhaull and Sidhwa Jobnaha in the Gdrakhpur district. The dialects 

of pargana Salempur Majhanli and pargana Sidhwa Jobnaha differ from 

each other by eight annas, although the two parganas are conterminous. 

The annexed comparative statement A of these northern dialects will 

clearly show that three different dialects are spoken in the north of the 

district, viz.; {a) The Khanwapari boll, influenced by the dialects of two 

parganas of Gdrakhpur; (b) The Kuariha dialect; (c) The dialect on 

the eastern boundary of Sipah, influenced by the dialects of the conter¬ 

minous parganas in Camparan. 

From north wre travel towards the west into the pargana of Caubar 

and Paclak. The pargana in the district conterminous to these is 

pargana Salempur Majhanli, the dialect of which has been recorded 

in statement A. Looking at the list B, showing the dialect of Paclak 

and Caubar we find that the dialect in the west of Saran is an admixture 

of Kuariha dialect of Saran and Nawaparl and Jobnaha dialects of 

Gorakhpur. 
* • 

From the west we proceed to the south which for convenience’s sake 

we divide into three blocks, passing through (1.) the parganas of Andar, 

a portion of Caubar, Narhan; (2.) Majlii, Bal; (3.) Kasmar and Cirand. 

The districts conterminous to these are (1.) Balia; (2.) Shahabad: 

(3.) Patna respectively. 

The corresponding parganas of Andar, southern Caubar and 

Narhan are Sikandarpur and Kharid in Zila Balia on the trans-Gogra 

side, and the dialects of the parganas of the two districts are therefore 

differentiated from each other by the Dewhdpdri boll. The annexed 

comparative statement C will show their difference and affinity. 

Proceeding on, we come to the parganas of Majhi and Bal, the 

corresponding parganas of which on the trans-Gogra side are parganas 

Ara and Barahgao in district Shahabad. Statement C will show their 

difference and affinity. 

The bordering parganas of Shahabad do not speak the strict 

Bhdjpuri boll which runs WfcT or ^ ^T3cT 

STT3, and not as given in the statement. We then come to the extreme 

corner of the district in parganas Kasmar and Cirand. The corres¬ 

ponding tran s-Gauge tic parganas of which are Maner and Phulwari in 

Patna District. The sub-joined comparative statement C will show 

their dialectical difference and affinity. From the south we proceed up 

to the east into the parganas of Dangsi, Marlial, Maker. The com¬ 

parative statement D will exhibit their kinship. 
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Having finished the principal pargana dialects prevalent in the 

district, I now come to racial and tribal dialectical differences. The 

professions of barber, oilman the washerman the milkman 

carpenter (sRffe), are followed by Hindus and Muhammadans 

alike, forming themselves into a separate caste. The Muhammadan 

milkman is called (Gaddi) and Muhammadan Baniya, 

(Rikl). The Hindi spoken by the Muhammadans is different from that 

spoken by the Hindus having an admixture of Urdu, as statement E 

will show. 

Of the aboriginal tribes the Magjiaiwd Dams, the Natuds and 

Siarmarwas (jackal hunter), (but not the Musahars who speak Hindi 

just in the same way as other Hindus) use a distinct dialect of their 

own in conversation among themselves, and these dialects are quite 

unintelligible to others. Appendices F, G & H are specimens of their 

language. 

As it may be interesting to give a short account of these tribes, 

I take the liberty to deviate a little from my subject. The Bengal 

Police Code speaking of Maghaiwa Doms says: “ The Maghaiwa of 

Camparan and Saran are inveterate wanderers and thieves. They 

build neither villages nor huts, but shelter themselves under sirkls, 

bushes, and blankets, moving from place to place in search of plunder. 

They extend their operations into Nepal. They enter houses at night 

(not by a mine) by the door and carry no light. They are armed with 

knives which they freely use. Sometimes they strap them to their fore¬ 

arms, so that the blade projects at the elbows. When attempts are 

made to arrest them they become dangerous and resist strenuously, 

wounding themselves or threatening to dash a child to the ground, so 

as to deter the Police from acting. They occasionally use as accom¬ 

plices, the bad characters of the locality in which they are working. 

They are feared and detested by the people ; but some of the less 

respectable land-holders permit them to squat and share their plunder.” 

Natuds :—A low born type of Muhammadans who allow their 

daughters to be professional prostitutes, but not their daughter-in-law 

or wives whom they purchase when they are very young. Mr. Magrath 

describes them: “ They are a vagabond race, seldom settling down and 

having as their nightly covering a small pent house of reeds commonly 

called a sirki. They not unfrequently profess to be Muhammadans and 

are said to be regularly circumcised. They are most of them hard 

drinkers, and resemble so much the gypsies of Europe, that it seems 

almost impossible not to identify the two. They have a secret 

language like the Gypsies besides the ordinary dialect used by them.” 

J. i. 26 
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Siarmarwds :—A wandering tribe of robbers settled by the Govern¬ 

ment of tbe North-Western Provinces on the borders of Gorakhpur. 

Their profession is to hunt jackals, hiding themselves in ambush and 

imitating their yells which makes the whole pack around come 

near the hunters yelling. They eat their flesh and prepare an oily 

substance from their fat and extract from them a substance called 

“ Siar SinghI ” which is used as a charm amulet for fever and ague. 

They are sometimes found wandering in Saran, like the Maahaiwa 

Doms or other tribes following a nomadic life. 

I now conclude my note by one more dialectical difference. There 

are certain words, phrases and idioms peculiar to the fair sex and never 

used by males, as will be seen from the following examples 

Nouns. 

Males. Females. 
1. Cloth worn round the waist 

and between the legs 
C\ 

2. Eatable vegetables rr^rfx frf^iTT 

3. Son • * • • • • tar 

4. Daughter tit ftfe^T 

5. Forehead fwnc 

6. Maid servant ... 

7. Plastered consecrated ground 

for keeping cooked food ... Z^X 

8. Husband ... ... - MrTTC 

9. Complaint 

Pronouns. 

10. My or mine ^X\ or ifTTT 

11. Yours or your... W\^X T cfft or rfTTT 

(a) (h) ^ <TTT w (0 «ri? %, and abusive 

languages such as (d) <sffPJrTT, (e) 3T^Wr, (/) Wltf, (g) 
• • ' 

*iltf are phrases used exclusively by females. The peasants call 

the breeding bull with a peculiar sound “ (He H a Ha Ho)” and, 

as obedient as a dog to his master’s whistle, the bull comes runniug from 

a distance to cover the cow. 
■0 ' , , 

(a) Very strange, (b) Away, be good to thee (an exclamation when any impro¬ 

per action is done), (c) O mother, (d) An abbreviation of an indecent abuse, 

(e) Eater of ordure, (/) I burn your turban, (g) I beat you with black cooking-pot. 
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FORM B. 

Western Dialect. 

List shoiving the dialect of Paclak and Caubar Pargand. 

(a) Difference in Suffixes. (d) In Indeclinables. DemarJcs. 

(a) WTT TOR: % ? % # (a) W and (Vide English 
translation in form 

W A.) ‘ 
*tt or i (6) and 

(c) ^r% grsrc: trrfsr tot! •r 

5TTf% *5T3T | 

(d) 
• 

WF^T % <?Tf ^ t W ^ 1 

(e) ^ Jitt ^fTrfTfsr and not 

^Tfs or | 
> 

(b) Difference in Substantives. 

(a) 

(b) and both - ■ 

(c) and not SfiftT 

(«*) JRTfX 
1 

(«) *jfC3T » 

f^rr 

(/) ^JT^C and not 

O') *pTT and xr*rf% both 

Vo) tffe and . 

0) and both • 

(m) jfifsr 

(n) and g-'jfir both 

(c) In Pronouns. 

(«) ffcr 
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FORM D. 

Eastern Dialect. 

'Comparative Statement of the dialect of Dangsi, $’c., in Sdran and Pargana 

Patti in Muzaffarpur and Pargana Majhatiwa in Campdran. 

Pargana Dangsi, Pargana Ratti in Pargana Majhauwa 
&c., in Saran. Muzaffarpur. in Camparan. 

(a) Difference in Scffixes. 

0)WTT ^TT!%or (a)TTftT Wt % or 

1 1 

(not (b) (not 

or WO T* or ^TT) *§rr*r 

<n «TT 

or ^ffT | or ^rn | 

(c) ^TT (c) gr- 

*TTfiT ^rf?TT xnf^r w 

i Vide 

(d) ^pst wr (d)WI^ % ^rg^T^fT Vide form A. 
English 

translation 

f^rrr % in form A. 

i t i 

(e) ^ Jlft WlrfTTTsr (e) Itj? WTrlfff 1 
or STffTTfsr 1 

(6) Difference in Substantives. 

(a) •. 

O') T*T; 0)WfT 

(fcjl’fe not (7c)wte 

(l) *TT^t not (l) The same. 
•' 
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Pargana Dangsl, 
&c., in Saran. 

Pargana Ratti in 
Muzaffarpur. 

Pargana Majhauwa 
in Champaran. 

(c) Difference 

tNt) 

(h) 

(d) Difference 

in Pronouns. 

(а) The same. 

(б) The same. 

in Indeclinables. 
Vide form A. 

■ 

(a) WT3 (a) The same. 

(b)fm^x ) 

^fx^XT > 
(b) The same. 

--- 

FORM E. 

Specimen showing the difference in the dialects of Hindus and Muhammadans 

having the same professional callings. 

English. Muhammadans. Hindus. 

(a) Difference in Suffixes. 

(a) I am going for 
a certain work. 

(1) You are going to 
Mirganj ; tell 
this or that man 
my news. 

(a) ^ WTOT % 

snt ^ i 

(b) sn% 

wr*rr effr 

^ t’R 1 

(a) % 

31% ^TTfRTfiT 1 

(b) <j orrmuf 

WT3T 

t 3r? 1 

(c) Don’t abuse 1 me ; 
curb your mouth 

* (tongue). 

(c) Tnf^ ?irr 

i 
i 

(c) JITfT 5TfT fK S 

3tf% ( 

(b) Difference in Substantives. 

(a) Razor. 

(b) Spade. 

(a) 

(b) l»^r ^ or 

0) 

(6) or f^rfX 

(c) Milk-pot with a 
spout. 

(c) ^ifT (c) 3\T3T 
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FORM H. 

Specimen of Natud Dialect obtained at Hativa. 

Hindi. Natua Diale«ct. 

(a) WTTT t^T W % *ircr VK JIWT (a) WWPC iJW^T *hj 3i^T | 
s* 
^ 1 

(b) ^iTTTt afT^ $ WT*T % ti t (b) wmrc *irwit % win* % wwt w 

SWT % 1 f^rrwT s^r i 

(c) W*TTt W WT5T <T (c) WTiTTT W WT5J W<sT 

F^r % i TWT % 1 

(d) WWWT 3TO rftfWT xn^t (d) wt ^if*r 

€tWT 1 fif^f WT^TT 1 

Specimen form of petition. 

wki<t f?rw wit wren; wt w wtw f^T wrm i mm w sfrwra^r 

frj^r 2^ w€t<TT arft f^WfT w ^'jt i r fw few %ji i a? 

% ^n^rr % ifar % femwt f%^r i wk sihne Wit tw 

f^iT wfc tor wr f^wT 11 

(Fide the Hindi form and English translations of this petition in 

form F. (e); the dialect of the Maghaiwa Do ms.) 
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Th 'ee further Collections of Ancient Manuscripts from Central Asia.— By 

A. F. Rudolf Hoernle, C.I.E., Ph.D. 

(With Plates VII—XXX.) 

[Read August, 1897.] 

Since the publication in this Journal1 in 1893 of my account of 

the Weber Manuscripts, three further collections of Central Asian 

Manuscripts have been placed in my hands by the Foreign Department 

of the Government of India. I received them in April 1895, November 

1895, and December 1896, respectively. 

I. Fragments. (Plate VII.) 

The first of the three collections consists of mere scraps of 

manuscripts. A preliminary account of these was published by me in 

the Proceedings of this Society for May 1895 (pages 84, 85). They had 

been presented to Mr. Macartney, the British Agent in Kashgar by 

the Manager of the Chinese Foreign Commerce in that town. Mr. 

Macartney sent them to Sir A. Talbot, K.C.I.E., the British Resident 

in Kacmlr, who forwarded them to the Foreign Office in Simla, which 

made them over to me. In the same way, I may here add, the other 

two collections of manuscripts have come into my hands. 

The Foreign Office letter, of the 28th March, 1895, forwarding to 

me the fragments, simply stated that they had been dug out in Kuchar. 

On my request for further particulars, Mr. Macartney very kindly 

forwarded to me “ the translation of a letter received in Kashgar on 

the 7tli December, 1894, from Lew, Amban of Kuchar, to Tsing, 

Manager of the Foreign Commerce Office in Kashgar.” This letter, 

lie added, contained all the information he was able to afford with 

reference to my request. The letter runs as follows :— 

“ I have received your letter, desiring me to enquire whether 

there are any sacred Tibetan Manuscripts in the family of Timur 

Beg. I lost no time in summoning him. He stated that he had 

no such manuscripts, but that some people had, several years ago, 

1 See ante, Yol. LXII, p. 1 ff. 

J. I. 28 
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dug some out from a big mound situated at the west of the city 

[Kuehar], and almost 5 li [slightly over a mile] from it, and that 

as this took place a long time ago, the documents had now either 

been sold or burnt. I also went in person to make an inspection 

of the mound winch was about 10 chang [approximately 100 feet] 

in height and of about the same dimension in circumference. As 

people had already been digging there, a cavity was seen, which, 

however, had fallen in. I hired 25 men to dig under proper super¬ 

vision. After two months’ work, they only dug out a parcel of 

torn paper and torn leaves with writing on them. I now forward 

this to you. If afterwards I discover any person possessing such 

manuscripts I shall again communicate with you.” 

The locality of the find, indicated in this letter, as I shall show 

further on {infra, p. 240), appears to be the same as that from which 

the Bower MSS. and the Weber MSS. have been recovered. 

Specimens of the fragments, which constitute this collection, are 

shown on Plate YII in full size. It will be seen that they are the merest 

scraps of manuscripts. There is none among them of any larger size 

than the largest shown in the plate. Of course, the most legible 

specimens have been selected for exhibition, though even among them 

there are some which are only legible with the greatest difficulty. But 

their interest lies not so much in what they contain, as in the various 

types of character in which, and the material, on which they are 

written. 

The material of the fragments is of three different kinds : palm- 

leaf, birch-bark, and paper. The fragments of palm-leaf are shown 

under No. I: they are all that were found in the collection. Those 

of birch-bark are shown under No. II: there are four more which 

have not been figured. The whole of the remainder are scraps of 

paper. It will be noticed that the paper is of several very distinct 

varieties, from a very brown and hard (No. IX) to a very white 

and soft (No. XII) kind. The latter, like the paper of some of the 

Weber MSS., is coated with a thick sizing of gypsum. 

The following is a summary of the collection:— 

No. I, palm-leaf, 9 pieces. 

,, II, birch-bark, 13 ,, 

„ III, paper, 12 „ 

,, IV, do. 1 ,, 

„ V, VI, do. 8 „ 

„ VII, do. 10 ,, 

„ VIII,' do. 2 ,, 

IX, do. 25 
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No. X, paper 20 pieces. 

„ XI, do. 36 „ 

,, XII, do. 9 ,, 

Total 145 pieces 

Quite irrespective of tlie material, these fragments are inscribed 

with two quite distinct types of Brahml character, viz., Northern Indian 

(Gupta) and what I have called in my paper on the Weber MSS.2 3 4 

Central Asian. To the former division belong Nos. I, II, III (with the 

exception of piece No. IIIc), Y, VI, VII, VIII (probably), and XI. Of 

these No. I is of palm-leaf, No. II of birch-bark,• and the others of 

paper. To the Central Asian division belong Nos. IV, IX, X and XII. 

The best test-letters for distinguishing the North-Indian from the 

Central Asian are the superscribed vowels e and ai. These, in the 

Central Asian, are made in the form of an almost perpendicular stroke 

with a slight top-curvature to the right,3 while for the short vowel i the 

same form is used which the North-Indian uses for t. Hence what is e 

in the North-Indian, is i in the Central Asian. Regarding the time when 

these Central Asian forms of e and ai originated, I may offer the 

following suggestions. In the Northern Indian Gupta, at a certain 

time, the tendency shows itself, to give to the usual superscribed curve 

of e a serpentine form. This form may be seen on one of the Godfrey 

MSS., on Plate VIII, leaf 11, reverse, line 3, in the word manase, while 

the usual form occurs just below in ghose. Now by straightening the 

serpentine line, but preserving the upward curve, at the left end, 

the Central Asian form of e is produced. The serpentine line was a 

mere artistic fancy in vogue at a certain time, but I believe it eventually 

led to the evolution of the Central Asian forms of e and ai. A look at 

Professor Biihler’s Table IV (column XII-XIX) in his Indian Palaso- 

graphy4 shows that the period during which the fashion of writing the 

serpentine forms of e, ai, o, au prevailed in Northern India with regard 

to engraved documents was the 6th and 7th centuries A.D. For manu¬ 

scripts the fashion must have commenced much earlier. Manuscripts, 

therefore, showing that fashion cannot be well dated later than the 6th 

century A.D., and may be placed the earlier, the more sporadic the 

observance of the fashion shows itself. To that period, say the fourth 

or fifth century A.D., may be referred the evolution of the Central Asian 

forms of medial e and ai. See also the remarks, infra, p. 257. 

2 See Journal, As. Soc. Bengal., Yol. LXII, page 4. 

3 The same is the case, of course, with the superscribed vowels 6 and au; only 

with them, from the nature of the case, the distinction'is not so clearly marked. 

4 In the Encyclopedia of Indo-Aryan Research. 
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An equally good test-letter is the aksara ma. The Central Asian 

form of it is made in two distinct divisions : an open square (like the 

ordinary Brahmi ipa) above and a horizontal line below. On the other 

band the Nortli-Indian (Gupta) form consists only of an open square, 

the left side of which is serpentine. The two forms can be distinctly 

seen and compared in IYa* {mi Central Asian) and VII3 (ma Northern 

Indian).5 It will be noticed here that the Central Asian form origi¬ 

nated by prolonging the dent of the left perpendicular line of the 

North-Indian form so far as to touch its right perpendicular line. 

Another minor test is the general slant of the writing in Central 

Asian, contrasted with the upright writing of the Northern Indian ; this, 

however, makes itself not so apparent in single letters or words as in 

a whole page, where the difference of the two types of Brahmi characters 

forces itself at once on one’s attention. There are other minor points 

of difference between the two types : thus the medial long a, made by a 

long liorn-like projection or curve as in ha (Villa1), ta (IXa4, IXc4), 

sva (1 Va*)yya (III d\ XI 6s). 

A further good test is the form of ya, which in the Northern 

Indian is distinctly tridental, whence it passes, through an intermediate, 

into the modern square form. In the Central Asian, on the other 

hand, the old tridental form of ya gradually passes into a bi-annular 

form. It is particularly to be noted, as a land-mark for chronological 

purposes, that the Northern Indian intermediate form only existed for a 

comparatively short time. It first appears in engraved documents about 

370 A.D., and disappears again about 540 A.D.6 It lasted in round 

numbers for (say) 200 years, and wTas only used in conjunction with the 

superscribed vowels e, ai, o, au. It was clearly an attempt at producing 

a more convenient cursive form. It consisted in the closure of the left 

side of the trident, producing an irregular circlet. By the gradual 

broadening of this circlet, and the concurrent atrophy of the right side 

of the trident, the modern form of ya was produced. The latter is 

practically dominant in Northern India from (say) 600 A.D. It is 

curious to observe that the subscribed conjunct ya passed through a 

very similar course of evolution, though several centuries earlier than 

the non-conjunct ya. There the process occurred in the 1st and 2nd 

centuries A.D., the period being also about 200 years, and there was 

also the same intermediate form of ya. An instance of the latter is 

given by Prof. Buliler, from the 1st century A.D., in Plate III (Column 

5 Raised numbers indicate lines. Thus IYa2 means the second line on fragment 

a, belonging to No. 4 on Plate YII. 

6 See detailed proof in my paper on the date of the Bower MS. in Journal, 

As. Soc. Beng., Yol. LX, pp. 83, ff. 
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III, line 42). The tridental form maintained itself sporadically in the 

2nd century, but from the 3rd century (say, 300 A.D.) the final square 

form is dominant. In Central Asia a somewhat similar evolution, 

though in another direction, took place. Both sides of the original 

trident followed a tendency to close up and become irregular circlets ; 

the left side, first ; the right side, later on ; till at last the whole form 

became a combination of two circlets. In this manner the Central 

Asian form of ya became in appearance very much like the ancient 

form of the numeral figure 10. 

The fragments, shown on Plate VII, afford a useful means of study 

of the gradual evolution of the Central Asian type of the Brahmi 

characters. Thus in general appearance the Central Asian piece Hid is 

hardly distinguishable from the surrounding Northern Indian pieces 

Ilia to III6. But No. lilt/ is known by its distinct Central Asian i 

and ma. Compare, for example, ni in IIIcZ6 with ri in III/1; also m in 

Hid6 with mya in III/3. So also in general appearance the Cen¬ 

tral Asian piece, No. IY, closely resembles the Northern Indian 

pieces No. YIIa&; but the former can be distinguished as Central 

Asian by the forms of its e and ma. Observe, e.g., re in IV3; also 

compare mi in IV2 with ma in YII68 and m in Ylla1. By 4 general 

appearance ’ I mean principally the absence of the characteristic slant ; 

but note also the presence still of the tridental form of ya, e.g., in yd 

Hid5 and IY2. Here, then, we have two examples of the beginning 

divergence of the Central Asian from the Northern Indian, shown 

in two quite distinct handwritings. 

The next step of the evolution we have in No. IX. The general 

appearance is still upright; but note the characteristic forms of ya in 

IXc2 and IX/3, which are no more tridental, the left side having been 

closed up into a circlet (the whole resembling the old numeral 10). 

Note also the characteristic forms of e and m in me IXf2, ma IXa1, ve 

IXe1, et passim. A further step in advance is shown in No. X. 

Here the general slant is already clearly marked ; compare this No. with 

No. YII by its side. Note also the distinctive Central Asian ya in Xa2, 

Xc5,7 (exactly like the numeral 10), e in ge Xc4, ye Xc7, bhe XcZ2, d in 

id Xa4, m in X63. As to the form of m, No. X shows a curious further 

development in closing the top of the ordinary Central Asian form of 

this letter. This is the only case in which I have hitherto noticed this 

very peculiar form of the Central Asian m. On comparing this piece 

with Part YI of the Weber MSS. (Journal, As. Soc. Seng., LXII, plate 

II, fig. 2) it will be observed that they are both written in exactly 

the same handwriting : the only difference is in the form of on, Part YI 

of the Weber MSS. showing the usual Central Asian form of that 
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letter. The last step of the evolution is reached in No. XII, which 

shows all the characteristics of the Central Asian type of Brahmi, just 

like Part IX of the Weber MSS. (ibidem, Plate III, tig. 3—5); but note 

especially the full biannular form of ya in ya XI16s, also the angular 

form of dha in XII63. 

I proceed to notice some details of this collection of fragments. 

No. I. This is written on palm-leaf, in a very neat, clear, and 

careful hand, so that it is a pity that not more has been preserved 

of the manuscript. The characters are of the Northern Indian Gupta 

class, and their type indicates a rather early Gupta period. The 

letter ya is used in its tridental form ; even the intermediate form is 

absent; see yd, yai in I, Id3, ye in If3. The superscribed conjunct r is 

formed within the line, see rda I/r2, rtta Icl. A date before 350 A.D. 

suo-o-ests itself. There is nothing in the fragments to indicate the size 

of the leaves, or the extent and contents of the work. The fragment h, 

however, shows the number 2 on its margin, which would seem to 

indicate it as the remnant of the second leaf. 

No. II. These fragments are written on bircli-bark and might be of 

a work of the same age as the Bower MSS. From the style of the 

characters they might, indeed, be fragments of that work, though there 

is nothing in them to indicate the nature of the work to which they 

may have belonged. Fragment lie is written in a larger hand than the 

others, and probably belonged to a separate work. 

No. III. All these fragments are written on paper. The five 

pieces a, b, c, e, f are written in Northern Indian Gupta, while piece 

d is written in Central Asian. The latter, therefore, belonged to a 

work quite different from the others. But the handwriting in the 

pieces a and b is a little different from that in the pieces c, e, /; 

and these two sets, therefore, may have belonged to two different 

manuscripts, though their purport is the same: they treated of 

spells. Pieces a and b are still connected with the original thread ; 

and other pieces of thread which I received together with this 

collection of fragments are shown in the centre of the Plate. I 

would place the date of the manuscript to which pieces a and b be¬ 

longed early in the 5th century, contemporary with the Bower MS., 

on account of their showing the intermediate form of ya in yd III a.8 

But it must be noted that the tridental form also occurs in yd III c.3 

The superscribed conjunct r is formed within the line ; see rnnl III el. 

No. IV. Written on thin paper, in bold and clear Central Asian 

of a very early type, as shown by the tridental form of ya, and the 

straight form of the medial u in asnlca, line 1. Both forms point to a 

date not later than (say) 450 A.D. The curious appendage to the foot 
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of the horizontal stroke of a, Jc, r and su is worth noting. Its intention, 

of course, is to delimit that stroke. 

Nos. V and VI. These two fragments, both on paper and in 

Northern Indian, seem to me to be the most archaic looking in the 
collection. 

No. VII. In Northern Indian and on paper. Piece a shows the old 

numeral 3 in the third line. 

No. VIII. On paper and in Northern Indian. In hardly legible 

condition. The large letter lu on piece b possibly indicates the numeral 

30, though its position in the lower right-hand corner is not the usual 

one for pagination. 

No. IX. On brown paper, and in Central Asian in a large, 

bold hand and of a somewhat later type than No. IV. Piece d shows a 

numeral figure on the margin, which I take to be 9. Piece li shows 

the numeral figure for 90 and below it that for 2d This fact shows this 

piece to be the remnant of the 92nd leaf of some large work of an 

unknown character. 

No. X. On paper, and in Central Asian Nagari of exactly the 

same type as in Part VI. of the Weber MSS. The original breadth of the 

leaf is shown by piece c, which measures about 2| inches, and shows that 

there are eight lines to the page, the top and bottom lines nearly touching 

the margins. The leaves of Part VI of the Weber MSS., measure 2f 

inches in breadth, and there are only seven lines on a page. Moreover, 

as already stated (ante, p. 217) the letter m is formed differently in the 

two manuscripts. All these circumstances proves ufficiently that our frag¬ 

ment cannot have belonged to that Part VI, which contains an ancient 

Sanskrit koQa or vocabulary. On the other hand, from the occurrence, 

in Xc6, of the phrase padau vanditva, it seems probable that the subject 

of this manuscript was the same as that of Set I a of the Macartney 

MSS.8 and Parts V and VII of the Weber MSS. 

No. XI. On thin paper, and in Northern Indian Gupta of an early 

type, as shown by the absence of the intermediate form of ya in yeXld^ 

and yd XIu3 and XIdb. It may be referred to the 4th century A.D. 

Noteworthy are the curious elongated forms of medial i and sub¬ 

scribed y. 

No. XII. On soft white paper, thickly coated with a white sizing; 

written in fully developed Central Asian, of the same type as in Part IX 

of the Weber MSS. 

I Of the second stroke of 2 only a minute trace remains. Of course, it is 

possible that there may have beeu a third stroke, which would make the number to 

be 93. 

8 See infra, page 243, on Leaf II, obverse, lines 4 and 5. 
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The language of every one of these fragments is Sanskrit. Their 

subjects cannot be determined, except in the case of Nos. Ill, IY and X. 

Nos. Ill and IV belong to some kind of works on spells, and No. X 

appears to have contained the story of the Mahayaksa General 

Manibhadra. 

No. I, a. 

No. I, b. 

No. I, c. 

No. I, d. 

No. I, e. 

No. I> /. 

No. I, g. 

No. I, h. 

No. I, i. 

Transcripts. Plate VII. 

Line 1 : ma hitan r»9 

„ 2 : ndama 

Line 1 : cakkra-vigha(ta) 

„ 2 : hayah (9a) 

,, 3: *f va -p 

Line 1 : ra varttaya 

„ 2: sa-vigha 

Line 1: hay a 

„ 2 : nl + 

Line 1 : -fy 

„ 2 : nano ha 

,, 3: -P -P -p 

Line 1: citabhasam 

Line 1 : -py-pavarna-dhara 

,, 2: p(r)ati9=c=ast-ottari va rag(a) 

>5 ^: -P -P 
Line 1 : (m)ah yatra s(a) 

„ 2: kite 9atrunam=abhimarda 

,, 3 : 2 deyo na kataray=aiso ro(sa) 

Line 1: ra ca (ca) 

„ 2 : mo nilakanthaya r\ 

» [v]i(j)aye 

jj ^ : -p h 

No. II, a. 

No. II, b. 

No. II, c. 

No. II, d. 

No. II, e. 

Line 1 

Line 1 

Line 1 

Line 1 

Line 1 

2; jj 

gune ya(je) 

Qanta 

pralia 

samaha 

+ ty(a)n(ama9) =ca 

pto maha-ma 

No. II, /.10 Line 1 : sam (ju)hu 

9 This is either the sign of the numeral 1, or more probably a mark of inter- 
punctuation. 

10 This piece is placed upside down on the plate. 
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No. II, g. Line 1 : + 4* 

„ 2 : + kam ei 

„ 3: 4*0 

No. II, h. Line 1 : n(a) 

„ 2 : kam yai 

,, 3 : + II 4*i 

No. II, i. Line 1 : 4*y 

,, 2 : (te) hi 

„ 3: (pita)rh 

291 

No. Ill, a. Line 1 

2 >> 

5 1 

11 

11 

3 

4 

5 

6 

No. Ill, 6. Line 1 

2 55 

No. Ill, c. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Line 1 

2 

>5 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

No. Ill, d.15 Line I : 

„ 2: 

3: 

4 : 

5: 

6 : 

ii 

ii 

ii 

ii 

(p)a 9a(tru) 

prayo 4-sa(ti) vi 4- 

-fnato va(d)ya gandi4- + 

(va) q tavya (bbhyanda) + 
i . *' S 

va 

u+ + 

taga+ 4* va-f- 

4- va || harsall-vaja-vyoma 

(a) O Iana r\ phalah pa+ + 

k(a)9i r\ till r> nahnli 

+ sani bhavanti tad = ya [tha] 

gaccha trvi □ □ i 

(na) 9ar(ma) + 

svaha rnru r\ (kn)ru r\ 

vanyamayabhabliu r 4* 4*12 

+ (ka)9ato bhayo . tasya-f- 

4 : + (mam junl dra) + (ja)nis=travasya purusasya 

5 : h r\ tad=yatha r\ hill n mill r\ da(ntr)mili 4* 

6 : (a)staml mani r* va(ma) r\ akna n bam + 

+ 4* 

4* 4* 4* 

4*4*4* va+ 4-tha+ 4-sata + m. 

ggram sa(tem)sa(ta) 4-r9u 

9niyat ghr(tam) v(a) a(k)ritam 4- 

9onitam sa(r)va 

3 : 

11 The aksara sa, which had been erroneously omitted, is inserted below the line, 

its proper place being indicated by a dot above the line. 

12 This line apparently indicates an interpolation. It is written interlinearly, 

and in much smaller letters, which are very difficult to read. 

IS This piece is written in Central Asian character, but in the Sanskrit lan¬ 

guage. 

J. I. 29 
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No. Ill, e. 

No. III,/. 

Line 1: arnn(l) (sa) 4 4 

2: sana(gb)o 

3: 4 i -fi +i r> (pa) 

Line 1: 4ri ganya o 9i4 

2 : (hata) bavamha bbamya 

3: s(ta)-dnsta-bandho ’si r\ ma 

4: na uktam pratiblianasi 

5: 4 4 +i 4ota(m) n hari 

6 : yaksa r\ yarao ba 

7 : sta-baddh5 ’si: 

8 : 4- tisi12 

9: 4 ta 

3s 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

35 

No. 1Y. Line 1: mandrena asnka asnka(n)=ca 

2 : + mi n vittayami r* vigrahaya[nii] 

3 : 4 cireni svaha r» anta-pakse 

4 : 4 r* a(ma)4 □ (ta)mena svaba r\ 

5 : 4 svaba n vi 4 

33 

33 

33 

33 

No. Y. Line 1 

? 2 
3 

4 

33 

33 

33 

+ mah prava 

+ m = ava 4 na (jra) 

4 ram a, 4 

4 

No. VI. Line 1: +bdha 4 4ta 4 

„ 2 : cittesn snpta 

3: 4n-any-anja 33 

No. VII, a. 

No. YII, b. 

No. VIII, £i. 

33 

33 

S3 

33 

33 

Line 1: n=asti (m)i 

2 : manyasam param U tya4 

3 r 3 

Line 1 : (mam) e 

2 : 4 ^ayam 

3: siddha-pitama 

4: (9)0 kaka-hrdayam 

3, 5: (ta) 

Line 1: 4 

2 : (ti)ksnani 4 4 
3: (mn)dg-odakam (pra) 

4: jam 9a 4 4 

5 : 9aravaka 4 i 

6: vata 

7: 4 

53 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 
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No. VIII, b. Line 1 : + 

33 
2 • + 

3) 3 : lu (or 30) 

No. IX, a. Line 1: 4- r3niakara(j; 

53 
2: ma + m 

No. IX, b. Line 1 : ^ haritalam= 

33 2: + a + +i 
No. IX, c. Line 1 : + 4 4r4(k; 

33 2: (ccba)sataya: 

No. IX, d. Line 1: 9 ga 

33 
2: (raka) 

No. IX, e. Line 1 : kecid=bkave 

No. IX, /. Line 1: 4 

33 
2: 4 gra 4 

33 3: tam yah 

3» 
4 : 4 d(ura) 

No. IX, g- Line 1 : tani 4 

33 
2: trasya r\ 

33 
3: vara 

1 

33 
4: 4ya 

No. IX, h. Line 1 : sani 

33 
2: (vava) 

33 
3 : net(i) . 

33 
4: sadha 

33 
5: 924 

No. IX, i. Line 1: krtva 

l-sa(ma) 4 4 

?> 

33 

2: mena n 

3 : (m)Ida 

4: 4 kalpaye(t) 

No. X, a. Line 1: (va) 

» 2 : ya 

„ 3 : 4 4 

„ 4: t®9=ca 

No. X, b. Line 1: + sa ta 14 

„ 2: tatr=a(ka) 

„ 3: fmama 

4: 4 33 

14 The aksara ta stands interlinearly and its exact relation is unknown. 
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No. X, c. 

No. X, d. 

Line 1 + 

„ 2 4- 

„ 3 (9ata 9a) 

„ 4 9§ta pratba 

„ 5 (dha)rm[o]’yam ca vi 

,» 6 padau vandi(tv)a 

„ 7 4- 4-9=ca ye(na) 

„ 8 9=ca 4-4-(tana) 

Line 1 4*+(dya) r\ ras(ta) 

2 + astyapabheti 

„ 3 4- dh5 me mantra(n=ca) 

„ 4 dasy = asi va 

„ 5 + m 4-i 

No. XI, a. 

No. XI, b. 

No. XI, c. 

No. XI, d. 

Line I 

2 33 

Line 1 

2 »» 

ff 

ff 

3: 

4: 

5: 

6: 

„ 7: 
Line 1 

2: 

3: 

4: 
Line 1 

2: 

» 3 

„ 4 
„ 5 

ft 

ft 

4-ya + 9anta + 

4- va tadya idarh 

prathamayo 

4-di 4-cha 

-t-y+ iyami 

+ +i + +i 
m=asta-varasaba • • 

ddhah || yad=icchanty=aka9e rupro 

4- 4-ti +ti yad=iccliati parasya va 

H 

+ e ca hrdayam ta(va) 

ratro pausitena15 saha 

+ m=annyittada 4* 

+ devi maranam 

+ ma ca ra 4- 4* 

(tliana)nama mula-mala 4- 

sayefc chayaya par^osa 

m rsta v=anugami syati 

4am sapra(bn) 4-i 

No. XII, a. Line 1: caksya(nap)r(na) 

,, 2: (bhamta) 4-(va) 

No. XII, 6. Line 1: khaveham(la9una) 

„ 2 : ndurarema 4-4- + 4- + 4- + + 

,, 3: 4-aya ardhini ca ++ 

„ 4: jvara9=c=aiva 

In the foregoing transcripts, illegible letters are indicated by crosses, 

missing letters by squares or angular brackets, and indistinct letters by 

round brackets. 
R Read rdtrau positena. 



Page 225, line 18, for Shayok read Sura. 
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II. The Godfrey Manuscripts. 

(Plates VIII-XIV and XXVII-XXX.). 

A short preliminary notice of these Manuscripts will be found in 

Mr. A. Pedler’s Presidential Address of 1896. They were forwarded 

to me, in the manner already explained, towards the end of November, 

1895. They were secured by Captain S. H. Godfrey, at that time 

British Joint-Commissioner of Ladak, now Political Agent at Gilgit, 

and, for that reason, they have been named by me “ the Godfrey Manu¬ 

scripts.” 

Captain Godfrey has been good enough to supply me, in a letter, 

dated the 27th June, 1897, with the following information regarding 

the circumstances in which the Manuscripts came into his possession: — 

“In 1895, when British Joint-Commissioner of Ladak, I was 

telegraphed to from Kargil that the Leh trade route had been 

broken down by disastrous floods, and that the traffic valuing 

lakhs of rupees was consequently at a standstill. On my arrival 

at Kargil in July, I found the sarais blocked with merchants and 

their wares, unable to proceed to Central Asia, and unwilling to 

lose their whole venture by a return to India. For a month I was 

camped with a party of officers on the banks of the Shayok endeav¬ 

ouring to throw a cantilever bridge across the flooded river. At 

last we got up wires from Kashmir and succeeded in passing over 

the traffic. A party of Pathan merchants, bound for Yarkand 

with a valuable consignment of coral, asked me how they could 

mark their sense of obligation for being saved from heavy loss, if 

not ruin, by the success of our measures. I said that if they could 

procure me some of the old manuscripts found in the sand-buried 

cities of Tibet or Central Asia, I should consider the debt to be on 

my side. I returned from Ladak in the autumn, having forgotten 

the incident. But while at Sialkot, I received a parcel done up 

like caraSy containing the MSS. now in your hands.” 

In Captain Godfrey’s Report, forwarding the manuscripts to the 

Resident in KaQmir, they were, on the authority of the merchants, 

from whom he had received them, stated to be “ very ancient Tibetan 

Manuscripts.” This, as will be shown presently, is a misdescription. 

It appears to be a very common idea in those parts of the country to 

look upon old manuscripts, procured from Central Asia, as Tibetan. 

The Weber MSS. which also came to me from Leh in Ladak, were also 

originally described to me as Tibetan. In explanation of the possible 
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source of this error, Captain Godfrey writes to me in a letter dated 

the 18th July, 1897 :— 

“ I am personally ignorant of the language of Tibet, but having 

heard that old manuscripts of alleged Tibetan origin were occa¬ 

sionally found in the Central Asian deserts by excavation, I 

requested certain merchants trading with countries to the North and 
• _ 

North East of Leh to endeavour to procure me any of which they 

might hear. These merchants were under some obligations to 

myself, and they promised to do their best. On their return journey 

they brought me the old papers which are now in your hands. You 

are probably aware that the Chinese authorities of the New Domi¬ 

nions do not regard the excavations of old ruins with favour. 

They are said to believe that archaeological interest is merely a 

pretext, and that a search for buried treasure is the main object. 

However this be, the merchants referred to were anxious that their 

names should not appear, and sent me little information beyond a 

statement that the manuscript was very old, that it was of Tibetan 

origin, and that it was dug up near some old buried city in the 

vicinity of Kuchar. These merchants trading in Chinese territory 

had obvious reasons for not causing displeasure to the Chinese 

authorities. The crushed lumps of paper were transmitted to me 

sewn up in shin as though the packet were a sample of cams” 

Specimens of these manuscripts are figured on Plates VIII to XIV. 

A glance at them will show that there is nothing Tibetan about them. 

There are various styles of character used in Tibetan writings, but they 

are all of a different type from that occurring in these manuscripts. 

The fact also that they were dug up near Kuchar militates against 

their being Tibetan. Further reasons against the Tibetan theory will 

appear later on. In fact there is no evidence whatever to connect them 

in any way with Tibet. 

Captain Godfrey’s description of the original appearance of these 

manuscripts as a parcel of caras gives a good idea of them. When 

they came into my hands, they were a mass of pieces of flimsy, and 

apparently rotten paper, crumbled up into a large number of shapeless 

lumps. The first thing to be done was to open out these lumps, flatten 

them, and fix them between panes of glass. This had to be done most 

carefully ; and was a very tedious and laborious work, consuming a 

good deal of time. However, it was done successfully, and practically 

the whole by the deft fingers of my wife. 

It now was seen that there were seventy-one pieces of manuscript. 

With the exception of four or five, all these pieces are mutilated. They 

hre of several entirely different sizes and shapes, and may be distributed 

into several sets. 
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(1) The first set consists of long oblong leaves measuring 11 x2| 

inches. Two of these leaves are shown on Plates VIII and IX. There 

is a third leaf of this set which is nearly perfect. Besides, there are two 

small fragments. The total is five pieces of manuscript. The material 

of this manuscript is Daphne paper of coarse texture, but rather 

thick. It is inscribed on both sides. The characters are Brahmi 

of the North-Indian (Gupta) type, written in a clear and bold, 

thick hand. The language is Sanskrit. The purport, so far as may be 

judged from the fragmentary state of the manuscript, is the teaching 

of incantations. One point should be noted: the leaves are numbered 

on their obverses (left-hand margin), as may be seen from the trans¬ 

literations given below. One leaf (Plate VIII) is clearly number¬ 

ed 11 (or it may be 17), i.e., the numeral 10, with the numeral 1 

(or 7) below it. Another leaf (Plate IX), I take to be numbered 

19; but the numeral is not quite distinct. On the remaining frag¬ 

mentary leaves the numbers are either lost or quite illegible. Professor 

Biihler, in his notice of the Weber MSS., in the Vienna Oriental 

Journal, Vol. VII, p. 261, calls attention to this point, and seems 

disposed to suggest, that Central Asian manuscripts paginated in this 

manner are in some way connected with South-India, because the practice 

of numerating the leaves on their obverses is, in India, peculiar to the 

South, while in the North they are numbered on the reverses.16 The 

difficulty, to my mind, about this suggestion is that there is nothing 

else in these manuscripts suggestive of South-India. If they had been 

written in South-India and thence carried away into Central Asia, 

they would exhibit a Southern Indian style of writing throughout; or, 

if a Southern Indian Buddhist had migrated into Central Asia, and there 

written the manuscripts, it does not seem probable that he would have 

retained his South-Indian method of pagination, while adopting, in all 

other respects, the North-Indian type of writing which prevailed, more 

or less modified, in his adopted country. Anyhow, paginating the 

obverses of leaves seems to have been a not uncommon practice in 

Central Asia, however it may have originated. Another instance of the 

same practice will be noticed further on (see page 247). The fact of the 

leaves of this set being numbered proves that the existing leaves are 

connected and are the remnants of a larger work. From the sporadic 

occurrence in this manuscript of the serpentine form of the medial e (in 

manase, fl. 1163),17 its date may be referred to the 5th century A.D. 

See my remarks on the subject on p. 215. 

18 See also Professor Biililer’s Indische Palseographie, § 36, p. 86, on pagination. 

11 Here and subsequently throughout this paper, a and b mean obverse and 

reverse respectively ; the raised numbers refer to the lines. 
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(2) Of the second set there is only one specimen. It is shown as 

No. 3 on Plate X. It is the merest fragment of a leaf, and it is impossible 

to say what its dimensions may have been. From the very large size 

of the letters, however, it may fairly be concluded that the leaves also 

were probably of considerable size. It will be noticed that on the 

margin, in the upper left-hand corner, there is the pagination number 

90. As it is usual to inscribe these numbers in the middle of the 

margin, it is at any rate probable that the width of the leaf was about 

11 inches, its existing portion being 5| inches wide. The material is 

paper of a texture and thickness similar to that of the preceding set. 

It is also inscribed on both sides, in characters of the same type as those of 

that set, but even larger and thicker than those. The language is 

Sanskrit, but it is impossible to determine the purport of the work from 

the little that has survived of the text. The work, however, must have 

been one of a large extent, seeing that the existing leaf was its ninetieth. 

(3) Of this set also there is only one specimen. It is No. 4 on 

Plate X. Both ends of the leaf are lost, thus rendering it impossible 

to determine its length. Its width is 3f inches. Its material is paper, 

of a texture and thickness similar to that of the two preceding sets. 

The characters of the writing on it are also of the same type, and it 

is inscribed on both sides. The language, however, is not Sanskrit, 

nor, to judge from the peculiar ligatures occurring in it (e.g., ysci on 

line 5), any Sanskritic language. I do not know what it is, nor, for that 

reason, what the purport of the writing may be. The occurrence, 

however, of the peculiar double dot, or double anusvara, may be noticed. 

This mark connects it with No. IX of the Weber MSS.18 and with 

the Petroffski MS. published by Dr. von Oldenburg. 

(4) Of this set again there is only one specimen. It is No. 5 on 

Plate X. It is greatly mutilated, and its full size cannot be deter¬ 

mined. Its width seems to be complete, and would be 2J inches. Its 

material is paper of a whiter colour, and rather finer and softer texture 

than that of the preceding sets; it is also covered with some sorb of 

sizing. It is inscribed on both sides. The characters are essentially 

of the same type as the preceding ones, only smaller in size. The 

language seems to be some non-Sanskritic language. There is no 

instance of a double dot on the existing portion ; but it is too small to 

admit of any safe conclusions. 

(5 and 6) I may here add that there are two other fragmentary leaves 

among the Godfrey MSS., each being a single specimen of a separate 

work. They are in a too bad state of preservation, to admit of useful 

18 See Journal, ds. Soc. Beng., Yol. LXIT, Part I, pp. 8, 9, 34. 
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reproduction: the ink is very much faded. They are both written on 

very thin paper, exactly like that of the seventh set which will be 

presently described ; hence they are only inscribed on one side. Both 

are mutilated at the two ends, thus rendering their length impossible 

of determination ; their width is preserved, and it is 2| inches in either 

leaf. Both are furnished with string-holes, enclosed concentrically 

within a larger inked circle. The presence of these string-holes shows 

that they are, in all probability, the solitary remnants of larger works. 

One of the leaves is inscribed with characters exactly of the same 

type as those of the fragment No. 4 on Plate X, but of smaller size. 

The other leaf is inscribed with characters of the cursive type, like 

those on Nos. 6 to 15, on Plates X to XIII. 

(7) The seventh set consists of large, squarish sheets, measuring 

It X 8 inches. Of these No. 8 on Plate XI is a sample. Of these sheets 

there are two more, also in practically perfect condition, and five frag¬ 

ments of very large size, such as Nos. 9 and 11, shown on Plates XII and 

XTII respectively. There are further a large number of small pieces, 

which are evidently fragments of similar sheets. Samples of these frag¬ 

ments are Nos. 6 and 7 on Plate X, No. 10 on Plate XII, and Nos. 12 to 

15 on Plate XIII. There are altogether 51 of them. The total number 

is 59. These sheets consist of a very coarse and flimsy species of paper, 

which is almost transparent. As a rule, the writing is inscribed on one 

side only, and traces of it show through on the back side ; but there are 

six small fragments on which there is some writing on the back. The 

material appears to be the ordinary Daphne paper, of the same type as 

what is still made at the present day in the Himalayan countries. 1 

have seen modern paper of the same coarseness, though not quite of 

the same tenuity. The characters of the writing are evidently Brahmi 

of a very cursive type. Moreover, as shown by the forms of the 

superscribed e and ai, they belong to that peculiar type of Brahmi which 

I call the Central Asian. See the facsimiles in the second column of 

Plates XXYII to XXX, which I have excerpted from Plates X to XIII, 

and arranged in alphabetical order. In the first column, I have 

added for comparison, alphabetical facsimiles of other portions of the 

Godfrey MSS. inscribed with Brahmi of the Northern Indian type. 

The language on these sheets I am unable to identify. It does not 

seem to be any Sanskritic dialect, though, with one or two excep¬ 

tions, I have not noticed the occurrence of any non-sanskritic ligatures. 

Most of the syllables, indeed, are of the most simple character, 

and, so far, might be prakritic; only there is nothing in the sur¬ 

rounding circumstances (e.y., the frequent occurrence of the double 

dot) that renders that supposition at all probable. The occurrence, 

J. i. 30 
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three times, of the syllable gri in No. 9 is very curious. It is tlie 

solitary instance of a word with a distinctly Sanskrit sound, and seems 

to suggest that the following group of letters ajhatai is a name with the 

well-known Sanskrit honorific prefix gri. It is noteworthy that the 

cursive Brahmi characters of this set occur side by side with Chinese 

on No 16 of the following 8th set. The frequent occurence of numeral 

figures on these sheets is also a noteworthy circumstance, so also the 

repetition of the same phrases. Seeing that the Chinese fragment 

No. 16 refers to taxes and rents, it suggests itself that these sheets may 

be the records of an ancient revenue office in Turki (Uighur) territory, 

possibly under Chinese rule. Could they be in the Chinese language, 

though written in non-Chinese characters ? My own impression is that 

the several pieces of this set do not form any connected series of the 

pages of a book, but that they are separate documents, though all of a 

similar character. 

(8.) Of this set there are two specimens, Nos. 16 and 17 on Plate 

XIV. Both are fragments. No. 17 is of very coarse paper, a sort of 

packing paper. It looks as if it was one-quarter of a sheet of the size 

of No. 8. It is inscribed on one side only. No. 16 is of paper like 

Nos. 2 and 3 ; it is well covered with a sizing of a pinky-white colour. 

It looks like the fragment of an oblong leaf, of unknown length, and 

2£ inches breadth. Both leaves appear to be inscribed with what looks 

like Chiuese characters, but on No. 16 there is also a line of the same 

cursive Central Asian as on Nos. 6-15. The outer lines on this No. are 

Chinese ; of the two inner lines, the left is Chinese, but the right is 

Central Asian Brahmi. The latter does not run vertically like the 

Chinese, but horizontally, the three letters which compose the line being 

placed side by side parallel with the long side of the leaf. The first 

letter adjoins the broken line of the leaf. The three letters, as I read 

them, are 

%T % n hau de, 

but I do not know what they mean. A similar group of letters occurs 

also on Nos. 10 and 11 (see infra, p. 236). Mr. A. Foucher, whom I had 

the pleasure of meeting in Calcutta, was good enough to submit a 

photograph of No. 16 to the well-known Chinese scholar Mr. Chavannes 

in Paris, who has had the great kindness of supplying me with the 

following explanation, reading the characters from top to bottom : 

Colonne de droite. 

1, “ et autres ” (marque du pluriel par rapport a ce qui precede.) 

2, anciennes 

3, (et) nouvelles 
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4, taxes ) ^r0^g douane- 
5, (et) redevances ) 

6, F (ce caractere ne se rencontre guere que dans 

des noms de lienx.) 

7, un (le nombre 1) 

Colonne de centre. 

1, de soi-meme, naturellement. 

2, rempli, parfait. 

seize. 

5 ? u, 

6 ? 

7 ? • j 

3, dix ") 
4, six ) 

Colonne de gauche. 

1, porte, categorie. 

2, denx. 

3 ? 
4, solide. 

8, porte (signifies anssi categorie, espece). 

I am ignorant of the Chinese language myself, and am unable, 

therefore, to offer any information on these two Chinese scraps ; but 

it would be interesting to know whether the style of the Chinese 

writing affords any light with regard to such questions as the age of 

the manuscripts. 

To sum up : the Godfrey Manuscripts appear to consist of eight 

distinct portions, comprising the following number of leaves or frag¬ 

ments of leaves :— 

Set I consisting of 5 pieces. 

II 11 11 1 11 
III 11 11 1 

5) 

>> IV 11 11 1 11 
V 11 1 . >> 

V 
VI ?» 19 1 11 

11 VII 11 11 59 11 

11 VIII • 91 ?> 2 11 

Eight Sets 11 71 11 

I now proceed to details, so far as the present state of my examin¬ 

ation of the manuscripts permits me to do. 

Set I. (Plates VIII and IX). Five pieces of manuscript; full size 

11 x2J inches; letters, Northern Indian Brahmi; language, Sanskrit; 

purport, probably incantations. The figured leaves are numbered 11 

and 19 (P j; they read as follows : 

Leaf 11: Obverse. 

1, gone svaha: Namo 9ri-pradipaya tathagataya: tad-yatha siri 

siri ’ pradipa- 
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2, siri svaha : Namo jina-suryaya tathagataya: tad-yatha jine 

jine • ji- 
3, na-surye svaha 91 Namau megha-vipul-abhaya tatbagataya: tad- 

yatha vi- 

4, pule vipule gagana-vile svaha 2 Namo ratna-^ri-pradipa-guna- 

ketave tathaga- 

5, tava: tad-yatha pradipe • pradipe* £ri-teja-pradipe svaba 3 

Nama siddha-vrata- 

Reverse. 

1, ya tatbagataya: tad-yatha siddhe su-siddhe mocani moksani ' 

mukte vimukte 

2, amale vimale mamgalye ' hiranya-garbhe * ratna-garbhe * sarv- 

artha-sadhani * para- 

3, m-artha-sadhani manase ’ maha-manase * adbhute * a(ty) ad¬ 

bhute * vita- 

4, bhaye suvarne brahma-ghose * brahma-dhyusite * sarv-artlie 

sva-parajite sarva- 

5, tr=apratihate * catu-sasti-buddha-koti-bhasite * Nama sarva- 

siddhanam tatbagatanam svaba. 

Leaf 19 : Obverse. 

1, tad-yatba avabbase * avabhase: avabhasa-karane svaba: 92 

Namo megha- 

2, vil(azh)bite svaba I) Namau surya-tejase tathagataya: tad-yatha • 

suru 

3, suru * surya-udite svaba 4 Namo dbarma-pradipa-^ri-merave 

tatbagata- 

4, ya: tad-yatba dipe dipe* dharma-pradipe svaha-: Namab arca- 

kaya tathagata- 

5, ya : tad-yatba ciri ciri • ciciri svaha 3 Namo deva-cri-garbhaya 

tathagata- 

Reverse. 

1, ya tad-yatha deve devg * deva-(p)u(j)ite svaba: Nama sima- 

vina(rd)i(t)a-vidyut-pra- 

2, bliaya tathagataya: tad-yatha sime sime * buddha-sim(be) sime 
sva- 

3, ha : Nama samanta-guna-meghaya tathagataya : tad-yatha meru 

4, meru : buddha-meru svaha II Namo gagana-cittaya tathagataya: 
tad-yatba , 

5, gagana-gataya svaba: Nama su(stha)-bhava-vyiihaya tathaga¬ 

taya tad-ya 
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The bracketed letters are not quite certain. The aksara pu in 

pujite (fl. 19&1) rather looks like bit; so also pra (fl. 11&5) like bra. 

Namau in fl. 19a2 and fl. 11a3 is apparently a clerical error for namo, 

so also gagana-vile in fl. 11a4 for gagana-vipule. Meghdya in fl. 1963 

looks more like meydya, but glia and ya have very similar forms. The 

Sanskrit is not perfect; the sandhi of namah is frequently wrong. 

The numeral sign for 92 in fl. 19a1, if read correctly, shows that this 

leaf follows the other which is numbered 11. 

The purport is a series of invocations addressed to the Tatbagata 

(or Buddha) under his various names of Stirya-tejas, Dharma-pradipa, 

Qri-Meru, Arcaka (?), Deva-cpu-garbha, Sima-vinardita Vidyut-prabha,19 

Saraanta-guna-megha, Gragana-citta, Sustha(?)-bhava-vyuha, fri-pra- 

dipa, Jina-surya, Megha-vipulabha, Ratna-9ri-prad!pa-guna-ketu, Siddha- 

vrata. Probably all or most of these names may be traced in known 

Buddhist works. In the charms themselves, introduced by tad- 

yathd ‘ as follows,’ the female counterparts of the Buddhas seem 

to be invoked. Mdcani and moksani (fl. lib1) can only be feminine 

vocatives ; which shows that the other forms ending in e must also 

be taken as vocatives of feminine names. 

Set II. (Plate X, No. 3.) One piece of manuscript. Breadth 

probably 11 inches, length unknown. Letters, Northern Indian Brahmi, 

similar to those of Set I (Plates XXVII-XXX, column 1). Language, 

Sanskrit; purport, unknown. The figured leaf is numbered 90. It 

reads as follows : 

1, = 90 ratah .. 

2, ^?rr = carata . 

3, «=> nyupa . ..[§-] 

4, = vam-eva. .[ta-] 

5, = d-yatha s(v)a 

= samvi(d)yate.. 

7, = na samvi(dya)[te].i 

Set III. (Plate X, No. 4.) One piece of manuscript. Breadth 

3f inches ; length unknown. Letters, similar to those of Sets I and II 

(Plates XXVII-XXX, col. 1.) Language and purport, unknown. 

The figured leaf reads as follows :— 

1, (kh)o + pyu sva nda nta +yu + 

19 I.e., ‘ bright as a lightening the thunder of which reaches to the horizon.’ The 

reading vinardita, however, is uncertain. Sima seems to stand for simu, or it may 

mean ‘everywhere’ from sima ‘whole.’ 
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2, + cum dii va te tu a ta (bbh)a ra na 

3, +a nda va ta ‘ a ta a ci ma jse v(i) 

4, pha te u spu ca ha ma te va te 

5, sta ma na pra ysa ta, na ssa dde 

The bracketed letters are uncertain. Thus, what I have read as hhh 

in line 2, might be nga; the upper portion looks like 6, but the lower 

rather seems to be g. Crosses indicate indistinctly visible letters. 

The double dot occurs very frequently ; but I may note here that it 

never, so far as my observation or memory serves me, occurs with any 

vowel but short a, of which it would hence seem to indicate some 

variety. 

Set IV. (Plate X, No. 5). One piece of manuscript. Breadth 

24 inches ; length unknown. Letters, similar to those of Sets I to III. 

Language and purport unknown. What is distinguishable of the 

figured leaf, reads as follows : 

Jj + + + + 
2, yse ra tra nda 

3, vi + gam jri va sve ba 

4, pra (cca) + (t)i bu nti (or tti) cu 

Set VII. (Plates X to XIII, Nos. 6 to 15.) Fifty-nine pieces of 

manuscript. Size of full leaf about 11x9 inches. Letters, a kind of 

cursive Brahmi of the Central Asian type, especially with reference to 

the formation of the superscribed vowels i, e, ai. See Plates XXVII 

to XXX, col. 2. Language and purport unknown. It may be noted 

as a peculiarity that the right-hand one of the double-dots is, a rule, 

made with a curve to the right: also, that ligatures are not very 

common, and those that occur are, with rare (and uncertain) exceptions, 

such as might be found in a Sanskritic dialect. 

In the subjoined transliterations, undetermined consonants are 

indicated by a query ; uncertain letters, by italics; indistinctly visible 

letters, by a cross or within round brackets ; and missing letters, by a 

square or within angular brackets. Recurrent groups of letters are 

joined by hyphens, see especially Nos. 9 and 11. It must be understood 

that the value of some of the letters, though not specially indicated, is 

more or less conjectural; thus, t and n are difficult to distinguish, and 

in every case, what has been given as t may really be «, or vice versa. 

Otherwise, however, I believe the values given are fairly certain ; but 

ultimate certainty will only be attainable, when the language of the 

writing has been determined. 
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No. 6. (Plate X). 

1, na -f i yau di (a) ga vi (s)au 

2, ji gu ra ham go pr?i (sni) (ka) hfi) 

3, hva ?ta ko □ 4- 4- (lya) (b)a □ § 

4, Dam 4-1 4-a 4-i yam Di. 

No. 7. (Plate X). 
2, 40 2 hvam □ 
3, gu ri nta 

3, 40 2 (t)e (hv) 

No. 8. (Plate XI). 

3, JJ20 sa li 20 ga 911a cva na ja ha da pi 3 nye lirm ta urn da va qr 

va ham da jye ssau va jya 

2, da tta ga-rya va da pi da ka nye pra cai ta ca bu-gu-ra gam-dm 

sa ta cam da ga-rye a vi (jya) 

3, gam rsa kru dai vi ra jrai km 9em rcu-ra-va-9fm-ra pi ha ve gu 

ra jha ra tta bu-ra nye 9am jye ha jjha 

4, (ram) 4a 4 ca (jjh)ai p(r)a na va r9a hi ya 4-m 4* nu va jhi sa 

ne krala hi (v)i (k)a (d)a da (ra) na 

5, 4- 4-ih 4-a khi (bn)-gu-ra 4-akarakr sta i da khai tti gam- 

dru sa rcu-ra-va-9rm-ra bu-(ra) 

6, i-jhgatane (i)-jhge de gam ga da ra ta i-jhga-rya ha ga -f ra pa 

(p)i □ pram 

7, gam khn ha gam-drn sam (ham)(gu) sta va 91m tta bn-ra va ra 

by am ta ya bye a so lam bye 

8, u 4-ai bu-(ra) ta (k)a bye □ da ~ gam-dru | sa l ham. 

• No. 9. (Plate XII). 

1, st(i) pi ra va21 kpi (or kyi) ra se ca22 tam-jjw-vya-kam-tha gem □ 
2, □ ta bha21 ba ri be ram na ri * u ha ji 4- 

3, (t)a sa sa-pwm-ti * si gam jj ba tam-imm-ya-kam-tha ha 

4, pa rjhu nai ye-pam jjha so (or sa) gam pha ha swi i □ 
5, jha ta21 va21 ]jh[a] [s]t[a] (pu) sti nt& ri da ri ta hvam ji (d)i 

6, □ (pa) + sm sa-^mm-ti ya va khyam ti ka da ba ji □ 

20 This is a symbol which occurs at what seems to be the head of each fresh 

entry on the sheets. It reminds one of the Sanskrit symbol for dm. 

SI The black spots under va and above bha, shown in the photographic facsimile, 

are really holes in the paper. This unlucky result of photography occurs also in 

other places, though only in the case of minute holes. Bigger holes show distinctly 

enough as white places. 

22 Ca is distinguished from va here, and elsewhere in these MSS. by a distinct 

tail on the left of the loop. By a similar tail bha is distinguished from ta or na ; see 

the comparative table in Plate XXII. 
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7, sti u (k)a pu ha-lai ptah-nu-9ri23-a-jha-(t)ai 

8, na-9rl2s-a-jha-tai wfa-hve-si cu hi ri ke na □ 
9, sti ta rma p«-na-9ri23-a-jha-tai bhl w$a-(hv)e-[s]i 

10, cha pa ta ya tba (or tva) a jhu ra su va (n)a 

11, +1 ra ga ram tu24 u di 9au ha-lai □ 
12, □ ti pya, khn pu P u (su) jh(y)a □ 
13, □ pya +i 44 rve bi Di 
34, □ 4am 4i ntl 4 □ di 

No JO. (Plate XII). 

1, (clia) 

2, 2 bhi 
3, 4 hvam (d)i 10 7 

4, 4 1000 900 50 livam (d)I 10 
5, 10 3 tbau-ta liau-di25 10 3 va (hai) 
6, (di)-[th]a]u-ta I-di 10 8 va hai □ 
7, (di)-thau-ta i-di 10 1 (va) (n)ai 
8, 4 u 2 cha 3 (a) 

9, jjba □ ki 3000 800 50 

No. 11. (Plate XIII). 

3, vi) (9)a la. u 4 4 4 
2, 9110 (or 9ro) 10 3 □§ □ (k)ai sni pi kna ki rde na cai na ca u ha 
3, 4 di-ye-9om-u-tai-hom-di2B-yu-di-va-nai 
4, da-so-cha-ya bhl ri nam pram ho pri 

5, sti vi 9no u ha da I bho I ham-1 gu-sti 

6, 4 pu-di-ye-9om-u-(t)ai-hom-dni26-yu-di-va-na 
7, □ di-thau-ta (see No. 10) ka he-di (see Na. 12) ddha da-so-cha-ya 
8, ha. (r)am-pra-ki-ham-gu-sti I vi 9/10 I | | 

9, (r)am-pra-ki-ham-gu-sti 

No. 12. (Plate XIII). 

1, 4 (va) (8) 4 
2, thau-ta h(e)-d(i) (see No. 10) 8 

3, (d) 9 

No. 35. (Plate XIII). 
1, 41 bhi tva hvam (d)am iju ri hi 4 a ri □ 2 
2, □ a sa pam □ a si cha bhi 
3, aa 

4, □em hi (n)a □! 8000 900 

23 This is the only aksara or word which has a distinctly Sanskrit sound. 

24 Over this aksara there is the mark of the vowel e, cancelled by a stroke 
drawn through it. 

26 See No. 16, on page 230. 
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III. The Macartney Manuscripts. 

(Plates XV-XXVI). 

These manuscripts were sent to me by the Foreign Office, with 

their D. O. letter, dated the 14th December, 1896. They were obtained 

by Mr. G. Macartney, the Special Assistant for Chinese Affairs at Kashgar 

to Lt.-Colonel Sir A. C. Talbot, K. C. I. E., British Resident in Ka9mir. 

On that, account, following the precedent hitherto observed, I have 

named them “ the Macartney MSS.” 

When I received the manuscripts, they were carefully arranged in 

six distinct sets. This arrangement had been made by Mr. Macartney. 

It has only reference to the circumstances in which they reached him. 

It has no intrinsic value, as will be seen in the sequence. But, for the 

present, it has been found convenient to retain it, with reference to the 

facsimile plates XY to XXYI. 

In a letter, dated the 12th October, 1896, and addressed by Mr. 

Macartney to the Resident in Ka9mir, he gives the following account of 

the circumstances under which the manuscripts were discovered and 

given to him. 

“ Set, Xo. 1. This is a manuscript presented by Dildar Khan, 

an Afghan merchant in Yarkand. It appears that when the Bovver 

MS. was found in Kuchar, two others were at the same time and 

under the same circumstances discovered. Dildar Khan obtained 

possession of the latter and took them to Leh in 1891. He gave one 

to Munshl Ahmad Din, who in his turn presented his acquisition to 

Mr. Weber, Moravian Missionary. Hence the origin of the Weber 

Manuscripts. The other manuscript in Dildar Khan’s possession 

was taken by him to India and left with a friend of bis at Aligarh, 

a certain Faiz Muhammad Khan. Dildar Khan brought it back 

to Turkistan last year and presented it to me. 

Set, No. 2. Munshl Ahmad Din purchased these leaves during 

my absence from Kashgar. They were found by a certain Islam 

Akhun Khotani. This person was sent to Kashgar with them in 

July last [1896] by the Afghan Aksakal in Khotan, to whom I had 

written desiring him to obtain ancient manuscripts for me. Islam 

Akhun gave me the following particulars regarding his discovery. 

The manuscripts were found at Aksufil, an uninhabited place in the 

desert, situated at about three marches N. E. of Khotan. His 

attention was first attracted by the presence on the sand of a few 

pieces of charcoal, near which was a piece of woollen cloth, with the 

lower portion of it buried in the ground. In digging this cloth out, 

J. 1. 31 
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the manuscripts were found wrapped up in it, and buried in about 

three feet of earth. 

* Set, No. 3. Purchased by Munshi Ahmad Din at the same time 

as set No. 2. These leaves were also discovered by Islam Akhun, at 

Jabu Kum, which appears to be situated at 50 or 60 miles N. E. of 

Khotan in the midst of the Takla Makan desert. Islam Akhun 

states that at Jabu Kum some ruins of a mud wall are still visible. 

The manuscript was found wrapped up in a piece of cloth, and 

mixed up with human bones, the whole lying on some* partially 

exposed boards of a wooden coffin. 

Set, No. 4. Found by Islam Akhun in August last at Kara Kul 

Mazar Khojam, said to be situated in the desert at 50 miles East of 

Guma (long. 78° 25' and lat. 37° 37 ). The manuscript was 

simply picked up on the sand. It was originally bound between 

two little wooden boards, which, having been broken on Islam 

Khan’s journey to Kashgar, he did not bring with him. Kara Kul 

Mazar Khajan [sic] is described as an immense graveyard in 

ruins, possibly ten miles long. 

Set, No. 5. Found in October last [1895] by Islam Akhun in 

the desert at Kuk Gumbaz (green dome), which is said to be five 

days march East of Guma. Islam Akhun there saw a circular wall 

of baked bricks three feet high ; and at about 15 paces from it, there 

was another wall, in which a hole plastered over with mud was 

discovered. In removing this mud, the manuscript was found, 

contained in the remnant of what was once an iron box. 

Set, No. 6. These leaves were also found by Islam Akhun at 

Kuk Gumbaz. They were picked up from the ground.” 

Specimens of the first five sets are figured on Plates XY to XXYI. 

The leaves of the sixth set are in a too bad state of preservation, to 

make them, for the present, worth reproduction. The first glance 

over these plates will show that the manuscripts of the 1st set, shown 

on Plates XY and XYI, are of an entirely different class and character 

from those of the other sets, shown on Plates XYII to XXYI. They are 

moreover from two quite different localities, Set I being from Kuchar, 

on the Northern side of the Gobi desert, while Sets II to YI are from 

Kliotan, on its southern side. 

With regard to Set I, a point of greatest interest and importance 

is that it was found at the same time and under the same circumstances 

as the famous Bower MS.26 There is, however, a slight mistake or 

26 I may here mention that my edition of this .Manuscript,, published by the 

Government of India, is now finished, as far as the -original text is concerned. An 

introduction on its history, age, etc., is in course of preparation. 
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misunderstanding in the details of the account of the discovery. Mr. 

Macartney states that, together with the Bower MS., “ two other 

manuscripts ” were found which ultimately found their way into the 

hands of Mr. Weber and himself respectively. Nowr the Weber MSS., 

as I have shown elsewhere,27 by themselves consist of several, not less 

than nine, separate manuscripts; and Set I of the Macartney MSS., 

as I shall show presently, consists of two separate manuscripts. It 

cannot, therefore, be correct that “ two other manuscripts ” were 

found: what was probably found were two bundles of manuscripts. 

What, however, appears to me to be probably the truth of the matter, 

is that, in addition to the Bower MS., a large bundle of other manus¬ 

cripts was found. Of this bundle Dildar Khan obtained possession, 

and he divided it into two parts, one of which he gave to Munslii 

Ahmed Din, whence it passed to Mr. Weber, while the other was 

retained by himself and ultimately reached Mr. Macartney. This would 

seem to agree with the earlier, but sommvhat vague, information given 

to me by Mr. Shawe, and published by Sir A. Croft in his Presidential 

Address of 1894, where it runs as follows (p. 33) : 

“ I may add as the latest information that Dr. Hoernle has 

lately been informed by Mr. Shawe, a colleague of Mr. Weber, that it 

now appears that the [Weber] MSS., were not found in “ Kugiar,” 

as reported at Srst, but in Kuchar. They come, therefore, from 

the same locality as the Bower MS. Mr. Shawe also writes that 

he has ascertained that a packet of manuscripts similar to the 

Weber MSS., but larger in bulk, were in the hands of a Pathau 

who cannot now be traced, but who is said to have gone to Kabul. 

Dr. Hoernle suspects that he went in the other direction, to 

Kashgar, and that his manuscripts eventually got into the hands 

of the Russian Consul in Kashgar, and that they are identical 

with the Petersburg collection of manuscripts, on which Professor 

von Oldenburg is now engaged. What leads him to think so, 

is that the Petersburg collection appears to contain other portions 

of the same manuscripts of wdiich portions were found by him in 

the Weber MSS.” 

The Pathan, spoken of in the above quotation, would seem to be 

identical with the Afghan merchant Dildar Khan of Mr. Macartney s 

report. This “ Afghan merchant,” as Mr. Weber also calls him,2S iu 

27 See Journal, As. Soc. Bengal, Yol. LXII, Part I, page 1 ff. I may here men¬ 

tion that, in the meantime, the Weber MSS. have passed into my own possession by 

purchase from Mr. Weber. 

23 See ibidem, p. 1. 
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hopes of discovering buried treasure, undertook the excavation of a 

“ house ” near Kuchar (not Kugiar), and there found the manuscripts 

as well as the bodies of some “ cows.” It is now clear, what this 

so-called “house” was. It was evidently the stupa or vihara, with 

the usual settlement of Buddhist monks, from which the Bower MS. 

also was dug out.29 From the fact that Dildar Khan obtained posses¬ 

sion only of one half of the find, it may safely be concluded that his 

search in the vihara was a joint-undertaking with some one else to 

whom the other moiety of the find (the Bower MS.) went. Who this 

other person was, appears from Major Bower’s account, in the Geogra¬ 

phical Journal,29 of the acquisition of his manuscript, in which he 

informs us that “a Turk! who had been in India [Afghanistan ?] told 

him that he and one of his friends [the Afghan merchant Dildar Khan ?] 

had gone there [to the ancient vihara] and dug for buried treasure, but 

had found nothing except a book [the Bower MS.].” But further, Mr. 

Macartney’s report accounts only for “ two other manuscripts ” or, more 

correctly, for two portions of the bundle of manuscripts, which was 

discovered together with the Bower MS. But there is every proba¬ 

bility that there was a third portion of that bundle. For the collection 

of manuscripts which is now in St. Petersburg and which was sent there 

by the Russian Consul in Kashgar, contains complementary parts 

of some of the Weber MSS. (see infra, under Set la), and must origi¬ 

nally have come from the same source as the latter manuscripts and 

Set I of the Macartney MSS. It follows, therefore, that Dildar Khan, 

if he really obtained possession of the whole of the moiety of the Kuchar 

find, must have divided it into three portions: one portion he gave to 

Munshi Ahmad Din (and thus to Mr. Weber), while of the remainder 

he gave one portion to Mr. Macartney, the British Agent, and the 

other to the Russian Consul. This, from his point of view, would be 

a natural and impartial division between the representatives of the two 

Empires whom he no doubt wished to gratify ; and that he did not 

introduce either of those officers into the secret of his diplomacy is 

equally natural. But there is one comfort in all this, that we have 

probably not yet heard the last of that Kuchar discovery, and that we 

may hope that further instalments of the manuscripts, found on that 

occasion, may yet come to light. Of most of the manuscripts which 

constitute the Weber MSS. collection, only the merest fragments—a few 

leaves—have yet been recovered, and of the palm-leaf manuscript (No. I 

of the Fragments, described on p. 218) which must also have been 

29 See Proceedings As. Soc. Beng., 1890, p. 221 ; Journal, Js. Soc. Beng., Vol. 

LX, Part I, p. 93; the Geographical Journal (Roy. Geogr. Soc. of London), Vol. V, 

1895, p. 255. 
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obtained from that ruined vihara, only the veriest scraps. Some of these 

fragmentary manuscripts, e.g,, the Sanskrit vocabulary in Part VI of 

the Weber MSS., are sufficiently important to make us wish to obtain 

the complement. It is possible that the missing portions of these manus¬ 

cripts may have suffered destruction in the course of the excavation 

of those two treasure seekers; a good deal undoubtedly must have 

been destroyed ; but it is also quite possible that some further portions 

are still held back by the finders, and may come to light hereafter as a 

result of suitable inducement. 

I now proceed to a detailed account of the several sets of the 

Macartney MSS. 

Set I. This set consists of two entirely different manuscripts, 

specimens of which are shown on Plates XV and XVI respectively. 

They are written in two different types of Brahmi, Set Io. being in the 

Central Asian, while Set Ib is in the Northern Indian type. 

Set la consists of 35 leaves, two of which are shown on Plate XV. 

They are all broken off on one side. Their width is complete, 21- 

inches. The existing length is 5 inches, and about 2-| inches must be 

broken off ; the total length, therefore, would be 74 inches. In the 

missing part there must have been the string-hole. This calculation 

can be easily proved. Comparing the Macartney MSS. fragment with the 

Weber MSS. fragment No. VII,80 and with the Petroffski MSS. fragment 

No. VIII,81 it will be seen at once that all these three fragments 

absolutely agree in all points of shape, size, and type of letters. If we 

add to this that all three fragments treat of the story of Manibhadra, 

there cannot remain the slightest doubt but that they are portions 

of the same manuscript, one of which has gone to St. Petersburg, while 

the other two are in my hands. Now, by a careful comparison of the 

eight leaves in his possession, Dr. von Oldenburg has been able to 

practically restore the text on the obverse side of his leaf No. 3. The 

restored transcript of this page he has published, as well as its original.8L 

It will be seen from the transcript that the average number of aksaras 

on a full line is 34. On the second line of the page the existing aksaras 

number 23, and the line itself measures nearly 5 inches. Accordingly 

the. missing 11 aksaras, together with a small margin, would require 

a space of 2\ inches. Hence the page, when complete, would have 

measured 74 inches. Purther, the missing aksaras on the second and 

fifth lines number 11 and 12 respectively, while on the third and fourth 

SO See Journal, As. Soc. Beng., Yol. LXII, Part I, p. 31, and Plate II, fig. 3. 

8L See Journal, Imp. Russian Archeeological Society, Vol. VIII, pp. 13, 17, and 

Plate II, fig. 8. 
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lines they number only G each.82 This difference can only be accounted 

for by the fact that the string-hole stood on the missing portion of the 

leaf and, with its surrounding blank, took up the space of about 5 or 6 

aksaras. Precisely the same conclusions may be drawn from the 

obverse of the Macartney MS. Leaf I, a restored transcript of which is 

given by me below. In lines 2 and 4, about 14 and 12 aksaras respec¬ 

tively are missing, while in lines 2 and 3 only 8 and 2 aksaras 

respectively, thus suggesting a space for the string-hole in the latter 

lines. The total number of aksaras in the 2nd and 4th lines is about 35, 

which represents a leugth of leaf of about 7| inches. 

To complete the case of this manuscript, it is now clear that 

altogether fifty leaves of it exist: 8 leaves are in the Petroffski collec¬ 

tion, 7 in the Weber collection, and now 35 in the Macartney collection. 

This gives a fairly large manuscript, and when all the three portions 

are once brought together, read and compared, it will probably appear 

that nearly the whole, if not the whole, of the manuscript has been 

recovered.83 

This manuscript is written in the Central Asian Brahmi, marked 

by the peculiar form of e and the peculiar general slant of the letters. 

The alphabet of it has been published by me in my paper on the 

Weber MSS. in volume LXII of this Journal, Plate IV. 
> 

The subject of the manuscript is the story of the Great Yaksa 

General Manibhadra, and how he visited Buddha and received from 

him a powerful spell. It was a favourite •story with the Buddhists; 

for it seems to be also the subject of Part VII of the Bower MS.34 It 

is also very briefly told in one of the Sutras of the Samyutta Nikaya.85 

Transcript. Plate XV. Leaf I; Obverse. 

1, || Nagar-opama aramo solme p(rarambha) 

2, [Evam maya 9rutam=eka-samaye Bhagavam vi]ha[rati] jetava- 

n(e) Anathapindad-arame * atha khalu 

3, [Manibhadra makayaksa](se)napati pamca-yaksa-9ata-parivar5 

pu(rask)rta-pari(krto) atikra- 

4, [ntayam ra](tryam) sarvam je( ta)vanam=udar(e)n-avabhasena 

(s)pharitva (yena) Bhaga- 

32 The word astu in the fourth line, printed by Dr. von Oldenburg in italics as 

missing, really exists on the original leaf, and should have been printed in Roman. 

33 I may add that the same story of Manibhadra is also contained in Part V, 

of the Weber MSS., of which 8 leaves exist in that collection, and apparently one 

leaf in the Petroffski collection, No. 7 in Dr. von Oldenburg’s paper. 

34 See my edition of the Bower MS., p. 236. 

36 See Series of the Pali Text Society, Part I, p. 208. This was first pointed 

out by Dr. von Oldenburg. 
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5, [van=ten-opasamkramitva4 4* 4 + ]ta sarddha-sa4 4 sammoda- 
ti samranjati katham vividham==upasarhli]> 

6, [tya4 4444444444 4]Manibhadra mahayaksa senapa- 
tir=B h agavan t am=idam=avocat 

Leaf I: Reverse. 

1, (ha)yata svadhyayata paryavapnuta manasi kuruta tat-kasma 

2, [nagar-5]pamam vyakaranam dharm-opasamhitam adi brahma- 
caryasy=abhi- 

3, nirvan-a4 4 4 4 4 (a)fclia ca punah kula-putrena bra- 

4, 4ya agarava-nagarika (pravra)ditva nagar-opamarh vyaka- 

5, [ranam 4 4 4] 4 dharayita(vyarh) (udgra)hayita( vyam) vacay- 
itavyam svadhya- 

6, [yitavyam] 4 4 4 4 4 4Bhagavam a(stu) mana 4 ebhi. 

Leaf II: Obverse. 

1, 4 4 (maha)-v(a)cya(m) piirva-vad=idam vaditva brahma Sa- 

natkuraa* 

2, [rah] 4=pradaksim-kr(fcva)(tatr=aiv)=(a)ntarhitah atha catvaro 
mahara- 

3, [jano] abhikrantayam ratryam yen=(aha)m ten=opasamkranta 
(upetya) 

4, [padau 9irasa] vanditva yatha svaka-sva(ka) 4 4i nih9rtya 

ekante tasthure 

5, [i](da)m vaditva catvaro maliarajano mama padau ^irasa vamdi- 

6, [tva, pradaksini-krtva ta](tr-ai)v=antarhita * udgrhnata bhik- 

savo nagar-opamarh vyaka- 

Leaf II: Reverse. 

1, [ranam] 4ya (s)phalen=murdha da9adha hrdayam phalet idam 

vaditva 

2, (pa)dau 91'rasa vanditva Bhagavantam trs-pradaksinl-krtva tatr= 

ai- 

3, [va] Bhagavam eva ra4 4utyayat=purastad=bhiksu-(samo*ha) 

4, nyasidat nisadya Bhaga(vam) (bhi)ksun=amantryayati (c= 

artha)=dya- 

5, 4(vena) abhi(kranta)yam ra(tryam) yen=aham ten=5pasam- 

kiantah 

6, 4 4 4e 4 4 [e]k(a)nta-sthita (bra)[hm]a Sanatkumaro 

Imperfectly visible letters are shown in round brackets ; missing 

letters and restorations, in angular brackets. Of solme (la1) I can 

make nothing; one would expect a number, say saclago, Pali solaso or 

solasamo ‘ sixteenth.’ We have clearly here the beginning of a new 

chapter, in which Buddha appears to narrate <0 Manibhadra the story of 
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tlie Brahma Sauatkumara. The name of the chapter would seem to be 

Nagaropama Ardma or ‘ the town-like park.’ On the obverse of Leaf I 

I have restored what can be concluded with much probability to be the 

missing portions. This will give an idea of the original state of the page. 

Set I, b. This set consists of 15 leaves. As a rule there are 9 

lines on a page, only exceptionally 10, as on fl. 23a. The manuscript 

is incomplete, both as regards the number and the size of the leaves. 

Its beginning and end are missing; but, so far as I can see from Dr. 

von Oldenburg’s paper in the Journal of the Imperial Russian Archaeological 

Society, no portion of it appears to have gone to St. Petersburg. All 

the leaves are mutilated at their right-hand side, and the only indi¬ 

cation of their original length lies in the well-known fact, that Central 

Asian manuscripts have their string-hole on the left side of the leaf, 

at the distance of about a quarter of the length of the full page. Hence 

it may be concluded with some probability, that about one-quarter of 

each leaf is missing. As the existing length is about 4J inches, this 

gives the full length as probably about 6 inches.36 The breadth of 

the leaves is about 2 inches. The material is a very soft kind of 

paper of a darkish colour; it is in a very rotten and broken state. 

The writing is very slovenly done. Small and big letters frequently 

alternate without any apparent reason ; and the lines are not kept 

properly straight and apart, so that their letters occasionally run into 

one another. Also errors occur not unfrequently, syllables or sounds 

being occasionally omitted ; thus fl. 22a2 pamca for pamcame, fl. 22a4 

tryodagamam for trayodagamam; fl. 23a3 rdstopadrave for rastropadrave, 

etc. All these blemishes aggravate the difficulty of reading the manu¬ 

script, and, I hope, will be accepted in extenuation of the imperfect 

state of the transliteration, given by me below. 

The characters used in this manuscript distinctly belong to the 

Northern Indian class of Brahmi, of the early Gupta period. They are 

of a rather archaic type, as I shall presently show in some detail. 

It will be seen from the excellent comparative tables, published by 

38 Professor Biihler in the Vienna Oriental Journal, Vol. VII, p. 261, points out 

that “ numerous copperplate grants with one string-hole on the left ” exist in India, 

and infers from it that manuscripts with one string-hole on the left “ were once not 

unknown in India.” There is every probability that this inference is correct. For 

as the material (birch-bark or palm-leaf) shows, some of the Central Asian manus¬ 

cripts, (e.g., the Bower MS.) must have been imported from India (see p. 258). In 

fact, in the case of such exported Indian manuscripts, the peculiar position of the 

string-hole is an additional proof of their great age. For no Indian manuscript, 

found in India itself, shows that position; they either show one hole in the middle, 

or one on either side. Even the Horiuzi MS., exported from India to Japan early in 

the 6th cent. A.D., already shows the double hole. 
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Professor Biihler in illustration of his essay on Indian Palaeography,37 

that the marks, enumerated by me below, have, in their cumulation, 

entirely disappeared from all engraved records (copperplates, stone- 

tablets, rocks, etc.) in India, from about the seventh century (say, 

650 A.D.). It is a natural result of the process of engraving that 

archaic forms of letters, which as a rule are simpler and stiffer than 

cursive ones, conserve themselves much longer in such records than 

in manuscripts. It is a principle, now universally admitted, that 

manuscripts show the presence of cursive forms very much earlier 

than engraved records. It may be expected, therefore, that the marks 

above referred to will have disappeared very much earlier from all 

manuscripts, to give place to their corresponding cursive forms. This 

expectation is fully born out by the Bower MS., the date of which, 

from the occurrence in it of a special cursive form (the intermediate 

ya), can with certainty be fixed to be about 450 A.D., i.e., about two 

centuries anterior to the term above-mentioned for engraved records. 

In that manuscript, indeed, none of the marks, enumerated below, occur 

at all. On the other hand, in our Macartney MS., they are all present 

in cumulation. This proves very clearly that this Macartney MS. must 

be very considerably older than the Bower MS. Further, some of those 

marks have disappeared from engraved records, from about the end 

of the fourth century (say, 400 A.D.). They prevail in them in the 

first, second and third centuries : they also prevail in this Macartney 

MS. It may, therefore, as it seems to me, safely be concluded that this 

Macartney MS. may not be dated later than the middle of the fourth 

century, and that it may be very much older. Provisionally I would 

suggest 350 A.D. as a fairly safe date. This result makes this particular 

Macartney MS. the oldest existing Indian manuscript. For, though 

found in Central Asia, it is abundantly clear from the characters of its 

writing, that if not written in India itself (which, for my part, I am 

disposed to doubt on account of the material on which it is written), 

it was written by a Native of India, or an Indian Buddhist, who had 

emigrated to Central Asia.38 

The marks, above referred to, are the following :— 

(1) Initial long a, with curve, indicating length, attached to the 

right-hand side of the vertical line ; disappears from the fourth century. 

After that date, the curve is attached to the foot of the vertical line, 

and this is also the case in the Bower MS. See fi. 23al>8. 

37 In the Encyclopedia of Indo-aryan research. See his Plates III to V. 

33 It is a well-known fact that Indian Buddhist teachers, either on their own 

initative, or on vocation by others, frequently settled in foreign parts {e.y, libet 

and China). 

J. i. 32 
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(2) Initial short i, with the apex turned to the right, disappears 

from the third century. After that date, the apex is turned to the 

bottom, in the Bower MS. it is to the top. See fl. 22£>2, 23a5. 

(3) Medial short i, made by a nearly perfect circlet, extremely 

rare, even in the most ancient records. From very early times (first 

century) it is usually made by a line curving to the left. See fl. 22a4* 

(bhi), 22a5 (ti), 23a7 (pi). 

(4) Medial long i, made by a line curving to the left, like short i, 

but more convoluted; disappears from the beginning of the fifth 

century (last seen in the Bilsad record 414 A.D., in hi, gri) and is not 

found in the Bower MS. It occurs regularly here, see fl. 22a2 (sthi, vi, 

mi), 22a4 (dhi), 22a8,6 (ri), 222>5 (■ni) 2359 {hi), et jpassim. 

(5) Medial short u, in the form of a straight line, attached to the 

bottom of the consonant, disappears from the end of the sixth century. 

After that date curves or wedges are used; the latter also in the 

Bower MS. See fl. 2.1a1, 22a8, 2365 (su), 21 bb and 23a6 (pu), 22a4 (hu), 

22a6 (mu), 23a1 (ju), 23a8 (dhu). 

(6) Initial e, with the apex turned upwards (A), disappears from 

the end of the fourth century (last seen in the Allahabad record, 375 

A.D.). After that date the apex is turned to the bottom, in the Bower 

MS. to the left. See fl. 22a5 and 2266. 

(7-11) Ka, rjga, ja, na, and ra made with stiff straight lines, 

disappear with the end of the sixth century, ja and na even earlier. 

After that date the lines are curved and the ends wedged. In the 

Bower MS., the ends of the vertical lines of ha and ra are always 

wedged, and the lines of ja and na are curved. See fl. 22a4 {he, ham), 

21a1, 23a6 {pga), 23a1 (ju), 2369 (na), 23&7 (ra), et passim. 

(12) Ya, in its tridental form, disappears from the end of the 

sixth century.89 After that date its square form is universal, while 

an intermediate form occurs with the vowels B, ai, b, au, from about 

370 to 540 A.D. In the Bower MS. the only forms that occur are the 

tridental and the intermediate. In the Macartney MS., the tridental 

form alone occurs, thus showing that it cannot be placed later than 

370 A.D., and probably dates from much earlier. 

(13) The numeral figures 1, 2, 3 and 20 are of an ancient type. 

See the left-hand margin on the obverses of fl. 21, 22, 23. In the Bower 

MS. the same forms are used, though occasionally the figure 3 has a 

more modern form. 

I may add that the superscribed conjunct r is, in our manuscript, 

always written above the line; see fl. 216s, 23a7 (rva), 22b1 (rta), et 

89 See ante, pages 21G and 217. 
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passim. The only exception is in the case of the ligature rya, when 

r is formed on the line ; see fl. 22a3. All this, however, is a practice 

which goes as far back: as the first century A.D. . 

I may also note, that as a rule no marks of interpunctuation or 

division are used. Exceptionally, however, a circular mark occurs, to 

mark the end of a chapter (adhydya:), as on fl. 21a5, 21b3, and an oblong 

mark to indicate the end of a paragraph as on fl. 23 64> 6. 

It may also be worth noticing that the leaves of this work are 

also numbered on the obverse pages. This a practice ou which I have 

already remarked on page 227. 

The language of the manuscript is Sanskrit, but of the well-known 

ungrammatical or mixed type which was peculiar to the earlier Buddhist 

writers. Examples of this are the prakriticisms aiko (for aikah) in fl. 

22a4, tasma (for tasmdt') fl. 22a4, bhave (for bhaved) fl. 22a3>6, mantrena 

(for mantrena) fl. 22bl, 23?A 8. 

The work is written partly in verse (yloJca) and partly in prose. 

The ^lokas, however, are frequently, very irregularly formed, the padas 

being sometimes too short, sometimes too long by one syllable; some¬ 

times two padas are run into one uninterrupted half-verse; see fl. 2266, 

23fr9. In my transcript, below, I have indicated any ^loka that could 

be recognized by the insertion, within angular brackets, of the usual 

single and double lines of division. A clear prose passage can be 

distinguished in fl. 2366> 7. 

The work appears to have been divided into adhydyas or chapters. 

On fl. 22a5 we have the end of the eighth chapter, and on fl. 2259 the 

mutilated ending of the ninth chapter. The tenth chapter which 

follows seems to have been called gandharva-karma or ‘ business of 

Gandharvas.’ 

A point worth noting is the frequent occurrence of unusual or 

unknown words. I have noticed the following instances : kejala fl. 22a4 

(for kinjala ?), yanti ‘ingredient’ fl. 2264, kanavira fl. 23a6 (for kanayira 

or karavira ?) ; spandana and rdsabha fl. 23a5 as names of two medicinal 

plants. This adds to the general archaic look of the work. On fl. 23a2 

there occurs the word rajamatra or ‘ a person of princely position ’; 

it occurs together with the word raja. According to the St. Petersburg 

dictionary, the word rajamatra is extremely rare; it seems to occur 

but once, in Caraka, part I, chapter 15. The context in Caraka is 

different; but the coincidence is surprising. Could our manuscript have 

anything to do with the original Caraka, that is, the work of Agnive^a ? 

For the nature of the work in our manuscript is undoubtedly medical 

or semi-medical. 
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Transliteration. Plate XVI. 

Leaf 21 : Obverse. 

J, ■+ ka[r]tavya (nara)dati buta 4-4* va vasu9=ca (tra)ijgada^=ca 

4 + 4 
2, nam prastha (3) (pamca)-ratram japam = anuvartana-sarva- 

gandlia 4- -4 

3, ksata sampujana 4m(ca) maddhyevinam kuryasi 4- 4~ 

4, jana 9amta ku(mati) sarva-deva-naga-yaksam vai -f 

21 5, 4-m -fmuddyat=iti O astamo ’ddhyaya^ © 

6, 4-tyayam ni(t)o + nie 4- "4 bhanena 9a 4- 4- 

7, 4- ganeto masa ya 

8, 4- 4 a 4 sarva + 4-ai + 

9, 4- + 4 + 

Reverse. 

1, 4 + 4 4 

2, 4- 4- 4- 4" 4* 

3, nyai9 = ca pujayitavyam 4-4-4- 

4, 4- 4- 4* pam=anuda(t)5 manah sa(pta-ra)trarri ma 4* 

5, 4- 4- 4- ti tato O ’sya so puruso mani-ru 

6, 4- 4-cli 4-(tata9=ca 4- 4-(bha)m gacohati manusyanam 

7, sya (dha)nikarii 4- 4- 4* la 4- 4-lam lapsati dive 4* 

8, (vajmo ’dkyay(a) (sa)map(t)am @ Atha gandharva-karmarn 

nama bkavati 4- 

9, 4-anam hitaya tu pamca-ra(tra)-su 4-4-4- purv-atma, 4-4-4- 

Leaf 22 : Obverse. 

1, tta40 pravalam ca[l]suvarnam rajata[m] tatlia [ll] krsn-ayasam 

ca tamram ca [(] ka(nda)m ca trapus(a)-sam 

2, ya pamca41 [(] sasthi bhavati mrttika [||] saptami bralima-(k)u- 

[9a]n ri]=tusa-vijani v=astame [||] 4- 

3, (mi)[(]da9ame trini tejasa [lij ekada9a tu gandha-dakam [l] biia- 

ve[d] dvada9e tu (ku) 4- 

4, try5da9amam 42 kejalam[ II ]sahasr-abhihuta9 = c=aiko[|]tasma[t ] 

stlianam vidhlyate 

22 5, ya bhave[d] narI[l]osadyah snata labliet= sutam[ll]ra(ti)-dvai e 

vl 4- desu[|] 4- 

6, vigrakesu va sadyah[|]snato muc(y)ete sadyas=tato[ll]ja 4- ya 

4- (drayo) 

40 This aksara is 'written very minutely on the margin, 

44 Head pamcame. 

Head iraydda;amam. 
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7? r^jy^ sadya 4 4 + jam + yan=ca 4 i + 4- 4 4 yamtra 4- 4a I 

8, sas^tu sudarunam va 4 tina 4 4ka 4 4 ya granthana 4 4 

9, 4 4 4 + 44 

Reverse. 

1, 4 4 4 4 4 4 

2, va mantrena i 4 4 dba + 4 mantra ana +4 + 4 (ca ba ya 

pinva) 

3, sa saba(sre) 4 + 44+ cakkra la 44+4+ (nthi tra) + ba 

4, nandinl tatlia[||]ksirika-tvaya-yanti9=ca[|]apam ma 4 + (sam- 

gba)re ca 

5, n=aiv=ergu ca ta Otba[l|]sury-§,nuvartmi 91m va n = agra-danti 

ca + 

6, bala tatha[l|]etas = tu dosam dhldim vyasam[|]va viglma-vina- 

9am[||]catu + 

7, la9u[|]kartavya dvija-sattamah[||]samayam sn(a)p(t)a-liptayam 

somya-samya + 

8, mulama-vyagra [ | ] sa-(vi)9ana43 su-kuksinab[ || ]da9a-danta ca 

kartavya[l] kala9a snapta, 

9, neyyanti44 tvl so rglia vya ghl + 4 + va sabam(ta) saba(de9am) 

4(dvijanam) +4 

Leaf 23: Obverse. 

1, nahula-draksamayanam a9[I]ti 45-sahasram jubofcavyam aturasya 

sa + 

2, tiraje raja-matre va dev(e) (ampu)rikasu ca n = anyasmimn46 = 

esa mantra-prale 4 

3, mantrena rast47-opadrave tr43-bastam ma(rum)gtiram krtva bari- 

takl vibbitakarn = api + yani 

4, (da1sth-odumbara-bilva-pala9a-vijaka[||]-saptaparna9=ca[|]dronam 

va9a(n=ta)tha 4i 

23 5, spandanarh candanam ta O tha [||] sarj-arjunam vijakam [l] 

rasabbam moksakam tatha [||] + kare 2 ima 

6, nagam vai^a-kulam. tatba [||] priyaggum=atha pumnagam=[i] 

arkam kanaviram ca kadambam 4 manam drona 

7, vrkso ’pi yo + 4 + + gandbam sarvo maddhyah [|] sarva-dbu 

+ + + o may am [||] 

43 The aksara na is placed below viga, between the lines. 

44 The two ya are placed side by side, overlapping one another. 

45 Read agiti. 

48 Dele the anusvara. 

47 Read rdstr-dpadrave. 

49 Read tri-hastam. 
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8, dhi49-madhu-ghrt-akta 4 4 9=ca aliati-sahasram ho 4 4 ye 

4 4 4 

9, myanti50 visaye 4 4 4 4 4 4 anen=aiva (ma) [ntrena] 

4* ha(n-o)padra 

10, 4-4-4-4-4-4- 

Reverse. 

1, 4* 4- 4- 4- 4- (kara) 4- 4 

2, 4- ka-ratra (su-bata)sa-bilva-samidhana (v5) 4- 4- 4- ghrtakta 

3, liotavyam krsna ca 4444444 purv-5kte ta 4 4 4 + 4 

purva 4 

4, s-pathe51 nadi-pula(napa) 4-anena mantrena52 || cli(a)trena 

5, 
6, 

dhruva 4 4 

anile krsna-va O sase vrga-bliute Imki tisthase asuko me tatha va • • • • o • • 

so ’sya raja va9yo vidbeyo bhavati atmauena dhanena va 

jijnasa 

7, ktavyam pranafcyayo bhavati dharma9=ca raja-ghatino bhavati 

raja-ghatino ta(tha) 

8, narakesu ca paccate6S * anena mantrena52 raj-antaresu purvam 

daksinam datva 9a 

9, rayena daksinasya siddh(a)nta-mamtra[|]-vidhir= esa prakirti- 

tah [||] sarai 4 4 am (9a) 4 

With regard to the remaining sets of the Macartney MSS., I must, for 

the present, content myself with merely publishing photographic speci¬ 

mens, and adding a few words of description. These manuscripts are writ¬ 

ten in characters which are either quite unknown to me, or with which I 

am too imperfectly acquainted to attempt a ready reading in the scanty 

leisure that my regular official duties allow me. I thought, however, 

that even a mere publication of specimens of the original manuscripts 

would be welcome to Oriental scholars. My hope is that among those 

of my fellow-labourers who have made the languages of Central Asia 

their speciality, there may be some who may be able to recognize and 

identify the characters and language of these curious documents. To 

such I would only ask to be permitted to address the request that any 

discovery made by them may be communicated to me, with a view to 

arranging a full publication of the manuscripts. 

Regarding their age I cannot venture to give any opinion, except 

49 The full word is dadhi. 

6r> Perhaps cdmyarili. 

61 The full word is catus-pathe. 

62 Read mantrena. 

63 Read pacrjate. 
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that 1 am not disposed to believe that they are so old as the other 

manuscripts which came from Kuchar. All these came from the 

neighbourhood of Khotan, and there is nothing in the circumstances 

of their discovery which necessarily involves a very high antiquity, 

or need make them older than the early middle ages. The occurrence in 

them of what appears to me Uighur and Tibetan wilting also seems to 

point in the same direction. See also infra pp. 255 and 256. 

They are all written on a coarse, stiff paper, of a very dark dirty- 

brown colour. It is very different from the comparatively white and 

soft paper of the Kuchar manuscripts. The condition, however, in which 

they are now, may be partially due to their long burial in the hot, dry 

sand from which they were rescued. Unfortunately the dark colour 

of these Khotan manuscripts has proved a great difficulty in photo¬ 

graphing, and some of the Plates are not quite so clear as one would wish. 

Set II. This consists of two distinct parts, of very different shape 

and size. One part (Plates XVII and XVIII) consists of two large sheets 

of paper, measuring about 16x1 If inches. The second part (Plates 

XIX-XXII) consists of 12 sheets, of which eight are folded in the 

middle to make 2 leaves each. Hence there are 16 double-leaves and 

4 single leaves; that is, the 12 sheets make up 20 leaves. These leaves 

measure about 6fx4^ inches each; or a double-lesf measures 13JX 4| 

inches. The double-leaves show, close to their folded margin, four 

pin-holes, which seem to indicate that they were once stitched together, 

though no trace of a thread has survived. These 12 sheets are inscribed 

with four different kinds of characters ; nevertheless, of course, they 

might form a connected whole ; but this I am unable to determine. 

Accordingly I shall describe them in four separate, subordinate sets. 

Set II a. Plates XVII and XVIII show the two sides of one of the 

two large sheets. Each of these sheets bears writing in two different 

characters, and two different inks. The lines of writing are, as a rule, 

arranged so that two lines of black letters alternate with one line of 

white letters. On one side (Plate XVIII) the double lines of black 

writing are separated from the single line of white writing by straight 

lines strongly marked in black ink. The white writing appears to me 

to be in Uighur characters ; those of the black writing I am unable to 

identify. On one side (Plate XVIII) there are the distinct impressions 

of three seals ; the two outer ones in black, the middle one in white 

ink. The latter should be again in Uighur,64 to correspond with the 

white writing. The regularity of the alternation of the white and 

64 One line has a curious resemblance to Kufic, and reminds one of ■ but it 

is probably an angular form of Uighur. 
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black writing seems to suggest that one gives the translation of the 

other, the document being bilingual. The second sheet is, in every 

respect, similar to the figured one, except that it bears only two seals, 

and that the writing which corresponds to the white one is in black 

lead or what looks very much like it; it is clearly distinguishable from 

the black-ink writing. 

Set II b. Plate XIX shows a single leaf of this portion of the 

second part of Set II. There are also three double-leaves in this sub¬ 

ordinate set, the total being seven leaves. These appear to me to be 

written in Chinese or in something greatly resembling Chinese characters. 

The number of letters in the perpendicular lines vary from 9 to 12 ; 

and the number of lines itself varies from 8 to 11. One half of one 

of the double-leaves (two pages), even, numbers 13 lines to the page, 

and (apparently) 18 or 20 letters to the line, the letters being only 

about one-half as large as those on the rest of this manuscript. Each 

page of writing is enclosed in a double-lined quadrangle. Each side 

of a double-leaf, of course, has two such inscribed quadrangles (or pages) 

side by side, the fold of the paper running between the quadrangles. 

Set lie. Plate XX shows a double-leaf of this subordinate 

set. It will also best explain what is meant by a double-leaf. There 

are two of these double-leaves; and there is also one single leaf; so 

that the total number of leaves is five. Every page (except the two 

pages of the single leaf) is enclosed within a double-lined quadrangle. 

There are from 9 to 11 lines of writing on a page : the usual number 

is 10. The writing is unknown to me: there is a faint suggestion about 

it of a very cursive form of the Indian Bralimi characters; but this 

appearance is probably deceptive. 

Set II d. Plate XXI shows a double-leaf of this portion of the set. 

There are two more such double:leaves, the total number of leaves 

being six. Every page is enclosed within a double-lined quadrangle, 

and the quadrangles themselves are divided, by double lines, into six 

compartments each. Each compartment contains two lines of writing, 

the whole page, thus, having 12 lines. The lines of writing stand 

closer to the double lines of division than to one another. I do not 

know the writing; it appears, however, to be similar to that of Set II c. 

Set II e. Plate XXII shows a leaf of this subordinate set. There 

is another leaf of this set which is inscribed only on one side. This 

side has eight lines, while the two pages of the figured leaf have ten 

lines each. The writing is in white ink,66 and appears to be in Uighur 

characters. 

55 It is not chalk ; at least it is tolerant of washing. I may here add that the 

black ink, too, in all these manuscripts, tolerates the application of a wet sponge. 
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The following is a summary of Set II:— 

a, sheets 2, total 2 

b, single leaf 1, double-leaves 3, >» 7 

j> >> >5 2, jj 5 

d, >5 >> 55 3) 6 

j) » 2, V 0, 2 

Total 22 

Set III. Plate XXIII shows two leaves of this set. There are 

altogether 12 such single leaves. They measure about 6J x 3f inches, 

and have 6 or 7 lines to the page. The writing on them is much 

interspersed with what look like Bralimi ligatures, in the Tibetan type 

of characters. This seems to render it probable that the rest is also 

written in Bralimi characters of a very cursive type; but I have had 

no time to study it more closely. The leaves show no holes, and they 

do not appear to have ever been fastened together, though it can hardly 

be doubted that they form a connected series. 

Set IV. Plates XXIV and XXY show two double-leaves of this 

set. It consists of a thick manuscript of small sized double-leaves, of 

which some 3 or 4 have split iuto single leaves. Accordingly there 

should be 112 leaves, but actually there are only 111 leaves, and these 

measure about 5| x 3f inches each. The lower corners of the leaves 

are damaged. Each double-leaf, when folded up into two single leaves, 

makes up a so-called ‘ form,’ and these ‘ forms ’ are bound together 

into a * book ’ by means of a metal nail which is passed through the 

whole of the ‘ forms ’ of leaves near their left-hand margin. The 

‘ forms ’ are secured from falling off the nail, by a metal disk screwed 

into one of its ends and a metal knob, into the other. The ‘ book ’ 

begins and ends with a couple of blank ‘ forms,’ but whether this 

indicates that the manuscript is complete, I cannot say, though it seems 

probable. There are six or seven lines on each page, and these lines are 

distinctly partitioned off into four columns. The number of letters in 

a columnar line varies; it is usually six; but I have noticed them from 

four to seven. In this manuscript, too, ligatures of the Tibetan type 

occur on nearly every page, which would suggest a Brahmi cursive 

character for the rest of the writing. Whether the latter is the same 

as, or similar to, that occurring in Set III needs investigation. I have 

had no time for closer examination. 

Set Y. Plate XXYI shows three leaves of this set. It is a manus¬ 

cript, very similar in every respect to the preceding one. All its leaves 

are single, about 100; their exact number is uncertain, as a few of 

J. i, 33 
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the leaves are broken in fragments, the paper being very brittle. They 

measure about 5|- x 2-| inches. They are also made up into a ‘ book,5 

by a metal nail passed through the left-hand side of the leaves. There 

are two blank leaves at the end of the book, and the leaf preceding 

them is inscribed on one side only. There appears to have been also 

a blank leaf at the beginning of the book, but it is now broken into 

fragments. All this would seem to indicate that the manuscript is 

complete; but not being able to read it, I cannot say so for certain. 

There are five lines on each page, and these are partitioned off into four 

columns. The letters in each columnar line number eight.56 Liga¬ 

tures of the Tibetan type occur much less frequently than in the 

preceding manuscript (see obverse of leaf I, line 3); nevertheless the 

writing may turn out to be a species of very cursive Brahnri. I have 

had no time for any closer examination. 

Set VI. This is a small manuscript of 8 leaves, measuring 5 x 2§ 

inches. It is in a very bad state of preservation : nearly the whole of 

its writing has become obliterated, and the leaves are very baked and 

brittle. From the little that is legible, it is certain that this manuscript 

was written in exactly the same characters as the preceding one (Set V), 

with the same sporadic interspersion of Tibetan-like ligatures. As the 

leaves show no hole, they do not appear to have ever been strung 

together. In this respect this manuscript is like that of Set III. 

In conclusion I would add a few remarks concerning the probable 

age of these manuscripts. They are not offered as embodying final 

results ; they are only thoughts which have forced themselves on my 

mind in the course of my investigations, and they are intended as 

suggestions to stimulate further researches by others. For my part, 

I am disposed to believe that they will eventually be found to err on 

the side of moderation rather than excess. 

For the purpose of an enquiry into their age, these manuscripts 

must clearly be divided into two distinct classes. First, there are those 

found near Kuchar, and dug out from the ruins of the ancient vihara. 

These are written in Brahmi characters, either of the Northern Indian 

or the Central Asian type, and are composed either in Sanskrit or in 

Turki. They are also written on palm-leaf, or birch-bark, or paper. 

To the second class belong those found in the sands, in the neighbourhood 

of Khotan. These are written in Chinese or Uighur or some other un¬ 

known alphabet and language; they are also inscribed on paper of 

(apparently) a quite different kind. I omit for the present the Godfrey 

MSS., because it is not certain, whether they were also found in that 

58 This, if the language were Sanskrit, would point to a work in (jlokas. 
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ancient ruined viliara, or in some other old ruined building near Kucliar. 

But provisionally, they must be placed with the first class, with which 

they agree in every other respect. 

I will dispose of the second class first. For the present, there is 

too little information available to form any decided opinion. But the 

following points may be noticed. First: Sets 4, 5 and 6 of the 

Macartney MSS. were found in practically the same locality, i.e., 50 or 

60 miles (5 days’ march) East of Guma. The latter town lies about 

100 miles W. N. W. of Khotan. The find-place of those three sets, there¬ 

fore, must be somewhere about 60 miles North-West of Khotan. The 

Sets 2 and 3 were found in a different direction, viz., North-East of 

Khotan, in the Takla Makan desert: Set 2 at three marches (say, 35 

miles) and Set 3 at 50 or 60 miles from Khotan. The direct route 

from Khotan to China, by way of Lob Nor, skirts the Takla Makan 

desert. About 69 miles East of Khotan lies the town of Kiria, where 

that route turns North-East. Within the elbow thus made, and at 

a distance of about 3 or 4 miles to the left, lies the Takla Makau 

desert, stretching westward to the North of Khotan. The town 

of Pima (or Pein) lay a little to the North or North-West of Kiria, 

about 60 miles East of Khotan, and the China route ran original¬ 

ly by way of it (being thus a little shorter than the present loop- 

line by way of Kiria). The Chinese Buddhist Hiuen Tsiang, in 644 

A.D., passed by this route through Pima on his return to China; so 

did Marco Polo on his way to China in 1274 A.D.67 In their time the 

Takla Makan desert already existed ; it lay a little to the North of 

Pima, and was advancing southward. In Hiuen Tsiang’s time, Pima 

was a comparatively recent settlement, its inhabitants having migrated 

south-eastward to it from another town (called Ho-lo-lo-kia) on the 

destruction of the latter by the advancing sands. In Marco Polo’s time, 

Pima still existed. At the present day, it has disappeared in the sands, 

and Kiria, still farther South, has taken its place. Beyond Pima and 

Charchan the sand had already encroached on the route, in Marco 

Polo’s time. Not long after his time, about 1330 A.D., the town of 

Lob-Katak, lying North-East of Charchan, about 3 marches (say 40 

miles) from Lob Nor, was overwhelmed by the sands.68 It seems 

probable that the locality in which the manuscript Sets 2 and 3 were 

found, belonged to the original site of Pima, or was not far from it, 

perhaps at that of Ho-lo-lo-kia. The manuscripts might be, therefore, 

of the 13th century A.D., though they might also be much older. rIhe 

67 See Yule’s edition of Marco Polo, Yol. I, pp. 196-203. Also Beal s Buddhist 

Records, VqI. IT, pp. 309 ff. 

53 See N. Elias’ TdriMz-i-Rashldt, p. 10. 
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find-place of Sets 4-6 would seem to belong to the western extremity 

of the Takla Makan desert. The locality of Set 4 is described as “ an 

immense graveyard in ruins.” This part of the country and farther 

North-West was the scene of the fierce struggles between the Muham¬ 

madans of Kashgar and the Buddhists of Khotan in the early part of the 

12th century. A large cemetery at Ordam Padshah, near Yangi Hisar, 

marks the site of a great Muhammadan defeat in 1095 A.D. That 

site is now nearly buried in the sands. It was about that time, 

in the 11th century, that Sultan Satuk Bughra Khan succeeded in 

bringing together all the Uighur people into one nation.59 All this 

would point to a similar conclusion, the 12th century, for the Macartney 

MSS. As to the chances of conservation of manuscripts under the 

condition in which they were found, I may quote the following remarks 

from Sir T. D. Forsyth’s Report60 with reference to the castellated 

city, Shahri Nukta Rashid, now more or less completely buried under 

sand:— 

“As an instance illustrative of the dry character of the 

climate here, I may mention that we found sheets of matting, such 

as are used at the present day, in the foundations of walls, still in 

excellent preservation under the layers of raw bricks composing 

the structure of the battlements, although, as we are assured and 

as history tends to prove, the place has been in ruins for eight 

hundred years.” 

It not unfrequently happens, as Sir T. D. Forsyth remarks, that 

when the fierce wind sweeps over these sand-buried places, objects are 

disclosed to view temporarily and again buried under the sands. In 

this way, if not as the result of actual digging after treasure, the 

Macartney MSS. appear to have been obtained by their finder. 

I will now turn to the other class: those found in Kuchar and 

written in the Brahmi characters. These must be divided into two 

sections: (1) those written in the Northern Indian Gupta, and (2) those 

written in the Central Asian characters. Buddhism was very early intro¬ 

duced into Kuchar, probably as early as the 1st century B.C., and probably 

through Khotan, where it was introduced in the 2nd century B.C.61 In 

the early centuries A.D. it was a stronghold of Buddhism ; later on that 

religion retrograded under the spreading rivalry of Nestorian Chris¬ 

tianity, and still more so under that of Muhammadanism. It never quite 
r 

69 See Sir T. D. Forsyth’s Report of a Mission to Yarkand, pp. 122-127 ff. 
69 Ibidem, p. 38. 

61 See Beal’s Buddhist Records, Vol. I, p. lxxviii, Vol. II, p. 313, 314. Journal, 

.As. Soc. Beng., Yol. LY, p. 197. 
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succumbed, and later, under the early Mongol conquerors, in the 13th 

century, it partially revived in the Lamaitic form of Buddhism introduced 

from Tibet. This conservation of Buddhism, however, is not of any 

particular importance with regard to the question of the age of the 

Kuchar manuscripts. The early missionaries of the Buddhist faith were 

natives of Northern India, taking “ India ” in the wider usage of those 

times. They brought with them their Buddhist scriptures written in 

the Northern Indian characters, and when settled in Kuchar, naturally 

used those characters in their own compositions. Their converts, 

the natives of Kuchar, learned the use of those characters from their 

religious teachers. But in their hands they soon began to undergo a 

process of modification, which resulted in what I have called the 

Central Asian Brahmi, but which, perhaps, it may be better now to call 

the Kuchari, as I have not met with this alphabet in any manuscripts 

except those which came from Kuchar. 

The initial epoch of that process of modification it seems possible 

to fix with some probability, with the help of the evolution of the 

various forms of ya. I have already {ante, pages 216 and 217) explained 

the two divergent lines of this evolution in Northern India and Central 

Asia. The Northern Indian evolution commenced in the extreme portion 

of North-Western India (Panjab, Ka9mir, Gfandhara, i.e., the country 

of the Kushans), (say) about 350 A.D., by the introduction of the 

intermediate ya, and completed its course in the modern square ya 

throughout Northern India within little more than two centuries, i.e., 

about 600 A.D. From the same extreme portion of North-Western India 

the Brahmi alphabet, together with Buddhism, had been carried into 

Kuchar. With it naturally went the changes which from time to time 

took place in that alphabet. This is shown by the case of the Bower 

MS., and by Nos. Ill ab of the Fragments, all coming from Kuchar and 

thus showing that the fashion of writing the intermediate ya had been 

carried to Kuchar. Now it seems to me evident, that if the process of 

evolution of the Central Asian or Kuchari alphabet had not already 

fully set in before that period of the introduction of the intermediate 

ya, the influence of that intermediate ya and its resultant square ya 

would have shown itself in the formation of the Central Asian ya. 

But there is not the smallest trace of it. The evolution of the Central 

Asian ya has taken a different course, which proves that it must have 

begun at a time when the fashion of writing the intermediate ya had 

not yet begun, or at least had not yet become a settled fact in North- 

Western India. That means that the initial epoch of the evolution of 

the Central Asian cannot be well placed later than the fourth or fifth 

century A.D. Further, when once a native Kuchari style of writing 
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Had been formed, it follows that by the side of it the Northern Indian 

style of writing can only have maintained an artificial existence, that is 

to say, it can only have existed either in manuscripts imported from 

India, or in the usage of Native Indians who had immigrated into 

Central Asia (Kuchar). It follows further, first, that the maintenance 

of the Northern Indian style in Kuchar (or Central Asia) ceased from 

the time the importation of Indian manuscripts or the immigration of 

Indian Buddhist teachers came to an end; and secondly (which is the 

main point in the present argument), that all manuscripts written in 

the Northern Indian style and discovered in Kuchar must, as regards 

their age, be judged solely by the rules that apply to Northern Indian 

palaeography. This postulate applies to the Bower MS., to Parts I, II 

and III of the Weber MSS., to Sets I a and I b of the Macartney MSS., 

and to Fragments Nos. I, II, III (exc. Ill d), V-VI1T, XI. It applies 

also to Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 of the Godfrey MSS. As to the final epoch 

of the use of the Northern Indian alphabet in Central Asia (Kuchar), 

it may be noted that no manuscript has yet come to light, which 

shows the employment of the final square form of the Northern Indian 

ya. Hence it may fairly be concluded that after the sixth century, 

no more manuscripts were exported or Buddhist teachers emigrated 

from India to Central Asia. This practically coincides with the great 

Muhammadan invasions, and is probably to a great extent accounted 

for by the troubles attendent on them. 

I may add that those manuscripts which are found written on 

palm-leaf or birch-bark are evidently importations from India, and it 

may be noted, as a confirmatory circumstance, that neither the palm-leaf 

fragment No. I, nor the bircli-bark fragment No. II, nor the birch-bark 

Bower MS. shows any trace of the Central Asian style of writing. As 

neither the Tar-palm nor the birch exists in Central Asia (Kuchar), the 

facts could not well be otherwise. On the other hand, those manuscripts 

in Northern Indian Braliml, which are found written on paper, I am 

inclined to believe, must have been written in Central Asia by Indian 

Buddhists who had migrated there from India. 

There remain the manuscripts written in the Central Asian Brahuri. 

How long the use of this peculiar modification of the Brahmi remained 

current in Central Asia (Kuchar), it is for me impossible at present to 

say. I know of no direct evidence. The ruling race in Central Asia, 

up to the time of the Mongols, were the Uighur tribes of Turks. It is 

well-known that they were a literate people, and that they adopted a 

modification of the Syriac characters from the Nestorian missionaries 

who came among them from the 6th century A.D., if not earlier. This 

modified Syriac became their national characters, and is known as the 
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Uigliur. This adoption by them of a species of Syriac characters is 

significant, in view of the fact that there was at tbe time already in 

use among them a Sanskritic alphabet, the Central Asian Brahmi (not 

to mention at all the artificial Northern Indian). Probably that circum¬ 

stance shows (1) that the Central Asian Brahmi was the peculiar 

property of the Buddhists among them, and (2) that Buddhism was 

limited among them to a minority, consisting of monks, but that the 

bulk of the nation had adopted Christianity, which accounts for their being 

so frequently designated as Tarsi (or Christian).62 Later on, the bulk 

of them adopted Muhammadanism, and with it the alphabet peculiar to 

it. From this it would follow that as Buddhism gradually dwindled 

among them, the knowledge and use of the Central Asian Brahmi died 

out. How soon this was the case, I do not know ; but it seems certain 

that the knowledge of that alphabet had entirely died out by the time 

of the rise of the Mongol power in the 12th century A.D. ; otherwise 

it is difficult to account for the fact of the Uighur characters being 

selected by a Tibetan Buddhist for the purpose of forming a Mongol 

alphabet.63 If the Central Asian Brahmi had still survived at that 

time, one would have expected a Buddhist to choose that peculiarly 

Buddhist alphabet in preference to the Uighur. I am disposed to 

believe that it had already died out some centuries previous to the 

elaboration of the Mongol characters. 

Arranged chronologically, the manuscripts in the Central Asian 

Brahmi may be placed thus: Fragments IIIcZ, IV and IX are the 

earliest and may belong to the 5th century A.D. Next come Parts 

IV, V, VI, VII of the Weber MSS., which may belong to the 6th 

century. Thenji follow Part VI of the Weber MSS. and Fragment X, 

which may be assigned to the 6th or 7th centuries. Lastly come Part 

IX of the Weber MSS. and Fragment XII, which may be as late as the 

8th century. The Godfrey MSS., Nos. 6-15, which are written in the 

cursive Central Asian, are difficult to adjudge, aud I will not attempt 

to estimate their exact age. 

With regard to the language in which the Central Asian manus¬ 

cripts are written, it may be noted that the following are written in 

Turk! (Uighur ? ). First: the Godfrey MSS. Nos. 4 and 5 (Plate IV), 

which are written in Northern Indian Brahmi; and secondly, Part IX 

of the Weber MSS. and the Kashgar MS., which are written in Central 

Asian Brahmi. To the latter may be added the Godfrey MSS. Nos. 6-15, 

which are in an unknown (Turki or Chinese) language, and in cursive 

62 See N. Elias’ TdriJch-i-Rashidi, p. 96. 

83 See Koeppen’s Religion des Buddha, Yol, II, pp. 99, 100. 
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Central Asian. It will be seen, that only a small number of manuscripts 

are written in a language which is not Sanskrit; the majority are written 

in Sanskrit. This goes to confirm the fact, also otherwise known, that, as 

a rule, the Turki-Uighur used their own Uighur characters for their native 

literature, and the Brahmi, whether of the Northern Indian or of the 

Central Asian type, was practically limited to the Buddhists and to 

Sanskrit literature imported by them from India. And this further 

tends to show that the employment of the Central Asian type of Brahmi 

is not likely to have survived for very long the cessation of the use of 

the Northern Indian type of Brahmi. The latter, as I have shown, 

must have ceased to be in use with the cessation of importations from 

India, in the 7th century A. D. 

P. S. I have just noticed that the ancient name of Kashgar and 

of the country round about was Suli. See Beal’s Buddhist Records, 

Vol. II, p. 306, note; also N. Elias’ Tarikh-i-Rashidi. p. 8, note. It is 

curious that the documents, Nos. 8 and others among the Godfrey MSS., 

(see ante, p. 240) begin with Sali, followed by a numeral. Could it be a 

date P 
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Notes on Coins of Native States.—By A. F. Rudolf Hoernle, Ph.D., C.I.E. 

(With Plates XXXI-XXXIV.) 

[Read May, 1897.] 

This paper is based almost entirely on materials supplied to me 

by Mr. C. Maries, the Curator of the Museum and Superintendent of the 

Horticultural Garden in Gvaliyar. The description of the coins is 

derived from manuscript notes of Mr. Maries, put together by him, 

I understand, at the suggestion of His Highness the Maharaja of 

Gwalior. The facsimiles of the coins were prepared by the artist of 

the Calcutta Museum, mostly from the originals, kindly lent to me by Mr. 

Maries for the purpose ; a very few of the originals are in the posses¬ 

sion of Mr. Bushford. 

The notes, here put together, are necessarily of a very desultory 

character. Some of the information is uncertain, and must be taken 

with some reservation. Very little is known as yet of the coinages of 

the numerous Native States. Their coins are of the crudest make, 

with no pretence whatever to art and very little to legibility, and are 

hardly ever complete. It is no wonder, therefore, that hitherto they 

have not been thought worth the attention of the numismatist. They 

seem to be of no historic interest: though, perhaps, when more is 

known of them, they may be found not devoid of historical value. 

A small, but useful contribution on the coins of Native States 

(with two plates) is the well-known one of J. Prinsep in his “ Useful 

Tables,” pp. 64-68. But the most useful existing work on the subject 

is Mr. Webb’s Currencies of Rdjputdnd.1 It is limited, however, in its 

scope, and not exhaustive even with regard to the States it notices. 

Much information may also be obtained from the Catalogue of the 

Coins of the Indian Museum in Calcutta, which was prepared by 

Mr. Chas. J. Rodgers. A considerable portion of its Part II (pp. 140- 

219) describes the large collection of coins of Natives States, which 

J- The Currencies of the Hindu States of Rajputana, by William Wilfrid Webb, 
M.B., of the Indian Medical Service; illustrated by a Map and twelve Plates of 
Coins. Westminstei', 1893. 

J. i. 34 
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that Museum possesses. It is illustrated by three photographic plates 

of selected coins. Two other very useful contributions are Colonel 

R. C. Temple’s paper on “ The Coins of the Modern Native Chiefs 

of the Panjab” in the Indian Antiquary, Yol. XVIII, for 1889, and 

Mr. C. J. Rodgers’ paper on “ The Coins of the Sikhs ” in this 

Journal, Yol. L, for 188J. Both these papers are illustrated with 

numerous plates. It is a pity that, for want of funds, the Indian 

Museum Catalogue could not be more extensively illustrated from its 

rich collection of this class of coins. Without illustrations it is 

almost impossible to know and recognize the various coins of the Native 

States : their execution and state of preservation is in most cases so bad. 

In the present case, the notes of explanation are merely a subsidiary 

part of the contribution. Its main object is the publication of the 

plates, which, it is hoped, may prove helpful—so far as they go—to those 

who take an interest in the collection and study of the coinages of the 

Native States. It is owing to the liberality of His Highness the Maharaja 

of Gwalior, that I have been enabled to publish so many plates. He 

has taken much interest in Mr. Maries’ studies, and granted the cost 

of preparing and printing the plates. 

List of States represented in this paper : 

(1) Basoda, p. 271. (12) 

(2) Bhartpur, p. 269. (13) 

(3) Bhopal, p. 270. (14) 

(4) Bundi, p. 267. (15) 

(5) Qiopur, p. 265. (16) 

(6) Datiya, p. 266. (17) 

(7) Gohad, p. 268. (18) 

(8) Gvaliyar,p. 262/73. (19) 

(9) Indor, p. 272. (20) 

(10) Isagarh, p. 266. (21) 

(11) Jaipur, p. 269. (22) 

Jodhpur, p. 272. (24) 

Karaull. p. 270. (25) 

K6c, p. 271. (26) 

Kotah, p. 267. (27) 

Lakhnau, p. 272. 

Mandosar, p. 268. (28) 

Mevar, p. 273. (29) 

Nanakshahl, p.272. (30) 

Naravar, p. 267/73. (31) 

Orcha, p. 267. (32) 

it at lam, p. z/ 

Salumba, p. 2 

Seorlia or Sa; 

p. 255. 

Shahpur, p. 2 

Sipri, p. 265. 

Tehari, p. 267 

Tikamgarh, 

Ujain, p. 

Gvaliyar. (Plate XXXI, No. 1-15). 

List of Maharajas: (1) Madh5 Rao I., 1754-1794, A. D. 

(2) Daulat Rao, 1794-1827. 

Baija Bai (regent) 1827-1833. 

(3) Jaqku Rao, 1827-1843. 

(4) Jiyajl Rao, 1843-1886. 

Council of Regency, 1886-1894. 

(5) Madho Rao II. ! succeeded 1886- 
v invested with power 1894. 
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(1) A rupee of Madko Rao I., struck at Bapgau on kis way to 

Gvaliyar. Mark on obverse : circle of 5 dots witli a sixtk in centre, 

over 55 of : on reverse, small trident over tke j of 

(2) Tke first rupee of Madko Rao I. minted at Gvaliyar. No 

date. Mark on obverse: as on No. 1 ; on reverse : a trident, attacked 

to tke kead of j of resembling tke jieur de lys ; also within its 

# a cross surmounted by a circle of 5 dots, with a sixtk in tke centre. 

(3) A rupee of Daulat Rao. Date (regnal of Akbar II of Delhi 

who reigned from 1806-1837 A.D.) 17 ( = 1822 A.D.) under tke larger 

trident. Marks: obv., as on Nos. 1 and 2; rev., trident and cross 

with circle of dots, as on No. 2 ; also a minute trident, or jieur de lys, 

in £ of 

(4) A rupee of Baija Bai Sahibah, wife of Daulat Rao, who 

coined money as regent after lier husband’s death. Mint: Gvaliyar. 

Date (regnal) 23: this is the 23rd year of Akbar II, -i.e., J243/44 H. 

or 1827 A.D. Accordingly this rupee was struck in tke first year of 

her regency. Marks: obv., as on Nos. 1-3; rev., plain trident, 

surmounting the J of vj***^, and ^ grl to tke left of it; also cross 

with circle of dots, as on Nos. 2 and 3. 

(5) A rupee of Jaqku Rao. Mint: Gvaliyar. Date 23, tke 

same as on No. 4, in tke first year of the regency of tke Queen-Mother. 

Marks : obv., same as on Nos. 1-4; rev., trident as on No. 4, and to 

its left the Maharaja’s initials 5^ jam, with anuswara attacked to left 

end of top-stroke of sr/a. This represents the popular pronunciation 

of tke name as Jarjlcu («?§[) for Janaku («T*T^), see infra No. 60. To 

left of initials, bow-and-arrow. 

There also exist silver two-anna and copper paisa pieces of Japku 

Rao. 

(6-11) Silver coins of Jiyaji Rao, distinguished by tke Maharaja’s 

initials on tke reverse : ji (of ^rfaT). No. 6 is a rupee of tke Gvaliyar 

mint. No date. Marks : similar to those on No. 5, but the bow-and- 

arrow is turned in tke opposite direction. Also, there are five dots above 

tke jj#* of while the usual number (see Nos. 1-5, 7, 14) is four. Nos. 

7-9, are silver eight, four, and two anna pieces respectively. Nos. 7 and 9 

show an additional mark (a three-leaved sprig) between 55 and IA (of 55^) 

on the obverse. It can be seen more clearly on No. 14. No. 8 also 

has a small cross or star under within the curve of ^ of 

All these additional marks are also seen sometimes on tke rupees. 

Nos. 10 and 11 are two varieties of tke same coin, a copper half-paisa. 

Tke obverse shows a large trident with four dots, placed within tke 

of This was a title of Akbar II of Delhi. Tke regnal date 

23 ( = 1827 A.D.) is clearly wrong, and a mere survival from Jaijku 
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Rao’s coinage. On the other hand, the silver coins, Nos. 6-9, show 

the usnal imperial obverse legend The reverse marks 

are, from right to left: a spear-liead, a snake with jl above and 

23 below, and an angular trident. Nos. 10a and 106, 11a and 116, 

supplement one another. 

(12) This is a copper paisa of Jiyaji Rao. The date 1926 

(Samvat) = 1869 A.D. is on both sides. The legends are abbrevia¬ 

ted: obv., for Jiyaji Rao; rev. 37 a. 6a. for Alijd Bahadur. 

Mr. Rodgers reverses the position of the obverse and reverse, and in his 

Lahore Museum Catalogue, Part IV, p. 66 (No. 4), where he gives it 

among Miscellaneous Indian Copper Coins, he ascribes it to “ Ambaji 

of Gwaliar.” On the other hand, in his Indian Museum Catalogue, Part 

II, p. 184 (No. 12277), he describes it as an Ujain coin. Ambaji, as 

Mr. Maries informs me, was a great chief in Gvaliyar during the time 

of Madh5 Rao I. The coin, therefore, clearly cannot be ascribed to 

him. Marks: obv., a cobra between a trident (to left) and spear 

(to right): rev., a trident between two sprigs. Each side has two 

concentric marginal circles with dots between. 

(13a, 136 and 14) A rupee, a four-anna and a two-anna piece of 

Madho Rao II. Mint: Gvaliyar. No date. Marks : very similar to 

those of Nos. 6-9, but Maharaja’s initials ?TT md instead of 

(15) This copper piece is said to be a coin of Gvaliyar. It shows 

the characteristic trident on the obverse; but the flag on the reverse 

is, I believe, not otherwise known as a Gvaliyar mark. 

For another coin, which may be one of Gvaliyar, see below, Plate 

XXXIV, No. 73. 

With regard to Gvaliyar I may mention here an interesting 

fact, with which Mr. Maries has acquainted me. He writes that “ a 

gold coin, called a putalz, is given as a nazr on darbar days to the 

Maharaja in darbar, and it is rather curious, as it is evidently an 

imitation of an old Venetian coin. Why and when it was first used 

for this purpose, I cannot make out. This coin is also used both in 

Gvaliyar and Baroda, for decorations for horses and elephants. One 

horse I saw with five strings of them round his shoulders and neck. 

There must have been some hundreds of coins. These trappings are 

used on procession days, particularly at Dasahra.” A specimen of 

this putall has been shown to me. It is the well-known Venetian ducate, 

showing on the obverse the standing figure of Christ, enclosed within an 

almond-shaped arrangement of stars. On the reverse is seen the Doge 

kneeling in front of the standing figure of St. Mark, with the staff between 

them. The marginal legends on both sides are barely legible. The obverse 

has (right-side, top) SIT . T . XPE . DAT . V . TV (left) REGISISTE . 
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DVCA. The reverse has (right) PAVLRAINER . (left) S and along 

top of staff, on the Doge’s side D M 

V V 

X E 

N 

E 

T 
• 

The figures, as well as some of the letters are rather crudely formed. 

Seorha. (Plate XXXI, 16.) 

(16) This is a rupee said to be of the Sarora or Seorha mint 

(now closed), a town in the Datiya State, Bandelkhand, adjoining 

the Gvaliyar State ; about 36 miles east of Morar, on the Sindh river. 

This ascription, however, is not certain. The coin bears the usual 

legends of Akbar II, and has the regnal date 23 on the reverse, which 

would represent 1242/43 H., but is clearly a stereotyped date, as the 

obverse shows traces of a hijrah date, of which only the unit figure 

8 is distinguishable, which might be 1228 or 1238 or 1248. Marks : obv., 

cannon and spear-head ; rev., snake (F), axe and fly-flapper (ccmri). 

fiOPUR. (Plate XXXI, 17, 18). 

(17) This is a Rupee in the name of Akbar II, of the Qiopur 

(Qiyapur, vulgo Sheopur) mint, now closed. It is known as the top-shahi. 

The town is in the Gvaliyar State, and is celebrated for its inlaid gold 

and silver work. Marks: on reverse, a cannon mounted on gun-carriage, 

with stacked balls. It is dated 1228 H. (1813 A.D.) and 8 regnal. There 

are said to be several varieties of this rupee. It is believed to have 

been first coined at ^iopur by Baptiste, who commanded the artillery 

of Madho Rao I. See the following article, infra, p. 277. 

(18) This is said to be a copper coin (paisa) of the same mint, 

(^iopur. 

SiprL (Plate XXXI, 19). 

(19) This is said to be a rupee of Siprl, a town in the Gvaliyar 

State, which possessed a mint years ago. These coins are rare, and the 

ascription of them is doubtful. Legends mutilated : obv. [all],' 

rev. II II . Slpri, until lately, was used as a health- 

resort by the British. 

Shahpur. (Plate XXXI, 20). 

(20) This is said to be a rupee of Shahpur in Bhilvara ; but the 

ascription is doubtful. It appears, however, to be the same as the 
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Shahpur rupee figured in TVebb's Currencies of Bdjputana, Plate III. 

No. 3, page 19. Mark : a trident on obverse. 

Legends : obv. z b~ ; rev., Zarb da ru- 1-khi hi fa t 

sjTjL*: Shoo jakanabad (mutilated), 

vear 12. mf 

The year 12 of Shah ‘Alam (for he is probably meant) is 1184 H. 

= 1770 AiD. 

Ujmx. (Plate XXXI, 21). 

(21) A rupee of the Ujain mint, chief town of Malva in the 

Gvaliyar State. A “ Hall Sikka ” rupee, now current. Date 1310 H. 

= 1892 A.D., during the time of the Council of Regency. The regnal 

year is 34 of Shah *Alam, whose legends are on the coin : but. of course, 

this date is anachronistic; for the 34th year of Shah ‘Alam would be 

1207 H or 1792 A.D. Mint: Daru-l-fath Ujain. Mark : a dagger on the 

reverse, over the ^ of julus. This mark was aided by Madho Rao I. 

in 1764 A.D. The complete legend of the coin, as arranged on the 

die of the Ujain mint, is as follows :— 

Obverse: Reverse : 

t 

i Ip Lm 

t•-* •*- v t •*' 

^ irir <-Lai t a ^ 1 » N w 
Sr 

jf 

v_jAa m 

Isagarh. i Plate XXXII, 22, 23). 

(22 and 23) A rupee and an eight-anna piece, of the Isagarh 

mint (now closed), a town in the Gvaliyar State, formerly belonging 

to the Rajas of Canderi. Legends : obv., middle ; rev., 

middle Marks: obv., two cannons, one above, the other below 

the legend, and —I— above the upper cannon: rev.. two cannons, 

similarly placed; to left of them, the letter ^ ja and below it, bow-and- 
arrow. 

Datiya. (Plate XXXII, 24—26). 

(24-26) A rupee, an eight-anna, and a four-anna of the Datiya 

mint. Datiya is an independent state, bordeiing on the Gvalivar State, 

which coins both silver and copper money. Both kinds Lave the same 

marks. Legends: obv., apparently ^hami (a fragment of Shah 
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'Alam’s couplet) ; rev., Marks: obv,, scroll over U. ha, arrow- 

bead between U. ha and ^ mi; rev., large vowel sign pesh attached 

to the J of julus; also various clusters of dots on both, obv. and rev., 

faces. Date (regnal) 5, i.e., 1177 H. = 1763 A.D., of Shah ‘Alam. 

TeharI or Orcha. (Plate I, 27-31). 

(27-31) Coins of the Tikamgarh, alias Orcha, alias Tehari Raj, 

a small native state in Bandelkhand, adjoining the British district of 

Lalitpur. No. 27 is a rupee : this was called “ Gaja Shahi,” and was 

coined till 1893. No. 29 is an eight-anna. No. 30 is a four-anna, and 

No. 28 a two-anna; all silver. No. 31 is a copper one-half-anna (or 

two-paisa). The legends and marks are the same on the silver and 

copper coins. Legends: obv., fragments of Shah ‘Alam’s couplet; 

rev. jji Date : on the rupee, 1211 H,, 39 regnal (1796 A.D.); 

on the other silver and copper coins 1211 H., and 40 regnal (1797 A.D.). 

Marks : obv., in top-line a six-rayed star; below it, in middle line, an 

ankus and three-leaved sprig. Rev., in middle line, a mace (gada), and 

below it, in bottom line, another unknown symbol. The reverse of the 

copper coin (No. 31) has, in addition, a fleur de lys over the ju of julus. 

Narayab. (Plate XXXII, 32-34). 

(Nos. 32-34). Two rupees and one two-anna of Naravar, an 

ancient town in the Gvaliyar State, 44 miles south of Gvaliyar. It 

belonged at one time to a branch of the Jaipur family, from whom 

it was taken by Madho Rao I. This mint is now closed. Legends : 

obv., fragments of Shah ‘ Alam’s usual couplet; rev., mint illegible, 

but the marks show it to be a Naravar coin. Date : of No. 32, 1202 H. 

( = 1787 A.D.), 30 regnal; of No. 34, 12 regnal, which would be 1184 H 

(or 1770 A.D.). Marks: rev., lotus-bud with stalk turned up to left and 

attached to top of J of julus ; also a star near right margin. On Nos. 33 

and 34, there is, in addition (or perhaps in place of star), a snake, head 

downwards. 

BuxdI or Kotah. (Plate XXXII, 35, 36). 

(Nos. 35 and 36.) Two rupees of Bund! or K5tab. On these 

two States and their coinage, see Webb’s Currencies of Rajputana, 

pp. 85, 91. The earlier coins of the two States can hardly be distin¬ 

guished. No. 35 seems to read Bahadur, in the obverse top-line, and 

to be struck in Bahadur Shah’s name (1837-1857 A.D.) ; while No. 36 

seems to a rupee in Akbar IPs name (1806-1837 A.D.). Dates: of 

No. 35, regnal L7; of No. 36, regnal 3. Mint: hardly legible, but 

apparently bundi. Marks: on reverse of both, a lotus-bud with 
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stalk turned down, pointed in No. 35, but rounded in No. 36. The 

reverse of No. 36 has, in addition, a flower (?) over the j oi julus. The 

obverse of No. 35, has also the lotus-bud, but in a different form, over 

the sh of Shah. 

Mandosar. (Plate XXXII, 37, 38). 

(Nos. 37 and 38). These, according to native shroffs and bankers, 

are a rupee and a paisa of Mandosar, in the Malva district of the 

Gvaliyar State. The mint is now closed. Legends : fragments of 

Shah ‘Alam’s. Date: 1203 H., regnal 3 (1788 A.D.). Marks: on 

reverse, a lotus-bud and yoni-liqga. 

Gohad. (Plate XXXII, 39). 

(No. 39). A copper paisa of the Gohad mint. It is 20 miles 

north of Gvaliyar. It belonged to the Dholpur Chief, up to 1806, 

when it was given to the Sindhias of Gvaliyar. See Webb’s Currencies 

of Bajputdna, p. 133, where on Plate XII, Nos. 10, 12, rupees of Gohad 

will be found figured. The principal marks on these are: obv., an 

umbrella, and rev., a pistol, whence they are known as tamancha or 

‘ pistol.’ On No. 39 the pistol is seen on the reverse, but the umbrella on 

the obverse is wanting; instead there is a small cross or star over the 

* of The date is incomplete 12 ** H. 

Jaora. (Plate XXXII, 40-44). 

(40-44). Said to be coins of Jaora, a native state and town in 

Western Malva, Central Indian Agency, about 40 miles S. E. of 

Pratapgarh, on the Railway line. They were all procured from Jaora. 

In Webb’s Currencies of Bajputana, p. 23, however, coins of this kind 

are ascribed to the Pratapgarh State. No. 43 is a rupee, No. 40® and 

406 are eight annas, No. 41 is a four-anna, No. 44 is a two-anna, 

and Nos. 42® and 426 are paisas. The dates of the coins are incon¬ 

sistent; the rupee (No. 45) has 1199 H and 29 julus of Shah ‘Alam, 

while the julus should be 26. The julus year varies on different 

specimens: the Lahore Museum has one with 22. The smaller deno¬ 

minations have 1236 H. and 45 julus; but the latter julus of Shah 

‘Alam corresponds to 1218 H. = 1803 A.D. In the latter year the 

East India Company commenced to issue its “ 45-san ” Rupees from 

its Farrukhabad mint, and continued the “ Farrukhabad ” rupees up 

to 1835 (see Brit. Mus. Cat., Moghul Emperors, Introduction, pp. cii, 

ciii). Perhaps the “45-san” coins of Jaora or Pratapgarh may 

be made in imitation of the Company’s. The mint on the reverse of 

No. 43 seems to read clearly enough tjjib devarah or deora, which has 
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also been noticed on other specimens. The only Deora I know of is a 

small town on the Son river, in Baghelkand, in the Reva State, a few 

miles beyond the borders of the British District of Mlrzapur. It 

certainly cannot be read javarali or jaord. On No. 40a there are 

distinct traces, reading evaga, which wonld make Devagarh or 

Deogarh. This is a small town in Grvaliyar, and is probably the 

name really intended on all these coins. Marks : obv., a sort of w 

suspended from a vertical stroke, and on its left a circle (or star) of 

seven dots; rev., a dagger, under it is what has been taken by 

Mr. Maries to be the figure of a “ powder-pricker,” but it is simply the 

syllable zar of zarb. One of the paisas, No. 42®, shows the date 

[11] 95 H = 1780 A.D. The real ascription of Nos. 42a and 426, how¬ 

ever, is very doubtful. 1 find that Babu Kishan Lai says that “ the 

two coins are Ahmad’s Rohtak coins (near Amballa).” The date 1195 

H., however, agrees with the reign neither -of Ahmad Shah of Delhi 

nor of Ahmad Shah Durrani. 

Jaipur. (Plate XXXIII, 45-47). 

(45-47) Coins of Jaipu r; viz., No. 45 a rupee, No. 46 an eight- 

anna, No. 47 a two-anna, No. 48 a paisa. See also Webb’s Cur¬ 

rencies of Rdjputana, p. 71, and Plate VII. The coins now given 

are not figured on Webb’s Plate; but a very good specimen of a 

similar gold coin is figured in the Indian Museum Catalogue, Part II, 

Plate 8, No. 10942. The obverse legend of the latter is borne on the 

present Nos. 45-47, and gives the name and titles of the Empress Victoria 

(mutilated) : — 

iyjkj iyUU&| 
oAkJL* | A A* 

ACl/o 

The date on No. 56 is 188 # A.D., and regnal 8 of the Maharaja 

Madh5 Siijgh who ascended the gaddi in 1880 A.D. Nos. 45, 47 are of 

the regnal year 6 of the same Maharaja. Mark: on reverse, a large, 

seven-leaved sprig (jhdr). 

Bhartpur. (Plate XXXIII, 49-51). 

(49-51.) One rupee and two paisas of Bhartpur. See also 

Webb’s Currencies of Rajputana, p. 123 and Plate XII, 1-10. No. 49 

is a type of rupee, not figured in Webb. It bears Shah ‘Alain’s 

couplet, but is dated in 1271 H. = 1854-55 A.D. in the reign of Bahadur 

Shah II (1253-1275 H.) The regnal year 4 on the reverse is that of 

Maharaja Jasvant Siijgh, who succeeded to the gaddi in 1852 A. D. 

J. i. 35 
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No. 51 has the date 1215 H = 1800 A.D., which would be the regnal 

year 43 of Shah ‘Alam, but the reverse only shows 4 ; that of No. 50 

shows julus 9. The mint on the reverse of No. 49 seems to be 

Bar\tpur~\. The principal mark of the Bhartpur coins is the katar, 

a peculiar kind of dagger. Marks: on the reverse of No. 50, besides 

the usual katar, over its shoulders two stars, and to its right, in the 

curl of of a lath or staff. 

KaraulI. (Plate XXXIII, 52). 

(52.) This is a rupee of Karauli, similar to the steel die, figured 

on Plate XI, No. 3 in Webb’s Currencies of Rajputana, p. 119. The 

obverse bears the titles of the Empress of India and reads as follows : 

A+ibt/O Axbc 

cV-.-ifr 

I AAP 

AXw 

It is dated 1882 A.D., and (on rev.) regnal year 7 of Maharaja 

Arjan Pal, who succeeded to the gaddi in 1875 A.D. The reverse shows 

the mint karauli, and as marks, the katar or dagger, and below 

it a seven-leaved jhdr or sprig. 

Bhopal. (Plate XXXIII, 53-59). 

(53-59.) Coins of Bhopal. Nos. 55, 58, 59 are rupees, No. 53 is 

a four-anna, and Nos. 54a, b are two-annas; Nos. 56, 57 are copper 

one-anna and two-paisas. Nos. 58 and 59 represent the older style, 

in the name of Akbar II (Sahib Qiran Sdnl), dated regnal 13 and 18 

respectively. Another variety is figured in the Indian Mus. Cat., Part 

II, PI. IV, No. 10927. The others show the newer style. The legends, 

of all, except No. 56, will be found read ibidem, pp. 146-148. No. 56 

reads as follows : 

Obv. Rev. 
• 

er’ 

No. 53 is dated 1293 H. (1876 A.D.), reg. 8; No. 54a, 1294 H. (1877); 

No. 546, 1306 H. (1888), reg. 15; No. 55, 1295 H. (1878) ;* Nos. 57, 

1307 H. (1889). All these, Nos. 53-57, are coins of the reigning 

sovereign Nawab Shah Jahan Begam, who ascended the throne in 1868 

(1285 II). Marks on the older coins: rev., large trident on shaft; 
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obv., arrow-head; on newer coins: trident, shaped likeJieur de lys on 

obv. ; also six-rayed star and other small ornaments on obv. and rev. 

Nos. 56 and 57 have their values inscribed on their reverses, i. e., 

Aif ‘ one-anna ’ and Aif ‘ half-anna.’ 

Basoda. (Plate XXXIII, 60). 

(60.) This is a rupee of Basbda, a small portion of the Gvaliyar 

State, bordering on Bh5pal. These rupees are rare. They were 

coined by Maharaja Jaqku Rao of Gvaliyar, and show on the re¬ 

verse the mark of Bhopal, a trident on shaft, together with a cauri 

or fly-flapper also a small arrow-head on the obverse. The legends 

are those of Akbar II (Sahib Qirdn Sam). The reverse shows the 

Maharaja’s name, thus : ^\ Jana ^ an(j regnai year 3 which would 
f^T ku-jl. 

be 1836 A. D. 

Bhartpur. (Plate XXXIII, 61). 

(61.) This is said to be an old Bhartpur rupee. It has on the 

reverse the usual Bhartpur marks, a katdr or dagger, a four-rayed star, 

and the two-leaved jhdr or sprig in the of julus (see Webb’s Curren¬ 

cies of Bdjputana, p. 129, and pi. XII, 9, 10). The umbrella, on the 

obverse, is the imperial mark of Shah ‘Alam, whose couplet (mutilated) 

it the obverse bears. The date is incomplete 12 

Ratlam. (Plate XXXIII, 62a, 6). 

(62.) These are two paisas of the old Ratlam coinage. The 

obverse is within two concentric circles with dots between ; the reverse 

is similar, but with small quadrangles within. Legends : obv., 

rataldm; rev., Sarhvat 1928 ( = 1871 A.D.); all in crude 

characters. Marks : obv., large katdr or dagger, pointed left, and dot; 

rev., six-rayed star and two dots. 

K8c. (Plate XXXIII, 63, 64). 

(63 and 64.) A rupee and a paisa of Koc, called by different 

bankers Balashahi or ascribed to Kalpi, Bilsa, Jhansi and Jalaun in the 

North Western Provinces. The legends are those of Shah ‘Alam, whose 

regnal year 44 (i.e., 1216 H = 1801 A.D.) is on the reverse. Mint on 

reverse illegible. Marks: obv., trident within ^5 of (also on 

No. 63), and flag pointed to right; also several crosses or arrow-heads 

of various sizes; rev., a many-rayed star, and below it another indis¬ 

tinct object. 
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Salumba. (Plate XXXIV, 65). 

(65.) This a paisa of Salumba, a feudatory state of Mewar. The 

legends are most barbarous ; that on the obverse appears to be intended 

for Shah ‘Alam’s haml din. Mark : on reverse, a Sword. Another 

variety of paisa is figured in Webb’s Currencies of Rdjputana, PI. Ill, 

No. 1. 

Nanakshahi. (Plate XXXIV, 66), 

(66.) Coins of this kind are said to be “ Nanakshahi ” money. 

They are obtained in JhansI, Datiya, and Central India. No. 66 undoubt¬ 

edly reads cJbb Ndnah Shah on the obverse, and may be compared 

with similar coins published by Rodgers in this Journal. Vol. L, Plates 

VIII and IX. 

Jodhpur. (Plate XXXIV, 67,68). 

(67 and 68.) Two paisas. No. 68 is said to be a coin of Jodhpur, 

while No. 67 is said to be a Nanakshahi coin. But both coins show 

the identical characteristic wheel on the obverse, and therefore are 

likely to be coins of the same place, whatever that may be. Marks : 

obverse, a wheel; rev., a cup on No. 68, some unknown object on No. 67. 

Legends : a few unintelligible scrawls. 

Indor. (Plate XXXIV, 69). 

(69.) A two-paisa piece, said to be of Indor, of which the bull is 

characteristic. Legends: a few barbarous letters ; on obv. Ghazi 

recognizable. Date : which may be intended for 1243 H. 

( = 1827 A.D.) or 1234 H. (=1818 A.D.). Marks: obv., circle of 

seven dots; below, lotus-bud, pointing to right; rev., brahmani bull 

seated to left, facing a yoni-liijga; also two clusters of seven and 

three dots. 

Lakhnau. (Plate XXXIV, 70, 71). 

(70 and 71.) Two paisas, said to be coins of Lakhnau, though I do 

not know on what ground. The mint on the obv. is not legible, perhaps 

j&iSj-* Srinagar. No; 70 has the date 128* H. ( = 186* A.D.), and 

julus 3 (P). No. 71 has the julils 2, and date *# 72 H. Marks : rev, 

a trident (on No. 70) and a begging-bowl (P). 

Patiala. (Plate XXXIV, 72). 

(72.) Said to be an old paisa of Patiala; but I can see nothing 

distinctive of that state about it. Legends: obv. ; rev. 

and under it apparently a (illegible) date. Mark : obv., a bud (?). 
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Miscellaneous, Supplementary. (Plate XXXIV, 73-76). 

(73.) A paisa of Daulat Rao of Gvaliyar. The date on the 

obverse is 1215 H ( = 1800 A.D.). Marks: on rev., a spear-head, and 

probably a trident (mutilated). 

(74.) A paisa, said to be Xaravar in the Gvaliyar State. The 

obverse shows Shah ‘Alam’s usual legend in a barbarous form. Mark: 

on reverse a leaf or bud (?). 

(75.) An old paisa of Mewar. Both sides appear to bear the 

same mark, four tridents (two angular and two rounded) arranged 

crosswise. See, however, for a somewhat similar Sikh coin, this Journal, 

Vol. L for 1881, plate IX, fig. 68. 

(76.) This is a very curious rupee, which is said to belong to the 

“ Peshwas.” Legends : barbarous fragments of Shah ‘Alam’s; obv. 

and sl&fab] ; reverse and fragments of the rest. 

Date 1243 H. ( = 1827 A.D.), the figure 2 is turned the wrong way. 

Mark : a pair of scissors (?). 

Supplement. 

Since the above notes have been in type, Mr. Maries has supplied 

me with the following additional coins of Ujain, minted during Gvaliyar 

supremacy. 

(77.) This is a copper double-paisa or half-anna. It is dated 

1266 H. or 1849 A.D., and therefore belongs to the reign of Jiyaji 

Rao. It bears fragments of the legends of Bahadur Shah II (who 

reigned 1253-1275 H.=1837-1857 A.D.), as follows : 

Obverse : Reverse: 

I rn 

jlc 

It has the usual Gvaliyar mark of the trident on the reverse, 

mounted on the initial stroke of u 5 of the word zarb. This coin is 

said to have been minted, while Visnu Apte was the Subah or governor 

of Malva. 
(78.) This is also a copper double-paisa, dated 1278 H.= 1861 

A.D., and belongs, therefore, also to the reign of Jiyaji Rao. It also 

bears fragments of the anachronistic legends of Bahadur Shah II. 
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Obverse: / Reverse: 

r ■ 

I rvA 

[s£w] 

It lias also tlie usual Gvaliyar marks : on obv., an arrowhead ; on 

rev., a trident, mounted as in No. 76. 

(79.) This is a square copper double-paisa. It is dated 129* H., 

therefore in some year between 1873 and 1881 A.D., during the reign 

of Jiyaji Rao. It is said to have been minted for the last time in 

Samvat 1941, or 1885 A.D. It bears fragments of the anachronistic 

legends of Shah ‘ Alam. 

Obverse: Reverse: 

IM 

[p] 
[»l]-- 

Mark, as on Nos. 76 and 77, trident mounted on ^ b, on reverse. 
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The Bajrarjggarh Mint and Coins.—By Richard Burn, I.C.S. 

(With Plate XXXIV.) 

[Read May, 1897.] 

The coins of this Mint are all struck in the name of Jai Simo-h at 

Jainagar, the year (regnal) varying from 15 to 24 on specimens I have 

seen. 

Jainagar is the name of a town, otherwise called Bajraqggarh, about 

5 miles from the cantonment of Guna in Central India. Locally, the 

former name is always, or generally, used for the town. It is the head¬ 

quarters of a Subah of the Gvaliar State, which is known as Bajraqggarh 

and never of course as Jainagar. The Khlcl branch of the Cauhan 

Thakurs to which Jai Simgh belonged has always been renowned for its 

valour, and is one of the chief of the twenty-four Sachae given by Tod,1 2 

into which the Cauhans were divided, and their territory was called 

the Khlcivara.8 This particular family, which claims descent from 

PirthI Raj of Delhi, was at first settled at Gagrun or Gagrar in Malva, 

and first came into prominence in the reign of Akbar,3 when one of the 

family was made governor of Multan and received a jagir at Sironj. 

The son of this chief, Lalji, founded Raghugarh, the present capital of 

the state of that name, and when the Mahrathas invaded Malva first, 

a grandson of the latter, Balbhadar Simgh was Raja. Balbhadar Simgh 

and his father Dhnruj Simgh had made themselves respected by force of 

arms amongst their turbulent neighbours, and were connected by marri¬ 

age with the Rajas of Jaipur and Udaipur.4 The Peshwa Baji Rao 

while at Sagar had a difference with Balbhadar Simgh, who was consi¬ 

dered then one of the most powerful of the Rajput princes, but this was 

subsequently composed, and Balbhadar Simgh actively aided the Mah¬ 

rathas till his death about 1780 A.D. His son Balvant Simgh, who 

1 Rajasthan I, 91. 

2 See map in Malcolm’s Memoirs of Central India, Yol. I. 
3 Malcolm, op. cit. I, pp. 45, 46. 

4 Malcolm, op. cit. I, pp. 463 et seq., from which this account is condensed. 
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succeeded him, appears to have been of a decidedly weaker nature, and 

Madhoji Sindia at once attempted to force him to cede certain districts 

in lieu of tribute, and a few years later, asserting that the Raja was 

negotiating with the British Government, then at war with Sindia, 

he took the fort of Raghugarh and made Balvant Simgh and his son 

Jai Simgh prisoners, and confiscated the Raj. One Slier Simgh, of the 

same caste, then commenced a predatory warfare against Sindia, and 

by threats induced the villagers inhabiting the state to leave the land, 

most of them going to Bhopal, with the Diwan of which state, Chutta 

IOian, he had made friends. Sher Simgh’s warfare only extended against 

the Mahrathas, and he took particular delight in mutilating Brahmans 

and killing their children, and had established such a reputation that, 

through fear of his few hundred men, a convoy of 4,000 or 5,000 men, 

bringing Sindia’s wife and the families of his officers, hesitated before 

him. By the mediation of Chutta Khan however, Sher Simgh was 

induced to let them pass. After many attempts, Sher Simgh, with the 

help of a tribe of thieves, managed to effect the escape of Jai Simgh from 

the fort at Bhilsa where he was imprisoned, and sent him to Jaipur to 

enlist the help of the Rajas of that state and Jodhpur. Their represen¬ 

tations induced Sindia to release Balvant Simgli and restore him on 

condition of the payment of a large sum, which naturally turned out im¬ 

possible, and Balvant Simgh retired to Jaipur where he died in three 

years. 

He had left an agent named Durjan Lai at the court of Sindia, 

whom he advised to leave when he himself retired to Jaipur. Durjan 

Lai at once followed the example of Sher Simgh, but was crushed, though 

not without difficulty by Sindia’s forces, and fled to Sagar, where he re¬ 

mained till the death of Madh5ji in 1798 A.D. Jai Simgh then joined 

him in an attempt to aid Madhoji’s widow, but Daulat Rao’s forces 

under General Perron utterly defeated them, and they fell back into the 

position of guerillas. Durjan Lai however, separating from Jai Simgh, 

seized the estate of Dhulip Simgh of Ahirvara, and changed the name of 

the capital from Undl to Bahadurganj, while Jai Simgh retired to 

Raghugarh. Durjan Lai then extended his conquests over twenty-two 

districts, but was overthrown by General Jean Baptiste in 1803, and 

after remaining head of a body of Kind Rajputs, who perpetually 

harried Sindia’s country, died in 1810. Jai Simgh had assumed the title 

in 1798, and appears to have been of an extremely cruel nature, though 

capable, and admired by his followers for his bravery. He put to death 

several of his own wives, two of his kinsmen and their whole families 

for various reasons, and it is said he was temporarily insane, conse¬ 

quent on the excessive use of opium and hemp drugs, coupled with an 
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excess of religious zeal in the worship of Hanuman. The last-mention¬ 

ed point is confirmed by the coins, on which he calls himself Pavan- 

putra, a well-known epithet of Hanuman.1 After Sindia had made peace 

with the English, he proceeded to annihilate those of the Rajput chiefs 

whose territory he wished to seize. General Baptiste took Bajraqggarh 

and, after a siege, Raghugarh, but Jai Simgh managed to retake the fort 

of Qiopur in 1816, which had been previously subdued by General 

Baptiste, and he actually made the family of the latter prisoners, besides 

obtaining much booty. Jai Simgh, when expelled from his state, became 

“ a prince of camel-riding caterans,” but he did not degenerate into the 

highway robber, levying contributions as a rule from officers of Sindia 

only, and several times he pressed Baptiste very hard, and for five years 

a considerable portion of Sindia’s forces were wholly occupied against 

him. He had great hopes from the British, and wrote to Colonel 

MacMorine who commanded a corps on the frontier a most remarkable 

letter,2 offering to pay six to eight annas in the rupee on collections, if 

Sindia’s country were made over to him, and saying that if five lakhs, 

or enough to raise fifteen thousand horsemen, were advanced to him, 

he would crush the Pindaris with their 30,000. The letter concludes 

with a request for an immediate advance of a quarter of a lakh. It 

was of course impossible to accede to this, and Jai Simgh was preparing 

to renew the attack alone, when he died in 1818 of cholera. 

From the coins we get the regnal year 19 which would correspond 

with A.D. 1816, and the superior execution of the coin dated that year 

would support the idea that it was struck in a town, before Jai Simgh, 

was driven to live where he could, the later coins being much cruder in 

design and finish. There is no symbol on the earlier coin, and that of 

the lotus on the second specimen seems to indicate a connection with 

Kota and Bundi.3 After the death of Jai Simgh the succession was dis¬ 

puted. One of the chief Ranis adopted a boy named Bakhtavar Simgh, 

who was raised to the gaddi under the name of Ajit Simgh, but the 

aunt of Jai Simgh supported one Dhogkal Simgh, who claimed to have 

been appointed successor by Jai Simgh, in the usual way, by receiving 

his horse and spear. He belonged however to the Bijavat branch of 

the family (descended from Bijai Simgh, younger son of Gharlb Das 

the founder of the principality), which is reckoned inferior to the 

Lalavat branch (descended from Lai Simgh the eldest son), and Dhoijkal 

Simgh was finally imprisoned at Gvaliyar, after defeat by Sindia’s troops 

1 Croolte, Introduction to Folklore of Upper India, p. 52. 

2 Malcolm, op. cit., pp. 482, 483. 

8 Prinsep’s Antiquities, pi. XLVI, Nos. 55, 56 and 59; p. 67. In the plate the 

stalk of the lotus turns to the left, while on the coins it is to the right. 

J. i. 36 
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under British Officers. In 1819, through the mediation of the British, 

Sindia granted a fief to A jit Simgh of the yearly value of Its. 1,42,848-8, 

of which Rs. 55,000 were to be kept by the Raja and the balance 

paid to Sindia who guaranteed that amount however.4 In 1843 owing 

to family quarrels a division was made, and new Sanads granted to 

Bijai Simgh, and Chatar Lai.5 

For much of the information given above, and for valuable refer¬ 

ences I am obliged to Colonel Barr, Agent to the Governor-General in 

Central India. 

The Bajragggarh coins have hitherto been very imperfectly des¬ 

cribed. They were first read by Prinsep who appears to have only 

possessed a very poor specimen of one of the varieties. Be says of 

them (Useful Tables, pp. 64, 65). 

“3. The Bajrangarh Rupee. 

(Near Kota Bundl) known by the Lotus symbol; coined by a petty 

zamindar; much debased. In the Bhakha dialect. 

Obverse: 

Sri raraa cliaprasl pavanputra balapayan. 

‘ All-powerful son of the air (Hanuman) servant of Rama.’ 

Reverse : 

sum wtrt ^ snrirjpc 

Is par chhapa ml raja Jai Siijgh ke 21 Jainagar. 

‘ On this coin is imprinted the 21st (year) of Raja Jai Singh at 

Jaynagar.’ 

The initial and final letters are imperfectly visible on the coin; 

the purport shows it to be struck at Jaynagar, a village near 

Bajrangarh.” 

The latest authority on coins of Rajputana, Surgeon Major Webb 

briefly dismisses them with the remark that they have been fully des¬ 

cribed by Prinsep. His figure (PI. VIII, fig. 17) appears to be merely 

a copy of that given by Prinsep (Vol. II, pi. XLV, fig. 3). Mr. C. J. 

Rodgers, in the Catalogue of coins in the Calcutta Museum (pp. 156-157, 

Vol. II) gives a reading from eight coins, but his reading does not give 

any clear meaning of either the obverse or reverse inscriptions. 

My attention was first drawn to the coins when looking over Dr. 

Hoey’s collection, and from the ten specimens in it I made out a read- 

4 Aitchison’s Treaties, Ed. 1876, Vol. Ill, p. 409. 

5 Ibidem, pp. 409-411, Hunter (Gazetteer, Vol. VII, p. 471) says a portion of 

tlie Jagir was given to one A jit Simgh also. 
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ing for the obverse, which, though it differed from both Prinsep’s and 

Rodgers’ versions, gave an intelligible inscription and one in accordance 

with the letters. The reverse presented more difficulty, and my first 

reading sent to Dr. Hoernle was not satisfactory, but through the kind¬ 

ness of Major Masters of the Central India Horse some more specimens 

were sent to me with a note from an official of the Raghugarli State 

which solved the difficulty. 

There appear to be five varieties amongst these coins, with iden¬ 

tical inscriptions, but distinguished by mint marks, and with several 

subvarieties distinguished only by different spacing of the inscriptions. 

Variety I. (Plate XXXIV, fig. 1). 

Letters fairly well executed. Distinguishing mark, a club on the 

right of the reverse. 

Obverse. Surrounded by a double circle with dots between, and 

also outside the outer circle. 

Subvariety (a). Dates observed 15, 18. 

qx wrc srn? 

Subvariety (6). Date observed 16. 

wrq 

TP5T f*j 
T3C ^ 

Subvariety (c). Date observed 17. 

qx: wrq- 
srq 

Subvariety (d). Dates observed 19, 20. 

sfq f93* 

qT ^iq *tt 

f*j 

S3 
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Subvariety (e). Date observed 20. 

xtt wnr ^ 

TT*T fxj 

ifJTT 

The two coins dated 20, subvarieties (d) and (e) are narrower and 

thicker than the others, but weigh the same amount. Major Masters’ 

informant said they were struck by the Raja of Canderi, an ally of Jai 

Simgh. 

Reverse. Surrounded by a double circle with dots between, and 

also outside the outer circle. To right an upright club. 

Subvariety (a). Dates observed 15, 17, 19, 20. 

TT^ 

XTTfTTXT V* a 

xt% % 

Subvariety (b). Date observed 16. 

TW 
♦ 

XTT<TTXT XJ o 

^ w % 

Subvariety (c). Date observed 18. 

XTyrfTXT XJ«T « 

ire % 

I have one coin, dated 18, which has several mis-spellings and may 

be a forgery. 

Obverse. Reverse. 

f to 

txt wt^ *rn* 

T«T ^ fTO • 

€1" * • 

5TTIT 

% TITO 

XTTrTTXT TO « 

*T TO & 

TO % 

The spacing of the letters corresponds with that of subvarieties (c) 

of both obverse and reverse. 
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Another mis-spelled coin of this variety is in the Calcutta Museum 

(Catalogue, Part II, p. 156, No. 11971). 

Variety II. (Plate XXXIV, fig. 2.) 

This differs from the last variety in having the club on the left 

of the reverse, and also a sprig or star on the right at the end of the 

last line of the legend. It has also the double circle with dots. Its 

date is 16. 

Only one specimen of this variety is known ; it belongs to the 

Indian Museum in Calcutta (Catalogue, Part II, p. 157, No. 11968). 

Obverse. Reverse. 

vx wnr to 
TO to fa 

tsi ^ ^ ^ [sr] 
[tojtt] 

TO* 

1 *to* *** 

* S* TO 
^ u 

• CO 

Variety III. (Plate IV, fig. 3.) 

Much cruder in execution. It is distinguished by having a lotus 

in the middle of the second line on the reverse, and no club. It 

has no mark on the obverse. 

I have only seen two specimens, one of which belongs to Dr. Hoey 

and one to myself, but Dr. Hoernle informs me he has a specimen, 

and Nos. 11937 and 11938 in the Calcutta Catalogue, Vol. II, p. 157, 

appear to belong to this variety. 

The subvarieties differ only in the presence or absence of some dots 

and a cross, and the shape of the lotus. 

Subvariety (a). Date observed 21. (Dr. Hoey). 

Obverse. Reverse. 

( to fro ) 

vx WTq to 

TO sr ^ 

* * ^ ,«T 

ft TO 

** | TO 

* TJTO ip* * 

TO % 

Margins are cut, but there is a trace of a circle. 

Subvariety (6). Date observed 21. (Dr. Hoernle). The 

third and fourth lines of the obverse have dots and a cross, 

thus: 

TO TO 
... ^ 

* m n 
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The coin also has the double circle and dots noticed on 

Variety I. . i 

Subvariety (c). (My collection). It is exactly similar to 

(a), but the lotus is a little different.6 It shows also a 

portion of the double circle and dots. 

No specimen of Variety III was received by me from Major Masters, 

but it resembles very much the next variety which is assigned by 

his informant to Ajit Simgh, son and successor of Jai Simgh. 
v • « - . : • • i, ' • , f ' * / 

Variety IV. (Plate XXXIV, figs. 4, 5.) 

This differs from the last variety in having a drawn bow-and- 

arrow on the obverse as well as the lotus on the reverse. 

The coins are very crude, and the full inscription is hardly ever 

to be found on any one. 

I find two subvarieties, differing in the spelling of the word 

Partap (viz., JPartap and JParatdp), the absence or pre¬ 

sence of three dots at the end of the top-line of the obverse and at 

the end of the bottom line of the reverse, and the spacing of the 

letters. 

Subvariety (a). Dates observed 22, 23, 24. (Fig. 4.) 

Obverse. Reverse. 

fa* 

Ji 1 W (U) 
a 

% ^ [*rc] 

Subvariety (b). With three 

(Fig. 5.) 

Obverse. 

As in (a). 

§1 XT*? 
r 

^ ! Trrm 

* ( . 

* ^ % 
' J . ' J 

. z . , ■ ». * 

dots in bottom line of reverse 

Reverse. 

ft TT^T 

*PCT | rTT^T 

•: % 
'• • } * *> ' ■ * • u \ ./ 4 

8 [This lotus is shown in fig. 3 of Plate XXXIV; the form of the lotus on 

subvarieties (a) and (b) is the ordinary one, as shown in figs. 4, 5, 8, 9. Moreover, 

along the upper part of the right-hand margin of the reverse there are some 

indistinct traces; they might be those of a club. If so, this coin would not be 

a subvariety of Variety III, but would form a new variety by itself, with club and 

lotus on the reverse. I may note, that neither subvarieties (a) and (b) show any 

trace of a club. R. H. H.] 
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Variety V. (Plate XXXIV, figs. 6, ,7.) 

Distinguishing marks: a symbol, resembling the sign of “paragraph,” 

placed lengthwise over the top-line of the Reverse; and two circles made of 

6 dots with one in the centre (total 7) placed over the top-line of the 

Obverse. Similar circles, also, are placed at the beginning and end of 

each line of both, the obverse and reverse sides. There are also traces 

of the double circle with dots between, as on Variety I. 

Only two specimens are known to me: one belongs to Dr. Hoey, and 

the other to Dr. Hoernle. 

No subvarieties have been observed. 

The legend on the obverse exhibits a curious variant, Raghdvar 

instead of Rdgliav and pay for pay. Date on both specimens 18. 

Obverse. Reverse. 

bps 

^ TIW *.•: 

^ 9'^ TO 

to ^ 

Major Masters tells me there is a sixth variety octagonal in shape, 

but he has not been able to procure a specimen. 

Dr. Hoernle has brought to my notice the fact that eight-anna and 

four-anna pieces as well as rupees were struck from this mint. They 

belong to Variety IV, subvariety (a). 

Eight-anna. (Plate XXXIV, fig. 8.) With three dots in top¬ 

line of reverse. 

Obverse. Reverse. 

As in IV (a). [ft] :• 
CG 

fa *0 I tto 

fa<fa 9^ * 

far ^ %] 

Four-anna. (Plate XXXIV, fig. 9.) Obverse and reverse 

as in IV (a). 
These smaller denominations were struck from the same dies as the 

rupees. Hence they never show more than a fragment of the legends. 
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The meaning of the obverse inscription is plain :— 

Yih sik(ka) par chap mdliaruj Jay Simgh ke (date) Jayanagar. 

i.e., On this coin is the stamp of Jay Simgh (date) Jayanagar. 

I think that the reverse is now clear, taking the last word to be 

the same as ttt-% or :- 

Cri Rdghav Partdp Pavan-putra hal pay-ke (i.e., pd-ke.) 

i.e., Obtaining strength from the powerful nnd magnificent son of 

the air (i.e., Hanuman). 

As I have shown above in my remarks on the mint, Jai Simgh con¬ 

sidered himself under the special protection of Hanuman, and “ son of 

the air ” is a common title of the God. 

I have received from the state a curious legend regarding the 

two mint marks on the later coins. The club of course is well-known 

as the weapon of Hanuman. As regards the lotus which is also 

found on the coins of Kotah and Bundi, it is said that a Major Fielding 

raised a troop of Khlci horse, and that the Raja, said he would 

perpetuate his name by placing a mark on his coins. Major Fielding 

according to the writer was always called “ Phultnl Sahib ” by the 

natives (which I take to be Pulteney), and hence a flower ( = phul) was 

placed ou the coins. A powerful chief named Udaji, who was stationed 

at Guna by the Gvaliyar Darbar in command of 11,000 troops, heard of 

this and insisted on his mark, viz., the drawn bow-and-arrow, being also 

placed on the coins, which Major Fielding persuaded the Raja to do. 
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The Noivgong Copper-plate Grant of Balavarman of Pragjyotisa in Asam.—- 

By Dr. A. F. R. Hoernle, C. I. E. 

(With Plates XXXV-XXXVII.) 

[Read November, 1897.] 

This grant was also sent to me by Mr. E. A. Gait, C.S., in May, 

1895.1 It is said to have been found, some years ago, by a cultivator of 

Sutargao, a village in Mauza Kbatoalgao, on the right bank of the Kal- 

lang, opposite Puranigudam in the Nowgong district in Asam. 

In appearance the grant is very similar to the Gauhati one.1 It 

consists of three copper-plates, each measuring Ilf by 7 inches. At the 

corners they are slightly rounded off ; and their rims are slightly turned 

up. The first plate is somewhat damaged at the corners, and here a 

very small portion of the inscription is lost. The obverse of the first and 

the reverse of the third plates are blank, the inscription covering the re¬ 

maining four sides of the three plates. There are 12 lines on each side, 

except on the last which has 13 lines. The letters are, as a rule, f- inch 

long. They are clearly, but rather superficially cut, and, in some places, 

so much worn as to be only legible with great difficulty and some un¬ 

certainty : the first four letters of the obverse of the second plate, indeed, 

are entirely worn away. 

The three plates are held together by a massive pear-shaped ring, 

which passes through large circular holes, near the middle of the margin 

of the left side of the plates. Round the holes large spaces are 

left blank, nearly 2 inches square, or the width of four lines of writing*. 

Attached to the ring is a massive seal, looking like a heart-shaped 

box, measuring 5 by 3f inches, without a lid. It is exactly like the seal 

of the Gauhati grant, and need not be further described. The figure 

on it is the same, an elephant en face. 

The grant bears a date, at the end of its last line; but unfortu¬ 

nately it is illegible. It reads samva X X vai X. After savnva there 

were either one or two signs, possibly numerical ones; vai may stand 

for vaigakhe ‘in the month of Va^akha’; after it there must have 

1 See my paper on the Gauhati grant, ante, p# 113. 

J. i. 37 
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been one sign, probably numerical, giving the day of the month. It 

is possible, however, that the reading was samvatsare, in which case 

the sism which I have read vai would stand for a numeral. 

The language of the grant is Sanskrit. The specifications of the 

grant, describing the locality, its perquisites and boundaries, is in prose, 

beginning in the fourth line of the reverse of the second plate, and 

extending to the second line on the obverse of the third plate, and again 

the three last lines of the latter plate. The remainder is in verse, detail¬ 

ing the genealogy of the donor (25 verses from the beginning down 

to the fourth line on the reverse of the second plate) and of the donee 

(7 verses, lines 3-11 on the obverse of the third plate). 

The execution of the inscription is, on the whole, very carefully 

done. There are none of the slovenly blunders which are so numerous 

in the Gauhati plates. Occasionally, when by an oversight, one or 

more aksharas were omitted, they have been added between the lines; 

thus the syllables raja in Ila12, va in II65, pa in II h10 and Ilia3. 

Very rarely a blunder has remained uncorrected ; thus we have amalan 

for amalam in 152 and yauvanan for yauvanam in II a7. 

The usual provincialisms occur. Thus instances of the confusion 

of sibilants are aycigagi for ayagasi in II 66 ; of the ligature of m with 

v, instead of anus vara with v, duritam-vah in I 63, karmmanam-vipdka 

in II a12 and elsewhere ; of the ligature of the guttural nasal g, instead 

of the anusvara, with an s or h, yagdgsi for yagdmsi in II a6, pugsdm 

for pumsam in II bl, hegsivd in II 69, and sighasana for simhdsana in 

II b2; of spelling, pushkirini for pushkarinl in III a13, dolditam for 

doldyitam in I 65, dmvra for dmra in III a12, cchattram for chattram in 

II a7 ; of sandhi, vayasd ambanam for vayas=dmbdnam in II a9. 

Palceographically it may be noted that .the guttural nasal is made 

throughout without a ringlet; see, e.g., I 69, I II a6, II a12, et passim; 

and that the initial short i is made by two ringlets placed side by side 

with a circumflex or rather a hook below them ), see I 6s, I bb, I b[0, 

II 612, III a9; once the hook is nearly closed, forming almost a third 

ringlet, in II a1. Also kh and r are made after the earlier fashion. 

An r preceding a consonant is always formed above the line; e.g., 

harnna I 67, sarvvdn II 511, et passim. 

A separate sign for b is never used, it being always expressed by 

the same sign as v ; thus 159 labdha, Ila6 ambu, Ila6 babhuva. This 

is also the case in the Gauhati plate, and my readings in that plate, 

accordingly, should be modified. The same practice still prevails in 

modern Bangali. 

In the case of a final t, n or m, special modified forms are used. 

For final m, the ordinary form of m is used, but much smaller and open 
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at the top; and under it, and detached from it, a sign of virama is 

placed, made exactly like the modern Nagari sign of the medial long u. 

This final m occurs in tailam I65, purjsam II61, gesam I16l, katakam 

1I64. For the final n the ordinary n is used, with the virama on its 

right side, made in the form of a long serpentine stroke, slanting from 

above it to below its foot. It occurs in amalan 1b2, tasmin lb1, yauva- 

nan Ua1, janapadan IIbM, sarvvan lib11. The final t is made by a 

minute truncated ordinary t (or rather double t), to which is attached 

the virama in the form of a circular line, which, commencing at its foot, 

runs up on its left side, over its top, and down again along its right 

side. This curious form occurs regularly in nayat I6l, ’bhut lla2, meat 

Ila3, abhut lie*-4*, vagdt lla12, vidhivat lib2, etat Ilia8, ’bliut Ilia4; 

bhuydt Ilia11. In a slightly modified form it occurs in anayat lib2. 

Precisely, or very nearly, the same forms occur in the Dharmapala 

copper-plate grant, published by Mr. Batavyal in this Journal, VoL 

LXIII, pp. 39 ff. The occurrence of these special forms has been pointed 

out by Professor Kielhorn, in the Epigraphia Indica, Vol. IV, p. 244, 

footnote 1. The Dharmapala grant belongs to the 9th century A.D., 

while the JSTowgong grant, probably, belongs to the 10th century. In 

the later Gauhati grants these final letters occur in a still further 

conventionally modified form; see ante, Vol. LXVI, p. 115. 

The sign of avagraha occurs twice : in punye ’hani7 at the end of 

II61, and in prathitd’tha Ilia9. 

Regarding the date of the Nowgong grant, I have already fully 

explained my reasons for referring it to not later than the latter part 

of the 10th century, i.e., about 975 A.D. See ante, Vol. LXVI, p. 120. 

In the same place, pp. 117-119, will be found a statement of the 

genealogy of Balavarman, the grantor of the Nowgong plate, together 

with some remarks on the probable relation of his dynasty to others 

that preceded and followed it. 

There is, however, one point which I must particularly notice. 

At the time when I wrote my paper on the Gauhati plate, I had, by 

an oversight, now inexplicable to me, read tanuja for anuja in the 8th 

verse of the Nowgong plate. This made Vajradatta to be the son of 

Bhagadatta, instead of bis younger brother. On this point, therefore, 

all my remarks in that paper on the relation of Vajradatta to Bhaga¬ 

datta must be revised. In fact, on this point the Nowgong plate agrees 

with the general tradition that Vajradatta was the younger brother of 

Bhagadatta ; and the only plate which states the case differently, and 

makes Vajradatta to be a son of Bhagadatta, is the Gfauhatl one. This 

being so, and the tradition on the subject being so uniform and explicit, 

I am now disposed to believe, that there is a clerical error in the 
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Gauhati plate at this point. I suggest that the conclusion of the 8th 

verse in that plate should read jacds=iv—anujah instead of ja^as—tanujah, 

though even then the metrical difficulty remains, as the metre would 

require anujah. It will he noticed, that the text of the two initial 

lines of the obverse of the second plate, in which the word tanujah 

occurs, is also in other respects defective or incorrect. It is clear, 

therefore, that the reading tanujah is untrustworthy, whatever its true 

emendation may be. 

One more point requires a word of explanation. The word kill a 

I now take to have its ordinary meaning of ‘ bank ’ or ‘ coast/ 

Accordingly I take daksina-kule in II69 to mean ‘ on the southern 

bank ’ of some river. The only river, of course, which can be thus 

referred to is the Brahmaputra, the valley of which mainly constitutes 

Asam. Similarly, in the Gauhati plate, lift6, uttara-kule must mean ‘on 

the northern side of the Brahmaputra ’; and I suppose, the word kulam1 

used there in Ilia1 and Ilia9, in the description of the granted land, 

must refer to the (northern) bank of that river, which, accordingly, 

must have touched the boundary of that land at a point on its East- 

North-Bast. As the land is said to have had the river Digumma on its 

South-West, West, and North-West, it must have lain between the 

Digumma and the Brahmaputra, near the confluence of those two rivers, 

in one of those numerous spots where the Brahmaputra takes a small 

north-southerly turn from its generally east-westerly direction. The 

point might be settled, if it were possible to identify the Digumma 

river; but that name appears to have disappeared.2 

A curiosity of the Nowgong plate is that it contains numerous 

plagiarised passages from Kalidasa’s well-known Raghuvari^a. These 

plagiarisms were discovered and published by an anonymous writer 

in the Asdm, an Assamese vernacular paper, which has taken a good 

deal of interest in the enquiries Mr. Gait is making in regard to the 

ancient history of the province. They were brought to my notice by 

Mr. Gait. They are the following passages or clauses, taken verbally 

from the Raghuvaxin^a :— 

(1) Nowgong Plate, verse 5 (165), from Raghuvam^a, sarga 6, 

9loka 64 : tambula-valli-parinarldha-puga. 

(2) N. PI., verse 7 (I69), from R. V., sarga 6, 9loka 21 : prajd- 

ranjana-lab dha-varna. 

(3) N. PI., verse 7 (I69) from R. V., sarga 5, 9loka 19 : varn- 

agramdndm guru. 

(4) N. PL, verse 9 (lb10); from R. V., sarga 1, 9loka 30: pariklu- 

krta-sdgaram. 

2 See ante, Vol. LXVI, p. 122. 
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(5) N. PL, verse 12 (Ila2) from R. V., sarga 6, 9l5ka 32 : vigala- 

vahsds=tanu-vrtta-madhyah. 

(6) N. PL, verse J8 (Ila9), from R. V., sarga 6, ^loka 79: hullo,a. 

hdntya vayasa. 

(7) N. PL, verse 4 (Ilia7), from R. V., sarga 5, ^loka 35: lehhe 

sutam and aloham=arkdd-iva. 

Text. s 

First Plate: Reverse. 

1, Svasti 14Bhavatu bbava-timira-bbiduran=:tejd raudram pra9antaye 

jagatah 1 parivarttate samagram [-w —. ^ ] 5 

2, nayat || [1 ll] Sura-kari-mada-candrakitam salilam Lauhitya-vari- 

dber^amalan6 | kailasa-kataka-mrga-mada-vasitam=a[pa]-7 

3, baratu. duritam^vah8 II [2 u] Pralaya-payd-dhau magnam^ruddhara- 

to Yasumatim^Upendrasya | Naraka iti snnur^asid:=:asura-sii- 

4, hrt=kroda-rupa-bbrtah || [3 ll] Trailokya-vijaya-tuggam yen-apabr- 

tam ya9o Mahendrasya | Aditeh kundala-yugalam kapola-dd- 

5, laitam9 harata II [41|] i0Tambula-valli-parinaddba-pugam krsn-aguru- 

skandha-nive9i-tailam ll sa 

6, Kamarupe jita-kama-rupah. Pragjyotis-akbyam puramrradhyuvasa 11 

[5 ||] Mad-andha-gandba-dvipa- 

7, karnna-tala-nrtyan-raayur-opavane sa tasmin | vasan^samasadya 

Murari-cakram rane 

8, ran-aisi divam^aruroba II [6 ||] ,lBhupala-mau.li-mani-cumbifca-pada“ 

pitbas:=tasy— atmajo ’bbud—Bha- 

9, gadatfca-nama | raja praja-ranjana-labdba-varnno varnn-a9ramanag= 

gurur=eka-vlrab II [7 ||] I2Upagatavati sura-lokam tasmi- 

10, n=tasy=anujo ’bhavad=bhumeb l patir=amala-bhaktir=l9e’yHiii pra- 

hur=v=Vajradatta iti kavayah II [8 ll] Tad-van^e vana-vapranr= 

parikbi- 

11, krta-sagaram=mahim bbuktva | astaq-gatesu rajasu Salastambho 

’bliavan^nrpatib || [9 ||] Palaka-Vijaya-prabhrtisu. sama- 

8 From the Original. Unfortunately the photo-etching in many places is not 

as clear as one would wish. 
_ ♦ 

4 Metre of verses 1-4: Ary a. 

6 Here a small piece of the right-hand top-corner is broken off, rendering 

seven aksaras illegible. 

8 Read amalam and below, in 2ad, yauvanam. 

7 The aksara pa of apaharatu is broken away. 

8 Read duritam vah. 

9 Read dolayitam. 

1° Metre of verses 5-7: Tristubh, i.e., Indravajrd or TJpendravajrd. 

11 The first pada of this verse has one foot (or three aksaras) in excess. 

12 Metre of verses 8-10: Aryd. 
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12, [-]su13 tasya vam^yesu | abhavad=bliuvi nrpa-candro dvisa- 

jvaio Harjjaro namall [10ll] 14 Aham-ahamikaya vivandisunam 

Second Plate: Obverse. 

1, ^ ^ v->]15 yasya laghu-prabha-pratanaih I na mukuta-manayo 

vibkanti rajnam ravi-kara-sambalita iva pradipah 

2, II [11 ll] ‘6 Tasy=atmajah qrI-Vanamala-dev5 raja ciram=bhakti-paro 

Bliave ’bbufc | vi9ala-vaksas=tanu-vrtta-madbyah pi- 

3, naddha-kantbah parigh-abba-bahuh II [ 12 11 ] 17 Na kruddbam vikrt- 

asyam na ca liasitam na ca vaea9=9rutan=nlcat | na ca kincid= 

u k tam=abi tam-ma b i - 

4, tam 9ilam sad=aiva yasy=abbut n [13 ll] Yen=atnl=api sa-tula jagati 

vi9al=api bburi-krta-9ala I pamktih prasadanam=a- 

5, krta vicittr=api sac-citrall[14 ll] 16 Tasy=atmajah 911-Jayamala-devah 
kslr-arabn-ra9er=iya 91 ta-ia9 mih 

6, | babhuya yasy=askhalitam=bhramanti yapaqsi13 kund-endu-sama- 

prabhani || [15 ll] 19Sa 9rlman=vanamald’pi 

7, raja rajiva-locanah I aveksya vinay-opetarii tanujam=prapta-yaic- 

vanan6 ll [16 ll] 20 C=cbattram 9a- 

8, 9adhara-dhavalam camara-yugal-anvitam=praday=asmai | an-a9ana- 

vidiiina viras=tejasi mahe9vare 

9, linah ll [17 II] l9Prapta-rajyena ten-odba rajna 9ri-Virabahuna f 

kulena kantya vayasa amba nam=atmanas=sama II [18 ll] 21 Ten= 

odapadi 

10, tasyam=aranav=iva payakah prayoga-vida | Balavarmm-eti prathi- 

tah 9ri-mat-tanayas=sainagra-guna-yuktah II [19 ||] Asita-saro- 

11, rulia-cala-dala-nibba-nayanah pina-kandharas=su.-bliujah I abbina- 

va-diyakara-kara-bata-vidalita-nava-nalina-kanti- 

12, sac-cbayah II [20 ll] Gacchati tithimati kale sa kadacit=karmmanara= 

vipaka22-va9at | raja ruj-abhibbuto23 laqghita-bhisaja rana- 

stambbah [ll 21 ll]. 

13 Here the left-hand lower corner is broken off, rendering three aksaras illegi¬ 

ble. Perhaps read samatikrdntesu or samanuJcrdnteiiu,. 

14 Metre : Puspitdgrd. 

16 Here fonr (short[ aksaras are entirely worn and illegible. The following 

four aksaras are just faintly distinguishable. 

16 Metre : Tristubh. 

n Metre of verses 13 and 14; Arya. 

13 Read yaqdmsi. 

19 Metre : Qloka. 

20 Metre: Arya. 

21 Metre of verses 19-25: Aryd. 

22 Read karmmandm vipdka. 

23 The two aksaras rujd are written below the line, having originally been 

omitted by inadvertence of the engraver. 
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Second Plate: Reverse. 

1, Nissararn. samsaram jala-lava-lolan=ca jlvitam=puqsam24 \ viganayya 

Virabahuh25 kartfcavyam=acmtayac=chesam || [22 n] Afcha 

pimye’ 

2, hani nrpatis=fcanayan=fcam-udagt*a-vigraliain=vidlii26-vat | kesari-ki- 

9ora-sadr9arii sighasana27-raaulitam=anayat || [23 ll] Tad-ananta- 

3, ram=adhigamya prajyam tad-rajyam=ajyam=iYa vahnih l Bala- 

varmm=api didlpe protsarita-sakala-ripu-timirah || [24 ||] Abha- 

4, vaj=jaya-kari-karabha-skIialit-ormmer=amala-Yaridhes=t.asya f Lau- 

hityasya samipe tad=eva paitamaham katakam || [25 ||] 23Tattra 

gt’i- 

5, mati Haruppe9Yara29-namani katake krta-Yasatir30=utkliat-asi-lata- 

mavlci-nicaya-mecakitena 

6, bahuna I vijifca-sakala-dik-cakravalo dhlra-pradhane bhirur=aya9a- 

91.31 tlksno ripusu mrduta- 

7, to gurusu. | satya-Yag=avisamvadi82-krtv=avikatlianah sthula-lakso 

mata-pitr-pad-anu- 

8, dhyana-dhauta-kalmasah param-e9Yarahparama-bbattarako maharaj- 

adhirajah 9ri-Balavarmma- 

9, devah ku9ali H 4 ll Daksina-kule Dijjinna-visay-antah-pafcim dhanya- 

catus-sahasr-dtpatfci-mati Heqsiv-abhidha- 

10, na bhumih | asyas=sannikrsta-varfctino yatha-yatham saraupasthita- 

brahman-adi-vi say a-karana-YyaYakarika-pramukha-j anapa- 

dan 33 

11, raja-rajm-ranak-adhikrtan=anyarh 9=ca yatha-kala-bhavino’pi sarv- 

Yan sammanana-purYvam=manayati bodhayati samadi- 

12, 9ati ca l iti viditam-astu bhaYatam=bbumir=iyarii vastu-kedara- 

sthala-jala-gopracar-avakar-ady-upeta yatha-samstha sva-si- 

Third Plate: Obverse. 

1, m-odde9a-paryanta | rajm-rajaputra-ranaka-rajaYallabha-maballaka- 

prodbika-hastibandlii ka-naukabandhika-cau.ro- 

24 Read purhsam. 

25 The position of the visarga shows that it had originally been omitted. 

23 Read vigraham vidhivat. 

21 Read siriihasana. 

28 From here prose. 

29 The first two aksaras of the name are not quite distinct; possibly saru. 

80 The aksara va was originally omitted and has been inserted below the line. 

81 Read ayagasi. 

82 Read avisamvadi. 

88 The aksara pa is added below the line. 
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2, ddharanika-daiHlika-dandap^ika-auparikarika-antkhetika-c-cliatra-34 

vas-ady-upadrava-karinarn=aprave9a II °5 Ka- 

3, nvah krti kapila-gotra-dlpo Maladharo nama babhiiva bhattah I vid- 

ya-tapas33-sampad-upatfca-samyag-viveka-vidhvasta-sama- 

4, sta-ddsah II [1 ll] Deva-priyo Devadharas=su-janma tasy=api sumil^ 

su-kyt-atmano ’bhut I adhvaryuna yena krtam yibhajya 

5, vaitanikam. karmma nirakulena II [2 l|] Grlnta-vidyas^su-grhlta- 

nama grh-a^ram-avapti-pa- 

6, ro grliinya | ayujyat=asau prabhay=eva bhanur=usassu 9amayika- 

ya manasvl II [3 ||] Ahas-ty-36 

7, soma-pratimam prasaktam=anyonya-sapeksam=idam hi yugmarii37 I 

lebhe sutam na9ita-dosam=enam=a- 

8, lokam=arkkad=iva vi9vam=etat || [41|] 38Ayam=iha yiniyamanah. 

9rutayas=samyag=dharisyate sarvvah I 9ru" 

9, tidliara iti namn=asau pitra. prathitd ’tha lokesu II [5 ||] Sa sama- 

vrtto guruto grba-dharmma-yidhitsur=agatas=sadhuh I kale yi- 

10, suvaty=arthl dharmma-parah panditah katha-nisthah II [6 ||] Tasmai 

vipraya maya snatva samyak-samadhina datta | yad=iha plia- 

lfirii tat=pi- 

11, trdr=m=mani=api lok-ottaram=bhuyafc [7 ||] 39 Asyas=sima purvve- 

na koppah | go-santara9=ca | purvva-daksinena jambu-9riphala- 

vrksah 

12, | daksinena vrhad-alih suvarna-vata-vrksa9=ca | daksina-pa9cimen= 

amvra40-vrksah | pa9cimena vyhad-alih 9almali-vrksa9=ca I pa<^- 

cim-otta- 

13, rena vrliad-vata-vrksah Diddesa41-vapi ca I uttarena Seva4I-vapy- 

arddham42t uttara-purvvena puskirini43 jati-yyksa9=c=eti n sam- 

ya x vai x 

The Seal. 

1, Svasti 9rI-9ri-Pragjyotis-adhip-anva- 

2, yo mabaraj-adhiraja-9ii-Ba- 

3, lavarma-devah ll 
• • • 

34 Read chattra. 

36 Metre of verses 1-4: Tristubli, or Indravajra and Upendravajrd mixed. 

38 This aksara is uncertain. 

31 Read yugmam. 

33 Metre of verses 5 — 7: Ary a. 

39 Prom here prose. 

40 Read amra. 

41 The names Diddesa (lord of Didda) and Seva (Qaiva) are not quite certain. 

42 Read arddham. 

43 Read puskarim. 
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Translation. 

(Verse 1.) May the splendour of Rudra (i.e., fiva), which cleaves 

the darkness of (this) mundane existence, conduce to the peace of the 

world : it becomes the whole . 

(2.) May the pure water of the river Lauhitya, beautifully 

spotted (like the moon) by the ichor (dropping) from the (ruttish) 

elephants of the gods, and perfumed with the musk of the deer 

(living) on the ridges of the Kailasa mountain, remove (all) your sins. 

(3.) Of Upendra (i.e., Visnu), who, assuming the form of a boar, 

rescued the earth when she had sunk in the great flood at the time of 

the universal dissolution, Naraka was the son, the friend of the Asuras, 

(4.) who deprived Mahendra of his glory gained by his victory 

over the three worlds, and stole the pair of earrings of Aditi which 

dangled on her cheeks. 

(5.) He, having conquered (the country of) Kamarupa44 took 

up his residence in that country in the town of Pragjyotisa, which 

offered him areca-nut wrapped in (leaves of) the betel plant, and 

oil of black aloe-wood (as a symbol of his coronation as king). 

(6.) While living there in his park in which peacocks danced 

to the flapping of the ears of his state-elephants blind with rut, and 

having, in battle, obtained the discus of Murari (i.e., Visnu) he ascended 

to heaven, eager for battle (with the gods.) 

(7.) His son was king Bliagadatta, a hero of a unique kind, 

whose footstool was touched by the crown-jewels of (many) princes, 

who was renowned for pleasing his subjects, and who was a leader 

of all castes and stages of life.45 

(8.) When he had gone up to the abode of the gods, his younger 

brother A ajradatta became the lord of the land, of whom the poets have 

declared that he was a sovereign of unblemished faith in lea (i e., piva). 

(9.) After the kings of his line had enjoyed the earth, moated 

round by the sea and (covered) with fields and forests, and had passed 

away, there arose king Salastambha. 

There is here a play on the word kama-rupa which is not expressible in 

translation. Naraka, who is described as jita-kama-rupa, is said to take up his 

abode in kamarupa, The phrase may also be translated : “ having conquered 

kamarupa, or ‘ the form of desires,’ he took np his abode in that (country) which has 

the form (rupa) of kdma, or ‘(the god of) desires.’” The common tradition, as Mr. 

Gait informs me, with regard to Kamarupa is that it is the place where Kamadeva, 

the god of love, recovered his form after being turned into ashes by Qiva. There is 

a similar play on Kamarupa in the Ratnapala grant, see Vol. LXVII. 

Here is again a verbal conceit, untranslatable, in varnna, which means both 

‘distinction’ and ‘caste.’ Agrama refers to the four brahmanic stages of life of 

the student, householder, anchorite, and mendicant. 

J. i. 38 
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(JO.) Again after Palaka, Vijaya and other kings of his line had 

followed in succession, there arose in the land a great king {lit. moon of 

kings), Harjjara by name, who was an affliction to his enemies. 

(11.) Though, in their military vaunting, (other) kings tried to 

exalt themselves by lengthy detraction of his splendour, their crown- 

jewels gained no brilliance, as little as lamp-lights set in the midst of 

the rays of the sun. 

(12.) His son was the excellent Vanamala Deva, who for a long 

time was king in the land, devoted in faith to Bhava {i.e., fiva). He 

was broad in his chest, slender and round in his waist, with a thick-set 

{lit. concealed) neck and club-like arms. 

(13.) His face was never disfigured by anger; he never laughed, 

nor was any low word ever heard from him ; he never spoke anything 

improper, and his disposition was always noble. 

(14.) By him a row of palaces was erected which, though having 

no equal in the world, stood equal {i.e., level) on its ground, though not 

limited in room possessed many rooms, and though gay with general 

ornamentation, was also furnished with true pictures.46 

(15.) His son was the excellent Jayamala Deva, just as the cool- 

rayed one {i.e., the moon) is (the son) of the great ocean of milk: and 

his glories undeviatingly revolve with a splendour equal to that of 

the radiant {lit., jasmin-like) moon. 

(16.) That excellent king, being also a Vanamala47 (like his 

father) with lotus-eyes, having observed that his son had finished his 

education and attained adolescence, 

(17.) made over to him the (royal) umbrella, of moon-like 

whiteness, together with the two (royal) cauri (or fly-flaps), and then, 

bravely enduring the rite of (religious suicide through) starvation, 

became absorbed into the light of the Divine Being. 

(18.) Having received the kingdom, that king, the excellent Vira- 

bahu, married (a lady) called Amba, who was equal to himself in 

point of family, beauty and age. 

46 The translation is rather free, as the verse is full of verbal conceits which 

are liardlv translateable. Jagat means both ‘world’ and ‘ground;’ and there are 

three contrasts in a-tula and sa-tula, ‘ without and with equality,’ viqala and krita-qala, 

‘ without and with room,’ vicitra and saccitra, ‘ without and with pictures.’ Vicula 

means both ‘ without room ’ and‘roomy;’ and vicitra, both ‘ without pictures ’ and 

‘ gay with color, etc.’ 

47 Vanamala means ‘ wearing a chaplet of wood flowers ’ and is an epithet of 

Krsna or Yisnu. There seems to be a verbal conceit intonded. Jayamala seems to be 

likened to his father Vanamala, who is also described as a great devotee of Krsna or 

Yisnu. There is moreover another verbal conceit in the juxtaposition of the words raja 

and rdjtva, which is untranslateable, the former meaning ‘ king,’ the latter, ‘ lotus.’ 
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(19.) By him was produced from her, just as fire from a stick 

of wood by one who understands the process, an excellent son, the 

celebrated Balavarman, endowed with every virtue, 

(20.) with eyes resembling the undulating flowers of the blue lotus, 

with a thick-set neck and well-formed arms, and with a figure as 

beautiful as a fresh lotus flower just opened under the touch of the 

rays of the rising sun. 

(21.) Once when the appointed time came, through the power of 

his maturing )karma (or actions done in a previous life), that king Vira- 

bahu, while distinguishing himself in war, was attacked by a disease 

(contracted) through neglect of medical advice. 

(22.) Considering that the world is vain and human life unstable 

like a water-drop, he bethought himself of what remained for him to do. 

(23.) So, on an auspicious day, the king transferred in the pre¬ 

scribed form, his throne and crown to that son of his, who was tall 

of body, in appearance like a lion-cub. 

(24.) Thereafter taking possession of that great kingdom, as 

the fire does of clarified butter, Balavarman also shone forth as an 

extinguisher of all his enemies whom he expelled. 

(25.) Near that pure river Lauhitya, the current of which was 

agitated by the foreheads of his victorious elephants, there stands that 

ancestral encampment of his. 

(Prose.) There, while residing in that excellent camp, Harup- 

pe9vara by name, having conquered all potentates in dire contest by his 

arm which showed dark against the numerous flashes of his drawn sword- 

blade, fearful of disgrace, harsh towards enemies, gentle towards religious 

preceptors, truth-speaking, not contentious nor vaunting, generous, 

and purified from sin through the reverence shown to his father and 

mother, the Paramegvara, Parama-bhattaraka, Maharajadhircija, the 

illustrious Balavarma Deva, being prosperous (does, as follows) : 

On the southern side (of the river Brahmaputra), situated within 

the district of Dijjinna, and producing four thousand (measures) of rice, 

there is the land called Heqsiva. To all and several who reside near 

that (land), (the king) sends his greetings, and enjoins, informs, and 

commands them, viz., the (common) people of the Brahman and other 

castes, headed by the district revenue officials and their clerks, as well 

as the other (higher-class) people culminating in the Ranakas, Rajnis 

and Rajas, and in fact all who may reside there in future at any time.18 

48 See ante, p. 18, footnote 10. The Visaya or (in full) Visaya-vyavaharika 

would be the district officer corresponding to the modern ‘ Collector,’ and the Karana 

or Karana-vyavaharika would be the officers of his court or his clerks. The list enu¬ 

merates the several grades of the nobility, bureaucracy and commonalty. 
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Be it known to you that this land, together with its houses, 

paddy-fields, dry-land, water, cattle-pastures, refuse-lands, etc., of 

whatever kind it may be, as far as any place within its borders : and 

into which (land) entry is prohibited to (all) Raj ms, Rajaputras, Ranalcas, 

Rajavallahkas, eunuchs, grand ladies, and any (other) persons that may 

cause trouble on account of the fastening of elephants, the fastening 

of boats, the searching for thieves, the exercise of authority, the 

infliction of punishments, the realising of tenants’ taxes and imposts, 

the providing of room for the royal umbrella, etc.49 

(Verse 1) There was an accomplished hhatta, Maladhara by name, 

of the Kanva (Jakha,50 a light of the Kapila gotra, who had obliterated 

all his shortcomings by dint of his perfect discernment acquired 

through his wealth of knowledge and austerities. 

(2) This man also had a son, the god-beloved Devadhara, auspi¬ 

ciously born, the soul of good works, by whom, in his capacity of an 

Adhvaryu priest, the Vaitanika rites were performed in due order 

without any confusion. 

(3) Having finished his studies, and in due course taken a title, 

and being intent on entering the state of a householder, that learned 

man (Devadhara) mated with his house-wife f amayika,61 even as the 

sun does with his lustre at the periods of twilight. 

(4) Hence, these twain, like the sun and moon attached to and 

dependant on one another, received this son of theirs (prutidhara), free 

of all faults, just as this world receives its light from the sun. 

(5) Now seeing that in the course of his studies he would acquire 

a thorough mastery of all the prutis (or revealed Vedas), he received the 

name prutidhara from his father, and he is well-known by it throughout 

the world. 

(7) This good man, returning from his religious preceptor, has, 

with the intention of taking on himself the condition of a householder, 

arrived at the time of the equinox, an applicant (for patronage), 

devoted to duty, a Pandit, skilled in sacred recitation. 

(8) To this Brahman (the abovementioned land) is given by me 

after bathing and completing all due observances. Whatever recom¬ 

pense there is (of this action), may it accrue to my parents as well as to 

myself in the world to come. 

49 The sentence which breaks off here is resumed in verse 8, below. 

10 The Kanva ^akha belongs to the Vajasaneyin division of the Yajur Veda. 

61 The spelling Qdmdyikayd represents the popular or vernacular pronunciation 

of the word, which is evidently retained for the sake of the metre; for the correct 

Sanskrit spelling Qydmdyikayd would have offended the Tristubh metre. The form 

pydmdyilcd, I may add, has not yet been noted in any dictionary; it occurs, however, 

also in the IJatnapala grant (see Vol. LXVII), as the name of a woman. 
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Its boundaries:53 on the east, the well and tbe pathway for the 

cattle ; on the south-east, the Jaraun and Bel trees ; on the south, the 

great dike and the golden Banyan tree ; on the south-west, the Mango 

tree ; on the west, the great dike and the red-silk-cotton tree; on the 

north-west, the great Banyan tree and the Diddesa reservoir ; on the 

north, one half of the Seva reservoir; on the north-west, the small 

pond and the wave-leaved fig tree. In the year... 

The Seal. 

Hail! The Maharaj-adhiraja, of the most illustrious race of the 

Lords of Pragjyotisa, the illustrious Bala-varma-deva. 

■ J 

52 Koppa ‘well’ is a vernacular form of the Sanskrit kupa; the modern Hindi 

has kuppd ‘ a leather bag for oil,’ and (in a different modification) kka ‘ well.’ The 

Jamun is the Eugenia jambolana, the Bel is Aegle Marmelos, the Banyan is Ficus 

bengalensis, the wave-leaved fig tree is Ficus Tjalcela; and the red-silk-cotton tree 

is Bombax Malabaricum. I cannot identify, however, the suvarna or ‘ golden * 

Banyan; it is not noticed in any botanical or medical or other vocabulary, available 

to me. Perhaps it should be su-parna, the * beautiful-leaved ’ Banyan. 
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Numismatic Notes and Novelties, No. II.1 Ancient and Mediaeval India.—• 

By Vincent A. Smith, I.C.S. 

(With Plate XXXVIII.) 

[Read November, 1897.] 

COINS OF ANCIENT INDIA. 

I. Punch-marked. 

The copper punch-marked coins are, as Cunningham correctly 

observes, (G. Anc. I. p. 59) much rarer than the silver coins. He gives 

figures of four specimens only, (op. cit. PI. I) and notes that the finest 

specimens he had seen came from Eran in Central India. 

The specimens figured by Cunningham are square or broadly 

oblong. Those which I now publish come from the eastern parts of 

the N.-W. Provinces and Oudh, and are of elongated form. They both 

have an extremely archaic appearance, and give me the impression of 

being probably older than the ordinary silver pieces. 

From the very ancient town Jais in the Rai Bareli District, Oudh. Length *80, 
breadth *55 inch, wt. 90 gr. Slightly convex, with the four-fingered symbol on the 
convex side. (Plate XXXVIII, fig. 1.) [V. A. Smith.] 

From the Balia District. Length 1*2, breadth *4 at one end, and *5 at the other 
wt. 108 gr. Edges rounded. Very obscure, indistinct symbols on both sides, 
including a dim ? horse. (Plate XXXVIII, fig. 2.) [V. A. Smith.] 

II. COINS OF TAXILA. 

(Coins of Ancient India, pp. 60-66, PI. II, III). 

Cunningham was unable to explain the legend Vatasvaha on one 

of the most remarkable coins of the series (op. cit., PI. II, 17). The 

characters belong approximately to the A^oka period. I possess a fine 

specimen of this rare type, bought from the Stiilpnagel cabinet. 

Dr. Buhler has. ingeniously, and to my mind satisfactorily, inter¬ 

preted the legend. “ Vatasvalca corresponds to the Sanskrit Vatagvahah, 

and probably means the ‘ Vata-a^akas,’ or ‘ the A^vakas of the Vata 

or fig-tree division.’ It is well-known that there was an A<^vaka tribe 

1 Vide J. A. S. B., this Volume, 1897, page 1 ff. 
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in North-Western India, whom the Greeks call Assakenoi, and state 

(Arrian, Indica, I, 1) to have inhabited the country west of the Indus 

as far as the Kophen. It may further be mentioned that some old 

Indian tribes, like the Yaudheyas, were actually divided into sections 

or ganas, as well as that, as the case of the Audumbaras shows, tribes 

were occasionally named after trees.” (“Origin of Brahmi alphabet,” 

Ind. Stud. No. Ill, Wien, 1895, p. 46.) 

Dr. Biihler has been equally successful in explaining the legends 

of another class of Taxila coins, concerning which Cunningham 

indulged in very ill-founded conjectures. I refer to the coins bearing 

the legend negamd. This word, which is common enough in Pali and 

the epigraphic Prakrits, and occurs in the Bhattiprolu stupa inscriptions, 

means always ‘the traders,’ or ‘members of a guild’ (nigama). 

The use of the word on the Taxila coins shows that they were issued as 

current tokens by traders. The other words which are found on a 

few specimens, [T]alimata, A\taka~\tahd dujaka, or dojaka, are supposed 

by Biihler to be the names of guilds. The word talimata (read by 

Cunningham as rdlimita), may, like Vatasvaka have a totemistic 

reference to a tree, a species of palm (Skr. tali-, Corypha taliera (Roxb.), 

or Flacourtia cataphracta), (op. cit. p. 47). 

The copper coin below described seems to belong to the Taxila 

series, and to be unpublished. 

Obv. Sun (cross in circle), and crescent. 

Rev. Taurine symbol in small incuse. 

A thick dumpy coin, roughly square, with rounded corners, diameter ’55 to ’60 inch; 

thickness about 2 m.m., or inch. Wt. 75 gr. (Plate XXXVIII, fig. 3.) [V. A. 

Smith.] 
( 

Mr. L. White King, I.C.S., possesses three unpublished types 

of the Taxila series, as described below. The second symbol on B looks 

like a foriii of the letter t: 

No. A. Obv. 
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No. A. Space between rim and lotus sunk—lotns in relief. [L. White King.] 

No. B. Rim on Obv., no rim on Rev. [L. White King.] 

No. C. Rude thick piece, convex on both sides. On one side a very rude stand¬ 

ing figure, and some unintelligible marks. On other side a very rude horned 

quadruped ( F buffalo) to r. 

Brass, cast. Wt. 45 gr. [L. White King.] 

III. KUSANA. 
• • • 

Kadapiies. 

Buddha Type. 

Copper coins, thin ; diameter *6. Wt. 26 gr. and 19 gr. , v 

A. Obv. Qiva, to r., with both hands raised, standing in front of bull, which is to 

1. An obscure symbol behind Qiva. 

Greek marginal legened Y[Z]A XOPACNCYJ The second character is 

of uncertain meaning. 

Rev. Buddha seated cross-legged, with r. arm raised, and 1. on hip. Traces of 

illegible marginal legend. (Plate XXXVIII, fig. 4.) [Rawlins.] 

B. Obv. Same device as A, but the traces of the bull are very faint. Legend 

on 1. margin OA, with traces of other characters. 

Rev. Same device as A. Marginal legend seems to be in Brahmi characters, and. 

looks like gatasale; but perhaps the letters are Kharo^thi. (Plate XXXVIII, 

fig. 5.) [Rawlins.] 
/ t 

These two little coins deserve to be reckoned among the most re¬ 

markable of recent numismatic discoveries. They add two specimens 

to the short list of Kusana coins bearing the image of Buddha, and 

prove that the introduction of that image in its conventional form does 

not date from the reign of Kaniska, but goes back at least to the reign 

of Kadaphes, one of his predecessors. 

The Coins of Kadaphes are scarce, and the exact relation of this 

king to the two kings who take the name or title of Kadphises is not 

known. But every one is agreed that Kadaphes is earlier than 

Kaniska. 
• r A 

These Buddha pieces are assigned to Kadaphes on account of the 

legend XOPACNCY], Chora[nsu], which is distinct on one of them, 

and which is peculiar to the coins of Kadapiies. “ On tlie small bronze 

coins which bear the name of Kujula Kadaphes, the genitive Khusanasa 

is regularly represented by the Greek XOPANCY, that is to say, 

the Greek form is a rough transliteration of the Prakrit name in the 

genitive case.”1 

The fiva and Bull device appears for the first time on the coins of 

Kadphises II., who was either contemporary, or nearly so, with 

Kadaphes, and was probably his immediate successor.2 

1 Rapsou, “Two Notes..on Indian Numismatics,” (J. R. A. S. for 1897, p, 323). 

2 B. M. Catal. p. 124. 

/ 
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The rare Buddha coins of Kaniska have been fully discussed by Vou 

Sallet, and subsequently by Cunningham, and some of them are noticed 
by Gardner.1 

“On a single gold coin of Kaniska,” writes Cunningham, “we 

have a representation of Buddha, under the name of BOAAO- The 

figure is standing with the right hand raised in the act of blessing. 

He is also represented in the same attitude on some rare copper 

coins with the title of CAKA MANO BOYAO, or Sakya Muni 

Buddha.2 

On a few coins Buddha is represented sitting in native fashion on 

the ground, with his right hand raised in the act of teaching. I have 

referred to these coin figures because they are the earliest representations 

of Buddha that have yet been found. The sculptures at Bddh Gray a 

(B.C. 250) aud at Bharhut (B.C. 150) are remarkable for the absence 

of any figure of Buddha. His empty throne, his hair (cuda), his bowl, 

and his footprints, are frequently shown ; but I have not seen any Indian 

sculptured figure of Buddha himself prior to the time of Kaniska. The 

earliest figures are those found in Grandhara to the west of the Indus.” 

During his long career Cunningham succeeded in collecting only 

three of these coius of Kaniska with the seated Buddha, all large pieces, 

*95 of an inch in diameter. A fourth specimen of the same size is in 

Berlin. 

Small coins with the figure of Buddha, like those now published 

are quite unknown. Kadaphes lived about a generation earlier than 

Kaniska, and it is important for the history of Buddhist art to learn 

that the conventional representation of the seated Buddha was well 

established at a date appreciably earlier than that of Kaniska. I am 

inclined to doubt the theory that images of Buddha were not known 

until the first century A.D., and I shall not be surprised if some earlier 

examples come to light when the ruins of Kapilavastu are examined. 

IV. KUSANA(?) 

Small square copper coin, "4 in diameter, thickish. Wt. 19 gr. 

Obv. Vasa (or possibly Vasu). 

P ? jpeca. 

Rev. Obscure. 

I do not see how to read the characters of the second line as deva. 

(Plate XXXVIII, fig. 6.) [Rawlins.] 

1 Von Sallet, “Die Nachfolger Alexanders des Grossen,” Berlin, 1879; pp. 

189 to 196, Taf. vi, 1. Cunningham, Nurn. Chron. for 1892, pp. 57, 80, PI. viii (xviiij. 

Gardner, B. M. Catal. PI. xxvi, 8 ; xxvii, 2 ; xxxii, 14. 

2 As read by Mr. Rapson, and probably correct. 

J. i. 39 
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Y. ACYUTA. 

Type 1. 

Obv. [ ?T ] Acyu[ta] in large, bold, raised letters, occupying the field, 

within a dotted circle. 

Rev. 8-rayed sun, or wheel, in relief. Small circular copper coin; diameter '6; 

weight 15 gr. (Plate XXXVIII, fig. 15.) [V. A. Smith.] 

Type 2. 
Obv. Portrait bust of king to r. The features are those of a young man, the 

head seems to be bare, and the nose is straight. The style suggests a Roman origin. 

In 1. field, behind the king’s head 'W A ; and in r. field, before the king’s face, 

cyu. The characters are minute, in low relief. 

Rev. 8-rayed sun or wheel. 

Small circular copper coin, diameter *48; Wt. 12 gr. (Plate XXXVIII, fig. 

16.) [Delmerick.] 

Both coins seem to me to be cast. The margins give clear indica¬ 

tions of the nse of a mould, and the 8-rayed sun of both types seems 

also to have been cast. The portrait bust of Type 2, however, may 

have been struck by a die on the blank face of a cast coin. 

So far as is at present known, the coins of both types are found 

only at Bamnagar, near Aonla in the Bareli District, the site of the 

ancient Ahichatra, or Adliichatra, the capital of Northern Pancala. 

Type 1 has been already published (J. A. S. B. Part I, for 1880 PI. 

VII, figs. 2A, 2B). The coin shown in figure 2A of the plate referred to 

is similar to my specimen, which is now figured for facility of 

reference. The form of the letters of Mr. Bivett-Carnac’s figure 2B 

slightly differs. The characters on both specimens of Type 1 approxi¬ 

mate generally to those of the Kusana inscriptions of Northern India 

(See Btihler’s Palceographie PI. III). The British Museum possesses 

several specimens of this type from the Cunningham cabinet. My 

specimen was presented to me by Mr. C. S. Delmerick, who is the 

owner of the present unique example of Type No. 2. 

In a note to my dissertation on “ The Conquests of Samudra 

Gupta,” sent in May 1897 to the Boyal Asiatic Society for publica¬ 

tion, I have discussed these remarkable coins, and proposed to read the 

incomplete king’s name Acyu as Acyuta. Mr. Bapson (J. It. A. S. 

April 1897, p. 420) has independently adopted the same reading, and 

proposes, as I also had proposed, to attribute the coins to the king 

Acyuta of Northern India who was defeated by Samudragupta about 

A.D. 350.1 

1 I had sent home my paper on “ The Conquests of Samudra Gupta ” before 

Mr. Rapson’s note reached me, and he was similarly ignorant of my views when he 

wrote. 
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The subjugation of Acyuta is twice mentioned in the great Alla¬ 

habad inscription which relates the history of Samudragupta. The 

. mutilated passage (line 13) in the metrical introduction to the record 

couples Acyuta with Nagasena, and affirms that both were “ uprooted ” 

by the conqueror. The prose passage (line 21) mentions both these 

princes in a list of nine kings of Aryavarta, or Northern India, who 

were “ violently exterminated ” by the emperor. 

I think there is a strong probability that the coins bearing the 

legend Acyu are properly referred to the king whose independence was 

destroyed by Samudragupta. Nothing in the fabric of the pieces 

or the characters of the legend forbids this ascription. 

The fact that, so far as is at present known, the coins are found 

only at the site of Ahicliatra plainly indicates that Acyuta was king of 

that place. Mr. Rapson points out that the reverse of the Acyuta 

coins is similar to that of some of the Naga coins of Samudragupta’s 

period. The Acyuta coinage has no connection with the much earlier 

Mitra series (Bhumimitra, etc.), which is treated by Cunningham ( Coins 

of Anc. I. PI. VII) as the special coinage of Pancala. That Mitra coinage, 

though found in large quantities at Ramnagar (Ahichatra) is also fairly 

abundant in Oudh and the eastern districts of the North-Western 

Provinces. 

I take the opportunity given by these references to Ahichatra of 

directing attention to the close connection which existed between the 

early dynasties of Ahichatra and Kau^mbi (Kosam). The fact of the 

connection was published by Dr. Fiihrer some years ago, but has not 

attracted the notice which it deserves. 

The Pabhosa inscriptions (32 miles south-west of Allahabad) 

yield the following geneological table:—1 
fonakayana (k. of Ahichatra). 

King Vaxjgapala of Ahichatra. 

= Tevani (i.e., Traivarna princess). 

King Bhagavata of Ahichatra. 

= Gopali Vaihidari. 

(i.e., Vaihidira princess). 

King Asadhasena Gopali II 

of Ahichatra. (husband not stated). 

King Bahasatimitra 

of Kosam. 

A Epigraphia Indica, IT, 243. 
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Pabh5sa, where the inscriptions are found, is near Kosam, the 

reputed site of the ancient Kau^ambi. Kosam, no doubt, is recog¬ 

nized by the Jains as the site of the royal city of Kau^ambi, but it 

certainly does not represent the Kau^ambi visited by Hiuen Tsiang. 

I cannot stop now to prove the correctness of this last proposition, 

and only mention it here in order to explain that I regard Bahasati- 

mitra as having been king of Kau^ambl only on the assumption that 

Kau^ambi is to be identified with Kosam. Cunningham, in one visit to 

Kfisam, obtained 16 coins of Bahasatimitra, (Reports x, 4). Out of 

15 coins of this king in the Lucknow Museum, 9 were excavated at 

Kosam, and 6 at Ramnagar (Ahichatra). The coins thus agree with 

the inscription in affirming the close relation between Kau9ambi (in the 

sense of Kosam) and Ahichatra. I call Bahasatimitra king of Kosam 

because the majority of his coins is found at that place, and the inscrip¬ 

tion No. I was recorded by king Asadhasena, maternal uncle of king 

Bahasatimitra. The omission to mention the kingdom of Bahasati¬ 

mitra would be natural on the assumption that he was the local ruler 

of the territory where the inscription was incised. Inscription No. II 

shows that Bahasatimitra was son of the sister of the king of Ahichatra. 

The latter chief, when he dedicated the cave to which inscription No. I 

refers, was evidently on a visit to his nephew. 

King Acyuta was, of course, much later in date, and nothing is 

known about his lineage. 

VI. NAGA. 

Ganapati. 

Obv. [Ma]hdraja Qri Ga. 

Rev. Bull to 1. in dotted circle. 

Oblong, *40 x *32. Wt. 20 gr. (Plate XXXVIII, fig. 10.) [V. A. Smith.] 

Remarkable for its shape. The coins of Ganapati are ordinarily 

circular. This specimen, which came from Narwar, has been struck, 

like some of the Ujjain coins, with a circular die. 

VII. UJJAIN. 

Obv. Quadruped without horns, standing to r. Marginal legend, in characters 

of about 4th century A.D., seems to include the word Parama. 

Rev. Ujjain cross and balls symbol. 

Copper, circular j diameter *7. Wt. 38gr. (Plate XXXVIII, fig. 11.) [V. A. 

Smith.] 

The coin No. 8295 of the Indian Museum (Oatal. Ill, 28), which is 

oblong, has on obverse “ a deer,” without horns, and on the reverse the 

usual symbol. Other pieces in the same collection substitute a bull or 
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elephant for the “ deer.” Cunningham does not give any example of 

this class. 

VIII. UNCERTAIN. 

Small square copper coin. Diameter *45, apparently cast. Wt. 12 gr. 

Oibv. Legend in two lines,- with a symbol between the characters of the lower 

line. I at first read the legend as mhi 

Be va , 

but this reading does not seem tenable. 

The second word is probably deva, but the first seems to be sirji. The 

coin reminds me of some I have Seen with the legend Khiyila, and perhaps * is to 

be taken as equivalent to hh. 

Rev. Elephant running to r. (Plate XXXVIII, fig. 7.) [Rawlins.] 

IX. LEAD COINS. 

Uncertain. 

A. Obv. Standing male figure, r. arm raised. Perhaps traces of legend. 

Rev. Lion (?) to r.; traces of legend. Diameter *6. Wt. 56 gr. (Plate 

XXXVIII, fig. 8.) [Rawlins.] 

Rather resembles some Andhra coins. 
* r * " \ < - • ' 5 

B. Obv. Standing male figure to 1.; r. arm raised. Marginal legend, including 

qrl, in characters of (? ) about A.D., 400. 

Rev. Obscure. Marginal legend. Diameter *5. Wt. 35 gr. (Plate XXXVIII 

fig. 9). [Rawlins.] 

MEDIAEVAL INDIA. 

X. GADGET AD E V A OF DAHALA OR CEDI 

(CIRCA A.D. 1010-1040). 

The genealogical table of the Kalacuri princes of Dahala given by 

Cunningham in “Coins of Mediaeval India,” p. 71, has been superseded 

by the fuller and more accurate list printed by Professor Kielhorn in 

his paper on “ The Benares Copper-plate Inscription of Karnadeva ” 

in “ Epigraphia Indica,” II, 304. 

The frequency with which coins of Gaggeyadeva are met with 

in the eastern and southern districts of the North-Western Provinces 

suggests the inference that the conquests of this undoubtedly powerful 

sovereign extended north of the Jumna. His well known coins exist 

in three metals, gold, silver, and copper, and in four denominations, 

namely, the dramma (drachma), half-dramma, quarter-dramma, and one- 

eighth -dramma. The gold dramma, weighing about 62 grains, is by far 

the commonest. My specimen was found at Kachwa in Pargana Rath 

of the Hamirpur District. 

Cunningham considered his specimen of the gold half-dramma to 

be unique. I have not yet met with another. 
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The gold quarter-dramma (14 grains), which also Cunningham 

believed to be unique, can no longer claim that distinction. Dr. Hoey, 

I.C.S., had two specimens, of which one has passed into the hands 

of Mr. L. White King, and I have lately bought a fourth example, 

found at Bhitari in the Ghazipur District. 

Cunningham possessed 9 specimens of the silver-dramraa (61 

grains). I have bought an example in Gorakhpur. 

Cunningham’s specimens of the oue-eighth-drammu (7 grains) in 

silver still remains unique. 

The same collection had 6 specimens of the copper-dramma (61 

grains). 1 have bought one in Gorakhpur. 

The above particulars show that all four denominations of Gaggeya- 

deva’s coinage are known, though the set is not complete for any metal. 

The denominations still wanting are— 

Gold. Silver. Copper. 

|th dramma. and £th dramma. jth, |th dramma. 

XI. GOVINDACANDRA, RATHOR OF KANAUJ. 

The coins of this king (A.D. 1115-1165) are copies of those of 

Gaqgeyadeva. The gold drammas are common. My specimen, which is 

composed of gold largely alloyed with silver, is from a hoard of 800 

coins found near Nanpara in the Bahraich District of Oudh during the 

construction of the Bengal and North-Western Railway in 1887. A 

trigula ornament at the end of the legend is probably a mintmark. 

The copper coinage of this king is not noticed by either Cunning¬ 

ham (Goins Mediaeval India, p. 87), or Thomas (Chronicles, p. 19). I 

possess a good specimen of a copper dramma. 

Probably the dramma and its sub-divisions were struck in all three 

metals by Govindacandra as well as by Gaggeyadeva. 

XII. CANDELLA COINAGE. 

The coinage of the Candella dynasty of Bundelkhand is, like that 

of Govindacandra, a copy of the coinage of Garjgeyadeva. The gold 

coins are exactly the same as Gaqgeya’s except for the names. The 

copper coins substitute Hanuman for Laksmi. 

Both copper and gold pieces follow the same scale of weights, and 

are drammas, or sub-divisions of drammas. 

The whole series is so rare that the following observations will be 

interesting to collectors. 

Kirttivarman. 

The coinage of Kirttivarman is at present known in gold only, 

unless Mr. Rodgers {Oatah III, 99) is right in calling the metal of the 
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half-dramma coin, No. 8483, in the Indian Museum, “brass.” No 

other brass example of the Candella coinage is recorded. 

Five specimens of the gold dramma are known (Cunningham, 1 ; 

Hoey, 2; Freeling, 2) ; and 2 specimens of the gold half-dramma (Hoey, 
I, Cunningham, 1). 

Total of reign, 6 coins. 

Sallaksanavarman. 
• • 

This king is wrongly called Hallaksana by Cunningham. 

Cunningham’s specimen of the gold dramma is at present unique. 

I knew of 5 specimens of the gold \-dramma (Cunningham, 1; 

V. A. Smith, 1, collected in Hamirpur District; Freeling, 2; Crooke, 1). 

Cunningham’s copper dramma is unique. Total of reign, 7 coins. 

Jayavarman. 

No gold specimen of this king’s coinage has yet been found. My 

enquiries at the British Museum have failed to trace the silver coin 

mentioned by Cunningham (Reports, II, 459.) 

I know of 11 specimens of the copper drammaf (Cunningham, 6 ; 

V. A. Smith, 1, given by Cunningham ; Freeling, 3; Hoey, 1). Total 

of reign, II coins. 
* - - •<' .* * 

PrthivIvarman. 
• 

Cunningham had formerly two copper coins of this king (Reports, 

II, 459.) • In Goins Med. India he mentions only one, a badly preserved 

dramma weighing 41 grains. 

No other example of the coinage of this reign has been discovered. 

Total of reign, 2 coins. 

Madanavarman. 

The coins of this king occur in all three metals. 

Cunningham and Freeling had each one gold dramma. 

Cunningham originally had 3 quarter-drammas in gold, one of which 

he gave to the writer. Dr. Hoey had two specimens, and one is in the 

Lahore collection. In all, therefore, 6 specimens of the gold quartey- 

dramma are known. 
Dr. Hoey has a silver quarter-dramma which is unique. 

Cunningham’s copper quarter -dramma is also unique. Total of reign, 

'10 coins. 

Paramardideva. 

A gold dramma, now No. 8490, in Indian Museum, (Catal. Ill, 99), 

which was described by Dr. Hoernle in the Journal, Asiatic Society 
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Bengal, Part I for 1889, Plate IV, 11 is, I believe, the only known speci¬ 

men of the coinage of this reign. 

Trailokyavarman. 

The coinage of this prince is represented by two gold drammas 

in the Indian Museum (Nos. 8487, 8488—Gatal. p. 99) and by a unique 

copper dramma in Dr. Hoey’s cabinet (Plate XXXVIIL, fig. 12). This 

coin was found by its present owner in a small mound at Karthal in 

the south-western corner of the Banda District. Wt. 59 gr. Total of 

reign, 3 coins. 
* • i ) .i 

VIRAVARMAN. i 

The only specimen known is the gold dramma in the Indian 

Museum, No. 8486. (Query—is the word Gandra rightly inserted in 

this legend by Mr. Rodgers, a word certainly intervenes between Varma 

and deva; J. A. S. B. for 1889, PI. IV, 12.) 
- *’ • ^ .... i 

The abstract of the above details is :— 

Klrttivarman coins known ... ... 6 

S allaks anavarman if >» ••• ... 7 
Jayavarman it • • • ... 11 

Prthivivarman » 99 • • • ... 2 

Madanavarman ?> >» ••• ... 10 

Paramardideva »» ), ... ... 1 
Trailokyavarman >> ... 3 
Viravarman ) ... 1 

r r. - . • ' i. r Total for dynasty ... 41 

No coins are known which can be ascribed to the predecessors of 

Kirttivarman or the successors of Viravarman. A total of 41 known 

coins for 8 reigns is extraordinarily small. The Freeling collection is, I 

believe, in the hands of Mrs. Freeling in England. A few more speci¬ 

mens of the coinage of the dynasty were lost in the mutiny. 

XIII. VIRASIMHARAMA. 

Obv. Qrl mad Vlra 

Siriiha Rama - ■ 
Reverse. Laksml seated. 

A gold dramma, weight 54 gr. (Plate XXXVIII, fig. 13.) [Hoey.] 

This coin, which obviously belongs to the same type as the 

coinages of Gaijgeyadeva and his imitators, is a puzzle. No Raja 

with the name Virasimharama is to be found in the lists of the 

Kalacuri, Candella, Ratlior, Tomar, or Cauhan dynasties. The coin 

was obtained in the Gorakhpur District. 
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UNKNOWN. 

Obv. In dotted circle 

Qri Raya 

Mard de[yd] ? 

Rev. In dotted circle, elephant with rider running to r. 

This curious piece is copper ; diameter '8; weight 55 gr. I cannot even guess 

to whom it should be assigned. The characters of the legend are late medieeval. I 

cannot make sense of them. (Plate XXXYIII, fig. 14.) [V. A. Smith.] 

A small copper piece, about ’6 inch in diameter, and weighing (in 

three specimens) from 58 to 70*5 grains, is commonly met with both 

in the Panjab and the North-Western Provinces. One specimen was 

found in an old mound close to Gorakhpur city a year or two ago. 

The legend on these coins, though plainly legible, has not yet been 

correctly read or understood. Mr. Rodgers (Gatal. I. M. Ill, 99, 125) 

came near the correct reading, but just missed it by misreading two 

letters. 

The legend is continuous and reads on one side 

Govinda 

carana 

pranaya madana ; 

and on the other, Cri Campakdranye; that is to say, “ Joy in affection 

for the feet of GSvinda in Camparan,” or “in the Campaka forest.” 

The perfectly plain letters have hitherto been misread because 

people tried to read personal names. I am indebted to Dr. Hoey for 

pointing out that Gampakdranye must be read as one word. Gampa- 

kdranya is the Pandit’s name for Camparan, but the name on the coin 

does not necessarily refer to the modern Camparan District. 

Several of these puzzling little pieces are in the Indian Museum, 

and the Lahore cabinet contains 20. 

The characters of the legend are late mediaeval, A.D., 1200 or 

even later. 

Although the reading of the legend has been cleared up beyond all 

doubt, the attribution of the piece remains as unknown as ever. I 

conjecture that it is not a true coin, but was struck to be used 

by pilgrims as an offering at some shrine of Govinda, or Krsna. It 

would thus belong to the same class of issues as the gold and silver 

“ Ramtinkis.” 

J. i. 40 
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Notes on Palm-leaf MSS. in the Library of IIis Excellency the Mahardja 

of Nepal.—By Pandit Hara Prasad Shastri, Professor of Sanskrit, 

Presidency College. 

[Read November, 1897.] 

I passed the greater portion of the last summer vacation in the 

valley of Nepal, and took this opportunity of examining the antiqua¬ 

rian treasures of that famous valley. It is an excellent place for inscrip¬ 

tions, every temple and every work of public utility having some. The 

foundation of the temple, its repairs, every addition and every gift 

made to it, are recorded in stone. Some of these inscriptions are very 

old. The late Dr. Bhagvanlal Indrajl and Mr. Bendall examined a very 

large number of inscriptions in Gupta characters and there are still 

many inscriptions in that ancient character to be found in the valley. 

Two days’ search brought four new inscriptions to my notice. 

The coins to be found in the valley mostly belong to the Malla Kings 

of Nepal. Unlike Bengal and Behar, where the initial coinage was 

introduced by the Muhammadans in the 13th century, Nepal had its 

ancient coinage. But I could find none of these ancient coins. 

It is the only part of ancient Bharatavarsa and ancient Aryavartta 

where Buddhism is still a living religion, though not in vigour. But 

Buddhism here is so different from what we know to prevail in Tibet, 

in Ceylon and other parts of Asia. There are Viharas, but those are 

inhabited by married priests. There are Arliats or Vajracaryas, and 

Bhiksus. But the greater portion of their time is spent in handicrafts 

to support their children. 

There are MSS. in Nepal both ancient and modern. The Baidas 

possess many ancient palm-leaf MSS. of very ancient date and the 

present Maharaja, with a zeal which cannot be too highly praised, is 

endeavouring to add to the already excellent collection in his possession. 

The MS. Library is now kept in a room in the College building, but 

the Maharaja has built a beautiful and commodious palace with a clock 

tower in it for the accommodation of the Library. In the Library are to be 

found Tibetan Lamas, Parvatiya Pandits, Newar Pandits both Hindu 
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and Buddhist. Five or six men are engaged in copying MSS. borrowed 

from the Badas and Pandits. A Lama is dictating from Tibetan 

which a Pandit is taking down in the Newari character, while an inter¬ 

preter is engaged to see if the transcription is correct. 

I will confine myself to-day to the few palm-leaf MSS. that I 

had the good fortune of examining in that Library. There are altoge¬ 

ther 83 bundles of palm-leaf MSS. There are some bundles which, 

contain more than ten different works. Pandit Visnuprasad Raj- 

bhandari, the officer in charge of the Library, estimated the number of 

Manuscript works on palm-leaf to be 200. All of these MSS. are ancient 

and written in various characters, Newari, Kutila, Nagari and Bengali. 

The first MSS. that I examined was a very remarkable one. It is a 

complete copy of the Yavana-jataka. Portions of the last leaf have 

been worn off. Dr. R. Mitra noticed two mutilated copies of this work, 

one, in Mithila, with 24 leaves ; and the other, in our own collection, 

only 8 leaves. The Benares College copy is only one leaf. 

The Copy in the Maharaja’s Library contains the following entry 
at the end :— 

SPfiT’Bcr: vrreifwt WtsnfT I 

tWcTT 
si V 

ii 

sflr 
ftwraw + + + + i N* 

-f 4- 
v > 

TT^T 
C\ , 

wtpc 11 

ffT 

I ^vT I 

There are evidently two names and two dates. The first is Yava- 

neqvara, in the year Visnugraha, i.e,> 91 of some era not mentioned 

who translated into Sanskrit a work from his own language. The 
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second is Spliiirjjidhvaja in 191 of the same era who rendered the 

translation into 4,000 Indravajra verses. The work so rendered first 

into Sanskrit and then into verse is Yavanajataka or the Greek system 

of casting Horoscope, Dr. Kern in a note to the preface to his edition 

of the Brhatsamhita says that Utpala calls Sphurjidhvaja, Yavane^vara ; 

hut this is not tenable as our MS. uses the word ,srr^j ‘ formerly,’ i.e. 

Spliiirjjidhvaja rendered into verse what was formerly translated by 

Yavanepvara. 

Yavane£vara is mentioned in the Catalogus Catalogorum as the 

author of many works on Astrology and as being quoted by Bhattot- 

pala, Kecavarka and Vi^vanatha. 

This MS. requires a close examination. The time at my disposal 

being very short, I was satisfied with a rough notice. 

The most ancient MS. in the Library, as far as I examined it, 

appears to be Visnudharma No. 1002. It was written in 

The character is that of the Inscription No. 14 of 

Bhagvanlal Indraji’s Inscriptions from Nepal which is dated in letter 

numerals commencing with ^ and has been referred to 145 of the 

(Jrlharsa era. This MSS. may be referred to the same century. 

is 167, adding 606 to it we get 773 A.D. It is Visnudharma, as it ends 

with the 9loka— 

f? ffcT ^ I 
S \» V \ 

t s s* \ 

as in our No. 1670 noticed by Dr. Mitra L 2293. 

After the Colophon we have the following:— 

SJ 

In the same number there is another copy of Visnudharma in old 

Devanagari which has the following verse at the end :— 

jrre: ftre 

^cTcJ -TO^JnfHsr: «5I3TcT: ^ 

C\ ^ v 

In the year 210 of prlharsa era (?). 
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No. 1003. Bhojadeva-samgraha is a work on Astrology at the end 

of which occurs the following :— 

gasfMt' 

fafucrffe i f:% cr?n W5g<r 3^n- 

<ra(*ranfe ^feRrsr 1 

HTJrewrffa^i fern 

ITcH 1 

srerei far (?) f%fesfa 
fasT^ra t^firr sfto 11 

Written in the year 3241 A.D. 

No. 1113. Amarakoca has the following at the end :— 

jrsrrrere^ticfT faiifwq^JT: *nmr: i 

^•s ^rreTB *jfa \\ ^tJRTOfncf gfarcrxrrfa sftsrercr^ nts’iro 

fstfefrfu^ *rsrt w ^wsraTTwre + + ^5fi§fcr 

The copy of Amarakopa purchased bj> me from Nepal is much older. 

In the same bundle there is a MS. marked ^ W *T «f ^t. It ha3 

neither beginning nor end. I give the Colophon of the third chapter :— 

5UTRT! ^HTH: 1 W 884. ssjTfaK + + + + + + + + 

This is in the Maithili character. 

In the same bundle there is another MS. in the Maithili character 

entitled Yogaratna-samgraha. It ends— 

BfabTref i 

SifangfaT ^faftcT ■ETS^Tcj; 

f^tngcipicR^jq faBjSrW srfJj: || 

This is perhaps 1186 ; but it is doubtful what figure the word re¬ 
presents. 

At the end of this in a different hand has been written the follow¬ 
ing in N§wari:— 

'sfeqwfa srq-fsrcnfa^-JTir^&sr *tot wfttrw iiw 
nvfel * *=\e 5RTf^K gfa £. . 

* V 
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No. 1311. Khandanakhandakliadya in Bengali character. The 

Colophon runs thus :— 

53H1K: | W I fg^RTIT gfecf-sftrai^H 

fafecf | am 

^iksjii i 

fra 

fgra ^t: g?rr*t$^rin^j 

graRrarare frafra 

JjfJW i 

srat *IIR% '-IfT^fe^W I U<( rag ® (sic!) 
1 

In the bundle No. 92 there is another MS. in a Bengali hand enti- « 

tied Vai?navamrtasaroddhara taken from various Puranas of which the 

chief is Skandapurana. The MS. ends with Karttika Mahatmya. 

Copied in— 

«ra 8^,= rag® w? « i gftvtfra% rafsgfagtwgosplfra 

farmer fra *t i raft raKTrairra i 

Number 813 contains a copy of the Skandapurana which has 

neither beginning nor end. 

No. 461 is in Newari character. It contains a large number of 

works by the King Jagajjyoti Malla, namely a collection of songs in 

various languages, Gitapancacika, Kunjavihara-nataka, Mudita- 

kuvalaya9va-nataka. The whole MS. was transcribed in 748 of the 

Nepal era. The last verse of Gitapancacika runs thus :— 

TO%s^t% vul» viraftft 

=5^ g# ranre gfiraraii i 

fagg^m ra ftfranr sftrai^flnasr: 

rararagT^rararaft aftfenr^Tfrora n 

g gra ftra gfraaft gjjpftrair i 

raffts# raigig *rrat *f % ftra g % jjjit; n 

faraftg fr rarafcr fa^smffsrafT1 

5f f? fa^RlfcT Joff’■'STCR^srRJ Q 
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xTRT f^f^xTcTt \ 

^4fwrof SRcT: OTlftP tffoTT^ffaT || 

Vft ^WT^T^TfTO^-:^tecf^^3T^fl'forH^r^f^cTT ^PTOmPTr- 

^KTiTcTPRITTr^cn afi^WfSptfT WTTflT I 

One of tlie most important MSS. examined is the Laghukala- 

cakratika No. 85. The Colophon runs thus :— 

xfo ^l^cicfftrni n^^rr- 

^T3RTR: I *r*TTH*T €fa\ 

WPI3W I 

5R^Pf3TJlf ^lifter ^3?fjf 

ir^fTO towrwrti ^Fgicf i 
TT^c|^i!l cf5^ 

d \) 
TT^T sffarf<®BS|Tr ^TcT TT ^9fH: ^5^1 II 

5?fa9fgtfc%5r 

2*N»i ci*3<l=i: | 

pgj JJ^TK fo'pWferfacT lJJT?ft%JTJ ^JiTTcr 

SnjW’T "ffa: JW5g gaiHTIT: II 

% >j?nf Tanfc 

f^WHWlTO fa^cTT^ 9U^jftr?TcT 

^rn^tscn sftarwrairej st^T ! 

foPraf*Tfer?5r?t wsl^qrarrft n 

sjsfem cjsjijjijfn^ra 

ffcnsTfaen i 

5T«TI: *fWP 

Prsr n 

sfft^raTgfart^ ^^ft^re^-^cT^Tncrg^^^TviT i 

The MS. is in Bengali character. It was copied by two Bengalis 

Tathagatavara and Pundra under the orders of Buddlia^ri, fond of 

Buddha’s merits in Nepal. The date of composition is the year 1818 

of the era of Nirvana, that is, about 622 years before this time, if we 

take the initial date of that era from the Singhalese. But probably it is 
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much later. The author appears from his name to be a Bengali bhiksu. 

His name is given as Pundarika or Kamalavara which resembles in 

form the name of another Bengali bhiksu, namely, Tathagatavara given 

above. This proves that even by the end of the thirteenth century, or 

later, Buddhist works used to be composed in Bengal and the era of 

Nirvana was current in that country. This is perhaps the first MS., yet 

found, the composition of which is dated in the Nirvana era. There are 

numerous illustrations in this work representing Buddha as Upaya, as 

male, and Dharma, otherwise as female. The Kamakala is represent¬ 

ed as producing the Samgha represented by the Bodhisattvas. The 

MS. and the illustrations are in excellent preservation. 

I examined a few more MSS., but I could not for want of time take 

full notes. For instance, I examined a copy of Brhan-naradiya-purana, 

an incomplete copy of Strata ending at the 447th leaf, a few leaves 

of Ramayana and so on. 

I saw a delapidated copy of a work in one of the Southern characters, 

on the wooden cover of which is written in Newari, thing sa phut, that 

is, a dirty MS. 
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Notes o)i the language and literature of Orissa, Parts I. and II.—By Babu 
M. M. Chakravarti, Deputy Magistrate, Jajpur, District Cuttack. 

[Read December, 1897.] 

Part I. Language and Alphabet. 

The modern language of Orissa is generally believed to be a 

descendant of the Magadhi Prakj-t. The principal reasons on which 

this supposition rests, are the following:— 

Firstly, Sanskrit nouns ending with a ( ) in nominative singular 

ended with o (^t) in faurasenl and e ( ) or t ( ^ ) Magadhi. In Oriya 

such nouns end with a or a vowels which are derivable more easily from 

Magadhi e than from pauraseni o. Secondly, the past participle was in 

Qauraseni da or id a, and in Magadhi da or ida. The Oriya past participle 

Id (in *TTOTx¥ftTOT) *s apparently derived from the Magadhi da, d being 
easily interchangeable with l. Thirdly, pauraseni used a future ih or iss, 

while Magadhi in addition to Ih occasionally used such forms like devva 

(Skt. ddtavya) as future tenses. The Oriya future ih ( ) is 

clearly connected with the aforesaid Magadhi ah. Fourthly, Magadhi 

changes r to l andy to y. Dr. Hoernle has ingeniously shown that the 

Sanskrit r was a semi-cerebral while the modern vernacular r is a dental, 

and that Magadhi supplied the intermediate link by substituting a 

dental l which gradually changed to dental r of the current Indian ver¬ 

naculars. Similarly the Sanskrit j was a semi-consonant, which Maga¬ 

dhi changed into y, a semi-vowel still retained in modern vernaculars.1 

Historical reasons strengthen this derivation of the Oriya from 

the Magadhi. The Magadhi dialect prevailed over old Magadha which 

roughly corresponds to the modern province of Behar and the Benares 

Division of the N.-W. Provinces. Orissa is contiguous to this tract on 

the south, being separated only by the jungles of Clihutia Nagpore. 

Hence in the ordinary course of progress the dialect of the more civi¬ 

lised Magadha would spread downwards to the less civilised Odrade^a. 

1 See Dr. Hoernle’s Introd. Comp. Gramm, of the Gaudian languages 
p. XXVII et esq. 

J. i. 41 
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This supposition is partly borne out by the traditions of the people. 

The Aryanisation of Orissa is principally due to the higher castes, such 

as the Brahmins, the Karans and the upper rank of the Khandaits. 

Now the Sasani Brahmins trace their descent more or less from Kanauj. 

This descent receives some support from their generally fairer com¬ 

plexion and from the use of such upcountry surnames as Dobe, Mi^ra, 

Tripathi, Ac. Furthermore the Jajpur Brahmins repeat at the time 

of their marriage ceremony a stanza which declares that these Brahmins 

were brought down from Kanauj at the instance of the god Brahma.1 

Similarly harana is an old caste name mentioned in the Mann Samhita 

and its use by the writer-caste of Orissa indicates that they came from 

the upcountry. This is somewhat corroborated by the name karana being 

applied to a subclass of the writer-caste in the Bhagalpur and Hazari- 

bagh Districts.2 3 The Khandaits include several families who came from 

the North-West Provinces,8 though the bulk of course were aboriginal 

tribes who originally dwelt in the Garjats. The upper castes would 

thus appear to be more or less connected with the upcountry, and in 

their migration must have passed through Magadha and must have more 

or less adopted the Magadhi as their spoken dialect. 

In addition to original residence, the religious and political influ¬ 

ences helped the hold of the MagadhI. Buddhism and Jainism pre¬ 

vailed over Orissa for a long time and were often state religions of the 

land. The sacred writings of the Buddhism are mostly in Pali, and 

those of the Jainism in Ardha Magadhi, both of which are supposed 

to be varieties of the great Magadhi dialect.4 * * Kings of Magadha such 

as A9dka and the Palas, and the kings of Allahabad such as the Guptas 

and (Jiladitya often conquered Orissa. Through their officers and court 

followers the Magadhi and its varieties might have exercised considerable 

influence. So then philologically as well as historically the Oriya 

language might fairly be considered as an off-shoot of the Magadhi, 

and as a sister to the Bengali and the Eastern Hindi. 

As in the other modern Indo-Aryan Vernaculars the exact date 

of the beginnings of the Ofiya language is not known. But by the 

2 Hunter’s St. Acc., Bhagalpur, Vol. XIV, p. 64 ; Hunter’s St. Acc., Hazari- 

bagh, Yol. XVI, p. 76. 

3 Hunter’s St. Acc., District Balasore, Yol. XVIII, p. 273. 

[ 4 The Author apparently refers to the supposed Magadhi original of the Bud¬ 

dhist scriptures. Their later Pali form, of course, does not share any-particulars 

with Magadhi. Ed.] 
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lime of Hi non Thsang the language of Orissa appears to have deve¬ 

loped into a separate form of speech. While describing U-cha Hiuen 

Thsang remarks k.; . .. . c . j ■ ,. i . . 

“ The climate is hot; the people are uncivilised,tall of stature and 

of a yellowish black complexion. Their ivords and language (pronuncia¬ 

tion) differ from Central India. They love learning and apply themselves 

to it without intermission.” 

Similarly of the next country Kong-u-to he wrote:— 

“ With respect to their written characters they are the same as 

those of Mid-India, but their language and mode of promlnciation are 

quite different; . ; 

U-cha is generally identified with northern Orissa, and Kong-u-to 

with southern Orissa. Hiuen Thsang’s visit to Orissa may be 

approximately put at 640 A.D.1 2 By the seventli century A.D. therefore 

the language of Orissa had, grown different from that of the up- 

country both in pronunciation and vocabulary, atid its first origin must 

be put several centuries back. , j . t , 

The next authentic mention of the Ofiya was to be found in 

Krsna Pandit’s Prakrtacandrika. Krsna Pandit’s date is uncertain, but 

be cannot be later than 32th: century. He mentions Udra as one of 

the twenty-seven Apabhram^as prevailing over India.3 Neither Hiuen 

Thsang nor Kr$na Pandit quotes any Oriya words or sentences. The 

earliest mention of Oriya words alone is at present to be found in the 

copper-plate inscription of King Narasimha Deva II (1296 A.D.),3 

and of Oj-iya sentences in the copper-plate inscriptions of King 

Narasimha Deva TV, (1395 A.D.).4 These words and sentences are 

given in the grant portions of the inscriptions. They show the 

Oriya language fully developed, and little different from the modern 

language either in spelling or grammar. This fixity of the language 

five to six hundred- yearS back presupposes a tolerably high antiquity 

for its origin,,and thus corroborates the remarks of the observant and 

careful Hiuen Thsang. The common opinion that the modern verna¬ 

culars have been brought into existence by the 9th or 10th Century 

does not appear to be correct, at least with regard to the Oriya ; and 

the 5th or 6th Century would be nearer tlie truth. 
' - / i "I t 

1 See my article on E. India in the 7th Century, National Magazine, 1895. 

2 Baba N. N. Yksa’s article, on “ Nagaras and the Nagari alphabets,” Journ. 

As. Soc. Bengal, Yol. LXY, 1896, pt.I, p. 16. V t. 1 

8 Edited by Babu N. N. Yasn, above Yol. LXY, 1896, pp. 254-6 and1 vide Pro¬ 

ceedings, November, 1897. 

4 My article, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, Yol. LXIY, 1895, Pt.. I, No. 3, pp. 136, 
149-154.' 
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Language during its development is acted upon and more or less 

modified by other forces ; and Oriya, in spite of its isolation, is no excep¬ 

tion. Though based on the Magadhi, the Oriya has been more or less 

modified by— 

(1) Post-Vedic Sanskrit; 

(2) Aboriginal speeches; 

(3) Telugu ; 

(4) Urdu and Hindi; 

(5) English. 

(1) . The Post-Vedic Sanskrit had the largest influence on the 

Oriya. It influenced directly through its religious works, and indirectly 

through its numerous poems, dramas, &c. In all religious and social 

ceremonies the Brahmin is a sine qua non ; and the Brahmins, a Sanskrit 

speaking caste, constantly quoted and referred to the (gratis and Smptis. 

In this way a large number of social and religious words came to be 

borrowed from Sanskrit. Then again the reading classes and generally 

the upper classes studied Sanskrit Puranas, epic poems, dramas, 

grammar, &c.; or read Oriya works translated or adapted from them. 

In either way their vocabulary got enriched with innumerable Sanskrit 

words; and many tatsamas or derivations gradually came into current 

use. Sometimes the Sanskrit derivatives ran in opposition to the 

older Prakft derivatives ; and in the struggle for existence the older 

words were either driven out of the field, or had their meaning res¬ 

tricted to a special significance. As examples of the latter, I may 

Oriya. 

TTO or (part of a compound 

in word meaning 

and king) 

^CT^rr (king) 

•TOT (palace) 

•HIT (town) 

^fPTT (festivals in which fasts 

are kept). 

(fasting) 

(inscribe) 

(write) 

(leaf used as plate for 

food). 

*HfT (any leaf) 

(2) . The influence of the other languages is connected with the 

occupation of the soil. First of all come the aboriginal speeches. 

mention the following :— 

Sanskrit. Prakrfc. 

ti^tt TTC 

*tot 

f*rof»cr 

Vff* 
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The upper classes came in small batches and found the country more 

or less peopled by the aboriginal tribes. The earliest authentic histori¬ 

cal records of Orissa —the Edicts of Asoka on the Dhauli and Jaugada 

rocks—show that the western border was occupied by a group of 

aboriginal races. The edicts were inscribed about 260 B.C. In 

Ptolemy’s Geography (first century A.D.) and in the epic poems we find 

the Garjats occupied by Saureae or Savars. Many Savars are still 

to be seen in the western part of the Cuttack District and the North- 

Western portion of the Vizagapatam District. Though now scattered 

and in small groups, the Savars appear to have been made up in old 

days of powerful tribes peopling the hilly tracts from the Godavari 

up to the Vindhya hills. With the Savars there must have been other 

tribes such as Khands and Bhuyas. By contact with the aboriginal 

speeches the Aryan language would have been to some extent in¬ 

fluenced. The modification lay probably in the alteration of the tone, 

which is sharp among the savages, and in the addition of a few words 

denoting new trees or animals. The vocabulary of the aboriginal 

speeches being limited, its influence on the more advanced Oriya must 

have been however very limited. 

(3). Next to Sanskrit, the Telugu exercised the largest influence 

on the Oriya language. The reason is to be found in the political 

history of the people. The Kaliqga or Teliggana kings ruled long over 

Orissa. The edicts of the king Piyadasi declare that he conquered 

this kingdom from a Kaliqga monarch. The Udayagiri cave inscription 

(miscalled Aira inscription) shows that in the second century B.C. 

Kharavela, a Jain King of Kaligga, ruled over Orissa. The Eastern 

Calukya Kings now and then conquered Orissa. The Kesari Kings 

■were more or less rulers of Kaliqga which was also the case with their 

successors the Gaqgavan^as and the Suryavari^as. The last independ¬ 

ent Oriya King was specifically known as Telijjga Mukunda Deva. 

In fact from at least the eighth century A.D. to the Muhammadan 

conquest in 1568 A.D., Orissa was continuously subject to the Kings 

of Kaliqga or Teliqgana. Even after the Muhammadan rule the bulk 

of the Puri trade remained in the hands of the Telugus. Telugu 

boatmen and fishermen (nuliyas) are still to be found as far north 

as the Devi river in Cuttack District. Telugu had another advantage. 

It was early cultivated, and in it were composed numerous songs and 

poems, some of which are considered to be the sweetest in the world 

of the Indian vernaculars.1 

1 Nannaya Bhatta who composed a Telngu Grammar and translated the Maha- 

bharata into Telngu is not later than the tenth century. See Sewell’s sketch of 

S. Indian dynasties, p. 18, note 1, 
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This predominance for centuries in the political and the trading 

life combined with the earlier and more refined development of Telugu 

considerably modified Oriya in spite of the wide gulf between a Dravi- 

dian and an Aryan dialect. The greatest change lay in the pronun¬ 

ciation. In Telugu every word must end in a vowel; and if it has not 

a vowel ending of its own, u is to be suffixed to the last consonant.2 

Similarly in Oriya almost every word ends in a vowel or at least in a 

(^) thus differing from E. Hindi and Bengali.3 In Oriya the Sanskrit 

is pronounced as ru and not ri as in E. Hindi and Bengali. Presum¬ 

ably this selection of u for i is due to the domination of Telugu which 

is very fond of this vowel. Next Oriya is more cerebralised than 

Bengali and E. Hindi the other two daughters of Magadhi; and this 

greater cerebralisation is to be ascribed to Telugu which along with 

the other Dravidian tongues is full of cerebral sounds.4 In Oriya the 

number of words beginning with a cerebral is comparatively larger 

than in the other two; next the nasal n is uttered with the tongue 

more thrown back and curved; and lastly a cerebral l, as distinct from 

the dental l,. is added to the alphabet. Furthermore the sound h is 

less used in Oriya colloquially rTITPC being reduced to ffT^CT, to W* 

YU? to &c. In this avoidance of the aspirate Telugu might have 

some hand as Telugu is not fond of h.b 

, Further changes on account of Telugu are to .be found first in the 

vocabulary and next in the written characters. The vocabulary received 

several additions, and I think some of these are .^l*T, f%*TT, JTIcT, fl^T, 

In music most of the ragas and raginis were bor¬ 

rowed from Telugu and the Oriya music was up to a late date chiefly 

based on this Dakhini music. The roundness of the written characters 

is partly due to the influence of Telugu; and even now the more south 

one goes, the rounder becomes the letters, and the resemblance to Telugu 

characters closer. . ; 

f (4). The Telugu. rule was followed by the Mahomedan (Pathan 

and Mughal) rule. The latter lasted from 1568 A.D. to 1751 A.D. or 

for nearly two centuries. With the Pathans and Mughals came Urdu 

and Hindi. The influence of Urdu was small. During their rule, the 

whole of the Gurjat States and the greater part of the Puri District 

were practically beyond control, and the Urdu speaking races did not 
r , ' , • - 

t . .. . i j '• - • - 

f • 1 Caldwell’s Grammar of the Dravidian languages, p. 17. 

[2 If, as stated above, the short a in the end of Oriya words is a remnant of the 

Magadhi nominative e, it seems impossible to connect it with this mode of Telugu 

pronunciation.—Ed.]] , ( , 

3 See Caldwell’s Comp. Gram., p. 32. 

4 Do. Do. p. 31. 
* • 
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settle in large numbers. Their influence lay chiefly in the few towns, 

where they introduced a good many Urdu words, and where they 

affected even the tone. In the mofussil they influenced chiefly through 

their various land settlements beginning with flodai Malls. From 

Urdu was gradually borrowed a number of words relating to courts and 

land tenures such as &c. In 

several cases the new words superseded the old forms, e.cj. 

for 5 

for iRT. 

TOOT . for fafa, 

for fa€ts;. 

‘All Yard! Khan, the Mahomedan ruler of Bengal and Orissa, 

failed to cope with the yearly invasions of the Maratha’s. He then 

bought off peace by Ceding them Orissa up to the river Suvarnarekha 

in the north. The Marathas ruled for half a century and treated the 

country more as invaders than real rulers. The Maratha language 

had hardly any influence on the Oriya. A few words were added 

among which might be such words as 3TUET, (?) and the more 

extended use of the word in the place of the old form XTR«R. 

(5). In 1803 A.D. the British conquest of Orissa took place. 

Since then the English language is being used by a gradually increasing 

number of the reading classes. On account of the wide difference 

between the English and the Oriya, it has not yet been able to modify 

grammatical forms. Its influence now lies chiefly in the addition of 

nfew ideas and new words. The study of English literature has opened 

the full vista of European civilisation to the native eye, and thus a 

world of ideas has come in for which no words previously existed. To 

express these ideas in writing, either Sanskrit words are being borrowed 

or coined, or the English words themselves are being adopted, with 

more or less variations such as (collector), (school), 

(stamp), (police), (receipt), (company), 

(English). Furthermore among the English-knowing classes 

the custom has grown up of using English words verbatim in the 

midst of Oriya sentences. This custom chiefly prevails in the spoken 

language, and is evidently due to want of Oriya words for the new 

ideas to be expressed. During the Musulman period, Urdu or Hindi 

words similarly got mixed in the current speeches. 

The above sketch of the past history of the Oriya tongue may 

be concluded with a brief survey of its present position. It is notice¬ 

able that at present Oriya is practically homogeneous and displays no 

great dialectical varieties. From the river Salandi on the north 

(Bhadrak) to the Chilka lake on the south (Puri) practically the same 
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speech is prevalent. Throughout the whole Mughalbandi the Oriya of 

one place is easily understood by another. This homogeneity is probably 

due to the uniformity of political rules and of customs. Under what¬ 

ever sway Orissa came, it came generally entire ; and the Telugus, the 

Mughals. the Marathas and the English took possession of whole 

Orissa at the same time, instead of conquering it piecemeal. The 

Mughal band! people felt no disruption, and thus an uniformity of 

customs as well as of speech resulted. The tendency to homogeneity 

was further strengthened by the isolation of Orissa. Shut in between 

a boisterous sea and a harbourless coast on the east, and hills and 

almost pathless jungles on the west, little outside trade entered and 

little intermixture of foreign tongues. Consequently the language in 

the deltaic portion remained nearly unchanged. 

This homogeneity is observable, however, only in the Mughalbandi 

tract, i.e., the regulation districts of Cuttack, Puri and Balasore (southern 

half). Beyond this area the Oriya is undergoing changes to a smaller 

Or greater extent according to geographical position. The changes are 

primarily due to the influence of the three great vernaculars by which 

Orissa is surrounded. In the north-east and north is the Bengali; in 

the north-west and west is the Hindi ; in the south-west and south is 

the Telugu. The changes are perceptible even in the adjoining main 

tracts ; and are most clearly marked in the parts of the Oriya speaking 

area included in each province, e.g., in Bengal, the southern parts of 

the Miduapore District, and the eastern and southern parts of the 

Singbhum District1; in the Central Provinces, the Sambalpur Dis¬ 

trict and the adjoining tributary states of Sonepur, Patna, &c. ; in 

Madras Presidency—the entire north of the Ganjam District down to 

Iclihapore including the hilly zemindaris of the three Khemdis and the 

hilly zemindari of Jeypore in the Vizagapatam District. In these areas 

the current Oriya has been much changed especially in the tone and the 

pronunciation ; and a Kataki Oriya would not often understand the talk 

of a Dantani Oriya (Miduapore), a Sonepuri Oriya (C. Provinces) ora 

Berhampuri Oriya (Ganjam.) 

These dialects of the Oriya Language have not yet been studied, and 

afford a good field for philological researches. From my scanty materials 

I find that the Bengali has been influencing not only in Bengal Proper 

1 “ Singbhum is the most polyglot district in the Lower Provinces, the Ho 

dialect of Mundari being the parent tongue of 2,23,031 persons, Uriya of 1,14,402, 

Bengali of 1,06,686, Sonthali of 59,212, Hindi of 25,867 and Korwa of 15,533 

persons.” O’Donnel’s report on the Bengal Census of 1891, p. 236. It would be 

interesting to watch the further struggle between the various vernaculars in this 

district. « 
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(Midnapore and Singbhum), bnfcalsoin Maurbhunj (a Tributary State of 

Orissa), and in the north of the Balasore District. Since the Musulman 

Conquest a brisk trade and a frequent intercourse had been going on 

between Bengal and Balasore; and many Bengalis settled or came to 

reside in the District. Under the English rule this intercourse has grown 

more intimate and the greater facility of communication continues to 

attract a number of Balasore people to Midnapore and to Calcutta. 

Furthermore the literary activity of the Bengali race and the gradually 

increasing number of good Bengali books are doing their effects on a less 

literary race. In consequence so far down as Bhadrak the influence of 

the Bengali is traceable. 

The change has been first in the pronunciation, the tone being 

distinctly Bengali, and the accent thrown on the first syllable instead of 

the other syllables as in Oriya proper. This Bengali intonation is very 

clearly felt in the Thanas of Dantan, and Jellasore and further upwards. 

The next change is in the vocabulary, many Bengali words being used 

in preference to the corresponding Oriya words. In the southern parts 

of Midnapore District the sentence often looks like Bengali until one 

comes to the verb. Even the grammatical forms are being affected 

such as— 

(a) the accent shortened, hence :— 

(1) ^ for ^R, for JRR, for 

^T^R, for <5faR ; 

(2) f(?r for ; 

(3) for JTS for JfR, for 

*RT for sfRr. 
4 7 Vi 

(b) verbs:— 

(1) for Sfrit for , 

for ; 

(2) for ^T, for tor for Sfa; 

(3) for for 
\j vj 

for ¥fp3fa; 

(4) for 
> 

(c) . Interrogatives, %% for tom or to&TR, 1 for 

1 to is the older word and is used by the old Oriya poets, e.g., in the Bhagavata 

of Jagannatha Dasa 10th Skandha, 6th Adhvaya, 97th qloka ; 10th sk., 14th Adh. 

89th 9I. In the current Oriya it has been displaced by Its retention in Bala¬ 

sore is probably due to the influence of the Bengali 

J. I. 42 
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Not only the speech but the written letters have also changed. A 

Dantani letter in free hand looks on its face like Bengali, the 

roundness of the Oriya letters giving way to triangles and straight lines. 

Like Bengali on the north, Telugu on the south has affected tlie 

Oriya. Being alien in nature, and being separated by a different 

administration, the Telugu has not influenced the Oriya of the adjoin¬ 

ing main tract so much as the Bengali. In the main tract one feels 

its influence first along the borders of the Chilka lake. Its force is 

however best seen in the Ganjam District, which became a part of the 

Madras Presidency from 1759 A. D. when the Northern Sirkars came 

under British rule. Since then the court language has been Telugu, 

and most of the Government posts are monopolised by the Telugus. 

The bulk of the trade is also in the hands of the Telugus. No wonder 

therefore that the spoken Oriya is more or less different. 

The first noticeable change is in the pronunciation. The tone is 

flowing and tripping without much stoppages. At first sight one would 

think that the words have no accent, but though there is such, it is 

light, and is not often on the first syllable. The conjunct consonauts are 

more or less softened or disjointed ; the palatals ^ and W softened with 

a touch of the dental (as in the Eastern Bengal) ; aud the cerebrals 

are more freely used. Poliowing Telugu, the letter u is often added at 

the end of proper or common nouns, such as TWTIPi 

(names of places) ^fTC^, (Saheb), (road). 

The next change is in addition to the vocabulary either by bor¬ 

rowing from Telugu entire words, or by changing the old signification. 

The entire words borrowed are, e.g., (obtained a certificate of 

leave), (Judgment), (oral evidence), (relinquishment): 

^5^1 (consent), ^T¥^!T (to stick with obstinacy), (to escape 

or get rid of), (bathing ghat or seashore), qfTT^rT and (illness), 

(diameter), and (export and import), (boat), 

^TTW (guava fruit), (a beam), (upstaired house), ^3^ (neces¬ 

sity), (cultivation), (irfk), (census). In the following 

the Sanskrit meaning has been restricted in imitation of Telugu usuage, 

(condolence), (haste), (doubt), (sorrow, anxiety) 

(favor), qrc (week),1. 

Telugu hns influenced the grammar also, but not to a large extent 

on account of its alien nature. The chief change that I noticed w?as 

that the past participle genitive was largely used for present tense, 

e.g., ^r^riT, tfaraPC, for Jlf%. The written 

characters have also been affected, the letters in Acchu (^^) or 

1 For most of these words I am indebted to Babu Bipra Charn Chatterjea, the 

leading pleader of the Berhampur bar. 
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Sadhubhasa writing of Gan jam being rounder and distiucter than 

in the main tract. 
While in the border tracts Oriya is being thus powerfully acted 

upon by the three great vernaculars, within its main area (viz., the 

regulation districts and the Garjats) the Oriya has similarly influenced 

the other languages spoken by foreign residents, such as the aboriginal 

speeches, the Hindi, the Bengali and the Telugu. 

In the Tributary States of Orissa the numerous dialects spoken 

by the various aboriginal tribes are being gradually supplanted by the 

Oriya. The chief intercourse of these tribes is with the Oriyas who 

are the ruling race, and who carry on the bulk of the trade and of 

the manufactures. Consequently Oriya is .becoming the prevalent 

speech; and the aboriginal tribes, no sooner they settle permanently, 

adopt the Oriya speech mixing a few of their old words. Already in 

Keunjhar Athigurh, Kataki Athigurh, and round about the chief towns 

of Garjats, the speech in use is little different from the ordinary 

Oriya, only the pronouneiation is sharper. In the jungles, the Khands, 

the Bhumijas, the Juaqgs, Ac., though they still retain their vocabu¬ 

lary, are borrowing freely from the Opya ; and as their own vocabu¬ 

lary is limited, their speeches in course of time will become chiefly 

Oriya. If the present system continues, the Oriya is destined to be 

the prevalent speech of the Tributary States. 

During the Musulman, the Maratha, and the British rules, a few 

Muhammadans, Rajputs (upcountrymen), and Bengalis settled in Orissa. 

Their speeches have been more or less changed by the surrounding 

Oriya tongue. The Rajputs have lost practically all knowledge of the 

Hindi, and generally speak in Oyiya. The Muhammadans still speak 

the Urdu; but the tone is Oriyaised, and numerous grammatical 

forms have been dropped.1 Similarly the speech of the Bengali settlers 

has altered. From the frequent use of hare, an imitation of the Oriya 

participle hari, their speech is vulgarly kuown as herd. They interloaded 

the Bengali sentence with Oriya verbs and Urdu words, e. g., one 

gentleman speaking of a dinner, remarked 

^§1^ (the ladies cooked so well, that on taking the food our 

hearts were delighted). Nowadays that intercourse with Bengal and the 

Bengalis is increasing, and the settlers are more and more reading 

the Bengali works, the males are more or less shaking off the patois. 

1 Through the influence of the Mahomedans, the speech of the Cuttack Bazar 

people has been altered. They speak in an affected tone changing to 

and if to ^ e.g., ^ ^ ^ Here the initial five qjj s arj 

changes of 
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But for the women and the children it will take a long time to shake 

off the influence of the surrounding Oj-iya speech. The few Telugu 

settlers are more and more forgetting their mother tongne and in 

ordinary outside talks are using the Oriya. Those who have settled 

for more than one generation have generally forgotten Telugu. 

I conclude this part of my article with a few remarks on the 

Oriya written characters and on the Oriya pothis or written hooks. 

Like most of the other Indian vernaculars, the Oriya has got its own 

characters. These characters are prominent for their invariable round¬ 

ness. Triangles and straight lines have been religiously avoided. The 

main reason for this roundness is to be found in the nature of materials 

on which the Oriya had to be written. 1 2 * The Oriya pctlizs (books) are 

of palm leaves written with an iron stylus. The palm leaves have 

longitudinous fibres. Straight lines (or triangles) would horizontally 

cut through the leaf fibres, and vertically would require a much larger 

physical power. Hence a curved or circular form is the easiest to write 

on a palm leaf with the sharp point of the stylus. This necessary habit 

of roundness was further strengthened by the Telugu whose letters are 

similarly circular. This is borne out by the Ganjam writings which 

are rounder than those in Cuttack or Balasore. 

The earliest specimen of modern Oriya writing is an inscription of 

the King Kapil§9vara Deva on the Jayavijaya gateway of the Jagan- 

nath temple, Puri. Its date has been calculated by me as 9th December 

1436 A.D., or more than 460 years old. 8 The letters of this valuable 

inscription do not differ from the present types except in and and 

even with respect to them the difference is mostly in the terminal loops. 

By the fifteenth century the present characters may therefore be con¬ 

sidered fully developed. How much earlier they differentiated there 

are no data to ascertain. My belief is that the letters were evolved out 

of the so-called Kutila characters at different times, and that the 

whole set had differentiated almost entirely by the 14th century A.D. 

The pothis are composed of the leaves of the palm trees (Borassus 

Flabellus), which serve manifold purposes; when tied together as a 

broom, when spread out as a fan, when put between bamboos as a tattiy 

when fixed with a handle as an umbrella, and when evenly cut and 

seasoned as tdlpatra or the depository in writing of local knowledge. 

All leaves are not fit for being written. The leaves must be neither 

too old, nor too yOung, neither too much torn up nor too much curved. 

1 Beames’ Comp. Gramm, of the Mod. Aryan Language of India, Introduction, 

vol. I, pp. 65-6. 

2 See my article on the Oriya inscriptions of the 15th and 16th centuries, 

Jonrn. As. Soc. Beng., vol. lxii., Pt. I, No. 1, 1893, pp. 88-104. 
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Those which are three or four months’ old, just when the leaves are 

spreading, are preferred. They are intact, greenish-looking, longer and 

broader. According to length and breadth they are sorted, the longest 

and the broadest of the inner leaves being considered the best. 

The leaves are next given what is termed the (ball-Jcasa). 

In sand they are kept buried for a day with some water over the sand. 

This seasons the leaves ; and for ordinary purposes or for the zemindar’s 

accounts such leaves suffice. But for pothis which are intended to be 

more permanently kept, a further seasoning is necessary. This goes 

by the name of (haldi-Jcasa). The better sorts of leaves are 

sorted and then put into a solution of turmeric and sour boiled-rice 

water (dmdni). They are kept immersed for about half an hour, and 

on being taken out are found to have acquired a darker color and to 

have become more elastic. They are next dried either by exposure in the 

sun or to a current of air. When fully dried the leaves are fit for writing. 

For books a number of these leaves are taken and are bored in the 

middle by a pointed instrument named phurani and through the 

holes so made a string is passed. The thread further passes through 

a wooden cover at each end. The wooden covers serve as a guard to 

the leaves, and are often carved. The string is sufficiently long (2 to 5 

ft.) to be wound round the book over and over. The edges of the 

leaves are then cut even by some cutting instrument and next rubbed 

smooth with a stone. The book is then fit for a pbtlii, and is known as 

sanci. 

Next comes the writing instrument which is an iron stylus locally 

known as (lekhani). The stylus is usually plain, but is often 

ornamented. In Orissa three varieties of stylus are used, according 

to the shape of the upper end, viz. (1) either sharp-pointed, (2) or 

knife-shaped, (3) or ear-shaped. The lower-end of the is stylus sharp 

as the end of a needle, and is used to cut letters on the palm leaves. 

The sharp portion of the upper end is employed in cutting the 

palm leaves. A stylus costs from three annas to a rupee. 

The pothis are written either by the owner himself, or if able to pay, 

by some hired worker. Round about Puri the charge is about eight 

to twelve annas for a thousand 9lokas. In Jajpur the charge is an anna 

for an adhyaya or canto. The charge is very moderate. Extra charges 

are paid for good and neat hand-writing, or in the case of Sanskrit 

works for correct copies. The rule for good hand-writing is contained 
in the following sloka :— 

Wrfa f<rcvTTf*T ^ I 
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The letters written with the stylus are themselves legible ; but to 

make them more legible ink is used. The ink is passed over the writing 

and filling the interstices of letters makes them clearer. The ink is 

made in several ways. It may be prepared by mashing in water the 

leaves of the aquatic plant (kesadura), and mixing with it the soot 

of the rice-boiling earthen pot (bhat-handi), or it may be prepared 

by crumbling in hand the kesadura leaves or the leaves of the creeper 

(batara), half burning them in burnt straw, and then passing 

them over the writing to be inked. The ink is fairly permanent. 

The palm leaves are fragile and do not last long. In addition no 

special care is taken to preserve them. As they are mainly damaged, 

in the rains, the only precaution taken is to expose them to the sun 

in the month of Bhadra when the sun shines very hot. Against white 

ants so common in Orissa the only precaution taken is to keep them on 

raised bamboo platforms a man high, or on shelved platforms, when- 

the number is large. The use of camphor, &c., is unknown, and a 

white insect with two standing hairs on the head commits much depre¬ 

dation. Time also plays great havoc, the old palm leaves crumbling 

to pieces. Hence after 30 or 40 years the pothis have to be recopied. 

I have not seen very old palm leaf pothis. The oldest pothi which I 

have come across is a copy of the 4tli skandha of the Oriya Bhagavata 

of Jagannatha Dasa. It is dated 1143 Oriya Sana, 13th aijka of the 

King Ramacandra Deva and is therefore 161 years old. It owes its 

preservation to its being kept on a seat (gddi) for daily worship by the 

family of the late Babu Bicchanda Patnaik of Kalyanpur, Thana 

Jajpur.1 

The pothis are brought out and worshipped at the time of the 

Sripancami festival (January, February), and often also at the time 

of the Dasahara (September, October). The stylus, the native reed 

pens and the ink pots are then worshipped with the pothis. 
• > « » 

1 Since writing this article I have discovered in the same house another pothi 

still older. The text is Sanskrit but written in Oriya. The last line runs thus:— 

l ^ SRI I I Tfa 

W3 <Ct *rSTTHrITW *1% I V I MS. Folio 124. The 

date of writing is 1103 Sana or 1696-97 A. D. j the MS., therefore, is now 201 years 
old. 
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Part II. Sanskrit Literature of Orissa. 

Little is known outside Orissa of the old writings of the Oriyas; 

and even in Orissa their knowledge is of the vaguest nature. Only 

two English writers have dealt with the Oriya writers, viz., Mr. Beames1 

and Sir W. Hunter.2 Mr. Beames’ notices are slight extending over a 

page and half only, more than one-third of which is taken up with an 

extract from the Oriya poet Dlnakrsna Dasa and its English translation. 

Sir W. Hunter’s list is fuller and gives a fairly complete list of all 

kinds of Oriya and Sanskrit works. But the other informations are 

meagre; the dates generally wrong; the authorities are not quoted, 

and the reasons not given ; while the arrangement, being alphabetical 

according to the names of the authors, fails to give an idea of the 

historical development of the literature. This lamentable ignorance 

is certainly due to want of reliable data. In this article I intend to 

furnish the readers with some such data tested and compiled to the 

best of my ability from the original MSS. I only regret that the 

pressure of official work leaves me little time to give the necessary 

finishing touches. 

An examination of the Orissa literature shows that compositions in 

Sanskrit preceded those in the vernacular. Even these Sanskrit works 

so far as available are late products. Excepting a few inscriptions on 

stones and copper-plates, I am not aware of any Sanskrit compositions 

which can be reliably considered older than the Graqgavari^a rule 

(1135-1434 A.D.). The older inscriptions show that Sanskrit was 

studied fairly well, but the poems and treatises then composed appear 

to have been lost. This limit in time, it is desirable to bear in 

mind. , 

During the Graijgavamfa rule and downwards numerous Sanskrit 

works were composed, almost all of which can be broadly divided into 

two great classes 

A. Pauranic. 

B. Srnrtic. 

A. The works of both these classes were more or less products of 

necessity. Various towns of Orissa came to be regarded as Tirthas and 

thus centres of extensive pilgrimages. These towns were dotted with 

temples, tanks and sacred places, of whom the pilgrims wanted to 

know the mythological history. They became crowded with Brahmins 

and Sevakas, whose hereditary business came-to be to give explanations 

l Mr. Beames’ Comp. Gram. Indo-Aryan Languages, Yol. I, pp. 88-9. 

8 Sir W. Hunter’s History of Orissa, Yol. II, Ft. IX, pp. 199-210. 
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of all the holy places. To supply these wants both of the pilgrims 

and of the Sevakas, various local Mahatmyas were composed in Sanskrit. 

The best known among them are— 

(a) The Viraja-Mahatmya which deals with the sacred sites of 

Jajpur. 

(b) Ekamra-Purana, Ekamra-Candrika and Svarnadri-Mahodadhi 

which describe Bhuvane9var. 

(c) Purusottama-Mahatmya and Niladri-Mahatmya about the Puru- 

sottama-Ksetra. 

(d) Arka-Mahatmya about Konarka. 

(e) Kapila-Samhita, describing briefly the best known sacred sites 

in Orissa. 

The precise dates of these works cannot be ascertained. They 

themselves are silent about the times of their compositions. On the 

other hand they profess to be parts of Puranas, and to have been 

delivered by gods and Rsis in the olden time. For example, the 

Purus5ttama-Mahatmya professes to be a supplement of the Skanda- 

Purana, the Ekamra-Purana and the Ekamra-Candrika to be supple¬ 

ments of Qiva-Purana, the Viraja-Mahatmya of the Brahmanda-Purana 

and the Arka-Mahatmya of the Samba-Purana. The Puranas of 

which these works are declared to be the supplement, are all later ones, 

and have been supposed to belong to the period from the seventh to ninth 

century A.D.L The Mahatmyas must therefore be still later and cannot 

in any manner be older than the tenth century. By another line of argu¬ 

ment their time will be found to be still later. The Mahatmyas must 

be obviously later than the temples mentioned therein, and in the case 

of some temples the dates of their construction can be approximately 

arrived at. For instance the Purnsottama Mahatmya is mainly concern¬ 

ed with the temple of Jagannatha at Pari. This great temple, as I have 

already proved1 2 was built under the orders of Codagagga, the founder 

of the Grai)gavam9a dynasty. Its date thus comes to about 1140 A.D. 

One hundred years may be fairly taken as the period during which 

the human origin of the temple was forgotten, and a divine origin with 

1 These Puranas do not fulfil the five lalcsanas required by the Amarak59a and 

must therefore be later than the sixth century A.D. 

[The supposition that the Author of the Amarak59<a lived in the 6th Century 

A.D., rests merely on the well-known tradition of the nine Jewels at the conrt of 

Vikramaditya. On the date of the AmarakStja see now : Zachariae, Die Indishen 

Worterbucher (ko<ja) in Bidders Encyclopaedia of Indo-Aryan Research, I, 3. B. 

page 18, Ed.] 

2 Journal Asiatic Society of Bengal, Yol. LXIV., Pt. I, No. 2, pp. 130-1, 

135. 
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extravagant sanctity was attacked to the temple as described in the work. 

The middle of the thirteenth century is thus arrived at as the anterior 

limit of the work. Its posterior limit is settled by the fact that the 

Mahatmya is referred to with veneration by Raghunandana 1 of the six¬ 

teenth century and by Narasimha Acarya8 of the fifteenth century. 

Probably the close of the thirteenth century is nearer the truth as re¬ 

gards the date of this work. 

Similarly Ekamra-Purana and Ekamra-Candrika refer to the temples 

of Ananta-Vasudeva and Meght^vara. Ananta-Vasudeva was built 

in the eleventh century A.D., its inscription having been composed 

by Vacaspati-Mi^ra.3 Meghe9vara was built still later about the end of 

twelfth century (circa 1200 A.D.) 4 The period of one hundred years 

being allowed to account for the sanctity of the temples, the anterior times 

of these guide-books must be later than the close of the thirteenth 

century. The Arka-Mahatmya must similarly be later than the sun- 

temple of Konarka it deals with. This great temple was built under 

orders of Narasimha Deva I. probably in the 3rd quarter of the thir¬ 

teenth century.5 Hence the Arka-Mahatmya cannot be placed earlier 

than fourteenth century. Lastly the existing Viraja-Mahatmya is 

not very old. In the beginning it refers to the temple of Jagannatha,6 

and in one passage the pilgrims are advised to pay their respects at the 

shrine of Gaijge9vara. From the name and description, I take this to 

be a Liqga established by Gaqg^vara which was another name of 

Codagaijga. On the whole I would not put the present Viraja-Mahatmya 

earlier than thirteenth century. 

Raghunandana’s Astaviri^a 

tattvani, pp. 67-8. I quote here and elsewhere from Beni- 

madhab De & Co.’s Bengali Edition, which in spite of numerous errors, is the only 

edition known to me giving a complete text of this encyclopaedic work. 

8 Acarapradlpa MS., Fol. 7. 

8 “ " L- 33 of 

Inscription; Dr. R. L. Mittra’s Ant. Orissa, Vol. II, pp. 84-5. 

4 See Babu N. N. Yasu’s article, Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. LXYI,, Ft. I, No. I 
1897, p. 14 et seq. 

6 Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. LXV, pp. 232-3. 

6 My MS. copy, 1st Adhyaya, p. 6. 

■itot sfcr ^icrt nxwtvr- 11 

fawr i 

J. i. 43 * 
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These five appear to he the oldest. The others are more or less 

compilations from these five. This is particularly the case with Kapila 

Samhita. So then, looking to the text, none of the existing guidebooks 

can be taken earlier than the thirteenth century A.D. 

These works profess to be divine revelations and thus give no clue 

to their human authors. From the subject matter I conclude that they 

were probably composed by the Sasani Brahmins or Sebaits of the 

temples. As literary compositions they show no special merits. The 

legendary origin of each temple, tank, tree, &c., is narrated, and the 

innumerable benefits which will accrue by visiting them and by offering 

gifts therein are dwelt upon with tedious repetitions. The language is 

easy ; the versification bald and unornamented ; the narration prolix and 

wearisome ; while the poetry is dull and nowhere rises above ordinary 

level. Prose would have served as well the purposes of these Mahat- 

myas, but for the fact that the priests and the guide Pandas needed 

accounts which can be recited from memory. Extracts from most of 

these guidebooks can be seen in extenso in Dr. R. L. Mitra’s Antiquities 

of Orissa, Yol. II. 

B. Besides the worship of gods and the conducting of pilgrims, 

the Brahmins undertook other functions. They had to conduct the 

daily or periodical religious or socio-religious ceremonies, and they had 

to give vyavasthds or advices on social or religious questions. For 

these purposes in towns or Head-Quarters of Chiefs, Court Pandits 

were employed, while in the mofussil the Sasani Brahmins were con¬ 

sulted. To discharge these functions with credit, the old Smrtis or 

lawbooks of Manu, Yajnavalkya and others were carefully studied, 

aud later on local treatises were compiled. Of these treatises the earlier 

ones appear to be lost, the earliest of those now existing not being older 

than 14th century A.D. 

Probably these later works have survived not simply because 

they came late, but for another reason. From the 14th century down¬ 

wards I notice a revival of Sanskrit learning in Orissa. This revival is 

probably due to the rise of Vidyanagara in the south and the close con¬ 

nexion of Orissa with that kingdom. In the beginning of the 14th century 

Vidyanagara had come to be the centre of all kinds of Sankrit studies ; 

and Madhavacarya1 and Sayanacarya at the head of numerous Pandits 

were exceedingly active in editing and commenting on the Yedic and 

Sanskrit classics. This literary activity of the Vidyanagara scholars 

must have stirred considerably the Pandits of Orissa, particularly as 

in the reigns of the Suryavari^a Kings (1434-1540 A.D. P) Orissa came 

l According to Burnell, Madhavacarya composed his numerous works between 

1331 and 1386 A. D. 1. c. Weber’s Hist. Ind, Lit. p. 41 note. * 
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into direct contact with Vidyanagara. In this way several Srnrti works 

were compiled and a band of scholars grew up whom Raghunanda 

specifically mentions as Odra-degiyah.1 * 3 

The Oriya treatises on Srnrti may be divided into two classes :— 

(a) Paddhatis or Manuals ; 

(b) Commentaries. 

(a) Among the Paddhatis the best known are :— 

(1) Vidyakara-Paddhati; 

(2) f uddhi-Candrika.; 

(3) fambhukara-Paddhati; 

(4) Karmaijga-Paddhati. 

1. Vidyakara’s Paddhati I have not yet come across. Bat it has 

been largely quoted or referred to in Ragliunandana’s work.* From the 

extracts therein given, the date of his work can be approximately arrived 

at. The anterior limit is fixed by Madhavacarya’s time, the revived Oriya 

scholarship dating after him. Vidyakara cannot therefore be earlier 

than the second half of the 14th century. The posterior limit is fixed 

by his lines being quoted in the Acarapradipa, s and in the Madaua- 

parijata,4 * both of which are mentioned by Raghunandana. These 

works belong to the 15th century.6 Madana-parijata is not an Oriya 

work. Hence Vidyakara must be much older, as the fame of any 

1 WUPC ^ ” Raghu- 

nandan’s Astavirinja-tattvani, p. 576. 

* P- 72 and same again P- 325; 

p. 79; p. 163, 169, 170; Do. p. 179 and same again in 

p. 554; p. 185, and same again in p. 557; 

p. 326, 365 ; P- 373 and same again in p. 486; 

p. 386; p. 461; P- 539, 551J P- 665- 

3 Achnarapradipa MS. Folios 77, 82 ; Fol. 120. 

4 “ xfa " h c- Kashu* 

nandana P* 170. 

6 For the date of Acarapradipa, see infra p. 338 Madana-parijata being quot¬ 

ed by Raghunandana must be earlier than the sixteenth century ; and as it quotes 

from Madhavacarya it must be later than the fourteenth century. Presumably 

therefore it belongs to the intermediate, i.e., fifteenth century. For reference to 

Madhavacarya cf. “ *' c- Ka&hu' 

nandana qiQ p. 347. For Raghunandana’s time see infra 

p. 339. 
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work in those days travelled slowly outside its province. I am disposed 

to putVidyakara to the first quarter of the 15th century or a little 

earlier. 

In the absence of the full texts it is unsafe to pass auy remarks. 

Vidyakara was a Vajapeyi Brahmin, i.e.t one who had performed the 

expensive vajapeya-yajna. He seems to have been well read in the 

Smrtis. 

2. The second work f uddhi-Candrika is better known and has 

been printed. It is a small work and has been placed among the Pad- 

dhatis chiefly on account of its time and absence of a critical spirit. 

Its author who calls himself Kalidasa, was a Cayani Pandit and thus 

speaks of his work in the very first line :— 

Translation :—The moon among the learned by name fri-Kalidasa 

who is the depositary of nectars in the f astras of Manu and others, 

spread out (i.e., composed) the fuddhi-Candrika, for removing the dark¬ 

ness in men’s eyes in matters of agauca (or death and birth impurities), 

thus swelling (with gladness) the sea of the learned. (The author com¬ 

pares himself with the moon which is the depositary of nectars, which 

removes darkness, and which swells the sea with tides). 

The work ends thus :— 

The title Cayani Pandit is curious; Cayani meaning at Puri, the 
best, the most learned. 

The puddhi-Candrika is pretty old. Its author is referred to in 

the Acarapradipa3 and hence it cannot be later than the 2nd half 

of the 15th century. The compressed nature of the book does not 

admit of any quotations from other works. I have found only one 

reference, viz.f to Laksmidhara,^ belongs to the tenth century. Prom 

geneial leasons I am inclined to think that the author was contempora- 

. 1 A variant reading is <s 

2 “ 5TIfne?i^T.. 

Folio 33. 

3 Line 17 « 

Acarapradlpa 
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neous with Vidyakara or came a little later. He should be placed in the 

1st half of the 15th century. 

The text is in 26 stanzas only, but the stanzas are very long. The 

subject matter of agauca is dealt with in 25 lines, and as the author 

has forced a full treatment of the whole subject of agauca into a few 

lines, the work is difficult to understand without commentary. The 

author was probably led to make such compression in order to facilitate 

the task of committing it to memory. The work has often been referred 

to as an authority. I find however that its rules are not always 

observed in Orissa. For instance, it is laid down in line 11 that 

in the case of pudras dying between the 2nd and J6th year, whether 

married or unmarried, the agauca lasts 12 days ; and in the case of 

(Judras dying above the 16th year, the full period (i.e. 30 days) 

should be observed.1 In Orissa the £7udras however behave like the 

Brahmins, and actually observe the agauca for ten days only. 

Besides the printed edition, I have seen three MSS., one of which 

has the advantage of a tika. The tlka has been named £uddhi-vidhana- 

dipika. This MS. occupies 47 folios with six lines on each page and 

five lines on the last page. The name of the tika-kara is wanting. It 

closes with the following line 

Ov. * 

fajnueti n 

3. The third Paddhati is of fambhukara. I have not seen a 

complete copy of this book, but I have come across a fragment of it. It 

is named fambhukara-fraddhapaddhati. It begins abruptly with 

■$> wr ftiNm i mstrsfr-1 It ends with : 

The text takes up 8| folios with 4 or 5 lines on each page. It gives 

the usual directions and Mantras to be observed or recited while 

performing the funeral ceremonies of relatives. Rarely comments 

are made in prose. £ambhukara’s date is uncertain. Neither he nor 

his work is referred to either in the Acarapradipa or by Raghu- 

nandana. But several other commentators have quoted him as an 

authority,8 notably Vi^vanatha Mi^ra in his Smrti-Sara-Saihgraha. 

1 Line 11 H ^ 

* Smrtisarasamgralia MS. t( ^ again on the next 
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This commentator is one of the oldest, as will be seen further on,^ and 

is at least three hundred years old. As ^ambhukara has been quoted 

by him as an authority, a considerable interval must have elapsed. I 

shall be far from wrong therefore in putting (^ambhukara s date to 

the close of the 15th century. 
4. In his list Hunter mentions another Paddhati,8 viz., the Kar- 

maijga-padd11ati of one Ramacandra Vajapeyi. I have not seen this 

Work. According to Hunter’s informant its date is about 400 years old— 

a not improbable date for it, if it be really a Paddliati. rlhe author was 

a Vajapeyi, and these Vajapeyis belonged almost exclusively to the 

Puri District and were generally well read in £rutis and Smytis. 

(b). Having treated all the known Paddhatikaras of Orissa, I now 

take up the other sub-class of Smrtic works, the commentaries. 

1. Of the existing commentaries the earliest appears to be the 

Acarapradipa of Narasimha Vajapeyi. Of this I have seen two MSS., 

and the one which I shall refer herein was copied not less than sixty 

years ago.8 This MS. consists of 197 folios with six lines on each 

page. It begins in verse describing the genealogy of the author 

and at the end of each division ends thus or in a nearly similar line 

” (MSS. Folio 120). 

The introductory verses are in 21 lines and give an interesting 

account of the author’s ancestors and their studies. The lines show 

that in the mediaeval period (13th to 15th century) Smrti and Dar^ana 

were fairly well cultivated by the Oriya Brahmins. The author’s 

ancestors composed several works such as Sat-Samaya, f uddhi-Mukta- 

vali and Samksipta-paririkavarttika. They appear to be now lost, if 

not lying scattered in some of the Brahmin villages round about Puri. 

For these and similar other works, it would be desirable to make a 

diligent search among the small libraries belonging to the Sasani 

Brahmins of that district. 

leaf and again TOfrf ” ? also 

Divyasimha Mahapatra’s Qraddha-dipa “ 

1 See infra, p. 341. ^ 

* Hunter’s Orissa, Vol. II, App. IX, pp. 207-8. 

8 On the last page there is a note to the effect that the MS. whs sold on Sana 

1252 Kanya 29th for Company rupee Re. 1—4-0 by one Mukte9vara Dasa to Krsna 

AgnihStn, the grand-father of the present owner. The sale thus took place 52 years 
ago, and the MS must be still older. 
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The introductory verses supply the following genealogical chart up 

to the seventh generation 

1. Mjtyumjaya. 

(Kautsya Gotra.) 

I 
son 

2. Gopinatha M^ra. 

sons 

3. Jale^a Narayana 
| _ (died in his 16th year.) 

4. Narasimha four other sons.1 2 

5. Devananda Balabhadra four other sons.1 

Vamadeva 6. Dharadhara six other sons.1 

1 . 1 
Vighn§9vara 7. Murari eight other sons.1 

8. Nrsimha Vajapeyi, 
the author, who studied 
under his uncle Vighne^ara. 

Nrsimha’s date is not known. But his reference to Madhavacarya® 

brings him down to the fifteenth century. The posterior limit is fixed 

by his work being quoted by Raghunandana.3 Raghunandana was 

contemporaneous with Caitanya and read with him under the Pandit 

Vasudeva Sarvabbauma.4 Raghunandana consequently flourished in 

the beginning of the 16th century, and Nrsimhacarya must be older. 

From the scanty quotations by Raghunandana, I infer that he did not 

precede him by any long interval. Nrsimha may therefore be fairly 

1 The names of these sons are given in the verse, but are not given here. 

The introductory lines are quoted in original in the Appendix. 

2 See Acarapradlpa MS., 

8 Raghunandana’s Astavirinja-tattvani faffcpFBf P* 6* ,f STCf^T- 

" and again P- 86 “ ” 

* Cf. Babu Akshay Kumar Dutt’s Introduction to the Hindu Religious sects 

(Bengali) Yol. I, p. 178 note.# . . . 
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placed in the latter half of the 15th century. This is corroborated by 

the fact that Nrsimha quotes from Vidyakara and fuddhi-Candrika. 

The Acarapradipa is a pretty Ion*? work and has not yet been print¬ 

ed. It treats of the daily or periodical rites (acara). The author ap¬ 

pears to have been well-read. He quotes freely from the epics, the 

eighteen Puranas, the various Hpapnranas, the thirty-six Dharma^istras, 

the numerous commentators on them, such as Laksmidhara, Hemadri, 

Madhavacarya, Devendra^rama Svami, Puraycarana-Candrika, Smrti- 

ratnamala, various Tantras, the Pancaratras, astrological works, etc. I 

have already pointed out that he quotes from the Vidyakara-Paddliati 

and fuddhi-Candrika. In fact he brings considerable knowledge to 

bear upon each subject, and takes considerable pains in elucidating the 

disputed points by gathering the various authorities and by attempting 

to reconcile or explain the discrepancies found. 

The author was a Vajapeyi Brahmin of Puri and was apparently a 

Vaisnava by religion. He begins his work with an invocation to the 

Lord Jagannatha enthroned on the blue hill, and refers with respect to 

Purusottama-Mahatmya. According to tradition he composed other 

Smrti works, to supplement the Acarapradipa. These are enumerat¬ 

ed by Hunter as: (l) Vyavastha-pradipa. (2) Prayr^citta-pradlpa. 

(3) Vajapeyi-Smj-ti. (4) Dana-Sagara. None of these works is avail¬ 

able locally. 

2. While searching Raghunandana’s work I came across two 

authors named Vardhamana, one of whom is distinguished from the other 

by the prefix Namja1 or younger. Is this Navya-Vardhamana identical 

with Vardhamana Maliapatra, who according to Hunter’s list, composed 

a Smrti work named Vnrdhamana-Karika. Not having yet seen the 

latter work, I am unable to decide ; but if true, Vardhamana Maha- 

patra must be older than 16th century. 

Raghunandana does not appear to mention any other Smrti works 

of Orissa, and the omission by an author of such vast reading as his 

raises a fair presumption that the works not mentioned were not in use 

at or before his time. The other works however, which I have seen, 

are more or less treated as authorities and cannot therefore be recent. 

Their times should therefore be put between the 16th and 18th cen¬ 

turies. I proceed to discuss them one by one. The following works 
I have seen in MSS. 

(3). Smrti-Sara-Samgraha of V^vanatha Mi^ra. 

(4L Craddha-Dipa ) c i 
Kala Dipa J of I)lvyasiln,ia Maliapatra. 

1 “ 33 P- 8, and again (i 3{31^'f|T*ngrf|fT ” 

p. 26; of. also pp. 79, 90. 
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(5) . Praya^citta-Vilocana of Vasudeva Tripatlii. 

(6) . Praya^citta-Manohara of Murari Mi^ra. 

(7) . Acarasara of Gayadhara Rayaguru. 

(8) . Smrti-Dipika of Vi$vambhara M^ra. 

3. The MS. of Smrti-Sara-Samgraha is on 44 folios with six 

lines on each page and half a line on the last. It begins with 

*wr=fT cT*n»w sr^rsr i 

f|T ^ fsreretri ^vJctfrr 

Translation:—Having read and studied under teachers (Gurus) the 

p astras beginning with that of Manu, having long made efforts and 

having observed the right conduct, I, Qrl Vi^vanatha have composed 

(this) Smrti-Sara-Samgraha. The MS. ends with 

The MS. has got at the end a table of contents (^^^irfrp^T). 

The work is pretty old, for it is quoted in praddha-Dlpa,1 which is 

also old. I think it is about three hundred years old and cannot be 

later than the beginning of the 17th century and might be even earlier. 

It quotes from the Vidyakara-Paddhati and Cambhukara-Paddhati. I 

was unable to find any mention of Nrsiriiha Vajapeyi’s works. As its 

name implies, it is a compilation from older Smrtis about the usual 

rites and festivals. I came across the following curious remark about 

an Oriya festival:— 

Translation :—Now the Prathamastami. In this Orissa now-a-days 

pujas and offerings are given (on this date). In other lands this festival 

does not exist, and no Rishi’s sayings exist. 

Evidently the festival of Prathamastami which is It eld on the first 

Astami of the month Agrahayana and which consists in offering pujas 

to the gods and in giving new cloths to the firstborn male, is a strictly 

local festival. 

4. The next author is Divyasimha Mahapatra. He composed 

two Smrti works praddlia-Dipa or lamp for funeral rites, and Ivala- 

Dipa or lamp for the periodical rites. I have seen two MSS. of each. 

1 graddha-Dipa MS. “ ” 

8 Smrti-Sara-Saragralia MS. Folio 118. 

J. i. 44 
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The MS. of the Craddha-Dipa that I am using is composed of 44 folios 

with 4 or 5 lines on each page; while the MS. of Kala-Dipa is 

smaller being on 27 folios w7ith six lines on each page and 4 lines on the 

last page. The praddha-Dlpa text begins with •W I 

sroftTN vtwr 11 
The text ends with Tfti I <> 

The text of Kala-Dipa begins in a similar way1 but ends dif¬ 

ferently as below :— 

<?o0jfh^NJ?Usff I 

sin*3#hnf*ni tisr ii 
tfw WJTJP u • II 

The author was well learned, and in his fraddha-Dipa quotes from 

Quddhi-Candrika, Vidyakara-Paddhati, Qambhukara-Paddhati, Nrsimha 

VajapeyTs work, V^vanatha Micra and Mukunda Diksita. Occasionally 

all the Vajapeyls are referred to as Vaja'peijinah. Mukunda-Diksita’s 

treatise appears to be lost. £raddka-Dlpa is the earlier work as it is 

alluded to in Kala-Dipa.8 Like the other authors Divyasimha’s 

date can only be approximately arrived at. He is quoted as a high 

authority in the Smrti-Dipika,s and might be presumed to be 80 or 100 

years older than that work. The date of the Smyti-Dlpika is unknown, 

but as it is treated as an authority it cannot be less than 120 or 130 

years old. So Divyasimha’s time may be taken to the close of the 17th 

century A.D. 

5. The next two works I deal with treat of Praya9cittas or 

penances for sins and misdeeds, and are considered standard works 

on the subject. The first, the Pray^citta-Vilocana is largely used in the 

northern part of Orissa. Its date cannot be ascertained, but from its 

high authority and its treatment of the subject matter I am inclined to 

place it in the beginning of the 18th century. The author Vasudeva 

Tripathi, according to tradition, belonged to the Balasore District, which 

probably explains his popularity on the north side of the Brahmin! 

river. This is also somewhat corroborated by the facts that the MS. 

1 f i 

2 “ ” Kala-Dipa MS. Fol. 91. 

3 See the first line of Smrti-DIpika “ 
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I am using was copied from one found at Nilgiri (a tributary state 

adjoining Balasore) and that the text now and then quotes from Bengali 

works, as Bhavadeva-Paddhati, Smrti-Sara-Sagara, Gaqga-Vakyavail, &c. 

The text of the Praya^citta-Vilocana occupies 161 folios, of which 

34 contain three lines on each page, the rest four lines, and the last 

page one line. It is, therefore, a work of considerable size and deals 

with the subject in a learned manner. It begins with 

SJ 

sf cnTOf^ffor fH 5T3Tc^nW* I 

Translation :—Salutation to Raghunatha I The intelligent Vasudeva 

has composed this Praya^citta-Vilocana having paid his obeisance 

to prl-Ramacandra who is artless, without beginning and without 

illness, who is the seed of this tree of universe, who is more beautiful 

than tens of millions of Kandarpas (Eros), and who is meditated upon 

by the wise, intent on finding out the correct Praya^cittas. In Praya£- 

citta matters numerous works have been composed by the learned, yet 

different opinions exist in the various works ; studying them I have 

attempted this treatise, having compiled in brief their entire substance 

with some skill and fineness. 

The work end thus :— 

«pf 3^ f^rt wwfwjfwfaw 11 

*RTcf ^fcTcf | 
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Translation .—In (this) Praya^itta-Vilocana the learned Vasudeva 

has treated the purification of things and the various kinds of penances. 

After studying numerous treatises, Vasudeva Tripathi made the Praya^- 

citta-Vilocana for the delight of the learned. May the learned who are 

not envious, who are considerate and who are masters in judging truths, 

take up this treatise purifying it with their kind looks,—so I pray with 

due respects to them. Here ends the Praya^citta-Vilocana composed 

by ^rl-Vasudeva-Tripathi. 

6. The second work on penances is the Praya9citta-Manohara. It 

is less known but is probably as old as Praya9citta-Vilocana. Its author 

is Murari M^ra who begins his work thus-— 

fspfcr n 

The text of the MS. is incomplete, and hence the closing* words 

cannot be quoted. The MS. as far as it exists, occupies 18 folios with 

six line on each page. 

7. I next come to the Acara-Sara. This work enjoys a large 

popularity in the Puri District. Its author Gadadhara Rayaguru was 

a court Pandit, which partly accounts, for its popularity. He begins 

his work with seven stanzas1 giving therein his genealogy. From this 

introduction the following chart may be drawn up : — 

Kp?£a Byhat Pandita. 

Haladhara Nilambara (married Janaki) 

Jame9vara Gadadhara, the author. 

The author’s date can be approximately arrived at from the work. 

Haladhara, the author’s uncle, was Guru of the Queen of King Hare¬ 

krsna ; while Nilambara, the author’s father, was Guru of the King 

himself. Now Harekrsna Deva King of Puri and Khorda, succeeded 

Divyasimha Deva and according to the Madala Panji ruled from 1715 

to 1720 A.D. These years are approximately correct. Therefore Hare- 

krsna’s reign of five years might be put between 1720 and 1726.* 

Gadadhara’s father being his Guru, Gadadhara himself must be later. 

1 The introductory stanzas and the closing stanza are given in the Appendix. 

* The times of Divyasimha Deva and of Harekrsna Deva will be discussed in 

Part 1Y of this article in connection with the later Oriya poets. 
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I would therefore place Gadadhara’s work in the second quarter of the 

18th century. 

The Acara-Sara is a learned work, rather large in size. The MS. 

takes up 163 folios with six lines on each page. The text has got a 

table of contents of six folios, but its value has been 

minimised by absence of page references. The author quotes now and 

then from his grandfather’s work Nitiratnakara.1 The author’s 

grandfather was a Vajapeyi and and on account of his learning got 

the title of Brhat-Pandita (fvilT). Gadadhara Rayaguru composed 

two other treatises to complete the series. These go by the name of 

f uddhi-Sara or compilation of purificatory rites and Kala-Sara or the 

compilation of periodical rites. These works preceded the Acara- 

Sara in their times of composition having been referred to in the 

latter treatise.8 

8. The, last work on Smj-ti that I will notice and apparently the 

latest authority is Smfti-Dipika. It is a moderate sized volume com¬ 

piled about 120 or 130 years ago. Its author is V^vambhara Mi£ra 

who begins his work thus— 

tflTfjWTWTcTTfa W(5(TfT I 

wcrfftcwwggzar ^netfw n 

*tPrt sffcroi qftfesr i 

Translation :—Having read under my Guru the Qastras beginning 

with Manu, having carefully discussed the opinions of Hemadri, 

Madhava and others, and having remembered the truths enunciated by 

the Smartas Vajapeyis, Kamalakara, Divyasimha and others, I shall 

do something. Though there may be tens of millions of Smrti works 

(composed by) the learned, yet abstracting their substances fresh 

attempt will be made. The intellegent Vi9vambhara composed this 

Smrti-Dipika whose ten prak^as (chapters) make visible all the 

cardinal points. 

1 Acara-Sara MS. fol. 68 

; see also folios 69 and 139. 

2 Acara-Sara fol. 133 ” again Do- 

“ fTWr^T^Ti^irT ; for Kalasaia, see fol. 159 
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APPENDIX. 

(o)i The Genealogy of Nrsimha Vajapeyi as given in his Acara- 

pradipa. 

xrVNpffaifixcr ^ n 

srrer^ ^ftrrcsrreteff^T f% 

wtwpaTJng^ayTra^Jirt JZ<5$*r: qfe?n i 

gftxjUfra’tt 

tjsH'tfijraSfa TTfur^ar <p %s»j*n 11 £ n 

^hj tpr pNhgr w i 

5i%spn?:T^flpimjft>tT5^5ar^Tt5flimti| n -a n 

^f%JT7r ^ srw crerffaprrc jurf 

xfterfns? *nrf£ ®cr i 
<\ n 

5t"q^=grf%%f^r5tsj n-- 

^fniT’^rra^cT: ’sotsjpt nnn*rai: srrfaacj; n ^ » 

^nftm =#Prfli|/t?%en w^jc: »t if 

? cfr^ )-73^"i: I 

cprai! f%*J ^ n \° h 

*rW'rerRstft% 

3>m ^Tf^^TT^Tsr frfcr: i 

XTWfaT 5JcT Vc} ^TTJJI J?f?n?: Jjr- 

^rfer^wce$^i^5tfgai^f5tn f%fg Her: # g 

Jjcitwt’rf*! inrsppft srgfaarafrtft' \» 

«p Ucr: | 

Wr?9IT^rm: ifr^fllWcnT: *mfr *H?F fapgx: 

jftwi«TcF^ft^T^fcrfsng?;j7fcr sfhjfl'mxxx^xfirt n x,= g 

sstjpftrei ^ ^t«J?€N*xx^tg*t«3xf3f?cx: XSRx'fa^X | 

flfit: ?r%f%s *w<?tf^xxx ®a't n « 
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*S|lTTSfwf«T^?ra rr I 

^f^faaftgatPueTP «cTcf ?mni’CWfln: WP n \8 II 

faff qgUTgaen: I 

aftafkarRaamftgT g%sfta§ramrrsuaa o vr n 

fas? n 'pri ftacnftfasiwaTsntoifftiid: aft^n: i 

Hiaf a«naftft?nftrrNT gTfgrTuffaa^ft’srT: n \i n 

5f auftaifiraaiwgt =fWTwt ganufftt i 

grrargngjrgrar^'ftft’a wfif? nrmftgcr n \® n 

W3^T*?J Ufaagi ^ftiaa^JTftaTrrHgat gunarsfl! 

JTftHf^sramrreeffafm *ra ash: n n 

asrar’aftfatanaui: arraKftarrefaai n n 

grift Tanftcfftg^rftcfr grtftxreft ’aft wtftratta: i 

an; naia^ ngg-iftaT ctgi msaa: n n 

^trrftigrgrt: snaftiia ?k =a i 

fwairaftater =aftt® acftair» ri, n 

MS. Folios 1-2. 

(b). Tlie Genealogy of Gadadhara Rayagnru as given in his Acara- 

Sara: 

Hauler arfftaraT^afag^agn^s^caftsai 

ftftnsjHa: nnajjartauftanrl gab i 

“ gap unr^aisiwiiuHgsnat ^maug- 

aTg^tnft-^tira^af^rTfti^ft'snsi'ftiTHHej; # \ 11 

aaiaiiftwrereTOftaiat ^arnarT^sg5!- 

gigi gn^arfsfttaft^gg mftarftajraq: i 

rreaiHrarH affaftgar: ^Pt^ftrtttffsrg: 

ff^iagrrteamaarcfN a aWiacr o g ii 

ijftsna ^fa^wgifqariTi^mgaTRTa 
v e\ " 

rrgiUJiisq ftat ftgia ga^s^ra ftstigng araur i 
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STT«P PUT P^Pttfp^PlTPilP PPtPPP 

fapiffafa PTSl^parfpef PtfpfPP Pt P’91* H ^ II / 

pt p\*TT*!P *T5JPpfppPl^np: f%cft 

fwfpP^t ^iPfpPT filPtflJ PPTlfpcT* I 

pWTfPgPPTOPPPWl'PTI5 ^POTPPPT 

^ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + R B ft 

P^TP^^ft PP^T ^TeTT P^cT pf^cT 

PT pt*TT*TP PTP^ff PPJTP cTTP P^ PTP^ff I 
s» 

Sim 

swsnwt mifai+ + + + + + n *.n 
SI 

Acara-Sara ends with the following couplet:— 

sJWfaim: KTsm^cnsreft 

HIKH3imf% ^»i5 m m si^C: ^t: i 

^JTTiT ri5(JT^JT?T>4S;:gyts:aigTin5T: ^ftfsi^t 

qsj *iwmnsi3r Kf^cnisri^pc^Ki^v n \ o 

(To be continued.) 
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A bbas Shah, of Persia, his menagerie, 
170. 

Abdageses, coins of, 139 ff. 
Ab-i-Gerger, irrigation channel near 

Shushtar, 179. 
Ab-i-Shur, stream in Persia, 178. 
Acara-pradipa, 338. 
Acara-Sara, 344. 
A£dka: 
-, converted to Buddhism by Upa- 

gupta, 80. 

-, details of his pilgrimages with 
Upagupta, 81. 

-, Inscription of, from Paderia in 
the Nepalese Terai, 81 ff. 

• -, reborn as a Naga, 83. 
Acyuta, name of a king mentioned in 

Samudragnpta’s Allahabad Inscr., 302. 
-, coins of, 302 ff. 
Aditi, her earrings carried away by 

Naraka, 107. 

Agni Yahjvanara, meaning of the word, 
88. 

Ahichatra, ancient kings of, 303 ff. 
Ahirama, king of Orissa, 13. 
Ahirvara, Estate of Dhulip Simgh in 

Rajputana, 276. 

Ahmad Shah, a regnal name of Qutbu- 
d-din Sultan of Gujarat, 142. 

Ajit Simgh, son and successor of Jai 
Simgh, 277. 

* -, coin assigned to him, 282. 
Akbar, dam of, from Manikpur Mint, 134. 

, awards a HanscLb to Ja^mal, 
chief of Banswara, 167. 

Akbar II. of Dehli, coins struck in his 
name, 263, 265, 270, 271. 

Amarakotja, MS. of, in Nepal, 313. 

Amba, queen of Yirabahu in Pragiydtisa 
290, 294. 

Amurtarajas, son of Kufja, founded 
Pragjydtisa, 108. 

J. i. 45 

Anantavarman : Kalinga King, coins of 
145. 

Ananta-Vasudeva ; his temple in Orissa, 
333. 

Andar Pargana, dialect of, 196, 204 ff. 
Andhra, ancient country of, 101. 
— —, a degraded race according to the 

Ait. Brahmana, 93. 
Aqga, name of eponymous King, 90 ff. 
-, ancient country of, 94 ff. 
-, traces of un-Aryan customs among 

them, 93. 
Aggi vide Ariha. 
Angul, district in Orissa, coins from, 144. 
Aniyaijkabhima, 13. 
Aparanta vide Sindh. 
Apratihata, an epithet, occurring on coin 

of Kadphises II., 139. 
Ara, dialect of, 196, 204 ff. 
Ariha, eighth descendant from Pura, 

married Aqgl or Arjgi, 95. 
Arka-Mahatmya, date of, 333. 
Asta-Sahasrika Prajna-Paramita, MS. of, 

122. 
Avacatnuka, name of ancient country, 

mentioned in Ait. Brahmana, 97. _ 
Avagraha sign, occurrence of, in Asam 

Inscriptions, 115, 287. 
Ayodhya, ancient connection between A. 

and Aqga, 96. 
Azes, coin of, 2. 

J3agar, country in Rajputana, 164 ff. 
Bagh-i-Wahsh, near Isfahan, 170. 
Bahadurganj, capital of Ahirvara, 276. 
Bahadur Shah, Sultan of Gujarat, 165 ff. 
•-, coins struck in his name, 

267, 273. 
BahmanI coins, 144. 
Baija Bai Sahibah, of Gvaliyar, coins of 

263. 
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Bajraijgarh Mint, coins from, 275 ff. 
Bakhtiari Hills, 170 ff. 
Bal, in District Saran, dialect of, 196, 

204 ff. 
Balavarman, King of Asam, 119, 285 ff. 
_—5 Nowgong Plate of, 118, 

285 ff. 
Balbhadar Simgh of Raghugarh in Malva, 

275. 
Bali, father of eponymous kings Aqga, 

etc., 90. 
-, his queen Sudesna, 90. 
Ballia Zilla, dialect of, 196, 204 ff. 
Balvant Simgb, of Raghugarh in Malva, 

275 ff. 
Bam Than!, name of Rasik Bihan, cour¬ 

tesan of Poet Nagan Das vide Rasik 

Bihari. 
Banswara, Separation of, from Dungar- 

pur State in Rajputana, 164 ff. 
Baptiste, General, overthrows Dur- 

jau Lai, 276. 
■-, Rupee coined by him at Qiopur, 

265. 
-, captures Bajraqgarh, 277. 
BarahgaS, dialect of, 196, 204 ff. 
Barkha ke lcavitta, a Hindi poem, 66. 
Basana, later Kusana King, coin of, 5 ff. 
-, his date, 6. 
Basbda coins, 271. 
Benares Grant of Vaidyadeva of Kama- 

rupa, 121. 
Bengali, influence of, on modern Oriya, 

325. 
Besarh, identical with ancient Vaicjali, 

90! 
Bhagadatta, King of Pragjyotisa, son of 

Naraka, 104 ff., 117, 287 ff. 
Bhagalpur, identical with ancient Campa, 

95. 
Bhartpur, coins from, 269, 271. 
Bhima, his tour in conquering Karna of 

Aijga, 94, 101. 
BhSjadeva-Sarhgraha, astrological work, 

MS. of, in Nepal, 313. 
Bhopal, coins from, 270. 
Birch-bark MSS., fragments of, from 

Central Asia,, 214, 218. 
Bistajan, Persian village, 170. 
Bomford, T., article by, on Pronominal 

adjuncts in Language spoken in 
Western and Southern Pan jab, 146 ff. 

Books, preparation of, in Orissa, 328 ff. 
--worshipped on certain festival 

days in Orissa, 330. 
Bower MS., locality where found, 214 ff., 

238. 
-, date of, 245. 
Brahmapala, king of Asam, 117 ff. 
Brahmaputra river, ancient course of, 

105. 

Brahmaputra river, mentioned in Now- 
gong plate, 288 ff. 

Brahmeijvara temple, in Bhuvaneijvara, 
16 ff. 

Brahmi Alphabet, difference between 
Northern Indian (Gupta) Brahmi and 
Central Asian Brahmi, 215 ff. 
-, Northern Indian (Gup¬ 

ta) Brahmi, 244 ff. 
Buddha, various names of, occurring in 

a MS. from Central Asia, 233. 
-, images of, on Kusana coins, 

300 ff. 
Buddhism, time of its introduction to 

Kuchar, 256. 
-, adopted by Uighur Turks, 

259. 
Bundi, coins from, 267. 
-, lotus devise or coins from, 284. 
Burma, Buddhists of B. worship Upa- 

gupta, 76 ff. 
Burn, R., article by, on the Bakhtiari 

Hills, an itinerary of road from Isfa¬ 
han to Shush tar, 170 ff. 
--, article by, on the Bajraijgarh 

Mint and Coins, 275 ff. 

Calastambha, [King of Asam, 118, 289, 
9 293. 

Qalya, King of Madra, his contest with 
Karna, 93. 

Qdmdyikd, misspelt for £ydmdyikd, n. pr. 
of wife of Brahmin, mentioned in 
Nowgong Plates, 292, 296. 

Qambhukara-^raddha-padhati, 337. 
Campa, later name of capital of Aijga 

Kingdom, 94 ff. 
Campakdranya, the Pandit’s name for 

modern Champaran, on coins, 309. 
£dnavatyas, a false reading for Qond- 

vatyas, 102. 
Candella Dynasty, coins of, 306 ff. 
Candrasena, ancient prince of Vanga, 

97. 
Caraka, original work, identical with 

parts of Macartney MSS., 247. 
Caubar Pargana, dialect of, 196, 203 ff. 
Qavarapdla, n. pr. of Brahmin mentioned 

in Gauhati Plates, 126, 131. 
Cayani-pandita, meaning of, 336. 
Cedi vide Garjgeyadeva. 
Central Asia, MSS. from, 213 ff. 
-peculiarity in pagination of MSS. 

from, 227. 

*-, nou-Sanskritic MSS. from, 228. 
---, string-hole on left side of leaf in 

MSS. from, 244. 
Central Asian Brahmi, 215 ff. 

-, origin of, 257. 
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Chakravarti, M. M., article by, on 
Language and Literature of Orissa, 
317 ff. 

Camparan vide Campakaranya. 
Charchan, town in Chinese desert, 255. 
Chauhan Thakurs, Khlci branch of, 275. 
Chicacole, 99. 
Chinese writing, in MSS. from Central 

Asia, 230, 252. 
Christianity, in Central Asia, 25S ff. 
Chiitta Khan, Diwan of Bh5pal, 276. 
Cina, meaning of, 105. 
Qiopur, coin from, 265. 
Cirand, dialect of, 196, 204 ff. 
Qivasimh, author of Hindi work Saroj, 

his views on Nagari Das quoted, 63 ff. 
Club-devise, on Bajraqgarh coins, 284. 
Cddagaqga, 13, 332 ff. 
Coins, New Hindu and Muhammadan, 

133 ff. 
-, Ancient and Mediaeval Indian, 

1 ff., 298 ff. 
-, of unknown or uncertain meaning, 

305, 309. 
Cossye vide Kansai. 
Qraddha-Dipa, 341. 
Qrutidhara, n. pr. of Brahmin mentioned 

in Nowgong Plates, 292, 296. 
Quddhi-Candrika, 336. 
-, commentary of, named 

Quddhi-vidhana-tika, 337. 

Damalipta vide Tamalipta. 
Dancing girls, Buddhist Sculptures of, 

from Mathura, 79. 
Dangsi Pargana, in District Saran, 

Dialect of, 196, 207 ff. 
Das, Babu Radhakrsna, his views on 

Nagari Das quoted, 65 ff. 
Datiya, coin of, 266. 
Daulat Rao of Gvaliyar, coins of, 263, 273. 
Degapdla, n. pr. of Brahmin mentioned 

in Gauhati Plates, 127, 131. 
Devadhara, n. pr. of Brahmin mentioned 

in Nowgong Plates, 290, 296. 
Dewhdpdri bolt, explained, 196. 
Dhoqkal Simgli of Jainagar, 277. 
Digumma, a river in Asam, 122, 127, 

132, 288 ff. 
Dih-i-Diz, Persian village, 175. 
Dih-i-Khurd, Persian village, 171. 
Dirghatamas or —tapas, a Rsi, story of, 

90, 91. 
Divyasimha-Mahapatra, author of Qrad- 

dha-Dipa and Kala-Dipa, 341. 
Divyavadana, story of Anoka’s pilgrim¬ 

ages in, quoted, 80 ff. 
Drake, J., translation by, of Story of 

Prodigal Son into Kurku Language, 
192 ff. 

Dungarpur Stnte in Rajputano, 164 ff. 
Dupulan, Persian village, 174. 
Durjan Lai, agent of Balvant Simgh at 

the court of Sindia, 276. 
Dutt, G. N., article by, on Dialects 

spoken in the District of Saran, 194 ff* 
Dvaradeva, king of Oi’issa, 12 ff. 

and at, foi’ms of letters, in Central 
Asian Brahmi, 215. 

Eastern India, ancient countries of, 85 ff. 
Ekamra-Candrika, date of, 333. 
Ekamra-Purana, date of, 333. 
English Language, influence of, on 

modem Oriya, 323. 
Era, of Nirvana, date in, 315. 

Oadadhara-Rayaguru, author of Aciira- 
Sara, 344. 
-, his genealogy, 344, 347. 
Gagrun or Gagrar, in Malva, original 

settlement of Khici branch of Chauhan 
family, 275. 

Ganapati, coin of, 304. 
Gandald river, 87. 
Gandumkal, Persian village, 174. 
Gaqgeyadeva of Dahala or Cedi, coins of, 

305 ff. 
Gauhati Copper-Plate Grant of Indra- 

pala, 113 ff. 
Ghat Karci, name of a mosque, 166 ff. 
Gffaznih coins, 137 ff. 
Girivraja, ancient name of Rajagrha, 

the capital of Magadha, 86. 
Gitapanca^ika, MS. of, in Nepal, 314. 
Godfrey MSS., 225 ff. 
Go had, coins from, 268. 
Gondi Language, Yocabulary of, 185 ff. 
Gdnds, aboriginal tribe, 185. 
-, possess no woi’ds of their own 

for ‘ bow 5 and ‘ arrow,’ 190. 
Govindacandi’a, Rathor of Kanauj, coins 

of, 306. 
Grierson, G. A., article by, on the 

Ka^mirl Consonantal System, 180 ff. 
-, statement by, on the Hindi 

Poet Nagari Das, quoted, 63. 
Guda-i-Balutak, Persian village, 176. 
Gugird, Persian village, 178. 
Gujarat, Muhammadan Kings of, their 

coins, 141 ff. 
Guna-Karanda-Vyuha, dialogues between 

Aqdka and Upagupta, 80. 
Gvaliyar, coins of, 262 ff. 

Haig, W., article by, on Compai’ative 
Vocabulary of the Gondi and KolamI 

Languages, 185 ff. 
Haji ‘Ali Quli Khan, Sartip of Bakh- 

tiari cavalry, 172. 
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Haldi-Jcam, Oriya word, meaning of, 
329. 

Hdpyoma, name of ancient District in 
Asam, mentioned in Gauhati Plates, 
122, 126, 130. 

Harekrsna Deva, King of Puri and 
Khorda, his date, 344. 

Haripala, n. pr. of Brahmin mentioned 
in Gauhati Plates, 126, 131. 

Harjjara, King of Asam, 119, 290, 294. 
Hart'ippegvara, name of a place in an¬ 

cient Asam, mentioned in Nowgong 
Plates, 291, 295. 

Herjsiva, name of a district in ancient 
Asam. mentioned in Nowgong Plates, 
291, 295. 

Hindi, influence of, on Oriya, 322. 
Hindus, dialect spoken by, in District 

Saran, its difference from Muhamma¬ 
dan Dialect, 197, 208 ff. 

Hisar Mint, gold coin of Timur from, 
' i.35. 

Hislop, S., author of Vocabulary of 
Gondi and Kolami Languages, quoted, 
185.' 

Hiuen Tsang, statement by, on Chinese 
Desert, 255. 

-- -, on the Language of U-cha, 
modern Orissa, 319. 

Hoernle, A. F. R., article by, on Gau¬ 
hati Copper-plate Grant of Indrapala, 
113 ff. 
-, article by, on some 

New or Rare Hindu and Muhammadan 
Coins, 133 ff. 
-, article by, on three 

further collections of Ancient MSS. 
from Central Asia, 213 ff. 

■-, article by, on Coins 
of Native States, 261 ff. 
-, article by, on Now¬ 

gong Copper-plate Grant of Balavar- 
man of Pragjydtisa in Asam, 285 ff. 

Hori ke Kavitta, Hindi poem, 66. 
Huviska, coins of, 2 ff. 

Iksvaku, descent from, claimed by Kings 
of Vaigali, 90. 

Indo-Bactrian coins, 1 ff. 
Inddr, coins from, 272. 
Indrapala, King of Pragjydtisa in Asam, 

Gauhati Grant of, 113 ff. 
Ink, preparation of, in Orissa, 330. 
Inter-marriage, laxity of rules concern¬ 

ing I. in ancient times, 91 ff. 
Interpunctation Marks, in Macartney 

MSS., 247. 
Irrigation, mode of, in modern Persia, 

173. 

Irvine, W., article by, on Nadir Shah 
and Muhammad Shah, a Hindi poem 
by Tilok Das, 24 ff. 

Isfahan, road from to Shushtar, 170 ff., 
179. 

Isfandiar Khan, Ilbegi of Bakhtiaris, 
171 ff. 

Isagarh, coin from, 266. 

Jagannath, temple of, in Puri, 332. 
Jagmal, a chief of Banswara, 165 ff. 
Jainagar, another name for Bajrangarh, 

275. 
Jaipur, coins from, 269. 
Jai Simgh, of Bajraqgarh, coins of, 275. 
Jajpur, identical with ancient Viraja- 

tirtha, Biraj a-ksetra, 99. 
Jalalu-d-din Muhammad Shah of Bengal, 

gold coin of, 133 ff. 
Janaka, a title of Videha Kings, 89. 
Janakpur, supposed capital of Videha, 89. 
Jarjku Rao of Gvaliyar, rupee of, 263, 

271. 
Jaora, coins from, 268. 
Jarasandha, King of Magadha, 94. 
layamala, King of Asam, 119, 290, 294. 
Jayavarman, Candella King, coins of, 

307. 
Jiyaji Rao, coins of, 263 ff., 273. 
Jodhpur, coins from, 272. 
Julfa, suburb of Isfahan, 170. 

Ka$eru, Tvastr’s daughter, seized by 
Naraka, 107. 

Kagmir, visited by Upagnpta, 80. 
Kiujmiri, consonantal system of, 180 ff. 
Kadaphes, coin of, 300. 
Kadphises II., coin of, 133. 
Kala-Dipa, 341. 
Kaliqga, eponymous King, 90 ff. 
-, ancient country of, 98 ff. 
Kalingapatam, 99. 
Kamarupa, ancient country of, 108, 289, 

293. 
Kaniska, coin of, 2. 
Kansai, modern river, identical with an¬ 

cient Kapi<ja, 98. 
Kap^a, ancient river, 98. 
Kapila-Samhita, modern Pauranic work, 

date of, 334. 
Karana, meaning of, 295 note. 
Karuli, coins from, 270. 
Karmajgga-paddhati, 338. 
Karun, Persian river, 174. 
Kashgar, struggle between Muhamma¬ 

dans and Buddhists in, 256. 
Kasi, name of a hamlet (pataka) in 

Hapybma District of ancient Asam, 
mentioned in Gauhati Grant, 122, 126, 
127, 130, 132. 
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Kasmar, in Saran District, dialect of, 
196, 204 f£. 

Kasta-harana-parvata, ancient name of 
Monghyr, 95. 

Kaugambi, ancient dynasty of, 303. 
Kauqikt-kaccha, meaning of, 101. 
Kava Rukh, Persian village, 171. 
Kesadura, a plant; its leaves used for 

preparing ink in Orissa, 330. 
Khandana-khanda-khadva, MS. of in 

Nepal, 314. 
Khanwdpdn bolt, 195, 196, 199 ff. 
Khariji, Persian village, 172. 
Kharosthl script, instance of, running 

from left to right, 139 ff. 
Khotan, MSS. from, 237 ff. 
-, their date, 254 ff. 
Kikata, ancient name of Magadha, 86. 
Kirata, meaning of, 101, 105, 108 ff. 
Kiria, a place near Khotan, 255. 
Kirttivarman, Candella King, coins of, 

306. 
K5c, coins from, 271. 
Kolami Language, Vocabulary of, 185 ff.- 
Kolams, aboriginal tribe in Central 

Provinces, 185. 
Kdnarka Temple, in Orissa, date of, 

333. 
Koppa = kupa ‘ a well,’ 293, 297. 
Kdtah, coins from, 267. 
•-, showing lotus-devise, 284. 
Krsna, his wars with Naraka, Mara, etc., 

107. 
Krsnagarh State in Rajputana, Genea¬ 

logy of Chiefs of, 67 ff. 
Krsna Pandit, author of Prakrta-candrika, 

3i9. 
Kuanya, name of Estate in Rajputana, 

165. 
Kudnhd bolt, 196, 199 ff. 
Kuchar, MSS. from, 213 ff., 237, 239. 
-, their date, 286. 
-, Buddhism introduced to, 256. 
Kuh-i-Gerra, in Persia, 172 ff. 
Kuh-i-Rang, in Persia, 171. 
Kukkutarama, monastery near Patali- 

putra, 80. 
Kumarapala of Behar dynasty, grandson 

of Vigrahapala III., 121. 
Kunjuvihara-nataka, MS. of, in Nepal, 

314. 

Kurku Language, Version of Story of 
Prodigal Son in, 199 ff. 

Kurkns, a Kolarian tribe in the Central 
Provinces and Berar, 192. 

Kusana (Kusan), coins of, 2 ff., 300 ff. 

Jjabarl, name of place in Persia, 178. 
Laghukalacakra-tika, MS. of, in Nepal, 

315. 

Lakhnau, coins from, 272. 
Lekhani, ‘ writing stylus,’ in Orissa, 329. 
Lob-Katak, town in Chinese desert, 255. 
Lob Nor, 255. 
Lomapada, descendant of Aqga, 92, 96. 
Lotus-devise on coins from Bajraijgarh, 

Kdtah and Bundl, 284. 
Lumbini grove, Agoka’s visit to, 81. 

e/fcZ, Central Asian Brahmx form of 
letter, *16. 

Macartney MSS., 237 ff. 
-, date of, 245. 
Madanavarman, Candella King, coins of, 

307. 
Madhojl Rao of Bhopal, 276. 
Madhojl Sindia, his war with Raghugarh, 

276. 
Madho Rao I. of Gvaliyar, coin of, 263. 
Magadha, ancient country of, 86. 
MagadhI, the supposed origin of Oriya 

Language, 317. 
Maghaiwa Doms, 197. 
--*—, dialect spoken by, 209 ff. 
Mahatmyas, composed in Orissa, 332. 
-, their date, 332. 
Mahendra mountain, situation of, 98. 
Majhauwa Pargana in Motihari, dialect 

of, 199 ff. 
MajhI in Saran, dialect of, 204 ff. 
Mdladhara, n. pr. of Brahmin, mentioned 

in Nowgong Plates, 292, 296. 
Mai Amir, a place in Persia, 177. 
Mai Mustafa, Persian village, 177. 
Malini or Malina, ancient capital of 

Ai)ga, 94. 
Mandosar, coins from, 268. 
Manibhadra, story of his visit to Buddha, 

in MS. from Central Asia, 242. 
Manikpur Mint, Akbar dam from, 134. 
Mara converted by Upagupta, 79. 
Marco Polo, journey of, in Chinese De¬ 

sert, 255. 
Mathava Videgha, 86 ff. 
Mathura, Buddhist Monastery in, 78. 
-, cave in, 79. 
Maudgalyayana, Stupa of his remains, 

82. 
Meghegvara, temple of, in Bhuvanecvara, 

13 ff. 
■--, Inscription from, 11 ff. 
—3-, origin of, as related in the 

Ekamra-Purana, 14 ff., 333. 
Mekala, ancient country of, 101, 110. 
Mewar, coin from, 273. 
Mihirakula, coin of, 7. 
Mithila, capital of Videha, 89. 
Modagiri, the modern Monghyr, an an¬ 

cient mention of, 94. 
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Moggalliputta Tissa, in Ceylonese books, 
perhaps another name of Upagupta, 
77. 

Mudita-knvalaya^va-nataka, MS. of, in 
Nepal, 314. 

Muhammadans, dialect spoken by, in 
District Saran, different from speech 
of Hindus, 197, 208. 

Muhammad Shah, Hindi poem on, 24 ff. 
Miiladeva, King of Orissa, 13. 
Mura, a Danava, slain by Krsna, 107. 
Murari-Mi^ra,* author of Praya^citta- 

Mandhara, 344. 
Muzaffar III., Sultan of Gujarat, coins of, 

142 ff. 

J$, different forms of letter, in North 
Eastern Nagari, 116. 

Nadir Shah, Hindi poem on, 24 ff. 
Naga coin, 304. 
Nagari Das, Hindi poet, 63 ff. 
Nagendra, coins of, 7. 
Naghun, Persian village, 172. 
Nanakshahi coins, 272. 
Nanda and Upananda, two Naga Kings, 

converted by Maudgalyayana, 82. 
Naraka, a Danava, mythical King of 

Pragjyotisa in Asam, 107, 117 ff., 289, 
293. 

Narasimha Vajapeyi, author of Acara- 
pradipa, 338. 

-—-, genealogy of, 339, 346. 
Naravar, coins from, 267, 273. 
Nata and Bhatta, two merchants, 

founders of great monastery in Ma¬ 
thura, 78. 

Native States, coins of, 261 ff. 
Natuas, 197. 
-, dialect spoken by, 212. 
Navanagar, a tributary State of Juna- 

garh, coins of, 143. 
Navya-Vardhamana, an author on Smrti, 

in Orissa, 340. 
Nepal, Palm-leaf MSS. from, 310 ff. 
Nimi, descent from, claimed by Yideha 

Kings, 89. 
Nirvana-Era, date in Nepalese MS., 315. 
Non-Sanskritic language, in Cental Asian 

MSS., 233 ff. 
Nouns, differences in, as nsed by males 

or females in Saran dialect, 198. 
Nowgong Grant of Balavarman, 118, 

285 ff. 
Numerals, scarcity of, in Gondi and 

Kolami Languages, 191. 

Odra vide Udra. 
Odras, a degraded race according to 

Manu, 93. 

Orcha vide Tehari. 
Orissa = 0drade9a, 103. 
-, language of, 317 ff. 
-, Sanskrit Literature of, 331 ff. 
Oriya language, modern dialects of, 323 ff. 
-, writing and books, 328 ff. 

Pabhosa Inscriptions, quoted, 303. 
Paclak Pargana, dialect of, 196, 205 ff. 
Pala Dynasty of Asam, not connected 

with Pala’s of Behar, 121. 
Palaka, King of Asam, 118, 289, 294. 
Palm-leaf MSS. fragments of, from 

Central Asia, 214, 218. 
-, from Nepal, 310 ff. 
--, preparation of, for writing 

purposes, in Orissa, 328. 
Pandia, M. V., article by, on the anti¬ 

quity of the poet Nagari Das and his 
concubine Rasik Bihari alias Bani 
Thani, 63 ff. 

- -., article by, on Separation 
of Banswara from Dungarpur State in 
Rajputana, 164 ff. 

Panjabi, Pronominal Adjuncts in, 146 ff. 
Paper MSS., from Central Asia, 214, 

218 ff., 227 ff. 
Paramardideva, Candella King, coins of, 

307. 
Pargiter, F. E., article by, on ancient 

countries in Eastern India, 85 ff. 
Parsuram, Raja of Bagar, 165 ff. 
Partap Singh, Rawal of Malwa, 167. 
Pataka 1 hamlet,’ 130. 
Pataliputra, Upagupta’s hermitage there, 

80. 
Pathankot, coins of, 8. 
Patiala, coins from, 272. 
Patna District, Parganas Manar and 

Phulwara, dialect spoken in, 196, 
204 ff. 

Paundras, a degraded race according to 
Ait. Brahmana and Manu, 93. 

Pazhmurda, a Plateau in Persia, 174. 
Perron. General, commands forces of 

Daulat Rao, 276. 
Petroffski MSS. from Central Asia, in 

St. Petersburg, 228, 240. 
Phaga Bihara, Hindi poem, 66. 
Phurani, meaning of, in Oriya, 329. 
Pima, a town in Chinese desert, 255. 
Pitha, a Danava, slain by Krsna, 107. 
Pradhans (PathaTL), aboriginal tribe in 

Central India, performing certain 
offices for the Gonds, 185. 

Pr^gjydtisa, ancient kingdom of, 104 ff. 
---, ancient city in Asam, the’ 

capital of Danava King Naraka, 107 ff., 
120, 123, 128, 289, 293. 
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Prakrtacandrika, quoted, 319. 
Pralambha, father of Harjjara, King of 

Asam, 119. 
Pra-suhmas = Pra-^Snas, 102. 
Praya^citta-Manohara, 344. 
Praya<jcitta-Yildcana, 342. 
Prithviraj, chief of Dungarpur, 164 ff. 
Prthivivarman, Candella King, coins of, 

'307. 
Pul-i-Tmiirat, Persian village, 175. 
Pulindas, 109. 
Punch-marked coins, 298. 
Pundra, eponymous King, 90 ff. 
Pundra and Paundra, ancient country of, 

99 ff. 
Purandarapala, King of Asam, 116 ff. 
Purusottama-Mahatmya, date of, 332. 

Qika-i-Madar-Shah, ruined fort in Persia, 

176. 
Qutbu-d-din, Sultan of Gujarat, copper 

coins of, 141 ff. 

B, forms of letter, in North-Eastern 
Nagari, 116. 

Raghugarh, foundation of, 275. 
Raghunandana, date of, 339. 
Raghuvamqa, Kalidasa’s poem, quoted 

in Nowgong Plates, 288. 
Rah Dari, Persian village, 178. 
Rajagrha, ancient capital of Magadha, 

86. ’ 
Rajapura, ancient capital of Kaliqga, 99. 
Rajaraja, of Kaliijga, 13. 
Rama-Pala of Behar, MS. dated in his 

reign, 122. 
Ramayana, ancient countries mentioned 

in, 96. 
Rana Sanga of Citor, 164 ff. 
Rapti, river, identified with Sadanira, 87. 
Rasik Bihari alias Bani Thani, concubine 

of Poet Nagari Das, 63 ff., 74. 
Ratan Si, Rana of Citdr, 166 ff. 
Ratlara coins, 271. 
Ratnapala, King of Asam, 117 ff. 
-, copper-plate Inscription of, 

quoted, 116, 119. 
Ratti, Pargana in District Muzaffarpur, 

• dialect spoken in, 207 ff. 
Rsya^rqga, 95. 
Rua Rud, Persian river, 173. 

Sabuktagin, coins of, 137. 
Sada-nira, name of a river, mentioned 

in Qat. Brahm. (story of Mathava 
Videgha), 87. 

Safid Kuh, in Persia, 172. 
Sagar, 275 ff. 
Salastambha vide Qalastambha. 

Salempur Majhauli, Pargana, dialect 
spoken in, 196 ff., 199 ff. 

Sallaksanavarman, Candella King, coins 
of, 307. 

Salumba, coins of, 272. 
Samar Si, Rawal of Malwa, 168. 
Samudrasena, ancient prince of Vanga, 

97. 
Sanskrit Literature in Orissa, 331 ff. 
Sanskrit, mixed form of, in Macartney 

MSS., 247. 
-, Post-Vedic, influence of, on 

Oriya, 320. 
Saran District, boundaries of, 194. 
—-■, Parganas of, 194 ff. 
-, Yernacular Dialects, 

spoken in, 194 ff. 
Sardab, Persian river, 174. 
Sarkhun, Persian village, 174. 
Sasani Brahmins, in Orissa, descent of 

318. 
SaukhydyiTca, n. pr. of Brahmin’s wife, 

mentioned in Gauhatl Plates, 124, 131. 
Saurastra, coins of, 9. 
Saureae, meaning of, in Ptolemy’s Geo¬ 
graphy, 321. 

Savat-Simh, Maharaja of Krsnagarh, 
identical with Hindi Poet Nagari Das, 67. 

Sedrha or Sar5ra, in Bundelkhand, coin 
of, 265. 

Shah a bad District, Dialect spoken in, 
196, 204 ff. 

Shah ‘Alam, regnal date of, on coins 
from Native States, 267, 268, 269, 271, 
274. 

Shahpur, coin from, 265. 
Shalamzar, Persian village, 172. 
Shamsabad, Persian village, 171. 
Shastri, H. P., article by, on Palm-leaf 

MSS. from Nepal, 310 ff. 
Shat Band, lake in Persia, 177. 
Sher Simgh, his wars with Sindia, 276. 
S|ii‘ah form of Muhammadan creed on 

gold coin of Timur, 137. 
Shikaft-i-Sulaiman, ruins of, in Persia, 

177. 
Shushtar road from, to Isfahan, 170 ff. 
Siarmarwas, (‘ jackal hunters ’) a wander¬ 

ing tribe in N.-W. Provinces, 19 
-, dialect spoken by, 211. 
Sidhwa Jobnaha Pargana, dialect of, 196, 

199 ff. 
Sima, meaning of, 233 note. 
Sindh (Aparanta), Upagupta stays there, 

79 ff. 
Sindia, British wars with, 276 ff. 
Sipri, coins from, 265. 
Sipdh bolt, 196, 199 ff. 
Sisodia clan of Rajputs, 104. 
Sital, village in Rajputana, 166 ff. 
Skandapurana, MS. of, from Nepal, 314. 
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Smith, V. A., article by, on Numismatic 
Novelties, Ancient and Mediaeval 

India, Part I., 1 ff. 
„_._, ditto, Part II., 298 ff. 

Smrti-Dipika, 345. 
Smrti- Sara-Samgraha, 341. 
South-Indian Coins, 144 ff. 
Sphurjji-dhvaja, mentioned in Colophon 

of Yavanajataka, 311 £f. 
Stupa, of M audgaly ayana, 82. 
_, in Kuchar, the place from where 

the Bower and Weber MSS. were 

dug out, 240. 
Subahu, king of Pulindas and Kiratas, 

109. 
Sudesna, queen of Bali, mother of epony¬ 

mous kings Aqga, Vaqga, Kaliqga, 

Pundra and Suhma, 90. 
Suhma, eponymous king, 90 ff. 
-—, ancient country of, 102. 
--, identical with Qona, 102. 
Suli, ancient name of Kashgar, 260. 
Sultan Satuk Bughra Khan, Uighur 

Tribes brought together by_him, 256. 
Surama, queen of King Rajaraja, 13.^ 
Suta-visaya, name of tract near Campa,95. 
Svapnegvara Deva, King of Orissa, 

Inscription of, 11 ff. 

T, forms of final letter, 286 ff. 
Takla Makan desert, 255 ff. 
Talimata, legend on coins, meaning of, 

299. 
Tamalika, Tamalina, Tamalipta, ancient 

country of, 102. 
Tamluk vide Tamalipta. 
Tamra-lipta vide Tama-lipta. 
Tangana, forest tribe, 109. 
Taranatha’s History of Buddhism, 

account of Upagupta, quoted, 77 ff. 

Taxila, coins of, 298. 
Tehari, coins from, 267. 
Tejpur Grant of Vanamala, 118 ff. 
Telugu, influence of, on Oriya, 321, 326. 
Theophilos, Indo-Bactrian King, coins 

of, 1. 
Tibetan writing in Macartney MSS., 

251 ff. 
Tildk Das, author of Hindi poem on 

Nadir Shah and Muhammad Shah, 

24 ff. 
Timur, gold coin of, 134 ff. 
Traildkyavarman, Candella King, coins 

of, 308. 
Tunjina, coin of, 6. 
Tyagasiddha, Asam King, descendant of 

Qalastambha, 119. 

TJdaisingh, Chief of B5gar in Rajpiitana, 

164 ff. 

Udayamaya, Son of Atri, 97. 
Udayana, Poet who composed the 

Meghe^vara Inscription, 12. 
Udra, ancient country of, 103 ff. 
Ugrasain, Rawal of Malwa, 167. 
Uighur, tribes of Turks, 258. 
-, writing in Macartney MSS., 

251 ff. 
Ujjain, coins from, 266, 304. 
Undl vide Bahadurganj. 
Upagu (Oopagooh), popular Saint in 

Burma, 83. 
-, festival in honor of, 84. 
Upagupta, fourth Buddhist Patriarch 

and High Priest of A(;5ka, 76 ff. 
Urdu, influence of, on Oriya, 322. 
Utkala, ancient country of, 110. 

Vaicjali, ancient kingdom of, 89 ff. 
Vaidyadeva, King of Kamarupa, Benares 

Grant of, quoted, 121. 
Vaisnavamrtasardddhara, MS. of, in 

Nepal, 31.4. 
Vujapeyin, meaning of, 336. 
Yajradatta, ancient King of Pragjydtisa 

in Asam, 117 ff., 287 ff. 
Yanamala, King of Asam, 119, 290, 294. 
-, Tejpur Grant of, quoted, 118 ff. 
Varjga, eponymous King, 90 ff. 
-, ancient country of, 97 ff. 
Yasu, N. N., article by, on Meghe^vara 

Inscription, 11 ff. 
Yasu, mythical King of Girivraja, 86. 
Vasudeva, ancient King, 101. 
Yasudeva Tripathi, author of Praya<j- 

citta-Yildeana, 342. 
VasuhSma, King of Aqga, 95. 
Vutasvalca, legend on ancient coins, 

meaning of, 298. 
Yela-kula, another name of Tamalipta, 

103. 
Venetian coins, imitation of, given as 

nazr at Gvaliyar court, 264. 
Vi^vambhara Micjra, author of Smrti- 

Dipika, 345. 
Viijvanatha Mi^ra, author of Smrti-Sara- 

Samgraha, 341. 
Yideha, ancient Geography of, 86 ff. 
Yidyakara-Paddhati, 335. 
Yijaya, King of Asam, 118, 289, 294. 
VIrabahu, King of Asam, 119, 290, 294. 
Yiraja-tirtha, 99. 
Yiraja-Mahatmya, 333. 
Virdma, graphic representation of, in 

Gauhati plates, 115. 
Yiravarman, Candella King, coins of, 

308. 
Virasimharama, coins of, 308. 
Visayavyavahdraka, meaning explained, 

295, note. 
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Visnu-dharma-^astra, ancient MS. of, in 
Nepal, 312. 

Vrji, Buddhist name for Vaigali, 90. 

AV addell, L. A., article by, on Upa- 
gupta, the fourth Buddhist Patriarch 
and High Priest of A9dka, 76 ff. 

Wasna, a chieftain of Bbils, 165. 
Weber MSS., Locality from where dug 

up, 214 ff., 237, 238. 
White Huns, coins of, 6 ff. 

.4, Central Asian form of letter, 216. 
Ya(;as or Yashka, an Arhant, converted 

by Upagupta, 78. 
Yavana-jataka, ancient MS. of, in Nepal, 

311. 
Yogaratna-samgraha, MS. of in Nepal, 

313. 

2/arda Kuli, in Persia, 172. 
Zendarud, Persian River, 170. 
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PREFACE. 

JN 1875, when the late Mr. R. B. Shaw returned from duty in 

Kash.gh.ar and Yarqand, he brought with him a number of Turk! 

and Persian manuscripts which he had collected during a residence 

in those towns of nearly a year. Several of these works were historical 

and some were of great rarity. They comprised, I believe, the Jahdn 

Kushdl of Alau-d-din Atau-l-Mulk, Juwaini, the TarlJch-i-Bashldl of 

Mlrza Haidar, the TazJciralu-l-Bvgkra and the Ta zkira-i-Khwaj a gem 

of Muhammad Sadiq, Kashghari. Of these I have seen none but the 

last named; but from certain documents left by Mr. Shaw which his 

nephew, Captain E. E. Younghusband, has been so kind as to lend me, 

it is to be inferred that all were intended to be used by their accom¬ 

plished possessor, in elucidating either the history or the language of 

Eastern Turkistan. A few translated sheets of the TdrlJch-i-Rashldl 

are to be found among these documents, and a portion of the memoirs of 

Sultan Satuk Bughra is actually in print—text and translation—as an 

appendix to Mr. Shaw's Turk! Grammar.1 It was on the memoirs of 

Khojas, however, that most work had been done, and this was the book 

that he was occupied with up to the last. There is evidence that his 

intention was to bring out a revised Turk! text, with a translation, and 

I think it quite likely that both text and translation were finished at the 

time of his death, at Mandalay, in June 1879. 

All that is now to be found of matter connected with this book may 

be stated as follows 

(1) Seventy-three small folio sheets (146 pages) of the original 

manuscript of Muhammad Sadiq. These are consecutive 

as far as they go and represent, I should estimate, about 

three quarters, or four- fifths, of the entire work. 

(2) One hundred and twenty octavo pages of Mr. Shaw's TurkI 

text printed at the Baptist Mission Press at Calcutta. 

These are revised and ready for publication, together with 

four long slips of galley proofs in continuation. This 

printed text ends at the same point in the narrative as the 

manuscript. 

1 See A sketch of the TurJci language in Journal, Asiatic Society of Bengal, 

Calcutta, 1880. 
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(3) Certain sheets of translation in Mr. Shaw's handwriting, 

numbered pages 1 to 10, 79 to 107, and 13 odd pages 

not numbered. 

(4) Five separate notes, in Mr. Shaw's handwriting, on various 

subjects connected with the history and headed respec¬ 

tively Appendix A, B, C, D and E.1 

(5) A document of 41 foolscap pages very widely and hurriedly 

written by Mr. Shaw, without any heading, but which 

is found, on comparison, to be a precis or epitome, of the 

whole book. 

This last is the only complete document and is the one printed 

below. 

But though we have here parts of an original Turk! manuscript, 

of a printed Turk! text and translation, and a complete English epi¬ 

tome, there is evidence to show that this original manuscript is not 

the only one that Mr. Shaw based his work upon. The 73 sheets of 

the manuscript which have come into my hands contain many altera¬ 

tions and additions in Turin, in what I believe to be Mr. Shaw's hand¬ 

writing, and many passages—some long, some short—marked for the 

printer to omit. In certain marginal jottings, moreover, mention is 

made of variations in “ the other book," while in the fragments of 

the translation and in the epitome passages occur which are not con¬ 

tained in the original manuscript. Hence it is to be inferred that 

Mr. Shaw had, besides this work of Muhammad Sadiq, another which 

told the same story but in a different way; that he collated the two 

for his printed text, and translated and summarised from the latter. 

What this “ other book " may have been I can find no trace of. It 

frequently happens that different copies of the works of Asiatic authors 

are found to vary to some extent—either copyists or editors having 

altered the original manuscript. But, as far as I am aware, the varia¬ 

tions in these cases are not usually considerable. In this instance, 

however, the texts differ rather widely in places, and on points of some 

importance. I am inclined to think, therefore, that the “ other book" 

was not merely another copy of Muhammad Sadiq's manuscript, but 

the work of some quite different hand which recorded the history of 

the same times and events, though in entirely different language. It 

would be useless to speculate as to what particular book it may have 

1 Appendix E is not printed with the other four, as it consists ouly of an extract from 

a published book, on a subject sufficiently explained in the Introduction. 
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been, but there are, I believe, some others, besides that of Muhammad 

Sadiq which relate the story of the Kashghar Khojas, and Mr. Shaw 

may have had one of them in his possession, though it may have been 

lost with others of his documents after his death. But whatever in¬ 

fluence the collation of the two original histories may have had in 

modifying the printed text and the full translation, the epitome derived 

from them, containing as it does only the main facts, does not seem 

to have been affected to any appreciable degree. This will be seen 

from the foot-notes which I have added in a few places to indicate 

sometimes the variations from the manuscript and sometimes the 

actual statements, in detail, of Muhammad Sadiq. 

It may be mentioned here that while still in hope that a search for 

the missing leaves of the original manuscript (at the Baptist Mission 

Press) might prove successful, I caused a translation to be made of all 

that there is of it, through Persian into English. This was accom¬ 

plished, with the help of a Turki Munshi from Bukhara, by Khan 

Bahadur Maula Bakhsh and Mirza ‘Abdu-llah, of the Khurasan Agency 

to whom my thanks are due for their labour. Knowing nothing of 

Turki myself, I hesitate to publish this translation; but it has proved 

a most useful resource in enabling me to ascertain the differences 

between Mr. Shaw’s text and Muhammad Sadiq’s manuscript, in 

amplifying certain passages in the epitome and in compiling the genea¬ 

logical tables of the Khojas and Khans. It has also afforded the 

means of forming an opinion of the value to he placed on Muhammad 

Sadiq’s work. 

As regards the history itself, it must be confessed that it is a dis¬ 

appointing one. Whatever the literary attainments of the author may 

have been, he was evidently lacking in historical knowledge. He tells 

us that he was persuaded to undertake the task of writing a record of 

the Khoja period by the wife of the “ Hakim,” or Governor, of Rash- 

ghar, at that time (1768), one TJsman Beg.1 Of himself the author 

gives no information, but there are indications, in his narrative, that 

he must have been connected by descent with one of the Khoja families 

and seeing that his sympathy for the Ishaqi, or black party of the 

Khojas is very marked throughout, it is probably from a branch of 

this faction that he sprang. In all likelihood too he would have been 

a Mulla, for his mind seems to run on the lines of a religious devotee 

1 Mr. Sliaw notes that this ‘Usman Keg was son of Mir Zahidi, a religious chief of 

Kashghar. 
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and he attaches more importance to the sayings and doings of the “ holy 

men 33 among his characters than to events that had a serious influence 

on the fate of his country. Visions, prophecies, tombs and shrines 

pervade the pages to a depressing extent, and much space is devoted to 

the speeches of saintly personages and anecdotes concerning them, while 

history, properly so called, is relegated to a secondary place. All that 

there is, however, has been embodied by Mr. Shaw in the epitome, 

while most of the rest lias been judiciously omitted. Throughout the 

impression is conveyed that the author had a very slight acquaintance 

with anything bearing upon the nations outside the narrow limits of 

the western cities of Eastern Turkistan, which were under Khoja rule. 

He only mentions briefly and incidentally the affairs of the neighbour¬ 

ing states with whom his countrymen were almost constantly at war, yet 

without a glance at their history it is impossible to gain a complete 

view of the period. 

Of the Qalmaqs, their Kingdom and their rulers, who were usually 

the suzerains of the Khojas (as will be explained lower down) of the 

Kirghiz and the Chinese, the information he doles out is most meagre. 

It has been necessary therefore to go to other sources in order to con¬ 

nect his history with that of these nations, and to elucidate the 

brief references he makes to them. In dates the book is entirely want¬ 

ing : beyond the mention, on the first page, of the year in which it was 

written, not one date is to be found in the course of the narrative and 

there is nothing to point to the author having read the works of other 

Asiatic writers. The pervading tone is one of gloomy superstition and 

fanaticism, the outcome of that class of spiritualism or miracle-work¬ 

ing, of which the Khojas of Central Asia were the chief exponents 

during several centuries. 

The principal, and indeed the only, value of the book lies in its 

being a more or less authentic narrative dealing with a period in the 

history of Central Asia which has hitherto been scarcely known ; for 

when divested of magical tales and the irrelevant speeches of “ holy men33 

it becomes possible, as Mr. Shaw has done in his epitome, to construct a 

story containing some degree of sequence and some historical links. The 

Tarthh-i-Rashidi brings down the history of Eastern Turkistan and 

the neighbouring countries to the middle of the 16th century, while 

from about the middle of the 18th when the Chinese become masters 

of these regions, we have very full and authentic accounts, derived from 

their annals and from the writings of the Roman Catholic missionaries 

in China, who were, in many cases, eye witnesses of what took place. 
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But the interval of some two hundred years has hitherto been almost 

a blank, and it is this void that Muhammad Sadiq’s book helps us, 

however imperfectly, to fill up. It cannot, as will be seen further on, 

be said to extend over the whole of this interval, for though it is im¬ 

possible to point to any particular date as its commencement, it may 

be regarded, generally, as only starting from the early part of the 17th 

century, while it carries us down to about the opening of the year 1756, 
a date well within the author’s recollection. 

Nor can it be claimed for Mr. Shaw’s epitome that this is the first 

time a summary of Muhammad Sadiq’s story has appeared in 

Europe. In 1865 Messrs. John and Robert Michell published, in their 

book of translations from the Russian, called “ The Russians in Central 

Asia”, an account of Eastern Turkistan by Captain Valikhanoff—a 

Russian officer, who, in 1856, had travelled in the country and had 

devoted a chapter1 to a review of its history. The sources from 

which he derived his information of the Khoja period he has nowhere 

mentioned, but, for two reasons, it seems certain that the chief authority 

must have been the TazJcira-i-KJiwajaaan. In the first place he tells 

us 2 that, when at Kashghar. he obtained a copy of the book, and 

secondly, on reading his summary, there is abundant internal evidence 

that this was one, at least, of the works he used. As a “son of a 

Kirghiz Sultan and a native of the steppes 3 ”, Captain Valikhanolf 

may be supposed to have been at home in the Turk! language, yet, 

strangely enough, his review of the Khoja domination contains many 

vital mistakes, the proper names are so distorted as to be barely recog¬ 

nized, while a number of statements and a few dates are inserted (not 

always correctly) for which the author of the Tazkira cannot be held 

responsible. In short, it is scarcely a summarised translation, but more 

properly a general account of the period based mainly on our author’s 

book. A detailed criticism would serve no useful purpose; it need only 

be remarked that on first reading Captain Valikhanoff’s version, in 

connection with the translation made for me of Muhammad Sadiq’s 

original manuscript, it appeared to be a question whether, in spite of 

serious inaccuracies, it might not be superfluous to print a second 

summary—whether, in fact, anything but a complete translation would 

1 See Russians in Central Asia, Chapter VI. 

2 lb. End of Chapter III, 

8 lb. Preface. 
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now be of any advantage But on further comparing the Russian 

officer’s account with Mr. Shaw’s epitome, it became evident that the 

latter was a far more valuable and useful document. In length it is 

about the same: thus, though not more detailed, it is far clearer, more 

exact and has the merit of bringing out the essential points of the 

history in their proper sequence and proportions. It contains, more¬ 

over, no matter imported from outside, and unacknowledged, sources. 

That Mr. Shaw was acquainted with Messrs. Michell’s book there 

can be no doubt, and judging from the interest he took in the history 

of Eastern Turkistan, he must certainly have read Captain ValikhanofPs 

review of the Khoja period ; yet there is nothing among his papers to 

show that he detected in it a summary of the work that he was en¬ 

gaged in translating and editing. 

Meshed ; 

The 10th March 1896- 

N. ELIAS. 



INTRODUCTORY NOTICES. 
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I.—THE KHAN'S AND THE KHOJAS. 

It bo happens that the only history we have of the Moghuls of Central 

Asia, closes at a date almost coeval with the break np of the Moghul king¬ 

dom. The last of the Moghnl line who rnled over the whole of the six 

cities of Eastern Turkistan (the kingdom of “ Altishahr ”) as well as over 

a portion, at least, of the country north of the Tianshan, then known as 

Moghulistan, was Abdu-r-Rashid Khan, otherwise Rashid Sultan, the early 

years of whose reign are recorded in the closing chapters of Part I of the 

TdriJch-i-JRasMdz. The kingdom that Abdu-r-Rashid had inherited in 1533 

was being pressed upon from the north-west by the Usbegs, from the 

north by the Kirghiz, and from the north-east by the Qalmaqs. As far as 

the history of Ids reign can be traced in the Tarikh-i-Jdashidi, it would 

appear that Abdu-r-Rashid was able to repel his enemies and keep his 

dominions together, up to about the year 1546 ; but after that date nothing 

is known of what occurred, until the end of his life—and indeed for a con¬ 

siderable time after. He died in 1565-66, but it is not possible to say 

definitely that he maintained his country intact till that time. All that 

can be gdeaned is that some thirty years after his death, it was almost cer¬ 

tainly divided into two, if not split up into several different chiefships. 

He left thirteen sons to dispute over the inheritance, one of whom, Muham¬ 

mad Khan or Sultan Muhammad, can be traced as having reigned at 

Kashghar to within the 17th century, for his death is mentioned in 1609. 

Another, named Abdu-1-Karim, is spoken of as being in power (probably at 

Yarqand) within the same interval, viz., in 1593—though one authority, it 

seems, alludes to his death in that year. In 1602 we hear of a third, called 

Abdu-r-Rahim, as chief in Yarqand, but the remainder are scarcely more 

than mentioned by name. 

These are the only Khans of this generation of the Moghul dynasty for 

whose lives even odds and ends of dates are forthcoming, and as they are 

culled from various sources, which give no information regarding the coun¬ 

try or its affairs, it is only by inference that we can conclude that the 

dominions of Abdu-r-Rashid had been split up so soon after his death. 

Nor do any of these sources except one—and that but vaguely—give any 

indication of how far the foreign enemies of the Moghul Khans wore con¬ 

cerned in dismembering the kingdom; so that it is impossible to judge 

£ 
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■whether, if the power were really divided at the time in question, the divi¬ 

sion was brought about by external foes or by internal dissension. 

What the sources of information on these points are, it will not 

occupy many lines to explain, for they are the merest fragments. In the 

first place there is the short passage in the Haft IqUm of Amin Ahmad 

Razi,1 where a list of the thirteen sons of Abdu-r Rashid is given, 

with some scanty indications of what had become of them down to the 

year when Ahmad Razi wrote—viz., 1593. Secondly, there is the remnant 

of the narrative of the Portuguese missionary, Benedict Goez,2 who passed 

through Eastern Turkistan on his way from Lahore to China, via Badakh- 

shan and Wakhan, and only a portion of whose journal was rescued, after 

his death at Suchau, in Western China, in 1607. His sojourn in the 

country fell in the years 1603 to 1605, and though he mentions only the 

name of one Khan—Muhammad—whose seat was at Kashghar, he points 

incidentally to others possessing some sort of power in other provinces, 

but does not name them. Thirdly, Dr. Bellew mentions, on the authority 

of a book called the Tarlkh-i-Khandn C a ghat did« 3 that this Muhammad 

Khan and Abdu-l-Karim “ succeeded to a divided Government in turn 

while during the reign of the former, and about the year 1572, the 

Kirghiz invaded the country. It is then added that this invasion led to 

the dismemberment of the kingdom by rival representatives of the Moghul 

family ; but, as remarked above, it is not clear whether this was effected 

by the Kirghiz, or whether it was due to dissensions between the Khans. 

Fourthly, Dr. Bellew cites some passages from another book—the Tazkira- 

i-Hidayat of Mir Khalu-d-Din, Yarqandi4 which he was, apparently, able 

to examine at Kashghar in 1873-74. But the extracts he furnishes afford 

no dates bearing on the generation of Khans immediately succeeding 

Abdu-r-Rashld, though it is somewhat more explicit in information con¬ 

cerning the next two generations, as will be seen below. Fifthly, among 

Mr. Shaw’s fragmentary papers, are to be found some notes of certain 

Yarlyghs 5 or title-deeds (sanads) which he procured at Kashghar or 

Yarqand, and which afford unmistakable proof of certain Khans being in 

power at certain periods. These documents consist of grants of land, 

titles or privileges, and most of them bear the date of issue. From them 

are obtained glimpses of Muhammad Khan reigning in 996-H. (or 1587) 

1 See Quatremere Notices et Fxtraits, XIV, pp. 474, seq. Ahmad Razi calls Abdu-l- 
Karim the brother of Rashid, but it is obvious, from the contest, that “son” is meant. 

2 See Yule’s Cathay and the way thither, volume II. 

8 Report of Sir D. Forsyth’s Mission to Yarqand, etc., page 174. He notes, how¬ 
ever, that he had not himself seen the book. 

4 Report of Mission to Yarkand, etc., pages 175 to 178. This book would appear 
to be history or biography of the Khoja Hazrat Afaq, whose name was Hidayatu-llah, 

5 Yarlygh ou ^xhb Yarlyq, ordre royal, chiffre qui le surmonte. (Pavet de 
Courteille.) [ Ed.] 
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and dying in 1018-H. (1609) ; of Abdu-l-Karlm in the year 1000-H. 

(1592); of Xbdu-r-Rahim at Yarqand in 1011-H. (1602-3) and at 

Kuchar in 1017-H. (or 1608).1 

To these five sources, fragmentary and imperfect as they are, it would 

have been gratifying to be able to add the history of Khojas as an author¬ 

ity, but it is not possible. A few of the names of the Khans are men¬ 

tioned, but not a date is vouchsafed throughout the book; while for about 

half a century following on the death of Abdu-r-Rashid, no events are 

recorded that can be set up as landmarks from which to infer them even 

approximately. 

During the whole of this period nothing is heard of the Khojas in any 

other capacity than that of priests and workers of miracles. They appear 

to have been content to exercise over the Khans or Chiefs, to whose service 

they nominally attached themselves, the great powers they possessed as 

“ Khalifas,” or spiritual guides. This, indeed, is what they had already 

been doing for more than a century past, among the various rulers in 

Central Asia who entertained them : for it had long been the custom 

for every Khan, Chief or Amir of standing, to attach one or more of 

them to his court, where the “ holy man ” became, usually, the object 

of much superstitious reverence. But as the power of the Moghul 

Khans declined, that of the Khojas no doubt increased. What must have 

been wanting, previously, to enable them to obtain control, not only over 

the minds of the Khans but over the affairs of the country, was that the 

dynasty should be divided against itself ; and this opportunity was 

afforded them, to some extent, during the generation that followed Abdu-r- 

Rashid. Still more was this the case during the two succeeding and final 

generations of Moghul Chiefs, for it was then that the Khojas began to 

raise themselves to temporal power, and brought their country’s independ¬ 

ence to an end. 

Of grandsons of A.bdu-r-Rashid, I can only find mention of two names. 

One of these, a certain Shuja‘u-d-Din Ahmad, son of Muhammad Khan, 

occurs merely in some deeds seen and noted by Mr. Shaw, in Kashghar 

or Yarqand, and there is nothing to show whether he ever ruled over 

even a province of the country, or, if he did, which one it was. The other, 

called Abdu-llah, a son of Abdu-r-Rahlm, appears to have been a man 

of some mark and his name often occurs in the History of the Khojas, as 

well as in Mr. Shaw’s list of “ Sanads.” He had his seat of Government 

at Yarqand, but no mention is to be found of which provinces acknow¬ 

ledged his sway. Nor can the length of the reign of either of these 

cousins be indicated more nearly than by a few odd dates, during which 

1 See the Genealogical Table attached. 
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they seem to have been exercising power. Thns Mr. Shaw found docu¬ 

ments of Shuja'u-d-Din Ahmad dated in 1611 and 1615, and of Abdu¬ 

llah in various years between 1637 and 1643 inclusive.1 

Abdu-llah Khan’s sons, alone, constitute the next and last generation of 

the reigning Khans. How many there were of his children is not appa¬ 

rent, but four sons and one daughter are to be found named by one or 

another of the above mentioned authorities, or by our author, and those of 

them who governed the various provinces, had to keep up an almost con¬ 

stant struggle with the Khojas. Their period may be placed, in the 

absence of more accurate information, at between 1650 and about the end 

of the century. The one who seems to have played the most noticeable 

part was called Isma‘il. He succeeded, for a time, as will be seen in the 

history, in ridding his country of the most powerful of the Khojas and 

continued his career till 1678, when the Qalmaqs, intervening in favour 

of the Khojas, made the wThole of Eastern Turkistan a tributary of their 

own, and carried Isma‘il a prisoner to Ill. After this date one of his 

brothers, called Akbash, is incidentally mentioned as a vassal of the Qal¬ 

maqs struggling against Khoja fanaticism in the year 1694, and he com¬ 

pletes the tale. 

As the author himself tells the history of the Khojas, there is no need 

to encumber this Introduction with more than a few remarks on them, 

gathered from Dr. Bellew’s notice of the Tazkira-i-Hidayat, and to add 

a genealogical table which may help to make the narrative of the Epitome 

clear. There are, as is well known, many Persian and Turk! books in 

existence,2 which deal with the lines of saints [Auliya] and Khojas who 

have flourished at one period or another, in various parts of Central Asia; 

but probably very few indeed of these concern themselves with Eastern 

Turkistan, or with the Khojas who governed there between the Moghul 

and the Chinese periods. Except those of our author, and of Khalu-d- 

Din, I can find no reference to any. Several of the Musalman general 

histories contain notices of saints and miracle-workers, more or less cele¬ 

brated, who appear to have been mostly Khojas, and some of whom 

belonged to particular countries, while others seem to have wandered from 

one place to another. None of these, however, so far as I am aware, ever 

attained to temporal power in any country, as they did in Eastern 

Turkistan, though many must have exercised considerable influence in the 

dominions of the Khans or Sultans to whom they attached themselves. 

A number of such characters will be found alluded to in the TariMk-i- 

1 These are the dates contained in the list of “ Sanads,” but there is elsewhere a note 

of Mr. Shaw’s giving 1617 to 1642 as the dates traceable for Abdu-llah Khan. He does 
not mention his authority. 

Such as the Silsila-i-K)iwdjagan, the T’azkira-i-AuUyai etc., etc. 
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RasMdi as having flourished in various regions of Central Asia, including 

Eastern Turkistan, during nearly two centuries before their rise to power 

as described in Muhammad Sadiq’s history. Yet, strangely enough, not 

one of the names given by this author, in the pedigree at the beginning 

of the book (see below), can be identified with certainty, with any Khoja 

mentioned in the Tdrikh-i-RasMdif It is possible that one cause for 

this may be that these professing saints went by several different names— 

or rather titles; and these titles seem to have been assumed, or given to 

them by their followers, at different times and perhaps in different places. 

However this may be, it can only be regretted that none of the later ones 

mentioned in Muhammad Sadiq’s pedigree are to be found in the history 

of Mirza Haidar, for he furnishes dates so abundantly, that had it been 

otherwise, the descent of the Khojas we have to do with in the Epitome, 

might have been fixed in point of time, and other events would have 

fallen into their right places. 

The extracts published by Dr. Bellew, from Khalu-d-Din’s Tazkira-i- 

Hidayat are brief and consist chiefly of anecdotes which have no particular 

interest. Such indications as it contains regarding the Moghul Khans and 

the course of affairs in Eastern Turkistan during the 17th century, are so 

confused and so greatly at variance with all that can be gathered from 

other authorities, that I have been unable to make use of them. No useful 

purpose would be served by discussing the irreconcilable discrepancies 

here, but a few examples may be mentioned to show their nature. Thus 

in one place a certain Khan—named Akbash—is spoken of as the brother 

of one of the Khojas, which is impossible, seeing that he was a “ Khan.” 

In another place Khanam Padshah, the widow of Khoja Afash is described 

as the daughter of Abdu-r-Rashid : yet, as is well known, Abdu-r-Rashid 

died in 1565-66, while Khanam Padshah was not left a widow by Afaq 

till 1693, when she was still an active woman taking part in the intrigues 

and dissensions of the times. Further, the death of a great-grandson of 

Rashid, named Muhammad Amin, is recorded for 1633-34, after years 

of fighting and intriguing, while his elder brothers are known to have 

been alive at near the end of the 17th century. Again the invasions of 

1 It seems just possible that the Hazrat Makhdum-i-Azam of our present author may 

be identical with the Hazrat Makhdum-i-Kurn so often spoken of in the Tdrikh-i- 

Basjildl under various styles, such as Hazrat Khwaja Khavand Mahmud Shihabu-d- 

Din (which was his real name) and several other combinations of the same words. The 

last we hear of Makhdum-i-Nura is his escape from the Punjab to Mawarau-n-Nahr 

in the year 1540, while Mr. Vambery records the death of Makhdu.m-i .Azam as having 

taken place in that country in 1542. In the Epitome, below, it will be seen that his 

proper name is given as Ahmad Khwaja ; this is evidently taken from Mr. Shaw’s 

“other book,” foritisnot mentioned by Muhammad Sadiq. (See Tarikh-i-Rashidi, 

page 399, and Vambery’s History of Bukhara, page 299.) 
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the Qalmaqs and their acquisition of suzerainty over the Khojas—the 

leading features of the history of the period are not even mentioned. 

Dr. Bellew’s extract does not purport to be a translation, but I am 

assuming it to be a correct summary, and if this is the case, the book must 

be regarded as unreliable for historical purposes. It furnishes, howe\er, 

some particulars respecting the Khojas that are not contained in the nana- 

tiye of Muhammad Sadiq. We may gather from it, for instance, that the 

Khojas themselves had split up into two opposing factions quite early in 

the 17th century, and that they were known, even then, as the Ah-taghlyq 

and Kara-iaghlyq, or White and Black mountaineers, respectively, while 

these designations are never used by Muhammad Sadiq. It appears (if 

the writer is to be trusted) that in 1622, in the course of the struggle for 

ascendancy between these two parties, one Mulla Fazil of Artush, the 

leader of the White faction, called for help from some powerful Khoja of 

Khokand, and by means of the forces this ally brought him, succeeded in 

capturing Kashghar. Neither this event, nor the name of Mulla Fazil is 

mentioned by our author, and it can only be conjectured that Fazil must 

be another name for one of the descendants of Ishan Kalan whose line 

eventually became the White party. Only very shortly after this incident 

we find Khoja Hidayatu-llah, known as Hazrat Afaq, mentioned as the 

leader of the White mountaineers, but it can hardly be to him that the 

style of Mulla Fazil is applied, for he is so well known a personage that 

all his names and titles must have been handed down. 

Afaq was, without doubt, the most famous of all the Khojas descended 

from Makhdum-i-Aczam. and he attained to a greater degree of power 

than any other, of either party. He is described by Dr. Bellew’s author 

as having held entire dominion, spiritual and temporal, over the six cities 

of Eastern Turkistan, as well as over Turfan and the eastern districts 

known, at an earlier date, as Uighuristan; while he had large numbers of 

disciples in foreign countries, from whom he received tithes. “ Amongst 

the people of Kashghar.” writes Dr. Bellew, “he was held as a prophet 

only second to Muhammad, and, in his miraculous powers of healing the 

sick and restoring the dead, he was reckoned the equal of Hazrat Isa (or 

‘the Lord Jesus’). His bearing exercised a marvellous effect on the 

people, and his appearance amongst them produced the most extraordinary 

manifestations of fascination. Some wept with joy, some sang with 

delight, others danced and leaped and whirled around, and others again 

fell senseless to the ground, whilst all were irresistibly attracted to him 

by an ecstatic devotion of spiritual love. His miracles are said to be 

countless; yet in his early career scoffers and unbelievers were not 

wanting.” He is said to have converted nearly a hundred thousand 

people to Islam, and appears to have lived to a great age% The date of 

his birth is not to be found, but if his biographer, Khalu-d-Din, is to be 
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relied upon, his active career must have begun some time previous to the 

year 1622, while his death is recorded in the year of the Hijra 1105, or 

1693-94 A. D.—dates which would point to a life of almost incredible 

length, considering the country and times in which it was passed. Among 

the appendices to the present volume will be found an interesting account 

of a visit paid by Mr. Shaw to Hazrat Afaq’s tomb at Kashghar in 1874, 

but it is remarkable that no mention is made of the duration of his life. 

So scanty and fragmentary are the notices of the Khojas of Eastern 

Turkistan in known or available works, that it is necessary to fall back 

on such brief statements as our author, Muhammad Sadiq, vouchsafes 

to his readers, in order to trace their identity and origin. He very 

naturally omits any explanation of what constitutes a Khoja (or khwnja, 

as it is more properly written), for it must have been a household word 

among his associates and countrymen, and in every-day use with them. 

Still it may not, at first sight, be quite easy to determine whether any 

difference existed between a Khoja, as understood in some countries, 

and the members of other families supposed to owe their origin to the 

Prophet Muhammad. The learned orientalist, M. Schefer, has defined 

them 1 as those who claim descent from the Khalifs Abu-Bakr and Umar, 

by other women than the daughters of the Prophet; and that they were 

divided into two categories:—the Khojas Sayyid-ata, who possessed 

deeds proving their descent, and the Khojas Juibarl, whose deeds were 

lost and who could only appeal to tradition and repute. They differed 

from the Sayyids in that the latter claimed to originate from the Khalifs 

*Usman and All, through the daughters of the Prophet; and they had 

precedence of the Khojas. But this definition, though no doubt correct 

for some regions, seems scarcely to apply to the usage in Eastern 

Turkistan. Mr. Shaw, in his “ TurkI Vocabulary” defines the word 

khwaja as “ a title applied to the offspring of a Sayyid by a woman of 

any other family : also to their descendants.” In other words the Khojas 

w^ere Sayyids 2 : for the offspring of Sayyids, by whatever woman, are 

always Sayyids; and it may be remarked that Mr. Shaw must have 

obtained his description from the mouths of people who were living 

among the posterity of those very Khojas with whom our history is 

concerned. Thus, whether strictly accurate or not, it would seem that in 

Eastern Turkistan (and probably other neighbouring countries also) the 

name of “ Khoja ” had become synoymous with Sayyid.3 

1 See Ho worth, II, page 870. 

3 It may be remarked here that the Khojas belonged to the order of Darwlshes 

known as “ Naqshbandi ”, but this does not affect the question of their being Sayyids. 

8 Compare Richardson’s Persian Dictionary and Redhouse’s Turki Dictionary 

under the words Sayyid and KJwaja. 
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But however this may be, our author, Muhammad Sadiq, records the 

lineage of the Khojas in a way which shows that they themselves could 

not have laid claim to the origin indicated by M. Schefer, for, in the 

pedigree which he gives, the names of the Khalifs Abu-Bakr and TJmar do 

not occur. He traces them directly from Fatima, the daughter of the 

Prophet and the wife of All, and thus classes them, in fact, with Sayyids. 

His account of their descent is contained in the first chapter of his book, 

but as Mr. Shaw has not reproduced it in his Epitome, it may be worth 

while to cite the passage here ; for, although the pedigree may have no 

historical authority, the extract may, in some respects, be of interest. Ho 

writes : “ Be it known to you that lineage [ nisbat ] is of two kinds, viz., 

spiritual and apparent. Apparent lineage means that so and so is the son of 

such an one, and so forth; and the succession comes to him. True [or 

spiritual] succession is allowed to those who carry out the working of the 

Prophet (may God bless and save him). This kind of lineage is of three 

sorts : firstly apparent knowledge ; secondly visible acts; thirdly internal 

acts. But apparent knowledge is of no use without internal grace. The 

knowledge of the Prophet (on whom be peace) was of two kinds : one of 

prophecy, which concerns the perpetual knowledge of holy law : another of 

saintliness [ Vilayat], which concerns the perpetual knowledge of internal 

conditions. First 1 we will describe apparent lineage [of the Khojas]. 

The offspring of the Prophet (may God bless and save him) was the 

blessed Fatimah; 

her son was Imam Husain : 
• / 

his son was Imam Zainu-1-Abidin; 

Hazrat Imam Muhammad Bakir ; 

Hazrat Imam Jafar Sadiq ; 

Hazrat Muhammad Musa-i-Kazim 

Hazrat All Musa ; 2 

Hazrat Sayyid Talib ; 3 

Abdu-llah-i-Araj ; 

Hazrat Abdu-llah-i-Afzal; 

>> 

55 

J5 

55 

J5 

55 

55 

55 

55 

55 

55 

55 

55 

55 

55 

55 

55 

55 

55 55 

55 55 

55 55 

5 5 55 

55 55 

5 5 55 

55 55 

„ Hazrat Ubaidu-llah; 

„ Sayyid Ahmad; 

„ Sayyid Muhammad; 

„ Hazrat Shah Husain ; 

„ Hazrat Shah Hasan; 

„ Hazrat Sayyid Jalau-d-Dln ; 

„ Hazrat Sayyid Kamalu-d-Dln; 

1 Tlie author omits to describe « Spiritual” lineage. 

2 Imam All Musa Riza whose shrine is at Mashhad. 

llie Shi as do not acknowledge X&lib as a son of All Musa. 
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his son was Hazrat Sayyid Burhanu-d-Din ; 

„ „ „ Hazrat Sayyid Jalalu-d-Din; 

„ „ „ Hazrat Makhdum-i-A£zam; 1 

„ „ „ Hazrat Ishaq Wall; 

„ „ „ Khwaja Shadi; 

„ ,, „ Hazrat Khwaja Abdn-llah; 2 

„ „ „ Hazrat Khwaja Danyal; 

„ ,, ,, Hazrat Ya‘qub (called Khwaja Jahan). ” 

This pedigree, then, whatever it may be worth in point of authenticity, 

shows that the Khojas of Eastern Turkistan were accounted Sayyids, and 

it is to that fraternity that we may regard them as belonging. 

Muhammad Sadiq’s history may be said to open with the life of the 

Khoja known as Hazrat Makhdum-i-A‘zam who was of the twentieth 

generation in descent from the Prophet. Nothing more interesting, 

however, is recorded of him than some disjointed tales of miracles that he 

performed and some brief notices of his wives and children. These have 

mostly been omitted in the Epitome, but it may be remarked here that 

some of them have a certain bearing on the history, for they show how it 

was that at the death of Makhdum-i-A'zam, a division took place among 

the Khojas, which resulted in one party becoming followers of the 

Makhdum’s elder son, called Ishan-i-Kalan, and another attaching them¬ 

selves to his younger son, Ishaq Wall. The party of the Ishan seem to 

have acquired the name of Ak-taghlyq, or White mountaineers, and that of 

Ishaq, Kara-ta^hlyq, or Black mountaineers, but these names had no 

reference to the localities where their adherents lived. All were inhabi¬ 

tants of the lowlands and cities of Eastern Turkistan, but each section 

made allies among the Kirghiz of the neighbouring mountains, and 

apparently subsidised them to fight their party battles. The Kirghiz 

tribes of the Western Tien Shan ranges, lying to the north of Kashghar, 

were known as the “ White mountaineers,” and those of the Pamir as the 

“ Black mountaineers ” so that the Khojas came to assume the designations 

of their Kirghiz allies. Though these terms never occur in Muhammad 

Sadiq’s book 3 they were, apparently, in pretty general use, for they are 

found, according to Dr. Bellew, in the Tazkira-i-Hidayat and are 

employed throughout the narrative of Captain Valikhanoff:, who tells us, 

moreover, that they were current at the time when he wrote. 

1 For some remarks on thjs saint, see immediately below ; and for the remainder 

compare the genealogical table, attached. 

3 This name should be TJbaidu-llah. 

8 He uses, sometimes, IshaqI for the party of Ishaq Wall, but has no general 

name for the party of Ishan-i-Kalan. 
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12 HISTORY OF THE EHOJAS OF EASTERN TURKISTAN. 

II.—THE QALMAQS. 

The story of the Qalmaqs as a race is so variously told by ethno¬ 

graphers and historians that it is impossible to follow any one authority 

exclusively. The sources from which different writers have derived their 

information have been so scattered, and the points of view from which 

they have approached the subject so wide apart, that exact agreement could 

hardly be otherwise than surprising. One has compiled his account from 

the traditions of the tribes in Northern Mongolia, another from those 

located, in the last century, on the banks of the Volga, a third from the 

annals of the Chinese, while a fourth has culled such fragments as exist 

from the works of Musulman historians. A critical comparison of all ori¬ 

ginal writers by such scholars as Howorth and Bretschneider, however, 

enables us now-a-days to get a clear view of who the people were who now 

go by the name of 4 Qalmaq ’ and how they came to occupy the position 

described by our historian of the Khojas. 

In the first place it may be remarked that the name of Qalmaq (Cal- 

muck, Kalimak, etc.) is of comparatively recent origin and is not a native 

one among the nation so called. Its meaning is uncertain,1 but it 

appears to have originated with TurkI-speaking tribes who at some time 

were neighbours of the people they applied it to. Professor Grigorieff tells 

us that the word is not to be found in the works of Musulman authors 

previous to the 15th century,2 and it is highly probable that it only came 

into use about that period. But it has since become universally applied 

to them by the TurkI- and Persian-speaking nations of Central Asia and 

by Europeans, and has doubtless, in later times, been partially adopted 

even by the people themselves. On the other hand, the Chinese have never 

employed the word Qalmaq or any variant of it. 

The Qalmaqs’ own name for themselves is Oira, though more often seen 

and used in its plural form of Oirdta or more fully as Durben Oirat, that 

is 44 Four Oiras ” ; and it is this word, in various phonetic forms, that the 

Chinese have always made use of in their writings. Thus we find Wa-la, 

Wa-lcL-te, O-ld-te, Wei-ld-te, etc., which European translators from the 

Chinese have rendered Olot, Clot, Eleuth, etc., according to differences of 

ear.3 

1 If it is a real TurkI word, it would mean “ to remain, to st«y behind.” See Shaw’s 

TurTcl vocabulary, p. 146. But Sir H. Howorth gives reasons for considering it to 

be synonymous with “ unbeliever.” (Volume I, pi>. 497-498.) 

3 See Schuyler’s TurJcistdn, I, p. 369. 

8 Translators from the Mongol seem to read Oghlod, or OgeUcd (See Howorth, I, 

pp. 676-677.) 
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The four tribes, or divisions, of the Oirat have been variously stated 

and the subject has given rise to some discussion, which there is no need 

to enter into here. Briefly put, the Qalmaq, or Oira, people may be regarded 

as merely the western branch of the Mongol race, while this branch has 

been divided always into four sections (whence the name Durben-Oirat), 

w-hich were again more or less subdivided. 

As in the case of most, if not all, Mongol tribes, the western, or Oira, 

nation originally consisted of two wings, called the “ Bight-hand ” or 

Boronghar and the “ Left-hand ” or Zunghar} The former of these seems 

almost completely to have disappeared previous to the conquests of 

Cingiz Khan, at the beginning of the 13th century ; though in reality a 

remnant was left as will appear lower down. Still the sections of the 

left wing alone have latterly formed the Four Oirat. Their names are :— 

(1) The Choros (or Cholos—the Cho-lo-sze of the Chinese). 

(2) The Durbet (or Turbate Tu-rh-po-te). 

(3) The Turgut (or Turghud—Tu-rh-hu-te). 

(4) The Khoshot (Ho-She-te). 

Thus, wTien we read of the Zunghar tribe (the Chongkar of the Chinese), 

it should mean, properly speaking, the whole of these four tribes, or all 

that exist of the Left-hand wing of the original Oirat. The vanity of a 

chief, however, caused at one period a modification of this simple rule— 

a matter that has been briefly explained by a Chinese author cited by 

Dr. Bretschneider.2 We are told that on his accession the chief of the 

Choros tribe, known as Galdan Khan (about 1671) took the title of 

“ Zunghar Khan ”, and from this circumstance his tribe and country, 

especially, became known (for a time it would appear) by the name of 

Zunghar. In this way the whole of the Zunghar seem to have been regarded 

merely as the Choros under another name, while the latter name had (and 

has since) almost fallen out of ordinary use. On the other hand, however, 

the Choros having become the predominant tribe, and being known as 

Zunghar. this last name became subsequently a synonym with Oirat, or 

Eleuth—as indeed it more correctly should be. It may happen, therefore, 

that writings are to be met with where the term Zunghar is made to denote 

the Choros tribe alone, but if so it is incorrect. Our history of the Khojas 

is concerned almost entirely with the Choros tribe and its chiefs, so that 

when throughout the Turk! author’s text3 wre read of the “ Jungar ”, 

1 The Right-hand is always the Western, and the Left-hand the Eastern, Wing. 

1 Mediaeval Researches, 11, page 171. 

8 This will hardly appear in the Epitome, however. 
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it is, in fact, to tlie Choros section of the Zunghar, or Left-hand Qalmaqs 

that he alludes, though in applying the term to the whole of these Qal- 

maqs or Oirats he is strictly accurate. 

But in addition to the four sections of Choros, Durbet, Turgut and 

Khoshot, mention is often found of the tribe of Khoit (the Chinese Hnci- 

te) and, with some writers, this has been the cause of much confusion.1 

Mr. V. M. Uspenski, however, has, I think, shown, in an elaborate paper 

on the Koko-Nor region, that, according to certain Chinese and Mongol 

authors, the Khoit have never been included among the Four Oirat, or the 

Zunghar proper, but that they are a tribe of the Boronghar, or Bight-hand 

Qalmaqs. If so, they are probably the only remnant that now exists of 

that ancient branch of the nation.2 3 But just as these Khoit would, in 

their own language, call themselves Oirat, so they are also classed—and 

rightly so—by their Turki-speaking neighbours under the general term 

“ Qalmaq.” The Turks, though, are not right when they apply this name, 

as they do in Eastern Turkistan, at the present day, to all the Mongolian 

tribes. 

The habitat of the Oirat tribes has varied a good deal in the course of 

the last five centuries, though it has been, in the main, about the same as 

at present, that is, the region between the southern frontiers of Siberia on 

the north, and the chain of the Tien Shan on the south; or, in other 

words, the territory pretty generally known now-a-days as “ Zungharia ” 

In addition to this tract, certain sections of some of the tribes have also 

occupied parts of the Koko-Nor region, while others again are located on 

the north slope of the Altais. During the period covered by the history 

of the Khojas, the Choros (known as Zunghar) was the tribe that held 

supremacy over the others. They inhabited chiefly the Hi valley, but 

seem to have been distributed, to some extent, over nearly the whole of the 

region that might be called Qalmaq territory. Still the centre, or home¬ 

land, of each tribe can be fairly well made out, and may be roughly stated 

as follows:— 

The Choros in the Ili valley and North-western Tien Shan. 

The Durbet on the Upper Irtish. 

1 Among the appendices will be found a note by Mr. Sbaw on “ Tribe Nomenclature” 

of the Qalmaqs. It was found among his papers and seems to have been intended as an 

appendix to his version of the History of the Khojas. The particulars it contains were 

evidently gathered by him at Kashghar or Yarqand, and though not entirely correct, are 

interesting as coming direct from the people themselves. 

3 Mr. Uspenski (in translation at least) is not very clear but I take his u Barin tribe” 

to be the Borongar wing. [See Memoirs of Russiaa Geographical Society (Ethnographic 

Div : ) No VI. J 
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The Turgut1 on the Imil river and about Tarbagatai. 

The Khoshot in the eastern ranges of the Tien Shan. 

The Koko-Nor region seems to have been chiefly the home of the Khoit, 

though the Khoshot were also largely represented there, and to a certain 

extent some of the other tribes. 

All were, and are still, Buddhists and ardent followers of the Grand 

Lama of Lhassa. They have also been much bound up with Tibet, and 

Tibetan affairs, since the middle of the 17th century, and it will be seen 

further on, how they sometimes made themselves masters of Lhassa. 

For the purpose of tracing the story of the Khojas of Eastern Tur- 

kistan, there is no necessity to go further back into the history of the 

Zunghars than about the year 1676, when the chief then in power over 

them—the notorious Galdan—-first began to extend his influence eastward 

and to the south of the Tien Shan. The Emperor Kang-Hi, the second 

of the Manchu dynasty, was then reigning in China, while in Eastern 

Turkistan, the last representatives of the Moghuls were still nominally 

exercising the functions of Khans over the disintegrated provinces of 

that country, though the actual power lay already with the Khojas. 

This Galdan (or Galdan Bushetu Khan) as his title afterwards 

became,2 was born in 1645, his father, known as the Erdeni Baatur (or 

Bahadur) having been a warlike chief, who had developed considerable 

power and had been able to treat, on something like equal terms, with 

Russia, China and Tibet.3 Galdan was not his eldest son and did not 

succeed to the chiefship, but was sent to Lhassa to study for the priesthood, 

whence, after a few years, he returned to his own country as a Lama. 

Here he soon contrived to make away with his brothers and to set himself 

up (about 1671) as the tribal chief, with the title of Taishi,4 or Kung- 

Taishi. His turbulent disposition was not long in showing itself, for he 

1 The Turgut are perhaps best known to English readers from DeQuincey’s IligJit 

of a Tartar tribe. They were compelled by tribal enemies gradually to migrate west¬ 

ward in the 17th century, and finally (in 1703) all settled between the lower Volga and 

the Ural river. During the reign of Peter the Great they lived there in peace, but 

unable to endure the rule of Catherine II, and learning that their ancient enemies, the 

Choros, had been practically exterminated by the Mancbus, they returned to Zungliaria 

in 1771—2, and became Chinese subjects. 

3 The word Galdan is itself only a title, and means, I believe, King. The chief’s 

personal name does not appear to be known. 

8 He is also reported to have made a successful raid on the cities of Eastern Tnrkis- 

tan in the year 1634, or about the time when temporal power there, first fell to the 

Khojas. (How'ortk, I, p. 617.) 

* The Tajl of our Turk! author. 
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began, very shortly (about 1673), to quarrel with his relations, and his 

first campaigns—not always successful—were against sections of his own, 

or closely connected, Qalmaq tribes. Thus in 1677, he conquered the 

Koko-Nor country, with the result that large numbers of the Qalmaq and 

Tibetan tribesmen inhabiting the region fled eastward into China and 

placed themselves under the protection of the Manchu Emperor, who took 

up their cause, and thereby sowed the first seeds of the long series of 

wars that he had afterwards to wage against the Zunghars.1 

It was just at this time, also, that an opportunity vas afforded to 

Galdan of extending his influence over the cities of Eastern Turkistan, 

where, as we have seen above, the Xhojas were already divided into two 

rival factions, according to their family extraction, though a descendant 

of the former Moghul Khans was still the nominal King of at least the 

western part of the country. This Ismail Khan, whose capital was at 

Yarqand was an adherent of the Black Mountain Khojas, while the leader 

of the opposing faction was Khwaja Hidayatu-llah, more usually known by 

his title of “ Hazrat Afaq.” The White party being worsted in the struggle, 

Afaq fled to Kashmir and thence, it is said (though perhaps doubtfully, as 

we shall see ), made his way to the Grand Lama, at Lhassa, to whom 

he appealed for aid against his enemies. The Lama, wTe are told, gave 

him a letter to Galdan, requesting the latter to render Afaq the assistance 

he required for re-establishing his authority in Kashghar and Yarqand. 

Galdan seized the occasion, subdued the western cities of Eastern Turkistan 

in 1678, set up Afaq as a feudatory, and exacted a yearly sum from him 

as tribute. At the same time he took Ismail Khan prisoner and, carrying 

him off to Ill, settled him in the town of Kulja.2 He also conquered the 

eastern districts of Turf an and Hami immediately afterwards, and pro¬ 

ceeded to lend his assistance to certain tribes of Western Mongolia who 

were then disputing with some of them neighbours. This was in 1679, 

and the complications into which his intervention in Mongolia led him, 

together with certain family feuds, kept him actively employed for many 

years, during which time the Qalmaqs seem scarcely to have interfered 

with Eastern Turkistan or the Khojas. 

1 See Howorth, I, p., 623. 

2 It will be seen in tbe Epitome, that these good offices of Galdan’s were repaid 

shortly afterwards, by tbe treacherous Khoja allying himself, with a younger brother 

of Ismail, named Muhammad-Amin and marching an expedition into Ill. The date of 

this expedition is nowhere given, but it seems to have been shortly before the death of 

Afaq which occurred in 1105 H. (1693-4 A. I).), and was therefore probably at a time 

when Galdan was engaged in war with the Mongols or the Chinese. The expedition 

was successful however, and a large number of Qalmaqs were carried back as 

prisoners to Kashghar. 
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Eventually, about 1688, Galdan’s operations against the Khalka Mon¬ 

gols cansed the Emperor Kang-Hi to fear that the Qalmaq chief was 

becoming too strong, and was advancing too near to the limits of Chinese 

territory. It was known, moreover, that he had intrigned with the 

Russians on the Siberian frontier, and had promised that, if provided by 

them with a force of Cossacks and some guns, he would ravage all the 

borders of China outside the Great Wall.1 The Emperor was unwilling 

to go to war with an enemy who was practically master of the desert, and 

whose mobility his Manchu and Chinese soldiers could not hope to equal. 

He was, however, forced to take arms in defence of the frontiers of his 

country as well as of the Mongol Bannermen who inhabited the border 

region, and who remained true to the throne. He collected a numerous 

army and despatched it to the north of the Gobi, where it was beaten by 

the Qalmaqs and their allies, who then advanced to within 80 leagues 

of Peking. Here a second huge force had been got together, but the 

battle that ensued can only be described as a drawn one. Matters were 

patched up by a truce, and Galdan was free to turn his attention to further 

hostilities and intrigues with various sections of the Mongols and Qalmaqs, 

at a distance from the empire. Kang-Hi, however, saw that his enemy 

was by no means disposed of, and employed himself in organising, on a 

great scale, three new armies. Each of these was reported to number some 

36,000 men and they were attended by an incredible host of retainers and 

camp-followers. One army he headed himself, while the two others were 

under the command of his most experienced Manchu generals. Early in 

1696 this force began to move northward and westward across the Gobi 

and, after many slow manoeuvres and tiresome delays, at length brought 

Galdan to battle at a spot called Chao-modo,* 3 and defeated him. 

This was the end of Galdan’s power. Though, not entirely crushed, 

he had, afterwards, to confine himself to the more westerly regions, but 

even there he was pursued by a force under the Manchu commander, 

Feyanku; while his family and tribal enemies took advantage of his fall 

to embarrass him in various ways. His nephew, Tse-Wang-Rabtan, the 

eldest son of Senghe or Tsenka (the elder brother who had been murdered 

soon after the Erdini Baatur’s death) had long previously quarrelled with 

Galdan, and, though he had never joined the Manchus against his kins¬ 

men, had lost no opportunity of trying to oust him from the chiefship. 

Galdan’s own son, moreover, had fallen into the hands of the Emperor a few 

months after the battle of Chao-modo, and was never likely to be released 

1 Howortli, I, p. 628. 

3 Probably at a short distance to the south-east of the modern Urga. 

0 
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from Peking. Against these conditions lie struggled till June 1697, when 

he died suddenly and his followers dispersed—the bulk of them going 

over to Tse-Wang-Rabtan, though some surrendered themselves to 

Feyanku. 

The Emperor at first thought that his troubles with the Qalmaqs were 

at an end, and withdrew the army under Feyanku, which wTas then 

probably in the western part of Kansu, and beyond the Great Wall. 

Tse-Wang-Rabtan became the successor to his uncle, almost without 

opposition, and the Emperor offered generous terms of peace, though he 

required the new chief to give up the mother and daughter of Galdan, 

together with the dead chief’s ashes. This demand was at first resisted 

and led to a long correspondence and exchanges of envoys; but eventually 

Kang-Hi had his way and behaved with magnanimity to the prisoners.* 1 

For a time all went smoothly with China, but Tse-Wang-Rabtan proved to 

be nearly as restless and ambitious a spirit as his uncle. He was thirty-two 

years of age on his accession, and from his earliest days had been engaged in 

the inter-tribal wars, in the campaigns with the Mongols and latterly in oper¬ 

ations of his own against Galdan. It seems probable, indeed, that during 

the last few years of Galdan’s life he had been supplanted by his nephew 

in Western Zungharia (the Ill region), and even to some degree in the 

eastern districts of Eastern Turkistan, for Sir H. Howorth points out that 

in 1696 he had his own garrison of five hundred men at Turfan. Imme¬ 

diately on his succession to the chiefship, moreover, he had to undertake a 

war with his western neighbours, the Kirghiz-Kazaks,—a war which he had, 

in fact, inherited from his uncle, and which he brought to a successful 

conclusion by subduing a large section of the middle horde of that people. 

He also humbled the Kara Kirghiz (the Purut of the Chinese), a tribe 

that lived in the regions about Lake Isigh-kul, and who supplied the 

Qalmaqs with a contingent of 3,000 fighting men. A little later again— 

in 1704—he was equally successful in suppressing the Turgut Chief Sand- 

ship,2 to whom he was related by marriage, and wTho had attacked him 

without any apparent cause. The Turgut, however, suffered for his bold¬ 

ness by the loss of the whole of his followers, for these went over to the 

Zunghars and proved a considerable increase of strength to them. Even 

the Russians, the Zunghar Chief was able to beat back from the northern 

part of his dominions, and Peter the Great was fain to submit to more 

1 Howorth, I, pp. 639 and 642. 

3 Sandsliip was the third son of Ayuka, the chief of the Turgut, then settled in the 

steppes between the rivers Volga and Ural. He had broken with his father and had 

returned. with a large part of his tribe, to endeavour to wrest his native country from 

1 se-VVang-Rabtan. (See Howorth, I, p. 567.) 
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than one defeat, haying eventually to relinquish his design of marching a 

force southward, into Eastern Turkistan. 

But these wars, while they augmented Tse-Wang-Rabtan’s power and 

enlarged his influence, had no far-reaching effects, and failed to embroil 

him with the Manchu Court. The one which was to follow, however, 

roused the Emperor once more, and brought on a series of campaigns with 

China which out-lasted the life of the chief, and terminated only with the 

loss of the Zunghar kingdom, together with its dependencies in Eastern 

Turkistan. The events which led to the invasion of Tibet and the details 

of that expedition, need not be gone into here, as they have no bearing on 

the history of the Khojas. It need only be mentioned, briefly, that the 

Tipa, or minister of the Grand Lama of Lhassa, who had been a protege of 

Galdan’s and a Zunghar partisan, had been attacked and driven out of Tibet 

by one Latsan Khan, the Chief of the Khoshots of the Koko-Nor, while this 

personage is described as a friend, and little more than a tool, of the Manchus. 

Tse-Wang-Rabtan determined to support the Zunghar influence, and sent 

an army into Tibet under his brother Chiring Danduk,1 who captured 

Lhassa, put Latsan Khan to death and ravaged the country.2 This was in 

1709 or 1710, and it would seem that the Tibetans appealed to the 

Emperor for succour ; for, some three years later, a combined army of 

Chinese and Mongols was sent quietly westward and appeared in the 

neighbourhood of Turfan. The Qalmaq, though taken somewhat by 

surprise, prepared an ambuscade, cut the invaders in pieces and marched 

upon Hami, which town they captured and destroyed. A war with China 

was thus begun, and Kang-Hi found himself compelled to continue it. In 

1717 he sent forth an avenging force to the same quarter, but it met with 

a similar fate to the first one, and only at a short distance further west. 

In 1719 he sought to retrieve these disasters by means of a third army, 

and this time made Northern Zungharia and the vicinity of the Zaisan Lake 

the objective of his attack. This region was the home-land of Qalmaq 

tribes and was inhabited almost exclusively by them, while on the previous 

occasions, by invading Turfan and Karashahr, the Emperor was striking 

only at dependencies inhabited by an alien people. Though better fortune 

was met with on this northern expedition, the result was far from a con¬ 

clusive victory : indeed from this year forward until the date of Kang-Hi’s 

death (1722), a campaign against the Zunghars, more or less desultory, was 

carried on almost without intermission.3 

1 Probably the Ta Chiring (or Great Chiring) of the Chinese writers; for tlieie 

were many of the name of Chiring—or perhaps more properly Tsiring. Donduk, it may be 

mentioned, might perhaps be better written Tenduk. 

2 Howorth. I, p. fi43. 

s See Amiot, in Memoirconcernanl lea Chinois, I, p. 333. 
c 2 
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These campaigns, though a heavy burden on the Manchus, both in men 

and money, seem scarcely to have affected the power or influence of the 

Zunghar Chief, for, during the time they lasted, we find him not only hold¬ 

ing his own against the Russians, but also retaining his suzerainty over 

the Khoja rulers of Eastern Turkistan and intervening effectively in their 

affairs. Since the death of Galdan these factious priests appear, as will be 

seen in the course of our author’s narrative, to have seldom been in want 

of a cause for quarrel among themselves ; yet, as far as their external 

relations were concerned, we only hear of two occasions when they came 

into conflict with Tse-Wang-Rabtan. The first of these is not mentioned 

in any account based on Chinese chronicles, as far as I am aware, nor does 

our TurkI author refer to it, but Sir H. Howorth cites a German authority1 

on Russian history, who states that on Tse-Wang-Rabtan’s accession, the 

Khojas attempted to withhold their tribute, with the result that he led an 

expedition against Yarqand, and carried off the Khan together with other 

chiefs to the valley of the Hi.2 The second occasion was about the year 

1713 when the Qalmaqs were seized with a desire to revenge themselves 

on the Khojas for the perfidy of Hazrat Afaq in attacking his benefactor, 

Galdan, some twenty and odd years previously. The invasion of Kash- 

ghar and Yarqand which followed wras brought to a favourable conclusion : 

the reigning Khoja, Danyal, and several other members of the Black Khoja 

family were led captive to Ill, while all Qalmaq prisoners found in their 

hands were released and restored to their homes. Some seven years later, 

however, or about 1720, an opportunity was taken to re-instate Danyal as 

Governor over four of the cities of Turkistan, for which favour a tribute 

was levied from him of the same amount as that originally fixed by Galdan 

to be paid by Afaq, viz,, one tanga 3 a head of the population. 

The Emperor Yung Ching, who succeeded to the Chinese throne in 

1722, being of a more pacific disposition than Kang-Hi, began his reign by 

reversing his father s policy in the matter of the Qalmaq wars. He saw 

no advantage in attempting to subdue the Qalmaqs or in protecting the 

Mongols from them. The tribes of the steppes were to be allowed to settle 

their own differences, and as long as the Empire was not disturbed, Yung 

Ching believed that he would have peace. For a time this was the case, 

and during the five following years, which comprised the remainder of 

Tse-Wang-Rabtan’s life, the western wyar was practically in abeyance. His 

death occurred in 1727, as we know from Chinese sources, while our TurkI 

author tells us that it wras caused by poison administered by his wife— 

1 Viz., Dr. Muller who (it seems possible) may be following Uskowski, the Russian 

Envoy at Tse-Wang-Rabtan’s head quarters (p. 645). 

* Whether the “other chiefs ” were Khojas or not, is not mentioned. 

A ianga is a small silver coin, worth, usually, about one-sixth part of a rupee. 
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probably the daughter of the Turgut Chief, Ayuka.1 Tse-Wang-Rabtan 

was no doubt the most powerful chief of the Zunghar dynasty, and he is 

said to have been able to put from 40,000 to 60,000 men in the field.2 

Tse-Wang-Rabtan’s successor was a son named Galdan Chiring, the 

child of a Durbet wife. On assuming the chiefship, his first act was to 

put his step-mother to death together with all her children. He seems 

then to have taken up the hereditary war of his people against the Mongols 

under Chinese protection, and to have attained some success; but in 1734, 

the strife was terminated by the intervention of the Grand Lama.3 At the 

accession of Kien Lung to the Chinese throne in 1735,4 * Galdan Chiring 

sent envoys to Peking to offer tribute and make submission, and for the 

rest of his life (i.e., till 1745) lived in peace with the Empire. “ Charmed 

with my benevolence,” writes Kien Lung, “ Galdan was faithful to his 

promises. But Achan, his son, the perfidious Achan, did not follow in his 

footsteps. He advanced with giant strides on a career of crime . . . and 

was regarded by the chiefs of the different hordes as a monster of whom 

it was necessary to purge the earth.” 6 This estimate of the character of 

Galdan Chiring’s successor is borne out by the view of our Turk! author, 

as will be seen below; but there is little to record of him, for his relations 

soon began to conspire against him, and finally capturing him, they put 

out his eyes and threw him into prison. 

The sovereignty over the Zunghars now fell to the chief of the conspira¬ 

tors against Achan, viz., to his half-brother, the son of a concubine of Galdan 

Chiring’s. He was a Lama and his name is usually given as Dardsha, 

though the Emperor Kien Lung, in his memoir, invariably calls him “ the 

Lama Torgui.” Whatever Torgui (or perhaps Torgl) may have signified, 

it seems likely that it was the name by which this chief was usually 

known, for it is also the one—in the form of “ Lama Taji”—by which he 

is spoken of in Muhammad Sadiq’s text. In consequence of his illegiti¬ 

mate birth, Dardsha’s accession was only partially acquiesced in by his 

people, or by the princes of his father’s house, and it was not long before a 

1 Howorth, 1, p. 049. 

8 Ib.t p. 646. 

3 Ib.} p. 649. 

4 The reigns of the three Manchu Emperors of China with whom vve are concerned 
here, were:— 

Kang Hi ....... from 1661 to 1722 

Yung Ching (son) ...... from 1722 to 1735 

Kien Lung (son) ...... from 1735 to 1795 

Those of Kang Hi and Kien Lung are regarded, by the Chinese, as the most glorious 
of modern times, resulting, as they did, in a great extension of the Empire. 

6 Amiot, p. 339. 
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party had arisen, whose object it was to depose him in favour of the grand¬ 

son of Chiring Donduk—-the brother and chief general of Tse-Wang- 

Rabtan—whose name has been mentioned in connection with the invasion 

of Tibet. 

This Prince, called Ta-wa-tze by the Chinese, and Dabaji by onr author, 

was considered the legitimate heir, and his claim was actively supported by 

one Amursana who was not a Zunghar, but belonged to the tribe of Khoit, 

though he inhabited the same district as Ta-wa-tze, viz., Tarbagatai. 

After sundry adventures, these two, aided by some Kirghiz tribesmen, fell 

upon Dardsha, defeated his followers and killed him,1 when Ta-wa-tze was 

established as Chief of the Zunghar.2 This, however, was not the result 

that Amursana had intended, and the allies, becoming rivals, soon came to 

blows with each other, the upshot being that Amursana was worsted and 

fled to China to seek aid for his cause from the Emperor. On arriving at 

Peking in 1754, Kien Lung received him with honour, found an excuse for 

condemning Ta-wa-tze and accorded the fugitive the help he had come to 

seek, in the shape of a mixed force under a Mandarin named Panti, who 

was Governor of the provinces of Canton and Kwangsi.3 Within the 

year following, this army had reached the III Valley, Ta-wa-tze was attacked, 

and put to flight after scarcely any resistance. He crossed the Tien 

Shan and took refuge in the Khoja town of Ush Turf an, but was made 

prisoner by the Hakim Beg of the place, one Khoja Si Beg (the Hokis of 

the Chinese writers), and delivered over to the Manchu general who 

despatched him to Peking. 

The Emperor treated him with consideration, and appears to have 

entertained the idea of making use of him against Amursana, whom he evi¬ 

dently mistrusted, but both the prisoner and his son, who had been sent 

with him into exile, died before events had developed themselves, and with 

them ended the legitimate line of Zunghar chiefs. 

On Ta-wa-tze’s removal, his rival Amursana was set up as Khan of 

the Zunghars, but was kept in leading strings by the Chinese generals and 

closely guarded by the army which he had been the means of bringing 

into the country. This consisted now of only a detachment of 500 men, 

under Panti and one Kgo-yung-ngan, the bulk of the force having been 

1 See Howorth, I, p. 651, also chapter XIV of Muhammad Sadiq’s text, where, 

however, they are both (erroneously) styled nephews of Galdan Chiring. 

3 A Chinese author of the last century says Amursana surprised, and killed Lama 

Dardsha in his tent, then went and offered the crown to Ta-wa-tze, knowing himself 

to he of too low extraction to wear it. (See Gueluy, Chine occidentale in Le museon, 

1887, p.103.) 

? According to Gueluy’s author this force consisted of Manchus, Chiuese, Solons 

(a tribe of Manchuria) and Chakars (a Mongol people), lb., p. 104. 
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withdrawn to China. Thus, as puppet chief, it is not surprising that he 

should have had little power or influence over the Zunghars ; indeed many 

of the tribal headmen, we are told, declined to recognise him, but conti¬ 

nued to profess allegiance to the exiled Ta-wa-tze.1 Yet, notwithstanding 

his enforced subjection to the Chinese, he attempted, as our text shows, 

to recover possession of the towns of Eastern Turkistan from the Khojas, 

who had, in the meantime, revolted and set up a divided government of 

their own. This he was, in a manner, able to accomplish by utilising the 

services of two brothers—Burhanu-d-Dln and Khan-Khoja2—descendants 

of the White Mountain Khoja Ahmad, who had lived long in Hi as an 

exile. In other words, Amursana succeeded in setting one section of the 

Khojas against the other. The first named of these brothers was sent 

forward with a mixed force of Chinese and Qalmaqs, while the other was, 

at first, retained as a hostage in III. Treachery and dissension arose in the 

Khoja camp, so that the most important of the cities were captured with¬ 

out difficulty, and the leading Khojas and Begs were either put to death or 

made good their escape, and Amursana, as a Chinese vassal, became the 

over-lord of the country. 

It is at this point (about the end of the year 1755 or the beginning of 

1756) that our author’s history comes to an end, but we may briefly 

follow the fortunes of the Qalmaqs and the Khojas for some four years 

more when they finally disappear. 

Amursana’s success was short lived, for elated by the advantage he had 

gained in Turkistan, and unable to endure the restraints put upon him by 

the Chinese, he determined to shake them oft. With the help of those of 

the Qalmaqs who supported him, and some other allies, he turned upon 

the force appointed to control him, destroyed it and executed the com¬ 

manders. He then marched eastward, gaining some successes over other 

small garrisons of Chinese troops on the northern Tien Shan line of settle¬ 

ments, till he reached Barkul (the “ Palikun ” of the Chinese) where, 

apparently, he was shortly afterwards beaten by troops pushed forward by 

the Peking Government. The Emperor, against the advice of most of his 

ministers, was now determined to break down the last remnant of Qalmaq 

power, and despatched some of his best generals and troops to the Zunghar 

country. Amursana retreated westward and took refuge with the Kirghiz- 

Kazaks in the steppes to the north of Earghana. The Manchus, in small 

bodies, pursued him, but after a year of fruitless marching and negotiating, 

attended by some reverses, Amursana eluded them. He escaped into 

Western Siberia, where he found a refuge with the Russians at Tobolsk. 

1 Howorth, I, pp. 654-656. 

3 The Bouraton and Hvlcitchen of Gueluy’s Chinese authors. 
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Here, in 1757, almost immediately after his arrival, he died of smallpox, 

and, on the Emperor demanding the corpse of “ the rebel,” it was carried 

to the frontier and delivered over to his envoys.1 

Thronghont 1757 Kien Lung had been pressing forward large bodies of 

troops to the III region. The power of the Zunghars, as well as that of 

other Qalmaq 'tribes, had been broken, but this was not satisfaction enongh 

for the Emperor in the hnmour that then controlled him. “ The blood of 

my slaughtered soldiers,” he said, “ cries for vengeance,” and his vengeance 

took the form of a massacre of all Qalmaqs—men, women and children, 

says a Chinese author 2—that failed to make good their escape. The land 

was practically depopulated, and the Zunghar tribe almost blotted from 

existence. Their country now became Chinese territory, and was, shortly 

afterwards, to be re-peopled by aliens from Manchnria or the extreme east 

of Mongolia, and by Musalmans from Eastern Turkistan. 

In the meantime Kban Khoja having escaped from III, and joined his 

brother Burhanu-d-Din, these two had become the rulers of nearly the 

whole of Eastern Turkistan, and were regarded, now, by the Chinese, as 

their direct dependents. There was, however, no Chinese Governor, bnt 

the Commander of the army in III, Chao Huei by name, appears to have 

acted as the Emperor’s representative and, following his master’s orders, 

interfered as little as possible with the affairs of the vassal State. 

For nearly a year this state of things seems to have continued, but in 

1758 the two Khojas, thinking themselves secure at a distance from the 

Manchn garrisons of III, revolted and endeavoured to set up an independ¬ 

ent Musalman Government. They declared themselves first at Kuchra, 

bnt, after a long siege, had to fall back on Kashghar and Yarqand. They 

were followed, however, by Chao Huei and his Lieutenant Foute, and 

many months were spent in intrigues and in a desultory kind of fighting, 

until at length the Musalman inhabitants would seem to have become 

weary of the continued disorder and the weakness of Khoja rule.3 At 

both places, in the summer of 1759, they opened their gates to the inva¬ 

ders, and Eastern Turkistan, from that time forward, became like the 

Zunghar country, a Chinese possession. The two Khojas, who had taken 

their last stand in Yarqand, escaped, together with a number of either 

1 Mr. Schuyler writes:—“ At that time the Chinese Emperor was so strong and 

the Russians were so weak in Asia—their attention at the same moment being taken up 

in Europe by the Turkish wars—that in order to buy peace, they conveyed the dead 

body of Amursana to Kiakhta and gave it up to the Chinese.’’— (Turkistan, II p 
168.) * 

3 Gueluy, p. 107. 

8 Gueluy, pp. 108-114. 
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relations and followers, to tlie Pamirs,1 while several others of the Khoja 

family—descendants of Afaq—fell into the hands of Chao Huei and were 

sent to Peking. 

The intention of Burhanu-d-Din and his brother was to find an asylum 

in Badakhshan, or perhaps Balkh, but they were closely pursued by a 

party under Fout6, whose despatch to the Emperor, giving an account of 

his proceedings, is cited, in translation, by Amiot.2 It is no doubt suffi¬ 

ciently exaggerated, and is certainly vague in its geographical details ; 

but it has a curious interest. It may be summarised thus :—“ I came up 

with the rebels near Alichur and beat them. On the 1st September 1759, 

they had arrived at Poulo Kol [Bulun Kul] where I obtained some inform¬ 

ation from a Pourouth [a Kirghiz] regarding their whereabouts. He 

told me they had already crossed the mountain (pass) but had still an¬ 

other very high pass to cross before reaching Badakhshan. ‘ This moun¬ 

tain,’ said he, ‘ is between two lakes. The one on this side is called Bulun 

Kul, and that on the other side, Isil-Kol [Yeshil Kul]. 

Prom the top of this mountain you will be able to see Badakhshan and 

perhaps, also, the army of your enemy, for he cannot be very far off:.’ On 

this information I set out, and about the middle of the day, after having 

passed round the shore of the lake, I received information that the enemy 

was at the top of the pass, where it would not be easy to attack him. 

In the evening we met with the rebels who fired upon us : we burst upon 

them, and, though night set in, we continued the fight, until at last the 

Khojas, fearing that they might fall into our hands, fled in the direction 

of Badakhshan with all who were able to follow them. I did not count the 

dead, but was assured that the Great Khoja [Burhanu-d-Din]3 was of 

the number. As soon as I saw that the rebels no longer defended them¬ 

selves, I put an end to the carnage. Their soldiers had, almost all, either 

been killed fighting or had followed their Chiefs, while we captured all 

that remained. The number of prisoners is over 12,000, and we found on 

the field of battle cannons, muskets, sabres, arrows, etc., to the number 

of 10,000, as well as over 10,000 oxen, asses and other animals, not count¬ 

ing the horses which were few, seeing that the fugitives had mounted the 

rest in order to hasten their flight.” 

1 Gueluy’s authors (p. 114) speak of a retreat to Khotan. whence, after a final defeat, 

they are said to have fled westward, but this is not in accordance with other accounts, and 

would, moreover, be improbable. 

3 See pp. 393-394. 

8 Burhanu-d-Din was, 1 believe, not the Khoja known to the Musulmans as Great 

Khoja,” or Khoja kalan. “ Great,” here, probably means the “elder ” of the two who 

were being pursued. 
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Here, in 1757, almost immediately after his arrival, lie died of smallpox, 

and, on the Emperor demanding the corpse of “ the rebel,” it was carried 

to the frontier and delivered over to his envoys.1 

Throughout 1757 Kien Lung had been pressing forward large bodies of 

troops to the Ill region. The power of the Zunghars, as well as that of 

other Qalmaq 'tribes, had been broken, but this was not satisfaction enough 

for the Emperor in the humour that then controlled him. “ The blood of 

my slaughtered soldiers,” he said, “ cries for vengeance,” and his vengeance 

took the form of a massacre of all Qalmaqs—men, women and children, 

says a Chinese author 2—that failed to make good their escape. The land 

was practically depopulated, and the Zunghar tribe almost blotted from 

existence. Their country now became Chinese territory, and was, shortly 

afterwards, to be re-peopled by aliens from Manchuria or the extreme east 

of Mongolia, and by Musalmans from Eastern Turkistan. 

In the meantime Khan Khoja having escaped from III, and joined his 

brother Burhanu-d-Din, these two had become the rulers of nearly the 

whole of Eastern Turkistan, and were regarded, now, by the Chinese, as 

their direct dependents, There was, however, no Chinese Governor, but 

the Commander of the army in III, Chao Huei by name, appears to have 

acted as the Emperor’s representative and, following his master’s orders, 

interfered as little as possible with the affairs of the vassal State. 

For nearly a year this state of things seems to have continued, but in 

1758 the two Khojas, thinking themselves secure at a distance from the 

Manchu garrisons of III, revolted and endeavoured to set up an independ¬ 

ent Musalman Government. They declared themselves first at Kuchra, 

but, after a long siege, had to fall back on Kashghar and Yarqand. They 

were followed, however, by Chao Huei and his Lieutenant Foute, and 

many months were spent in intrigues and in a desultory kind of fighting, 

until at length the Musalman inhabitants would seem to have become 

weary of the continued disorder and the weakness of Khoja rule.3 At 

both places, in the summer of 1759, they opened their gates to the inva¬ 

ders, and Eastern Turkistan, from that time forward, became like the 

Zunghar country, a Chinese possession. The two Khojas, who had taken 

their last stand in Yarqand, escaped, together with a number of either 

1 Mr. Schuyler writes :—“ At that time the Chinese Emperor was so strong and 

the Russians were so weak in Asia—their attention at the same moment being taken up 

in Europe by the Turkish wars—that in order to buy peace, they conveyed the dead 

body of Ainursana to Kiakhta and gave it up to the Chinese.”— (Turkistan, II, p. 
168.) 

3 Gueluy, p. 107. 

8 Gueluy, pp. 108-114. 
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relations and followers, to tlie Pamirs,1 while several others of the Khoja 

family—descendants of Afaq—fell into the hands of Chao Huei and were 

sent to Peking. 

The intention of Burhanu-d-Din and his brother was to find an asylum 

in Badakhshan, or perhaps Balkh, but they were closely pursued by a 

party under Fout£, whose despatch to the Emperor, giving an account of 

his proceedings, is cited, in translation, by Amiot.2 It is no doubt suffi¬ 

ciently exaggerated, and is certainly vague in its geographical details ; 

but it has a curious interest. It may be summarised thus :—“ I came up 

with the rebels near Alichur and beat them. On the 1st September 1759, 

they had arrived at Poulo Kol [Bulun Kul] where I obtained some inform¬ 

ation from a Pourouth [a Kirghiz] regarding their whereabouts. He 

told me they had already crossed the mountain (pass) but had still an¬ 

other very high pass to cross before reaching Badakhshan. ‘ This moun¬ 

tain,’ said he, ‘ is between two lakes. The one on this side is called Bulun 

Kul, and that on the other side, Isil-Kol [Yeshil Kul]. 

From the top of this mountain you will be able to see Badakhshan and 

perhaps, also, the army of your enemy, for he cannot be very far oif.’ On 

this information I set out, and about the middle of the day, after having 

passed round the shore of the lake, I received information that the enemy 

was at the top of the pass, where it would not be easy to attack him. 

In the evening we met with the rebels who fired upon us : we burst upon 

them, and, though night set in, we continued the fight, until at last the 

Khojas, fearing that they might fall into our hands, fled in the direction 

of Badakhshan with all who were able to follow them. I did not count the 

dead, but was assured that the Great Khoja [Burhanu-d-Din]3 was of 

the number. As soon as I saw that the rebels no longer defended them¬ 

selves, I put an end to the carnage. Their soldiers had, almost all, either 

been killed fighting or had followed their Chiefs, wrhile we captured all 

that remained. The number of prisoners is over 12,000, and we found on 

the field of battle cannons, muskets, sabres, arrows, etc., to the number 

of 10,000, as well as over 10,000 oxen, asses and other animals, not count¬ 

ing the horses which were few, seeing that the fugitives had mounted the 

rest in order to hasten their flight.” 

1 Gueluy’s authors (p. 114) speak of a retreat to Khotan, whence, after a final defeat, 

they are said to have fled westward, but this is not in accordance with other accounts, and 

would, moreover, be improbable. 

3 See pp. 393-394. 

s Burhanu-d-Din was, 1 believe, not the Khoja known to the Musulmans as Great 

Khoja.” or Khoja kalan. u Great,” here, probably means the “elder” of the two who 

were being pursued. 
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From this version of the affair have been derived all modern accounts 

of the final fall of the Khojas. Seeing, however, that it is based on the 

despatch of a Chinese general to his Government, it is scarcely likely to 

be worthy of credit, except in its main ontline. The incident is well 

known, by tradition, even at the present day in the Pamir region, and is 

in the month of almost every Kirghiz, Shighni and Badakhshi to be met 

with ; bnt they tell the story without any mention of the sanguinary 

engagement near Yeshil-Kul, and divide the Chinese figures by about ten. 

In reality it would appear, the Khojas had a following of some hundreds of 

Musulmans and Qalmaqs of whom many were women, children and slaves. 

The Chinese party sent in pursuit followed them as far as the lake, but 

finding that the fugitives had crossed the pass into Shighnan, they cut 

some characters on a rock 1 and returned to Kashghar. There was no 

battle, the Khojas and their party passed unmolested into Badakhshan, 

and had reached Argu, below Faizabad, when they were attacked by 

Sultan Shah, then Mir of the country, and taken prisoners. Sultan Shah 

plundered the whole party, beheaded the two Khojas and kept the Qal¬ 

maqs as slaves. 

On considering the part played by the Qalmaqs in these regions of 

Central Asia, daring the last century, we see how it came about that the 

remnant of the Moghuls gave place to the Khojas in Eastern Turkistan, 

and the latter to the Manchu Emperors of China. Had the Khojas been 

independent of the Qalmaqs, it may perhaps be a question whether China 

would have been drawn so far westward as to interfere in the territory 

misgoverned by these factious saints. It is possible that one party might 

have gained so decisive a predominance over the other that a fairly strong 

and permanent government would have been the outcome. But even had 

this been the case the Khojas would not have been long left to themselves. 

In 1714 the Bussian Governor of Siberia, Prince Gagarin, became 

possessed of information that Eastern Turkistan, and especially the district 

of Yarqand was a country whose rivers abounded in gold. In all probabi¬ 

lity it was Khotan that he had heard of, for the rivers there contain gold 

in fair quantities, while in those of Yarqand it is scarcely known; but 

this matters little. He reported his discovery to Peter the Great and 

1 This was the stone seen by Captain F. E. Younghusband in 1890. It has since been 

carried off by the Russians. The imaginary fightiug on the Pamir, it may be mentioned, 

is handed down to posterity in two spirited prints in M. Pauthier’s Chine (Volume T, 

1843) representing not one, but two separate engagements of the most approved 

theatrical pattern. Knights in armour mounted on prancing Arabs charge each other, 

with lance and battle axe, among the forest trees of the Pamir ; while lines of camels, 

with field pieces pivoted above their humps, teach the reader what the artillery of the 

day was like. 
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proposed as tlie readiest method of mining the gold, the annexation of tho 

country. It belonged, he pointed out, to the Zunghar Chief, then 

Tse-Wang-Rabtan, and his plan was to advance southward from the 

Irtish, by means of a route which he would protect by a line of forts. He 

sent specimens of the gold-dust which had been brought to him, and so 

greatly interested the Tsar in the scheme, that the latter despatched a 

force of some 3,000 men, including artillery, artisans and others, under 

an officer named Ivan-Buchholz, to commence operations by building a fort 

near Lake Yamish, and thence to push southward. In 1715 the establish¬ 

ment of this post was begun, but its position being beyond Russian 

limits, as then recognised, Tse-Wang-Rabtan treated the proceedings of 

Buchholz as an invasion of his territory. He and his brother Chiring 

Donduk, therefore, lost no time in collecting their men and laying siege 

to the half-finished fortress. For several months the communications 

with Russia were cut off, and the garrison was so nearly starved that 

sickness broke out and Buchholz determined to retire. The fort accordingly 

was destroyed, and the troops, reduced by losses and disease to 700 

men, retreated northwards to the confluence of the Om with the Irtish, 

(the site of the present town of Omsk) whence the commander was recalled 

to Russia. 

A fresh force was pushed forward in 1716, and again another, in the 

following year, under an officer named Stupin, while Gagarin was urged 

by Peter not to abandon his efforts to reach Yarqand. Stupin advanced 

up to Irtish for 228 versts above Lake Yamish, and there began, in 1718, 

the erection of a fort which has since become known as Semipalatinsk. 

At the same time an officer was sent to treat with Tse-Wang-Rabtan, who 

was then camped in the Ill valley, but the result was unsatisfactory to the 

Russians, for nothing was elicited but threats of what the Chief would do 

if the new post were not at once dismantled. The Tsar, becoming impa¬ 

tient, appointed, early in the next year, a General Likhareff to superintend 

the proceedings, and sent with him a number of other officers. This party 

arrived at Semipalatinsk in 1720 and, with a force of 440 men, made their 

way up the Irtish, in boats, to Lake Zaisan. The Qalmaq Chief was as 

good as his word. On the 1st August he attacked the Russians with 

numerous bodies of tribesmen and after an indecisive battle, which conti¬ 

nued for three days, a parley was arranged, when it was agreed that the 

Russians should abandon their scheme and retire down the Irtish. They 

retreated, accordingly, to within 181 versts of Semipalatinsk and there put 

up a new fort which has since developed into the town of Ust-Kameno¬ 

gorsk.1 

1 See Howorth, T, pp. 646-648. 
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After these events the Russian vision of an Eldorado in Yarqand 

appears to have been dispelled, for no farther attempt was made to reach 

Eastern Turkistan. Indeed the limits they were compelled to confine 

themselves to in 1720, have not been greatly overstepped even to the pre¬ 

sent day ; so that the historical role of the Qalmaqs, during their short 

period of power, was not alone to draw the Chinese forward into Zungharia, 

but to keep the Russians back within the boundaries of Siberia. 
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EPITOME 
OF THE 

MEMOIRS OF THE KHOJAS. 

Makhdum-i-Azam, a very holy man, spread religion from Mecca to 

China. His great grand-father, Sayyid Kamalu-d-Dm Majnun (a descend¬ 

ant in the seventeenth generation from the Prophet) lived at Medina and 

emigrated to Uz (or Uzkand) in Farghana. At that time Sultan Iliq 

Mazi, one of seven kings, was ruler of Utrar, Kasan, Farghana, Uzkand 

and Usjh1. In consequence of a dream the Sultan married his daughter to 

Sayyid Kamalu-d-Dm. He returned with his wife to Medina, where after 

his death, a son named Sayyid Burhanu-d-Din Kilic was born to him, who 

returning, succeeded his maternal grand-father, Ilik Mazi, on the throne of 

Uz. After a short time he gave up his government and became a devotee, 

retiring for the purpose to Khojand. With whomsoever he was angry that 

person was sure to die. A certain other holy man once came to ask him the 

reason for this. On approaching the Sayyid, he fell into a trance and saw, 

hanging from the roof, a naked sword. Flies were constantly striking 

against its edge and being cut in two. When he returned to his senses, the 

Sayyid said to him : “ Friend, whose fault is it: the sword’s or the flies’? ” 

1 Mr. Shaw notes here that Ilik Mazi was a grandson or descendant of Sultan 

Satuk Bughra. Dr. Bellew in his remarks on the TazTcira-i-Bughra Khan infers 

him to be identical with Satuk Bughra. but this is probably incorrect. Dr. 

Bretschneider, on the authority of the Kamilu-t-tawarikh of Ibnu-l-Asir, makes 

one Ilik, or Ilak, the successor of Satuk, but does not mention the relationship; and 

it is uncertain whether he refers to the same person as Ilik Mazi. Ibnu-1-Asir 

speaks of him as subduing the Samani dynasty in Transoxiana in 1008 A. D.f while 

Satuk Bughra is recorded, in the Tazkira, to have died only in 429 H.—or 1037 —8 

A. D. Th us it is quite uncertain to whom the text refers. The dynasty of the Bughra 

Khans was one of original Turks, or Uigurs, who had their capitals at T alasaghun 

and Kashghar, and flourished chiefly in the 10th, 11th and 12th centimes. They 

are known sometimes as the “ Kara Khans ”, but more usually as the “ Ilak Khans ” 

—a circumstance which would point to the word Hale being something more than 

the name of a single individual, and to the probability of its having been some general 

name or title. Mr. Stanley Lane-Poole says, “ the history of these Khans is very 

meagrely recorded.” And it is certain that what little information we have, is obscure 

and contradictory. It may be added, with reference to what follows in the text, 

that no such name as Burhanu-d-Din is to be found in any of the lists of Ilak Khans 

(See Shaw’s Turlci Grammar p. 334 ; Bellew in Yarqand Report pp. 125-6; 

Bretschneider’s Mediaeval Researches, I, pp. 252-8; and Lane-Poole’s Muhammadan 

Dynasties p. 134). 
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Hence Burhan-ud-Din obtained the name of Kilic (sword). His son was 

Jalalu-d-Dln, whose son was Ahmad Khwaja, called Makhdum-i-Azam ; 

then followed Ishaq Wall, then Khwaja Shadi, then Khwaja ‘Ubaidu-llah, 

then Danyal, then Yafqub Khwaja (called Khwaja Jahan).2 3 

Burbanu-d-Din’s son and his grandson, Makhdum-i-Azam, were lights 

and pillars of religion. 

Makhdum was married to a certain Bibica Kashgharl, a descendant 

of Satuk Bughra Khan. From them was born Ishaq Wall.3 While 

she was enciente Makhdum used always to rise with reverence when his 

wife approached, but he informed her that this homage was not meant for 

her but for her child yet unborn. His father, however, did not confer on 

him the succession as head of their religious house, but he was consecrated 

(as it were) by another holy man4. When he was grown to a certain 

age he went to Balkh. whence some of his father’s followers [ murid ] 

came out to meet him. A certain Khalifa Khurdak. who was one of them, 

did not pay him this mark of respect. At that time Muhammad Khan 

2 The whole of this paragraph seems to have been taken by Mr. Shaw from his 

“ other book.” It is not in the original text of Muhammad Sadiq. 

8 Muhammad Sadiq recounts the family history thus :— 

“ Makhdum-i-Azam had four wives. The first was called Karsau Sayyid, who had four 

sons and one daughter. The first son was Ishan-i-Kalan, the second was Khwaja 

Dost, the third Khwaja Bahau-d-Din and fourth Khwaja Abdu-l-Khaliq. But 

Khwaja Dost was made chief of the Khalifa ; and his august father gave Bahau-d- 

Din permission to follow his guidance. He also gave similar sanction to Abdu-l- 

Khaliq and his brother Ishan-i-Kalan. Another wife was the daughter of the 

Padshah of Karsan, and was called Malika-i-Karsanl. She had two sons and two daugh¬ 

ters : one of them was Khwaja Muhammad and another Sultan Ibrahim. He 

(Makhdum) had another wife named Bibica-i-Kashghari, who was a descendant of 

Sultan Satuk Bughra Khan Ghazi. That illustrious child, Ishaq Wall, was horn of 

her.” (Karsan is said now-a-days to be a village some ten farsakhs from Bukhara 

on the road to Karshi.) 

4 This is explained by Muhammad Sadiq thus :—** Be it known that while Ishaq 

Wall had not received clear permission and direction from Makhdum-i-Azam, his 

father (to exercise religious functions), Maulana Lutfu-llah, who was Makhdum-i- 

Azam’s nephew, had attained to this permission and direction from the Makhdum. 

The latter had conferred them at the time of his death, when Ishaq Wall was studying 

at Bukhara .The grace which had been confided to him, in trust, at the prompting 

of the Holy Prophet, he delivered over to Ishaq Wall, saying to his friends : ‘ what¬ 

soever was left to me by my teacher, Makhdum-i-Azam, that I have given to Khwaja 

Ishaq Wall; now do you demand (instruction) from him/ But the faithful disciples 

of Ishan-i-Kalan place their trust on this that the succession passed from Makhdum - 

i-Azam to Muhammad Islam, and from him to Muhammad Amir and from him to 

Ishan-i-Kalan.” Referring to this portion of the original text Mr. Shaw notes: — 

“ This passage is written in view of the rivalry which afterwards sprang up between 

the descendants and successors of these two brothers, as will be seen. An attempt is 
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was ruler of Balkh.* * * * 5 At tlie latter’s request, Ishaq went to visit the 

Khalifa, but the latter was found dead as a consequence of his want of 

respect to the saint. Ishaq raised from the dead a child of Sultan 

Muhammad Khan, From Balkh he went to Hisar and Bukhara. 

Ab du-1-Karim Khan of Kashghar, invited him to Kashghar. After 

some time the Khan became offended with him. He then retired to the 

land of the Kazaks and converted many of them, destroying several idol 

temples. Abdu-1-Karim then again sent for him. The Khan’s son-in-law 

was named Muhammad Sultan, who was much devoted to Ishaq Wali, 

and the latter prophesied that he would shortly become King. The Khan 

set out with an army for Kanjafur6 against the advice of the saint. 

This army took panic and fled. The saint then advised Muhammad 

Sultan to go, promising him victory. The prophecy was fulfilled but 

excited the wrath of the Khan. Ishaq Wali prayed for deliverance, and 

three days afterwards Abdu-l-Karim died when Muhammad Sultan 

became Khan7. 

here made to show that Ishan-i-Kalan’s commission was less directly derived from 

their father, Makhdum-i-Azam, than Ishaq Waffs.” It is, in short, the origin of two 

Khoja parties as explained in the Introduction p. 9 above. In another place Mr. 

Shaw remarks that:—“ An Ishan is also a religious teacher, but not of so exalted a 

spiritual rank as a Khwaja.” 

8 I cannot trace this Sultan Muhammad Khan. The date referred to would appear 

to be within the last quarter of the 16th century : if so, it would be a period when 

Balkh generally formed part of the Uzbeg dominions of the successors of Shaibanl. 

But it is possible that Muhammad was not an independent King : he may have been 

only a governor under the Uzbeg Sultan of tbe day (at that time probably Abdu*llah 

Khan II) who had his capital at Bukhara. 

6 Kanjafur is, no doubt, intended for Kanchou-fu, the capital of the province 

of Kansu in the extreme west of China. It might easily be confused with Kenjanfu, 

the Mongol corruption of King-chou-fu, an old name for Si-Ngan-fu, the present chief 

town of Shensi. This Mongol form had indeed survived till the middle of the 16th 

century; but for several reasons Si-Ngan cannot be the place here spoken of. 

Whether Kan-chou was ever invaded by a Khan of Yarqand, I can find nothing to 

testify, but it is known that by the date in question (which must have been towards 

the end of 16th century) Chinese power under tBe Ming dynasty, had fallen very low' 

on the western frontiers. The border province of Kansu wras often invaded from the 

neighbouring Musulman States of Hami (or Kumul) and Turfan, and it is just 

possible that the western cities of Eastern Turk is tan may have sometimes lent their 

assistance. On this occasion, according to Muhammad Sadiq’s textMuljammad 

Khan rode forth with 500 horsemen. He fouud the King of that country unprepared 

and captured the city.” 

7 There are apparent discrepancies here but they may be accounted for. Mr. 

Shaw notes that a Yarlygh, or title deed is still in existence, granted by “ Muham- 

mad Khan, son of Abdu-r-Rashid,” which is dated at Kashghar in A.H, 996 or 

1587 A,D. Yet be also notes that according to “ the other book ” Abdu-l-Karltn’s 
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Ishaq Wall remained twelve years in Yarqand, Kashgharl Khntan and 
Aksn, teacliing and making disciples, and then went to Samarqand, 
leaving a disciple named Ushtnr Khalifa in his place. The Khan and 
people of Kashghar became cool in their devotion and transferred it to a 
shrine at Turfan. Ushtnr went with them thither and sitting a straddle 
on the grave [stone], kicked it with his heels. A dragon came ont to 
eat him; but the saint who was in Samarqand, becoming miraculously 
aware of this, offered, in spirit, his son, who was at Aksn in order to save 
his vicegerent Ushtur. This son, Shahbaz by name, died at the same 
instant and Ushtur was delivered. 

Abdu-llah. Khan, king of Bukhara, sent his younger brother Bustam 
Sultan * * * * * * * 8 with an army of 50,000 men to attack Muhammad (Sultan) 
Khan of Kashghar, who was saved by the prayers of Ishaq Wall. The 
King of Bukhara died of anger. After these events the Khan of 
Kashghar became much devoted to this saint, who shortly afterwards died 
and was buried at Isfudik (in Khokand) and not at Dahbid, near Samar¬ 
qand,9 where Makhdum-i-Azam was buried; for his father had 
said that whoever, hereafter, should be buried in the space between his own 
and his son’s grave, should be a partaker of Paradise. 

Ishaq Wall left two sons : (1) Qutbu-d-Dln, whose descendants are 
in charge of the shrine of Ishaq Wall; and (2) Khwaja Shadi, who was 
appointed his father’s viceregent at Yarqand. 

Now Makhdum-i-Azam had another son called Ishan-i-Kalan who 
left a son named Khwaja Yusuf, whose son was Khwaja Afaq. These 
came over to Kashghar and were received with veneration by the people. 

death is placed at A. H. 1,000 which fell in 1591-2. But from an extract from 
the Haft Iqlim, translated by Quatremere, it appears that Muhammad Khan or 
Muhammad Sultan, was Governor of Kashghar under his brother, Abdu-l-Karhn, as 
Khan of the country. Thus Muhammad Sultan must have succeeded to the Khanate 
about 1592, and it is he who is spoken of by Benedict Goes as the King in 1604, 
When, in the text above, Muhammad is spoken of as the brother-in-law of Karim, 
the author must have made a mistake. They were both sous of Abdu-r-Rashid. (See 
Quatremere in Notices et JExtraits XIV, pp. 487-8 and Goes in Yule’s Cathay, p. 565.) 

8 The ‘ Abdu-llah Khan mentioned here is the second of that name in the line of 
the Shaiban Uzbegs otherwise known as the “ Abdu-l-Khair.” Though he only 
actually reigned from 1583 to the date of his death in 1597*8, he was in power long 
before the former date. Detailed accounts of his life exist, but in none of them, 
accessible to me here, is such a person mentioned as a brother named Rustam. 
Indeed he seems to have had no brother : nor is there any record of an Uzheg invasion 
of Kashghar during his reign. It may be noted, however, that the words “ younger 
brother ” do not occur in Muhammad Sadiq’s original manuscript; they must have 
come from Mr. Shaw’s “other book.” 

9 It appears that both these villages must be near Samarqand. Dahbid is said 
to be just beyond the suburbs of the city; and Muhammad Sadiq speaks of them 
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By tliis time Muhammad Khan (the king) had died,10 and Abdu-llah 

Khan was reigning. He had three sons : (1) Yulbars, Governor of 

Kashghar; (2) Nur-ud-Din, Governor of Aksu; and (3) Ismail Khan, 

who stayed with his father n. 

Yulbars was disobedient to his father, but he revered the holy men 

Yusuf and Afaq, as did also the people of Kashghar. Khwaja Shadi 

died at Yarqand leaving two sons : (D Abdu-llah; and (2) TJbaidu-llah. 

Yusuf Khwaja came to Yarqand to pray over Shadi’s grave, when the king 

and many of the people turned their devotions to him abandoning the 

sons of Shadi. The adherents of the latter became angry and reproached 

the king, who said he would give an answer the next day. During the night 

he dreamed that he saw a large male camel [buahrd] which was seized 

by a small camel [ hiwa ] that came out from the Altun Mazar 12 where 

the grave of Shadi was. In the morning Yusuf departed without taking 

leave of the king. He fell ill at one day’s march from Yarqand and 

died at Topluk. Hazrat Afaq came and fetched his body and buried it 

at Yaghdu 13. 

At Yarqand the sons of Shadi advanced in religious influence. The 

king (Abdu-llah) went away on pilgrimage to Mecca, leaving his son Ismail 

to rule in his stead, who expelled Khwaja Afaq from Kashghar and 

placed his own son Babak Sultan, as Governor there.14 This regime 

flourished exceedingly ; never had there been such prosperity even in the 

days of the Khans. For twelve years the people knew not wdiether there 

were soldiers in the land or not. 

Khwaja Abdu-llah (son of Shadi) died, and TJbaidu-llah became the sole 

religious chief; but he died before reaching the age of forty, and left two 

sons—(1) Khwaja Shualb, and (2) Khwaja Danyal. All obeyed them in 

religious matters. 

Afaq, on being expelled from Kashghar, went towards Kashmir. He 

arrived at an idol temple of the Prophet Mani at Ju. He performed 

as being separated by a canal, so that Isfudik should be close by. I do not know 

why Mr. Shaw has inserted the words “in Khokand ” in parenthesis. He spells 

IsfiduJc, instead of Isfudik, as it stands in the text. 

30 Mr. Shaw notes here the year of Muhammad Khan’s death as 1018 A. H. or 

1609 *.T). 

11 Further on in his book, Muhammad Sadiq mentions other brothers of Ismail, 

whose names I have inserted in the genealogical table as sons of Abdu-llah, though it 

is possible that the word “brother” may not be used in a strictly literal sense. 

33 The so called Golden cemetery. it still exists at Yarqand, and is much 

reverenced. 
R. V. S. 

18 The present shrine of Hazrat Afaq. (See appendix B.) 

R. B. S. 

14 The original text adds that Ismail himself “ascended the throne at Yai^am!.’* 
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miracles and asked for help to take the country of Yarqand. When the 

difficulties of the road were objected to, he asked for an introduction to the 

Qalmaqs who were of the same faith. Accordingly, a letter was written to 

the Tura (chief) of the Qalmaqs of Ila, saying:—“ Oh, Shibur K1 an ! 

Afaq is a great personage w7hom Ismadl has expelled from Kashghar. 

You should send an army to restore him.” He went and received aid. 16 

When the news of his approach at the head of a Qalmaq army was 

heard, Babak Sultan led a force against him, but was killed in an encounter. 

The victorious Qalmaqs then took Kashghar and marched towards 

15 As this is one of the most interesting: episodes recounted in the hook, it may 

be worth while to transcribe literally the author’s complete version of it. He 

writesIsma‘11 Khan expelled Khwaja Afaq from Kashghar. The Hazrat went 

on from city to city until he had passed Kashmir. There is a place named Cliu in the 

country of Chin. There the infidels had a Brahman priest (Shaikh) who performed 

miracles, and, by his teaching, had established his own religion. Hazrat Afaq arrived 

there and, by degrees, displayed virtuous habits and miracles, which surprised the 

infidels. The infidels turned their faces to worship. Hazrat Afaq, who was deter¬ 

mined to protect his faith, also betook himself to devotion, and, by manifesting 

miracles and revelations, overcame the infidels, who acknowledged his power and 

asked who he w^as and w'here he had come from. The Hazrat replied : ‘ I belong to 

the sect of Musulmans, and am their Khwaja. 1 had disciples in Yarqand and 

Kashghar; now a man has come and seized those towns and turned me out. I beg 

you to give me people to i ecover my country and restore it to me.* The Brahman 

priest replied :—‘ It is very difficult to send people from here to that place.’ Put 

he gave him the following letter to the Tura of the Qalmaqs at 11a:—‘ Oh, Shibur 

Khan. Khwaja Afaq is a very great personage whose country (Yurt) is Yarqand and 

Kashghar. In that country he is the Khwaja of the Musulmans. IsmaTl Khan has 

seized his country and expelled him. You should send an army, recover his country and 

restore it to him ’ . . . . Hazrat Afaq tuck this letter to Ila and saw the 

Tura of the Qalmaqs there. Shibur K1 an treated him with great consideration. He 

acted on the instructions contained in the letter, collected a large army and set out for 

Kashghar.” 

In the first place, it wrould be interesting to identify the Chu or Ju of the text. 

Captain Valikhanoff does not mention the name in any form, but says that Aiaq “re¬ 

tired to Kashmir, whence he proceeded into Tibet, where he so ingratiated himself with 

the Dalai Lama, that the latter despatched him with a letter to Galdan of Zurgharia, 

requesting the latter to re-establish the authority of Afaq at Kashghar and Yarqand. 

Galdan seizing this opportunity conquered Little Fu^hara (i. e.> Eastern Turkistan) in 

1678 .” What the writer’s authority is for assuming Chu to be Tibet, I do 

not know, nor is there anything to show the source of the date 1678. Still both are 

possible and even likely ; Howortb, Bellew and others have relied upon the Russian 

author. If the statement, that Afaq had passed Kashmir when he arrived at Chu, is to 

be taken literally, it would be necessary to look for the latter place somewhere about 

the confines of Northern India. Eut it is possible that Ladak may have been regarded, 

loosely, as part of Kashmir, and thus the fugitive Khoja may have passed ihrough Ladak 

into Tibet, which would he a more or less direct route. There is not, however, and never 
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Yarqand. The Yarqand General, Iwaz Beg, was killed, and by Ismsfil 

Khan’s advice, the people of Yarqand treated with the enemy, conditioning 

for the exercise of their faith under their two Makhdum-zadas. This was 

agreed to. Afak was put on the throne and his son Yahya was given 

the government of Kashghar. The Qalmaqs carried away Ismalil and 

all his family to Ila. Afaq agreed to an annual tribute of 100,000 tangas 

payable to the Qalmaqs.16 Thus the evil custom, which continues to 

this day was established by Khwaja Afaq. 

But the reign of Afaq, as King, did not last long, as he found it 

inconsistent with his religious duties. He put a younger brother of 

Ismael’s named Muhammad Amin,17 on the throne and married their 

sister Khanam Padshah. War was made on the Qalmaqs and several 

of their Chiefs were taken. The disciples of Afaq then became very 

turbulent, the Klan, Muhammad Amin, had to fly from Yarqand, but 

was killed by his own servants and Khwaja Afaq again seated himself 

on the throne. 

has been, any name like Chu or Ju for Tibet, or for any particular province or town in 

that country, as far as I am aware; though Chin is very frequently used as a name for 

Tibet proper, in Turkistan as well as in the hill regions north of the Panjab. Probably, 

therefore, as he is said to have gone to Chin, Afaq did retire to Tibet, and it is just 

possible that Ju may stand for Ju-wo, which Mr. W. W. Rockhill tells us is the name 

of the chief temple at Lhassa, If this is the case, the “ Brahman Shaikh ” would seem 

to have been the Grand, or Dalai Lama, and his influence over the Qalmaq chiefs would 

have been, at that time, very great. It has been mentioned, indeed, (in the Introduction 

above) that Galdan had been a Lamaist pupil at Lhassa, 

As regards the authenticity of the date furnished by Captain Valikhanoff, I can 

offer no suggestion except that 1678 falls within that period of Galdan’s life, when suck 

an event as the invasion of Eastern Turkistan might be looked for. * Isma‘il had suc¬ 

ceeded Abdu-llah in the Khanate, but all we know is that the latter was reigning up to 

1643 (and possibly for some years beyond that date), we know also that more than 

twelve years of Isma‘il’s reign had passed before he expelled Afaq ; while Afaq’s mission 

to Lhassa (if Lhassa it was), his journey thence to Galdan’s seat at Ill, and the Qalmaq 

invasion must have occupied some years. Thus the year 1678 may have been reached. 

The third puzzle in this passage is the name of Shibur Khan. Captain Valikhanoff 

assumes it to represent Galdan, and most likely he is right, for not only does the prob¬ 

able date bear him out, but, as explained in the Introduction the real name of the chief 

known as “ Galdan ” has never come down to us. Galdan seems to mean <f King,’’ but 

in addressing him, the Dalai Lama of Lhassa would probably use some personal or 

familiar title. 

(See Valikhanoff, Russians in Central Asia, p. 169. Howorth, I., p. 623. Bel- 

lew, Yarqand Report, pp. 175 and 178. Rockhill, J. R. A. S., 1891, pp. 259 and 263.) 

16 Muhammad Sadiq’s text has “4,000 tangas a month.” Valikhanoff makes it 

400,000 tangas a month ! (Loc. cit, p. 170.) 

17 The text has:—“ They brought Isma‘iTs younger brother, Muhammad Amin, 

from Turf an and placed him on the throne.” One date can be fixed during Muham¬ 

mad Amin’s reign by a reference to the Tazkira-i-Muqim Khani of Yusuf Munsin, as 
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To get rid of tlie rivalry of tlie other faction—the adherents of the 

Makhdum-zadas—Afaq sent for their disciples, and having ascertained 

that the spiritual Chiefs held land, viz., at Faizabad near Kashghar, 

Tokuzkent 18 near Yarqand, Ak-Sarai near Bhutan, and Ak-yar near 

Aksu—he caused a part of the rent of these lands to be applied to the 

service of the Altun Mazar at Yarqand (the shrine of Khwaja Shadi) and 

gave the rest of it to the disciples to send to their masters, in exile in 

Kashmir, with an invitation to them to return. They did return, but their 

hearts were heavy. When they reached the Tiznaf river, Shu‘aib said to 

his brother :—“ Every step I take, my feet turn back. Let not our line 

be cut short; do thou return and I will go on.” Danyal returned towards 

Kashmir, but a party of fanatical devotees of Hazrat Afaq came out, 

without orders, slew Shu‘aib and, putting his body into a bag, threw it 

into the river Tiznaf. 

The news of this deed did not reach Hazrat Afaq for some time, 

when one of the disciples of the Makhdum-zadas came and reproached the 

saint with it. Afaq struck his hand on his knee with anger and said 

“ Oh ye butchers of disciples of mine. Ye have done this deed against my 

soul as well as against your own. This reproach will lie against us till 

the day of judgment.” He then went himself and recovered the body, 

brought it back and buried it in the shrine of Altum. But Hazrat Danyal 

retired, in safety, to Dahbid near Samarqand, where the tomb of Makh- 

dum-i-A‘zam was. After a dream in which his ancestor foretold the future •• 
greatness of his line and consoled him saying :—“ Every grief lies between 

two joys,” he went to Khojand. Here he married, and a son, Ya‘qiib, 

was born to him. His religious instructor gave him the title of “ Khwaja 

Jahan,” saying : “ He will become a Jahangir [ conqueror ] and raise 

again to dignity the line of the Khwaja.”19 

translated by Professor Senkowski. Among other ambassadors who arrived at the court 

of Subhan Quly, Khan of Bukhara, in the year 1102 H. or 1693, was one “sent by 

Muhammad Amin, Khan of Kashghar. His mission was to represent to the Khan that 

the infidel Kirghiz, having taken possession of the country, Muhammad Amin had 

placed himself under the protection of Subhan Quly, had said the Khutba and struck 

the coin in his name and implored his assistance.” The result of the mission is not 

recorded. (Supplement a Y Histoire des Turks, etc., 1824, p, 57.) 

18 Toquz kent means ‘‘nine villages.” Mr. Shaw names them as follows:— 

Pialma, Guma, Zangoya, Chodar, Sanju, Boria, Dawa, Koshtak and Ui-Tughrak. They 

all lie to the south and south-east of Yarkand. 

19 Here Mr. Shaw notes :—“ Another account says that Afaq inveigled the young 

Makhdum-Zadas away from Kashmir and slew one of them—Ai-Khwaja (i.e., Shu*aib) 

at Sanju and murdered many hundreds of their adherents. Afterwards he himself 

went and increased the pile of fuel in hell, while his wife, surnamed the “ Butcher 

Queen” (Jallad Khanam),carried on his bloody policy. The devotees (Diwana) became 
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To Afaq were born two sons: Mabdl Khwaja and Hasan Khwaja. 

He repented of baying taken tbe country by tbe help of tbe infidel 

Qalmaqs, but said tbat be could now bold up bis bead again on account 

of tbe virtues of tbis Mabdl Khwaja.20 Afaq presently died and was 

buried in tbe shrine called by bis name.31 His widow Khanam Padshah 

remained at Yarqand with her son, who was then five years old; while 

Yahya governed at Kashgbar. 

Tbe Queen shortly afterwards went to pray at tbe shrine of her late 

husband. Yahya’s councillors represented to him tbat a woman was 

unable to bold tbe reins of government; tbe Kirghiz on one side, and tbe 

Qalmaqs on tbe other, were formidable enemies : be should unite Yarqand 

to bis own government and become Khan. He objected tbat be would be 

accused of injuring bis father’s widow, out of ambition; but one of tbe 

councillors said :—“ Modesty is out of place in affairs of state ,* by means 

of modesty tbe country may be ruined.” Tbe wife of a councillor 

reported tbis matter to tbe Queen, on which a quarrel took place. 

Tbe Queen returned to Yarqand and made her son Mabdl King there. 

After six months, tbis son’s adherents murdered Yahya Khan. He left 

three sons, two of whom were killed; while tbe third, Khwaja Ahmad, 

was bidden away in a cave in tbe mountains. Tbe Governor of Kashgbar 

was Zaid Beg, and be also was killed; but some time afterwards Khwaja 

Ahmad was put on tbe throne. Much bloodshed ensued from which 

tbe Queen earned tbe name of “Jallad Khanam ”—tbe executioner, or 

butcher, Queen. She herself was also murdered six months after tbe 

death of Yahya. 

After tbis Akbash Khan, tbe brother of Muhammad Amin, came to 

Yarqand and slew a thousand fanatics (dlwana). He put bis son, Sultan 

Abmadi Khan, on tbe throne of Kashgbar32 and married tbe widow of 

unrestrained in their wildness, and finally Akbash Khan came and took Yarqand and 

restored order. He seized a thousand Diwanas and, at the Kaba-Ghatku gate, (the 

Aksu gate) cut their throats and made a mill go with their blood.” 

20 Mahdl was son of Afaq by his wife Khanam Padshah, the youuger sister of 

Isma‘11. But Hasan, according to Muhammad Sadiq was grandson of Afaq —'-not 

son. He was son of Mahdl, as marked in the genealogical table. 

21 This was in 1105 H. or 1693 A. D. 

22 Muhammad Sadiq’s statement on this point is quite different. He writes: — 

“the people of Kashghar brought Khwaja Ahmad from the cave in the hills and made 

him their Khan.” This Ahmad, as we have seen, was son of Yahya and was a Khoja. 

The name of Sultan Ahmadl does not occur in Muhammad Sadiq s text. If he were a 

son of Akbash, he would have been of the line of Moghul Khans and not a Khoja; 

and there is no mention in the text of any son of Akbash. My impression is that the 

Epitome is in error on this point, and that ILfitvdja Ahntud should be the reading, 

without mention of any relationship to Akbash. 
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Yahya. Akbash Khan then retired with the remainder of Afak’s family 

to India,23 having first sent for Danyal Khwaja from Khojand, stating 

that his ancestors bad always been disciples of Danyal’s ancestors. Danyal 

set out and was well received by the Kirghiz. The Kashghar people, 

however, held out for their own religions leaders; so the Kirghiz took him 

on to Yarqand, where he was accepted as spiritual Chief. 

At Kashghar, Khwaja Ahmad was the nominal Kban, but the real 

rulers were some Kirghiz Chiefs who carried on a series of raids against 

the inhabitants of Yarqand. Not having any King of their own, the 

Yarqand people brought in a Kazak Kban, called Hashim Sultan, to reign 

over and defend them. In one of their raids, the Kirghiz approached 

the town. Hashim, though taken unawares, sallied forth, slewr one of the 

leaders and dispersed the rest. Next day the Kirghiz began to treat for 

the surrender of their chief, thinking he wTas still alive, but a prisoner; 

and they promised to give up three hundred Yarqand prisoners in 

exchange for him. The Yarqandis, in order to secure this advantage, 

dressed up the dead man and set him on a horse, tied to a plank. The 

Kirghiz saw him from a distance and said to one another“ He hangs 

down his head : he is ashamed at having fallen into the hands of the Sarts.24 

The deceit was successful, for the Yarqand! prisoners had been given up, 

and the dead body of their chief was all that the Kirghiz got. After this 

lesson they ceased their attacks on Yarqand. 

In consequence of the intrigues of the devotees of Danyal Hashim, the 

Kazak Chief retired from the government of Yarqand and returned to 

his own country, on which Danyal became ruler of Yarqand for several 

years. 

Whereas the Qalmaqs of Ila had been attacked by Hazrat Afaq and 

Muhammad Amin, the king of Yarqand, they had preserved a desire 

for revenge, but were prevented from taking it by troubles of their own. 

Now, at last, they found an opportunity, in the confusion reigning among 

the Musulmans, and with a large army they marched to Kashghar 

and thence, without stopping, to Yarqand. Khwaja Danyal finding 

himself too weak to resist, accepted the rule of the infidels; and they, 

38 Here again there is a discrepancy. The author’s text makes Khwaia Mahdi, ar.d 

not Akbash Khan, retire to India. Both in this case and that of the note above 

Mr. Shaw seems to have followed “ the other book.” Akbash was obviously at Yarqand 

throughout these events, and Muhammad Sadiq makes Mabdi take leave of him before 

setting out for India. 

24 The Saits are the cultivators and townsmen of the lowlands, as distinguished 

from the Nomads of the hill regions; the word has no ethnographic meaning. 
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taking him with them, now attacked Kashghar which, after a short resist¬ 

ance, surrendered. Danyal advised the Qalmaqs not to offend the religions 

feelings of the country by slaying any of the Khojas. They approved 

of this counsel and merely imprisoned Ahmad Khwaja (son of Yabya), 

Ruler of Kashghar, and put on a well-wisher of their own in his place; but 

they afterwards carried both Ahmad and Khwaja Danyal to Ila. Here 

the Chiefs treated Danyal with great respect, but sent Ahmad to one of 

their frontier stations, called Iran Kaburgha 25. 

When Muhammad Amin had plundered Ila, he had captured thirty 

thousand people of the country, and from among them had bestowed 

a Chief’s daughter on Danyal, who had converted her to Islam and married 

her. On the Qalmaqs taking Yarqand and Kashghar. they had released 

their compatriots, and Danyal’s wife, then enceinte, was given to a Qalmaq 

Chief, who, however, had no intercourse with her, until her child by Danyal 

was born. The child was a son, wThom his mother swaddled in fine clothes 

and devoted herself to. He was brought up, till the age of seven, in all 

the learning of the Qalmaqs, without its being known, publicly, that he 

was the child of a Musulman. 

The mother, at last, found an opportunity to inform Khwaja Danyal 

of the fact, by means of a letter sent through a Musulman merchant. 

He appealed to the chief of the Qalmaqs, who sent a man of his own and 

a disciple of the Khojas to enquire into the matter. The woman stood to 

her declaration, but her new husband denied it and would not show the 

child, telling him that the Musulmans would eat him. Finally all the 

parties were brought to the court of the chief of the Qalmaqs. The 

husband fell at the feet of the Kongtdji26 (the chief) who was a relative of 

his, appealing to him not to deprive him of his only child, for the sake of 

the Musulmans. 

35 Muhammad Sadiq adds that Khwaja Ahmad remained at Iran Kaburgha, on 

the frontier of Ila, for seven years. 'Jhe Iran Kaburgha district is in the range of 

hills forming the northern shed of the valley of the river Kash— a tributary of the 

III. The date of these events can be traced, through Chinese accounts of the Qalmaqs, 

to about the year 1713, if our author’s indication of seven years ” is to be accepted. 

See the next note below. 

36 Perhaps a better spelling would be Rung Taishi. It was the title of the 

highest rank among the Qalmaqs and stood for “ Sultan ” or King. Sir H. Howorth, 

quoting Pallas, says the meaning of the words is “ Swan-like Prince ” (1, p. 617-n). 

The Rung Taishi in the present instance was the famous Tse Wang ftabtan, and the 

date about 1720, for the author tells us, lower down, that the restoration of Danyal to 

the government of Eastern Turkistan took place seven years previous to Tse V\ ang 

Pabtan’s death, an event which is known, from Chinese sources, to have happened in 

1727 (see also p. 20 of the introduction, above). 
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The Kongtdji appointed a day when the Musulmans attended, dressed 

in their turbans, etc., and the principal Qalmaqs in their own costume. 

The suppositions father had warned his child against the “ tnrbaned race,” 

telling him not to go near them, lest they should eat him, and instruct¬ 

ing him to come and sit on his (the Qalmaq’s) lap. When the two 

parties were drawn up and the child set in their midst, the Kongtdji 

said :—“ Oh child ! Which of these two dost thou recognise as thy father ?” 

The boy turned his face towards his Qalmaq father, but when he got close 

to him, he uttered a sudden cry and ran and fell unconscious into the 

arms of his real father Danyal. The whole assembly was affected at the 

sight, and the Kongtdji, weeping, said :—“ Oh Khwaja ! The child is 

yours of right. I give you also the rule over four cities.” Thus saying, 

he dismissed him to his government. Danyal gave thanks to God, and 

leaving his elder son Khwaja Jahan (Ya‘qub) at the court of the Kongtdji, 

set out for Yarqand. He clothed his newly found child as a Musulman 

and gave a feast with much rejoicing, bestowing on the child the name of 

Yusuf Khwaja. 

On arriving at Yarqand, Danyal was accepted, with joy, as ruler of 

that city and province and also of Kashghar, Aksu and Khutan. as had 

been ordered by the Kongtdji of the Qalmaqs. The yearly sum of 

100,000 tangas 27 agreed upon by Hazrat Afaq, as tribute to the Qal¬ 

maqs, continued to be paid by Danyal, and thus seven years elapsed. 

The Kongtdji had a daughter whom he was about to marry to the son 

of the Chief of the Turgut tribe of Qalmaqs. All the Governors of the 

seven cities (of Eastern Turkistan) with Khwaja Danyal at their head, 

were bidden to the wedding, and went. He demanded from them, as a 

wedding contribution, Indian valuables, such as pearls, jewels, etc.; but 

they had none suitable. The Kongtdji became angry and threatened them 

with death. They all fell at the feet of Khwaja Danyal and implored his 

assistance; they also held a solemn night of prayer, in the course of which 

news was brought that the Kongtdji was dead, and that his son Galdan 

Jirin 28 had become the chief. On enquiring, they found that one of the 

old Kongtdji’s wives, for the sake of raising her own son to the throne, had 

poisoned her husband. The people sought to take Galdan Jirin’s life, 

but he heard of the plot, and taking counsel with other chiefs, slew his step¬ 

mother and her son. God turned his infidel heart, so that he allowed all the 

captive Musulmans to return to their homes. Danyal was also sent home 

and was confirmed in the government of the four cities. He had to 

tion. 

27 Muhammad Sadiq speaks of this sum as one tanga per head of the popula- 

28 That is Galdan Chiring. He succeeded in 1727. 
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content himself with the income from his ancestral lands and to give all 

the other revenues of the country to the Qalmaqs. 

At last Danyal fell ill, and when about to die, made his will. After 

entrusting to his eldest son, Khwaja Jahan, the affairs of the faith, he 

told him that he himself was dying without having been able to attain the 

wish of his heart, which was independence of the infidels, but that perhaps 

God might grant the accomplishment of the desire to him. Then he 

expired and was buried in the Altun Mazar. 

Danyal left several wives and five sons, viz., 1, Khwaja Jahan (named 

Ya‘qub) ; 2, Khwaja Yusuf; 3, Khwaja Ayyub; 4, Khwaja Nizamu-d-Din 

(called Kbamosh Khwaja) ; and 5, Khwaja Abdu-llah. By order of the 

Chief of the Qalmaqs, Yarqand was allotted to Jahan; 29 Kashghar to 

Yusuf; Aksu to Khamosh 30 and Khutan to Abdu-llah. They all regarded 

Kl waja Jahan in the light of their father. 

Now the line of Khwaja Jahan was as follows— 

Kamalu-d-Din (a descendant of Imam Husain in the 15th generation). 

Burhanu-d-Din Kilic. 

Jalalu-d-Dln. 

Makhdum-i-Azam. 
■ #• 

Ishaq Wall. 

Khwaja Shadi. 

Khwaja TJbaidu-llah. 

Khwaja Danyal. 

Khwaja Jahan (Yafqub). 

His apostolic succession (or the descent in the spiritual grace of saint- 

ship) was manifested by many miracles. 

He was one day complaining of the mutual rivalries and enmities of 

the holy men of his times, and enquired whether the same was the case in 

former days, when the following story was told him:— 

“ In the time of Abdu-llah, there were two holy men, between whom no 

cloud had ever arisen. The Khan, to try them, took them out hunting 

with him. Taking an opportunity when he was alone with one of them, 

he asked him :—‘ How is it that your horse is so lively and that of your 

friend is so slow?’ The saint replied :—‘ Because my friend is such a great 

saint, that his horse, out of reverence and respect, moves gently and 

sedately ; whereas my horse, knowing what a sinner he bears on his back, 

89 Mr. Shaw notes :— “ On the title deeds of a Mazar, he is found to be 

reigning in 1148 A. D. ” (1735-36 A. D.) 

So In Muhammad Sadiq’s MS., Ayyub is said to have been appointed to Aksu. 
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dances about and tries to shake him off.’ Presently the Khan asked the 

same question, privately, of the other, who replied : ‘ My horse is 

oppressed by the load of sins which he carries in my person, whereas my 

friend’s sanctity is so great that his horse, desiring to fly to the heavens 

with him, continues to spring up from the earth in his endeavour to 

do so.’ ” 

Yusuf’s youngest brother was Kbdu-llah. who had four sons :— 

1, Shamsu-d-Dln ; 2, Yahya ; 3, Ahmad ; 4 ‘Abid. 

Abdu-llah lived at Aksu and when his brother, Khamosh, died there, 

he gave over his own government of Khutan to his son Shamsu-d-Din. 

He himself also died at Aksu; after which Shamsu-d-Din and Yahya 

obtained Khutan. 

Yusuf went to Ila.31 He found the Qalmaqs in trouble among them¬ 

selves and concluded that the longed for opportunity to strike for inde¬ 

pendence was come. He took counsel with Khush Kipak Beg, the Gov¬ 

ernor of Kashghar, who was also at Ila and sent him back to Kashghar to 

fortify the city and prepare for war, telling the Qalmaqs that this was done 

as a precaution against irruptions. But he sent a letter to Umar Mirza, 

the Chief of the Kirghiz-Kipchaks, living in the Ila district, and planned 

an insurrection in concert with them. He could not obtain leave from 

his Qalmaq masters to return to Kashghar; so he resorted to artifice. 

He sent off a servant with orders to go a few days’ march and then come 

back in haste bearing a prepared letter, which reported that the Kirghiz 

had attacked Kashghar, and that Yusuf’s presence was required. The 

Qalmaqs at first decided to send an army, but being themselves in diffi¬ 

culties, they were finally compelled to give up this idea and to depute 

Yusuf. He pretended unreadiness and offered to send his sons instead, 

saying that if they failed, he would go himself. In this way he hoped to 

release his sons.32 His proposal was agreed to, but, according to a pre¬ 

arranged plan, the sons sent back word that the task was beyond them, 

81 In Muhammad Sadiq’s text it is said that Yusuf used frequently to pay visits 

to Ila, his chief object being— “ to obtain an insight into the affairs of the infidels. 

He was waiting for a disturbance to take place among them that he might seize the 

opportunity to use the remorseless sword of Islam.On one occasion 

he found that the Tura (Chief) of the Qalmaqs had been changed, and that dissension 

and disturbance prevailed among them. ” Galdan Chiring’s death occurred in 1745, 

and gave rise to several years of disturbances among the Qalmaqs, as has been mentioned 

in the Introduction. The occasion of Yusuf’s visit, here alluded to in the Epitome, 

was apparently at the time when Ta-wa-tze had just become Chief, (viz,, 1754) or shortly 

previous to it, perhaps about 1753. 

82 The text of Muhammad Sa liq mentions only one 6on in connection with this 

incident, and names him— Khwaja Abdu-llah. 
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and that their father’s presence was necessary. This device succeeded, 

and Yusuf also started for Kashghar. He had made one march on this 

(south) side of the Muzart Pass, when he was met by the Governor of 

Uch, 33 named Khwaja Si Beg, who congratulated him, saying that now 

he was come, Islam would gain ground. Yusuf put oh this interpreta¬ 

tion of his proceedings, but advised the Governor not to go on to Ua. 

This confirmed the latter in his suspicions of Yusuf’s intentions, and he 

continued on his way to Ila. Yusuf fearing treachery from this circum¬ 

stance hastened on to Aksu and Kashghar. 

The Governor of Uch, on his side, pushed on to Ila, and warned the 

Qalmaq Chief, Dabaji, that Yusuf’s object was rebellion. They sent 

three hundred men in pursuit of Yusuf, but they were too late. Binding 

this to be the case, they despatched a messenger to him, saying,—“ The 

Turas of the Qalmaqs summon you to their assistance. Amursana is 

advancing against them with a large army.” Yusuf, on the arrival of 

this messenger, professed illness as an excuse for not complying. Khuda 

Yar was Ishkagha 34 of Kashghar and held by the Qalmaqs; while 

another adherent of theirs fortified himself at Artush, and sent to urge 

Khuda Yar to revolt against Yusuf. He forged a letter from the Qalmaqs 

in which they were made to say that a large expedition was advancing 

against them from China ; it also contained an order to the Ishkagha and 

his adherents to seize and kill Yusuf, saying that if their own dominion 

continued, this would be considered good service; and if the Chinese 

prevailed, they would certainly reward it. The other Begs, however, 

would not join the Ishkagha in this conspiracy, and the messengers took 

the letter at night to Yusuf, who armed all his people and remained on 

his guard. The Ishkagha perceived that the conspiracy was discovered 

and shut himself up in his house. Yusuf then appointed ten Kipehaks 

and commanded them thus:—“ When I say, twice over, Tamdku sal (fill 

up the tobacco), seize and imprison Khuda Yar ” The latter, however, 

kept away for some days, but had at last to attend the Chief’s Court. 

Yusuf began reproaching him and then gave the signal. A certain 

Kipchak seized Khuda Yar with one hand, and, lifting him up like an 

apple, forced him, crying out for mercy, down the steps. Yusuf re-assured 

the other Begs, telling them that they and even Khuda Yar s children, 

had nothing to fear. He then ordered a certain man to enquire how 

Khuda Yar was imprisoned. This man, whether he was a partner in 

the conspiracy and feared detection, or whether he did not hear the order 

8S Also written Ush. Tte place iutended is Ush Turfan. 

84 Literally Lord of the gate. A kind of mayor or town-Magisti ate. 
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distinctly, conveyed to tlie Kipchaks an order to slay Khuda Yar imme¬ 

diately, which they did.36 

A force was sent against the rebels at Artush, who, after firing a few 

shots, fled to Aksu, by way of Kalta Yailak and Kalpin. At Aksn they 

consulted with Abdu-l-Wahhab, the Governor, and wrote to inform the 

Qalinaq Chiefs of the events that had occurred, saying that unless troops 

were despatched at once, they must wash their hands of Kashghar, Yarqand 

and Ehutan. The children of the slain Isbkagha also appealed for ven¬ 

geance. The Qalmaqs consulted about sending an army, but refrained on 

account of Amursana being known to have gone to the Court of Khakan 

(the Emperor of China) and because an attack from that side might be 

expected. They determined, however, on despatching an Embassy. 

Some time before this, the Kipchak-Kirghiz, who were passing the sum¬ 

mer on the Ila pastures, being instructed by Yusuf, came down to Kuchar 

and thence went on to Khutan. The Qalinaq envoy, therefore, was sent under 

the pretext of bringing back this tribe. Now the Qalmaq Government 

was in a state of disorder—ruler succeeding ruler, as each obtained the 

power. The envoy, Mudarji, was nominally deputed to Yusuf, but be 

had letters to the Chiefs of Kashghar and other places, appealing to them 

to sieze Yusuf and send him to Ila. He set out with three hundred 

horsemen in armour, and took the road via Aksu and Ush Turfan. Yusuf 

sent a man to find out their intentions and received a report that they 

were adverse. He made warlike preparations, so that when the Qalmaqs 

arrived they found everything ready for war, and armoured men every¬ 

where on guard. The attendants were detained at the doors and only five 

chief men were allowed to penetrate into the presence of Yusuf. He 

treated them well and dismissed them to their quarters, telling his people 

that, although they were Kafirs, still they must be considered in the light 

of guests. 

When they reached their quarters, they sent for Eli ush Kipak, Governor 

of Kashghar, and showed him their letters with the red (royal) seal. He 

repelled their attempts to corrupt his loyalty. He also dissuaded them 

from their mission, warning them that they would fail. The Governors 

of B esh Karam and Eaizabad were, however, won over; they told the 

Qalmaqs that without them their country would fall a prey to the Kirghiz. 

They said it was easy to seize the Khoja of Yarqand, who was a simple 

Musulman, but Yusuf was a sagacious chief whom it was not easy to 

85 Mr. Shaw notes here :— “ Another account says he showed Khuda Yar his own 

letter, and asked him what punishment he was worthy of, who thus conspired against 

his own Khoja. The criminal replied : ‘ death/ upon which Yusuf gave orders for 

his execution.” 
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beguile. Accordingly, they planned to bring him oyer to their own quarters 

on the plea of an interview, there to slay him and show his body to the 

people. This plot became known to Yusuf, who, when invited according 

to previous arrangement, went accompanied by a sufficient guard. Seeing 

this, the schemers gave up their intention against his life, as impracticable. 

Finding all their plots unavailing, they took leave and went to Yarqand. 

Yusuf, however, sent to warn Khwaja Jahan of Yarqand against them, 

and to bid him remain day and night on his guard. The envoys saw that 

all the Khoja brothers were on the alert, so they contented themselves 

with inviting Jahan to go to Ila and visit their chief. He excused himself. 

After a time, with the assistance of Ghazi Beg, Governor of Yarqand, they 

succeeded in inveigling him to their dwelling, under the pretence that the 

chief envoy was dangerously ill and desirous of speaking to him. When 

he came in, they seized him and closed their doors. Some of his officers, 

who were outside, gave the alarm, and the palace was made safe and 

guarded. Some of the Khojas fled towards Khutan. while a messenger 

was despatched to Kashghar to inform Yusuf. The Qalmaqs and their 

adherents went in pursuit of Khwaja Sadiq as far as the river Zarafshan,36 

but he escaped and got to Khutan. He seized Ghazi Beg’s 37 house and 

family at Khutan, sending off: only one of the servants to tell Ghazi Beg 

that he was coming, that the Beg should prepare for war, but that if he 

hurt a ham of Khwaja Jahan’s head, he (Sadiq) would destroy all his 

family to the seventieth generation. He then raised a force of some 6,000 

or 7,000 men from among the Kipchaks who had established themselves 

at Khutan, and from the inhabitants of the country. 

Yusuf, on being made aware of what had happened, shut up the mes¬ 

sengers and made it publicly known that an army of Kirghiz was com¬ 

ing to attack the town. By this means he induced the people to raise a 

considerable force, and, at the same time, sent to warn Ghazi Beg, under a 

threat of retaliation, not to injure Khwaja Jahan. The messengers bear¬ 

ing this letter presented themselves before Ghazi Beg and the Qalmaqs. 

A report spread that Yusuf was coming with a force of 10,000 men, and 

was assembling the Kirghiz tribes under his standard. 

Letters of reproach also came from other Musulmans to Ghazi Beg. 

He began to repent of his conduct and made an attempt to restore himself 

to favour, in case of accidents, by causing his ovn men to dress as Qal¬ 

maqs, and feign an attempt on the life of Khwaja Jahan, their prisoner, 

when he himself came in and pretended to save him at the peril of his own 

sa The Yarqand river. 

87 Ghazi Beg was the Governor of the town of Yarkand and had treacherously 

helped the Qalmaqs to seize the Khoja. Muhammad Sadiq says of him •* God had 

made Ghazi Beg a scoundrel from the day of his birth. ’ 
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life. His sons, the same night, sent in two swords to their father, so that 

he might defend his own room until succour should reach him, if an 

assault were made on the house. 

Yusuf despatched 500 men to Barcuk to intercept the Qalmaqs, 

should they attempt to make off: to Ila with their prisoner. The Kirghiz 

also assembled at the call of Yusuf. 

Grliazi Beg. becoming alarmed at these threatened attacks, released the 

imprisoned Kliwaja Jahan and, obtaining his pardon, prevailed on him to 

send off members of his family to stop the armies of Khutan and Kashghar. 

The latter force returned, but Khwaja Sadiq, who was met on the wTay 

from Khutan. refused to believe the messengers and pressed on to Yarqand 

where he found Jahan released and sitting on the throne. He rewarded 

his soldiers and allowed them to go back to Khutan. Yusuf, however, 

formed the idea of attacking Ila and solicited help from Andijan and the 

Kirghiz. 

A wTife of Yusuf had remained at Aksu. Abdu-l-Wahhab Beg, a Chief 

of Aksu, who had not submitted to Yusuf, showed enmity to this wife, 

but she wTas released and sent to Kashghar by an Ishkagha. 

Yusuf, falling ill, took leave of his family and started for Yarqand, 

by way of Yapurgha. The people of Yarqand came out to meet him 

with a horse litter [ takht-i-rawan ], but he refused to sit in it, and 

entered the city on horseback. Here he remained for three months, 

holding intercourse with all the principal people. 

At this time Dabaji (Ta-wa-tze) was ruler of the Qalmaqs at Ila, but 

their country was much disturbed. Amursana was a claimant of the 

chiefship, but being unable to obtain it by his own strength, he went to 

the Emperor of China (Khaqan), begged for an army and agreed to pay 

tribute. Assistance was granted him. Dabaji fled with a small following, 

and finally, finding no other refuge, betook himself to Ush (Turfan), 

wrhile Amursana ruled at Ila. The Governor of Ush, who was not subject 

to the Khoja of Kashghar, invited him into the town, but seized him as 

soon as he entered, and sent him to Ila, whence he was conveyed a 

prisoner to China.38 There, however, he was treated with honour and his 

88 This passage, which is one of the most interesting in the book, from a historical 

point of view, is given by Muhammad Sadiq in greater detail, and may be transcribed 

here. He writes:—“The cause of the disturbance in Ila was this:—Ghaldan 

Jiriu [Graldan Chiring] was dead and his son Achan succeeded him when only twelve 

years of age. Being so young, he was not heeded by the infidels. He occupied 

himself only in amusemeuts with dogs, in hawking and cock-fighting. Be carried 

off Qalmaq women aud ofteu committed [otherJ sins. The affairs of his country fell 

iuto disorder. 
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descendants dwell in China to this day 39. 

Amursana, having firmly established his authority by the help of the 

Chinese at Ila, planned the conquest of the three cities of Kashghar, 

Yarqand and Kira tan. But the Qalmaqs were in a depressed state, and 

the Chinese army, having come from afar, was weary, so that the despatch 

of a sufficient force was thought difficult. Abdu-l-Wahhab, the Governor 

of Aksu and a partisan of the Qalmaqs, advised the following plan. There 

happened to be two members of the Effioja family at Ila. Let one of 

“ Achan had a sister, called Gliulam Bia, who conspired with a Qalmaq named 

Tamgu Jarghal, to imprison Achan aud for Tamgu Jarghal to be made Tura. Achan 

was made aware of the plot, whereupon he seized his sister and her accomplice, put 

out their eyes, and threw them into prison. Galdan Chirin had a concubine by whom 

he had a son named Lama Taj I. Having heard the news of Gliulam Bia’s capture, 

Lama Taji came with a large force. Ou hearing of this, Achan, out of fear, took to 

flight, but Lama Taji pursued him, seized him, and established himself as Tura, He 

then put out Acban’s eyes and drove him into the streets where he died. 

“ A short time after this, Amursana and DabajI, who were nephews of Galdan 

Chirin and belonged to the Tura’s family, heard of Achan’s death and claimed their 

right to succeed as Tura. They collected an army and moved forward. Lama Taji was 

unaware of their schemes, and when he heard that they were coming, shut himself 

up and was unable to move out from fright. Ainursana’s soldiers entered his tent 

(Akoi) and killed him. They took many captives and plundered the country, while 

DabajI established himself as Tura, but Amursana claimed the Turaship for himself 

and disputed it with DabajI. He failed, however, in his object and went with 500 

Qalmaqs towards Khata (China) and thence arrived at Bajin (Pekin). He asked the 

Khan (of Khata) for an army. The Khan entertained him with kindness and gave 

him a thousand troops under the command of a Jang Jung [Chiang Chun]. This force 

accompanied him on his [return] march. DabajI was not free from the fear of 

Amursana. For this reason the Qalmaqs wTere unable to send troops to prevent 

Kashghar being plundered . . . .” 

Further on in the book the author continues on the same subject thus :— “ When 

DabajI had become established as Tura, Amursana wrent before the Khaqan Emperor 

of China and asked for a large army. He made a promise to take aud deliver over 

Yarqand and Kashghar. From of old the infidels of China had a quarrel with the 

Qalmaqs, hut no favourable opportunity had presented itself (for action). When DabajI 

heard of Amursana’s approach with an immense army his limbs trembled, because there 

w7as much confusion and dissension in the country. Not being strong enough to oppose 

the Chinese he was compelled to take flight and went forth with 300 brave horse¬ 

men of his own kindred, but finding no means of escape in any (other) direction he 

travelled on till he came to the pass of Uch . . . Thence he went on to the town 

of Uch, (i.e. Ush Turf an) where, for a time, he made himself secure, but the author 

continues:— “ Now', since DabajI had fled from Ila, the throne of sovereignty had 

remained vacant, so Amursana came and occupied it- Khwaja Si Beg (Governor of 

Uch) took DabajI prisoner and gave him up to Amursana. The latter was greatly 

pleased and sent DabajI under escort of an army, to the Khaqan of China. __ 

DabajI, or Ta-wa-tze, had only one son, named Lob-Tsang, who died at Pekin 

£ 
39 
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them, he said, be deputed together with an envoy, to Kashghar, and let it 

be proclaimed that he has been appointed ruler of the province by the 

Emperor of China. 

Now Khwaja Yahyd, (son of Khwaja Afaq) had left a son named 

Khwaja Ahmad, who had two sons : 1, Burhanu-d-Dln, and 2, Khan 

Khoja. Burhan was sent with an embassy, accompanied by a force of 

Chinese, Qalmaqs and hillmen. He was received with joy by the people 

of Aksu, and took possession of Ush. But the inhabitants of Ush advised 

an arrangement by which Yusuf should be left in possession of Kashghar, 

as it was reported that all the Kirghiz, as well as the people of Khutan 

and Yarqand, were assembled for the defence of Kashghar. 

When Yusuf heard the news from Ila, he was lying ill at Yarqand. 

He took counsel with his advisers, and it was recommended that he should 

not wait to be attacked in Kashghar. but should carry the war into the 

enemy’s country, Ush and Aksu. But Yusuf did not approve of thus in¬ 

viting an attack on himself, in case his army should be defeated, and the 

Kirghiz allies were not to be trusted. However, the general opinion was 

too strong for him, and a force was despatched from Yarkand, without 

Yusuf’s knowledge or consent, under command of his brother Khwaja 

Yahya. The Kirghiz joined the army at Yang! Hisar, and the Governor 

of that place, who was suspected of complicity with the Qalmaqs, was 

made prisoner, and taken on to Kashghar; whence the force proceeded, by 

way of Artush to Ush. Khwaja Yusuf died two days after his army had 

left Yarqand. 

Khwaja Jahan, who succeeded Yusuf, did not approve of this expedi¬ 

tion and wanted to recall it. But his Chiefs represented that, having 

started, it was best that it should go on, lest the enemy should perceive 

dissensions among them. By his order Khwaja Abdu-llah, son of Yusuf, 

was made ruler of Kashghar. He collected a contingent of troops from 

his province and sent it after Yahya, whom it overtook at Besh Karam. 

The united forces then marched by Akshai and Kakshal, to Ush. The 

invading Khwaja Burhan was amusing himself when news of the approach 

of this expedition reached him. He was taken by surprise, but ordered 

his troops to be called together. 

Yahya sent an embassy to Ush. On being introduced to the presence 

of Khwaja Burhan, they were scandalised at his dress and manners, which 

resembled those of the Qalmaqs and Chinese. With him were the Gov¬ 

ernors of Aksu, Ush, Kuchar, Sairam, Dolan and a Kirghiz Chief. There 

were also 400 Chinese troops under Turumtai Darin, and 1,000 Qalmaqs 

immediately after his father, and while still a child. This would have been some twelve 
or thirteen years previous to the date of Muhammad Sadiq’s book, and consequently, 
it might be thought, within his recollection. 
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under Dan Jin-Jing.40 After reading tlie letter from the Chiefs of the 

Kashghar army, exhorting him to join the side of Islam, he began to mock 

the feeble intelligence of the IshaqI Khojas. He then recounted the 

deeds and power of his supporters, Amursana and the Khaqan, who had 

appointed him Kuler of the country, and he recommended the Kashghar 

Khojas to sue for pardon. His words and threats won over the emissa¬ 

ries, who reflected that Yusuf was now dead. Two of them stayed at 

Ush and the other two returned to their own army, after making a pro¬ 

mise to take the side of the invaders. 

On reaching the camp of Yahya, they spoke in exaggerated terms of 

the strength of the enemy. Yabya professed his readiness to die in 

defence of the faith, and said :—“ We looked upon Khwaja Burhan as 

our brother, and were anxious to deliver him from the hands of the 

infidels, but now that he has joined them to attack us, we will resist him 

to the death.’’ 

The troops prepared for war, but without much hope of success. 

They had before experienced the power of the Qalmaqs, and now the power 

of the Chinese was added to it.41 When the fighting began, one portion 

after another of the Musulman army went over to the enemy. The 

remainder, finding their case hopeless, fled. 

On their return to Yarqand, Khwaja Jahan was advised to seize the 

remainder of the Mungi tribe of Kirghiz, who had been the first to go 

over * to the enemy, An attempt was made to take them prisoners, but 

half of them escaped and fell to plundering the country. Those who had 

been captured, moreover, succeeded by fair speeches in obtaining their 

release and joined their brethren in pillaging Yarqand territory. 

The invaders then consulted and decided to go at once to Kashghar. 

as the Kirghiz were friendly and the defending army broken up. On 

arriving at the city some of their local supporters worked upon the 

Kipchak-Kirghiz guard at one of the gates, so that they agreed to let the 

rival Khojas fight out the matter between themselves, without assisting 

either side. These were a body of Kipchaks who had fled in the days of 

Khwaja, Danyal from Ila to Khutan. A certain Abdul Majid, a supporter 

of the invading Chiefs, stood on the bank of the Tuman river and cried 

out with a loud voice :—“ Oh, my Princes ! There is no use now in delay. 

The master of this land has come, now go ye forth !” 

40 These are intended for Chinese names and titles. Turumtai I can make nothing 

of. Darin should read Ta-jen, the ordinary title of any high official, Dan would 

probably be the surname Tan or Tang; while the office Jin-Jing is doubtless meant for 

chiang-chun, or “ general 

41 It is at this point that the MS. of Muhammad Sadiq and Mr. Shaw’s printed text 

come to an end. 
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After vain counsels, Khwaja Abdu-llah retired with his followers to 

Yarqand, and Khan Khoja entered Kashghar. He immediately prepared 

to follow up his success by advancing against Yarqand. He was accom¬ 

panied by a numberless force of Kashghar, Aksu and Ush men and of 

Kirghiz under Kubat Bi, to whom the government of Kashghar had been 

promised as a reward for success. 

Khwaja Jahan, at Yarqand, pitched his tents outside the city and 

called an assembly of chief men of the place, to whom, after a feast, he 

made a speech recounting the time he had spent among them as their 

ruler, and entreating their pardon for any offence that he might have 

given by word or deed. “ Now,” he added, “ we hear that a descendant of 

Hazrat Afaq has taken Kashghar with the help of the Chinese, and it is 

probable that he will also seek to become master of Yarqand. As it is 

not fitting that I and my family should submit to the rule of the infidels, 

we will carry out our long-formed desire of visiting the holy cities.” 

The chief men of Yarqand tried to dissuade him, saying that if he insisted 

on going, let him take them with him. Let him not throw them aside in 

this manner. They wTould not consent to accept the rule of the descend¬ 

ants of Afaq, but would fight them if they would not remain content with 

Kashghar. 

Khwaja Jahan was persuaded to stay, and entrusted the defence of the 

town to Ghazi Beg, who had formerly betrayed him. A force of 3,000 men 

went out from Yarqand, with orders not to attack their brother Musul- 

mans of Kashghar, unless the latter should strike the first blow. But 

when the cavalry of the two armies began to skirmish the Kashgharis 

came on with cries of “ kait, kait ” (turnback, turnback). Khwaja Jahan 

was pleased when he heard the news of this, saying :—“ As they do not 

make ‘ Allah ’ their war-cry, we may fight them with a clear conscience. 

It had long been on my mind that it would not be lawful to attack troops 

who met us with cries of c Allah,’ ” and he gave orders for the advance. 

The Yarqandls fought so vigorously that the Kashghari force re¬ 

treated a tdsh 42 distance, and made their “ salams ” in the direction of 

Yarqand. A second time the Yarqand troops came out to the attack, 

and again proved victorious. They were in possession of two European 

rifles (JFrang Miltah') which could strike a mark at the distance of a tdsh : 

they had been the property of Khwaja Yusuf. Khwaja Burhanu-d-Hln, 

the Afaqi, was standing on the Bai-Dubba (or Tippa), a mound about half 

a mile from the Maskhara Darwaza (gate) on the east side of the city. A 

shot from the European gun, fired from the gate, struck his standard- 

43 The tdsji is a measure of distance, equal to about four miles. It is the Persian 

sang or faraakh. 
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bearer, wlio fell with the yak’s tail standard (Tugh). After further 

fighting the Kashghar force retired again, and the Yarqand officers 

returned triumphant. 

Now when the Kashghar troops first set out, a deputation of Yarqandls 

had represented to Khwaja Jahan as follows :—“ Khwaja Burhanu-d- 

Din, with the help of the Chinese and Qalmaqs, has taken the whole country 

except Yarqand and Khutan ; but Yarqand is, of all, the chief city of 
Mughalistan,43 and its inhabitants, as long as they have one mind, are 

capable of encountering those of the whole of the other cities put together. 

But we are doubtful of two men—Ghazi Beg and Niaz Beg—who would 

not scruple to barter their faith for the things of this world. They should 

be imprisoned till these troubles are over, and should have no share in our 

arrangements. Afterwards they might be restored to their present dig¬ 

nities,” But Khwaja Jahan could, with difficulty, be induced to agree 

even to such precautions as preventing them going out into the field, or 

sitting in the court (Urda) to give their orders. 

To return : the invaders finding force of no avail, sent four envoys, 

two Chinese and two Qalmaqs—and they were allowed to come into the 

presence of Khwaja Jahan, who sat on a high throne surrounded by his 

chiefs. They presented a letter which ran in the name, first of the 

Kliaqan, and secondly of Amursana, and in which the Yarqand! leaders 

were reproached with their folly in withholding the tribute paid by them 

forefathers for many generations. Their error was ascribed to Dabaji, the 
expelled Tura of Ila. All the countries formerly in possession of the 
Qalmaqs had now fallen to the Chinese crown, of right. The Kfian had 

sent this embassy to invite them to obedience. If they happened to be 
victorious over it, he threatened that troops upon troops would come from 

China and slay down to the very four-footed beasts; and he concluded by 

exhorting them to lay down them arms, promising good terms and throw¬ 

ing the responsibility of rejecting this offer on Khwaja Jahan.44 

The Khwaja tore up the letter and burned it. He then replied, 

saying :—“ Khwaja Burhan is eating dirt. If he knows himself to be a 

43 It is curious to see this name applied to Eastern Turkistan. At an earlier date the 

regions to the north of the Tien Shan alone were known as Mucjhalistdn, because they 

were those inhabited by the Mughals. or Mongols. Early in the I6th century, when 

a Mughal Khan conquered Eastern Turkistan and made Kashghar his capital, the name 

of Mugko list an seems to have extended over the whole of his dominions ; while our 

author, two centuries later, applies it to Eastern Turkistan only. Probably it was not 

a commonly used name even in his time : now-a-days it is never heard for Eastern 

Turkistan, 

41 This expedition to Yarqand is not mentioned in the memoirof Kienlung on the 

conquest of the “ Eleuths ” (as translated by Amiot), hut the letter, although it is not 

expressly said to have come from the Emperor, has the real Kienlung tone about it. 
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man, let him learn that others are lions. Onr minds have no other desire 

than to wage a religions war.” With this answer the envoys returned. 

Afterwards, however, a council was held in Yarqand, when an envoy 

was despatched to Burhanu-d-Din, on the part of Khwaja Jahan, 

charged with an attempt to win him over to the side of Islam and offer¬ 

ing, for the sake of religious peace, to give up the city to him and to go 

on pilgrimage. Otherwise even if the city walls were of paper, the 

weapons of defence needles, and the defenders women, still he would not 

be able to take it. In reply Burhanu-d-Din said that a theological dis¬ 

quisition of this kind would not accomplish the work of soldiering : that 

the Khaqan and Amursana, who had sent him, would not accept such a 

sermon in lieu of obedience. “ I am backed up, ” he continued, “ by 

these two great mountains and shall not fail to take Yarqand—if not to¬ 

day, then to-morrow. Where will it go to escape us ?” With these words 

he dismissed the envoy. 

With this envoy had come a follower of Grhazi Beg, who entered into 

negotiations with the enemy, on behalf of his master, to betray the city, 

on condition of obtaining its government. He also opened communica¬ 

tions with Niaz Beg. The latter possessed a garden close to the wall of 

the town, from which he began mining under the wall and throwing the 

earth into an empty ice-house. It was winter, so no one visited the 

garden. He had progressed 8 fathoms, making in such a direction as 

to come out on the face of a bank below the wall on the outside. But 

among his servants there was one loyal man, and he at last informed 

Khwaja Jahan, who sent and found the mine as the man had said. Niaz 

was put into confinement, but his property was not seized, nor was his 

family injured. 

There was another man named Ashur Kozi, a Qalmaq by birth, but 

much trusted by Khwaja Jahan. He entered into communication with 

the invaders on behalf of himself and Niaz, advising them to push 

forward, on a certain night, some 3,000 men; while he would arrange to 

set fifty men at work, with picks, to make a breach in the city wall. All 

was in readiness, but a son of Ashur Kozi reproached his father for his 

treachery, saying that it was better to die righteously than to enjoy the 

empire of the world. Passing from words to blows, the father wounded 

him with his sword, and he fled and informed Khwaja Jahan, who at first 

refused to believe him. But, at his suggestion, the messenger of his 

father was seized and he confessed. Then Ashur was arrested, his house 

was searched, and the letter bearing the seal of Khwaja Burhan was 
found. 

Next day Ashur was brought out before the people and his crime 

declared. He made a public confession and acknowledged that death 
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was the penalty he had incurred. Khwaja Abdu-llah interceded for him, 

saying that if he were killed, no son would, in future, reveal his father’s 

conspiracies. Khwaja Jahan then proclaimed to the people that the son 

had begged for the father’s life from him, and he (the Khwaja,) now 

begged it from the people. The assembly, however; replied that unless 

somebody’s life was taken, the city would not be safe, so the messenger 

was executed. 

The enemy were greatly dejected, because these two schemes had 

failed; and they were defeated daily in the open field. 

Now Ghazi Beg’s station in the defence was from the Khanaka gate to 

the Maskhara gate. It was reported to the Khwaja that Ghazi’s spies 

were constantly coming and going, and a petition was handed in that he 

might be imprisoned. The Khwaja replied :—“ It is of no use. Our 

destruction is decreed : it is only delayed, not averted.” Ghazi Beg then 

planned to procure a defeat of the Yarqand army. The Khwaja consented 

to an attack being made and the whole male population of Yarqand, from 

twelve years of age to seventy, was sent out. Some people said that they 

numbered as many as 40,000 as they sallied forth. 

Burhanu-d-Din’s army retired before this mass. The Kirghiz. Kubat 

Bi, the accursed one, stood looking on. But Ghazi Beg was marshalling 

the Yarqand troops, when a small force rode at him. He fled with his 

standard, and the Yarqand men being taken with fright at this defection, 

fled, and pressed on one another up to the gate. Khwaja Abdu-llah tried 

to get out of the city to stop the rout, but could not make his way 

through the crowd of fugitives. Ropes were then thrown over the wall and 

as many as possible were taken into the town; the rest were all slain by 

the enemy. 

After a few days of despair, the Khojas and the chief people of Yar- 

qand sallied forth with the intention of taking refuge in the mountains. 

Some on horses, some on camels, some riding two together on one horse, 

they set out and reached the Zarafshan (the Yarqand river) ; but it was 

frozen so insufficiently as to be impassable on the ice, moreover night had 

set in. They turned aside to a place, above, called Kara-Yun-tagh, and 

there began to cross. Then the Kirghiz in the enemy’s army discovered 

their movements and went after them. 

Ghazi Beg finding the people had left the town, beat the drum of 

rejoicing and sent out to Khwaja Burhan who pushed forward 500 men 

to stop the flight. This party, together with the Kirghiz, overtook the 
fugitives. Some of the latter were trembling with cold and wet, some 

were burdened with children in their arms; but none were capable of 
showing fight, although there were about a thousand of them. One of 
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Khwaja Japan’s wives gave birth to a child during the night and could 

not follow. 

Khwaja Kbdu-llah managed to collect a few men to check the pursuit, 

but it continued nevertheless till the afternoon of the next day. At the 

upper crossing of the river, the Kirghiz seized the passage and opened fire 

with their muskets. Xbdu-llah alone showed courage, but what was one 

against so many ? The fugitives crowded into the river, so as to dam up 

the water, but again it broke through them sweeping many away with it. 

Abdu-llah saw the dead body of Yusuf Khwaja’s son being borne past, but 

he could not even cast a second glance at it in the confusion. After a 

long struggle they reached the other bank and stopped to recover them¬ 

selves. Looking round they counted up their losses : one had lost his 

wife, another his father, and a third his child ; cries of grief went up to 

heaven. 

The Kirghiz now offered them quarter if they would surrender. With 

the exception of Kbdu-llah, all the princes agreed to do so, provided the 

chiefs of the Kirghiz would bind themselves to good faith by an oath. 

But Kbdu-llah’s pride would not consent to a surrender on any terms. 

Khwaja Jahan exhorted him to submit and not to fly from death, for life 

was only a prison to the faithful, though a paradise to unbelievers. 

Abdu-llah replied :—“ Oh my king, suffer me and a few others to make a 

fight for liberty. If we all fall into the hands of these infidels, none of 

our line will escape. I say not this as desiring to avoid death. In our 

present circumstances death is our best refuge. But firstly our lineage 

will be destroyed by our being taken, and secondly I would rather die in 

fight than after falling into the hands of these men.” 

While they were discussing thus, the Kirghiz crossed the river and 

coming up, with respect, to the old Khwaja. suggested that if he did not 

believe their word, he should send his son Yahya with them to the camp 

of Burhanu-d-Dln, to obtain assurances from him in person. So Yahya 

was sent off with them. 

The Musulmans were wet, hungry and cold, and night was coming 

on. Some of them killed their horses, and lighting fires, cooked the flesh 

and ate it. Abdu-llah then begged the Khwaja’s permission to try and 

escape with his two children, lest the line of the Khwajas should be cut 

short, and God threw dust into the eyes of the Kirghiz so that he got 

away safely, with one child before him and the other behind him, on the 
same horse. 

• 

In the morning the Kirghiz approached and said :—“ Oh Khwaja, let 

us come away into the presence of Khwaja Burhan and see what city he 

will appoint to you as your Government.” But the princes said to them¬ 

selves It is a question of what death they are going to inflict, not 
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what city they are going to give.” Afterwards the Kirghiz asked: — 

“ What need have yon now for yonr fire arms and accoutrements ?” and 
so took them from them. 

With many indignities and sufferings, they were brought in by the 

Kirghiz, who, cruelly and for sport, slew many of the children and carried 

their bodies on their spears. In this way, they passed one night at the 

village of Ak-tam and another at Urda-Ustang, where there were but four 

bare walls to sleep between. At this place they were separated from one 

another to be led into the city, and they never saw one another more. 

What happened after this, there is no strength to relate nor to listen to. 
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APPENDIX A. 

HIERARCHY OP THE MUSULMAN RELIGIOUS ORDERS OR 
GUILDS. 

The technical terms in the text require a little explanation. Among the Musul¬ 
mans of Eastern Turkistan, who follow chiefly the rule of the Naqshbandi order, 
the head of the hierarchy is the murshid or jpir, generally a descendant of the Pro¬ 
phet. The spiritual succession “ nisbaUi-ma'nd” is handed down usually in the 
family of the Founder or Missionary Apostle, but sometimes is vested in one or 
more of his chief disciples, especially at what may be called “ out-stations.” He 
has a congregation or body of disciples (murid), consisting of the lay chief and 
population descended from those who were originally converted or recruited by his 
ancestor’s preaching. These are considered hereditarily subject (in religious matters) 
to the murshid's descendants or representatives. He has also a special band of 
more closely united disciples or apostles called “ khalifa,'" i.e., vicegerents (vicars) 
who may be considered the clergy of this church, although their speciality merely 
extends to preaching and expounding and not to any priestly ministrations, for 
Islam recognises no priesthood. These form a sort of court around the spiritual 
superior and his family ; and from them are chosen his representatives and successors 
when his own progeny fail. 

The waqf, or church lands, given by devout laymen, are vested in this hierarchy. 
When such a church or order is formed, whether out of the general bodj’ of 
Musulmans or by the conversion of tribes of a different religion, the initiatory 
process is called “indbat,” i.e., conversion or religious submission, or “irddat 
i.e., devotion. The commission, or ordination, by which the Khalifas are 
inducted into this office, is called “ rukhsat” (permission) or “irshdd” 
(direction). Hence “murshid" a spiritual director. These churches or orders 
or guilds do not, I believe, differ doctrinally from one another among the 
orthodox Musulmans, They even belong to the same one out of the four so-called 
sects of the Sunnis. But they profess a particular method of exciting devotion 
among their members. This is called their “tariq” (road or path). Some of them, 
especially the Naqshbandi (to which the Khojas of Kashgharia belonged), have 
particular signs by which they can recognise their brethren in the faith among 
strange Musulmans. There may be many such churches or congregations belong¬ 
ing to the same order or guild, but tracing their spiritual descent through a different 
line. The members are sometimes scattered in different countries. In such cases 
the superior will often send a Khalifa or will travel himself into the places in- 
habited by them, to confirm them in the faith and to raise contributions. Thus 
Ghafur Shah Naqshbandi, belonging to a family originally of lasjrhand, but now 
established in Kashmir, several times visited his flocks in Turkistan, and often 
wrote to the chief members. In return these people and other Tuikistanis when 
they visit Kashmir are entertained by his sons (he is now dead) in quarters, 
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specially devoted to this purpose at the ziarat or shrine of which he is guardian. 

So also Agha Khan of Bombay (a Shia‘ sectary) has many adherents in the yallej s 

of the Hindu Kush. Of course in some cases such an organisation is used for poli¬ 

tical purposes. 
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APPENDIX B. 

A VISIT TO THE SHRINE OF HAZRAT AFAQ. 

The following account of a visit paid by myself and an English companion to 

the shrine of Hazrat Afaq, in December 1874, may be interesting as illustrating the 

text. 

After crossing the Tuman Fiver by a wooden bridge, just below the south¬ 

eastern angle of the wall of Kashghar city, we rode for nearly a couple of miles 

chiefly through a large cemetery—a perfect city of the dead—where numerous beg¬ 

ging dervishes, single, and even in families, had established their dwellings in the 

niches and under the domes of the tombs, and came out at the approach of our 

cavalcade to ask for alms with loud invocations and deep reverences. Presently the 

road became a walled lane, overhung by the branches of tall trees growing in a 

large park-like domain, which extended on either side and in front. This lane 

ended at a gateway where we all dismounted, and left cur horses under the charge 

of a number of boys and young men, who were hanging about there for the purpose 

of holding the horses of visitors and pilgrims. The hereditary guardian of the 

shrine, a Haji, accompanied by his retinue, met us at the gate and conducted us 

into the interior. We passed numerous collegiate buildings, the quarters of students 

who come to study theology here, and other buildings indicating the existence of 

quite a little religious colony. In summer it must be charming under the shade of 

the venerable trees, an air of religious and scholastic repose pervading the whole. 

After a short walk we reached the shrine, a square building with a barred gateway 

enclosing a small courtyard in which were more than seventy tombs of the members 

of the Afaqide branch of the Khoja family. Among them is a tomb marked only 

with the initials K. Sh. (Kdf, Shin). This is the nom de plume under which is 

known the writer of certain poems and semi-poetical biographies of Hazrat Afaq 

and his ancestors, which are in my possession. 

The shrine is marked by four tall masts decorated with yah tails {tagh) and 

flags inscribed with Arabic texts, and by numerous huge horns of the Ovis Poli (or 

rather Ovis Karilini) found in the neighbouring mountains. These are ranged 

along the top of the walls surrounding the shrine, and the finest are formed into 

two heaps, in front of a little pavilion where pious worshippers sit and meditate on 

the virtues of the saint. These fluttering yah tails and heaped-up horns are 

strange features for a Musulman holy place, although commonly found associated 

with grave-yards in Turkistan. They remind one of the cairns and built-up pillars 

or monuments, similarly adorned, which are found in all notable spots throughout 

the mountainous region between India and Eastern Turkistan,1 and which are vari¬ 

ously called Devis (the haunts, that is, of female deities) in the Hindu region, 

Shdto (i.e. demon-dwellings) in the Buddhist region (where they are not considered 

1 And even in Mongolia. See Perjevalski, Mongolia, volume I, pages 76, 283. Volume II, page 257. 
They are there called “obo.”—B. B. S. 
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to be connected with orthodox religion)2 and Pir or Mazdr, respectively, 
in the Kashmiri and Turki Musulman regions, where they are explained to be the 

tombs of holy men. As, however, they occupy precisely corresponding positions 

in all these regions (positions where it is generally eminently improbable that they 

could be graves, or which indicate some other associations, e.g., summits of passes, 

peaks of rock barely accessible, turns of a valley where one first comes in sight 

of a tall precipitous cliff or of a remarkable three-pointed mountain) it is, I think, 

more probable that they all owe their existence to some common origin (e.g», a 

primitive local demon worship) than that in the Musulman region alone they 

should be due to some cause which could not have operated in the other regions. 

Stray traces of a local demon worship underlie the existing religions all along the 

Himalaya and far as into Burma, where “ nat ” worship is interwoven with the 

orthodox Buddhism. 

Now if the above hypothesis be true, we have an explanation of these curiously 

un-Musulman features, viz., the fluttering tails and rags and heaps of horns. 

They merely carry on the local pre-Musulman mode of showing reverence for tradi¬ 

tionally hallowed spots, which has been extended to more modern holy rites such 

as graves ; and, on the other hand, the designation of graves has been carried back 

to explain the reverence exhibited for the older sites, which Islam refuses to honour 

as the abode of local demons or deities. 

Thus the Shrine of Ha?rat Afaq would be but a magnified and glorified adapta¬ 

tion of the rough cairns and pillars so often found in Tibet and in the Indian 

mountains ; a survival of the customs of a primitive local demon-worship, in fact. 

We were led round outside this shrine, in a circuit, keeping it on our left side 

(i. e., moving against the course of the sun) which seems to be the usual way of 

showing respect to it. Afterwards we were conducted over a newly erected mosque 

with wings, enclosing a square flagged court-yard, sufficiently large to contain 

several hundred worshippers. The Hail pointed out, with pride, that the building 

could boast of nineteen low domes, and was all built of burnt bricks. It had been 

constructed within the last four months, for the festival, or 'Id, which closes the 

Ramazan or month of fasting, and hence was called an ‘Id-gah, or “ place for 

celebrating the 'Id 

We were then conducted into a raised and carpeted platform under some trees 

on the bank of a large tank or reservoir. Here an open marquee had been erected 

3 In the Buddhist countries—Western Tibet, China, etc.—these cairns on the tops of hills and cliffs 

are usually put up in connexion with the supposed functions of good and bad spirits, or benign and evil 

principles. In some places the hills, or other natural features, are believed to favour the passage and 

operations of beneficent spirits or infl uences , in others to obstruct them or to attract evil oneB. The 

cairns are placed so as to divert the malicious currents and to facilitate those regarded as propitious. 

In short, they are devices of the spiritualism prevailing among the inhabitants of the regions in 

question their ancient superstition that existed long before Buddhism was introduced, and which 

underlies the Buddhism of the Lamas to this day. The spiritualistic “ teachers,” or mediums (who 

are usually Lamas in Tibetan countries) ascertain the proper positions for the marks, or cairns, by 

mystic methods known only to themselves, and are employed to erect them by the people of the villages 

for grazing grounds, who regard them as a measure of protection. The Mongolian 060, alluded to in 

Mr. Shaw’s footnote, is not quite the same thing.—N. E. 

l 

. 
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for us, and we were treated to a repast, beginning as usual with fruit and bread, and 

ending with * pilSo * and soup. Our host was not able to join us in the meal, as it 

was fast time ; but he presented himself again afterwards, and seated himself 

with humility on the furthest edge of the carpet, nearer than which nothing could 

induce him to approach. I discovered that he also was related to the saintly 

family, to some member of which, the charge of the Shrine and of the College and 

of the landed estates attached to the Shrine, is always confided. He complained 

that the place had been sacked repeatedly by the Chinese and Kirghiz within the 

last decade, and even its library of old books destroyed. 

Opposite to where we were sitting was an old mosque with carved wooden ceiling 

and pillars, and open, as usual, in front and at one side. When the hour of after¬ 

noon prayer arrived, the Haji, our host, ran off to stop the mu’azzin who was 

going to call to prayers. When asked why he did this, he answered : “ Because I 

fear the English gentlemen may be offended by the sound.” On being assured of 

the contrary, he permitted the prayers to begin, but he could not be induced to go 

and join in them himself until I assured him that I should be pleased if he did. 

He then went up the steps of the mosque with my own Musulman attendants, hut 

between every |prostration he would look round to see whether we were showing 

no signs of displeasure, and would make signals to his pages to keep pouring us out 

more tea. 

On rising to go away I gave him a little gold compass, or “ Qibla-numa,” with 

which he was much pleased, saying that it would enable him to be more exact in 

fixing the direction of Mecca for the new mosques which he was about to build. He 

accompanied us to the outer gate where he parted from us with many salutations. 

This reception by the Chief or Guardian of the most celebrated Shrine in 

Eastern Turkistan, which one might suppose to be a refuge for the conservative 

and religious sentiment of the country, rather belies the usual idea of Musulman 

fanaticism and intolerance in Central Asia, and is of a piece with all my experience 

of Eastern Turkistan. 
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COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS IN EASTERN TLRKISTAN. 

Colleges and schools are very numerous in Eastern Turlustan, though they are 

devoted to religious education, and only teach reading and writing as incidental to 

that purpose. 

Every founder of a college must provide a building and an endowment in land, 

after which he executes a title-deed which is countersigned by the authorities, and 

makes it over to the Principal or Akhund nominated by himself. 

The following is the usual establishment: 1st, the Akhund' 01 Principal, 2n 

Mudarris or Master; 3rd, a Mutaivalli, i.e., Steward or Manager, 4th, a number 

of Jdruh-Kash, literally “ sweepers” who are hereditary servants or slaves attached 

to the foundation and who perform the menial service of it. 

The Mutawalli collects the revenues of the endowment lands annually, and hands 

them to the Akhund, who divides them into ten shares, which are distributed some¬ 

what in the following manner, viz., to the Akhund and Mudarris four shares; to 

the Mutaivalli one share ; for repairs, etc., one share ; to the sustenance of the 

Jdrub-Kash, and sometimes of the students, four shares, lotal ten shares. 

In the city of Yarqand there are over sixty-two collegiate buildings, of which 

twenty-nine are kept up in good order, while the others are abandoned. I have a 

list of the twenty-nine with particulars of each. The earliest of them was founded 

in A. H. 903 (A. D. 1497). The Ak-madrasa, mentioned in the text, is put down 

in my list as situated in the Altun Mazdr, and as having been founded in 1172 

(A. D. 1661-2) by Khan Khoja; also as being endowed with fifty Patmans of 

land in the townships of Poskgam, Karghalik and Yarqand. It is stated that 

no public education is carried on in it now, but that its QazI (?Akhund) takes 

private pupils. Neither the date nor the name of the founder agree with 

the text, so it is probable that Khamosh Khoja’s bequest must have been used 

merely to enlarge an existing college and to increase its endowment (which is 

perhaps indicated in the text by the expression “ widened the endowment lands ”). 

The total endowment of these twenty-nine colleges amounts, according to my 

list, to 3,670 Patmans of land (each Patman being as much as it takes about 

1,000 lbs. of grain to sow), and 198 houses or shops, whose rents form part of the 

revenues. Judging by some whose income is known, the total revenues of the 

Yarqand colleges must be about 400 yambus1 of silver, or about £6,800 per 

annum. These particulars are gathered from the college title-deeds. There only 

appear to be a little over four hundred students educated at these colleges, a good 

number of them carrying on no education, but merely affording snug retreats for 

the learned, such as they are. 

1 The Chinese Yuan Fao or shoe of sycee silver.—N. E. 
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As for primary education there are maHab Jchanas or schools in every ward or 

sub-division of the cities and attached to most of the mosques. Here the children, 

both male and female, may be heard repeating their lessons in the usual sing-song 

style, while they rock their bodies to and fro. In the bitter winter weather they 

have a curious way of providing for the warmth of these little bodies. Along one 

or more sides of the school-room runs a long sort of earthen trough, or manger, 

with a broad lip. This trough is filled with straw and the children squat in this, 

putting their books before them on the rim. They learn to read and to repeat their 

religious exercises. The girls do not often go further than this. Some of the boys 

learn to write and read as far as four books in Persian or Turki, and those that have 

a liking for knowledge continue their education at the colleges. Some of the elder 

girls learn the Qur’an at home. 

F 
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APPENDIX D. 

TRIBE NOMENCLATURE OP {THE QALMIQS. 

The following note on the modern tribe nomenclature of the Qalmaqs, as given 

by themselves, may be interesting as throwing some light on this difficult question. 

There are two grand divisions called by the Turks, respectively, the Sarygh (or 

yellow) Qalmaqs, and the Kara (or black) Qalmaqs. The latter seem to be the 

Eastern Mongols of European writers ; the former the Western Mongols or 

Qalmaqs. 

The following tribes of Sary ah Qalmaqs are in and about the Ila region, north 

of the Tien Shan mountains, but they state that they originally came from Be-tu- 

ddze 1 (or Mongolia) 

1. Chungur (which seems to be the tribe known to western nations as Sunghar 

or Zuughar). 

2. Turghut who live in the south of Ila and have only recently (circ. 1870-72) 

been driven out of the Yulduz pastures by the incursions of the Tunganis 

or Dungans. The Turghut tribe is said to include (i) the Khosot, (ii) 

the Barluq, who inhabit Tarbagatai, (iii) the Khoiti, who migrated to 

Russia and back again in the last century. 

3. Turbet (? Derlet). 

4. Ckalus (? Choros). 

Then there are two other tribes of more Eastern origin :— 

1. Solan which includes the sub-tribes Bdgliur and JJn-gar (? right and left 

hand). They are said to have immigrated from Saghalan-Ula. 

2. The Shiba or Shibar who also are said to have come from the East (from 

the mountains of Liu-dung or Liuchung? they say) more recently than 

the rest and who now occupy the north of Ila. 

The Solan and the Shibar are said to have been located here by the Chinese in 

the 15th year of the Emperor Ja-Ching,* * 3 for the purpose of overawing the other Qal¬ 

maqs. They are reported to have enjoyed certain privileges, They call themselves 

Manchus and the Turks call them Manchu Qalmaqs. 

The tribes about the Koko-Nor and Sining are also called Qalmaqs by their Turk! 

neighbours. All the abovenamed Qalmaqs are Buddhists and revere the Dalai 

Lama of Lhassa. 

This is, I believe, a Chinese compound, viz., B<?=north, tu— land, daze, (or tha-tse) is the name 

commonly applied to the Mongols. (See Howorth, I, pages 701—2, where tha-tse is put forth as a prob¬ 

able origin of Tartar.)—R. B. S. 

3 Liuo-tung.—N. E, 

3 Kia King or Chia Ching—The fifteenth year of whose reign would be 1810,—N. E. 
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The tribes denominated Kara (black) Qalmdqs by the Turks live further East. 

They include the Kalkas. They are said to call themselves Aid or Angid. 

This account was given to me by a Shibar Qalmaq. Another account makes the 

fourfold division of the Sarygh Qalmaqs as follows :— 

1. Chalus. 

2. Durbet. 

3. Khoshot. 

4. Turghut. 

G. I. C. P. 0. No. 462 H. D.-18-11-97.—690.—[J. E. F.] 








